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Art. I—UDAIPUR AND THE ROYAL HOUSE OF
•MEWAR.

Few railway extensions of late years in India have been of
more interest to the^ravel'er ?n search of picturesque

scenery, or of historx associations, than that which, a year
ago, coni^ected the outer world of the nineteenth century,

as feprest’nted by the Rajputana-^alwa Railway, with
the beautiful Rajput city of Udaipur, the capital of
Mewar. For years past the reigning Maharana, mistrusting
the advantages of western civilisation, had opposed the
advance into the recesses of his kingdom of those iron
roads which have done so much to revolutionise India. But
the exigencies of modern life, e^en in the remote districts of
Rajputana, and the importunities of his people, have overborne
his well-grounded doubts, and at length the shriek of
the locomotive echoes in the valley ' of the Arvali hills,

hitherto disturbed by no harsher sound of traffic than the ring of
horses' feet or the .inkle of the cattle bells. The steamers on
the Grrfnd,Catial at Venice, or the tramcars in the Oxford High
Stre;pt, are not more at variance with their surroundings. No
country in the world can surpass in romantic historical interest

this once-powerful State of Mewar
;
and few cities can vie

with Udaipur in wealth of picturesque beauty: Standing
on the shores of its glistening lake, under the very shadow
of those wild Arvali hills which have more than once sheltered

distress fhe princes of its royal house, its surroundings,
its. buildings and its people recall -the bye-gone days when
RRjput and* Mughal struggled for supremacy in India.

Here, in the narrow bazars, we may still see the bearded Raj-
put, equipped with, sword and shield, riding as proudly as of
.old through the crowd of base traders and menials

; without
the city the swarthy Bhil from the neighbouring hills, the
scarce-tamed vassal of the Rajput kings, with bow and quiver
at his shoulder, strides up the mountain path towards his

village in' the jungle
;
on “thfe high* road the dust is raised in

white,' thick clouds by herds of pack-bullocks, driven by those
'VQl'*CIV.] *

I
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nomad traders, half gipsy, whole vagabond, who oJce^^e'
masters of the carrying trade of India, but who are npw fist

disappearing before the inexorable advance of British railvvyyif.

On the hill above the town rises the white pile of thc^'^Iaha-
rana’s palace, - and. in its courtyard the royal elephants stniul

tctherfed ; horses in scarlet cap'arison^ and gay trappings are •led

up and down by bright-clad attendants; the pigeons flutter frc^m

the roofs, and the kaleidoscopic stieam of eastern life corres and
goes on the steep steps of the palace doorway just as it has.»

done any time these thi^e hundred years. Here, loo, may still

be seen picturesque pageants, as yet unspoiled by any modern
or discordant western element, when, at the fcsiival of the

spring hunt, the Maharana goes forth in stale with his iTgbles

to slay the boar in the^ jungles £)f the Arvalis
;

or at the

Gangaur festival, when the beflign goddess Gauri, the Ceres of

the Rajputs, is borne by her attendant maidens, with songs
and dances, to batlie in the wavers of the lake

;
or aga^n at J:he

military festival of the Dasa/ira, when the Maharana, with

all the pomp and circumstance which his State can show,
reviews his troops on the '' field of Mars,’’ and witnesses the

feats of arms of his warrior horsemen.
Nor is it surprising that, with such surroundings, the

prince of Mewar should cliiig to the old customs of his race

and be . anxious to protect hij people from the corrupting

influences of young India’s ” radicalism. From every point

the town of Udaipur and its environing landscapeis present

pictures of romantic beauty unsurpassed in any country.

As we stand on the great embankment below the palace walls,

and look westward over the shining lake in the wjiite .sunlight

of early morning, the misty distance, where the*'fvood-clad

mountains dip, rugged and wild, towards the valley, remtnds
us of a summer in the Scottish Highlands. Or if, from the

broad plinth, of the hunting lodge on western .shore,

we look back In the brilliant glovy of suifset to where the
temples and cupolas^ of Udaipur are reflected in t*ie glassy

surface of the lake, while over all towers the* vast pile

of the palace, its marble walls flushing to rosy crimson against
the pale blue eastern sky,\ve can find no parallel foi*its peculiar

beauty, unless it be in the heights above the* Golden Horn,
or in the palaces of tlie Dal Lake. But never do tlTe romance
and beauty of the place appeal to us so ’strongly as when,
by the light of an Indian moon at the full, a boat bears us

'

silently over the calm waters of the Ud|i Sagar, Then the

ripples lap with their most soothing measure against * tLe
marble steps of the island'^alaces, it'hose picturesque^ beauty- is

united ‘to a double historic interest. For here it was tha!: the

great Shah Jahan found an asylum when, as Prince Khurcam,
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He Ival fleeing from the displeasure of his father, the Emperor
JehAingiriji' and here, two and a half centuries later, a band
oft Bjfitish fugitives from the savage ferocity of the rebel
sepoys, lyere sheltered within the same white marble walls.

The buildings which had harboured the Mughal prince,
afforded an equal protection to the servants of that western
Povjjer which had succeeded to the empire of the^ Mughals

:

and the JVIaharana in 1857 succoured his Britisl] allies in their

d-istre^ with the same chivalrous devotion, with which Jiis

ancestor had defied the anger of the Empeuor of Delhi.

T9vvards the town the moon-light glints on the marble
pinnacles and^battlements of the palace, but the great mass
of the ^building is in deep shadow, and darkest of all are the
stern and lofty walls of the zanana, which fall sheer into the blue
depths of the lake. Fronf one tin3^casement, high up above
the water, the light df a lamp makes a yellow spot in the
surrounding gloom, and from it the monotonous chant of the
nauch girls* floats out on the still night air and suggests how
the ladies of the palace are whiling away the tedious hours.

What sad stories of dull, monotonous life and even of tragic

death do not those forbidding walls bring to our minds

!

Within- them it was that the cruel tragedy was enacted
wliich, less than a century ago, drew down a blighting curse on
the royal house of Mewar, wt\fn*the rivalry for the hand of
the Maharana’s beautiful daughter, Kishna Kumari, was termi-
nated only by the barbarous murder of the object of the
strife. The Rajput chiefs of Jodhpur and Jaipur were the
rival suitors, and each threatened armed hostility if his claims
were not favoured. The State of Mewar had been reduced
so low by cepturies of strife with Mahomedan and Mahratta

J:liat her prince viewed with dismay the prospect of addiiig

to the numbers of his enemies; but to the notorious Amir
Khan, the Palhan^free-booter, who was eventually crushed by
the army of Lorc> Lake, is ascribed the infamous plan of
avoiding tl^e difficulty by tlfe murder of the unfortunate girl.

It is related- that a' wretch, deputed to* execute the deed,
was disarmed by the beauty and innoTcence of the victim, and
that it was not until poison had be^en three times adminis-
tere'd and three times failed, that* the fell purpose was
accomplishedit But the atroqity brought a signal punishment,
and never since that day has the throne of Mewar descended
from father to son.

Stories such as this, however, are neither characteristic of
the^Rajput race, tli# most noble and* chivalrous of the peoples
of ladia, nqr^of the royal family of Mewar, the acknowledged
chief •gf the Rajput States. *On the conWary, their history is

rendered iUpstriou^ by tales of upble self-sacrifice and patriotic
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devotion, worthy of the great descent . which they ^race^

through the hero Rama, to the life-giving Sun-goa himylf.*
From prehistoiic times their ancestors have been lords Mf men,
and have ruled in turn in, AJodhya (the modern Oucttf^, fh

Saurashtra (now Kathiawar;, in Bhilwar, and, finally, ifKMewar;
from their stock sprang the lylahratta dynasties of the Feshwas
and the’Bhonslas, as well as the present ruling family of Nipal ;

nor have they ever, even in the face of the severest reverSies,

forgotten the dignity of their race, or joined in intimate alliance

with»the alien peoples who have from time to time estabJished’

themselves in India.
‘

• The present capital is a city of comparatively recent growth,
and has not been the scene of any of those* exploits in

war of which the Rajputs are justly proud; but it stands
amongst the same hills

^
and woods which were the very nur-

sery of the greatness of MeWar, and w|iich witnessed many
of the deeds that ennobled her decay. •

Here it was. some sixteen hundred years ago, that the Rajput
queen found a refuge, the sole survivor from the sack of the

Saurashtra capital of Balabhi, and here, amid the rugged hills,

her son was born, surnamed Goha, the cave-born,'* from the
place of his birth. Here the child was reared, protected by
the Brahman priest of a local shrine, and lived as a shepherd
lad, until the dark Bhils of the;, surrounding jungles, instinc-

tively recognising the nobilii> of his race, chose him to be
their Jfing, apd impressed with blood on his forehead the iika^

or mark of sovereignty. Two centuries later, they were. Bhils

who aided the decendant of Goha to attain to the throne of
Chitor, and who stamped his brow with the kingly emblem

;

and the same wild race still claims the privHege;of performing
the ceremonies of enthronement when a new Mahaftfna is pro-
claimed in Mewar. • •

In these same recesses of the Arvali hills, about the sixth

century of *our era, a young boy named Biltopa, again .the sole

survivor of the royal house, was protected oy a Brahman of
the very shrine of

^
Nagda whose priest had preserved Jiis an-

cestor, Goha. Here he w.as bred, and, as his forefather had
done, he lived the life of a simple shepherd, until his princdly

origin was miraculously proclaimed. It is related* that, as he
wandered through Jthe thickets in the neighbourhood of Nagda,
Bappa happened on the retreat of a saintly herntit, who had
renounced all worldly things, and had here devoted hfmself to

the contemplation of the great God and Creator. Encouraged
by the sage, he continu^ed to visit the spot, bringing offerings

of milk and flowers for the deity, and performing actf of
service for the old man, until tl>e latter's period^of probation
on earth drew to a cl6se. He then invested his -young disciple
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with tb« office of Vice-gerent, or Diwan, of the shrine, and
rftcofomended him to the goddess Kali, who, it is said, herself

deigned Jto appear to the youth, *and with her own hands
equipped him with lance, bow, sword and shield^ with which
siie .sent him forth to fortune and sovereignty. In after years
the;.temple of Eklingji was "erected on the spot 'where the
4iermit ,had dwelt ; and to this day, when the Maharana of
’.Mew^ visits the shrine, he is hailed as Diwan, the attendant
priest gives place to him, and he himselt performs the service

of tjie god. ,

Sent forth with the blessipg of divine favour, Bappa made
his way to the rock city of Chitor, or Chitorgarh, where he
rose to great power and finally established himself as its

'

sovereign. This was the s<?ene oi thi greatest deeds of daring

and of the noblest adiievements of the Rajputs of Mewar,
although the chief beauties of the cguntry are to be found
around Udaipur, on the shores of the great lakes—the Jai

Samand and the Raj Samand, or in the mountain valleys about
Eklingji.

The rampart-crowned heights of Chitor were a home well

suited to be the central bulwark of a warlike nation. A narrow
hill, some three and a half miles in length, by half a mile

broad, it rises precipitously from tfie plain to a height of about

500 feet, and forms the most conspicuous object in the land-

scape on the modern Rajputana railway,,at the polht where the

new branch line to Udaipur joins the main line.

Its steep and rocky sides needed but small labour in scarping
and solid bastiong to become impregnable when defended by
a couragcoi^s *garrison, while the peculiar formation of the
,hill top, which is hollowed by nature into the fashion of a
narrow trough, rendered the protection of the city, and its

supply with abundnince of water from the easily; constructed
tanks, a matter recfuiring neither much engineering skill nor
ingenuity.. On this rugged hill grew up the city, which for

cight Kundred, years Was jealously guarded* by the warriors of
ftfcwar ;

this was the spot which was looked on as the centre
and* essence «f the kingdom, and to defend which the greatest
princes and nobles of Rajputana were ever ready to bleed or to

die. To the -splendonr of thp ruins of Chitot, fifty years after

its final abandonment as the capital of •Mewar, testimony is

borne by the historian of the Mission from Queen Elizabeth
to the Emperor Jehangir, who writes : The stately ruins

thei^'of give a shadow of its beaifty while it flourished in its

pridg, and to*this day the renjains of t]^e palaces and temples,

crowned by* the: beautiful and still perfett Tower of Victory,
are as. impressive gis the desolation of the place is melancholy."

Here for many years ruled the’ hero Bappa, the ' Mountain
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Lord/ whose exploits have caused hiia to be worslupped hr
his descendants as a demigod. As the portents and adventiu^l^s

surrounding his early life^ were tf^arvellous^ so, too, stVa^nge

legends are related about his latter days, when be is^said to

have journeyed to the distant country of Khorasan, an<> there,

having conquered the kings of that place, as well as of the

neighouring territories of Kashmir and Kafiristan, to have set-

tled and established another kingdom, and founded the 'race of

the Nowshera Pathans. Another story says that at the dose of

his reign he renounced the world, and retired to the Bhil

bills, where he ended his days as an ascetic anpid the scenes

of his boyhood's exploits.

. Of the city which he made h?s capital, every stone now re-

maining reminds the trjw^elJ^er who wanders amongst its ruins

of some deed of daring or romantic legend. Most hallowed
by antiquity is the smaller Tower of Victory, which, erected by
the Rana Allu-ji almost exactly a thousand years ago, has^ sur-

vived unscathed by storm and siege, and still looks out over the

scenes of by-gone greatness. Hard by, its ancient stones yet

cooled by the green, still waters of the tank, is the palace of the

princess Padmini, the all-beautiful/' whose name recalls one
of the most romantic stories of liistory. It was when Ala-ud-clin

Khilji, the Pathan conqueroi* of India, was in the full tide of hi»

success* that Bliim Sing, the Uncle and guardian of the young
Rana of Mewar, took to wife this lovely daughter of the Chohan
Rajputs of Ceylon. The fame of ner beauty spre’ad far and
wide, and desire to possess such a prize was an even stronger

lure to the Muslim conqueror, than was the wish to subjugate

the proud Rajput capital. Collecting a powerful ^rmy, Ala-
ud-din laid siege to Chitor ; but its resources “proved too

strong for him, and his repeated attacks were again and
again defeated. At length, after a long and fruitless siege,

the invader* by a treacherous ambush, m^dc Bhim'Sing a
jirisoner, and, to the despair of tl>e Rajputs, would accept no
.ransom but the surrender of Padmiui herseJf.*' But the

gallant defenders of Chkor were not to be thus dasily worsted,

and recourse was had ..to stratagem. Padmini, was to. be

handed over on a certzfin day, but it was stipulated that

she should not go unattended to Delhi, and accordingly seven

hundred closed litters accompanfed the royal palanquin into

the Muslim camp.* The whole were carried into the enr

closure where Bhim Sing was confined, in order .that the

princess might take leave^f her lord, and, a moment.* after-

wards, instead of Padmini and her attendant .Jadics, seven

hundred of the flowq;’ of* Mewar •issued from, the tents, ‘and,

with Bhim Sing at their head, set themselves to cut thfir way
back to Chitor, The slaughter which ensbed wks .terrible,
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' afid bat few of tlie gallant band regained the fortress. !^h!m
Sing Btmself was amongst those who

,
fell, having {in the

f>ic4aresque imagery of the.epstern chronicler) “ spread a coverlet

orslair? on his bed of honodr*'' But the losses of the
Muslirfts were also too great to allow them to continue

,
the

struggle, and Ala-ud-din drew •ofif his army for the* present.

Hiis determination to conquer was, however, unshahen
;
and a

few years iater he returned in still greater strength, and
closaly invested the hill of Cliitor, The garrison was ^sore-

pressed, and many of the noblest and hravest had falfen in

the daily conflicts, • when the guardian goddess appeared 'bjr

night to th^ Rana, and, .declaring herself to be an hungered,
demanded the lives of twelve successive kings, or else the
land of Mevvar must pass^from the line of Bappa. Twice was
the vision repeated, and on the*thffd day the Rana formed
his resolution. Summoning his twelve sons, he told them of

th^ oraclf, and, forthwith resigning h^ crown to the eldest,

sent him forth to battle at the head of the aimies of Mewar.
The youth fell, and on the following day his place was taken
by a younger brother; and so, day by day, the royal sacrifice

continued, until eleven brothers had fallen and there remained
only the second son, his father’s favorite, who, sorely against
his will, had been restrained b;^ the Rana from taking his

turn in the defence of Chitor.\
But still the foe pressed the siege closer and closer, and it

was evident that, though Bappa's line might be ^reser\red, his

capital must fall, at least for a time, into the hands of the
Muslims. That the talc of the sacrifice might be complete,
the Rana opce .more assumed the badges of sovereignty, and,
mustering* such as remained of his nobles, prepared to meet
death boldly in one last ciiarge against the hostile ranks.

Before that final effort, however, it was necessary to secure

the wives and dasightcrs of Mewar from the pcjjlution of the
spoiler, and to*that end the awful rite of Johar was now for

the; 6rst«timc instituted, ’destined to be a terrible precedent
for future generations. The Royal priifcesses, the wives of the

nobles, all the women of Chitor, ’were collected together in

subterran^n passages and chambpr^ beneath the palace
;
huge

fires were lighted within every exit ; the openings were closed*

and sealed, and thousands of Rajput wofhen thus found a sure

escape from the lust of the victorious igvaders. This sacrifice

accomplished, the Rana and his followers clad themselves in

the^ saffron-colourjd robes which denote devotion to heaven,
»iid‘, throwing open the gates, Aislicd against the MusHin
afmy, and to a man perj^hed in tjic hopeless struggle. Thus
was*the hungesr of the goddess of Chifor appeased

;
but not

.without .result^ for, in the confusion of the battle, Ajai Sing
the Second son of the Rana,* with a small band of devot^
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adhe)rents, made his way through the lines of the enemy and '

escaped to the fastnesses of the Arvali hills, bearing in his

charge the infant Hamir Sing, tbe child of the Rana'^
eldest son, • ‘ "

Another of the famous buildings of Chitor whicCi still

bear witness to its former glories, is the shrine erected to

Brahma, the all-pervading spirit *of life, by Lakha Rai;a,

the grandson of him who was saved as a child from the sack
of, the city. This same Lakha was the monarch ud^ose

eldest son, Chonda, was content to forego his birthright for

reasons which seem strangely foolish to western readers.

Lakha was advanced in years, whqn it happened that the
prince of the Rajput State of Marwar sent ambassadoi:s to

propose an alliance of marriage between his daughter and
the house of Mewar. ChbndA was at the time absent from
the capital, and his father put off replyfiig to the embassy
until he should return, saying laughingly that the proposals
could hardly be intended for an old man like himself. This
saying was repeated to Chonda

;
and, so punctilious are the

Rajputs in any matter connected with women, that the young
prince took oJfence at his father having made jest on a matter
connected with his marriage, and refused to have anything to
say to the proposals. The diflSculty was solved by Lakha
accepting the offer of marriage * on his own account, but only
on the condition that, if a son should be born of the union,

Chonda* should surrender to him th'* right of succession.

In the event, a prince, a/^terwards the Rana Mokalji, was born,
and thereafter Chonda and his descendants abandoned all

claim to the sovereignty, but became the premief nobjes of
Mewar. They retained, in virtue of their birth, as* well as

of subsequent services to the State, the right to affix their

sign manual, the ‘ spear of Salumbra,’ to all crown grants
(a custom which still survives), as well as* the privilege of
leading the van of the armies of Mewar in battle. Once only
in after history was this right contested. It was. in the rpign

of Rana Amara Sing, who recovered CWtor aftfer its last

capture by Akbar, and tfie occasion was the attack on the '

fortress of Untala, whose rtiins still stand near the toad from
Chitor to Udaipur. The cAan which dared to dispute the
leadership of Mewat with the Chqndawats, the hereditary
vanguard, was that of the Saktawats, a family also of royal

descent. The feelings of rivalry ran high, and threatened to

lead to fatal disaster, when, with ready tact, the Rana decided
that the privilege should i!i the future belong to that claic?

which should first make its way into p^ntala ;
and at •V^e same

time he arranged the detaifs of the attack, ordering the Sakta-
wats to assail the gateway of the fortress, the Chonda,wats - to^

attempt to scale fhc walls. Both parties moved off at one
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moment ;
the Saktawats forced their way through the ap-

proaches to the very gate itself
;
but here their advance was

checked by heavy doors studdpd with iron spikes, which
preveflted the elephant on which rode Balo, the leader of
the %lan, from pushing dowi\ the obstacle. * At this m6ment
ar shout was heard from the wall of the fort .Guessing that
this betokened the success of their rivals, Balo descended from
tlie elephant, and, throwing himself in front of it, ordered
the mahout instantly to cause the animal to burst do\vn the

doors, his own body protecting if from the pain of the
protruding spikes. The man obeyed

; the gates wcfre

burst opeii, and the Saktawats rushed into the fort over the
crushed and lifeless body of their chief. But the sacrifice was
too late

;
the shout, which had goaded Balo to self-destruction,

was indeed the announcement of the success of the Chon-
dawats. As they scaled the ramparts, their leader was struck
dpwn liieless by the enemy

;
but the*next in rank, catching up

the body, bore it on his shoulders up the ladder, and, hurling it

before him over the wall, claimed the victory for his clan, whose
chief was first within the walls. A moment more and he fol-

lowed his dead leader into the fort, and the rest of the clan, rush-
ing up, carried the rampart just as their rivals sprang through
the gateway. Thus was the jeackrship of Mewar retained by the
Chondawats, nor has their prerogative been ever again disput-

ed. The city of Chitor was in the zenith of her, beauty, when,
some two and a quarter centuries after its first sack, it fell again
into the hands of the Muslims. The conqueror on this occa-
sion was Bahadur Shah, King of Gujrat, and, by a strange
chance, it v^as the Muslim Emperor Humayun who came to the
aid of tHe Rajput Capital. Although he arrived too late to
save it from capture and pillage, and from the dread rite of
Johar, which, as on the former occasion, preceded the final

sortie of the ga/rison, he nevertheless speedily <»compelled the
invader to yield up possession of the fortress, which he res-

tored ta its rightful owners. The story.of how the Mussulman
came to aid the Rajputs is a romantic and interesting one.
There is amongst the Rajputs ap ancient festival, especially
honoured* in Mewar, the principal* ceremony of which is the
sending of a bracelet by the ladies of Rajput families to any
man in whpm they may ^desire to express their esteem and
confidence. The man so honoured i3 termed the * bracelet-

bound (rakhi band) brother’ of the lady from whom he receives

the tokens, and he must be ready ^t all hazards to go to her as-

eistance and to succour her in her need. Such a token had been
stint to the Emperor Humayun by Kurpavati, queen of Mewar,
and, when Chitor was hard pressed by Bahadur Shah, she de-
.manded»from her adopted brother the fulfilment of his bounden
duty, and assistance against the Gujrali. How the emperor
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iLaswwed bee prayer, has been already toM : not was his aid
unavailingj for :the qtaeen herself, with her infaiit aon**Udai
Sing, had succeeded ki escap^g from the capital before it Ms

'

closely hivested. • *

• The child thus preserved wa% the same who afterwards,%vhen'
Rana^ founded the present beautiful Capital. * But, atthoiB>gh Iris

"name is thus Reserved from oblivion, his character fell fair

short of the heroic qualities of his ancestors who had so fierce-

ly defended their rockj^ home in aiitor. He lived to see the
armies of the great Aicbar encamped before the fortress, his

Ifost extending for a distance of ten miles over the plain, his

own quarters marked by tJie marble pyramid which still exists

and bears his name. But, to the shame of the family, at* the
approach of this danger, tlif Rana sought safety in flight, and,
for the first time in its history,^ no ruling j^rince remained- in

Chitor to lead the chivalry of Mewar to battle. Two worthy
substitutes, however, were found, in Jaimal, chief of Badnur in
Marwar, and Patta, the youthful Mewar prince ofKailwa.
When the resources and strength of Chitor were ebbing fast, his

mother, with the courage of a true Rajput, bade Patta don the
yellow robe of self-devotion, and, witli her own hands arming
the chiefs young w.ife^ as well as herself, the three sallied forth

at the head of the army and found a gVorlous death in the
‘ cause of their country. On Jahnal now devolved the leader-

ship, and his resistance might have been prolonged, but that,

by sad mischance, he was* struck by a stray ball, while standing
on the ramparts of the fort. Sorely wounded, he determined to

die with his harness on his back, and he forthwith summoned
the warriors of Mewar to the forlorn hope. • OiUct moi*e the
" fatal Jo&ctr was commanded, while eight thousand**Rajputs
•• ate the last * together, and put on their saffron
** robes ;

the gates were thrown open
; the work of destruction

-commenced, and few survived .* to stain the yellow mantle- by
inglorious surrender.*’ (Tod's Annals of Rajasthan). The

whole of the nobility of,Mewar, with their wives and ^affghters,

perished in this awful slaughter, which was followed by the
entire destruction of the city at the hands of the victors. WeM
9iay the Rajputs hold the story accursed, and use jfie invoca-

tion of “ the sin of tliQ slaughter of Chitor" as. the strongest and
most binding of oaths. * ^

Thus ended the third and last siege of Chitor. The Rana
Udai Sing fled to the Bhil hills, where, in the Girwar valley, he
founded a new city, and called it after his own name. The 6ld
capital was never rebuilt, and, although its ruins on tjte rock/
bill were the continued ^^ause of struggle between Muslim anU

- - — - - - - I

'

* The ‘ bkeera ’ is somewhat similar to our ‘ stirrup cijp,’ anct consists

in partaking of Mgi and pan previous to starting on a journey or entcri'

ppse.
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Rajput, until they were eventually recovered by (he latter in

the rdgn of Amara Sing, yet the glory of (he place had departed,

atjid only the broken ramparts, the ruined palaces, the dried up
tanks, and, over all, the two gteat towers of Victory, which
were^ spared from destruction by Akbar, rejnain, amidst the
tangled overgrowth of Indian vegetation, to recall to* us the
scenes where Bappa ruled, where Padmini reigned, the su-

preme queen of beauty, where Patta and Jaimal fought and
fell for country and for fame.

The scenes which have been sketchisd in these pages are but
a few amongst a vast collection of romantic legends and
glorious records which crowd the annals of Mewar, and which
give life and interest to every stone in her ancient forts and
picturesque cities. The ^deeds of Sanga Rana alone would
afford subject for as noble epic as was ever inspired by
Hector of Troy, or Arthur of Lyonesse

;
nor do the minstrels

of Udaipur ever tire of singing how he fought against the

Muslim, until at length, when death claimed h.im, maimed
crippled and scarred with eighty wounds of sword and lance,

he was but the wreck of the mighty warrior who had crossed

swords with the great Baber himself. We have not space liere

to give more than a passing allusion to the gallant Partab, who
was content to live in wattled huts beside the Udai Sagar,

rather than build palace or fane in a new home while Chitor,*

the jewel of Mewar, remained in alien hands, jNcver has his-

tory shown brighter example of heroic fortitude and steadfast

perseverance than in his prolonged struggle amidst the fast-

nesses of the Bhilwar mountains, against the foes of his father-

land. “ Tbere-is not a pass in the Alpine Aravali that is not
“ sanctiHfed by some deed of Partab—some brilliant victory, or

oftener more glorious defeat.” Well might such men as

these bear for their motto the stirring words, Who steadfast

keeps the faith/ him the Creator keeps.*' o

The glistening palace of Udaipur, set in the dark ling of the

ArwalP hills, is reflected in the smootli waters of tlie lake with

an unimpaired beauty
;
but the .glories of Mewar lie buried

beneath the ruins of the frowning fortress of Chitor, once her

safety and her pride. Gone for ever are the days of the supre-

macy which saw her, single-handed, stem the overwhelming
flood of Muslim invasion, when the greatest princes of India

sought her alliaince, and when her sftns went forth to found

royal dynasties in every quarter of Hindustan
;
yet the glorious

abnals of Chitor^and of the golden sun of Mewar, invest her,
* even in^ her decay, with a dignity and a pathos which might
\orthily. inspire the song»of poet or th^ pages of romance.



Art II.-MILT0N’S history of RUSSIA.'
“ —call up him thatJ^t half told

' The story of Cambuscan Wd. .

There is one department of literary history on which a
very interesting chapter still remains to be written—the

unknown works of famous'writers. We do not so fmuch mean
information simply curious, such as that Euripides and Racine,

most tragic of poets, each wrote a comedy so unrestirained as

almost to become a farce
;
or that the Cyclops is accessible jin

English in an excellent version by §helley
;

or, again, that

the Walpurgis revels in Fausi* have been finely translated by
the same poet. These works, though hardly 'ever read, are yet

well enough known, to the text books, at all events
;

ujtile of
the class of works which we mean, even the text books are

quite silent.

A practical instance : how many even of professed students

know that the author of Paradise Lost and Lycidas wrote a
history of Russia, containing a description of the Empire of the

Tsars as it was in his day ; a .list of its rulers, with brief

historical notes
;

a description «f the coronation of John
the Terrjble’s ^on, Theodore ; a record of early English

voyages to Russia, by way of the White Sea, and a brief biblio-

graphical study of their works ? Even close readers of Milton,

who have read not only Areopagitica and Eikonclastes, but more
recondite works like Tetrachordon and its sequel Colasterion,

will be constrained to admit that the history of Russia is

quite strange to them.

Since this is so, and the subject of the book as important as

the writer is famous, we believe that we sh^fil be justified in

making known its contents at some length, when much of it

will be found not only interesting, but even extremdy enter-

taining reading. The full title of this curious work, which was

first published in 1682, eight years after Milton's death, is as

follows :
“ MOSCOVIA : or. Relations of Moscovia, as far

as hath been discovered by English voyages
;
gathered from

the writings of several Eyewitnesses' ; And the other less

known countries lying* eastward of Russia as far as Cathay,

lately discovered at several times by the Russians.”

The brief preface is so characteristic that we are temptfcd

to transcribe it in full :— ,

*

The study of geography is both(profitable and delightful^

but the writers thereof, though some of them exact enough

in setting down longitudes and . latitudes, yet *in those other
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relations of manners, religion, Government, and such like,

accounted geograpliical, have for the mostjpart missed Iheir

proportions. Some too brief and deficient satisfy not ; others

(bo voluminous and impertinentcCloy and weary out the reader,

whil^*they tell long stones of absurd superstitions, ceremonies,
quaint habits, and other petty circumstances little to the pur-

pose. Whereby that which is useful, and only worth observ-
'^ation, in such a wood of words, is either overslipped or soon
forgotten

;
which, perhaps, brought into the mind of some men

mbre learned and judicious, who had not the leisure or 'purpose

to write an entire geography, yet at least to assay something
!n the c[pscription of one or two countries which mighl*be
as .a pattern or example to render others more cautious here-

after, who intended the whole work. And this perhaps induced
Paulus lovius to describe only ?foscovy and Britain. Some
such thoughts, ipany years since, led me at a vacant time to

attempt tlie like argument, and 1 began with Moscovy, as
being •the most northern region oPEurope reputed civil

;
and

the more northern parts thereof first discovered by English
voyagers, wherein I saw I had by much the advantage of
lovius. What was scattered in many volumes, and observed
at several times by eyewitnesses, with no cursory pains I laid

together, to save the reader a far longer travail of wandering
through so many desert « authors ; who yet with some delight
drew me after them, from tiie eastern bounds of Russia to the
walls of Cathay, in several late journeys made thither over-
land by Russians, who describe the dountries in their way far

otherwise than our common geographers. From proceeding
further, other occasions diverted me. This Essay^ such as it

is, w^ thought by some, who knew of it, not amiss to be
publish%d

;
that so many things remarkable, dispersed before,

now brought under one view, might not hazard to be other-
wise lost, nor the labour lost of collecting them.”
One questions whether it is more amusing tu find the author

of Paradise Lost embarked on a literary enterprise like this

fi> oftler to give a lesson to prolix geographers
; or to watch

him pla/ the part of modest author, induced to come into

print by the appreciation of kind Criends who have seen his ma-
nuscript.. When the work itself; or this evidently later preface,

was written, we. have not hitherto bejsn able to discover, as
all the text-books are silent even as to the existence of this

work
;
but it is clear that* the kind friends and their persuasion

were nevertheless ineffectual, since the work was first pub-
Cshed eight yea?s after its authcir's death.

At §ny rate, the lesson to the geographers is skilfully

planned, for the “ ar^^hitectonics of Milton's work leave

dbthing fo* be desired in point of orderly arrangement. We
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have, first, a chapter descriptive of Russia proper, that is, the

European donalnions of the Tsar
;

then brief descripticflis of

the two great divisions of Russia in Asia, then subject %%

, Moscow—the northern, alon^ the Arctic Ocean
;
and th» sou-*

them, .on the Chinese border. These are followed by a ferief

historical outline of the history of
,
Russia, from the pre**

Christian days* of the Norman dukes, down to the end of the^

sixteenth century, with a fine description of the coronation of

the Iasi; Tsar of the old Norman line, and a brief note of tUe

election of the first Romaftoff, though Milton nowhere men-

tiops the since famous name of that splendid dynasty.,

Milton’s fifth and last chapter is the. most interesfing and
important from a scientific and historical point of view, sintp

it gives us a very minute chronological account of early Eng-
lish voyages to the northern port® of Russia, with paiticulars

which it is doubtful if research could recoifttruct art this late

date. This chapter is closed by a bibliographical not^ of hi%

authorities, being the narratives and journals of the voyagers

whose history he has already sketched.

In the first chapter, the general description of European
Russia, our attention is immediately arrested by the boundaries

which he assigns to the Tsardom. “ The Empire of Moscovia,

or, as others call it, Russia,” he {ells^us,—” is bounded on the

north with I^apland and the ocearw; southward by the Crim
Tartar; on the west by Lithuania, Livonia, and Poland; on
the cast by the Viver Ob,, or Oby, and the Nagazan Tartars

on the Volga as far as Astracan.

Here is food for reflection. The only boundary, to speak
quite strictly and literally, which has remained uncljanged, is

“ the ocean
;

*' in every other direction, that is, in everyMirec*

tion where an advance was possible, the limits of Russia
have moved forwards and outwards

;
so that every one of

the countries napied by Milton—Lapland, theiCiiiiiean jyid

Nagazan Tartar, Lithuania, Livonia and Poland—liow owes alle-

giance to the Tsardom of Moscovia, '*or, as others call

Russia.” Of course, this "does not anything like exhaust the

expansion of Russia during the three centuries since Milton
wrote, nor is there the slightest Jikelihood that Russia h^s now

‘

come to a standstill.

We may trace the beginning of what may alrhost be called a
popular superstition in MvUon’s next words :

“ The north parts

of this country are so barren, that the inhabitants fetch their

corn a thousand miles
;
and so cold in wintef, that the very

sap of {heir wood fuel burning on the fire freezes at the
hand’s end, where it drops. * The m|riners which Wfere left <

on shipboard in the firsts English voyage thither^ 'going up*

only from tbe cabins to the hatches, • had their breath so ton*
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gealed by the cold, that they fell down, as it were, stifled."

Froirf\lescriptions like these has arisen the popular and oft
• repeated notion that “it is* cold in Russia;*' the real truth
deing that, for half the year, if Is almost unbearably hot, far
hottet than the greatest extreme of summey in the British
Isles

;
and this applies in, a large degree not only to 'European

Russia but to Siberia. The winter cold is hardly greater
"lihan in Southern Germany or Austria, especially among the
mojuntains of Carinthia and Styria, while Hungary, the garden
of Europe for productivity and richness of soil, is subject to
frosts quite as likely to congeal anybody's breath, twen^
and thirty*degrees below zero on the centigrade scale, being
qujfe common in • winter. The whole of Europe, once we get
avyay from the seaboard^ with its warm currents and moist
winds, is subject to pretty mMclf the same temperature in
summer and winter,—that is, to the extreme heat and cold
o{ a continental climate. It must ^so be remembered that
“ the Bay of St. Nicholas, where they first put in, lieth in
sixty-four degrees," being in fact, just South of the Arctic
Circle, while by far the greater pait of European Russia, and
of Siberia, too, for the matter of that, lies between the same
parallels as Great Britain, St Petersburg being actually to the
south of the Shetland island^s. ^ur maps, especially those on
Mercator's projection, enorniously exaggerate- the area of the
more northern regions, and thus show great expanses with-
in or just under the Arctic Circle, where, in Reality,* are only
tracts of quite limited extent. An amusing example of this
is the huge extent given to Greenland, which is sometimes
shown as larger, than South America or Africa, whereas, in
reality, would make but an insignificant province in either
of them. The same exaggeration in perspective, applied to
the northern parts of Russia, has helped the belief that “ it is

coldj' ill that'vaet empire, a belief engendered
J>y the fact that

the first Englisifmen arrived in the Tsars’ dominions by way
of. the Arctic ocean, alniost by way of the North Pole. If one
were invariably to approach Great Britain by way of the
Faroe Isles, it could not but affect our conception of the
British cKmate. •

Of the Bay of St. Nicholas Aliiton gives a very graphic
picture, many detkils of •which should Ifave helped to modify
the superstition* alluded to. The bay is called so from the
abbey there built of wood, wherein are twenty monks,
unlearned, as then they found them, and great drunkards

:

<rieir Church is fair, full of imSges and tapers. There are,
besides,, but six houses, ^vhereof jone built by the English.
In-.the bay rover against the abbey is Rose Island, full

,of- daiHAsk ^fid red roses, violets, and wild rosemary;

J;ttarp»r« Puclic Liki

A«cr.
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the isle is in circuit seven or eight miles
;
about the midst of

May, the snow there is cleared, having two months#®been
melting

;
then the ground in fourteen days is dry, and gigigs «

knee-deep within a month.'** This, be it remembered, fin th€

shore of the Arctic Sea. The descriptive geographer aaight

have ftdded manj^ details to his^ist of flowers
;
the charactei;-

istic flora of northern Russia appro>timates in many things tq
that of the Alps, as, indeed, does the sudden growth of rich,

luscious grass after the melting of the snow
; for it is just from

these l(3fty upland mea^ojys that grow green in the track of the

retreating snow that all the best cheese of Switzerland and
the Austrian Alps has come for centuries. Very ccwnmon in

the extreme north of Russia are two Alpine flowers, blue

squills and hepatica
;
indeed, the latter are sold in enormous

quantities in the streets of®St^ Petersburg, as violets, and the

Alpine peasants also call them false violets,'i when they spring

up in purple waterfalls among the rocks in March.
Among much that is Tamiliar and more accurately*known

now-a-days, as to the topography of Russia, Milton gives a

few vivid and imaginative touches of description, such as this :

•‘The river Dwina, beginning about seven hundred miles within

the country, falls here into the sea, very swift and shallow.

It runneth pleasantly between hills on either side
;
beset like

a wilderness with high fir and dtheir trees or this concerning

the other great northern river : “ Tlie river Pechora, or Petzora,.

holding his coarse through Siberia, how far the Russians

thereabouts know not, runneth into tue sea at seventy-two

mouths, full of ice
;
abounding with swans, ducks, geese, and

partridge, which they take in July, sell the feathers, and salt

the bodies for winter provision." And very quaint is thp^follow-

ing, at the end of a very learned and accurate discussion of

the courses of the northern rivers : “ Touching the Riphcean
mountains, whence Tanais was anciently tho^?ght to spring,

our men could Iffear nothing, but rather that the ^hole couhtry
is champaign, and in the northernmost ‘part huge and desert

woods of fir, abounding* with black wolves, bears, buns, afnd

another beast called Rosscrmakka, whose female* bringeth
forth by passing through some narrow place, as •between-
tvvo stakes, and so presseth hef womb to a disburdening." The
' Bufls ’ are apparenti}^ buffaloes

;
the beast called rossomakka,

or, 'more strictly, rossomakha, is authentic enough, and its

name good Russian anfl current to the present day
;
yet we

cannot but think that the curious piece of tokology which Mi]-

ton presents to his readers in connection witlf it, is not less ^
mythological than the Riphsean Uiountains. ** Travelling^

southward ” from the lajid *of that strange beast xqssomakka,
which, being rendered into English, is glutton, “ they found Ae
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sQimtry more pleasianti faifi and batter iq))[gbit§di cpni| paaUM‘e«
meadowa, and huge woeds.*’ Hera Milton a whl9:h
ring|^«true to-day. In travailing through Russia opg is*^ graab
ly «etruch with the sparseness ofJta pppulation ; ong saapfia to

travel score of versts

—

*'or little miles/* to follow Miltpn,—
through the richest and most Usautiful country without co^n-;

ing across a living being » and that with the pppplation of

‘^Russia at a hundred millions, so much room is tliere sti|l ip

•4he Tsar’s dominions. In Turgenieflf*s stories, qne gets \hp_

same* sense of vast uninhabited spaces,^uch aa we should
to go to the mourftains of Norway to find the like qf, hut lyjtli

the difference that the land in Russia is of splendid fprtiljty.^

Going by rail from the German frontier to either Petersburg ^^r

Moscow, one traverses dense virgin forests for hour after hour,

where, to judge by the rictaiess pf t^ie undergrpwth, the soi(

must be of great fertility. Even now^ almost three hundred
years after Milton wrote, vast spaces, even in Europfsan Russia,

are practfcally a wilderness. Here is a ’picturesque vignette
“ Thence continuing by water to Wologda, a great city so named
of the river which passes through the midst, it hath a castle

waPed about with brick and stone, and m^uy wopdep churches,

two for every parish, the one in winter to be heated, the qther

used in summer
;
this is a town of much traffic, a thpusapd

miles of St Nicholas. All this way by water no lodging is to

be had but under the open' sky by the rjyersidi^ and qther

provision only what they bring with them/* , Eyet), at the

present day, a large scale map of Russia show^ only half a

dozen settlements along the river, big villages or little towps,so
that the condition of travel is not greatly different^ or was not,

until quite, recently, when small steamboats began to pi}* on
the river Dwina from Volagda to Archangelsk. From Wojog-
da/' Milton continues, ** by sled they go to Verasl^ve op the

Volga^ whose breadth is there at least a mile over, and thence
runs two thousand seven hundred versts to the Caspiap Sea,

having his t)ead spring out of Bealozera, which is a Jake, amidst
whereof is built a strong tower, wherein the Kings pf Moscovy

^u-eserve their treasure in time of war. From this towq to

Rostove, *^hen to Pereslave, a great town situate on a fair Ja^e,

thence to Mosco. All of which information is perf^tly

thentic and reliable, with the exception of-a few details, ^ovy-

a-days, for instance, one goes from yolgoda to Yaroslavl

by railway ; the line goes through Rostov, but slightly to the

east of Pereslavl, to Moscow, or, to be quite accurate, Moskwa*
take the names from a Russkii) atUs, transcribing them

lotter fqr^ letter, to show how extremely accurate Milton 'jp

authorities were, and how carefully he,used them* The pame
of .the -lake from which the Volga flows is Byelo Ozero, that

\ VOL. CIV.J 2
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is, White Lake, and in Alexis Tolstoi's splendid Trilogy,

there is a splendid passage descriptive of John the Terrible’s

taking refuge there, in the very tower mentioned by Mil^. •

Approaching the old Russian capital, we have as liltje reaeon

to accuse him or them of carelessness : Between Y#raslave

and Mpsco, which is two hutidred miles, the country is so,fer-

tile, so populous and full of villages', that in a forenoon seven

or eight hundred sleds are usually seen coming with salt-nsh,

or laden back with corn. Moscow, the chief city, lying in ^fiftyr

five degrees"—the latitude of Moscow is more nearly fifty-six,

almost on the same parallel as Copenhagen^and Edinburgh—

,

••‘distant from St. Nicholas fifteen hundred miles, i« leputed to

be greater than London with the suburbs, but ludely built ;

their houses and churches most of timber, few of stone, *their

streets unpaved
; it hath •a fair caStle, four-.square upon a hill,

two miles about, with brick walls ver)^ high, and some say
eighteen foot tliick, sixteen gates, and as many bulwarks^ in

the castle are kept the chief markets, and in winder on the

river, being then firm ice. This river Mntcua on the south-
west side encloses the castle, wherein are nine fair cluirches

with round gilded towers, and the Emperr^r's palace." The said

castle in the midst of the city *'
is the famous Kremlin, which

shows to-day no traces whatever of the disaster of 1812
;
most

of the churches and palaces
Jj
5oking exactly as they were in

the sixteenth century, seeming even then " of old fashion, with
small windows, some o( glass, some with lattices, or iron bais."

One could hardly quote, even from qu- " modern writers, and
in this year, which has seen a swarm of newspaper correspe n-

dents in Russia, a more faithful and lucid descri|jtion of the
Kremlin, with its walls and towers and golden 4k)mes, its

churches and palaces. It is rather a citadel than a castle
;

being, in -fact, the ancient walled city, round which the moflern
city has grown. Both the river and the capit;^! itself are called
Moskwa, thete being in Russian no difference between the
two names such as Milton makes betiveen Mosco and Moscjqa.
We need not follc^v in detail the route, very accuratdy

described, from Moscow td the Caspian. It will be noted that
all his geography is in the* form of itineraries—as •though he
.were constructing plans of personally conducted tours. One
or two details, ho\\«ever, are wortl^ noting. While Milton
quotes quite accuratel^j the names of the rivers—Occa, Cama,
and Volga—he is not always so happy in the case of the
towns

;
thus Nijni—that is, lower—Novgorod, is transformed

into Nysnovogrod, the seat of the great* annual fair, afui,

this year, of the Russian universal exhibitioit. . Further,
'' Rezan, a famous city now ruinate " has renewed Its ypirth ;

while the Tartar and Siberian tribes—alluc^ed tq * in the
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followingf note, from Cazan to the river Cama, falling into

Volga frem the province olfPermia, the people dwelling on the
' leftside are Gentiles, and live in woods without houses ''-—are

now Comparatively tame, though many of them are Gentiles”
that is, non-Christians, still. This description, with a few
words altered, might fit Astrakhan (o-day : ^*the town is sjtuat’e

in ai^ island on a hill-side waifed with earth, but the oastle with
eal th and timber

;
the houses, except that of the Governor,

a’nd sqme few others, poor and simple ; the gir)und utterly

barren and without wood : they live there»on fish and sturgSon

especially ;
which hanging up to-day in the street and houses

brings whole •swarms of flies, and infection to the air, and oft

great pestilence. This island, in length twelve leagues, three

in breadth, is the Russian limit towards the> Caspian, which
he keeps with a strong garrfton, beirfg twenty leagues from
that sea, into* whicluVolga falls at seventy mouths." Now-a-
days,,there is no Russian limit towards the Caspian, nor any-
where in that direction, short of Northern Persia

;
and Astra-

khan, though still fishy, is a city with eighty thousand inhabit-

ants, the chief aims of whose lives are caviar and herrings,

which, like the seals and seagulls, increase and multiply in the

salt Caspian waves.

Another of the itineraries which make up Milton’s geogra •

phical. lore is from the VVhite*J5e5 to Novgorod, with KiefF

and Moscow, one of the famous triad of old Russian capitals.

By the way, the Lakes Ladoga and Onega are touolied on, the
* former being, at first sight, somewhat grotesquely named Ladis-

cay, which is really almost correct, however, being the adjectival

form Ladojski. the Lailogan lake. The same grammatical
reason has *160 Milton to call the river VolkhoflF by the queeiiy

sounding name Volhusky, which is also adjectival.

Certain political and legal details follow, such as this :
" The

Emperoj exercisetW absolute power,” It is noteworthy that

Milton, like ShakesT:)eare, in the Winter's Tale^ calls the ruler

of Rus.sia • Emperor, though in reality this is anachronistic as,

Peter the Great first formally took the title t)f Imperator. Here
is •a very interesting historical vignette 6f the Russian army at the

end * of the sixteenth century ; Tire Russian armeth not

less in time of war than three hundred thousand men, half of

whom he takes with him intp the field, th^ rest he stows in

garrisons on the bordeis. He presseth no ljusbandman or mer-
tJhant but the youth of the realm, lie useth no foot, but such as

are pioneers, or gunners, of both which sort thirty thousand. The
restij being horsemen, are all archers, and ride with a short

stirrvp, aftet* the Turkish, yiieir arniour is a coat of plate,

and skull on* their heads. Some of tfieir coats are covered

witji velvet,.or clojb of gold
;

for they desire to be gorgeous
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in arms, but the Duke himself abpve measure ; his pavilidn
covered with cloth of gold or silver, set \Vit.h precious stones.
They use little drums, at the saddle bow, instead of«spifrs,
for at the sound thereof the' horses run most swiftly. They
fight without order ;

nor willingly give battle, but by stealth
and ambush/ Of cold and Hard diet marvellously patient, for

when the ground is covered with snow frozen a yard thick^ the
common soldier will lie in the field two months together with-
out tent, or ’ covering over head

;
only hangs up his jnantle

against that part from whence the weather drives, and kindling
a little fire, lies him down before it, with his back under the
wind : his drink, the cold stream ipingled with •oatmeal, and
the same all his food : his horse, fed with green wood and bark,
stands all this while in the open field, yet does his service.
The Emperor gives no pfey 9t all, but to strangers

; yet repays
good desserts in war with certain lands during dife

; and they
who oftenest are sept to the wars, think themselves .most
favoured, though serving without wages. In December yearly,
the Emperor rides into the field, which is without the city, with
all his nobility, on jennets and Turkey horses in great state

;

the ordnance, which they have very fair of all sorts, they plant
against two wooden houses filled with earth at least thirty foot
thick, and beginning with the smallest, shoot them all off thrice
Over, having beat those twqliouses flat. Above the rest six
great cannon they have, whose bullet is a yard high, so that a
man Yttay sSe it flying : then out of mortar-pieces they shoot
wild-fire into the air. Thus the Ei. peror having seen what his
gunners can do, returns home in the same order”

It is quite clear that no particular hardship is involved in
sending such lovers of snow and ice to Sibeiia, Jtowever elo-
quently some of the tenderer exiles may lament their woes.*
rhe rigorous temper of the Russian army is the ,same now as-

then, and ordnance also they have vcrjufair of all sprts, but
now, on a war footing, the army musters two millions. Milton
follows the passage we have quoted with a description .qf the
Orthodox Faith, which contains some true things, sortie false
many amusing. It is inferesting to find here already develdp-’
ed the scarce concealed^ jealousy and dislike of Russia which
England has exhibited on many an occasion since. He says
for instance, that the Russians “ Jiold thfe ten commandments
not to concern thgm, saying that God gave them under the
law, which Christ, by his death on the cross, hath abiogated'’-
which distinctly gives a false colouring to a true fact. Per it is

true that Russian believer!—and this practically embraces •the
whole nation—do hold, the Mosaic law in slight'eeteem ^nd
have long recognisal—what all critics nowcleatly sce-^that
tlfere is a narrow vindictiveness in much of t% Old . Tcbtampnt
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theology, quite out of harmony with the message of the New
But in laying this, there is no real need to insinuate that Rus-
sfane^feel themselves free to steal, to kill, to bear false witness.
Du r ing% * Easter holy days when* two fiiends.mcet, they take

each other by the hand ; one of them saying^* ' The Lord is

risen’
;
the other answering, ^ It is^so of a truth ';*and then they

kis^, whether men or women.*' This is exactly the. custom of
file present day, and the greetings are correctly rendered. A
Russian told us a story of a German—in most Russian stories,

the^ butt is a German, just as in Austriaa stories he is a Hun-
garian,—a story the irreverence of which may in part be par-
doned for it? wit. The German, imperfectly acquainted with*
the custom, and somewhat merry, as befitted the festive season,
replied to the first greeting with an interested, though not quite
intelligent, query :

‘ When f Th^ Russian, somewhat taken
aback, responded *#To-day !,* When the German, evidently
gratified and pleased, exclaimed, * Bravo !* Perhaps some such
tale as this lent colour to Milton’s assertion that ‘ the Musco-
vites that border on Tartaria are yet pagans.’
What follows is perhaps the most humorous paragraph in

all Milton’s writings : When there is love between two, the
man, among other trifling gifts, sends to the woman a whip, lo
signify, if she offendj what she must expect ; and it is a rule
among them, that if the wife bf n5t beaten once a week, she
thinks herself not beloved and is the worse

; yet they 'are veiy
obedient, and stir not forth, but at sonae seasons.* Upon utter
dislike, the husband divorces ; which liberty no doubt they re-
ceived first with their religion from the Greek Church, and the
Imperial laws.’* This little sermon should be read in connexion
with Miltcin^ own matrimonial experiences, in the light of two
books whose titles are Tetrachordon and Colasteriotiy to say
nothing of tracts like 1 he Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce
restored to the good of both Sexes^ and The Judgement of Martin
Bitcer concerning divorce. It is too well-known to need repe-
titipn, that Milton’s viSw on divorce did not remain wholly
theoretical:.
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Rome :—Tiy Emile Zol|. Les Trots Villes^ Sefies.

• 40th thousand. Paris. 1896.
•

PAPACY, said the historian Freeman, is^tHii

X ghost of the Roman Empire, seated upon the tomb-

thereof;’* and M. Zola’s new book on Rome is nothing* more
or less than an expansion and elucidation of this pithy saying.

« It was not Christianity that conquered the Romaj[i world in the

fourth century after the coming of Christ
;

it was the Roman
world thatw conquered Christianity, as M. Renan has* ably

pointed out. Rome, shor^i of her# physical dominion by the

transfer of the seat of Empire to Constantinopje, and by the

victorious incursions of the baibarians, shifted her ground and
grasped at spiritual dominion. Her Christian Kshop *was
enthroned in the seat of the Pontifex Maximus

;
the doctrine

of Christ was transformed into the law of Caesar
;

the very

rites and symbols of Paganism were incorporated with the

Christian worship. Papal Rome claimed the same rights

over the consciences of the peoples of the West of Europe as

Imperial Rome had claimed* over their actions.

Rome" is a continuation of‘M. Zola’s last book, * Lourdes;’*

but the canvas is not so crowded with portraits, or the narra-

tive so connected, as 'in the former Inimitable work. The
present volume recounts the adventures of the Abb^ Pierre

Froment, who had returned from Lourdes with his faith in

miracle and dogma shattered to fragments, in searclj, of a new
Religion

;
his journey to Rome in pursuit of his quest

;
what he

saw and heard there, and the conclusions he drew therefrom.

The Abb^ had returned from his pilgi image to the shrine

at Lourdes vw^'th his faith destroyed and his i[lusions dispelled
;

a faithless priest, safe-guarding the fy.ith of others, determined
to devote the rest of, his life to the service of sufiFering' hu-
manity, as the only acceptable form of sacrifice. 'And in Parig

he makes the acquaintance of a good priest, the AbJ^e Rose, a

kind of Catholic Dr. Barnardo, who had opened . a home for

•orphan and destitute children. Pierre Froment began to

aid in this good woric and soon becTame engrossed in '' slum-
ming.*’ His Christian sympathy and righteous wrath were stirred ,,

by the sight of the misery and degradation of the poor in the

rookeries of Paris
;
men Carving for want of work

; wTiioIe

families slowly famishing
;
mothers driven to murdering the*ir

children, to put them out of their misery, in the, midst of Paris

rolling in riches, wallowing in unimaginable ' wealth* and
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luxury I It must come to an end ; this state of things could
not last*; already were heard the rumblings and miitterings of
the earning storm, Communism, Socialism, Anarchism, Nihi-
lism, whfch were to sweep away the old rotten framework of
Society* under which such things were possible ; to purify the
worid in blood and fire.

^

And Pierre Froment became a Christian Socialist
;
joined

the band of dreamers who fondly imagine, with Count Tolstoi,
* that 4he Light that failed eighteen hundred years ago can be
rekindled to-day. And in his feverish, enthusiasm he sits

down to write a book in which he advocates the employment
of the existing machinery of the Catholic Church to effect

a Social revolution, to re-establish universally the Christian

communities of the Apostolic times. Like Mr StraeJ. he would
utilise the Pope as the atknowiledged Head of the largest

section of Ciiristiauity
;
would confide to his guidance the

direction of the new movement. Like Tolstoi, and with

equal eloquence and sincerity, he advocates a return to the
• teaching of Christ, peace and fellowship, a .community of goods,

a community of labours. And he finds the tone and sentiments

of the speeches and writings of Pope Leo XIII favourable to

his ideas
;
draws upon them largely

;
quotes the Pontifical

authority, and entitles his book ** La Rome Nouvelle. Tlie

publication of tlie book malCljs Some noise in Paris, Pierre's

Socialist friends warmly approve it, among others the* Viscount
Philibert de la Choue, a nobleman who was at .the head of a

Catholic Socialist party in the Frencli Chamber, and who had
already lost half of his fortune by his experiments in phalans-

teries, social colonies, Christian clubs, and the like enter-

prises, \\n?icn had been more successful from a philanthropic,

than from a financial, point of view. The Archbishop Moti-

signor Bergerot was so pleased with the scheme of the

book,* that he wnote a flattering letter to the Abbe Froment to

serve as an introfluction, which was published as a preface to

the. .work. Perhaps it *was this preface that attracted the

attention of the dongregation of the •Index, for Monsignor

"Bergerot's liberal principles and professions were not held in

high favofir at the Vatican. Anyhwv, the Abbd Pierre Fro-

ment is one'day surprised to leaVn that his book, which he

fondly believed himself to have written in the best interests

of Religion and Catholicism, is about to be cited before the

Congregation of the Index
;
perhaps* condemned : and he

undertakes a journey to Rome in order to defend its con-

clusions and explain its argument!, happy in the idea of being

Ale to • Ventilate and agjitate the^ opinions which so enthu-

siaslically possess him. In his book he had endeavoured to

show that an ^economic question had always underlain the
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relljglbttS ; Ih^l, uiid^l the Jewish dhlt^hii^tibti) the'

Prophets detibuheed Wealth atid lusiuty as hatelhl tb Vhe jus-

tice of God ;
that GhHst preached a social tevolutiotf/the

retiuhdiitldh bf wSalthj tHe* accUtnUlatfon of which •was the

object of Pagan feocleiy ; that the featly Christians w®re true

Communists ;
' that the Christian community long escisteCI in

the Monaslte^fee bf the Middle Ages, uiitil they, too, becatne

cbVnipled by viHeaUh attd luxury, as the body of the Church
.

itself had befeir corrbptted • that now was the accepted time;

how ^as the d^y of SaWaiion, when the people In their blind-

ness Wete groping after Socialism, crying out fot Communism ;

the time fdr the Church to free herself from the t>ondage of

law ind custoiii, to proclaim the reign of justice and righteous

-

he’s^, to inaugurate upon earth the kingdom of God of which
Christ spike. So Pierre*seW his face towards the Eternal

City. His friend, the Vicomte Philibert da la Chbue, had fui-

nished him with an introduction to tlie princely RoriSan

fiftnily of Boccatiera, ahd an invitation had arrived from them,
ehtVeatihg the Abbe Froment to accept the hospitality of

their patice during his stay in Rome. Pierre gladly accepts it,

the more readily as the head of tire Boccanera family was n

Cardinal, a high official of the Vaticair, who might, peHiaps,

ieid him in nfs campaign tp defence of his book and the

Ideas it Contained, He arrives* in Rome on a lovely sum-
iheV rtorriing ; finds the splendid old city bathed in sunshine,

ffejbicing in its* beauty and splendour and, as he surveys the

nlagnfficent vi'eW from the terrace of San Pietro in Montorio,

hfe halts La Rome Nouvelle of his impassioned dream. He
IS W^irmly welcomed by his country woman, Victorine, the

French housekeeper at the Palace Boccanera 5ii*the Via
GTuila, who ruled over a slender household indeed in the great

bare emply-looking marble Paiace, which struck a chill to the
heart of Pieire With its cold and crumbling: stateliness ; for

the fortunes of the Boccanera had fallow with tne falling fortunes

oT th6 Church in Rome. It had been very ^different in former
tlm^.

• *

•
^

Ahewly appointed Cardinal held receptions
;
gave public"

entertainments, some of wHicJi are to this day renjembered in

history for their surpassing splendour. During three days the
jpalatiat state rooms Were thrown open to the public, and from
hall to hall the cliambep’lains proclaimed the names and titles

bT princes, nobles, merchants, men of all grades and stations

froih the highest to the hurnblest, all flocWng to pay tReir

respe'cfs to the newly-appointed Eminence, who accepted iif

liWi a King t'ecelvfng the homage his subjects. VAnd life

establishment was throughout on a scale of trufy’ royal nflag-

hlficence ; there were Cardinals }yith a retinue ci five hundred
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depen^antB^ a hougehold organised in sixteen different depart-
^entS|*an audience-chaiiiber with all the etiquette and cere-

injAfial of a Court. Even in later }imes, when the life of States
and Cotirts had become, more sober and simple, the equipage
of a Cardinal comprised four st^te carriages, drawn by teams
ofiblack horses, and preceded by outriders. Four attendants
iif livery carried the insignia of his rank—the hat,*the cushions^

and the umbrella. He was accompanied by his Secretary
'in a^violct silken robe, his caudataire wearing tha** Croccia^**

his chamberlain in old fashioned Cotirf-dress of the Medici
period, bearing the barretta in his gauntleted bands. Thougli
already shorn of its ancient state, the household still com-,
prise’d the auditor, the secretary^ the chamberlain, the gentle*

man-usher, the caudataire^ the cha^ain, the steward, and the
valet, without reckoning the cr<9wd of lackeys, cooks, coach-
men, grooms—a hdst of servants who filled the palace and its

orfvirons with bustle and noise. •

And Pierre, in his mind’s eye, saw the three vast anti-chambers
again filled with people, thronged with footmen in embroidered
liveries with armorial bearings, crowded with prelates and
priests in silken robes of harmonious hues, bringing life and
light once more into the now dusky and desert halls.

But in these evil days, and more than ever since the entry of
the Italian army into Rome, the fortunes of the Roman
princes had fallen, and the stately splendour of the chiefs

of the -Church had disappeared. The scions* of the ruined

aristocracy no longer looked for prizes in an ecclesiastical

career, and abandoned its poorly remunerated and lightly-

esteemed offices to the ambition of the youth of a lower
social sAnding. The Cardinal Boccanera, the sole remain-
ing princely wearer of the priestly purple, had an annual
income of little more than twelve hundred pounds sterling

to maintain hi^ state, including his emolumeitfs as Cardinal

;

and he would have been.totally unable to make both ends meet,

birt- for the assistance which his sister, Donna Serafina, was
able, from time to time, to afford, from the remnant of the

family fortune, his share of which, in more prosperous time.s,

the Carcfigal had abandoned ia lier favour and in that of

his other sisters, and his brother. Donna Serafina and her

niece, Benedetta, lived apart in the palace, with their own suite

of apartments, * their separate table, 4;heir separate servants.

The Cardinal had only his nephew, Dario, living with him, and
ne*vet* gave a duiner-pariy, or iicld a reception. His only

*heavy e^ypense was tlie keep of his only carriage, the heavy

c:o.ach and pair which was a necessary in his position, for

cuftom forbids a Cardinal to go on foot in the streets of Rome.
And his coatehman, a faithful old family servant, saved him
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even the expense of a groom, himself doing the whole of

the stable work, cleaning the carriage and grooming the two^

black horses, grown old like Ip ipse) f in the service of the faiftfl^*.

Tliere were two footmen, a father and son, the lattfir born
in the palace. . The wife of |the cook helped in the kftchen.

But the ‘reductions in the state of the establishment wtfre

still more rem'arkable in the ante-chambers of the state apart-

ments ; the briljiant and numerous suite that once had filled

them, now resolved into two petty priests
;
Don Vigilii, •the

Secretary, who also ffllecl the functions of Auditor and Major-

dbmo
;
and the Abb^ Paparelli, caudataire^ or train-bearer,

•who at the same time performed the offices of ClTaplain and
Chamberlain. In the halls which the crowd of liveried lacl^eys

had filled with glittering ^[aiety, the visitor now saw only

these two rusty black cassoclA gliding along the tapestried

walls, like two ghostly shadows of the p^st, presently to be
lost in the gathering gloorn.*'

* •

At the weekly reception held in the saloon of Donna Sera-

fina, the French Abbd is introduced to the dite of the Monde
Noir** of Rome, the Black, or Papal, world of Roman
society, so-called in contradistinction to tlie White society that

clustered round the Royal Palace of the Quirinal. Here he
meets many of the pillars i^of .the Vatican

; the courtly

Monsignor Nani, the Assessor of the Holy Offices, smooth
and gracious, ^ drawing-room diplomatist and a practised

politician, with his courtly condescension and faint ironical

smile
;

said to be tiie most powerful man at the Papal Court,
possessing the ear of its ruler, but keeping his influence al-

ways behind the scenes, and deprecatingly alluding Jto its insig-

nificance
;
Cardinal Sarno, Secretary of the Propagab'da, who

had never been out of Rome in his life, and who directed the
Catholic Mission scattered through the four qu.irtcis of the

world; a shrk^elled up, mummified little olcfiiinii, bent«with
long labour at an office desk, with. the hf»*bits of an old
scribbling hack, seempig always half asleep, but- carrying a
library of clearly-arranged, statistics, and the m:ap of the
whole world, even of its, most unfamiliar legions, inside his

*

narrow head
;

Cardinal Sanguinetti, stout, rubjeund, and
Boisterous, always fussing and bustling, who Iiad made his

way almost to the top of the tree* by his restless energy
and domineering spirit, and who hoped to rise higher yet :

Cardinal Boccanera liimself, stately and taciturn, petrified in

his princely and priestly pride, in his old-fashioned politics

and old-world ideas
;

his sister, Donna Serafina, his duplicate*

in petticoats
;

their charnfing and -caiidid niece, Behcdetta^
married by her parents to the Count Prada, son" to an nild

Garibaldian and a young cour-tTer of the Kind’s ; a political
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marriage, marrying the Pope and the King, as it was
callecT,* but turning out a miserable fiasco^ Benedetta being

•already in love with her cousin, Dario, and detesting her
h*usband. After the death of her* parents she had separated
fromliim, and taken refuge in,the old family psdace under the

vwng of her aged uncle and aunt, heedless of the scandal she
aaused by living under the same roof with her early lover,

her cousin, Dario.

She was at this time engaged in sueing for a divorce from
her husband, a difficult and delicate matter in a society living

ujider the shadow of the Vatican, which unutterably main-
tains the religious sanctity of the marriage tie. The history of
this* divorce suit forms one of those unpleasant episodes

which are unfortunately t^o common in M. Zola's works.

Pierre is introduced to the eiipeCtant Dario, the last hope of

the race of the Boccaneras, a weak and amiable youth, living a
frivolous and aimless life, restrained from sinking into dissi-

pation only by his redeeming love for Benedetta
;
and in the

Boccanera Salon he also makes the acquaintance of the pretty

little princess, Celia Buongiovanni, daughter and heiress of one
of the most ancient noble houses of Papal Rome, but in love

with the handsome parvenu young Italian officer, Attilio Sacco,
cousin of Count Prada.

^
And the Abbe Pierre F%Dment makes other acq^uaintances,

outside the ' Papal circle of society. The old Count
Orlando Piada, the falher-in-law of Benedefta, profoundly
moved by the perusal of Pierre’s book, seeks an interview

with the author : and Pierre shares Benedetta's affection

and admiration for the grand old companion of.Garibaldi’s

campaigns and aspirations, brave as a lion and simple
as a child. In his company he meets the son, Bene-
detta's nominal husband, in whose veins the chivalrous

folly, of the farther has turned to a mania for gambling
speculation. The son^ has made and again lost foitunes,

whijc the .old and crippled father lives in Spartan simplicity,

refusing to accept' the wealth which his adoring son would
willingly lavish upon him.

And as Pierre finds that things are not done in a hurry at

Rome, and that thtf fate of his book is likely to be long in the

balance, he sets* himself, in the intervals of his campaign in

its favour, to see the sights of the C^ty. He has the good
fortune to meet again, in the Boccanera Salon, an old Paris

frkend of his youth, M. Narcisse Habert, attacM to the French
• Legation at the Papal Court, a dfindy of the Boulevards, hiding
4iis keen ciptitude for business und^r the mask of a cynical man
of* •the world and aesthetic dilettante.* He knows the ropes

well, aiid sho^s Pierre round the art-treasuies and ancient
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tuins of Rome^ while he lets him into the secrets of Papal
politics and Italian finances.

**

What the young and enthusiastic Abb^ sees and hears
^

under his experienced guidance, soon considerably modifies

his preconceived ideas of Ro^e. After a long and fatiguing

day spent in the Vatican and ampng its art-treasures, the
author thus summarises the impressions of the young priest : •

Suddenly occurred to him the striking idea, that the reli-

gion which sprang up in this soil of light and love had been •

only a religion of tempciral conquest and political domination,
sp different from the mystical and sympathetic religion of

the lands of the North, in whose cold and gloom *was born
the Religion of the Soul.

9 * 0 »

HIs eyes again rested 8po«i the Gate of Bronze, and he
remembered how, in the morning, he had •wondered what he
might find behind those. brazen barriers studded with mon-
strous nails. And he dared not then reply to the question

of his own thought
;
he could not know whether the new

generations, hungering for justice and righteousness, would find

behind those gates the religion imperatively demanded by.

the Democracies of the morrow
; for his first impressions were

vague and undefined.

But how vivid was the impression now forced upon his mind,
and how disastrous the awakening fiom his impassioned dream !

A Gate of Brorfze, indeed, impas^able, impenetrable, shutting

up the Vatican within its antique portals, separating it from the

outside world so solidly, so absolutely, that for three cen-

turies and more no one and nothing had entered jn. Behind
that gate was the sixteenth century, U.c old centuries before

the sixteenth, impassable, immoveable. Time itself had there

eeased to fly, remained stationary, motionless for ever. Nothing
within those pqrtals ever changed

;
the very dr^ccs uf the Swiss

Guards, of the Noble Guards, of th? Prelate’ll, of the piiests,

remained as they were three hundred years ago the s^me
costumes, the same ceremqnial, the same ideas. True, for the
last quarter of a century, the Popes in their proud attitude of ‘

protestation against the infringement of tlieir sovereign rights',

had voluntarily imprisoned themselves in their Vatica’n
;
but the

Imprisonment was really of much elder date, and of much
tuore cruel severity : am imprisonment that had finally enclosed

whole system of Catholicism, shutting it up within an en-
circling wall of dogma, condemning it to a living death, only
Caved from succumbing by. the support of its vast and com-*
ptex hierarchical organisation. Was it true, then, tha\ Calholp-
cismi io spite if its apf>arent universality, could not yielA bn
C single point, without danger, of being swept away aho-
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pether ? And, then, behind those gates, what a world of pride,

of aiM>ition, of hatred and of strife ! And what strange fellow-

(visoners in this strange prison ; Christ in company of Jupiter
CapitoHnus ;

all the gods ‘of*01ympu5 cheek by jowl with
the Apostles ;

all the splendours of the Renaissance smother-
ing the humility of the Gospel 1 The rays of the s.ettin*g sun
gilded the pillars of St*. Peter's ;

the soft tranquillity of the
Roman evening reigned in the clear blue sky, and the young
pgest remained dismayed and distracted after his long day in the
company of Michael Angelo and Raphael, Popes and Caesars,

Heathen gods and Christian Saints, in the mpst famous palace

in the world.” He begins to lose faith in his mission End
hope of the escape of his book from the fate that threatens it.

He is wearied by the delays and difficulties that he encounters

on all hands
;
by fruitless jougie3^ to and fro ; by false hopes

held out to him ;• by affectation of assumed interest, covering
indifference, or hiding hostility. His stay at Rome is pro-

tracted from days to weeks, and from weeks to months. He
visits all the churches, the museums, the ruins ; the desert

new quarters which were built to accommodate an influx of
population that never arrived

;
the crowded old quarters where

the poorest of the people swarm in poverty and filth, starving

and merry withal, wrapping themselves in their rags and in the
pride of their Roman birth?^

*

His desired interview with the Pope was prevented and post-
poned. till it seemed impossible of, attain merit. He saw Leo
Xlll three times

;
once taking his evening stroll in the gardens

of the Vatican, on the day when Pierre was conducted over
the the pajace by his guide, philosopher and friend, Narcisse
Habertij once in the palace, during a reception of the French
pilgrimage, bringing the welcome tribute of Peter's pence ; and
the adoration of the excited crowds, women fainting, falling at

feet of Hts Holiness, grovelling in the dust before his

august presendlE, stiuck Pierre as savouring of* idolatry.

. ,A third time he saw* the Pope iri state, on the occasion of a
Papal M.ass at St. Peter's, and was*furnished with tickets for

an advantageous place whence to view the spectacle, by the

kind attention of the assiduous^Monsignor Nani, who is always
at hand tb counsel and assist him. And in the splendid and
spacious Basilica, thrcyiged with eagef crowds, Pierrre sees the
Pope make his triumphal entry. It^was the Papal cortfege in

all its ancient pomp, the crucifix and the sword, the Swiss
Guard in their §jala dress of the sixteenth century, footmen
in scarlet liveries, cloaked aiui sworded chevaliers in Tudor

• costumfe, canons in surpjices of cgstly lace, heads of the reli-

gious orders, apostolic proto-notaries, archbisivops and bishops
in violet sill^ cardinals in purple, all solemnly marching two
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and two with wide-spaced intervals between their files. After

them, and preceding His Holiness, came the officers of the

Military Household, the Prelates of the Privy Chamber, Moa-
signor the Major domo, Monsi|^nor‘ the Grand Chamberlarfn, ah

the high officials of the Vatican Court, aiul the Roman R-ince

attached tq the Papal throne as tne traditional and symbolical

defender of the rights of the Church* High upon his chair o£

state, borne on the shoulders of bearers, dressed in scarlet and

silk-embroidered tunics, and shaded by the lofty featlier ffyis

held aloft by the JlabelIt\mSRt His Holiness, wearing the sacred

vestments with which he had just been indued in the ChapeJ

of* the Holy Sacrameni, the amice, the.alb, the stole, 'the white

and gold mitre and chasuble, two gifts presented but recenijy

by the faithful in France, of unparalleled magnificence.

And again, as in a theatre, tlte a4)plaus‘e was redoubled
;
hands

were clapped furiousl)', strenuously, as if a popular* actor had

come upon the stage, a staj- whose appeal ance made all hearta

beat with hope and expectation, and Pierre now received a

different impression of Leo the Thirteenth. He was no longer

the simple old man, listening, in his lassitude, to the gossip of

the prelate on whose arm he leaned, as he paced leisurely

along the walks of the most glorious garden in the world.

Nor was he the Holy Father in crimson cape and pontifical

cap benignly greeting the foreign* pilgrims who came to him

laden with the treasure collected from the faithful in foreign

lands. He was ‘here the^ soveieign Pontiff, the omnipotent

Lord, the God whom Christendom adored. The frail body in

Its long white robe, stiff with gold embroidery, looked like a

waxen image in a gilded shiinc
;
and, in its high and haughty

immobility, it reminded the spectator of some grave* •golden

idol, parclied in the perpetual smc'ke of saciifices, through

countless centuries. The eyes alone lived in the deathly pallor

of the rigid face—eyes sparkling like black dicnonds, ^’ith

their keen gaze fooking far beyond and above th(f woild around,

peering into the Infinite.

They had no look for the surrounding crowds
;
they turned

neither to right nor to left,* remaining fixed on the upper

air, unconscious apparently* of what was passing jft their
'

Master’s feet. And this statuesque idol, thus borne aToft above

the people like a muntmy, deaf and blind, in spite of the

brilliancy of its eyes, ynconscious of the frenzied adoration

of the surrounding crowd, seemed clothed with an awful

Majesty, robed with a fearful power, invested with all tlic

rigidity of dogma, imbued with* all the immobility of tradition,

kept upright and erect onl}; by the golden bands in f^hich it '

was swathed. However, Pierre thought that he peVeeived tbe

Pope, under this apparent immobility, to be sobering, from
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. fatigue or indisposition, doubtless the effect of the slight

attack«,or fever of which Monsignor Nani had spoken to him
4h^ pvening before, when he dwelt on the devoted courage, the

steadfast soul of this old man oC eighty-four years, kept alive

byhis^ o^n tenacity of purpose, by his faith in the sovereign

necessity of his Mission. •

Yhe ceremony commenced. His Holiness, descending from

hfs high-borne clfair at the Altar of the Confession, leisurely

. celebrated a Low Mass, assisted by four Bishaps and by the

*pro*prefect of the ceremonies. At the ablution Monsignor

the Major domo and Monsignor the Granci Chamberlain, assist-

ed* by two Cardinals, poured the water upon the august handfi

of the celebrant ;
and, ju'st before the elevation, all the prelates

of tlie pontifical Court, with lighted candles in their hands,

came to kneel before the altar. ^It was a solemn moment

;

the foity thc^usand of the faithrtil assembled there trembled
;

felt as if a breatfi from the Invisible was passing over them,

while the silver trumpets sounded* during the elevation,

the clarion “chorus of the Angels,*’ and women fainted

from ecstasy and excitement. Immediately sweet respon-

sive strains of unearthly music were wafted downwaids
from the vault.of the huge dome, in the upper gallery of

which a hundred and twenty choristers were hidden away.
It was a marvel, a miracle,* as if the angelic choirs

had in reality responded to tlte challenge of the silver trumpets.

The strains descended, re-echoed through the. vaulted aisles,

like the resounding strings of celestial harps; then gradually

died away and losc again, as if remounting to the skies with

the flutter of angelic wings. After the Mass, His Holiness, still

standings §t* the altar, himself intoned the Te Deum, which
was taken up by the precentors of the Sixtine Chapel and
the choirs, each chanting a verse alternately. But soon the

whole immense j:ongregation joined in; forty thousand voices

weielifted up
;
•the shout of joy and tiiumph sv#eiled through

all the vast edifice
;

filled it with revei berating waves of

sound. • •

Tlie spectacle at this moment was truly one of incomparable
splendourj—the altar surmounted with its carved aud gilded

baldaquin, surrounded by the Papifl hierarchy which the lighN
ed tapers studded -as if with starry constellations

;
the sovereign

Eontiff* in the centre, blazing like a sun in his golden chasuble,

enciicled by rows of Cardinals in crimsofi, benches of Bishops
in .violet, tribunes filled with the court dresses of officials,

the embroideries •of Ambassadois, the uniforms of officers

qf all nations and armies, the ciowds showing a compact
mass of human lieads recellling into* th^ dim distance in the

furthest aisles^ of the enoin^ous edifice, the glorious Basilica
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which crushed the on-looker with astonishim^nt at its gigan-
tic proportions, its side-aisles in one of which a wholes parish
might be harboured, its transepts as big as the cathedr^ o{
a capital city, its mighty nave which thousands and ^tena .of
thousands of worshippers could scarcely fill. And tH^sound
of their chaunted hymn seemed to swell to the colossal prof)or-
tions of the. temple ; rose with the voice of a mighty storm
over the giant monuments of marble, amongf the super-human
statues, around, the C5*clopean columns up to the vaulted roof,

unrolling the illimitaWe^expanse of a sky of stone into* the*

blue heaven of the vast Dome, opening up glimpses of the
Infinite in the golden glory of its magnificent mosaics.'^

At length, when Pierre is on the brink of losing all .hope
and patience, he learns from the ubiquitous Monsignor Nani
that the congregation of tlui Index is on the point of condemn-
ing his book, but that its verdict will have to t)e confirmed
by the Pope ; and he promises to arrange a private reception
of^ Pierre at the Vaticah, where he may plead his cause before
His Holiness in person. Accordingly, he directs the young
Abb^ to present himself at one of the gates of the Vatican at
nine o’clock on a certain evening, and furnishes him with
the pass words to admit him to the Presence. Pierre
enters the gates of bronze, passes up wide staircases, along
endless corridors, past silent SL*ntir.els of the Swiss Guards and
Papal gendarmes, through suites of splendid and now darken-
ed halls

;
the , .whole palace in gloom and silence, feebly illu-

minated^ by dim and distant lamps, ihe last Swiss Guard
hands him over to a solemn functionary in black

;
and he has

to wait, what seems an interminable time to him, in the
ante-room, before he is finally ushered into the |a/ge room
hung with yellow damask, tastefully but scantily furnished,
where His Holiness sits in a deep arm-chair beside a little

table, on which are a glass of lemonade, reading lamp,
and two or Chree Frencb and Italian newspapers. The Pope
looked frail and small, clad in white robes and skull cap, the
only colour in his dress being the golden fiinge to his girdle,

and the crimson velvet slippers embroidered with* tlie badge

.

of the golden cross-keys. The Abbd makes the three pre-
scribed reverences (like the three taslims at the court of the
Grand Mogul) and *stoops to salute the velvet slipper of the
Master of Christendom. And the '’Pope acknowledges liis

greeting affably, converses with him, questions him familiarly,

and leaves it to him to introduce the subject of his visit, w|;iich

Pierre at length finds himself hesitatingly compelled to do. •
^We give the rest of the interview in M. Zola’s own. words.

,

^'Without replying, Leo tfie Thirtee^nlh continued .to gaze upon
him with those piercing eyes. Aqd Pierre no longer saw before
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him Leo the Thirteenth, two hundred and sixty-third Pope,

Vicar of Jesus Christ, successor of the Prince of the Apostles,

s%v&hlgn Pontiff of the Universal^ Church, Patriarch of the

West, Primate of Italy, Archbfshdp' and Metropolitan of the

Diocese of Rome, Lord of the temporal dominions of the

Holy See. He saw Leo the Thirteenth of whom -he had

dreamed, the expected Messiah, the saviour s’cnt to save

tlie world from the frightful social catastrophe which threatens

'*to engulph the old and rotten framework of our society and

our civilisation. He pictured him with his keen and supple

intellect, his fraternal sympathy, his overflowing love, seeking,

for means of conciliation, avoiding stumbling-blocks, going

straight to the heart of the peoples, giving his life and his

labour for the good cause—the cause of suffering Humanity.

He fancied him as the suprcm'2 rlloral authority, the only

hope of Truth and * Peace, the All-Father who alone could

equalise the fortunes of his children
;
cause misery and poverty

to cease among them
;

free labour from its fetters
;
bring back

the people to the pure faith of the primitive Church, to the

sweet simplicity of Christian Communism. And this lofty

Presence, in the solemn silence of the room and the palace,

was for him invested with invincible Omnipotence, with

overwhelming Majesty."
^

And Pierre pours out his soft! to the idol of his imagination
;

pleads the cause of the poor and needy
;
prays the Pope to

inaugurate a new crusade against wa.r, wcaitlr and luxmy,

to found a new Brotherhood of Labour and Love. In his

excitement he forgets his book
;
forgets everything but the

intolerable, incurable sufferings of Jiumanity. But the Pope

recalls him io himself
;

prays him to compose himself, and

addresses him as follows :

—

^^You appeal to the Holy Father. Be assured that his

heart is full of tenderness and compassion for the afflicted and

the unTiappy oncs^of the earth. But tlie question now before us

is not that ;
it is a qiicstioh of Religiott. I have read your book,

and l will tell you at once that it is a bad-book, a most danger-

ous and most damnable book
;
and the more so because of its

undoubted 4iierits, its many fine passages which have stimulated

my interest' and excited my admiration. Yes, J confess I was-

interested in it
;

I would pot have gone 0.1 reading it, but that

my interest was aroused by the spirit of faith and enthusiasm

• that you have breathed into its pages. The subject was a grand

one,, the New Rome ! Ah, what a book might be written with

that for title ;
but, fay son, it must^e written in a spirit totally

different from yours. You think that you understand me, that

you'ijave grasped the meantiig of my writings^ that you have

seized the spirit of my words and deeds, that you have

. VOL.’CIV.]*^ 3
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expressed my feelings in the words of your book. You are’

wrong I you do not understand me, and that is why I wished to

see you this evening, to expljain and convince you of your efrtjr.

It was now Pierre’s turn to listen, silent and motionless.

He. had come there prepared to defend his book ; •he had
arranged his arguments ;

he had .feverishly looked fonx^rd

to this audience for the past three months, assured of ^*ts

successful termination
;
and now he listened to the condemna-

tion of his book without adducing in its defence any* one’

of the many arguments which had appeared to him irresistible.

An overwhelming lassitude had taken possession of him, as if

lie had been exhausted by the violence of his emotion. Presently

he would summon up courage
;
he would say what he had ’come

there to say. They do not understand me
;

they do not

comprehend me/’ continued Leo the Thirteenth, with an air

of impatient irritation. “Above all in France : iris incredible,

the trouble that I have to make myself understood ! The
Temporal Power, for instance

;
how could you imagine that

the Holy See could ever yield on that question ? It is a pro-

position unworthy of the utterance of a priest, it is a mis-
understanding springing from ignorance of the conditions under
which the Papacy has always existed, and must continue to

exist, if it would not perish altogether.

Do you not see the sophistry of your assertion when you
proclaim it the more powerful in the world in proportion as it

Is disengaged- from the cares of worldly sovereignty ? Ah, a
grand idea, a pure spiritual sovereignty, the reign of Faith

and Love I But how are you going to maintain it ? Who would
give us a stone to pillow our head upon if we were to-morrow
driven from house and home by our foes ? How coruld we be
independent when we should be at everybody's mercy ? No,
no ;

this Rome is ours, our heritage devolved to us through
the long line of our predecessors

;
the soil on wl.icii ou,r Holy

Church is foifnded for all eternity ; and to abandon it would be
the abandonment of the ’Holy Church Catholic, Apostolic, and
Roman. Besides we aannoi abandon it ; we are bound to it by
our vows before God and before man/'
He paused for a moment, to allow time for Piefre to reply.

.But the latter could find no' power of speech, for hfe all at once
recognised that th& Pope had spgken as’ he ought to speak

;

that he could not speak otherwise. The confused ideas
which had long been gathering in his mind, which had so

'

troubled him while he was waiting a moment before in* the
private ante-chamber, now ^ddenly became clear to him, rang9d
themselves before his mipd’s eye with startling distinctn«s.
All that he had seen/ all that he h*ad heard since his arrival at

Rome, his dis-illusions, his discoveries, all combined *to form
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a mass .pf realities beneath the weight of which the airy
faljrlc^pf his dream of a return to primitive Christianity was
crushed and shattered. Suddenly.there recurred to him his

vision utyier the dome of St. Peter’s, when, gazing on the
ancient city wrapped in its glory bf the imperial purple, he
was imbecile enough to dream of a purely spiritijal Pontiff

reigfling over the souls of men. That day he had fled from the

ftantic acclamations of the pilgrims of the St. Peter’s Pence
pilgrirftage, hailing the Pope-King.*' ^This need of pecu-
niary revenue, this last link in the chain* of slavery which
bound the spiritual Head of the Church to the World

;
he had

perforce accepted its necessity. But when Rome had revealed

her real self to him, the Eternal City of Pride and Power in

which the Papacy had sat enthroned^ for ages, his illusions

finally vanished. Everything combined to bind the fate of the

Papacy to the*fate of Rome ; dogma, tradition, history, sen-

timent rooted it in the soil of Rome, immoveable for ever.

The dream of a new Rome would never be realised, except
some day, perhaps, far from the old Rome, under other skies.

There Christianity might revive
;
but Catholicism must die

where it had been born, where it had lived, when the last of the

Popes, fettered to the ruins of Rome, should perish under
the falling mass of St. Peter’s dome, falling in its turn as the

temple of Jupiter Capitolinus 4iad fallen. As for this Pope
before him to-day, discrowned and dethroned^ as he was,
Pierre could clearly discern, through the fragile mask of senility,

through the bloodless transparency of the waxen image of
humanity, the fire of the lust of sway, the inherited passion

of universal empire, the spirit of the Pontifex Maximus, of the

Ciesar Impbfator in whose veins flowed the blood of Augustus,
the master of the world.

You have clearly expressed, ” continued Leo the Thirteenth,

the a«ient desiref for Christian Unity which ^has always
inspired us. We esteem gurselves most fortunate in having
been able to introduce uniformity of 'ritual, in imposing the

Roman rite upon the whole Catholic^ Church. That was one
of our most signal successes

;
it cannot but enhance our

authority. And I trust that our attep*\)ts to re-unite in Christ

our dear brethren scattered throughout the dissident Churches
of the East may be crowned with success* nor do I despair

of convincing the Anglican sectaries, «ot to speak of the

bther Protestant communities, who will be forced to return

to the fold of the or^e Universal Hcjly Catholic, Apostolic and
Retxian Church when the time predicted by Christ shall

have arrived. But what yc^ have omitted to say is that the

Church can never surrender one single (>oint of its doctrine.

On the contrary^* you seem to- hint that a compromise may
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be arrived at by means of mutual concessions ; an^ that is

an erroneous conclusioni a proposition which is criminal comipg
from the mouth of a priest.. No; truth is absolute; nof.one
stone of the building can be changed. Oh I as to the form
of worship, that does not so mucb matter I We are quite ready
to make concessions to avoid certain difficulties, to mitigate
formulas in order to conciliate certain prejudices. And, in

the same way,^ the part we play in the Socialist movement oj[

to-day needs explanation. Of a truth, those whom yoif have
well named the disinherited of this world, are the objects

• of our sincerest sympathies. If socialism be simply a* cry
for justice, a desire to strengthen -the weak, to comfort the
afflicted, who is there that adheres to it, works for it with more
energy than we ourselveg ? Has iv)t the Church always been
the mother of the unfortunsfte, the stay of the wretched, the
benefactress of the destitute ? We are all "for rational progress ;

we approve all the new forms of society which make for

peace and fraternity. But we cannot help condemning the
Socialism which would get rid of the idea of God in order to
make men happy. That is a return to a state of simple savage-
ry ; a deplorable retrogression, with its only possible conse-
quences of catastrophes, conflagrations and massacres. And
you have not dwelt on this with sufficient emphasis; you have
not taken enough pains to demonstrate that outside the pale

of the Church there can be no real progress, that the Church
is the sole directress, ^he sole guide to whom the people can
have recourse with safety. Besides, and this is a serious fault

that I find in you, you seem to put God on one side
;

your
religion seems to be nothing more than a meptal stale, an

efflorescence of love and charity sufficient in itself f©f the soul's

salvation. Execrable heresy ! God is always with us, Lord of

our souls and of our bodies ;
Religion is the bond which unites

us to Him
;
the Law given by Him for the g*overnrnent of man-

kind, without which there is nothing buf'barbaiism in this

world and damnation inithe next. And, once more, the, form

is immaterial ; the doctrine is eternal. Thus our countenance

of the Republic in France' shows that we do not consider the

supremacy of religion tflcHssolubly connected with any form

. of government, however nonourable and ancierit. Dynasties

can last only theif appointed tinw?; God endureth for ever.

Kings may die, and^monarchies perish, but God is the Living

God ! Besides, the republican form of government has nothings

in it contrary to Cliristianity ; it seems to us rather a return

towards the early Christialh Community of which you har/e

treated in some most charming passages in your book, *

Unfortunately liberty is apt to aegenerate into licenaer, and

we have too often been evilly recompensed for^ our attempts at
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conciliation. Ah 1 my son, what a mischievous book you have
written, yith, as I verily believe, the very best intentions ; and
I gia(f to think that your silence proves that you begin to
uiidQpstand the consequences of your fault/’

Pierre remained silent, crushed/ feeling that his intended
argumenfs might as well be addressed to an impenetrable
rock,Vhose blindness and deafness was impervious to light and
smtfd. To what good purpose, since nothing cbuld enter

in ? He was preoccupied solely in wondering, in considering

how it*was possible that a man of so much intelligence, with
so much ambition, had not arrived at a truer, clearer compre-
hension of the state and temper of the world to-day. He
evidently thought himself well posted, well informed, carrying

In*his head the vast web of Christendom, with its hopes and
fears, its needs and wishes, a]l clearly tabulated and marked
out, interwoven with the complicated ^threads of his tangled

diplomacy. BCit what lacuncE nevertheless I Probably he really

knew the world only as it was during jthe short time of bis

Nunciature at Brussels. Then came his episcopate at

Perugia, where he should have seen something of the birth of

the spirit which animated the new Italy, And for the last

eighteen years he had been immured in the Vatican, seeing

nothing of the world, isolated from the rest of mankind,
communicating with them only thrqugh his courtiers, often the

most ill-informed, most mendacious, and most treacherous of

men. Moreover, he was an Italian, a priest, a Grand Pontiff,

superstitious and despotic, bound by tradition, subject to the

influences of heredity and locality, ceding to pecuniary and
political necessities. And then tiiere was his overweening pride

as the representative of God on earth, the only legitimate

and authoritative Power in the world. Hence his fatal failure

of comprehension, the extraordinary lapses of his brain, along

with such admirable qualities, his lively intellect, his patient

persistence, his vast^activity in planning and executing. But
his intuition above %11 appeared marvellous; for wa'^ it not that

alone.which apprised him, *in his solitary and voluntary im-

prisonment, of the immense evolution that* was rapidly trans-

forming the conditions of the life oT the human race ? He
had’ thus gained a tolerably clear cemception of the fearful

dangers by Which he was surrounded—the rising flood of

Democracy, the swelling and measureless* main of Science,

ever threatening to swamp with its wav^es the narrow islet

5n which still stood the temple of St. Peter, The cries of the

new-born social for^ces penetrated his thick palace walls

;

readied the inner chambers of the Vatican, And all his policy

waf dictated by the stru^le for Jife, by the necessity of

conquering that he might continue to live and reign. If
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he had tried to compass the unification of the Church, ft

was that he might render it strong and invincible^ in the

battle which he foresaw. - If he preached conciliation* yield|d

with a good grace on mere matters of form, tolef^ted

the extravagances of fiij Bishops in America, it was
because his ^reat secret /ear was for the disru^ion of

the Church, irreparable disaster precipitated by some sudden
schism. Ah ! the schism, he felt its breath in the winds blow-

ing from all the quarters of the heavens, like a threatening,

peril against which it behoved to be armed in advance. • Ana
this fear explained 4ii^ revived affection for the people, his in-

terest in Socialism, his Christian panaceas for the miseries of

the toiling multitudes.

Since Caesar had fallen, the long dispute between tho Em-
peror and the Pope for the mastery of the peoples was over,

for the people were nov^ tbeir own masters
;
but the Pope

still bid for the vacant place of power : vvodld the dumb
giant speak and sw^ar allegiance to him? He had made
the experiment in Fiance

;
he had abandoned the cause of

the fallen monarchy
;
he had recognised the Republic

;
he

wished it strong and prosperous ; for was not France the

eldest daughter of the Church, the only Catholic nation which
was still strong enough to restore, some day, the vanished tem-
poral power of the Holy See ? He must reign, reign through
the aid of France, as he could qbt hope to reign by the aid of

Germany. He must reign through the people, because the
people weremow the ipasters and the dispensers of thrones I

He must reign through the Italian Republic, if that Republic
would. only restore him Rome, wiested fiom ihe usurping hands
of the House of Savoy, an Italian Republic of Federated States
with the Pope as President, of the United State^bf Italy, to
develop, in God’s good time, into the United States of Europe.
Only to reign, to reign in spite of all and over all, to reign over
the whole world like Augustus, whose domineering ^Roman
blood still Stistained this frail old man, tottering on the verge
of the tomb in his giecdy grasping at universal domination.

'' And finally, my «on,’' continued Leo Xlll, you have com-
mitted a serious fault iit speaking of a new religion. Sucli an
expression is impious, bWisphemous, sacrilegious. There is but

,
one religion—our Holy Catholic, Apostolic, and Rbman religion.

Beyond its pale there is nothing bqt darkiVess and damnation.
I understand quite well that you profess a return to piiniitive
Christianity. But tlie Protestant schism, so culpable, so de-
plorable, had exactly the same pretext. JDirectly one strays
away from the path of sfrict adherence to dogma, of absolute
respect for tradition, oneway fall over the most frightful pre-
cipices I Ah ! schism, my son, seffism is the unpardonaWe sin

;
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.it is rebellion against God; it is the unclean beast of temptation,

hatchesU by hell for the destruction of believers. Were there

nothing else in your book but these words of a New Religion/'

it must be destroyed, it must be burned as a deadly poison for

the soi^."

4nd the Pope continues in this*strain for some* time, preach-

ing to Pierre on the happiness of Faith, on the misery of doubt,

on the infallibility of the Church, on the necessity c)f subjection

to authority, on the all-sufficiency of Scriptures and St. Thomas
of Aquinas, adducing all the well-worn old arguments of theo-

logy, before he returns to the subject ofithe Abbe’s implicated

book. Amazed and stupified, Pierre listened to this perora-.

tion as if the heavens wer£ tumbling about his ears. God of

truth ! The miracles of Lourdes proved by scientific tests

;

science the handmaid of Religion
; faith consonant with Rea-

son
;

St. Thgmas of Aquinas* philosophy sufficient for the nine-

teenth century I Good God ! what could he answer ? And
wliy should he answer ?

•

A most pernicious and most dangerous book," concluded
Leo. XIII, •' a book of which the title alone, ‘ The New Rome/
is a scandalous falsehood

;
a book the more pernicious because It

has undoubted graces of style, and generous, though perverted,

ideas ; in short, a book which a priest who had conceived

and written it in a temporary, aborration of mind, should burn
in public, as an act of penitence, with the same hand with
which he wrote its scandalous and erroneous pages."

Pierre suddenly stood up. There •was dead silence in the

dimly-lighted room
;
through the windows Rome loomed in the

distance, drowned in darkness, vast and black, starred with
twinkling points of light. And his thoughts cried in him

—

True, I had lost my faith, but I thought I had regained it

in the pity which the sorrows of the poor had implanted in my
heart. You were my last hope

;
the Father, the longed-for

Saviefur. And if was only one more dream, oge more delu-

sion
;
you can never be the new Jesps, bringing peace into the

woVld to prevent the frightful fratricidal war that is looming in

the future. * You can never leave yqur tfirone, descend to the

people, to the poor and humble, to accomplish the supreme
effort of universal brotherhood, .Very well ! then there is an
end of you, of yogr Vatican and of your St. Peter*s. All gives

way
;

all tumbles into ruin, crumbles info dust before the rush
of the rising people, before the sap of a spreading science. You
are done with

;
nothing will be left of you but a mass of ruins I"

•but he did not^itter these worc^. He bowed and said,

—

Holy Father, I submit, and I withdraw my book."

His voice trembled in IWs bitter humiliation
;
his outstretched

baxfds jiad a gesture of renunciation, as if he had parted with
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his very soul. It was the exact formula of submission that he.
had used : *Auctor laudabiliter se subjecit et opm reprobavH^^ i\\^

author praiseworthily submits and condemns his book.* JBufi

what a frightful irony 1 Th^book which he had sworn never -to

withdraw, for the success of vvhich he had battled so ajdently,

he now denied .and himself suppressed all of a sudden, not be-
cause he- disapproved of it, but because he felt it to be as base-
less and ciiirherical as the desire of a lover or the dream of* a
poet. Ah, yes^ since he had been mistaken

;
since he found •

here neither the God nor the priest that he had trusted in for

the salvation of manldnci, what was the use of persisting in his

Illusion of an impossible resurrection 1 Better to cast his book
away like a dead branch, like a withered leaf, henceforth jvith-

out an object or a use. Slightly surprised by such a speedy
victory, Leo, XIII gave uttj^rance to«an exclamation of content-

ment.
“ Very good, very good, my son I You Ifavc spoken words

of wisdom, most befitting your calling as a priest.’*

And, in his evident satisfaction, he who never left anything
to chance, who prepared beforehand every one of his utter-

ances, the words that he would say, the gestures that he would
use, unbent his stiffness, showed a charming condescension.
Ni)t understanding, deceiving himself as to the real reason of

the submission of this revolted spirit, he prided himself on
having so easily silenced him, for his familiars had pictured

Pierre to him as a most redoubtable revolutionist. So he felt

greatly flattcrefl by tliis sudden conversion.

And indeed, my son, he continued, it is what I expected
from your superior intelligence. Recognition of faults com-
mitted, repentance and submission

;
there is no purer joy than

is to be found in these.'*
**

And Pierre takes hib leave of the Holy Father, a sadder and
a wiser man. He .secs now that all along he has been made the

subject of a clever diplomacy, purposely wcarictl out with •ivait-

ing, disheartened by dela^\s, played ,with as an angler plays

with a heavy f:sli, with the object of inducing him himself *10

withdraw his book, witlfout driving iiim to open revolt, startling

him into schism, creating a scandal by his contumacy. And a

subsequent conversation wifh. Monsignor Nani convinces him of

the correctness of his suspicion that the amiable and obliging-

prelate had been entrifsted with the principal part in the plot

for the suppression of ht dangerous enthusiasm in the quietest

and pleasantest fashion imaginable. Monsignor Nani bids him
farewell with the most corc^ial expressions ^f esteem, and Sd-

most of gratitude, and with complimentary allusions to the scr-*

vices rendered by the Frenoh priesthood and people ' to tbe^

Jloly See, •
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^'And Pierre watched Monsignor Nani depart, with his

airy aniA triumphant step, as if he thought himself marching
to ^sured and certain victory. No

;
no fear of his forgetting

the lesson he had learnt at Rofn6. He knew it now, this

desire (pr the unity of all the najions in the lap of their Holy
Mother Ciiurch, a physical bondage in which the doctrine of
Christ became the law of'Augustus, the imperial master of
Ithe world. And these Jesuits, no doubt they loved France,

••the eldest daughter of the Church, the only child who could
yet aid the Mother to recover her lost .urjiversal empire

;
but

they loved her as the black clouds of locusts love the green
crops on which they alight, to devour and destroy them. •

But Monsignor Nani does not himself belong to the Order
of Jesus. He represents only the Jesuitical policy at the

Vatican, the policy of beiif^ all things to all men, of giving

an inch in ofder t9 take an eli, which was first invented
by the fraternity of Loyola, but has now become, by the

Inexorable law of necessity, the sole'policy of the Catholic

Church.
No longer able to support her claims by open force,

worsted in argument by the Renans and the Huxleys of this

unbelieving age, she has had to fall back upon the Jesuitical

policy of temporising expediency, courting Science, coquetting

with Socialism, seeking for new^means of maintaining her

authority by mingling in the* new movements of the time.

And the old Caidinal iToccancra, who unsparingly condemned
Pierre’s book, as unhesitatingly condemned Leo XI IPs tem-
porising policy. Minisclf a staunch adherent of the unyield-

ing firmness of Pio Nono, he freely criticised the utterances of

his infallibje successor, when Pierre, at his request, acquainted
him with tlie result of his interview.

The form,” exclaimed the Cardinal, with increasing excite-

ment, ah ! he ^old you, as he tells everybody, that, while

unaltei*ably adhcri^ig to the spirit, he would yield readily on
a mere matter of form. A wretched .equivocation, a shuffling

expedient, if not a downright hypocrisj;! My soul revolts

against this Opportunism, this Jesuitry, which plays fast and
loose with the new ideas, and only ^shakes the confidence of

believers, biijigs disorder and disunion into the camp, and
^

prepares the way for a disastrous rout. It is cowardice, base

cowardice, throwing down fine’s arms to be the more ready for

.flight, fearing to fight under our true coloufS, disguising ourselves

in the hope of deceiving the enemy, mingling in his ranks, and
overcoming him by stratagem ! No, tio! the form is everything
in* religion, inviolable, as it has been for eighteen centuries, is

no^ and ever shall be, the unchanging ordinance of God !

”

He*copld riot keep quiet; he rose and began to walk up
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and down the little room, seeming to fill it with his lofty,

presence. And he continued his harangue on tiie regime and
the policy of Leo the Tliirteenth, criticising it unsparingly, corv-

demning it ruthlessly. • •
•

*^Ah! the unity, the famous unity of the Churchy which
they glorify him for trying to restore

;
what is it, but the* in-

ordinate and short-sighted ambition of a conqueror who seej<s,

at all risks, to extend the frontiers of his empire, without

taking into account that his new subjects, disloyal and dis--

affected, will be the <;aq,se of constant trouble and disappoint-

ment, will disturb tho security and shake the allegiance of his

ancient people. So the schismatics of the East, the schismatics

from all parts, will bring the contagion of their errors into the

Holy Catholic Church, will try to corrupt it, to reform it, as

they would say. There #s only ofce sound policy—to be what
we aie, to show ourselves as we are. Andris it npt, I ask you,

a scandal, and a danger as well, this pretended alliance of

the Churcli with the Democracy, the sudden repudiation of

the Immemorial policy of the Papacy? Monarchical Govern-

ment exists by Divine Right
;

to abandon it is to oppose the

Divine purpose, to com])ound with the Revolution, to encourage

men in their madness and badness in order to turn their folly

to our own advantage. A Republic spells anarchy, and you
simply commit a crime

;
yoif stifee a deadly blow at authority,

at order, at religion itself, vvherf you recognise the legality of

a Republic, ir\ the idle dream of an impossible reconciliation

between Chinch and St*atc. And see what the Pope has done
with tlie temp«iral Power ! He demands it still

;
he pretends

to remain inflexible on this question of the recovery of Rome.
But, in verity, has he not resigned the temporal Power,

definitely yielded up his claim, when he recognises the right

of the people to choose their own form of government, to

depose their kings, and to enjoy their ficedom after their own
fashion, like* wild beasts free to roam at*lheir will fn their

native forests ? " i •

And the intraniiig^nt old Cardinal could not be brought to

see that the policy of Leo XIII was dictated by the necessity

for self-pieservation
;

tlij^t it was only a submission to the .in-

exorable logic of accomplished facts.

We cannot approve of the libeity M. Zola has here taken,

in his account of the audience ‘granted to the imaginary

Abbe Pierre Fioment by the Pope, of introducing as a charac-,

ter in the pages of his romance a living historical personage

like Leo Xlll. It is nottthc first time thnt he has thus *&rred

against the accepted canons of good taste, for, in his novel of
^ Nana,*' he took the un^l/arrantaWe liberty of .introducing the

Prince of Wales, in questionable company, too, updeV the
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transparent disguise of a synonym. He has, on this occasion,

treated P'ipe Leo XIII with mme becoming leveience ; but

•stijl he has stietched the license of a histoiical novelist

beyond the permissible point, iu t)utting a lon^ haranjjne t/f

his composition into the mouth of the venerable Pontiff.

Very likely, by the careful use*of the recorded utterances and
writings of Leo the XII 1

,
he has succeeded in cleverly imitating

• Wliat he might very well be supposed to say on such an occa-

sion : but it is to be hoped that this new departure in the in-

‘trofluction of real characters into fiction, will not be taken as a

precedent,

•The minuteness of description in which M. Zola revels arid

excels, in this book becomes tedious. The account of the Abbe
Frcmient's peregrinations through Rome and its environs
might serve for the pages M a guide-book : the details of the up-
holstery and^ ornaments in the successive saloons of the Vatican
which he traverses* might supply the place of an auctioneer's

catalogue. The routine of His Hoiin&s’ daily life is chronicled

with the minuteness of a Society paper's interviewer. The
story wliich forms an interlude to the Abbe's adventures and
interminable lucubiations is neither interesting nor pleasing

;

but the author is evidently moving in an unfamiliar milieu^

and we cannot expect to find him as much at home in the
palaces of Rome as in the gutt^s of Paris, And, though we
concede that the priestly Coitrt of the Vatican, with its Swiss
Guards and its Knights of Malta, belongs to world that is

passing* away, yet we cannot believe tThat, among its Sixteenth
Century characteristics, it still pieserves the practice of secret
poisoning

!

The divorce suit instituted by Benedetta against her husband
has succeeded, thanks to the intervention of the all-powerful

and ubiquitous Monsignor Nani. The charming Contessina is

n:v,v fiec to marry her cousin, Daiio, and they appear as a
betrcfthed coupl^at the splendid file given at the’ Palazzo Buon-
giovanni to celebrate Uie engagement of the little Princess
Celia to the handsome young officer, Auilio, This marriage
of the Pope and the King " is made the occasion of a rap-
prochement between the Black ai\d the White Societies of
kome : the king and qiieeti appear at the ball, while Monsignor
Nani and a host of Caidinals and prelates represent the
Vatican. The t^o betrcflhed couples, Attilio and Celia, Dario
and Benedetta, iu their youth, grace, rahk and beauty, are the
cynosure of all eyes.

.The very nex^ day. Dario is poisoned by eating figs out of
•a basket of fruit brought, as a present to Caidinal Boccanera,
t)y the peasant priest Santobono,* a creature of the Cardinal
Sartguinetti^’s.’ The Comte Prada is, of course, suspected, though
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unjustly, of the crime : but the Cardinal Boccanera at once di-

vines the truth, that the basket of figs was intended for h^giself,

in order to remove from the path of Cardinal Sangiiinetti ^a
^

dangerous rival to the succesSiqn of the Papal tiara. The two
Cardinals were ^^in the running” for the possible succession, as

the ostensible chiefs of the two*opposing parties in the Church
—the old conservative, or inflexible, party, now greatly in tlie

minority, which fixed its hopes on Boccanera, and the moderate
or Jesuitical party which adhered to Sanguinetti. A slight in-

disposition of Pope Leo^ XIII, giving rise to hopes of

approaching election, caused the creature of Sanguinetti, who
was vitally interested in the accession of his patron to the

chair of St. Peter, to attempt the abominable crime which
miscarried with such deplorable results.

The Cardinal Boccanera, y^hose partiality for figs was well

known to the conspirators. Was that day unwell, and did not

partake of them, aud they fell to the shar^ of iTis unfortu-

nate nephew. Yet Boccatiera does not proclaim the crime, or

accuse the criminal, because he wishes to avoid a scandal wiiich

might damage the cause of the Church ! If we are to believe

M. Zola, the removal of Popes and Cardinals by poison is

one of the traditional State secrets of the Vatican.

Every one is in a conspiracy to avoid scandal at all hazards
;

and the physician certifies the daath to be due to malarial

fever. All this is very unlikely and unnatural
; and the death-

bed scene wherg Benedetta, iu a transport of grief, throws her-

self upon the body of the’dying Dario, aiid dies of a broken
heart, mingling her last breath with his, like Adrienne and
Djalma in the “ Wandering Jew*’ of Eugene Sue, is not only

unnatural, but revolting. The Abbe Pierre Froment assists

at this painful scene, and, after the funeral of the lovtfi^, quits

Rome to return to Paris. We have spoken of his interminable

lucubrations, in which the train of thoughts that passes through
his mind is made the vehicle for the opinions •of the author.

The Abbe's concluding rqjlcctions co^itain a summary of the

contents, and a commeijtary on the purpose, of the book.

When Pierre was at lengyi alone, he experienced a keen
sense of solitude and desolation. His slender luggage was
packed

;
the portmanteau a*nd the little trunk were on the floor

in the corner of the room. And how still and empty the little

chamber looked, as if it were already a iftrange room to him. He
had nothing more to do*with it, but to leave it ;

he felt as if he
had left it already. Rome around him was nothing more than

a picture, which he would carrot away with him^ imprinted on his

memory. One hour more to wait
;

it appeared to him an inter-*

minable time. Beneath him and around him the old .d^uk an(>

deserted palace seemed to slumber in the silence' of oblivion*
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He hsi^ seated himself to wait till it was time to start } he fell

•into a profound reverie,

• It was his book that his thoughts reverted to, his book, ** La
Rome NouvelUy^ which he had written

; had come here to

de/ena ;
and his memory recalled that first morning on the

Janiculum when he stood on the terrace of 5^^ Pietro in

Montorio and gazed on the Rome of his day-dreams, appear-
ing, as it did to him, re-juvenated and infantine under the

‘ bright clear summer sky, bathed in the splendour of the morn-
ing. . There he had asked himself the 'decisive question, could

Catholicism renew itself, return to the spirit of primitive

Christianity, become the religion of the Democracy, the Faith
which the world of to-day looks for in the midst of its dead
illusions, to renew and perpetuate its spiritual life ? Hardly
recovered from the disaster to his faith at Lourdes, he had
come to Rome, Ris heart once more beating with high hope,

to demand of her the answer to this Supreme question. And
now he knew the answer

; Rome had replied to him by her

ruins, by her monuments, by her very soil, by her people, by her

prelates, by her cardinals, by her Pope. No 1 Catholicism

could never renew itself
; no ! it could not revive the spirit of

the early Christian Church ; no ! it could never be the religion

of the New Democracy, the faith that could breathe new life

into the old, perishing forms^ of Society. If, in its origin, it

had been a democratic religion, it was now bqund to this soil

of old Rome, monarchical in spite of Itself, forced to reclaim

its temporal power under penalty of disappearing altogether,

hampered by tradition, fettered by dogma, incapable of evolu-

tion, reduced to such an absolute immobility, that the Papacy,
imprisone’d behind the brazen gates of the Vatican, was only

the ghost of eighteen centuries of atavism, nothing more than

a perpetual dream of universal domination. Where his priestly

faithf burning ^ith love for his suffering fellowrcreatures, had
sought for Life, for th^ Resurrectipn of the Christian com-
munity, it had found only death, the dust of an ancient world

that had passed away, the sterilise4 soil whence nothing sprang,

except this monstrous growth of a despotic Papacy, claiming

dominion over both bodies and souls. To his despairing cry

for a new religion Rome had replied by condemning his book';

and in the bitterness of his disappointment he had himself

withdrawn it. He had seen, he understood, that there was
nothing here but ruins

;
and it seemed to him as if he himself,

bqdy, soul and spirit, were buried beneath their rubbish-heaps.
• Pierre veritably felt as though he were stifled. He rose

;

%ent to -the window which, looked cut upon the Tiber
;
threw it

wiite open -and leant over the sill. The rain had been falling

again during )he evening
; but now it bad once more ceased.
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The air was moist, warm and oppressive. The moon mujl have
risen, for there was a dim yellow gleam visible through tjie#

ashen-gray clouds in the dnllf Jeaden sky. In the fading twi-

light the horizon loomed vast and black
;
the Janiculum wjth its

crowded roofs opposite, the fiver flowing below to the Ijft

beneath the blurred outlines of the Palatine, while to the right

the Dome of St. Peter towered into the night, dark against tife

pale background. of the sky. He could not see the Quirinal,

but he knew it to be behind him, and he could fancy the long
'

dark line of its intcrmmable fagade barring the horizon, shut-

tkig out the sky. How different was this dismal Rome, fading

into the gathering gloom, from the bright Rome of his illu-

sions which he had so passionatel)^ admired, that first day,

from the summit of that Jf^iculum which he could now barely

distinguish in the blackness *bf darkness around it 1 And
another reflection occurred to him. He thought of the three

sovereign heights, the tifree summits which evoked in his mind
all the historic past of Rome—the ancient, the Papal, and the

modern periods. On the discrowned heights the Palatine

appeared only the phantom of the Caesar, Emperor and
Pontiff, Master of the world ;

but he now saw St. Peters and

the Quirinal with very different eyes from those witlt which he

had for the first time gazed •upcvi them. The Royal Palace,

which he had that day regarded With contempt, likened to a

huge barrack, ^considered a modern mushroom excrescence, a

sacrilege in the glorioui old sacred city, now filled the chief

place in his imagination, as well as in the horizon of his view :

while the dome of St, Peter’s, which he had thought so

triumphal, soaring to the sky, overshadowing the city with its

giant architecture, now seemed to him diminished* *in size,

seamed with cracks and fissures—a crumbling mass of flawed

pillars and worm-eaten timbers, ready to fall in cudden and
Stupendous ruin on the heads of the heedless \^orshippers, •

A hoarse murmur, risii^g into a sujlen roar, rolled up from

the swollen Tiber, and Pierre shivered : a cold current of air,

like a breath from tfie gr^ve, .passed across his face. The re-

collection of the symbolical triangle of the three summits
recalled to memory the sufferings of the dumb^ and bound
giant, the mass of humanity, the miserable people*; the prey

the possession of win'ch was the eternal bone of contention

between the Pope and Ihe King. Long ago that strife began,

in the day of the division of the inheritance of Augustus,
when the Emperor was perfogee compelled to content himself

with the empire over the bodies of men, leaving their soiil^

to the Pope ;
while the latter, from that moment, set his heaf^

on adding the temporal to the spiritual power.* • The quarrel

embittered and ensanguined Europe all through the 'Middle
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Ages, jvithout Pope or Emperor being able to gain a decided

X
asteryJ while the the prey was torn' to pieces between them.

t.*length the dumb giant, tormented beyond endurance, found

his voice
;

tore ofif the P.ipal gag in the times of the Refor-

mation^ then set himself to overthrow the Kings in tlie furious

revfilt of 1789. And these events had inanguratecf a new
for the Papacy, as Pierre had endeavoured to sliow in his

book—the Pope at length able to disengage hijnself from the

“politfcal entanglements which made him a tempoial sovereign

with the same interests and the same pc?licy as other tem[)oral

sovereigns ;
free to range himself on the side of the people, to

gain them over to him, to possess them altogether at last. Was
it nofgrand, this attitude of Leo. XIII, despoiled of his domin-
ions, proclaiming himself g socialis^, gathering together the
flocks of the proletariat, marching to the conquest of the future
centuries ? And the old fight for the possession of the people
was renewed to-day between the Vatican and the Quirinal, in

more confined lists
;

in Rome itself, the King arid the Pope
spying each other from their windows, disputing the possession
of the people, as the falcon and the hawk dispute the warblers
of the woods.

• And here Pierre found Catholicism self-condemned, because
it was, in essence and spirit^ it^^lf monarchical to that point
that the Pope could not bring bimself to make renunciation of
his temporal power. Vainly did the Papacy feign to ally it-

self witli. the people
;

vainly tried to appear all soul and sym-
pathy with their cause : in the new Democracy there was no
place for the absolute and universal sovereignty which it

claimed to derive from God. Pierre ever saw the Emperor re-
appearing in the person of the Pope

;
and it was this re appear-

ance that had dissolved his dream, destroyed his book, left
him hopeless and heartless amidst the ruins of his cherished
illusions, • ^

The sight of this Rome, drowned in gloom, disappearing
house by house, in the darkne.ss of the night, so painfully affect-
ed his imagination that he hastily qnitted*the window; returned
to throw himself wearily upon the c*liair, beside his higgage.
•Never before had he experienced such a poignant'^distress

uch a troitble of the soul. He remembered the hopes which’
he had based up6n the. new experience of this journey to
Rome, after the disaster to his faith at^ Lourde.s. This time

• he had no longer asked for the faith of a little child, innocent
and.credulous ;

he aspired to the faith of an intellectual man
lisihg superior to rites and symbols, demanding the full measure
cf happiness for the whole human race, the faith founded upon
the -graving for certainty and truth. And if that faith failed
if Cathorlicism cpuld no longer be the religion, the moral law of
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the world to be; if the Pope of Rome, at Rome, could no longer

be the Holy Father, the spiritual guide, the leader obe^f^ed and
beloved of the people, it w^s to him the wreck of his last libpe,

the supreme catastrophe in vfhich his world was to disappear.

The misery .of the masses, endured until it had become
unendurable, would result in a general revolution, in the Con-

flagration of the existing edifice of society. All the scaffolding

of Christian Socialism which had seemed to him such a

happy invention, such a worthy means of consolidating the*

ancient structure of the church, he now saw levelled with the

ground
;
he judged it only a transitory expedient which might

delay for a few years more the final ruin of the time-worn

edifice: he now 'perceived it to be founded only on a voluntary

misappehension, an intentional fal^hood, a shifting policy of

expediency. No; it was ^ a system that aimed only at once

more gaining an ascendancy over the peo^ile by duping them,

humouring them in order to again enslave them
;

it was a

bastard and a false system, repugnant to reason, which miglit

succeed for a brief period, only to eventuate in a more complete

catastrophe. Then all was finished
;
nothing remained intact;

the old structure of society would disappear in the tremendous

crisis of which the signs of the times announced the inevitable

approach. And he remained confronted by a frightful chaos
;

his faith prostrated before thi^*feupreme experience, which he

had from the first felt and known would either confirm it or

destroy it fof ever. And it war destruction that had come
of it. Good God ! What would become of him ?

In the anguish of his thoughts Picrie arose; paced up and
down the room, as if in the excitement of physical motion
he might find an antidote to his mental trouble. Great God !

what should he do, now that his overwhelming doubt, his miser-

able nihilism had returned upon him
; seemed to crush him with

an unsupportable anguish ? He recalled hi^ despairinjj cry
when he had* refused to bend his soul to sfibmission, telling

Monsignor Nani that he* could not Sacrifice the conviction of

his soul; that his trust*in the salvation to be wroiight^by Christian

charity could not be extinguished
;

that he would vindicate

his faith by a new book, in which he would indicate the new
«oil in which the new religion might lake root and flourish.

Yes ! a book of burning words ageynst Rome, into which he
would put all that he Hjad seen, all that he had heard, a book
which would mirror the true Rome, Rome at it was, without •

charity, without love, without hope
;
Rome slowly and surely

perishing, stifled in the pTide of its imperial purple !

would return to Paris; Iq^ve the Church
;
become a heretic,

write the book
;
head the new schisrh that they expected. ^Ah !

the new schism
;
was it not already imminent, was it

.
no
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sufficiently manifest in the signs of the times, in the pro-

digious nnovements of modern ideas, in the unrest of human
mtnck, wearying of the old exploded |dogmas and yet hunger-

ing *and thirsting after righteousness. Leo the Thirteenth

himself osiist have a dim consciousoess of it
;
for all his policy,

all lus strivings after the unity of Christendom, all his

manifestations of sympathy* with the democracy • were dic-

tated by the desire of rallying the people round the Papacy,

to^ strengthen it and prepare it for the coming* struggle for

life. • '

But the time was at hand ;
Catholicism would soon find

itself at the end of its politic concessions, incapable of

retrograding further without a complete surrender, imprisoned

in Rome like an old helpless hierarchical idol, while, in other

lands, under different skies, in the»stf^ss of strife with rival

religions, it nMght continue to live and grow. The Papacy
was condemned by its connection with Rome, while the loss

of its temporal power had given birth to the idea of a
purely spiritual Pope, disengaged from local ties, an Anti-
Pope, reigning over the mind of Christendom, while the

successor of St. Peter was imprisoned in the fiction of Roman
imperial supremacy. A new spiritual leader might arise,

afar, perhaps, in that free America where the struggle for

life had made the Catholic H^hops and Priests into earnest
socialists, ardent democrats, apostles of the movements of the
century, marching abreast of modern # needs. •And, while
Rome could abandon nothing of her past, not a tradition,

not a dogma, these new-world priests would abandon all that
was already falling by the weight of its own absurdity. Ah !

what a splendid dream this, of a great Priest, a grand Reformer,
a new saviour of society, the longed-for Messiah coming
to the aid of suffering humanity !

For a moment Pierre was transported by the vision
; a

rush ofliope and triumph filled his soul with enthusiasm:
if it were not in France, at Paris, that tfie new Reformer should
arise, then afar, beyond the ocean, anywhere, in some new
and fruitful soil in which the new liarvest might spring up
abundantly. *

A new Religion ! as he had proclaimed after his dis-
enchantment at Lourdes, a Religion that 'should be some-
thing better than a mere foretaste of death

; a Religion that
should realise in this life the Kingdom of God foretold by the
Evangelist

; that should establish equitable laws of property
and. labour, make truth and justice reign supreme upon the
eartit ! •

Pierr^ in the exaltation of tkiis new castle in the air, already
saw in.spirit the figry sentences of his piojected book in which

•VOL. CIV.] • 4
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he would doom the old Rome to destruction, in proclaiming the
restoration of the perfect, liberty of the law of Christy ^when His

eye lighted on an object lying on a chair, indistinct jn Jthe

gathering darkness, which' aJt first caused him a start of surprise,

Jt was a book also, different from the one of his jfision, the
volume by Theophile Morin which old Orlando had given
him to return to the author: and he was vexed with himself
for having overlooked it, for having so nearly left it bdiind.

Before opening his valise to stow it away, he took it up jp

his hand
; turned .ov?r its pages abstractedly ;

and suddenly a
flood of new ideas rushed upon his mind ; he felt as if some

• extraordinary occurrence had happened, some great everrt had
revolutionised his world. The book was, after all, a modest
little volume, nothing wonderful, a Student's manual, 'contain-

ing only the elements oof^ sciente ;
but all the branches of

science were represented in it
; it was a compeqdious summary

of human knowledge and research up ^ to date. And it was
the idea of science lhat had interrupted Pierre's reverie, had
suddenly rushed upon his mind with the irresistible energy of

a sovereign and all-embracing power. Not only was
Catholicism swept away before it, like dust before a whirlwind,

but all the hypotheses founded on the supernatural tottered

and reeled around him. Nothing but this educational hand-
book, this infinitely little volume of instruction, in his hand ;

but behind it was the universa^i desire to know^ the perpetual

extension of education, which had gained and grown upon
the people ;

and the mysteries bad become pure nonsense,

the dogmas had resolved themselves into ancient fables,

and nothing remained of the faiths that had lasted through
ages.

A people saturated with science, which believes no more
in mysteries or in dogmas, in compensatory happiness and
in retributive justice, is a people whose faith is for ever dead :

and, withC/Ut faith, Catholicism is dead,*^ too. There is the

trenchant solution of <he question, the knife that cuts the

Gordian knot of tlv^ skein of the universe.

The solution may occupy one century, or • it may occupy
two centuries ; science <wi]l take its time. It alone is eternal.

It is simply a negation of fact to maintain
,
that reason is

compatible with .Faith, and that Science is the handmaid of

Religion. To-day the authority of the Scriptures is destroyed,

and, to save the fragments of it, the defenders of them have
had to take refuge in symbolism, in the explanation of their

text in such a fashion •as to accord with the new discoveries

of science. And what a spectacle ! the Infallible Church
reduced to all kinds of s'hifts and«expedients to e3tplain ^way
the utterances of the Infallible Book. The Popp $lone is
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infallible ; science is fallible ; we reproach it with its continual
gropings ^fter the truth ; we proclaim triumphantly that its

disqpveries of to>day have disproved its conclusions of
yesteroay. What do its blasphemous ar/nouncements, that facts

do no agree with beliefs, matter to a* Catholic, since we know
that, at thS end of time, science and religion will be reconciled ;

the fo*rmer will again become the obedient servant of the
latterf Was not such an assertion the climax of wilful ignor-*'

anpe and obstinate impudence ; blindness flatly denying the
fact of the brightness of the sun ?

And the little, insignificant book, the mhnual of truth, con-

tinued its patient and laborious task, destroying error after

error, building up by degrees a new world, as the continual

labour of infinitesimal insects little by little constructs islands

and continents. *

In the sudden light which streamed in upon him, Pierre at

length felt hims^f upoA solid ground. Had science ever re-

treated ? It was Catholicism which had always recoiled,

which still continued to recoil, before science, as in the days
of Galileo. Science never stood still

;
it abandoned one posi-

tion only to take up another further in advance ; it gained
ground on error step by step, and it was folly to accuse it

of failure because it could not explain the Universe altogether

in one word. If it had left, ifjt still left, unexplored part of

the continually decreasing domain of mystery, subject to

explanation by some plausible hypothesis, it was not the less

true that it bad disproved the explanaticTns affordbd by the

old hypotheses, was disproving them day by day, causing

them to fade and disappear in the new light of ascertained

truth which it cast upon them.
And Catholicism was one of these hypotheses. Like all

other religions, it is in its nature an explanation of the Uni-
verse, a code of social and political morality, intended to

promote .peace and 'happiness in the world. This code of

higher law is itself *as hum^n in its orjgin as science ; and it

is not .possible to put it on one side, out of the pale of

humanity, and • to say that it has one ddhnain, and science

has another, and that the two need never clash. No 1 science

embraces all things, and it has well demonstrated its scope

hitherto, and is ' demonstrating it still, in forcing Revelation

to continually repair the breaches which it makes in its de-

fences, until some day they shall be swept away altogether be-

fore the final overwhelming assault of truth.

It nrakes one laugh to hear the theologians defining limits

to Science, declaring that there is a domain which it cannot

ente^into, predicting that it tyili go oo further, that it has

reached'* the end 'of its alloUed task, that it is about to abdi*
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cate Its functions. Ah I little race of men with shallow brains

and perverted intellects, fertile in expedients, dermatic in

arguments, obstinately
^
refusing to re-cast your old Yairy tales,

science will pass by and Ijwhirl them away like autumn le£ves.

And Pierre continued to' turn over the leaves of the little

book which conveyed to him the message of Sovereigfli Science.

It could never fail, for it never promised an assured and
achieved victory; it was only the continual quest and successive

conquest of Truth. Never had it arrogated to itself the pre-

tension of declaring the absolute truth, total, final and irrevoc-

able—the pretension put forward by Philosophy, Revelation,

and Faith. On the contrary, its mission was to destroy

error, to dissipate darkness by degrees, as it admitted the

light along the path of its steady advance.
Far from failing, it continually advances, overcoming at

last every check and ol?stacie, the only safe guide and pilot

for sober and reasonable minds. As fey* those whose spiritual

needs it does not satisfy, who are possessed by the insatiable

desire to know everything at once and for ever, they have
the resource of betaking themselves to some religious hypo-
thesis, always presuming that such hypothesis be founded
on a basis of ascertained truth. For any hypothesis based
upon beliefs which science has proved to be erroneous must
sooner or later betray tl:mse who trust in it. If the religious

sentiment endures in manlcini^, if the need of religion remains
eternal, still it does not follow that Catholicism is eternal,

for it is softer all only one form of religion, which has been
In existence only for a limited period, which other forms of
religion preceded, and others yet will follow.

Religions may perish and disappear
;

the religious sentiment
will create new ones consonant with science. And Pierre

reflected on the pretended check to science in the revival of
mysticism, spiritualism, miracles, &c., of which he had pointed
out the causes in his book—the re-actior. in the min^s of the
people, disappointed to find that

^
their Enhanced knowledge

and increased liberty *did not bring them all the benefits

they had expected ; the intellectual malaise .resulting from
the empty void in whfch the liberated reason found itself

after centuries of inherited supernaturalism. It wasf the
thirst for the unknowable, for the unknown^,* which springs
eternal in the human breast; but.it was also a natural and
momentary re-actign, occurring on the discovery that science
cannot satisfy our craving for justice, our longing for happi-
ness, our imagination of a future life of eternal bliss. But, for

Catholicism to revive, tfle old soil in which it grew must first

be renewed
;
and it cannot be renewed

; secular schools iiand

chemical laboratories have destroyed its fertility. The soil
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has changtd ; another tree will spring from it Let science,

theft, have its religion, if religion we/must have
; for no reli-

gion that is not compatible with science can find its place
among i\}fi democracies of the future, the enlightened and
instruoted peoples for whom Catholicism is already only an
explc)^ded religion of which noCIght remains but dust and ashes.

And Pierre's thoughts returned to the contemplation of

the. imt}ecile action of the Congregation of the Index. They
had condemned his book ; they would as certainly condemn
the new book he dreamed of writing, if he ever did write it.

A grand triumph indeed, to condemn the idle lucubrations of
an enthusiastic dreamer, the chimerical ideas which opposed
their own chimeras ! And they had the folly to leave uncon-
demned the little scholastic book w];iick he held there in his

hands, the only redoubtable foe, the enemy which would one
day overturn the whole fabric of their infaljible Church i

It seemed to them perhaps contemptible enough, in Its

sober liveiy of a common school-book : the danger of it com-
menced with the alphabet spelled through by infants

; it went
on increasing through lesson after lesson, widening through the
whole circle of the sciences, physical, natural, and material,
calling in question the creation as recounted in the Scriptures.

But, alas for the Index ! it no loOger^had the power to suppress
these humble volumes, these terrible soldiers of the truth,

destroyers of the Faith. What availed,all the money which
Leo XIII took from his hidden treasure of Peter's Fence to

endow Catholic schools, in the hope of educating the army of
believers in the future, of which the Papacy had need to defend
itself and to conquer the world ? What availed it, when this

precious treasure only served to buy this book, and others like

it, as trifling and as formidable, which could never be sufficient-

ly expurgated, whiejb always contained too much of science,

the science of whicb the rising tide was destined bne day to
sweep away the Vatican and St. Peter'5 ! Ah ! the imbecile,

impotent Index, what a mockery and what o derision I

Then, when Pierre had put away the little book of Theophile
Morin in his valise, he came back to lean once more out of
the window

;
and there he had an extraordinary vision.

In the dull, damp night, beneath the gloomy sky faintly

illumined by the cloud-veiled moon, mist;wreaths floated in

the air, partly concealing the crowded roofs of the silent city

with their trailing swathes, like the ghosts of shrouds, ob-
literating all the well-known land-mirks of the horizon. And
he imagined that the times were .accomplished

; that the
Truth had levelled to the ground St Peter's dome. In a hundred
years more, or in ji thousand years more, it would be gone,
sunk into the eaVth, vanished from the sky. Already he had
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felt it heaving and trembling beneath his feet, on tlje feverish

day of his despair whJn he had gazed from its height^ncthe
pomp of Papal Rome, wrapped in the purple of the Caesars,

foreseeing the time when the temple of the God of ^tholicism
would dissolve in ruin, as the temple of Jupiter Capi^olinus

had dissolved in rain before it. -And it was finished
;
the dome

showed the soil with its debris
;
nothing remained standing

but a fragment of the wall, with five of the columns of the

central nave still supporting a piece of the entablaturS
; And

the four giant pillars of the transept which had borne up the

' dome still reared themselves erect amidst the mass of sur-

rounding ruin, as if indestructible. The gathering mists rolled

their wreaths before his eyes, changed bis vision
;

a thousand
years more had passed.away, artd now nothing remained

;
the

fragment of wall, the coftimns, the cyclope^n pillars them-
selves were gone.

The accumulated* earth of ages must be cleared away to

discover among the brambles and the wild herbs some frag-

ments of broken statues, of graven marble, over the inscrip-

tions of which the antiquarians of the day might dispute.

Aff. erstwhile, on the Cajutoline Hill, among the buried debris ol

the temple of Jupiter, wild goats leaped and clambered,

browsed on the bushes in the silence and the solitude of the

close Italian summer day, bloken only by the monotonous
buzzing of the flies.

Then only Pierre’ felt the climax of the catastrophe of

his faith. All was finished
;

Science had triumphed
;
the old

world had disappeared from view. Where was the need for

a grand schismatic, a new reformer ? Where was the use

for one, if it were only to build up the baseless fabric of

another dream ? Nothing seemed to matter now except
science, in its everlasting struggle to master the unknown,
its slow tracking of truth, its continnouj diminution of the

realm of mystery. Would it evetv attain the point of satiating

man’s thirst for th^ Divine, of satisfying all his mental needs ?

And in the disaster to his apostolic enthusiasm for the conversion

of the world, his faith (^ead, his hope of using the old forqe of

Catholicism for the social and moral salvation .of the people

dead also, he fe]^ himself once more .supported only by his

reason. If he had put his dream ihto a book, if he had gone
through this secontJ and terrible crisis of faith, it was because

his sentiment had once again proved stronger than his reason.

It was his mother that ^ad wept in his^ieart at the sufferings

of the poor, in the vehement desire to assuage them, to avert

the coming social conflicit : and hfs charity had overflowed,^and

had stifled the scruples of his intelligence. Now he .hearkened

to the voice of his father, pure reason, bittYr reason, eclipsed
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for a time, but now revealing itself again with transcendent
power. 'As after Lottrdes, it protested against the adoration of
tfle Absurd, and the abdication of qommon sense

;
for it was

the voice of reason. It alone guided men safely and securely
amids tile ruins of the ancient faiths and the mistakes and
di^ppointments of Science. Ah I Reason ; he could suffer

only by it
;
he would conquer only by it ; he swore to serve it

only, to follow the dictates of no other guide, even at the
sacrifice of his happiness

!

What should he do ? Vainly had he tried to decide, at this

moment. All was doubtful and uncertain
;
his world lay before

him, choked and encumbered by the ruins of his hopes and*

projects. To-morrow things might seem clearer. Away there,

in the miserable suburb, he would again join the good Abbd
Rose, who, the very day oefor^ hlid written begging him to

return, to come back quickly to help his poor j>eople, to cherish

them, to save them, since Rome, so glorious from afar, was
deaf to the voice of Christian charity. And there, around
the good, pious old priest, he would find the ever-increasing

crowds of miserable wretches, the fledgelings fallen out of

the nests, pale with famine, shivering with cold, the poverty-
stricken homes where the father drank and the mother prosti-

tuted herself ; the sons and daughters wallowed in vice and
crime ;

whole households living, on the verge of fiimine, amidst
repulsive squalor and shameless promiscuity—no furniture, no
linen—the life of the beast who lives Iknxv and when it can, as

chance and instinct decide. Then there were the frosts of
winter, the disasters of strikes and lock-outs, the scourge of
phthisis sweeping off the weak ones, while the strong clenched

their fists and cried for justice or vengeance. Then, one even-

ing, he would, perhaps, chance on a chamber of horrors where a

mother had immolated herself with her little ones, the youngest
in her.arms at hei*empty breast, the others strewed upon the

bare boards of the flooring, at length happy afid satisfied in

death. Oh, no ! that could not last
;
poverty driving people

to suicide in the midst of Paris rolling; in riches, drunk with
pleasure, throwing millions away Tor the gratification of a

caprice. The social edifice was rotten at the foundation
;
all

would tumble into ruin, smothered in blood and mire ^ Never
had he felt so strongly the ludicrous incompetence of charity,

as at this moment. And all of a suddei\ the right word, the
’ required word that should replace it, occurred to liim

;
the word

that was already op the lips of the dumb giant, the gagged
?ind fettered people: it was tlfe word Justice. Ah! yes;
Jlistice, and not CharityJ The latter had done nothing but

perpetuate poverty ; the former, perhaps,might end it. It was
justice that the people hungered for

;

justice alone could clear
• *

-I
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away the old order of society to re-construct the ney. Thie

dumb giant had been faintly heard grumbling and ihutteriijg

through the ages, while t(}e possession of him was disj^uted

between Popes and Emperors, Kings and Priests
;

but now
he had spoken and he wQuId belong neither to th^Vatican
nor to the Quirinal

;
neither to the Pope nor to the King

;

he would be his own master, a‘nd the first word he diad

spoken was ‘justice.’ Would to-morrow be the dawn of.

an era of justice and of truth ? And in his anguish Pierre

felt certain only of one thing
;
that he would keep his priestly

vows, do his duty in the vocation to which Fate had called

>him, a faithless priest watching over the faith of others, re-

nouncing the pleasures and prizes of the world, with melan-
choly conviction that it was beyoncj his power to renounce his

intelligence as he had renbutvced his passions.

So absorbed was he in his thoughts, while his eyes were fixed

on the great city below him, with its monster buildings slowly

disappearing in the gloom, that he never heard himself called.

It needed a touch on the shoulder to arouse him.

“ Monsieur I’Abbd, Monsieur I’Abb^,’'

And, as he turned, Victorine said to him ;

“ It’s half past nine. The carriage is at the door
; Giacomo

has taken down the luggage. • It’s time to go. Monsieur
I’Abb^.”

Then, seeing him blinking his eyes, still half dreaming, she
smiled :

" You were saying good-bye to Rome : what wretched
weather I

’’

" Yes, wretched," replied he.

They went down together. He had given her a hundred-
franc note to divide with the other servants. And she preceded
him with a lamp, because, as she explained to him, the .palace
was so dark that night, that one could hardly*see one’s way.
Ah ! that parting, that* last descent, down the long stairs

of the dark and silent palace, how it made Pierre's heart fail.

He had taken a last look round his little chamber, that fare-

well look that always .moved him so profoundly, even in

quitting a place where he had been unhappy. Thdn, in passing
by the room occupied by Don Vigilio, whence not a sound was
heard, he imagined him prone upon his pillows, holding his
breath, lest even the slightest movement might betray his
presence, attract the notice of some watchful and spying ea.r.

And again, on the landings of the secontf and first storeyS,

as he passed the doors of the apartments of Donna Serafiita

and of the Cardinal, whence not a s*ound issued, where not a
breath stirred, be shivered as if he were traversing a tomb,
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Since (heir return from the funeral, they had given no sign of
[ife^ reoiaining motionless in their hermetically sealed chambers,
whence not a whisper, not a footfall^ came to disturb the silence

of the deserted halls. Victorine descended before him, lamp in

hand, 2nd Pierre followed her mechanically, thinking of those
two left there alone, the last of their failing race, in their old
paiace falling to ruin, like the sole survivors of a world that was
passing away. With Dario and Benedetta had vanished all the
hopes of their lives

;
there remained of the ancient house only the

old maid and the childless priest, in tHeir solitude and sorrow.
The gloomy and interminable corridors, the wide, cold staircase

which descended into the desolate darkness, the vast halls with
their- ‘bare poverty-stricken walls, the damp portico with its

mouldering and mutilated ^ statues pf Venus and Apollo; and
the little wild garden with its scented orange trees, where no
one would ever go Tigain to find the adorable Contessina under
the shade of the laurels by the ancient 'Sarcophagus, all com-
bined to fill his soul with unutterable sorrow in the deathly
silence in which the last of the Boccaneras were left awaiting
the annihilation of their house and of their God. And the
silence remained unbroken save by a still small sound as of a
creeping mouse, of a gnawing rat

;
perhaps the Abbe Paparelli,

the Jesuit, at his desk somewhere ^n some corner of the desert
rooms, busy in his tireless task of mining and excavating, con-
summating the slow and relentless process of ruiii.

The carriage stood before the door, with the yellow rays of
light from its two lamps piercing the daikness of the street.

The luggage was already placed upon it, the little trunk beside
ti?e driver, the portmanteau on the front seat ; and Pierre
stepped into the carriage.

Oh ! you have plenty of time," said Victorine, standing
on the pavement, you've got everything ; I'm glad that you
have such a good start."

At this last moment, he felt comfcrled by the kindness of
his -countrywoman, the good soul who had greeted his arrival

and who now bade him God-speed at his departure.
I won’t say au revoir, Monsieur I'Abbd, for I don’t expect

they’ll see you back again in their infernal town in a hurry.
Adieu, Monsieur rAbb<5,”

Adieu, Victorine. And thank you again, with all my
heart."

The carriage started at a rapid trot, turning down the narrow
and. tortuous streets which led to the Place Victor Emmanuel.
I't had ceased to rain

; the hood of the carriage was down

;

in* spite of the mildness ^of the humid air, the priest felt

cold,'’yet could not make up his mind to stop the carriage

to have the hobd raised, while* the taciturn driver seemed only
in a hurry to rid himself of bis fare.
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And when they arrived at the Place Victor Emnjanuelr
Pierre was surprised to find it already so deserted*at such
an early hour of the nigliA; the houses shut up, the pave-
ment vacant, the electric l&mps throwing their light upon
the melancholy solitude. It was chilly, and the* rising

fog half- hid the facades of the, houses. As they pasHsed

the Chancery buildings, their colossal bulk seemed fast dis-

appearing in the gathering gloom. At the end of the street of

Aracoeli, dimly lighted up by its rare gas-lamps, the Capitol'

was undiscernible in thtf darkness of the night. Further on, the

yide Place grew narrower
; the carriage rolled between the

dark and overshadowing walls of the Gesu church on the one
hand, and the huge Altieri palace on the other

;
and in, this

strait and ancient way, where the, sunlight never penetrated

to dissipate the mists o! antiquity, Pierre, shivering with

cold, fell again into a reverie. *

His thoughts had siiddenly recurred to a subject that had
before troubled his imagination—the march of human civilisa-

tion from the unknown regions of Asia towards the setting

sun. A wind from the east had ever borne on its wings

the seeds of the human harvest, to plant tliem in the west.

And for long, long past, the nursery of humanity had itself been
smitten with death and de^JtrucJtion, as if the human race

could advance only by successive stages, leaving behind it

the soil exhausted, the cities ruined, the peoples decimated
and deteriorated ;

while*the tide of population and civilisation

rolled from east to west
;
gravitated towards an unknown goal.

Nineveh and Babylon on the banks of the Euphrates, Thebes
and Memphis by the waters of the Nile, had crumbled into

ruin, perished of decrepitude, fallen into an irreparable

oblivion. And this decrepitude had gained the shores of the

Mediterranean, buried Tyre and Sidon under the dust of
ages, crept on to enfold Carthage, struck wittfsenile paralysis in

the midst of its power anc^ splendour. ,

*

This moving mass of humanity, which some hidden force

seemed to be always impelling from east to west, marked
the stages of its march by the ruins of the civilisations which it

left behind it. And whaf a frightful scene of sterile desolation

‘was to-day presented by the cradle of hunian hislory ! Asia,

Egypt, fallen into th'eir second childhood, mummified in imbe-
cility and ignorance, buried amid the ruins of ancient cities

that had once been the capitals of the civilised world 1

In the middle of his dreaming, Pierre* was conscious of
passing the Venetian Palace, drowned in the darkness, as K
Its walls were fading away •before tivi assault of some* invisiWe

power. Then, after passing the long opening of the Cofso to

the left, looking deserted also*. under the wl^e glare of its
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electric lights, the Torlonia Palace appeared upon the right,

• ope wing already levelled by ^e pick-axe, in process of

demolition
;

while, higher up, pir the left, the palace of the
Colonnas reared its gloomy front and rows of darkened
vjindows, as if, deserted by its masters, divested of its ancient

'•state, it, in its turn, aw’aited the work of destruction.*

• The carriage rolled more slowly, ascending the slope of the

Rue Nationale, and Pierre returned to his reverie. Had not
' thfe hour of Rome herself struck \ was she not herself doomed
to disappear, to share in the destruction which the westward
movement of human civilisation left everywhere behind, it

ill its track ? Athens and Sparta slept under the memories
of ’the past, and played no part in the world of to-day

; all

the south of the Italian* peninsuja was already invaded by
the creeping paralysis

;
it was ^t Naples to-day

;
it would be

the turn of Rome*to-morrow.
She was already on .the verge *of the contagion, at the

margin of the mortification which was slowly but surely

extending over the body of the old Continent, at the spot
where the life failed, where the impoverished earth could no
longer afford sustenance to the peoples, where the men seemed
stricken with the paralysis of old age in their cradles. In
the last two centuries Rqme tad been wasting away, slipping

out of the life of the century, without industries, without
commerce, incapable even of producing science, literature,

or art. And it was no longer only the dome of St, Peter's

which sank, strewing the soil with its ruins, as had fallen

the temple of the Capitoline Jupiter. In his dark and dismal
dream, it was Rome herself that sank, strewing her seven
hills with the debris of her ruins, her churches, her palaces,

her whole streets and squares levelled with the ground, over-

grown with brambles and briars. Like Nineveh and Babylon,
like*Thebes ancj Memphis, Rome was nothing but a barren
waste, diversified only with heaps of ruins, the haunts of
swarms of serpents and troops of rats,^ among which antiqua-
rians and historians vainly tried tp identify the remains of once
.famous shrines and palaces.

The carriage changed directionT^nd Pierre recognised in

an opening in the obscurity the column of Trajan. But
now it loomed black through the gloom of the night,, like the
dead trunk of a giant tree, whose boughs had been shorn off

by the scythe of Time. And higher up he perceived, as he
raised his head, *while the vehicle was traversing the triangular
Place, the real tree, the umbrella pine of the Villa Aldobran-

*dtni, \\.i silhouette black against the leaden-coloured sky ; but it no
loiTgei; appeared to him a symbol of the grace and pride of
.Rome ; it way nothing but an inky blot; it looked like a spread-
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ing column of smoke going up from the charred ruins of the
consumed city. { i

And now a sudden terror seized him in the troubled
Imaginations of his confused dream. The paralysis which
benumbed the ancient world, had passed .over Rome

;
Lombardy

was affected
; .Genoa, Turin, and Milan shared the long sleep

of Venice, and now it was the turn of France ! The Alps were
passed

;
the harbour of Marseilles was choked with sand, l^]<e

the ports of Tyre and jSidon. Lyons had sunk into solitude

and sleep
;

Paris was overcome by torpor, changed into a
sterile field studded with stones, bristling with thistles, dea^
like Nineveh and Babylon, Carthage and Rome, while -the

peoples continued their westward march, moving with the
eternal movement of the sun. A grekt cry rent the darkness,
the death-wail of the Latin races. History, which seemed
to have its birthplace in the ^basin of the Mediterranean Sea,
had moved on, and the CJcean had become the centre of the

world. At what hour of the human day had we arrived ? Had
midday come to the human race, which had left its cradle

there in the Far East at day-dawn, travelled by stages so long
and so far, leaving the traces of its deserted encampments all

along its path ? Then, was it the afternoon that was commenc-
ing, the second half of the day*; the new world replacing the

old
;
the era of the cities of America, where Democracy was in

evolution, where new religions were sprouting queen-cities

of a new century
;
and beyond them on the other side of

another Ocean, on the other side of the world, on the other

side of the human cradle, the inmoveable extreme East,

jealous China and strange Japan, the threatening and swarming
ferment of the multitudinous millions of the Yellow Race ?

But, as the carriage finished the ascent of the Rue Nationale,

Pierre’s nightmare was dissipated. He br«?athed a purer

air
;
he felt hope and courage anew springiiiig in his heart.

But the National Bank with its ugly 'modernity, its stuccoed

enormity, rising before him, made him think of a ghastly

phantom promenading in its shroud ; while, above the dimly-

discerned dark mass of its groves and gardens, the long line

of the Quirinal shut out the sky.

The road still went on ascending and widening, and at length

on the summit of the Vipinal in the Place des Thermes, as the

carriage passed by the ruins of the palace of Diocletian, he once

more breathed freely. No, no ! the sun would never set on
Humanity ;

the human day Vould know no 'evening ; it was
eternal, and the stages of* civilisation would succeed each*

other to infinity. What mattered this breath from the E^'bt

that impelled the peoples westward, urging thpm along the

pathway of the sun ? They would return by thd other face of*
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the Globe ;
they would make the revolution many time.*?, until

the c^ay when they would rest from their wanderings in the
realisation of their dream of Peace, Truth, and Justice. After
tl7e new civilisation, grouped round the Atlantic as its centrei

with its shores studded with soV*ereign cities, another civilisa-

tion \^ould be born around the Pacific, the poasts of which
^wbuld be covered with new capitals the very sites • of which
were still unknown and undreamed of, almost * undiscovered.
After that, other civilisations, and again others, always recom-
mencing, never ending. And at this moment he had a sensation
of joy and hope, in thinking of the gr^at instinctive movement
of this era of the Nationalities, the desire of unity and feelipg

of fraternity which filled the heart of the peoples. Proceeding
from one family, separated, dispersed, divided into different

tribes later on, estranged \\y fratricidal hatreds, they now seemed
to retrace their steps again, to bec8me, in spite of all obstacles,

a united family (Mice more. The provinces were uniting in

nations ; the nations were uniting in races
; the races

would unite finally in one universal humanity
; Humanity

without frontiers, without wars, living on the fruits of its

universal labour
;
in a universal community of property ! Was

not such a state of things the end of evolution, the object of
the universal propaganda, the legitimate conclusion to the
lessons of History? May Italy become a strong and pros-
perous nation

;
may an uryderstanding be arrived at between

her and France
;
may the fraternity of the Latin nations

develope into the universal fraternity of all thS peoples I Ah I

the universal country, the earth at last pacified and prosperous,
in how many centuries more, and what an idle dream I

Then, at the Station, in the midst of the bustle and the
hurry, Pierre ceased to dream. He had to take his ticket,

register his luggage. And he hastened to take his place in the
train. On the morrow at day-break, he would be in Paris/'

• \
F, H. Ttii;rell,

. t Lteut^-GeneraL



Art. IV.—MAHOMEUDAN ASCENDANCY IN *

THE DECCAN.

By the term
.

Deccan is meant, roughly, that portion of
Southern India which is bounded by the Vindhya moun-

tains and the River Godavery on the North, by the Rivero
Kistna and Tangabadhra on the South, and by the Eastern
and Western Ghats on the East and West. In reviewing t?he

subject of Mahomedan ascendancy in the Deccan, we do not
purpose to take in any period later than the fall of the Maho-
medan Kingdom of Golconda on the death of the Emperor
Aurunzebe, which took place in A.D, 1707, after which ’the

present dynasty of Hyderabad was fqunded by Nizam-ul-Mulk,
in 1748. Our survey, theref(3re,€»will extend from the first estab-

lishment of Mahomedan rule in the Deccanr about the close

of the 13th century, to the fall of the last of the local kingdoms,
towards the end of the 17th century

; embracing a period of

about 400 years.

The first question that naturally arises is, under what cir-

cumstances, and in what manner, did the Mahomedans first

obtain a footing in the Deccan ? In order to understand this,

we must take a glance at th^ condition of Southern India

immediately before the advent of, tlie Moslems. The Deccan^

which is probably a corruption of the term Dakkhin,*' the
South, was theif^ occupied* by many ancient Hindoo Kingdoms,
the two northernmost of which had their capitals at Deogiri

and Warangal. The former,*' says Mr. Gribble, the historian

of the Deccan, extended to the Western Coast, and far away
South to Mysore, and the latter included Orissa and probably
all the Telugu-speaking Districts of Hyderabad and Madras."
The ruins which remain show that they were great and power-
ful and advanced in civilisation. Deogiri was- both a l^rge

city and a fortf’ess. The caves of Ellora and AJunta show how
far the art of architecture haS developed* in that country

; and
in Warangal the remains prove the existence of. immense
irrigation tanks and canals, irtdicating the attention paid by the

Hindoo rulers to agriculti:.^. In both these cities,** says the

historian, there were enormous accumulations of wealth,

consisting of gold, precious stones and elephants, all of which
were found within thejf own boundaries. The people appear
to have been brave, happy and prosperous, and from West to

East there were scattered about numerous h9ly shrines which
brought together thousands of pilgrims. It was this wealth

that attracted the cupidity of 4110 Mahomedans.** •

This cupidity was manifested, not in the legitimfate methods
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of exchange or barter, not by opening a trade with these
‘ wealthy cities or entering into treaties with them for mutual
^advantage and profit

; but by the most unprovoked invasions

for purposes of plunder and pillage. The invaders were simply
raiders and depredators, coveting* the fruits of the skill and
industfy of the peaceful Hindoos.

, In the year 1294, Ala-ud-din, the Governor of the Bengal
provinces under Jalal-ud-din the Sultan of Delhi, having
heard of the wealth stored up in the cities of the idolatrous

* Hindoos, determined to possess himself of that wealth as

the property of the true believers. ^ As the event subse-

quently showed, he wanted money as a means to ascend
the throne of his uncle and father-in-law, the Emperor of

Delhi. Without his sanction, therefore, and without any casus

lelliy he advanced southwards with a large army and laid siege

to the fortress of Deogiri, which,»ac4ording to Barni, the Ma-
homedan historian, was exceedingly rich in gold and silver,

jewels and pearls, and other valuables **—as was sufficiently

indicated by its subsequent designation of Dowlatabad. The
Hindoo Rajah Ram Deo sent an army to meet the invader

;

but it was totally defeated, and the fortress invested. Deogiri

was saved only by the Rajah agreeing to give up an immense
quantity of treasure consisting of gold, jewels and elephants,

to an amount never seen before.

Using these treasures to V9rward his own ambitious designs,

Ala-ud>din succeeded, after the treacherous murder of his

doubly related kinsman, Jelal-ud-din, Emperor of Delhi, in

ascending the Moghul throne. From that bad eminence he
remembered that the sack of Deogiri had yielded only part

of its wealth
;
and accordingly, in the year 1308, he sent an

army to that city, the Rajah of which had given no tribute for

several years. This time the city was taken, an immense
amount of treasure was secured, and the Rajah and his family

vveie.sent as pris»)ner.s to Delhi, where, on his doing homage,
they were pardoned !

” '*

Next year (130911 it became Ala-ud-din’s religions duty '*

to take from the hands of the infidels of Tellingana, where
people said there were gold and diamond mines, the treasures

to which the faithful had a prefer vxs^tial claim. Accordingly

another ex*pcditi6n was despatched to Warangal, the capital

of that province, under the command of Malik Naib Kafur.^

On the way, the fort of Sarbar was^taken by storm and all

its inhabitants were killed. Every one,'^ says the Mussulman
historian, '' threw^ himself with his wife and children, upon
•the flames, and departed to hell those who escaped the fire

being put to the sword, the strcjig fortress of Warangal was
then invested,* its outer wall, which was seven miles and one-
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eighth in circumference, being surrounded by the invaders with
a wooden breastwork constructed with all the trees of the sacred
groves. After an obstinate defence, the outer wall was taken,
and the Rajah sued for peace. He was ordered to yield the
whole of his treasure, and a general massacre was threatened if

he kept back ^ny thing for himself. This demand was com-
plied with, and a promise given of an yearly tribute. The Ma-
homedan general left tlie city with his army and a thousand
camels groaning under the weight of the treasure. This, how-
ever, was not the end. Warangal was destined to sustain several

other sieges, until, eighteen years after, it was sacked and
destroyed. Such was the story of the entrance of the Maho-
medans into the Deccan. It needs no comment
The plunder obtained from the two excursions into'the

Deccan, only excited the Sultan’s de<>ire for more
; and he sent

another expedition to the regions further South, even to the
boundaries of Mysore. There the Mahomfedan army, under
Malik Kafur, conquered a Hindoo Rajah aad made him yield a
large amount of treasure and elephants, which were sent as a first

instalment to Delhi. Thence the invaders advanced to Madura,
the head quarters of a king, Kales Dewar, who ruled over
Malabar, Trichinopoly and Tanjore. The wealth accumulated
at Madura is said to have been “ 1,200 crores of gold, every
crore being equal to a thousand lakhs of dinars

;
besides

pearls, rubies, turquoises and emeralds, beyond the power of
language to express. Malik Kafur, taking occasion from a
quarrel between the Rajah’s two sons, invaded Madura, sack-

ing and destroying all the towns and temples on the line of
march, until he reached the capital, which shared the same
fate. The booty obtained there is said to have been 512 ele-

phants, 5,000 horses and 500 maunds of jewels of every descrip-

tion. With all this treasure Malik Kafur returned to Delhi.

Ill-gotten treasure excited the same evil passions in Malik
Kafur as it had in Ala-ud-din, who, in his turn, fell a* vic-

tim to the avarice and ambition of his general
; his death

having been hastened by the said general, who ascended his

master’s throne. Retribution, however, followed his 'steps and
he was killed in sleep by some nobles, who placed upon the
throne Mubaruk Khan, thb surviving son of Ala-ud-din, under
the title of Kutb-ud-din (1317).
‘ Th6 following year^ an expedition was sent against Deogiri,

which had revolted under Harpal Deo, who was defeated, taken
prisoner and flayed alive

; his skin being hung over the gates
of the fort. The consequences of the lust af^r Hindoo gold
had not yet come to an end ; the new Sultan Kutb-ud-din
being murdered by Khusru Khan (the last descendant of Ala-
ud-din), who, after reigning a few months under the title* of
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Na«iriid-din, was in turn slain by Ghazi Malik, who then
mounted the throne, as the founder of a new dynasty, under
the title ^of Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlak* Shah (A D. 1320). Two
succe^ive expeditions were sent by this Sultan, under his son
Ulugh Khan, against Warangal, which was taken, the Rajah,
his faliiily and his treasures being sent to Delhi, and 'the name
Warangal changed to Sultanabad. The next step in the pro-
gress oT Moslem court intrigue was the murder of the Emperor
by his son Ulugh Khan, who succeeded^ his father, under the
title cff Mahomed Tughlak Shah,
The results of Mahomedan interference in the Deccan up to

^ this point were the destruction of two great Hindoo kingdoms,
Warangal, or Tellingana, and ' Deogiri.^ ''All that they have
done,” says the .historian, “ is to cai^ry away plunder and leave
behind them ruins and'heaps of corpses, and a legacy of bitter

liatred on account of their cruelty and rapine.*'

The next stage in the development of events is the found-
ing of a new kingdom, which took place in this wise. The
parricide Sultan conceived the mad idea of transferring his

capital from Delhi to Dowlutabad. The transfer was not to
be a gradual process

;
but all the inhabitants of the city, which

had existed for 180 years, were ardei^ed, at a moment’s notice,

to leave their homes and einigrace to Dowlutabad. A host of
the inhabitants with their families and dependants^ wives and
children, men servants and maid servants, were forced to
remove. The result to the old city was complete ruin, not
a cat or dog remaining in city or suburbs. Many perished on
the way, and of those who arrived at Deogiri many pined to
death. Few survived to return home, when, after a while,

permission to do so was accorded. One of the emigrants, how-
ever, was a man named Hassan, destined to be the founder of
a new kirtgdom. While a young man he was a field labourer in

the employ of a Brahman of • Delhi named Gangu, One day,

while working at the plough, Hassan came gpon an earthern

vessel full of antique gold coins. He immediately carried

them to the Brahman, who informed his sovereign Sultan

Ghazi-ud-din of the discovered treasure, 'l‘he Sultan was so

pleased with Hassan’s honesty that he best9wed on him the

command of a hundred horse. The Brahman, who was one

of the royal astrologers, struck by this sudden rise of fortune,

cast his horoscope and declared that Hassan would one day
become a king. The^ame destiny was predicted by a Maho-
medan saint named Sheikh Nizam-ud din Duba. These pro-

phecies doubtless fired his ambition, wKich later events seemed

to foment.. For the governor of Dowlutabad selected Hassan
as ope of his officers, and assigned to him as a jaghir '* the

town of Ronechee with lands dependant on the district of Roy-

VOL. CIV.J S
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bau^h/' now situated within the Nizam’s dominions, where
Hassan remaiued for some years increasing in wealth and
influence.

In the meantime, owing to half a dozen or more igsane

projects of the Emperor Mahomed Tughlak, among which were

the doubling of the land tax, the conquest of the world and the

invasion of Cliina, the country broke out everywhere into open
revolt. All the out-lying provinces of the empire were lost

except Dowlutabad. But even here ultimately a revolt bioke
r out, at the instigation of nobles who had fled thither to escape

the cruelties of the Emperor. Among the conspirators was
Hassan Gangoh, or Kangoh, who had obtained the title of

Zaffir Khan, with seve**al large** districts situated in Gul-
burgah. Here he had gathered forces which he led against

the Imperial troops under Imad-uI-MuIk, who was killed in

an encounter near Bieder with heavy loss. The result was
that the rebel general Ismael, who had been declared first

Sultan of the Deccan, seeing that the army looked up to

Hassan as their natural leader and that he himself was very

aged, voluntarily resigned the throne and advised the army to

elect Hassan Kangoh, which was done enthusiastically, and
the new Sultan invested w?th the title of Sultan AUa-ud-din
Hassan Kangoh Bahmany, (A'.D. 1347). In his hour of pro-

sperity Hassin did not forget his old bciiefactor, whose name
he had assumed, but committed to his care his treasury and
finances. Kangoh is said to have been the first Brahman
who took service under a Mahomedan prince.

Alla-ud-din, the founder of the new Bahmany kingdom,
having been left undistinbed by the wise policy of the Emperor
Firoz Shah, extended his boundaries until, in a short time, his

dominions comprised almost the whole of the Western and
Southern portions of what now forms the. Nizam's detoinions.

One of his first acts was to many his son to the daughter of
his prime minister, Malik Seyf-ud-din Ghoree. The wedding
was celebrated with the utmost magnificence. The king dis-

tributed among his i^ohility and others ten thousand robes of
cloth of gold, velvet and satin, as well as a thousand Arab
and Persian horses and two hundred sabres set with jewels.

The rejoicings lasted a whole year, on the last day of which the
nobility and officers presented to the Sultan offerings of money
and jewels, and the rarest productions of all countries. By
such lavish expenditure the founder of the new dynasty en-
deavoured to win over an alien people, and apparently with
success ; for we read of *'no rebeHions or revolts among his
Hindu subjects. The only conspiracy that we are told of
was organised by the ex-Sultan Ismael, wro had been made
Amir-uI-Amra, or chief of the nobles. This distinction did not
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satisfy him when he saw that preference and precedence were
accoroed to the prime minister, Seyf-ud-din Ghoree ; and
he accordingly complained to the King, who replied that

in cvery*government the pen ranked above the sword. The
resu]f was that, though pretending to be satisfied', he secretly

conspired to assassinate the 'Sultan, and to place himself on
the throne which he had once resigned. Some of the conspi-

ratorsf however, repented and revealed the plot to the Sultan,

who called an assemblage of bis principal nobles and officers,

and in their presence accused the Amir-ul-Amra of treachery.

This having been denied by the Amir on oath, the informer

was called and a pardon offered to all who would reveal the

truth. The guilt of Ismael having been conclusively proved,

he was put to death. But, though justly severe in this matter,

the Sultan w&s neither cruel nor vindictive. The traitor's

property was not confiscated, and the royal favour was not
withdrawn from his family, his son being appointed to his

father’s post as Amir ul-Amra. Mr. Gribble remarks with

much truth, Alla-ud-din may have been brought up as a
peasant, but he showed that he knew how to behave like a

king."

Such a public policy and such whe,j list and generous per-

sonal conduct won the respect Vf his subjects and conquered
even enemies. The Rajah of Tellingana, whose disobedience

had been treated with generous forbearance on Account of his

former assistance to the Sultan, " was overcome," says the

historian Ferishta, ** by the sense of his virtues, submitted to

his authority and agreed to pay the tribute which he bad
heretofore remitted to the King of Delhi." Alla-ud-din’s end,

however, was not far off. Having assembled an army to invade

Guzerat, on an invitation from the representative of the old

Rajah, •with a vievv to the suppression of turbulent jagirdars,

the Sultan, on his' way to that country, was att'licked by a
severe illness and compelled to return to Gulburgah. Feeling

his end approaching, he divided his kingdom into four provinces,

over each of wliich he placed a governor. After this, distribu-

ting his money to the poor and offtA4.'ig praise to God, he
resigned his breath.

** Born in the lowest ranks, he rose by his own honesty of

character to be the founder of a great kingdom, and at' no
time was his career stained by cruelty or injustice. " Alla^ud-

din retained throggJiout his career integrity of conduct and
dignity of character and ended his life with humble piety and
siAplicity.* He was as fair a specimen as we have of a good
and liaise Maho'medao ruler.

But, while despotic rule offers scope and occasion for the

display of personal qualities of a high order, such as justice.
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nobleness and generosity, which are a blessing to the subject

populations, it also puts into the hands of an autocrat 'oP* a
different character, the pov/er of sacrificing the weal of his

subjects to personal ambition or to the gratification of the

basest passions, and places at the mercy of heartless' and
cruel tyrants the lives and happiness of millions of poor ^and
helpless subjects. The benevolent founder of the Bahmany
kingdom was succeeded by Muhammad Shah, an arbitrary and
capricious autocrat, who plunged the country into wars on
account of slights to his personal dignity. One of these ^wars

* arose in this wise : On the occasion of the festivities which
inaugurated the receipt of a throne of ebony covered with

pure gold and set with jewels, which was made a present of

to the Sultan by the R;.jab of Tellingana, Muhammed Shah,
who was flushed with wine, took it into, his head to reward
certain singers who had performed before him, by ordering

his minister to give them a draft on the treasury of the Hindu
King of Vijayanagar. The following morning the foolish

monarch, in his sober moments, refused to cancel the

order passed as a drunken freak. The consequence was a
rupture with the Rajah, who caused the messenger to be
paraded through his city on an ass and sent back with every

mark of contempt and derisiop! In anticipation of the rup-

ture which was sure to ensue, the Raj^h resolved to carry

the war into^he enemy's territory. Accordingly he marched
with a large force into the Doab, or that portion of the country
which was situated between the Tangabadhia and the Kistna,

and surprised and captured the fort of Mudkel, putting its

entire garrison of 600 men to the sword, with the exception
of one man who was to carry the news of ihe disaster to the
Sultan. That potentate, on receiving the tidings, caused
the solitary survivor to be put to death • as a coward, and
then swore* an oath that he would not' sheath his sword
until he had slaughtered a hundred thousand infidels. In
the first attack made by the Sultan upon the Rajah’s army,
which was put to utter* rout on the southern side of the
river Kistna, no lesa-than 70,000 Hindus were put to the
sword without regard to age or sex. The* plunder was,
enormous

;
the royal share alone being 2,000 elephants, 300

pieces of connon, ,700 Arab horses and a litter set with
jewels. Following up his advantage, the Sultan crossed thd
Tangabadhra, and utterly broke up the^vast Hindoo army,
inflicting a general mas^sacre in which not even pregnant
women, or children at the breast, were spared. Muhammad
Shah followed the fleeing Rajafi to his capital, Vijayanagar,
before which city he sat with bis whole arix\y. Managing to

draw out the Hindoos by a ruse, the MahcAxieclaiis attacked
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them and slew 10,000 soldiers^ extending the slaughter to the
innocent inhabitants of all the villagers in the neighbourhood.
Immense booty was gained, and the Hindoo power seemed
enfirely crushed. The Rajah sued for peace which was granted
on compliance with the original demand in the draft for the
hire of the musicians. The historian of this war r^ords, with
ilUcodcealed exultation, that from first to last, 506,000 infidels

had (alien before the swords of the true believers, and that “ the
Carnatic did not recover the depopulation for several decades."

Let it be added that the Sultan swore an oath which he would
observe and bind his successors to observe, that in future he
would not put to death a single enemy after victory. The
terror of the Sultan’s name sufficed to repress another re-

bellion, at Dowlutabad, after which, at the instance of a Fakir^
he ordered all the distilleries tfi be destroyed, and suppressed
the Deccan banditti by the death of«8,cfco robbers whose heads
were sent to Giilburgah and placed on poles outside the gates.

After Muhammad Shah’s death, five successive Sultans occupied
the throne, of whom four were assassinated. The first of these

princes was Mujahid Shah, a tall, handsome man of great

bodily strength, whose personal exploits were that he threw a
man to whom he owed a grudge, in a bout of wrestling, and
broke his neck, and that he killed an enormous tiger on foot

by shooting an arrow through i^ts h^art. Invading Vijayana-

gar, he besieged the chief city jwhich he might have taken,

but for a fanatical attack he made on a sacred temple, which
he destroyed. This roused the Hindoos to a ilian, and so

threatening was their attitude that the Sultan had to retreat

He was obliged, however, to give the enemy battle
;
but suffered

a defeat, which he ascribed to disobedience on the part of his

uncle, Daoud Shah, who, resenting the reprimand, conspired

with the son of the man who had been killed by the Sultan

in wrestling, to assassinate Mujahid Shah, This was done
and Daoud Shah Sscended the throne, only to fall a victim,

in his turn to the dagger of ji young m^m who was* instigated

to the’ deed by the murdered Sultan's sister, Ruh Parwar Ageh.
This strong-minded princess then disposed of the eldest son of

Daoud Shah, a lad of nine years nained Mahomed Sunjer, by
blinding him, bjecause the partizans of Daood Khan wanted to

put him on the* throne. She preferred Daoud Khan’s youngest

brother, Mahmood Shah, the sole surviving son of the last

Sultan, and caused him to be proclaimed. •

Mahmood Shah's first act was to punish the murderers of his

nephew, Mujahid
;
•Khan Mahomed .having been imprisoned

for life and Musoud Khan, the son of the betel-bearer, being

imp^aled alive. Sultan Mahnaood is &aid to have been a wise

and humane prince, devoted to peace and the cultivation of
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Hteratd're and science. Poets and learned men flocked from all

parts of the Mahomedan world to the court of Gulburgah,
to share in his bounty. That he was an enlightened ruler

appears from a sentiment which he was in the habit 'of

expressing, viz.^ that kings were only trustees of the divine riches,

and that to e^cpend more than was actually iiecessar3A was to

commit a breach of trust. He bestowed great care and atten-

tion on education ;
establishing schools in all the principal

towns, including Gulburgah, Bieder, Candahar, Ellicfipur,

Doulatabad, Choule, and Dabul. In a famine he employed
ten thousand bullocks in importing, from Malwa and Guzerat,
grain which was retailed to the poor at a low price. This
pacific reign was disturbed by only one rebellion, which was
speedily suppressed. This wise and beneficent ruler died of
a putrid fever, in 1396, after a. reign of nineteen years and
some months. *

Mahmood Shah left two sons, of whopi the elder, Ghazi-ud-
din, who ascended the throne at the age of 17 years, was the
victim of the revenge of a powerful Turkish slave, named
Lall Cheen, whom he refused to promote over the heads of the
old nobility and who gouged out his master's eyes. After this

cruel mutilation he was sent to the fort of Saugor, and his
younger brother Shams-ud-din placed on the throne. This lad,

who was 15 years of age, intimidated by the fate of his brother,
left all the power in the hands^f Lall Cheen who commenced
an intrigue with the Sultan's mother. Such an usurpation of
power excitSd the jealousy of the surviving sons of Daoud
Khan, the elder of whom, Mahomed Sunjer, had been blinded,
and the tw'o younger had been married to two daughters of
the late Sultan Mahmud Shah. The wives of these two princes
Incited them to avenge the ill treatment which the unfortunate
Ghazi-ud-din had received at the hands of Lall Cheen. Failing
In an attempt to achieve their object by force, they lesorted to
stratagem, and succeeded in obtaining possession of Gulburgah
and putting to death Lall Cheen and nis sons, the former
being slain by the sword of the blind prince Ghazi-ud-din,.before
whom he was placed bound. The unfortunate blind man then
asked to go to Mecca

;
and his next brother, Feroze Shah, ascend-

ed the throne in 139^. His reign of 25 years saw twenty-four
•'.glorious campaigns." He conquered the greater part of
Tellingana and cbmpelled the Rajah of Vijayanagar to give
him one of his daughters in marriage. Not far from Gulburgah,
this Sultan laid out a new city, which he named, after himselT^
Ferozabad. It was situated on the b^njes of the Bheemra!
He also developed trade, despatching vessels from the ports of
Goa and Choule. His harem cor\fained women of all nations
Arabians, Circassians, Georgians, Turks, Chinese, Afghans,



Rajputs, Bengalis, Guzeratees, Tellinganees, Russians and other

Europeans, with each of whom he could converse in own
language. This varied assortment was however, not on so

e^^teijsive a scale as the zenana of the Hindu Rajah of Vijaya-

nagar, who is recorded to have had 12,000 wives, of whom
4000 went on foot and served in his kitchen, 4,000 on horse*

back^ancT 4,000 in litters. Of the last batch, the litter ladies,

wlio" may be supposed to jiave fared best as regards carnal

comfoi ts, 2,000 were chosen as wives on condition- that they

would burn when the king died

Wifli this drawback to the distinction of being a litter

wife, it. is no wonder that the beautiful Pei tal, the daughter

of a Hindoo farmer in the fort of Mudkul, who was
both educated and unmarried, declined the honour of
being tine of the 2,000. The R jah, however, to whom the

report of her beauty had been carried, tried to secure her by
invading Mudkul, which was in the«pdlsession of Feroze Shah.
But, before his army could reach that fort, the inhabitants

evacuated it, among them being Pertal and her parents.

Feroze Sliah on his part laid siege to Vijayanagar. The war
that ensued was disastrous to the country, which was laid

waste by the king's brother, Alimed (Khan Khanan), at the

head of another army, who captured 60,000 prisoners. Peace,

however, had to be sued for by the Hindu Rajah, who
secured it only by payment oftvery#large indemnity, and giving

his daughter in marriage to the Sultan. After celebration of the

marriage with great pomp and magnificence, the Sultan proceed-

ed with his biide to the Hindoo capital; btit unfoitunately, owing
to a violation of etiquette by the Rajah, the breach between the

princes was widened. The Sultan returned to his capital and
sent for the beautiful Pertal and her family to court, and, finding

that he was too old to marry her, gave her to his son, Hassan
Khan, in marriage, and the knot was tied with great rejoicing

and magnificence.^ This prince, however, is said to have been
weak a1)d dissipate^, and did not succeed his father on the

throne. In 1417, Feroze. Shah made an unprovoked attack

on a 'fort belonging to the king of Vijayanagar, but after a
two years’ siege was obliged to retire. The Hindoos advanced
and inflicted a defeat on the Sultan’s forces, and a great

slaughter on. the Mahomedans, a plattform being erected

of their heads. Feroze Shah died shortly after and was succeeded*

by his brother Ahmed, to whom he had formally made over
• his kingdom and his son. Ahmed Shah gave Hassan Khan
the city of Ferozabad as his residence, with an ample revenue.

Ahmed Shah, -like his predecessor, encouraged learning and
b\}ilt a college for the holy Syed Geesoo Diras, who liad pre-

dicted his ascension to the»throne. * One of his first acts, how-



everi w.?is to declare war against Vijayanagar. The Rajah, failing

to seciire the aid of the King of Warangal, was unable to with-

stand the arms of the Sultan, and» narrowly escaping capture,

fled to his capital, while Ahmed Shah devastated the counti^ :

and, forgetting the compact entered into with the Rajah by a
former Sultan, slaughtered 20,000 Hindoos, beside^ destroy-

ing a number.of temples. This provoked the Hindoos to«such
a degree that they attempted t@ assassinate the Sultan and
nearly succeeded. Meantime the city of Vijayanagar had \)een

blockaded, and the Rajah was compelled to sue for peace, which
was granted on conditioii of all arrears of tribute being paid up.

The Sultan next pioceeded against the Warangal King, who
,had withheld his tiibute. Warangal itself was taken and the

Rajrih killed. Other forts were also reduced, and the Tel.lingana

country was incorporated with the Mahoinedan kingdom of the

Deccan. Warangal vvas^never after this a royal city
;
and very

few remains of its former grandeur exist at the ptesent day. In

the following ycRv Ahmed Shah made An expedition into the

count! y of the Ghonds, and came into possession of a diamond
mine. His next war was with the Sultan of Malwa, whom he
defeated, taking great spoil. On his return fmm Kurleh, where
he was splendidly entertained by the Hindoo Rajah, he halted

at the ancient town of Bicder, once the metropolis of a preat

Hindoo kingdom, and he resolved to build a new city, which
was finished in 1431 and emailed' Ahmedabad Bieder. In 1429,
Sultan Ahmed sent an expedition into the Konkan and
obtained much booty ; but in the end liis forces met with a
severe defeat and great loss. He then went down to the

Konkan in person, when a peace was concluded with the Sultan
of Guzerat. After this, permitting his old ally, the Hindoo
Rajah, to be attacked, killed and despoiled of his territory by
the Sultan of Malwa without assisting him, he obtained as

a reward of his unworthy conduct, the whole province of
Berar. Finally, in an attempt to put dawn a rebellion in

Tellingana,*he fell sick and died, in 1434, after a reign of

12 years occupied prinrijJally in predatory expeditions.

Ahmed Shah W<illy Bahmany was succeeded by his son,

Alla-ud-din Shah II, who was crowned at Bieder. HI? was
much attached to hisjprother, Mahomed Khan

;
but that prince

.
did not reciprocate the regard, and, when sent against Vijaya-
nagar, conspired vuith the Rajah to effect a revolution in his

own favour. He was, however, overcome in a hard-fought

battle, and was not only paidoned, but received the estate*

of Raichore and its dependencies, where he lived till his death.

In 1436, he sent an army to subdue the KonTcan, and not only
made two Hindu Rajahs pay tribute, but accepted as his vwfe

the daughter of one of them, the Rajah of Lohekhair, 9’ lady
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of great beauty, talents and accomplishments, named Peri-

.
chehra or Fairy-face,^ This, however, brought about quarrels

%with his queen, the daughter of Nusseer Khan, King of Khan-
sde*h, whO| with the aid of the King of Guzerat, invaded Berar,

After two actions, the king of Khandesh was completely over-

throwij, and Ala-ud-din*s general, Mullick-oot-Toojar, returned
in^triumph to Bieder, now established as the capital of the
Biahmany kingdom.
^he next event was a war with Deo Rai, Rajah of Vijaya-

• nag^r, on the old question of tribute. In the first battle in

the Raichore Dooab, the Hindoos had the advantage
;

in the
second the Mahomedans : but in the third, two Mahomedan
officers of distinction having been taken prisoners, the Sultan
threatened the Rajah, should he put them to death, to revenge
their deaths with the slaughter of 100,000 Hindoos for each of
them. Such grim threat^,** say^ Meadows Taylor, “ had not
proved vain* on former occasions, and there was little occasion
to doubt them on tnc present.*' So the Rajah wisely proposed
peace and agreed to p^y tribute as before. The incident, while
it may show how highly Ala-ud-din II valued the lives of his

officers, also shows how little the Sultan valued human lives

when they were those of kafirs, i,e,y unbelievcis,

“It is pleasing,** says the same historian, to read records of
* the King's benevolence in erecting and endowing hospitals and
of his vigourous prosecution o[ idle vagabonds and robbers, who
were sentenced to hard labour in chains." The Sultan ahso
issued edicts against the use of fermented liq&ors by others

;

but indulged largely in wine himself, and gave himself up to a
sensual life, to the neglect of affairs of State Accordingly, to
suppress a rebellion in Konkan, he sent Mullick-oot-Toojar,

who, being treacherously entrapped in an ambuscade, perished
with his whole army.

Disputes between the foreign troops and Deccan ies increas-

ing, tjiey were suppressed with vigour by the Sultan but a
great number of®the former having, been massacred at the fort

of .Chakun, the foundation was laid for those commotions
which led to the decay of the dynasty. Returning from
another campaign against the King of Guzerat, the Sultan
Ala-ud-din died in 1453.
The next*Sultan was Humayun, the cruel, who inaugurated

his career by blinding and imprisoning^ his youngest brother,

whom it had been attempted to put on ^he throne. The only
’ good thing this man did was to appoint to the office of chief
minister the abj^.and faithful JChwajah Mahmud Gawdn,

• * Mr. Gribble falls into a mistake common among Euiopeans, of trans-
lating by “angel" and rendeis the name Anf^elfaced. Pen] however,
means Faiiy, as in the text.
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who had been steadily rising in public esteem. After a blood-
stained course, to which we shall allude more particularly

later on, this monster appears to have been got rid of in one^
of his fits of intoxication. His son, Nizam Shah, succeeded/
at eight years of age

;
but was under a council of regency,

among whom were Khwajah Gawin and tiie Queen-mother.
Tins young king bravely met an invasion of his territory .by

the King of Malwa, and, though at first defeated, wsis even-
tually, with the aid of the King of Guzerat, entirely success-

ful. He died suddenly, in 1463 A.D., after a reign of two
years, and was succeeded by his brother, the Prince Mahomed,
now nine years of age, under the regency of tlie Queen-mother
and the two Councillors, Jehan Toork and Mahmud Gawin,
The latter being employed at a distance, Khwajah Jehan
Toork resorted to peculations and other corrupt practices;

but he little knew whom he had to deal with. The Queen-
mother, whose authority he had usurped, instructed her son,

the king, who sat daily in public, to denounce the minister.

One day, as the boy took his seat, he cried to one of the

nobles, pointing to Jehan Toork :— That wretch is a traitor
;

put him to death
;

an order instantly obeyed. Mahmud
Gawdn was now sent for, and to him were committed the

executive details of administration. As soon as the youni;
king reached his fourteenth year, he was married

; and th ;

Queen-mother, recognising Miis majority, retired from the

regency. This youthful Sultan'soon evinced a warlike dispo-

sition. He attacked and captured Kehrla, and only gave
it up on terms most favourable to himself. Later on, his

army, under Mahmud Gawan, invaded and reduced the Konkan.
He then undertook, personally, a campaign against Tellinga-

na, and took Condapilly and Rajahmundry. After that he
conducted a campaign against the R.*jah of Belgaum

; and
afterwards another expedition into Orissa, reducing the

Rajah Nursinga near Masulipatam, and despoiling the great

temples of Conjeveram of an immense an>i«unt of gold and
jewels. The effect of these conquests was the extension

of the Bahmany territories from sea to sea. As regards

the internal administration of affairs, the credit is due to

Mahmud Gawdn, who introduced reforms in every department

of the State, as well as a new assessment and, in many instan-

ces, k survey of the village lands, traces of which remain to

this day. But this able and faithful minister was doomed to

come to a bad end. Being charged with treason by means *

of a forged letter, he was ord^ered to be put ^to death, in spite

of his denial, in the same summary way in which Jehan Toork
had been executed. After* this iniquitous act, the King, tc^

late, discovered the innocence of his dcpaited minister and was
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filled with remorse. But with Mahmud -Gdwan departed the

^cohesion and power of the Bahmany kingdom. His character

Vtands out grandly among all his contemporaries. His unselfish

4o}<alty to his sovereign and the Queen-mother, his skill and
bravery in war, his noble and .judicious reforms, his justice

and benevolence, have, in the aggregate, no equal in the Maho-
Qiedan history of India.

Mahomed Shah, afflicted with disease and scared by the

reproaches of his own conscience, vainly endeavoured to dispel
• carg by sensual pleasures. He was attacked with fever, and,

after recovery, indulged in excessive drinking, which brought
on a relapse from which he was paitially relieved by his

physicians. In their absence, howeyer, he drank again, fell

into .convulsions and died at Bieder, on 24th March, 1482, ex-

claiming constantly to the last that Mahmud Gawin was
tearing him to pieces. *

^
»

He was succeeded by his son, Mahmud, then twelve years

of age. The power, however, was in the hands of the Deccany
noble, Nizam-ul-Mulk Bheiry, the author of the plot by which
Mahmud Gawdn had been brought to his end. This wily
man met Yusuf Adil Khan, the friend and adherent of the

murdered minister, as he returned from the expedition to

Goa, whithpr he had been sent by the late Sultan, and the meet-
ing was outwardly friendly. But the latter, himself a Turk
and at the head of the Foreign troops, simply retained his

military command and wc uld accept of no office, until, in con-
sequence of a plot to attack his troops and put him to death,

he retired to his own estate of Bijapore, where we shall hear of
him hereafter. Mahmud Gawdn was, however, avenged by
Pusund Khan the Governor of Bicder, who, faithful to the
house of Bahmany, and at the desiie of the young king, entered
the palace of Nizam Bheiry and strangled him. It was too late,

however, to save the kingdom, for Nizam-ul-Mulk’s son,

Mulljk Ahmed, •declared his independence and maintained it.

The king, howevar, was imbecile and gave himseif up to plea-

sure, and totally neglected the affa*irs of State. The Bahmany
kingdom lost its finest provinces, and tne king became little

more than a cipher in the hands 6{ his minister Kasim Bereed,
& Turk of great ability and crafts Imad-ul-Mulk made
himself Kfbg of Bcrar. On Kasim Bereed’s death, his son,

Ameer Bereed, became minister, and the king fell into a condi-
tion of entire dependence on him, Kutb-ul-Mulk, Governor

* of Tellingana, declared his independece in 1512, and became
King of Golconcja^ After many ylcissitudes and many humi-
liations, the pageant king died in 158S, and with him the
dynasty of the Bahmany Kings virtually ended. For, though
four kings of that line succeeded, they either died soon, or
were deposed ^Dr poisoned, or. abdicated, until the year 1526.
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The founder of the kingdom of Bijapore, the most powerful
and long-lived of all the five, was Yusuf Adil Shah, the first of •

a noble dynasty. He was the son of Amurath, Sultan of Tur-^
key, who died in 1451. On his death his eldest son, vSho^

succeeded him, ordered all the other male children of his

father to be destroyed. Yusufs mother saved her son and
made him. over to the charge of a merchant of Saweh (or SaV'a),

in Persia, whither he was conveyed ; substituting for her spii

a Circassian slave, who was strangled. The Sultana subse-

quently sent his old nurse and her son, Giizzunfer Beg, and
daughter, Dilshad Aga,' who were Yusufs foster brother and
sister and played an important part in history, in after years.

H*e was brouglit up at Saweh till he was sixteen years old,

when he resolved to try his foitune in Hindustan, where he
arrived in 1458. Proceeding to , Ahmedabad Bieder, he
became a Turkish slave m the royal houshold and eventually

master of the house. Then he attached hin^self tO Nizam-ul-
Mulk Turk, who adopted him as his brother. This Yusuf
Adil Khan was the founder of the Adil Shahi dynasty of
Bijapore, which supplanted the house of Bahmany and ruled

with splendour in the Deccan for nearly two hundred years.

After the murder of the faithful minister, Khwajah Gawan, by
Muhammad Shah, Yusuf declared his independence, in 1485,
when he proceeded to Bijaporq and had the Kutba read in his

own name. Here he built the citadel, or Aik-killah, and set

himself to complete the defences of his new capital. He was
not allowed, however, to maintain his independence, for he had
presently to face a combination got up against him by Kasim
Bereed, the all-powerful minister of the Bieder Sultan, who
incited Timraj, the regent of Vijayanagar, (Beejanugger), by a
promise of the Raichore Doab, to attack him on the south-

west, secured the co-operation of the King of Ahmednuggur on
the north, and of Bahadur Geelany on the west, while he himself

was to approa9h from the east. Yusuf Adil rfiade peace with

Timraj, fell upon Bahadu** Geelany and drSve him back with

heavy loss, and then njet the combined armies of Bieder and
Ahmednuggur, when Kassim Bereed fled to Bieder, and the

King of Ahmednuggur made peace and departed. Yusuf,

however, had next tu encounter Timraj, who coveted the

Raichore Dooab and advanced against him with a 'large army,
which, however, after a furious attack by the Bijapore King,
broke and fled in all directions, leaving enormous plunder
behind—200 elephants, 1,000 horses and 60,00,000 Oons^

variously estimated at 1,800,000 and ;6'2,500,000 steiling. The
plunder was of great service to Yusuf in establishing his new
kingdom. This action toolc place tn April, 1493. year^

later, Yusuf Adil Shah assisted Mahmud, King of Bieder,

against an Abyssinian eunuch named Dustoor Deenar, Gover-
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|or of Gulburgah, who had rebelled. The eunuch was defeated

and humbled, but restored to his office, and Gulburgali was select-

ed to celebrate the nuptials of Yifsufs daughter with Mahmud’s
soi^Afftned. On this occasion Yusuf proposed the dismissal

of'Kassim Bereed from o^ce, on condition that be himself

should -receive the distiicts held by Dustooi Deenar. Kassim
Bereed resisted, but was defeated. Subsequently a further

* divreiou of territory was agreed upon in which the kings of

Berar and Ahmednuggur shared ; but Dustoor Deenar was
entirely left out. On this he took the field with his Abyssinians,

but was defeated and slain in battle. Yusuf, however^ sus-

tained a severe loss in the death of his foster-brother Ghuzzun-
fer Beg, who died of his wounds in the last desperate charge

which decided the action. •
*

In 1502, Yusuf .Adil changed the State profession of faith

from the Sunnee, or orthodox, to the Sheeah, or heretical, in

which he had been brought up in Persia. He allowed every

one. however, to follow his own judgment, and so was not
opposed in his own dominions. Outside of them, however, a
holy war was got up against him by the Kings of Ahmednug-

,gur, Golconda and Berar, with Ameer Bereed of Biedcr.

The Bijapore King made hjs w^y with 6,000 horse to Bieder,

plundering the country. His •son-in-law, Imad Shah, did not
openly espouse his cause

;
but advised him to restore the

Sunnee rites by way of concession. Tin’s he did, and the con-
federacy broke up, each retiring to his own dominion. Adil
Shah then promptly attacked Ameer Bereed, who just managed
to escape with the Sultan of Bieder and a few followers. This
last effort was too much for the great king, who died at

Bijapore, of a dropsical complaint.

Tlius died the illustrious founder of the Adil Shahi dynasty.
In political abilil^, learned accomplishments and personal
bravery, he had no equal. He was, perfectly tc^erant of all

religions, and his consideration for his ^Hindoo subjects may
have been due to the influence of his^ wife who was the daughter
of a Mahratta chief and who embraced Islam under the name
of Booboojee Khanum, ** whom he loved with a rare affection

and to whom* he was entirely faithful.” He had three daughters',

who were married to the three Sultans of Berar, Ahmed-
^
nuggur and Bieder. •

His son, Ismael Adil Shah, was eleven years of age when
he succeeded his /ather, who had appointed Kumdl Shah as
Regent. This man, plotting with the crafty Ameer Bereed
df Bieder, resolved to depose or deslVoy the young king. His
design was, however, ftustrated by the Queen-mother, Booboojee
Kjianum, who/rocured his assassination through the agency of
a faithful adherent, Yusuf Toork, who pet ished in the attempt.
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After this the Queen-mother and her husband’s foster sister

Dilshad Agha, were besieged in their palace, by Kumil Shah’s

son, Sufdur Khan, with 5,000 troops and cannon.

But, obtaining the assistance of a handful of foreign ’ troops

still in the fort and city, these brave women held out until

Sufdar Khan, who forced the gateway and entered' at the

head of his troops, was wounded in the eye, when the young
king, taking advantage of an opportunity which offered,

pushed a heavy stone'’ from the terrace roof above, and killed

him on the spot. On this the insurgents dispersed
;
and • in

a short time the loyal population rallied round their monarch.
Though a boy in years, Ismael Adil Shall, partly diving

to his early experience of difficulty and danger, developed a
character for decision, and at once assumed the direction of

the government. He dismissed the Deccanhs and Abyssinians,

whose faithlessness had just been proved, and re-enlisted the

Turks and Moghuls who had been discharged
;
and these,

with his father's veterans, soon composed a sufficient

army. Ameer Bereed, though discouraged by the death of

Kumal Khan, again intrigued and induced the kings of Gol-

conda, Berar and Ahmednuggur to join the Bahmany Sultan

in an attempt to uproot the Adil Shahi d}niasty. Ismael
Adil, however, met Ameer Bereed and Mahmud Shah
Bahmany witli half the number of men they had, and defeated

them at Allapore, and a peace was concluded and his sister Mus-
seety united in marriage to Mahmud Shah’s son

Peace prevailed for five years
;
but, the Rajah of Vijayanagar

having got posssession of the Raichore Dooab, which ori-

ginally belonged to Bijapore, Ismael Adil Shah determined

to regain it. In an attempt, however, to cross the river while

excited by wine, Ismael nearly lost his life and sacrificed

many of his best troops. He was obliged to retreat, but swore
an oath never to indulge i.i wine until this defeat should be
avenged.
Soon after this Boorhan Nizam Shah, King of Ahmednuggur,

proposed to marry the Sultan Ismael’s sister. Beeby Muryam,
and the ceremony was performed at the fort of Sholapore

which was fixed for her dowry. The concession not having been
made Immediately, Nizam Shah invaded the Bijapore domin-
ions in 1535, assisted by Ameer Bereed. They were, however,

defeated in a general action with great loss. In 1528, they
renewed tlie contest, but w&re utterly routed by the Bijapore

General, Assud Khan, with the loss of their guns and elephants.

Very shortly after, the king of Ahmednuggur was attacked, by
the king of Guzerat, when Ismael Shah helped him with tfoops

and money. It appeared, however, that, while employed in

this service, the Bijapore troops had been tampered with by
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)Vngicer Bereed with a view to their joining him in an attack

on that city, the long coveted^ object of his desires. Tiiis

provoked Ismael Adil Shah beyond endurance, and he pro-

posed To his brother-in-law either to join him .and punish the

traitor for his ceaseless intr igues, or to remain neutral. The
latter alternative being preferred, the Bijapore’king invaded

.the territory of Bieder with 10,000 of his best cavalry

—

Persians, Tartars. Moghuls and Turks, whose national arm was

the bow. On this occasion, however* he had to encounter

arrillery and musketry, which tested the bravery of his troops

to the utmost
;

the king himself showing an example of

personal valour, killing two of the sons of Ameer Bereed who
had attacked him in succession. A* the close of the action,

he had to .encounter a fresh Contingent of 4,000 Golconda
cavalry who had b(9en sent to the assistance of Ameer Bereed,

but who were completely defeated by his generals, Syed Hoosein
and Assiid Khan. Tlie fort of Bieder was then closely in-

vested, and Ameer Bereed wrote to the king of Berar to come
to Bieder as a mediator. This Imad Shah did

; but nothing
would content Ismael Adil but the unconditional submission

• of Ameer Bereed, who was subsequently captured by Assud
Khan in a state of intoxication, and brought in to the king.

Ameer Bereed was ordered toPexecution
;
but on his entreaty

was brought, with the elephant which was to trample him to

death, before one of the lowers defended by his sons, who, when
they saw that their father’s life was in real danger, agreed to

give up the fort provided they were allowed to depart with
their families to Oodgheer. Being allowed to do this, they
left Bieder with the most valuable of the crown jewels.

Adil Shah and Imad Shah then entered the city in state and
seated themselvej on the throne. All the treasure found there,

mondy to the aq;>ount of half-a-million sterling, jewels and
other valuables, was distributed to* the soldiery or given in

charity
;
Ismael reserving nothing for himself. He had not

made war for booty—the sole object of many of the Moslem
kings of the Deccan

;
but for honour, which was satisfied.

Ameer Bereed was pardoned and received an estate as well

as the command of 3.000 horse in the Bijapore army, which he
accompanied against Raichore on a successful expedition. For

. this service he was granted the government of Ahmedabad
and Bieder, on condition of surrendering Kaleean aud Candahar.
As'soon, howevei* the wily old intriguer was at liberty, he
(jprgot to surrender the two forts, aqd entered into an alliance

witl^Boorhan .Nizam Shah of Ahmednugger against Bijapore
;

but the Sultan was again beaten by Ismael Adil. An alliance

was then formed between tbe-two Sultans under which Boor-
ban Nizam Shah was to add (if he could^ Berar to his domin-
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ions, and Ismael Adil Shah to conquer what he could ,oi

Golconda. Acccordingly Ismael Shah, joined by Ameer Bereed,
laid siege to Roilconda, one of Kuth Shah’s forts, in 1533.
Before tlie fort could be taken, however, Ismael Shah fell ill

and died * on the way to Gulburgah (1534). Assud Khan at

once raised the siege and returned with the body of the king
to Bijapore, where, burying tlie deceased near his father, Yusuf
Adil, he installed the eldest of his sons on the throne.

Ismael Adil was prudent, patient and generous
;
more in-

clined to forgive than to punish. He was skilled in poetry

and music and fond of painting. He was of a literary turn

and polished in manners, having been early trained in Turkish
and Persian habits and customs. *

In accordance with the dying request of Ismael Adil, his

eldest son, MuUoo (in whom however, he Had no confidence),

was raised to the throne by Assud Kiian. He was a passionate

and licentious youth, and his conduct was so infamous, that

his grandmother, Booboojee Khanum, determined that he should

be deposed Having secured the co-operation of Assud Khan,
and with the aid of Yusuf Tuik, who entered the capital with

a large force, Mulloo and his youngest brother were both seized

and blinded. The second brother, Ibrahim, was then pro-

claimed with universal rejoicing.
'

His first act was to abolish the profession of the Sheeah faith

and restore the Soonnee, and to exchange Persian for Mahrat-
ta as the language of current business in the state. The foreign

troops, the majority of whom were Persians, i,e, Sheeahs, were
discharged, and their places supplied by Deccanies and
Abyssinians. Of the discharged cavalry, 3,000 were taken into

the service of the Hindoo Rajah of Vijayanagar. Owing to

successive revolutions there, Ibrahim became involved in hos-

tilities with the Rajahs of Vijayanagar
;
but these were of

short duration. Becoming;’ however, jealous of his minister,

Assud Khan, that able and tried officer was induced to retire

to his estates—a circumstance which was taken advantage of
by Nizam Shah of Ahmednuggur and Ameer Bereed of

Bieder, to combine against Ibrahim Adil, and compel him to

retire to Gulburgah. . From these straits he was released by
the instrumentality of the man whom he had suspected, with
the assistance of the king of Berar, the king's uncle by mirriage.

Assud Khan marched to his rescue with a large force, which
had the desired effect, and Ameer Bereed'S 'death broke up
the confederacy. Shortly after, however, in 1543, a fresh coali-

tion was formed against Bijapore by Nizam Shah of Amednuggur,
assisted by Kutb Shah of Golconda and Rajah Ramraj of

Vijayanagar. The kingdom ‘Was invaded at three points

simultaneously ;
but, through the wise advice and consummate
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di&omacy of Assud Khan, peace was made with two of the
invlders, and the third, the king of Golconda, was defeated
and driven back to his capital. The king of Ahmednugger, how-
ever, rencyred the war, and marched against Gulburgah with
a large army, which was again signally defeated by Assud
Khan, who captured 250 elephants, 570 pieces of cannon and
all tlfe royal insignia and camp equipage

;
Ibrahim himself

slaying^ three antagonists in single combat. In the next cam-
paign, however, Boorhan Nizam redeemed his losses, and
reduced Ibrahim to serious difficulties. These fluctuations of

fortun‘e had an unhappy effect on the mind of Ibrahim, who,
suspecting that the cause of his defeats was disaffection on the

part of ’fiis Hindoo officials, put a number of them to death,

and others to torture in the jftiblic Square. Some 70 Maho-
medans of rank, were also executed! This led to a plot to

dethrone him and elev.ttc his brother, Abdoolla, to the throne.

On the discovery of the conspiracy, Abdoolla fled to Goa,
where he endeavoured to persuade the Portuguese Viceroy to

assist him with troops, promising him large concessions of

territory. This proposal was, however, declined, and the prince

addressed himself to the kings of Ahmednugger and Golconda.
Meantime the great minister died.

The remainder of the reign of Ibrahim, who, after the demise
of his wise counsellor, Assud Khah, degenerated into a licentious

tyrant, was occupied with almost perpetual wars aud struggles

with Ahmednuggur, in which Ramraj of Vijayanagar appears
as the active ally of the latter. Boorhan died

;
but his successor,

Hoosein, followed the same policy, and defeated Ibrahim in a
severe action near Sholapore. This, with the rebellion of his

general, Seif Ein-ul-Mnlk, reduced the king’s fortunes to the

lowest ebb. Latterly he became afflicted with a complication
of disorders, put to ^death, one after another, the physicians

who could not relieve Jjim, and died at last miserably in 1447,
after a reign of 24 years. He was buried with his father and
grandfather at Gogy.
He was succeeded by his eldest son. Ally Adil Shah, whose

first act was to restore the public profession of the Sheeah
faith which hajd been set aside by his father. This became
a fertile source of disaffection and of party intrigue. His
negotiations with Hoosein Nizam Shah for the recovery of

Bjjapore territory having failed, he joined Ra*mraj in an invasion

of Ahmednuggur territory, and the Hindoos, revenging them-
selves for all the outrages they had suffered, behaved with
shocking barbarity in the first campaign, and still worse in

the Second. But Ahmednuggur was not taken and the allies

returneef. This campaign led to a quadruple alliance of the

Mahpmedan Sultatfis against the Hindoo Rajahs, whose power
VOL. CIV ]

6
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was now comprehended, and whom no single Sultan was »Ie
to oppose in the field. Ally Adil Shah, who first concaved
the idea of a league of Moslem Kings against Vtjayanagar,

sent his minister, Kishwur Khan, to sound the ot^er Kings,

and found ’Hoosein Nizam Shah willing to sink all differences

in a crescentade against the Hindoos. To cement the alliance

between Bijapore and Ahmednuggur, Hoosein Nizam* Shah
agreed to give his daughter, the afterwards celebrated Chand
Beeby, to Ally Adil Shah in marriage, with Sholapore for her

dowry ; Adil Shah consenting to give his daughter to Nizam
Shah’s eldest son, Sultan Murtaza. The holy league Includ-

ed the Sultan of Golcon'da and Bereed Sliah of Bieder. In the

year. 1564, the four princes met in the plains of Bijap'ore, and
then marched to TelHcotta on the bank of the Kistna. Rama
Raja advanced to defend the passages of the river, with 100,000

foot, 20,000 horse and 500 elephants. After a series of
clever feints the allied armies drew the Hindoos away from
the only practicable ford, which they crossed without oppo-
sition, and drew up their forces in order of battle, Hoosein
Shah commanding the centre, Adil Shah tho right wing, and
Kutb Shah, with Bereed Shah, the left wing. The artillery was
fastened together by chains, and drawn up in front of the Ime,

flanked on each side the war elephants. Rama Rajah, on
the other hand, entrusted hisleft to his brother, Timma Rajah,
and his right to his other brother, Vcncatadri ; whilst he
himself commanded in the centre. Two thousand war ele-

phants and one thousand pieces of cannon were placed at

different intervals of his line. Rama Rajah, confident of victory,

sat on a litter mounted on the back of an elephant
; but when

he found that the enemy behaved better than he had expected,

he descended and sat on a rich throne, and had heaps of money
placed around him, with a view to rewarding such of his

soldiers «as might act well. The Hindoos, inspired by the
generosity of their leader, charged furiously, and the right

and left of the allies were thrown into disorder. ' Nizam
Shah, however, in the centre, stood firm and pushed the
Rajah’s centre so vigorously that it began to be confused.

Rama Rajah on this again mounted his Utter, which was
soon after let fjll by the bearers, on the approach of a furious

elephant : and, before he had time to recover himself, was taken
prisoner and carried to the commander of the Mahomed^n
artillery, who took him to Hossain Shah. That king instantly
ordered his head to be struck off and plated upon the point of
a long spear, so th%t his death might be proclaimed to the
Hindoos.. As was usual in Oriental armies, the Hindpos* see-

ing that their chief had been killed, fled in the utmost disorder
and were pursued with great slaughter, leaWng 100,000 slain.
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*;The battle of Tellicotta ^as a crushitlg blow to Hindoo
rij^ m South India. The Mahomedans spent five months
in plundering Vijayanagar, although the natives had previous-

ly carried away 1,550 elephant loads of money and jewels with
above a^hundred millions of gold, besides the royal chair

which was of inestimable value.*’ * The temples which still

rems^n almost all show traces of this search for plunder. A
Venetian traveller who visited the city two years afterwards,

found* in some parts only tigers and other wild animals,

though he speaks of the houses as still standing.

The fall of the kingdom of Vijayanagar relieved the Sultans

of the necessity of being constantly prepared for war, and*
they reduced their armies

; but they spent their strength in

perpetual struggles with on^ another, thus making it easier

for them subsequently to fall victim^ t(f the Emperor of Delhi.

The absorption of Berar in Ahmednuggur, the end of
Bijapore, the fall of Ahmediiuggur, the overthrow of Golconda,
are subjects which cannot be treated within our limits. The
spectacle afforded by them before they fell eventually under
the power of Aurungzebe was that of an empire in ruins—

a

fitting close to the rivalries, selfish jealousies and unscrupulous
Resigns of contending Sultans.

We have endeavoured to sketch the Bahmany Mahomedan
dynasty from its foundation ip 1351 to its close in 1526, a
period of about a century and three quarters. After the
Bahmany Kingdom was broken up into fi^fie kingdoms,
the story of Moslem ascendancy in the Deccan has so many
cross threads and complications that it would be tedious to

follow it in all its details. The main*interest, however, seems
to revolve round the Adil Shahi dynasty of Bijapore, of whose
superiority the other Sultans seemed jealous and impatient,

and whom they incessantly attacked. We have accordingly

tried tq follow th« fortunes of the Adil Shahi princes until

the time of Ibrahiiw Adil Shah's return to his* capital in

1656,. after his last war witK Ahmednuggur, from which period,

we are told, Bijapore had no special historian—a most signi-

ficant fact, showing that, when no wars had to be mentioned,
there was nothing else worth recording. .The history of the

other kingdonts, Ahmednuggur, Golconda, Borar and Bieder, .

presents very much' the same features—s^nd what does the

tale of Mahomedan ascendancy in the Deqpan, previous to its

absorption by Aurungzebe, amount to? We shall endeavour
briefly to estimate this as fairly as we are able.

It cannot be denied that some* of the Sultans were fine

characters. Hassan Gangoo Bahmany, the founder of the
' •

~ ————————

—

* The Portuguese historian, Faria y-Susa, as quoted by Mr. Gribble
in hjs ** History of iVk Deccan,” pp 194* and 195.
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Bahmany Kingdom,* was a just than and a wise administrate,
and deserves a high place among the world’s great m^.
Mahmud Shah Bahmany had most enlightened views of

the duties of a ruler, and promoted education among his

subjects. Yusuf Adil Shah, the founder of the Bijapore Kina^om,
ranked

.
high *not only as a soldier, but as a statesman—just,

humane and tolerant ; he was also, according to the lights of

that age and country, highly educated, being an elegant writer,

and a good judge of verses. He was, further, a patron
of art and literature, smd spent his money liberally on buildings

and public works. His private character was temperate
•and virtuous. He was the faithful husband of one wife,

amidst a society xA polygamists and licentious livers:. His
toleration of other religions,, e^cn Christianity, bore good
fruit ; some of which exRtsrfo this day. All the kings of the

Adil Shahi dynasty were distinguished for^ personal courage of

a high order, and some of them were remarkable for clemency
and moderation. Ahmed Shah of Ahmednuggur left a repu-

tation for extraordinary virtue and self-control. When he
rode through the city he never looked to the right or left,

lest his eyes should fall on another man’s wife.” His noble
generosity in an affair of the heart, as shown in the following

incident, rivals that of ^he well-known conduct of Scipio

Africanus towards a captive Qiaid, or that imputed to King
Solomon in his treatment of the betrothed young shepherdess,

Shelomith. After the capture of the port cf Kaweel, Ahmed
Shah saw among his captives a young lady of extraordinary

beauty, with whom he fell in love. On learning, however, that

she had a husband who was also a prisoner, he not only

restored her to him unmolested, but dismissed them both
with valuable presents. Among the prime ministers, too,

of the Mahomedan Sultans, we find examples of administrative

ability, of steady and unswerving loyalty and of uprightness
of charactA, wliich wil^ compare ^favouV^bly with any in

history. Need we do more than mention the patriarch

Seyf-ud-din GhoreS, who ruled the Bahmany Kingdom as

prime minister for more* than half a century after Gulburgah
became its capital, Qrthe loyal martyred Khwajah Mahmud

- Gawin, whose ^gacious counsel served the BaKmany Sultans

as long as he lived; and who was true till cleath, or the brave
and faithful Assan tKhan, the loyal old veteran” whose
fidelity to Ibrahim Adil Shah resisted all temptations, .and*

whose skill in diplomacy and valour in^ (he field stood an
ungrateful master in gooS stead, until he died of wounds
received in his service. • ^

•

Nor are examples wanting of noble women, distinguished

for their high character, singular ability and undaunted courage.
• •
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Such was Booboojee Kkanum, the honoured wife of Yusuf
Akil Shah, who proved worthy of her husband's devoted
atrachment while he lived, and who conducted the barque of
the State, after his death, through shoals and breakers, with all

skill and firmness during her son’s minority. Such also was
the dhaste, the brave and the beautiful Chand fieeby, whose
heroic conduct and surpassing excellence have been duly
celebrated in Col. Meadows Taylor’s well-known romancej
" A l^oble Queen.”
The personal qualities, however, of individual rulers are no

security for just, wise and successful administration, when the

rule itself is founded on injustice and oppression. This •

became.apparent at once on the death of the first Bahmany
Sultan,' Ala-ud din. His successor had scarcely warmed his seat

when the Hindoo kings of Vijayan^gar and Tellingana refused

to send tribute, to which of course the Sultan had no claim
founded on right, and demanded the restoration of districts

which had been wrested from them. The natural result was
bloodshed and further plunder, in the shape of ” a subsidy
in gold and jewels,” exacted from the conquered Hindoos.
And even high-souled rulers and such as are ordinarily both just

and generous, when wielding despotic power, are not proof
tfgainst .slights to their personal dignity, and this may involve

ruin to thousands
;

as we have seSti in the two greatest wars,

bloody in their character and desolating in their results, in the

time of the same Bahmany king. •

The miserable pride and selfish cruelty shown in those wais
were manifested by a man who had some good qualities,

and who eventually regretted his own conduct. If, however,

such consequences followed from the caprice of men of

otherwise fair character, what could be expected when a Nero
or a Caligula got into power: and that such there were among the

Moslem Sultans cannot help seeing from the examples of

Humaydn, the cruel, Miii’taza, and Mulloo Humayun punished a

rebellious garrison of 2,000 men by •putting them to death

by the most cruel tortures that could be«devised. A rebel

kotwal “ was confined in a cage, and every day some
member of his body was cut off, which * he was made to

eat, until at last he was released by death.” The first force

despatched against the rebels being defeated, Humayun sent

a reinforcement with officers whose wives or children he kept

m confinement, swearing he would kill them all unless his

troops were victorious. Hassan Khan, his uncle, on whose
behalf the rebellion •had been raised, and who had been
previously blinded, having escaped with his friends, was, by
means* ^of a treacherous promise, seized, thrown before a tiger,

and torn in pieces. His friends and followers were killed
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with every circumstance of cruelty and barbarity in a lacge
Square in the presence of the Sultan—the chief rebel, Y^f
Turk, and his seven friends, were beheaded, and their wives
and daughters publicly violated. The whole of the prince’s

(Qassan's) followers, even down to the cooks and scullions,

numbering in all seven thousand men, women and children,
were then.put to death by the most fearful tortures—by ^word,
axe, boiling oil and water, and every means that cruelty
could think of.” (Gribble’s History, page II2}. •

From the same authority we learn that, to prevent another
revolt, almost all the members of the royal fomily we^e put
to death. The rest of this Sultan's reign was spent “ in prac-
tising the most abominable cruelties on the innocent as. well as
the guilty. He would frequently ^top nuptial processions in the
street, and, sending for ^hq bride, he would, after deflowering
her, send her back to the husband's house.”* His reign did
not last more than three years, he having died, some say by
assassination—by which despotism is said to be tempered.
We have thought it right to represent these revolting details,

as without doing so the real nature of Moslem rule in the

Deccan could not be understood.

As another illustration of the kind of security to life and
property afforded by Moslem rule in the Deccan, we may cile

the following account from ^r. Gribble, of the condition of
Ahmednuggur under the reign of Murtaza Nizam Shah, who,
actuated by* unwarranted suspicion of his prime minister,

Changiz Khan, ordered that faithful servant to be poisoned,

and, finding out his mistake too late, shut himself up in his

palace in a fit of disgust and remorse. ” During this time
his favourite, named Sahib Khan, with a band of depraved
associates, committed all kinds of excesses in the city, not
scrupling to seize the daughters and even the sons of noblemen
for the vilest purposes. One nobleman of* ancient fagniiy was
even killed, while protecting the hone**.9r of his daughter, and
another was ordered Co change Kis name because it happened
to be the same as *that of the insolent favourite.”

Similarly, under the ‘infamous and licentious Mulloo Khan
of Bijapore, who vi^s thoroughly vicious and had given himself

up to reckless debauchery, a nobleman of high rank was
grossly insulted by a proposal so vile that he treated it with
the cpntempt it de^served- On this a body of followers was
sent to bring away his head. These were beaten off, but the

nobleman had to retire to his estates^ until the Sultan’s

grand-mother, the illustrious Booboojee Khanum, espoused

his cause and encouraged him to rebellion, and to ri^sort

not exactly to the extreme remedy of assassinatioi^’ but to

the milder one of blinding. Accordingly, Mulloo and his

youngest brother were both deprived of their* eyesight*
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Incidents like these afford a clear insight into the character

ofMahomedan rule, and the thorough insecurity of life and
horiour under its Upas shade. Asaassinationi and often

open murder, were usual incidents in the history of their Kings
and Courts. Blinding seems to have been resorted to without
the srpallest scruple, whether to put a stop to the wicked courses

of bad characters, or to put a dangerous rival out of the way.
Sultahs themselves were disposed of summarily by that cruel

process. Thus the young Prince Mahomed Sunjer, a mere
child (as we have seen), was blinded by the Princess Rhh Farwar
Ageh

;
the young Sultan Ghazi-ud-din by the quondam slave,

Lall Cheen
;
Prince Shums-ud-din by Sultan Feroz Khan ;

Prince Hassan Khan by the Sultan Humayun ; and the
^

Sultan.-Mulloo and his brother by order of the Dowager-Queen
'

Booboojee Khanum.
While, the Bahmany Kingdom lasted^ there was at least strong

rule and security against internal feuds and civil war. But
after the dissolution of that kingdom into five states, we have
incessant strife among the Mahomedaii Sultans in which all

were more or less implicated. We may well suppose,

therefore, that whatever of solid benefit was derived from
Moslem rule in the way of internal tranquillity, must be looked

lor during the existence of the Bahmany dynasty as sole rulers

of the Deccan. We shall allow Meadows Taylor, the enthu*
siastic admirer of that dynasty, to s[lbak its praise : He says—

“ On reviewing the events of the dynasty of the Bahmany Kings of
the Deccan, and notwithstanding the early cruelties to^ the Hindu in-

habitants of Beejanagger, in the reign of Mahomed Shah 1 ,
it is evident

they were on the whole, considerate to their Hindu subjects, and
governed them with moderation. The reign of Mahmood Shah I was one
of entire peace, and evidently one of much progress and improvement
in civil administration ; while throughout the whole period of 179 years,

foreign and domestic trade had flourished The aim of the Maho-
medan historians of the Deccan was more directed to the record of war,
and of political events and intrigue^, than of the transactions of peace-
ful 7ears ; but, notwithstanding this, there are occasional pleasant
glimpses of quiet iiaies and their benehcial effects which are not to

be found in the records of Dehly. Of Uie details of the government
of the country little is apparent. It does not appear that the Hindus
were employed in public affairs, but it is evidfent that their ancient

. system of corporate village govern me'nt and district administratioD
was not interfered with, and became strengthened by use.”

Under the regency of Mahmud Gaw&ii, payment of the.
revenue in kind was commuted to a money payment on the

. value of the land. The country is supposed by Meadows
Taylor to have been as well cultivated and populated as it is

at present ; and, relying on the rep^ort of Athanasius Nitikin,

a Russian Armenian, who, in 1470, visited Bieder,he says that—
' There were villages at aevery coss*, or two miles, about the present
complement, the land was laid out in fields, and the ground well tilled ;

. the roads werfovell guarded and travelling secure.’*
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Although Meadows Taylor admits that the architecture of
the Bahmaiiy dynasty is not remarkable, and that the ro^l
mausoleums at Gulburgah are heavy, gloomy buildings/’ and
that the basaltic trap used in their construction did not per-

haps invite more finished *work
;
yet, he says, the Moslems

introduced a new style of architecture into the country# He
gives also a glowing description of their remarkable and beauti-

ful fortresses, their noble and spacious palaces, and their royal
mausoleums.

But in an estimate of Mahomedan administration with re-

ference to the subjsct populations, how do such structures

count ? The fortifications were for their own safety and security ;

the palaces were comfortable and enjoyable residences for their

own royalty and nobility
;
and the mausoleums were intended to

perpetuate the memory of the Mahomedan kings whose remains
they covered. They sp^k«nothing for the beneficent character

of their rule, or the permanent benefits conferred thereby.

The mosques were imposing structures for their own conve-
nience in worship

;
but we cannot forget the beautiful Hindoo

temples which they destroyed everywhere, professedly in

their zeal against idolatry,—really to appropriate the treasures

concealed in them. As regards the ground being well tilled,

this was only a continuance of the agricultural industry of the
Hindoos, who were then^and are still the cultivators of the
soil. The Mahomedans, as a rule, have never taken to agri-

culture. And, as to the roads being well guarded and travel-

ling secure in 1470, when the Armenian Nitikin visited Bieder,

the residence of the fallen house of Balimany, it can relate only
to that capital and its immediate vicinity, which was all the
territory that remained to them

;
and, as the testimony of

a casual visitor, it must weigh even less than that of the globe-
trotters and travellers of our day, whose reports of India are

so misleading. Only a resident of the country is competent to
tell of the security to life and property whith exists under any
foreign rufe, We have had glimpses, fffi the course of our
article, of the nature of the security enjoyed by the unfortunate
subjects of Moslem 'rule.

Let the Bahmany Sultans, however, as well as the noble
Adil Shahi and Nizam Shahi dynasties of Bijapore and
Ahmednuggur, and the Imad Shahi Sultans of Berar, as well

as the house of Kutb-ul-Mulk of Golconda have all the
credit they can clajm as regards the centres of civilisation

which they created in the shape of cities—those rallying*

.points for civilised life, stated occupatigqs, and productive
Industry. Gulburga, tlTe capital of the Bahmany king-
dom, still exists as a considerable town ^'carrying pn^'a
large trade in cotton and oil-seeds with Sholapord and
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Bombay,” Bijapore, founded by Yusuf Adil Shah, and
Afor nearly two centuries “ mistress of the Deccan,” with its Ark-
4cillah or citadel; its palaces, arches, tombs and minarets ;

its

fountains and gardens
;

inspires, reverence, even in its ruins,

for the^kingly dynasty whose capital it was. AhmednugUR,
built by Ahmed Nizam Shah about the year 4293, is said by
th^ Mahomedan historian^ Ferishta, to have rivalled in

splendour Bagdad and Cairo.” Ellichpore, the capital of
. the Imad Shahi dynasty of Berar, is still a city of importance.

GoLconda, once the capital of Tellingana provinces, became
eventually the headquarters of Kuli Kutb-ul-Mulk, who so

strengthened its fortifications that it resisted the whole of
Aurungzebe's army, and was won only by treachery. Yet it

must* not be forgotten that these cities only replaced the splen*

did old Hindoo cities of Deogiri, \yarangal and Vijayanagar,
which the Moslems destroyed. Even Bijapore lay near the

Hindoo city of Bijapore. Allowing to the capital of the illus-

trious Adil Shahi dynasty all the glory due to its architectural

features, and its wonderful channel, which, in addition to the
fountains in the city, brought water from Torvi, three miles
to the west and is a vast work of no slight engineering
skill

;
” not forgetting the reservoirs at Afzulpur and else-

where which gathered the waters from the hills to supplement
the water supply of the city—these were all made by the
Mahomedans for their ” own <X)mfort and convenience.” They
were not irrigation works for the benefit of the subject popu-
lations, such as existed in the Hindoo kingdoms, and were
allowed by the Mahomedan conquerors to go to ruin. Of
them the historian of the Deccan writes as follows : Speaking
particularly of the thinly populated country round Waran-
gal, Mr. Gribble makes the following general remarks :

—

** It must, however, at one time have been thickly populated but also
highly cultivated. It is covered with the remains of old irrigation

w«rks which arS every where to be found in the old Hindoo kingdoms,
but which, under Mahomedan rule, \^eie allowed to*fall into ruin.

About 25 miles from Warangal is one of the largest artificial lakes in

India, which is thus described in the samc*work.* Pa^ha/'—si lake
situated close to a village of the same name in latitude 17* 57' 30"

north and 79° 59' 30" east Longitude. The lake or tank is

some 12 miles square. It is enclosed on all sides, except the
west, by ranges of low and densely wooded hills. The western*
side is closed by a strongly constructed ‘«bund.’ Tradition alleges

the bund to have been constructed 1,600 years ago by Rajah
Khaldya, and a stone pillar whick stands efn the bund contains an
illegible inscription which is said to commemorate the name of the
person who builtj^. The bund is about a mile in length. The average
'depth of the water in the lake is between 30 and 40 feet.

* * • •

The Pakhal lake has been made 1^ throwing a bund across a river
* .which has cut its way over s§ western out-crop of the Vindhyas.'*

* Historical a«id Descriptive Sketch of the. Nizam's Dominions,” by
S.* Hoosain Belgraftni and C. Willmott.
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It is described by Mr. King of the Geological Survey, as
a splendid sheet of water ” lying back in two arms on either/

side of a big hill, from which low bays reach up behind low!

ridges of out-cropping Vindhyas. On every side is far stretch-

ing jungle
;
even below the bund is the thickest and densest

jungle, broken by a few patches of rice cultivation. I^or six

or seven' m9nths in the year the- neighbourhood of the lake
is very unhealthy. Now what comparison is there, we ask,

between the small drains and reservoirs of the Torvi water- .

course which supplied % Mahomedan city (Bijapore) and *the

magnificent expanse of the Pakhal lake, which irrigated the

oountry of Tellingana in the days of old Hindu rule, covered

with a numerous agricultural people? The vast jungle,” says

Mr. Gribble, “ (which is now reserved by H. H. the NTzam
for sporting purposes) has ^11 growd up since the destruction

of the Hindoo kingdom. Wh*at is now a marshy, pnwholesome
forest was probably at one time a large expanse of rice fields

”

What a picture does this afford of the desolating effects of

Mahomedan rule, suggesting the desolation of the villages

In Hampshire, by William the Norman to create the new
forest as a preserve for his game.

Giving full credit and their due mead of praise to individual

Sultans whom we have named and distinguished in the short •

sketch we have attempted,® for their clemency, magnanimity
and generosity, the system of* the administration of justice

was both barbarous and cruel. The will of the reigning Sul-

tan was law, and his vengeance fell with swiftness on any
whom he regarded, however unreasonably, as guilty and un-

worthy to live, while the punishments were marked with a
cruelty and malignity more worthy of North American savages

than of civilised rulers. Let us look at them for a moment.
Trampling under the feet of elephants ; tearing to pieces by
dogs and even tigers ; impaling or flaying alive

; putting to

death by scalding oil or other most e^ruciating tortures

;

cutting to pieces bit by* bit and even making the victim eat

the fragments of his own body so cut off
; dishonouring

the female relatives of the miserable offender after his death

or before his eyes
;
ramming living bodies into cannon and

.blowing them off witfi gunpowder—these were nearly all, re-

cognised punishment under the rule of the .Moslem Sultans of

the Deccan
;
not merely cruelties resorted to in private revenge

or for personal wrongs, but public and authorised methods
of punishment. What must-have been the public feelling they

*

fostered, or the public opinion which they«formed ? Could a
single one of the forms of |orture or death we have glanced

at, be permitted in any Native State under the suzerainty

0 Her Majesty ? Let those who decry British rule lo^k at
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• the aspect of things faintly pourtrayed in the history of Mos-
lem rule in the Deccan, and pronounce an honest verdict

upon the character of the times preceding our advent into the
country. Now and again a high-souled Sultan towered above
his times, and ruled righteously and wisely

; and as frequently

able Viziers, of loyal hearts and patriotic spirits, conducted
the administration with benefit to all classes and credit to

themselves. But in general Moslem politics meant court in-

trigues and wicked plots involving blinding opponents, or

despatching them by the dagger, poisoning or other means
m9re appropriate. In a word, it was a game of hazard among
desperate players, actuated by ambition, avarice, revenge or

passions even baser, who cared nothing for the responsi-

bilities of government or the welfare of the people.

T. C. L.



Art. V.—AKBAR and THE PARSERS.

WHEN the Emperor Akbar, disappointed with tt^ faith

of Islam professed by his fathers and by the Stite,
started on an earnest enquiry after the best religion for men, he
resolved to examine all the existing creeds that he could, tfhd

bestow patient toil on the discovery of the truth. If he could,

not discover any one^among the existing religions which
could satisfy his need, he resolved to find out the true

dements in each, and, combining them together, to set up a
new faith. For this purpose he assembled the representatives

of many sects and various creeds at his court, and bililt a

special palace for their meetings, Ccdled the Ibadat-Khana, at

Fatehpur-Sikhri. There he Tiimself presided oyer their dis-

cussions, encouraging everyone to come out with his views

without fear of repression. Ail the great religions of the

world were represented before the Emperor. First and fore-

most was, of course, Islam, the nominal State religion, whose
learned doctors naturally disliked such discussions and had
scant sympathy with the enlightened object of their Emperor.
They had, however, to be present and argue, as best they

might and could, the excellenae of their religion above all others,

and refute the claims of rival creeds. Used hitherto to be
treated with spe{:ial favour at court and to look down upon these

creeds with contempt and intolerance, they did not always

behave well under these novel circumstances, and betook them-
Ives to strange methods of defence. This led on occasions to

great confusion and uproar, when the meetings had to be
adjourned to let the heated passions cool down. Even the -

Emperor’s presence was at times not respected, and the bigoted

Ulemas taunted and threatened his trusted advisers like Abu
Fazl, Faizi, jind Bir Bal, whom they held ^ponsible for &II his

religious vagaries, in the face of their royal master. One of

these, a grandee n^med Shahbaz Khan, once said openly to

Bir Bal at one of these meetings : “ You cursed infidel, do
you talk in this manner ? It would not take me long to settle

you !
” Whereupon the Emperor scolded him ip particular,

and all the other Ulemas in general, saying.: " Would that a
shoeful of excrement were thrown into your faces !

”*

•

* Muntakhab-al-Tawarikh^ edition by Moulvi Agha
Ahmed Ali, vol. ii., p. 273. •

There are two essays on Akbar*9 religion, vis.^ VSrffs Kennedy’s in* the

Transactions of the Literary Society of Bombay^ 1818, and Prof. H. H.
Wilson's in Calcutta Oriental Magazine^ iSab- Kennedy had not got BacUoifi

before him but relied on an extract from that historian given iniT later
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Then there were the expounders of Hinduism^ the faith of
the vast majority of Akbar’s Indian subjects. He listened
attentively to their doctrines ,and favoured their views.
He notjonly discussed with them in public, but saw them
privately in his palace, and was influenced much by them.
The historian, Badaoni, gives a curious instance of how the
Emperor used to receive these men. “ A Brahman named
Debi,” says he, who was one of the interpreters of the
Mahabharata, was pulled up the walls of the castle sitting on
a charpoi till he arrived near a balcony wtiich the Emperor had
made his bed-chamber. Whilst thus suspended, he instructed
his Majesty in the secrets and legends of Hinduism, in the
mann'er of worshipping idols, the fire, the sun, the stars, and
of revering the chief gods of these unbelievers.*’*

Akbar*s surroundings, his Rajpift wives, his Hindoo advisers,

and generals like Todar Mai and Bir Bal, his taste for Sanskrit
literature and philosophy, which he had translated into Persian,

made him lean considerably towards Hinduism. Buddhism,
too, was brought to his notice and was also not without in-

fluence upon him. Professer Max Muller says that Abul Fazl,

the minister of Akbar, could find no one to assist him in his

enquiries respecting Buddhism.**^ But Badaoni says distinctly

that Samanas^’ were interviewed by Akbar along with the
Brahmans. Now these SamRnas*’ are rightly interpreted by
Professor Cowell and Mr. Lowe as Buddhist ?,scetics, “ Shra-
manas,” in fact. Prof. Max Muller himself seems to have con-
jectured this, as he puts this query to the word of Badaoni on
p. 90 : Is not Sumani meant for Samana, Le.j Shramana” ?

The cause of his hesitation seems to be the misinterpretation of
Blochmann, who, following Arabic dictionaries, calls them a
sect in Sind who believe in the transmigration of souls (tana-

suk.)’*J

Besides Mahomedans, Hindoos and Buddhists.. Akbar took
great care to have the .representatives of the great Chris-

tian’ faith of which he had heard. He /equested the Portu-

guese authorities at Goa to send him missionary priests who
could expound the mysteries of their faith. Learned and pious

priests were accordingly sent from Goa tcT Akbar*s court. An
account of their travels and mission iimy be read in Hugh*
Murray’s Discoveries in Asia” (vol. ii). But the best account

’ Indian compilation (Bombay 1^69) the Goal e-Rana. Wilson was the first

to use Badaoni. I have not used either, or Rehatsek’s imperfect transla-

tion of passages fronf fiadaoni, because Iliave gone to the original sources
tliciiisclvcs* ^
•* Badaoni, Calcutta edition, v«l. ii., p. 257, Lowe, p. 265.

t Ihtroduction to Science of Religion^ p. 24.

} Aind-Akbari^ \^) 1 . i., p. I79»
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of what they did at the Mogul court, and of their influence oii

the monarch, is doubtless that contained in the work of the Jesukt
Fatl'.er Catrou, who based his History of the Mogul Empire"
on the manuscript Memoirs of the Venetian physician, Maiiucci,

who resided for. 48 years at the Mogul court. I am gl^d to be
able to state that my friend Mr. Archibald Constable who has
given us a scholarly edition of Bernier, is going to edit dthe

complete work of Catrou from a rare manuscript which he has,

recently secured. Bartoli’s Italian History is also very important
in this connection. Akbar’s attitude towards Christianity is a
very interesting problem, not free from uncertainty and doubt,
and may be treated on another occasion The Mahomedan his-

torian notes that learned monks also came from Europe/ who
are called Padre^ and have an infaKible head, called Papa^ who
is able to change religious ordinances as he may deem advisable
for the moment, and to whose authority kings must submit,
brought the Gospel and advanced proofs for the Trinity, His
Majesty firmly believed in the truth of the Christian religion,

and, wishing to spread the doctrines of Jesus, ordered Prince
Murad to take a few lessons in Christianity under good
auspices, and charged Abul Fazl to translate the Gospel*”

There were, moreover, Jews, Sufis, Shiahs, Hanefites, and
various other religious and philosophical sects represented be-

fore Akbar, who wanted to listen^ to all, theologian and philoso*

pher, orthodox, and heterodox, heretic and schismatic, ration-

alist and mystic, to know every shade of opinion, to receive

every ray of light that he could obtain from any quarter.

There was one religion which was distinguished by its great
and hoary antiquity as well as its purity, which, if it could only
attract the royal enquirer’s notice, could not but influence him
greatly, owing to its conformity with much of Akbar’s object.

That was the ancient religion of Zoroaster, which, after a long
spell of persecution, had been driven out of its home in Persia
to seek a shelter in a corner of Akbar’s dominions. This reli-

gion was historical a/id must have forced itself on his notice in

several ways. “ Notwithstanding their paucity," says Count de
Noer, the German historian of Akbar, “ and political insigni-

ficance, the opinions of the Parsees exercised considerable

influence on the great minds of India towards the close of the
l6th Century.*’f

What Akbar did to get acquainted with this religion, and
what was bis attitude towards it, are the questions I

'

propose now to consider.; That he cane to know .this

religion and some of its chief doctrines, is certain. But how far

* Badaoni, voL ii., p. 260 ; Lowe, p. 267. •

'

t Emperor Akbar^ vol. I., p. 21, (I quote from Mrs. Beveridge’s excel-

lent translation, which is in many respects superior to lit Maury's French*)
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he was influenced by it, and how much of it he adopted in the
new faith that he constructed, is problematical. There is a
tradition among the Parsees themselves that a priest of theirs

had b|en called from Naosari in Guzerat to Akbar’s court under
strange circumstances, and that he so far succeeded in forcing

upon the Emperor's mind tbe truth and excellence of. his reli-

gion as actually to convert him to the Parsiee faith by
investing him with the sacred shirt and thread girdle,

sudrek and kustij tlie outward sign of adopting that

faith. The circumstances under which* this priest, whose name
was Mehrjee Rana, was called to Akbar's court were these ex-
ceedingly strange ones, according to the tradition. A Hindoo
priefst, deeply versed in the arts of magic and sorcery, Jugut
Guru by name,* once performed^a miracle in the presence of

the Emperor and his court, by sending up and suspending a
large silver plate, high in the sky, which looked like another
sun shining in’ the heavens, and challenged the professors of
all the religions assembled to take this new sun down, and
test the power of their faiths. Akhar, of course, called upon
the Ulemas to do this and refute the Hindoo. But they could
not do it themselves. Hence they were in anxious search of
some one who could do this and disgrace the infidel. They
were told that a priest in Natsari could do this, if he were
called. At their suggestion Akbar sent for him. He came;
he saw

;
he conquered. By reciting his prayers and by other

incantations he broke the power of the Hindoo's magic, and
the pseudo-sun came down, plate as it was, and fell at Akbar's
feet ! Akbar was astonished, as well he might be. The Parsee
priest was received with awe. He expounded his faith to

Akbar, and convinced him so well as to make him a Parsee.

This is the Parsee tradition, long cherished*by the people, and
circulated in various forms in prose and verse. There are some
poems about thiS triumph of Mehrjee Rana, sung by Khialis,

or itinerant minstrels, aqd others in,Guzerat and Bombay.f
But now as to the validity of this^ tradition. After a

diligent search I can find no historica*! proof of it whatever.

None of the numerous great histories of this reign notice it at

all
;
and it need hardly be said that, if such a highly improbable,

if not impossible, event happened at all, it must have been
mentioned and detailed by the writers who are generally

very fond of relating the marvellous. Badaoni, who mentions

* A’lV in the tradition ; but of course tjagat Guru is a title assumed by
the heads of variou^ tlindu sects.

*

t These poems, which are mere doggerel, were composed, I find on enquiry,

*by. hireling rhymesters a generation or two ago, as may be seen from the

language in which they are written. There were several such professional

rhymesters who c»>mposed any number of such doggerel verses in praise of
Uny body who pdid them for their labour.
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many other so-called miraculous or thaumaturgic feats of
jogis and Mahomedan saints, as for instance that of the
AnuptalaOy the lake filled with copper coin, does not say a word
about this. There is nothing about it in the Dabistan^ thjp other
great authority, for Akbar's religious history. Neither the
Akbar Nama of Abul Fazl, the official history, nor the
excellent Tabakat-i-Akbari of Nizain-ud-din, mentions •it.

Nay, not even the name of Mehrjee Raiia, the Parsee priest,

occurs anywhere in aiiy historical work as having gone to
Akbar’s court at all.

„ A paper has been put into my hands by the present descend-
ants of this Mehrjee Rana, who still live in Naosari, in

which what are called historical authorities are given for the
above-mentioned tradition. The 'writer of this quotes what
purport to be passages from tifree famous historians of Akbar,
viz.j Badaoni, Abul Fazl, and the author of the Tabakat-i
Akbari, in each of which the tradition is fully and emphatically
mentioned. But, strange to relate, I do not find just those
passages in these historians ! They are conspicuous by their

absence in the excellent editions of Badaoni and Abul Fazl
published by the Bengal Asiatic Society in the Bibliotheca

Indica ! The copyist says that they are to be found in the
copies at Agra, from which*! a Mahomedan Munshi had tran-

scribed them for the information of the Parsees. But this

may be dismissed as an instance of interpolation on the part of
that Munshi, very likely a forgery by the copyist himself. If

passages are wanted in Persian manuscripts, there is nothing so
certain as that they will appear anyhow ! One who has any ex-
perience of Persian historians and their manuscripts will readily

understand this. Sir Henry Elliot, who knew them all inti-

mately, mentions several instances of impudent and interested

frauds by Persian compilers, and warns us to be on our guard
against the,blunders arising from negligence and ignorance

;

the misquoting of titles, dates and name?; the ascription to
wrong authors ;

the, absence of beginnings and endings
; -the

arbitrary substitution of new ones to complete a mutilated
manuscript ;

the mistakes of copyists
; the exercise of ingenuity

in their corrections and of fancy in their additions.”:^
' Let us now look to the historical sources for. the reign of Akbar
about his relation to tlie Parsees. Abul Fazl, as is well-known,
has only one short chaj^rter, Ain yy, book i, on Akbar’s religious

opinions. He does not dilate on them in his great work,
because he meant to write i special treatisoi on this subject.

But that treatise unfortunately he did not live to write. The
fullest account of his reh'gious views may be obtained;

- i

} Historians of India, vol. 1
, p. ir, ed. 1848 Vol. I, pt 18, ed. Dowson,

1867.
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and tlieir progress traced, in the great work of Abdul Kader
Badaoni. The only passage in his whole work where be
mentions the Parsee religion is this Fire-worshippers also
came from Naosari in Gujarat’ proclaimed the religion of
Z^rdifsht as the true one, and declared reverence to fire to be
superior to every other kijid of worship. They also attracted
the Emperor's regard, and taught him the peculfar terms, the
ordinances, the rites and ceremonies of the Kaianians, At
last he ordered that the sacred fire should be made over to

the charge of Abul Fazl, and that,* after the manner of the
Kings of Persia, in whose temples blazed perpetual fires, Jie

should take care it was never extinguished night or day, for

that it is one of the signs of God, and one light from the many
lights of His creation.” * •

The author of the DabistaTi,’^ the famous book on the
various religious agd philosophical sects of the time in Asia,
which may be called a veritable encyclopaedia of Oriental
religions, gives a fuller and more detailed account. “ In like

manner,” he says, the fire-worshippers, who had come from
the town of Naosari, situated in the district of Gujrat, asserted
the truth of the religion of Zoroaster and the great reverence
jind worship due to fire. The Emperor called them to his

presence, and was pleased to taka information about the way
and lustre of their wise men.* He also called from Persia a
follower of Zardusht, named Ardeshir, to whoni he sent money ;

he delivered the sacred fire with care to the wise Shaikh
Abul Fazl, and established that it should be preserved in the
interior appartment by night and day, perpetual henceforth
according to the rule of the iMobeds, and to the manner which
was always practised in the fire-temples of the Kings of Ajem,
because the /ti Set was among the sentences of the Lord,f and
light from among the lights of the great Ized. He invited

likewise the fire-^^orshippcl•s from Kirman to his yresence, and
questioned them about the subtleties of Zardusht’s religion

;

and he wrote letters to Azer Kaivan, vvljo was a chief of the
Yezdanian and Abadanian, and invite ) him to India. Azer
Kaivan begged to be excused from coming, but sent a book
of his composition in praise of the self-existing being, of reason,

the soul, the heavens, the stars, and the cljsments, as well as a
word of advice to the King

;
all this contained in fourteen

sections
;
every first line of each was in Persian pure dert, wheu

read invertedly it was Arabic, when turned about, Turkish, and
when this was read* in reversed orAjr, it became llindi.'’j

o • Vol, ii, 261, Cal. ed.; W. Lowe, p. 26^.

t in Shea and Troyer. There is a slight discrepancy here between
the original and the tianslation, but l> h is quite iinnuuetial fur our purpose.

Troyer and Sifea, vol. iii., pp. 95 G.

VOL. CIV.] 7
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This shows clearly that the priest Ardeshir of Kerman took

a prominent part in leading Akbar to Parseeism. The dis-

cussions at Akbar's court between the various religious and
philosophical sects were carried on with ability

;
and, to

judge from the specimens of them that wc have in this

Dabistan# and also in the Akbar, Naina, their representa-

tives must have been learned men. The arguments brought
forward by the various disputants show gicat acumen and
knowledge, and I do not think that an obscure priest in a

corner of Gnzerat would have been able to take part in

discussions showing such skill and dialectical ability. They
show a knowledge of other religions and other general infor-

mation about history and philosophy which it is vain to look for

in a priest of Nao*^aii. Ardeshir T\-as, on the contrary, known
as a learned doctor of Zoroasiiianism and

;
he was consider-

ed of importance enough to be invited all the way from Kerman
in Persia, and it is recorded in the Dabistan that money for his

travelling expsnses was sent by Akbar.* Another circum.stance

also points to this. Ardeshir was invited some years after

Mehrjee Rana is supposed to have gone to the Mogul Couit. This
siiows that Akbar must have been dissatisfied with the priests

from Naosari whom Padaoni mention^'*, and, seeing that they
could n<^t teach him much, de*;crmined to go further afield and
invite Ardeshir and other Parsecs^from Kerman f Mehrjcc Rana
may have gor.e <o Akbar’s court, as his family possesses a grant

of 300 bigahs of land from the Mogul court, said to have been
given by Akbar to Mchijee on his departure fioin Delhi. J But
that he took an}^ great part in the religious and plnlosophical dis-

cussions that were carried on in the Empcror'.s presence, cannot
be maintahicd. Badaoni, as well as the Dabistan, merely says

that file worshippers came from Nassau and does not single

out any one of them as having done anything notewerthy’^.

* Vide niouimaiin in Jour. J)on, Asint. Soc

,

iSf 8, n. 14,
[* The Kditor of the luithang’i-Jchan^hi, picpared under ihe

orders of Akbar, says th.*t Aidcshii was deeply versed in the loie of the
Paisres and was a ^reat scholar of the Zend Avesta. Now the fact that

he was specially invited all the way from Persia clearly snows that the
Pai si priests of Guzeiat v. ho had previously been to Akb.ir’s court were
found wanting in any knowledge of the meaning of the Avesta. This
improved also by the general state of ignorance * in which the Indian
Parsees then were steeped.

J The testimony of thfs grant, too, is very doubtful, as it is not in the
name of Mchijee Rana, but of his son, and was granted several years after

that priest's death. The servicei. for which it was ^iverr are also not men-
tioned in it. and the land may have been given for ser-ices quite other than
those pretended by the priest's, family Now, as Melnjee Rana’s name is

not mentioned in any histoiicjil book whatfevei, and is not found even in

this family grant, the mainstay of his fainily's pieiendcd claim' to Iris

having worked the miracle and converted Aknai, I ai^. disposed to doubt
lire fact of his having evei gone to Akber’s court. ' *
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Then where is the reason for exalting Mehrjee above his fellow-
travellers ? iind then wlio were those other persons who had gone
from Nassari to Delhi ? Nasari itself stood in need of religious
'enlightenment three centuries ago, and could not be supposed
to spare much of it for Delhi. Akbar must, out of curiosity
have called Parsees from his own recently conquered province of
Guzerat for information, but, seemg that he could not get much
out of tnem, he had to call others from Persia. This, I think, is

a legitimate inference^*

The state of the Parsees of Guzerat^in those times abundantly
confirm^ this inference, that none of them could have possessed
the requisite ability to take any part in the learned and philo-

sophic discussions of the Ibadatkhana. We have some histori-

cal records which prove clearly; tliat their standard of know-
ledge was very low and that there were# ifb men among them
of even ordinary learning. They were a down-trodden people
among unsympathetic aliens, entirely absorbed in obtaining
a decent livelihood. This very Mehijee Rana and his family
were farmeis, supporting tiicmselves by tilling the ground.
The cleigy and the laity were alike ignorant and indif-

ferent. The Parsee historical manuscripts called Revayets^
^which there are extant a goodly number—enable us

to *ju3ge of the state of knowledge ampng these people during
the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. They lay

bare a state of the grossest ignorance about religion and
even its most ordinary and elementary matters. It is a matter
of notoriety among Parsees that for centuries their ancestors
in Guzerat knew very little about their religion. The compiler
of the Patsee Prakash\ is constrained to say, under year 1478 :

• Persia, the original home of the Zoroastrian religion, was the place

from which the ignorant Parsees of Inuia themselves sought and obtained
information and knowledge of their own religion during the fifteenth,

sixteenth and»following cenAiries. Vide Ancjuetil du Perron, Zend Avesia,
Tome ler- p. cccxxiii. Piof. Max Muller al.>>o suppoiis the same fhference

about Ardeshir. “ We have," says h^, ‘‘ the Zendavesta, the sacred writ-

ings of the* so called fire-worshippers, and we possess •translations of it

far more complete and far more coirect than any that the Emperor Akbar
could have obtained from Ardeshir, a wise Zoroastrian whom he invited

from Kerman to India.*'’—Science of Religion p 24. •

t This work in Gujrati is a compilation in the form of annals, and
is based upon materials which are selected and used Aincritically. It is,

by no means, an authoiitntive work, but one which must be consulted
with great caution and judgment. So far as it is baSed on solid authen-
ticated facts, it is reliable. JSut in many instances its authorities are

doubtful. For instance, mucl^pf the information nbout the early history o£-the

Parsees in'Naosari, Gujrat, is derived from a manusciipt book which pur-
poits to be a copy of original documents, written by an interested party.

The compiler of these annahyParsee PrakasJty had not seen the original

documents, Vhich are not accessible. Hence, he had to rely on the mercy
of this copyist, who ha» put in things laudatory of his family and party.
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After their arrival in India from Persia, the Parsees day byday
fjrcw in ignorance of their religion and ancient customs and
traditions, and in religious matters they were very unenlight-.

ened." Their ignorance was so great that they at last tried

the expedient of sending messengers to Persia, askifjg informa-
tion .about religious matters fro/n the Zoroastrians in Persia,

who weVe kind enough to answer these queries. TJie first

letter of religious information thus received was in 1478 and
is very curious. In it information is given about the

most elementary "points of religious observances in which
the Parsees of Naosaii and Guzeaiat were found wanting.
And sucli IS the ignorance of the priesthood of Naosari about
their sacred langu.igos and wiilings that the Dasturs^of Persia

recommend tliem to sfrtd a couple of priests to Persia in order

to learn Zend aud Pahlaf i and theieb}^ be able to know their

religiou: practices.”* After 1478, frjequent letteis were sent

to Persia, and the answers received fioin the Dasturs,
were recorded and treasured up in what arc called Revayets,

For instance, in a letter sent in 1527, the famous “ Ardai
Viiaf Nama, " which contains the Paisee tiaditional repre-

sentation of heaven and hell, was transmitted to India, as

no copy existed there of even this famous book, t In. 15,59,

many more books were isked for fiom Broach and sent there

by the Daslurs of Persia J Sven as late as 1627, a copy of the
** Vispered^” was asked for from Persia.^ Even the Vendidad^
one of the most important parts of the Parsce sacred writings,

which had originally been brought by the refugee Parsees to

India, was lost by their descendants, who had 10 do without it

for a long time, till Ardeshir, a Persian priest from Sistan, came
to Guzerat, about the beginning of the thirteenth century, and
gave them a copy, which they translated and from which all

their modern copies are derived.
||

Jamasp Hakim Vilayati^

another, learned Persian priest, says, in tlfe preface to *his Pahlavi
Furhang (MSS. MooWa Phioze Library, app. 2, No. 3), that the

The inieipolated passages fioin the Persian historians to which 1 have
alluded above are also to be found iransciibed in ibis manusciipt copy of

suppose d original documents. For historical purposes such a book is worth-

less, as anybody can pass off any book of documents as copied by him
fiom the oiiginals The industry of the cornpiler of this Parsec Prakash^

Mr. lioinanji 13 Pat*el, in culling infoimation fiom old files of newspapers

is, howevei, great » nd commendable. To the historian wiih the critical

faculty in him, this compilation will prove a good mine of mateiials
; hut it

IS of veiy little auihonty in itself.

^Revayet of Batjor Kamrin Manuscript, No» 353 Moolla Firo^e Library,

Bomba)
, p. 335.

t Revayet of Kanidin KJCambattu 67. ^ *

X Revayet cf Barjor KarndtUy p. 343. ,,

'

^ hevayet ofDarab Hormuzdyar^^ 455.

ii
Anquetil du Perron, Zend 'Avesta Tome Ij^pte. I p. cccxxiii. Cf

Westei guard, voi. 1 Zend Avesta p. x, also Gcldner Avesta^ 1896, p, xviii
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Parsees of Guzerat had to do without the Farokhski, another
most important sacred book, for nearly i,ooo years, till he gave

’ them a copy of it in 1722.*

There still stronger contemporary evidence of the state

of gross ignorance of Parsees, priests and laity alike, of
• Naosari and other parts of Guzerat, in the sixteenth ’ cen-

tury, the very age of this Mehrjee Rana. This is in a book
written in the thirties of the sixteenth century by a Parsee
from Hormuzd in Persia, giving a straiglrtforward and true

• account of what he saw during his travels in Naosari and
the neighbouring cities. He was accompanied by another
Persian, g.nd both of them were merely lay merchants and
not very learned at all. Yet,even they were shocked at the

gross ignorance of their faith in which. th^ Parsees of Guzcarat
were then hopelessly steeped. These people did not even know
the most elementary fads of the faith they professed, and tin's

Persian Parsee makes the melancholy observation tliat they
were no better than the durvands or non-Zoroastrians around
them. Nay, the Parsecs of Guzerat knew their pitiable con-

dition, and acknowledge it in the letter of invitation they
senMp this Persian, whose name was Kaoos, in these penitential

words; Though you are laymen, y^u are our priests; for

our laity in India do not know, their religion, and our faith

is corrupted by our having gone astray. And all our laity

have accepted the ways of durvandsy or infidels, add there ate

none to aid them in religious knoivledgel* This was written by
the leader of the Naosari society which was supposed to

contain our pretended learned men. We will not quote

* Anqiietil du Perron, p ccccxxvi and Jamasp in MSS, Moolla Firoze
Library, app. 2, No. 3. ** The Parsis in India, about a thousand
years after iheir iniinigraiion, were no longer in possession cf the genuine
Horn plant, aor of the FrolTorani Yasht. J.imasp accordingly prepaied this

copy for his Indian co religionists, al the special lequest, in fact, df Mobed
Rustomji, as we may read between life lines. . . .•Reheard at Bombay that

Rustomji meanwhile had died After seven days he traveljed to Surat, where
he was received by the three sons of Rustomji Here he presented to the

Parsis the Frawardin Yasht which he had brought with him, and the H6in
plant. On May 23rd, 1723, he returned to Bombay, and there transcribed the

Fiawardin Yasht in Persian characters.” Karl Geldner, Avesta Stuttgart,

1896, Prolegomena, p vii n. -Dr.Geldner elsewhere nole^ that at the tune of

Jamasp and Rustoinji this I3ih or Frawardin Yasht was in existence in the

Indian Yasht MSS, p xlv, n. 2. It is, however, absenf from most of them,
as will be seen from Dr. Geldnei’s own account of these MSS. The chief

book in which it is found, Dastur Pe^hotun Sanjma’s MS. Khordeh Avesta^
is of doubtful date. The fearned Doctor savs^bout it that “ its colophon
has been removed by a second hand, but copiei, at all events, from the
original which is gone ; it bears the date A Y. 994, A. D. 1625,” p. xii.

In absence 6( the original colophon, the date put in it by a later hand must
be considered highly doubtful. The dates of Indian MSS. present a very
puzzling •question to inquirers owing to ‘many forgeries and false dates
inserted to increase the value of spurious later copies.
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further from this interesting account, called the ^^Kissaeh-

Kaoos va Afshad," which is the first part of a book called the

Hadesa Nanta^ or an account of the evil days of the Parsees.'

In truth, it furnishes a gloomy picture of the degraded state

of that people in the middle of the sixteenth century.

Ex uno disce omnes. This is typical of several centuries^. Tliis

period has been neglected in the History of the Parsees
**

by my learned and respected friend, Mr. Dosabhai Frafnjee

Karaka, Hut I am hopeful that this and other defects

in his work will be remedied in the new edition now preparing.

Now let us turn to the influence of the Parsee religion upon
Akbar. That he studied it deeply and was struck , by it, is

clear. But what did he adopt ^of it, when he constructed his

Tauhidd-Ilahi, his Civkie Monotheism,'* upon the good that

he found in the existing religions ? As 1 have shown else-

where, Akbar at first established a pure- and simple monotheism,

without any symbols or any rites. But later on, when he saw
the necessity of outward visible symbols to express the inner

ideas, he took the Sun for his great symbol of God. As Tenny-
son makes him say :

—

Let the Sun
Who beats our Earth to yield us grain and fruit,

And laughs upon thf field as well as mine,

And warms the blood of 'iShiah and Sunnee,
Symbol the Eternal.

This veneration for the Sun he may be said to have taken

from the Parsee religion, which, as is well known, venerates

the Sun as the great symbol of the Eternal. Father Catron
ambiguously says in his rare work : He adopted from; the

Pagan worship the adoration of the Sun, which he practised

three times a day : at the rising of that luminary, when it was
at its meridian, and at its setting.*’* Hinduism had also some-
thing te do with this inclination of Akbar towards Sun-
worship. Badaoni sstys that Bir Bal gave him this : The
accursed Bir Bal tried to persuade the Emperor that since, the

Sun gives light to all and ripens all grain, fruit and products

of the earth and supports the life of mankind, therefore that

luminary should be the object of worship and veneration
;

that the face should be turned towards the rising and not to-

wards the setting sun, towards Mecca, like the Mahome-
dans, which is the west ;

that man should venerate fire, water,

stones and trees, and all, natural objects, even down to cows
and their dung

;
that Ive should adopt*the sectarial mark and

Brahmanical thread. (Several wise men at Court confirmed
ivhat he said, by representing ^hat the sun was the ‘ greater

light * of the world and the benefactor of its inhabitants, the

• Moghul Empire^ p. 121.*
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patron of kings, and that kings are but his vicegerents. This
was the cause of the worship paid to the sun on the Nauroz*
i-Jellalif and of his being induced to adopt that festival for

the celebration of his accession *to the throne,"* Thus, as in

evfcrything else, so in tliis, Akbar, owing to his. strong eclectic

bent, combined several things together. Tennyson’s. Hymn to

thi Sun is a beautiful embodiment of Akbar’s ideis about it.

I

Once again thou (lamest heavenward, once again we see thee rise,

Eveiy morning is thy birthday gladdening hunfan hearts and eyes,

Evpry morning here we greet it, bowing lowly down before thee,

Thee the Godlike, thcc the changeless, in thine everchanging skies. •

II

Shadow-maker, shadow-slayer, qg-rowing light from clime to clime,

Hear thy inyiiad laureates hail thee mojiaith in their woodland rhyme.
Warble bird, and open flower, and men, below ihe dense of azure.

Kneel adoring Him the Tuneless in the flame that measures Time,

Akbar’s eclecticism is also to be found in the other thing
that he may be said to have taken from the Parsec religion

—

the veneration of fire. We have seen how he oidered Abul
Fazl to take charge of the sacred fire and to feed it continuous-
ly, thus keeping it always burning, as in the fire-temples of
the Persians. But the Hindoos, too, have a kind of fire-

worship, and Akbar must have been influenced by them, too,

in this. Badaoni mentions flic fact that from early youth, in

compliment to his wives, the daughters of the Rajahs of Hind,
he had within the female apartments continued to burn
the /lom, which is a ceremony derived from sun-worsliip, " f

I think ‘B.idaoni's learned translator, Mr. W. H. Lowe, is

wrong in his note on this /lom when he sa3^s it is the branch of

a certain tree offered by Parsees as a substitute for soma juice,’

The /£{?m ceremony of the Hindoos is, as Blochmann rightly

notes here, a kind of fire-worshii), and has nothing to do with
the tarsee mystic horn" juice, which figures in .most of their

sacred rites. Fire-worship, therefore, like Sun-worship, Akbar
must have taken from the Parsce rcligiomand partly also from
the Hindoo. The pious care with which he ordered tlie fire to

be kept burning is, of course, peculiar only to the Zoroastrian.s,

who are unique in this matter. The Hindoos offi^r sacrifices to

the god of fire, but are not so solicitous^about keeping it pure

and always burning.

Another matter in which Akbar was brought into connection

with the Parsecs and indirectly influenced by them was the

Calendar. Being* displeased with everything Mahomedan, he
• 1

* Vol. ii, p. 260, Lowe, p. 2^ ; also cf. Dabistan, vol. iii., p. 95.

fVol. if, p. 261, Lone, p. 269.

t P. 269 note.#
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tried to get rid of as many institutions and opinions connected

with the established faith as he could. One of the chief of these

was the Mahomedan Lunar Calendar, which was in vogue for a

long time in India. He altered it and adopted the Parse^Solar
Calendar, with the old Persian names of the months and da3^s,

Farvardin,.Ardibehesht, &c., and Hotmazd, Bahman, &c. The
era he changed also, making it, like the ancient Persian kingfy

era begin with his accession. According to the Ain-i-Akbari*
Akbar changed the era and esiablislKci his Ilahi or Divine

era after the Parsee model in A. H. 992, or A. D. 15841*
His Majesty says A bul Fazl '‘had long desired to iii-

troBuce a new computation of years and months throughout
the fair regions of Hindustan, in order that perplexity might
give place to easiness. H^ was likewise averse to the era of

the Hijra, which was of ominou^ signification, but because of

the number of short-sighted ignorant men, who believe the

currency of the era to be inseparable froni religion, His Im-
perial Majesty, in his graciousness, dearly regslrding the attach-

ment of the hearts of Ids subjects, did not carry out bis design

of suppressing it. . . In 992 of the Novi lunar year, [A.D,

1584] the lamp of knowledge received another light from the

flame of his sublime intelligence and its full blaze shone upon *

mankind. . . Tlie imperial design was accomplished. Amir
Fathu'llah Shirazi, the represent?vtivc of ancient sages, the

paragon of the house of wisdom, set himself Id the fulfilment

of this object, and, taking as his base the recent Gurgani Canon,
began the era with the accession of his Imperial Majesty.

The splendour of visible sublimity which had its manifestation

in the lord of the universe commended itself to this chosen
one, especially as it also concentrated the leadership of the

world of spirituality, and for its cognition by vassals of au-
spicious mind, the characteristics of the diving essence were
ascribed to it, and the glad tidings of its perpetual adopfion
proclaimed. The years and months are* natural solar without
intercalation, and the P^ersian names of the months and days
have been left unaltered. The days of the month are reckoned
from 29 to 32,J; and the two days of the last are called Roz-o^
Shab (Day and Night).”'

• Bk. iii, intro. '* f Jarrett, vol. ii, p. 31.

J Cunningham has this passage of Abul Fazl in a slightly altered form,
probably from Gladwin. “ The months are from 29 to 30 days each.
There is not any week in the Persian month, the 30 days being dis-
tinguished by different names, and in those months ^lich have 32 days',

the last two are named Ros-o-Shab (day and night), and in order to dis-
tinguish one from the other, are called first an^ second.’’ Whereupon this
learned antiquary comments thus ; “ In the account quoted from Abul Faf/I,

which Frinsep has also copied, the lengths of the monih| are said to be
•'from 29 to 30 days each ;** but in the old Persian Calendar of Yazdajird,
they were 30 days each, the same as amongst the Parsis of the present
day,*’ vide Prinsep, Indian Antiquities^ vol. ii, p. 171 (useful Table.) The
Farsis have 5 intercalary days at the end of the 12 months.
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Badaoni’s account of this change of the Era and Calendar
is characteristic. ‘'Since, in his Majesty*s opinion, it was a
settled fact that the thousand years since the time of the
mission of the prophet (peace be upon him !) which was to be
the pdriod of the coiitinuance of the faith of Islam, were now
completed, no hindrance rcnraincd to the promulgation of
these Secret designs which he nursed in his heart. And so,

considering any further lespcct or regard for the Shaikhs and
Ulema (who were unbending and uncom4)romising) to be un-
necessary, he felt at liberty to embark fearlessly on his design

of anrtulling the Statutes and Ordinances of Islam, and of

establishing his own cherished pernicious belief. The first

command that he issued was this ; that the “ Era of the

Thousand ** should be stamped on jhci coins The
Era of the Ilijrah was now abolished, and a new era was intro-

duced, of which the jfirst year was the year of the Emperor’s
accession, viz.j 963.* |

he months had the same names as at

the time of the old Perlian kings, and as given in the Nicab-uc-
cibyaan.t Fourteen festivals also were introduced correspond-
ing to the feast of the Zoroastrians

;
but the feasts of the

Mussalmans and their glory were trodden down, the Friday
alone being retained, bccau'^e some old decrepit silly

people used to go to it. The new Erl was called the Tarikh-i^

Ihihu On copper coins and gold viohurs the Era of the
Millennium was used, as indicating that the end of the religion

of Muhammed, which was to last one thousand years, was
drawing ncar,’'J

The fourteen sacred festivals of the Parsees were also adopt-
ed by him. "When his Majesty,” says Abul FazI, "was in-

formed of the feasts of the Jamsheds, and the festivals of the
Parsee priests, he adopted them and used them as opportunities

• The new era commenced, accoiding to Cunningham, on I5t>j Febiuary
1556 (B S.)

;
but, as Messrs. Sewell and Uikhsl;it point out in their Indian

recently published (London, 1896), ' that day was a Satuiday,’
and they accoidingly commence It on the I4ih Febiifary.

—

Indian Calen-
dar

^ p. 46 note.

+ A vocal)ulaiy in rhyme written by Abu Na9r-i-Faidhi, of Farah in

Sijistan, and read, says Blochmann, for centuries, in n^rly every Madrasah
of Persia and India.

X Badaoni, Cal. Ed. Vol, II. pp. 301, 30C ; LoWe pp. 310, 316. Cf.

Dabistan

:

" The Emperor further said, that one thousand years have
elapsed since the beginning of Muhammed’s mission, and that this was
the extent of the duniiion of this religion, now arrived at its term.'*

(Vol. III. p. 98) “I havi»«read somewhere, » says General Cunningham,
"that in A. H. 992, when the Hijra millenary began to draw towards its

close, ^and Akbar was meditating the establ?i>hment of the Ilahi Era. one
of his courtiers stated openly that thd^eras even of the greatest kings did
not last beyond 1000 years. In proof of this he cited the extinction of
some Hindu era, which^Was abolished at the end of 1000 years." (Book
of Indihn Eras p. 84).
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of conferring benefits. Again His Majesty followed the
custom of the ancient Parsis, who held banquets on those
days the names of which coincided with the name of a month.
The following are the days which have the same name as a
month : 19th Farwadin

;
3rd Urdibihisht

;
6th Khiirdad f 13th

Tir
; f th Amurddd

;
4t)i Shahriwar ; l6th Mihr

;
loth Aban

;

9th Azar
; 8th, 15th, 23rd Dai; 2nd Bahman

;
5th Isfiftiddr-

mug. Feasts are, actually and ideally, held on each of these

days.* Of these thq greatest was the Naoroz or New Year's
day feast, which commenced on the day the sun entered Aries
and lasted till the 19th day of the first month Farvardin. •

But this New Parsee Calendar disappeared soon, like most
innovations of Akbar, being abolished by Aiirangzib in the

very second 3^ear of hisgiei^n. The historian of that monarch
gives this candid reason for the abolition of the new calendar.
“ As this resembled,” says Khafi Khan, *yhe system of the fire-

worshippers, the Emperor, in his zeal fc^.r upholding Muham-
madan rule directed that the year oil the reign should be
reckoned by the Arab lunar year and months, and that in the

revenue accounts also the lunar year should be preferred to the

solar. TJie festival of the (solar) used year was entirely abo-
lished. Mathematicians, astronomers and men who
studied history, know thtit . . . the recurrence of the four

seasons, summer, winter, th^ rainy season of Hindustan, the

autumn and^spring harvests, the ripening jt the corn and fruit

of each season, the tankhzvah of the jagirs^ and the money of

the inansabJars, are all dependent upon the solar reckoning,

and cannot be regulated by the lunar
;

still his religious

Majesty was unwilling that the fiauroz and the year and months
of the Magi should give ihcir names to the anniversary of his

accession.”!-

R. P. Karkaria.

* Ain-i-^kbaii, Rk. It 22, Blochmann, Vol. I, p. 276, cf Count de
Noer, Entperor Akhar^ Vol II, p. 268. 'Fhc account in the Da^istan is

as follows: “ On account of ihe difference between the eia of the Hindus
and that of the Hejira used by the Arabs, the Emperor introduced a new
one, begininor from the fust year of the rei«n of Humayun, which is 963
of the Hejira (A.D. 1555-6) ;

the names of the months weie those used
by the kings of Ajem, and fourteen festivals in the year instituted, coin-

ciding with those of*' Zirdusht, were named ‘the years and days of

llahi' 1 his arrangement was established by Hakim Shah Fattah ulla

Shirazi.’" (Shea and Troyer, Vol III, p. 99)
+ Muntakhabu-l’Lubab, apud Elliot and Dowson Vol. VII, pp. 231-2.

cf. Cunningham Indian Era^^ p. 83 :
‘‘ The H^hi era was employed ex-

tensively, though not exclusively, on the coins of Akbar and Jehangir,

and appears to have fallen into disuse early in the reign of Shah Jahan.,
Marsden has published a coin of this King with the date of Sanh 5 ilahi,

coupled with the Hijrah date of 1041. But in this case the^lahi date

would appear to be only the jalus or year of the*Jj:ing’s reign. NumiS'
mata Orientnlia^ Vol. II, p 640.

*

A pot tion of this article was included in a discourse before the B. B.

Royal Asiatic Society.



Ae^t. VI.-THE rise of -socialism in FRANCE.
* (An Historical Sketch). .

• I-

/^N the morrow of victory, we will pillage the large

shops, drink the wines at Bercy, divide with one
another all we find in the markets,* take up our abode in the

best hotels
;
and if one proprietor even should still survive in

in some street, he will owe his safety solely to our forgetful-

ness." Such are the words which the unenlightened reader

would attribute to somti street ruffian, masking his predatory

instincts beneath the cloak of sdtialism, but wliich, however,

are the utterance of M. Lafargue, the leader of an important

party, which consisted lately of no less than 6o deputies, sitting in

the parliament of the most beautiful, and perhaps the most civil-

ised of Europeanicapilals. Indeed, we should require all the

elucidation that the “ Ville Lumilre

"

could afford us, before

we could discern the raison d’ etre of so stupendous a menace,

»It was expressed in writing in a newspaper published at

Roubaix, and it has been twice fopied and vouched for by one of

the most respectable organa of the Parisian Press.* Many of

us remember the Commune, and perhaps the Revolution of 1848,

with the sanguinary revolt which ensued, so sternly repressed

by Cavaignac, and we have perused with horror the history of

the Terror of ’93 ;
but wc have never been shocked by more

desperate word.s than this written threat of the Socialist leader.

Though great licence is permitted to the French press, and
and though public opinion pays little heed to the outbursts of

temper of exasperated and irresponsible politicians, we cannot but

conclude that ‘a hot fire glows beneath the smoke. France, on
the whole, is disappointed with, the results df the policy of

French opportunists. Much had been hoped from the establish-

ment of the Republic that was to be the panacea for all the

abuses which had corrupted the country under the Govern-

ment of Bourbons, Orleanists and Bonapartes. But the Re-
public has not abolished corruption, for it has been flagrant

during the last fifteen years
;
nor has the present regime satis-

fied the just aspirations of the people, or rendered them more
contented with their lot. Even the honourable sentiments of

the country ware insulted b}^ a dishonourable traffic which

diminished the prestige of the Legion of Honour. It was fur-

ther disgusted and disheartened *by the failure of the Panama
enterprise, ' which exposed the dishonesty and culpable want of

Le Soleil,” March, 22nd 1895.
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foresight that sullied many politicians who directed the

fortunes of the young Republic. There have been other scan-

dals, only less disastrous
;
journalism has been disgraced by

shameless blackmailing, while the most reckless disreg^ird of
common honesty has been displayed by the municipalities of
impoitant towps. The distress of the poor exceeds that which
was patiently endured a few decades ago. Taxation is onerous

;

the conscription is almost unendurable, and commerce, industry

and agriculture are suffering from a severe depression.

It is not astonishing that the people are disillusioned as to

the* advantages of the present system of Government, when
they perceive that their representatives in pailiament spend
valuable time in futile cavilling, while the most serious questions

imperatively demand a solutit <n. But, despite its many symptoms
of incapacity, the Republic has completely baffled the preten-

sions of dynasties, and is at present recognised as the sole

Government possible. It has certainly produced many devoted
and capable public servants, who have laboureJ assiduously for

their country's welfare, who have placed the national defences on
a tolerably secure footing, have adequately provided for popular
education, constructed railways, and perseveringly annexed
colonies. It is true that some discontent has been occasioned’'

among earnest Catholics, through the interference of Government
with their organisation

;
but a policy of conciliation has lately

been inaugurated at Rome. As regards the existing causes

of distress, the Republic is only in part rcs[)onsible, as, owing
to the disastrous war of 1870, the taxes required to provide for

increased armaments are so high as to entail great sacrifices.

The present economical crisis is also suflicient to account for

much suffering.

But the general discontent which is so apparent in the

country is not so much political as social. The splcbs has found
its voice, and its complaints arc loudly expressed. It is like

the boy who, on emerging from childhood, is not satisfied with
his increase of liberty, but aspires to the privileges of manhood.
His requirements are larger, and his demands augment with his

years. France has achieved the establishment of the Republic,

and abolished personal Government, but she is still dissatisfied.

The masses, who have now come to the front, are no longer

content with their simple lot, and anticipate the time when
they shall fully enjoy the inheritance that they suppose the

Revolution should have securcid for them. They hold that at

present worldly advantages are the too exefusive appanage*
of the privileged and wealthy. They long for that real

equality of condition which they believe to be the- legitimate

outturn of the great efforts their fathers made in tlie preceding

century to establish political liberty. They even iftiagine that
'
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* Christianity is on their side, as it favours so much the poor and
the suffering, though tliey refuse to be bound by its dogmas,
and prefer ‘ immanents * to ‘celestial * justice. They are unable
to take a large and comprehensive view of society

;
yet they

ciesirt^to change completely our present social system, in wliich

there are still so many abuses : willing inc*n' still Iiungcr for

v^i^nt of work
;

healthy children perish for lack .of proper food,

and poor girls are often induced to lead a life of shame, lest

they should starve. Religious faith has waveied,and old social

ties no longer bind. •

.Feudalism, whose essence was mutual service, has not ye
been replaced, and the apparently emancipated multitude*are

no longer resigned to a servile condition in tlic hope of a richer

reward in life hereafter. .They hope cliiefly for eaithly happi-

ness, and the dream they so longf entertained, tliat they could
realise this happiness at the advent of political libeity, has

proved a deception. In no country has tliis disillusion been
more keenl}^ felt tlian in France, despite her natural wealth and
the great facilities |)f existence which her wide and fertile territory

offers to a population that is not too numerous for its resources.

The woikmen of her towns now clamour for another revolution,

.which this time shall be social, just as the preceding one of
'89 was political. Thccountiyjs alieady yielding to the claim

of Socialism, whose complc^te tiiumph could not be secured

without the “ necessary violence and the misery such a
course would entail. Indeed, much of contemporary legis-

lation is socialist in its character
;

and, just as the political

reforms promoted by Louis XVI strengthened the hands of
the opponents of monarchy, so it is possible that at the

present time the concessions made to the spirit of socialism

will serve to incite fresh demands, till at last the present fabric of
society is overthrown

;
and we may perchance witness a socialist

repetition of th£ reign of terror. But Frenchmen, as a rule, still

cling to the principle of property, ^nd, indeed, Ae majority of

them are proprietors, or at least possess a certain amount of

wealth, however small it may be. With* the exception of the
‘ proletariat,* or labouring class, of the towns entirely depending
on its daily salary for existence, they are not, by any means,
disposed to take another leap into the dark like that of the

last cenluiy, when they were only savTid from their dilemma
by the coup d’etat of a military genius.*

The Socialist party, however, increases considerably in

numbers, and, ky its alluiing programme for the abolition of

social inequalilie.s, of standing armies, of poverty and want,
• has induced many to contribute lo its success who dissent from

thS levelling opinions it professes. Even devout Catholics have

, approved bo;he of its views, and the Count de Mun, one of the
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principal Catholic deputies, has formed a society of Christian

workmen whose aims are paitly socialist, while the term itself

is no longer an opprobrium. Political economy has not

succeeded in promoting general- prosperity, and indiscriminate

charity has only served to increase pauperism. There is

already a pact between advanced Radicals and Socialists, and
the two parties await their opportunity. Such is the aspect of

the social question in France.

II.

The principle of association is extremely ancient, and has
been traced to the earliest times among the ancient popula-

tions of Asia. Manual labour was in great pait performed
by slaves

;
but it has ieen clearly shown that there existed,

at the same time, fraternities of artisans. Masons, whose
organisation was contemporary witli the building of the

Temple at Jerusalem, introduced masonic brotherhoods into

Egypt, whence they passed to Greece and Italy. The Roman
empire contained numerous corporations ^ of tiades and
crafts enjoying privileges

;
when it was overthrown by bar-

barians, municipal institutions were preserved in Italy, Gaul
and other Romanised countries

;
and workmen's asso-

ciations still exercised their callings in their important
cities. Teutons introduced their guilds into North-Eastern
France, and, though apparently the latter were designed for

mutual succour irrespective of work, they seem to have existed

in that district at the same time, and with the same objects

as other associations of workmen.
The ‘Companions' were, perhaps, the most ancient association

and especially charged themselves with the defence of the

interests of artisans against the numerous vexations which
hampered their industry. They flourished most in the nth
century, for in the following one municipaliti'es were strong

enough to asseit their independence against the pretensions

of feudal superiors. Then corporations of trades arrogated

to themselves far greater privileges than before
;
in their turn

they became arbitrary, and appear to have excluded, in a

great measure, the more humble * Companions * from partici-

pation in their increased privileges, and from attaining to the

position of masters, a rrght they had hitherto enjoyed.

This exclusion induced the 'Companions' to organise them-
selves still more strongly in self-defence. No longer able to

gain their livelihood through sedentary occupations, they
became ambulatory, and wandered from town to town exer-

cising their crafts. Their 6rganisation was so strong that

they were able to afford the most efficient assistance 'to

each other ;
succour in peril, and bread in time of want.
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Associations of Companions have existed iip to the present

time, with a few intervals, when they were interdicted by
governments, and in a certain sense are the precursors of the
Trades Unions, of secret societies of workmen like the
intcrnalionial, and of the organisation of Labour against
Capital.

In 1791, the National Assembly abolished all the afjsociations

of crafts and trades, corporations, companions, religious frater-

nities, guilds, maitrises (masterships) and jurandcs (workmen’s
juries,. It was hoped that the removal .of impediments to

trade, and the freedom of contract between masters and work-
men would be more beneficial to society than such organisations,

13ut experience has scarcely justified this exi)cctation
; for,

although the interests of Com^anif)ns were, to a certain extent,
sacrificed to corporations, yet on the whole such institutions

afforded some amount of protection to toilers against the
encroachment of the powerful, and the greed and avaiicc of
unscrupulous individuals.

Dining the Middle Ages and subsequently, there were occa-
sional lisings of the peasantry against the tyranny and exac-
tion of their lords

;
but such jacqueries were rather outbursts

of hatred and fury against oppression than real socialist move-
menfs. During the religious wars of the i6th centmy, some
fanatical Leaguers advocated extremJ measures against autho-
rity

;
but Lcagures were not I^evellers, who were, however,

numerous in Cromwells army in the following century, and
previously among the Protestant peasantry of Geimany,
When the absolute rule of the Giand Monaique replaced the

State, a few faint voices weie still heard demanding reforms
and denouncing war, while the noble precepts of Fenclon did
not pass unheeded. The Abbe de Saint Pierre was the precursor
of the reforming philosophers of the icSth century, but the
character of his g^iniiis and of the systems he advocated,
rather belonged to the 17th century than to the follou«ing one.
He was a real philanthfopist, the* originator of the word

' bienfaisant ’ and the author of some excellent reforms, which,
strange to say, were in part accomplished under the corrupt
government of Louis XV. Put he was Jn agreement with
moderns socialists only in his desire to abolish war, for which
object he proposed a somewhat far-fetch«d plan. Yet Saint
Pierre may be justly considered the first gre^it social reformer of
of modern France.

In the 1 8th cenhiry ancient (yeeds and institutions no
longer remained unchallenged, but were exposed to the pitiless

dissection of modern philosoph3\ •As a rule, the principal

Encyclopaedists were so busily engaged in the destruction
c»f supeistition, aad, indeed, of revealed religion, as well as
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with the advancement of science, that they paid comparatively
little attention to the socialist aspiiations of humanity. But
the world was weary of the past. Feudalism was no longer a
reality, and was condemned by the most enlightened minds.

Religion had lost its influence ainong the higher Classes, and
scarcely retained its hold on the lower. France had been
sated with glory under Louis 5CIV, and was disgraced under
his successor. Incredulity had replaced devotion, and society

was lulled by illusions of eveiy kind.

When Rousseau revived the love of nature, humanity revolt-

ed against the prevaletit artificiality of the age, while philo-

sophers sought a social ideal in the annals of Greece and
Rome. Liberty alone did not suffice to satisfy the more
ardent minds

;
and Montesquieu, des[)itc his attractive style

and the consideration “'in which his works were held among
thinkers, made but little impression on popular sentiment
when he atlvocatcd a liberal constitution after the pattern

of England’s, as a means of political renovation. Voltaire

patronised liberty
;

but the destructi ^e criticism of tyranny
and creeds had little direct influence with the uncultivated

classes.

Apparently the first important attempt to advance socialist

views in France is to be attributed to Moielly, who published

his great work entitled “ La Code de la Nature ” about the year

1752, He pleaded in behalf of soci alism in the name of
morality, holding that the latter had hitherto been completely
false, as it started with the assumption that mankind is

inherently vicious. Morelly maintained, on the contiary, that

men are born good, and that even their passions arc beneficial

unless they are perverted. Avaiice, in his opinion, was the

source of all our actual vices, and was the coiruption of our
nature that was occasioned by the possession of property.

Hence, it was necessary to abolish its tei/ure by individuals, to

replace it by State ownership, and to share equally all social

advantages, Tlie new organisation of society which he ad-

vocated was somewhat complicated, but asserted the equality

of all it members
;
and he insisted on a similar education for

all the youths of the country. The “ Code de la Natuie is

remarkable under two aspects, as it contained the germ of
modern collectivisfn, and comprised one of the leading features

of socialism,— its revolt against the old system of morality.

The Contrdt Social ’’ was, however, the real base of modern
socialism. In this woik Rousseau appended both to popular
passion, and to popular reason. He denounced the actual
form of society in the ‘’name of nature which he so iiiuch

loved, and of justice which he so ardently defended
; tflie most

eloquent wiiter of his age pleaded the lighti' of nature against
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ai'tificial oppression. Le Contrdt Social maintains some of the
views of modern socialism, such as the social pact of the
people and the sovereign power, which have, to some extent,
been adopted by the legislators of the great Revolution. Its

celebrated denunciation of the acquisition of private property
is ‘.till famous. It was certainly Rousseau’s mind which left

tlie sii'ong jst impress on the feelin<^s of contemporary society,

and doubtless sentimental socialism derives in gieat part

from him. His, too, was the presiding influence at the great

Revolution
;
and the proclamation of the Rights of Man re-

peated Rousseau’s ideas

The third of the principal socialist writers of the pre-revolu-

tionary epoch was ]\Iabl^^ who 2:>rotestcd against existing
institutions, not s-) much in* the nai^e of morality, or out-

raged nature, as (Ait of acimiration for some austere
and socialist foini of anticpic icpuhlic-’. Like so many of his

conleinporai ics, lie turned with disgust from the refinements
and affectations of Iknisian life, in which tlic’re existed neither
libel ty nor icalit}’, to tfie ideal which the classic governments
of Gieccc and Rome afforded

;
and more pai ticularl)" to the

country of Lycurgus, wlio, in his eyes, was the gieat model for

all >ulurc legi*^! dor^. ]Mcil)ly dcsiicd a return to the age of
gold, which with him implied pov(^rly and simplicity. For
this c.bject it would L>c iisoful to suppress science, letters and
arts, and if it wcic only po.-^.iblc to attain a Spartan ideal by
tlv' extermination (-( the m ijoiity (>f the human lacc, it would
be advaiita geou'. lor th * inin ait)’ not to sliriiik from such a
mea^uic. Noiilv r abject poveity inn wealth should be per-

mitted ; socielv’ should iini’a'e ( he S[):u trins, and live in cfimimm,
p«it taking </f the .same .sini[)le diet.. Though Mably’s ideal

contains many ab'^aialif i.s, yet his views are extremely in-

terc.sting, as they m ;ik a ciiaiaclci islir t-f the time, when it

was the* fashi(»n to admire tlic social simplicity c?f the best
epochs of (jicecc and Ronte. Theie*then prevailed a real

eiUliushi.sm for clas.-jical forms of lihcaty, ^md the heroes
who defended them, at the same time that men revolted
against piejudicc.s and tradition, with tlie.vicw of founding a
new and renovated socivdy following a classic modtd. It was
apparently foi gotten that (he fanuuis iqitiblics of antiquity,

though their c^mstitutions wcic at once kheial and socialist,

permitted the most baleful institution which can disgrace hu-
maiiiiy : the government of Sparta, ivhicli was then so lauded,
maintained the worst form of slavery* that has ever existed

;

and ^ in the Athenian st itc alone tiicrc Vere as man}^ as 400,000
sbives, ®ut of a total population which scarcely exceeded
500,000 souls. .

Of* the socialists'wlio were contcmpoiarics of the great Revo-
VOL. CIV.] 8
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lution, the mo-t prominent was Babeuf, who was the real

precursor of the destructive anarchism of the present dav.
He bequeathed to posterity a system to which the repulsive
name of Bnbouvism has bebn affixed : it advocated the con-
fiscation of the propel ty of all who possessed a larpjer .share

of wealth than tl^eir fellows, anej a political constitution which
should be* drawn up in such a way as to efTace all hope of
individual supeiiorit\’, whether of liches, power or intellect.

In his opinion even discoid was preferable to a “horiible
concord in which we aic choked by hunger.'* It would be
better foi all things to icturn to Chaos, that a new aud le-

geneiatc society m ght cineige. llab< uf ap[)cais to have been
influenced by 15riss'»t, a socialist wiitei, wlio was the author of
the

“
'J'hcoiy of Criminal Lavis,” anti who attained celebi ity

b -fore the Revolutum. The latter maintained that the sole

title of piopeity wa*. necessity, bt j’und v\hich it could iK)t

extend
;

anti he attiibuied to man tlic right of satisfy ing his

natural wants by all p*«s^il>le moans, even by theft, and lie

pro[)Osed tliat society should be reco'tsti iictctl in such a way
as to afford it every means of gratifying its natural appetites.

Though the leaders of the Revolution endowed France with
political equality, they stopped short at complete sociaJisin,

Indeed, when once they luid confiscated the lands of the Church
and the nobles, they p!a)fessed a gieat respect for property
and declaied its inviolability.

Tlie numer<.us wais and the military despotism of

Napoleon, wno was so opposed to Ulc^pias of every de-
scription, offeied little scope f(jr the reaiisaiion of socialist

projects. Yet, almi'St at the outset of the lunpirc, Foui rier,

an earnest thinker ami genuine humanitarian, developed
his scheme of social legeneiation. He was the first of the

three great Uiopists, who included Saint Simon and
Cabet, and was ccitaiidy the most oiiginal of ihi'. tf'io. 'I'he

keystone of his system was the attraction of the passions

( attraction pass*onee

j

which, as legaids mankind,* corre-

sponded to the law of gravitation in science. The
passi‘)ns were often condemned, especially by theologians

;
but

Founier maintained that they were altogether beneficial,

though they weie liable to abuse, and only by their aid cnuld

talents be piopeily developed. Society should henceforth form
one harmoMiou-s whole, consisting of industrial ctjlonies or

phalanges, vvhcie the level of capacities slioulcl be raised by
the lurip of the prope? appieciation the [>assions Rut
Fourrier was no leveller

;
nor did lie desiie to confiscate the

propel ty of others. He wished to educate society^ and to

perfect it tluough model colonies, or phalanges^ by means of

which individual merit should contiibute most to the common
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weal. Some of his projects were far-fetched, as was his idea
of one great European State, consisting of numerous phalanges,
whose capital should be at Constantinople, and whose govern-
ment should be presided over by a constitutional chief. His
prind'ples were thoroughly moral

;
he was an enthusiast for

merit and the nobler qualities of humanity
;
nor did he .attack

reliui©n. Experiments have been made with llie view of
making a practical trial c»f his theoiies, but with little success

;

he has, however, left to posteiity a new jjnd oiiginal system,

and the examj)le of a devoted love of humanity. Saint
Simon, who succeeded Founier as a social regeneiator, atti act-

ed even greater attention. He was also one of the most ori-

ginal think* rs c)f his epoch
;
but it is said tliat he piobably

owed some of his princi[)al • ideas t^ his precursor. Saint

Simoiiianism was entitled at first a sect and then a church, for

its founder and his disciples established a S3\stein that was
religious as well as social

;
some (jf the most prominent men

of letters r»nd philosophers were among his apostles.

I’he guiding pmufiple of Saint Sitnonianisin, as regards

the mor.d amelioration of societ}^, was ^ rehabilitation of the
flesh,’ which rcphices Fourrier's ‘attraction of the passions.*

But •the leading fc.ituie C)f his system f«>r the material renova-
tion of society was Unlike later socialists, he
proposed that capital should become the bulwaik of a new
society, but so regulated that all should share in its benefits,

A bank of exchange was to facilitate its transactions, and
labour was to be as much a medium of value as another
comInodit}^

He sought to substitute the direction of business for the rule

of men
;

to replace politics b)’’ administration, and power by
capacity. ‘ Tciicstiial ’ moralil}-, or the moiality which sliould

alone icgard this life^ was to take tlie place of ‘celestial * by
which at picsent justice in this woild appeared to iiim neglect-

ed for judgment in the next tme. A colnplete equality should
exist between the sexes, and man and wife were to be the
piicst and piiestess of society. Saint Simon's views, and those
of his brilliant successors, h.ive left a deep pnpress on modern
thought, though little |)ractical result. It is said that a colony
of Saint Simonians existed for a few years ag© at some distance
from Paris, but that they had returned tt) a state of nature,

awd could only preserve their existence by means of the roots

and benics which tjjey gathered the forest that sheltered
then)

J but we cannot vouch for the truth of this story.

TJie leading features of the sj'stemVif Cabet, the third of the
great Utopists, were meiit an3 equality; we should all possess
according to our dJes^erts and what our needs require. A
sociartist discipline should train the ^entis homo from his cradle
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to his grave, and his views in this respect coincided with the

necessary tyranny advocated by more recent socialists. Cabet
could, however, not realise his ideal in his native country,

and therefore emigrated to America, where he ^founded a
socialist colony which he called La Nouvellc Icafie,” a

name that ’ was familiar to a past generation, as were the

terms ^ attraction of the passions ' and the ‘ rehabilitatioif of the

flesh.’ Modern materialism has now replaced the dreams* of

Utopists, t

III.

Dining the reign of Louis Philippe, which was pre-eminently
peaceful and extremcl)^ liberal in its tendencies;, every possible

conception of S(‘cicty rKid rciigidh had been oiiginatcd. On the

overthrow of that King’s rule, the Revolution of 1848 offered

great scope for the experiments of Utopists and Socialists.

Popular sentiment was influenced by the histories of Lamartine
ami Louis Hlanc. In his great work on the Girondists, the

former had raised Robespierre, tlie greaV' ideologue of the Re-
public, to the rank of a hero, and Louis Blanc had imagined
a system of complete equality in which the working classes

should control the Government. The Rei)iiblic of 1848 was
persuaded to make a !rial of practical soci.dism, and to

establish the ^Ateliers nalionaux,' that recognised one of the

great principles of socialism—the right of work, and to t^ffer

labour and wages to all who needed them in Paris.

But the national workshops, though thej^ certainly relieved

temporary distress, brought on an economical crisis which, com-
bined witli tlie great sense of insecurity that afflicted the

possessing classes, menaced the country with financial ruin
;
and

it was soon found necessary, in the interest of the nation, to

close them permanently. Paris was thronged at that period

by workfnen and idlers who had hastened to take advantage
of these national workshops;' and when the latter no
longer enabled I’hem to gain a livelihood, they were easily

induced by agitaters to revolt. A most formidable insurrec-

tion in behalf of practical socialism broke out, and was only

quelled after thousands of lives had been sacrificed, by the

aid of a large arvny commanded by Cavaignac, who for the

time was invested »\vith dictatorial power.

The reaction that followed this sanguinary sequel to the

pre jects of some of the most brilliayt thinkers of the age
was intense. Universal suffrage, which had been granted soon
after the estal)lishment*^ of the Republic, was rescinded

; and a

reactionary Chamber of Deputies seemed to be preparing for

a second restoration. But the aspirations«of the country were

opposed to such a retrogression, and the ‘coup d’etat \vhich
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re-€stabh’shed the rule of the Bonapartes was welcomed by the

majority of the people, as a resource against extreme parties.

Tliough socialism had been sternly rcpiessed, it was far from

extinct ; but it liad lost in part the sentimental and Utopist

character St had worn so long The wot Id had become at

once more positive and more fnateiial. Germany .was initiated

into the secrets of French socialism
;

and, though at first the

eff(3rts of socialists beyond the Rhine produced but little fruit,

yet it was a Teuton who commenced to organise the positive

form of material socialism which prevails at the present time.

The system of Cail Marx has already, it is said, the greatest

number of adherents even in France. It is atheistical, material

and above all scientific, and aims principally at positive results.

It is supposed that it was owing to Marx’s influence that the

International Association of workmen was formed, which

abetted the sanguinary episode of the Commune, that was at

once a menace and defiance to the old order of the woild.

That biich a monstrous insuriection could be possible, when
France, bleeding and* mutilatc^d, lay prostrate beneath the in-

vader’s lash, could only be attiibuted to the demoralization of

a large class of the people. In the opinion of a great number
of them, the whole oiganisation of society was based on fiaud.

They held it iniquitous that the tninoriiy should enjoy and
abuse all the good things of this hfc, while the majority could

scaiccly exist on an uncertain pittance. Piominent and original

thinkers liad attiibuted tlie woes of society to the omni[)otence

of cai)ital and pro[)erty. Prudlion, who possessed perhaps
the most original mind among Ids contcmpoi aries, had asserted

that t)roperty was theft, an opinion whicli Brissot had ex-

pressed before him, but in a manner somewhat less direct.

Priulhon was one of the most conspicuc)us figuics of the

monarchy of July rind of the siib^icqucnt governments, and
he ccitafnly contributed to the sce[)ticism and social mistiust

which were such maiked features of these disastrous years of
’70 and ’71, An old order was sapped, but • it scarcely gave
place to a new. Prudhon was, however, too inconsistent and
paradoxical to lead an iinpoitant section of .society. As an
example of this inconsistency, we may cite how at one time h.e

advocated anarchy, to the exclusion of all {government and the

return to a really natural society solely by, means of the con-

tract of one individual with another. But he changed his views
soon afterward.s, for he declared tliat^even anarchy was impos-
sible :* it requiied honest men,’' he %aid, to make a contract,

and^most men were rogues." Such ^vas the view of society

openly professed by one of ih^ most famous sociologists of his

time, and it was little wonder that the people should have
bcen-affected by the cynicism which their leaders avowed.
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The third republic was established with considerable difficulty,

and was menaced, at its outset, with another monarchical

restoration ; but it overcame its first great peril, and sought

to gain adherents by becoming opportunist in its character.

Gambetta, the. great tiibune, and perhaps the real fftuiulcr of

the present regime, contributed, to the tendency. Within the

last decade 'the republic has grown far more Radical, and it has

now incuired the danger of succumbing to the dictation of.

a

combination of Radic^als and Socialists, that may prepare the

way for the gradual establishment of socialism. French sns-

.ccplibility has been revolted by the numerous scandals that

have disgraced opportunism, in whose policy France has lost

faith. The struggle between Capital and Labour increases in

intensity. Strikes, in Y'hich thf'Usands of brcad-winiiers take

part, excite the fi<*rcest passions, and sometimes lead to blood-

shed and loss of life.

They occasion constant impediments to the production of

wealth, which is also handicapped by the competition of

nations that are better organised from Jtn industrial point of

view, and where tlic association of capital has existed for a

longer period and on a larger sc ile. Labour, too, is cheaper

in countiies that possess less natural wealth. It is only of

late that large companies ff>r indiistiial and commercial enter-

prises have become at all general in France
;
they have hitherto

been liampered by restrictive legislation, which lias rcstiain-

ed their progress lest they should infiinge the rights and
privileges of tlie State. Resides, Fiance, like the rest of the

world, lias been suffei ing fiom a prolonged economical crisis.

Taxation is onerous, and the vast sums unpiofitably expended
on armaments impose an almost insuppoi table burden on the

shoiildeis of the jieople. Tlie retail trade in the great towns

also suffers considercd^ly from eshiblish;.ncnts bke the Bon
March^ a^ad the Louvie, which reduce a considerable*^ number
of honest shopkeepers'to want. The divoice between religion

and education irf the jiublic schools has not a little contributed

to the discontent of the people througli its materialising in-

fluence. Tlie people are consequently far less patient than

formerly
;
and their highest hopes are no longer centred in a

future life.

It cannot be deni/ed that the material condition of the peo-

ple has, within the last twenty years, improved in several

respects, though latterly the number of paupers has, it is said,

increased. But at the same time that they have attained a

higher standard of pro'^perity, their cry of discontent is hf.ard

more loudly. The masses now *put in their claim to enjoy

all the good things of this life, and inherit, like the middle

classes, the advantages of the Revolution. All classes, indeed,
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demand much more than formerly. When trade is slack,

discontented men easily fall a victim to the arguments of

agitators, and are sometimes tiansformed into ci iminal anar-

chists joining secret societies whose ’aims and tendencies they
are scarcely able to understand.

But there is another cause which tends to the 'disintegration

of Sf^ciety, and tliat is the influence of the pessiiT>istic philo-

sOj)hy of Noithern Europe. In no countiy f>utsitle Germany has

Schopenhauer been studied witli gi eater attention than in

France, wltere both Hartmann and Ni&tzche have also made
their influence felt. Of late the fatal cl<»ud of despair has dar-

kened the sunlight of France, and the countiy that has fostered

the secret socif-ty of the Nihilists, whose creed is despair

and anniliilation, has produced Brikonnine. the notorious

founder of militant anaicliisni, whiefi has shaken Fiench so-

ciety to its centie.

But anarchism has never b(v n organised w'th the thorough-

ness that distinguishes the socialism of Maix. Its exponents

have, in general, l)eeiu desjjeiatc wi etches, wdiose ciimes had
rendcied them outcasts fiom society. On the contiary, the

system of Maix is similar, through its comprehensiveness, to

tl^e«6ccret association of the ‘ Illumines/ who towards the close

of the i8th century in Germany^ under the extraordinary

guidance of Weishaiipt (Sp u'tacfts), aie said to have planned

the great Revolution some years befoic its outbreak, and to have
previously arranged its main features.

Anarchism should not, however, be confounded with *bom-
be'sme’—the woid lately coined to describe the propagaiula

by means of explosive bombs. Though anarchists advocate

the use of every possible means for the demolition of our
social fabiic, they do ni)t necessarily demahil the destruction

of their opponents after the cruid fashion followed by Rava-
cliol, flor the use c)f bombs as means of i ec laimjng soci(*ty.

Still anarchism has inflicted the m®st dieadful shock upon
France, and, indeed, the whole Woild, lluough the ruthless

minder of a humane and u ell-incaning President.

At present two principal sociidist systems compete for popu-
lar favour. The system of Maix, to whicli we have already re-

ferred, and which is a State collectivism,^ (»r the possessions

and distribution of all propeity and instruments of production

by the State, has the greatest number of adheients. But it is

so absolute, that it is Jess practical in the attainment of its

gre/it object, than It is in its vitfws
;

it is apparently not

si^cicntly supple to content itself \viih small beginnings. The
second system is that of Gtiesde, who has deiived his opinions

from Marx, but l^s modified them. Unlike the latter, he piefers

to tnake a commencement with the Communes, before replacing
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all private action by the State. Hence his system is rather

communistic than collectivist. It has received the name of

Possibilist, owinjj to its pjrcater adaptability to actual circum-
stances. Blit tlieic is no hostility, lhoiif:h not a little jealousy,

between Marxists and Possibilists. They agree ‘as legards
main questions, and are equally anxious to ovei throw the
present Radical-Opportunist Republic. ,

In their eyes the Republic's boasted device,— Liberty, Equal-
ity and Fiatcrnity "— is a fiction. Slavery, they think, still

exists, for the ‘ Proletaiiat ' is, in their opinion, more enslaved

by capital than the negroes who once crouched beneath the lash

of a biutal master. Their is no equality, for the inequality

of fortune has deprived the majority of the advantages of

wealth and of education
;
and .fratcinity exists only in name,

when thousands die by ?»low starvation. The picsent ovcri)ro-

duction of manufactoi ics, they hold, should also be regulated

and controlled, as the people suffi i from the reduced amount
of wages tliat it entails

;
such arellic gcncial vM’ewsof the s(;cial-

ist pait3% which has of late become .s(4, serious a movement in

France,

As far back as the great Revolution their inlliiencc profoundly
affected the new society which that great event evoked^^and
guided, in a certain mea^iy e, by the national destiny, by po\\er«

fully reacting on popul.ir sentiment it is impossible to predict

what measuie of success awaits socialism i*, the future
;

but it

is probable that persistent efforts will bo made to sccuic its

trium[)h
;
and, shiaild events prove favouiable to its progress,

no doubt some serious attempts will be made to oveitlnow the

present .social oiganisation. Meanwhile, existing institutions

are undermined, .so that the oUl social cdiiice may fall when
all its proi)S aie broken. But any violent and sudden attack

against the authority of the Government would almost ccrtaiidy

be baffled
;
and, indeed, if it were the ()nly alternative; France

would prefer at presept to return to the slielter of personal

rule. What precisely awaits society in the gloom of the future,

it is impossible to predict
;
but tlie socialism so elaborately

organised in Germany will undoubtedly combine with PTench
socialism to efface, at a more or less remote date, national

frontiers, and to reorgani.se socictj". It is impossible that the

same view of social matters which holds good in one century

should be adapted f)reci.sely to another. The world, too, inii^st

either transform or decay
;

but probably the real key to its

welfare is ' solidaiity.' VV/;re it really uneJerstood and practically

applied, the advantage of each member of society would be so

nicely balanced, that none would suffer either from the ejicroach-

ments of capital or the violence of labour. Sociology and
Anthropology are, perhaps, at the present juncture, the favourite
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studies of French thinkers, but science cannot be counted on
for the realisation of maai's happiness, when tlie fresh secrets she

may reveal will perhaps only render him more* miserable ; for

faith, which is the safei^iiard of his destiny, often suffers through
the impiety of scientific dissection. The spirit of compromise
so often deciied would be rnore likely to rcspoiid to his needs,

and the h.caity co-oi)ei ation of labour, if aided t>y capital, might
Jead to that peaceful and beneficial renovation of society to

which oiii ideal aspires. Co-operation has certainly succeeded

to a great extent in England, and in 'societies of production

particularly at Oldham and Rochdale.

The restiictive laws against co operation have been lately

modified in France
;
and, should the people learn to organise

it among themselves, it may become as effective an industrial

factor as the prcseiit system of comf)etition, through which the

country is menaced with another social war. It would
require perhaps the elapse of a century, before the more
enlightened S3^stcin would become general, for the rude
minds of nuvnual ^oilers would not immediately acquire the

self-c<jmmand and self-restraint that would be necessary for

its success. But the hope it would encoinage, would probably
save France from the shock of another and more terrible ^93,

which would airest true progroes as surely as the violence

and biutality (T that date. By peace, and not by war, man would
Icjirn that egotism is folly, and that we all suffer when one
among us is wiongcd. The biutal struggle for life may be useful

in ccitain stages of society, when force is right, but is of
.small advantage and piodiices nothing in our present condition;

the good iindei standing of all would well replace it,

A shoit time ago the Figaro despatched M. Routicr, one
of its permanent staff, to the principal towns and districts of
F'rance, to inquire into their opinions, their condition, and
the •progress oT socialism. He published the ^result of his

investigations in a small treatise cnUlled The Social Question,

and the Opinion of the Country," and shawed that in several of
the great towns such as Marseilles, Lyons and Toulouse, social-

ism was making steady progress, and that it possessed some
honest and independent leatfers, who 'rejected all ideas of

violence, tiusting to time and justice for the future triumph of

their cause. Apparently, the countiy was anxious to elect

independent legislators, who would a*dvance social reform

rather than obtain the success of any particular party. The
s^ialists had, theit-Torc, as good aVhance as the rest of winning
\ considerable number of the seat^at the approaching elections.

TJiie lower classes in the^towns are often said to elect social

and radical councillors, not so much for their merit and capa-

cities, but owing to the fact that they belonged to the same
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condition as themselves. This accounted for the great number
of mechanics, artisans and small tradesmen who were in-

cluded in tlie rfuinicipalities of laige towns. Tliese members
were in general socialist in ‘their tendencies, or, to speak more
correctly, levellers.

Should the 'latter ever succeed in their attempt to govern

the country, ^he new regime would probably be communistic
In its form. Latterly certain town councils have parsed some
extremely drastic measures, such as the suppression of the

funds for the support of Sisters of Merc)^, who so patiently

attend the sick and suffering
;
and there liavc been instances,

where the townspeople have been taxed that tlieir administra-

tors might paitakc of sumptuous banquets. Toulouse and St.

Denis have sometimes set the execy live at dcfi^mcc, and appear

in some respects like Independent communities. Should
other municipalities follow their example, the system of Guesde
will probably piccede that of Marx in the org.inisation of

socialism. But the leckless extravagance, dislionesty, in-

tolerance and incapacity displayed by socialist oediles lias not

been surpassed in the records of despotism, and it is not pro-

bable that the country will be soon disposed to place any
confidence in a .system promoted by such unprincipled leadeivi.

Society is passing througli a transition which is more pro-

nounced than at any previonsr. period of this centmy. Hut
in the same way that the hard lot of mochai.Ics was impioved
by the association of the * Companions' in the 12th ccniuiy, so

the co-operation of labnui*, assi^^ted by capital, would ‘'Crve

to save the proletariat from dependence on the piecaiioU'* re-

souixe of a daily wag'*, and to reconstruct llie social edifice on
the basis of work. Still the passage to a higher social state is

beset with difficulties, anil resembles the Exodus of Ist'ael

through the desert, after the chosen people had escaped fiom
Egyptian despotism, when the Promised Land was vainly

sought. Of all countries, .iFiance, perhaps, suffers the mo-t in

this weary wandering, and it depends on the wisdom of her
leaders, and on the obedience of her sons to the law, wh<‘thcr

she will be contented with the material ideal of collectivism, or
reconstruct a consecrated temple for humanity.

Arthur L. Holmes,



Art. VII—personal TIME.

THD question, what is Time? is as hard to answer as the

famous question of Pilate, what is Truth ?• The unreflect-

ing^many, if they give the matter a thought,* h el Confident

that they know all ab(>ut it—a convincing pi oof that they

know nothing about it whatever Of the reflecting few, some
have gone so far as to deny tlie indeperftlcnt existence of time,

in \Yhich they may very well be right without being much
wiser than their neighbours. *

My ])uiposc in the following pages is, not to discuss the

mctempirical questio«i of \yhat time is, but to examine the

bearing of recent physiological and •psycliological research on
the I elation of time, as ordinarily conceived, to the facts

of human life.

Most people, whatever views they may hold as to the nature

of time, are firmly ;:onvinced of its uniformity; and, if they

were told that what is commonly regarded as the same
portion of it may differ under different ciicumstances—may
ba one thing for one person, another thing for another person,

and even for tlic same individual ,may possess widely different

values under different cnn(litk)ns, tliey would probably reject

the statement, as opposed alike to every-d.iy experience and to

common sense. A day, they would argue, is the period during

which the earth makes a complete revolution about its axis
;

an hour is the twenty- fourth part of a day, a minute the

sixtieth part of an hour, and so on
;
and, though one person

may waste time and another economise it, yet it marches
with equal foot under all circumstances and for all men,
Sucli an answer to the statement in question would, none the

less,* imply eith?r misapprehension of its true significance,

or disrcgaid of incontro>iertible facts.

Let us, then, clear the way by an attempt to discriminate

the different points of view fioin which time, as commonly
apprehended, may be regarded

First, we have the obvious distinctfon between lime as

measured by the succession of external events, and time as

measured by its contents in consciousness—between time, that

is to say, as measured by objective standards, and lime as

measured by a subjective standard.

/•That the formef mode of measftrement could alone furnish

^ven an approximation to a unifoan standard, must have been

evicksnt to mankind almost as soon as they could think at all.

The establishment of a uniform standard was, however, far

from being so simple a matter as might at first sight be sup-
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posed. Before the dawn of astronomical knowledge, the inter-

val between one sunrise and the next would probably have
been generally accepted throughout a great portion of the
world as affording such a 'standard. But it could not have
been long before it became apparent even to savages that
this period was,* subject to variation, and at a later stage of
human progress, recourse was had to more refined metiuods
of astronomical observation to correct it.

It is unnecessary to enter here into a history of the methods
adopted to mark the time corresponding to a complete revo-

lution of the earth, which came to be accepted as a uniform
sfandard for oi dinary purposes

;
nor necil I examine the nature

of the warranty which we possess for our belief in its uniform-
ity, though it may be stated, by the way, that this warranty
is not absolute.

Having obtained this standard measure, mankind were for a

long time still without means, at once convenient and exact,

of sub-dividing it. The earlier chronometrical devices were all

more or less rude and inconstant in their operation, or, as

in the case of the sundial, were available only under certain

conditions and for limited purposes. The discovery that, in

conformity with the law of gravity, a pendulum of a givc-.n

length oscillates in a uniform ‘peiiod at the same place on the

earth’s surface, at last furnished a practically uniform standard
for the measurement of short periods of time.

Regarded fiom a purely objective point of view, and so

measured, time, it may be truly said, is the same thing for all

men and under all circumstances
;
but there is no other sense

in which this can be truly said, and, though it may possibly

be argued that this is the only point of view from which the

matter possesses any piactical importance, it will be seen in

the sequel that such a view of the case cannot be sustained.

The impossibility of attaining to uniformity in the measure-
ment of time by snbjectivei methods scarcely needs illustration.

That the estimate which we form of tire duration of a given

period not only depends largely upon the multitude and
character of its contents in consciousness, but vaiies greatly

under different mental and bodily conditions, is a matter of

common experience, though every one may not know how
enormous may be the difference in extreme cases. Theie are

probably few persons who have not been struck by the decep-
tivencss of the estimate frequently formed of the length of a

period passed in dreaming, or in dreamlesjS sleep; while the

books on sleep and dreams abound in instances of this decep;-

tiveness far more extraordinary than fall within the experience

of most of us.

Of all the cases of the kind on record, llie most marvclious
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is, perhaps, that related of himself by Dr. Macnish in his

Philosophy of Sleep/*
“ I dreamed, he says, that I was converted into a mighty

pillar ^f stone, which reared its head in the midst of a desert,

wReie it stood for ages, till generation after generation

melted away before it. Kven in this state, though unconscious

of T>ossessing any organs of sense, or being else ‘than a mass
• of lifeless stone, I saw every object around—the mountains

growing bald with age—the foiest tree.^ drooping with decay ;

and I heard whatever sounds nature is in the custom of pro-

ducing, such as the thunder-peal breaking over my naked

head, the w}nds howling past me, or the ceaseless murmur of

the streams. At last 1 also waxed old, and began to crumble

into dust, while the moss ifnd ivy accumulated upon me, and
stamped me with the aspect of lioar antiquity.'*

If one sliould be inclined to suspect some unconscious ex-

aggeration here, we have the well-known case of Lafayette's

dream in the Bastille, which is open to no such objection.

Bill it is needless multiply instances in illustration of an

illusion which, at least in its less extreme forms, is with most
persons, a matter (^f frequent cccuricnce,
* It is, perhaps, less generally known that a similar illusion

is capable of being piodnced by^he use of certain naicotics,

notably of opium and Indian*hemp.

It is m>t, however, under such special conditions only that

our estimate of the passage of lime is subject to noteworthy
variation. In our (*rclinary waking moments so uncertain is

tlie testimony of consciousness in the matter, that, not merely
when we base our estimate on a purely introspective process,

but when we endeavour to coriect it by reference to the suc-

cession of events of indetei minate duration, we are seldom
able to make mqre than the roughest approximation to the

trutfi, and are often extravagantly wide of the maik.
In both the above aspects the subject of lime has been ex-

tensively, if not exhaustively, studied, -But tliere is a third

aspect in which time may be regarded, and which, notwith-

standing its great practical importance, has been as yet but very
imperfectly investigated.

We may regard time as measurable by the quantity of human
woik, mental or physical, capable of being performed in it

;

and we shall find that, from this point of view, its capacity, if I

may so call it, varies under dififer^t conditions of mind, body
and environment, no less dcmolistrably, if within narrower
Jimits, than does our sense of tim^ as measured by its contents
in consciousness.

Till within a* comparatively recent period it was generally

believed that sensation and the external processes on which it
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depends, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, volition and
the muscular contractions detei mined by it, were simultaneous

;

and, though the fact that the more complex operations of the

mind require variable periods of time for their performance,

must always have been commonly known, it has only lately

come to be recognised, even by spientific men, that all such

opeiations involve physical processes of which time ir a

necessary condition.

The application of the experimental method to mental

physiology has established beyond doubt, not only that the

pppagation, in the sensory and motor nerves, of the excitement

on which sensation and muscular contraction, respectively,

depend, occupies measurable pciiods of time, proportional,

other things being equal, to the dis-tance travel sed, but that a

measurable period of lime is occupied also in the conversion

into sensation of the excitciiKmt communicated by the sensory

nerves to the brain
;
while, again, tlie mental proces-^es which

intervene between sensation and volitional impulse, even in the

case of the simplest redactions, require for heir performance a

yet further period of time.

Owing to tlie difficulty of eliminating other element^ of the

reaction-time, it has not yet been found possible to determine

with rigorous piecision the rak? of pu^pagalion in the sen.sory,

or centripetal, nerves. But the experiments of Hirsch, De
Jaager and others point to a rate (#f about thirty metres per

second.

The time occupied in the conversion of an imprc.ssion on the

brafn into sensation has been calculated by JVIach as foity-

seven ihousandtiis of a second in the case of sight
;
twenty-nine

thousandths of a second in the case of touch, and sixteen

thousandths of a second in the case of heai ing
;
while Exner,

experimenting with the electric spriik, obtained a period varying

from twenty-.one to thirty-six thousandths ot a .second as' that

during which the sensation* remained latent, according to the

force of the stirnulus-

The rate of piopagation of the excitement in the motor, or

centi ifugal, nerves in man has been detei mined by Helmholtz

as about thirty-one metres and a half per second.

The length of time that elapses between irritation and com-
mencement of contraction in a muscle, again, has been found

to vary from six to eight thousandths of a second, being

greater in females than in males, and in old, than in young,

subjects ;
while that betvveen'*the commencement of contraction

and complete rc-extension of- a muscle appears to range from

one-sixteenth to one-tenth c)f a second.

The time occupied in the peif‘»rmance of the mental pro-

cesses that intervene between sensation and volitional impulse,
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varies, as might be expected, within very wide limits, according

to tlie naluie of the operations to be peifoimed.

The total period occupied in the peifoimance of the several

processes that inleivene between •stimulation of the peiipheral

exlremifics of the sensory nerves and the resultant i e-action in

the form of a viduntary muscular movement pf the simplest

kiiui, such as holding u[) one ol the hands, by^preconcei ted

arrangement, in response to a signal, has been calculated by
diffeient observers under different conditions.

Piofessor Hiisch found the total period, or “physiological

time„’' under normal conditions, to be about one-filth of a

secoml in the case of sight, about fifteen hundredths of a second

in the case of heaiing, and a little over seventeen luindredihs of

a second in that of touch, when the nature of th.e signal was not

known beforehand, but very much le*ss when it was so known.
Piofessoi DondcMs, as ilic result of comparative experiments,

found the time occuj)ied by an operation of tlic judgment of the

snnplLsl kind, combined with that of choosing, according to

ana.igement betweeji two modes of response to a given .signal,

to be sixt\ -seven tliousandths of a second. It was arranged

that the subjt^ci of tlic exj^eriment should move the right or the

lett liHiid, accoiding as tlic skin of the right or the left foot was
slightly ii 1 italcd. Tlic icsult shr*ved lliat, when the subject

knew bt foreiiand to which foot^the irritation would be applied,

be iesj>ondcd coneclly in two hundicd ami five thousandths of

a second, but otlit iwibC not until aflei a lap‘-e of two hundred
ami seventy-two thousandths of a second, Wiien, however, the

subject was lequiied to resj)ond differently to two different

visurd signals, the time occupied in the o[)eration of the judg-
ment, t in t!ie liiscrimination of the signal and the choice of

the lesponse, was from twice to three times as long as in the last

case. The jicr^cjiis experimented on— five in number—wcie
fiist ftqiiiied to respond to a simple impression ^of light, and
ihcir several le-acti ' mi times were measured and found to lange
from a hundred and cighiy-lour thousandth^ to two bundled and
twenty-six thousamitlis of a second. They were next required

to lespond with ilie right hand to a red, and with the left hand
to a white, signal

;
ami their ic-<«ction- times, being measured,

were found to iringe from thiec hundred ^and seventeen to three

luimiied and eighty-five thousandlh'i of a second, the average

.
lime occupied in the double opciation of the judgment being
thus a luindied and fifly-loui thousandths of a second.

The effect of e.\ pectation «>n tlie length of the time
requiied for the re-action lias b«en very distinctly shown by
som^i expeiiments of DrfBcaunis, of Nancy, who arrives at

the geiK ral conclusion that, within certain limits, the time
diminished in propoition as the period of “expectation ’’

is
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increased. Should the period of expectation/' however, be
prolonged till fatigue supervenes, then, in accordance with a
general law, to be referred to again hereafter, an opposite effect

is produced.

So far, I have dealt chiefly with average figures. It now
remains, to consider certain facte which show that, in a vciy

real and important sense, the same portion of time is not the

same thing for all men. or under all circumstances, and that

there is even a strong presumption against its being the same
thing for any particular individual in all places.

Tile fact that what has been described as reaction-time

differs to a marked extent in different individuals, must have
been a matter of common observation from time immemorial,
though it is only in comp;U*atively*'^ recent years that the de-

pendence of the difference on pliy.siological conditions has bi^^eii

recognised. The language of eveiyd.iy life bcais abundant
testimony to the fact

;
and a multitude of children's games

exist to show that it has been appreciated even in the nursery

time out of mind. The highly intcllccUial game of “ snai),”

to mention only one instance, success in which depends on
priority in signalling the correspondence of a card suddenly

turned up witli one previousl}' exposed, furnishes a familiar

and striking illustration of*the different rates at which differ-

ent individuals, when on their mettle, perforin the processes

involved in perception, apperception, comparison, the genera-

tion of volitional impulse and tlic peiformancc of tlic* muscu-
lar movement‘s necessary to the utterance of the signal word.

The more numerous and complicated the mental piocesses

concerned, the greater, it is obvious, will such dirfcienccs ho,

though the result of the recorded experiments shows that

persons who aie slow in responding to a simple impression,

are often quick in i)ei forming an act c;f judgment, and 77‘a'

versd. But, -even where the event to be obscivcd and the mode
in which the observation isUo be notified are of the simj)lest

kind, and wheie both arc known befoiehaiul, the individual

differences are large enough to nirikc it a matter (if moment
that they should te eliminated from observations in which
great exactitude is required. Thus, before a just comparison

can be instituted between the icsults obtained by different

obscivers in noting the moment at which a star crosses the

meridian, it is essential that the difference between their

‘'individual co-cfficicnts," o**, in other woids, the time found

by independent experimciu to be occu[)ied by each in re-

sponding to an impression 'of a particular older, should

eliminated.

Wiiat, however, is more germane to my p^-esent purpose is

that this " individual co-efficient,'' even in the case of the sim-
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plest re-actions, is found to differ very appreciably in the same
person under different psychiciil and physical conditions.

Towards the detailed exploration of the vast field of enquiry
presented the subject, comparatively little in the way of
exact* experiment has yet been effected. Certain significant

facts, however, have been conclusively established
\

while a
niimb^ of others are either so obvious as to be patent to

ordinary observation, or may be* reasonably anticipated on
a priori grounds.

That certain causes, as, for instance, (fifferences of tempera-
ture, err of the electro-tonic cemdition of the nerves, exercise a
marked effect on the rate of propagation of the nerve currents,

has been ascertained by direct physical experiment
;
and it

follows that such causes must hffve a coriesponding cjffect on the

rapidity not only of all sensory and motor processes, but of all

mental processes dc[):?ndent in any degree on present sensation.

Certain poisons again, such as curare, conine and nicotine,

are known to diminish the contractili-ty of the muscles, pro-

bably by impairing thc^iower of the nerves to transmit excite-

ment to them, and must consequently affect the rapidity wit^'

which motor processes are performed. The distribution of the

bloot^, and its condition, especially as regards the amount of

carbonic acid present in it, are also kitbwn to have a powerful
effect on the activity of the nervoiTs system generally.

When the operations of the mind come to be considered, not

only is the number of purely physical causes by which the rate

of action is liable to be affected, enormously multiplied, but
the limits of variation are indefinitely extended.

Most of us must be more or less familiar with the effect of

extreme cold in i)roducing not merely local insensibility and
rigidity, but general torpor. Now, once let it be admitted
that the rapidity of brain action is diminished by extreme cold,

and theTe ceases to be anything paradoxical in the^assertion

that, for the same individnah time may be one thing in one
latitude and another thing in another latitude For the value,

or capacity, of time, as measured by the amount of mental,

or combined mental and physical work which can be perform-

ed in it, is manifestly dependent wholly or largely on the rate

of brain action.

The effect of inhaling an atmosphere vitiated by excess of

ca/bonic acid in deadening the intellectual faculties is more
common, though, perhaps, not so generally recognised, and the

influence of certain nart:()tics in the sarSne direction is a matter of

notoriety, if not of universal experience.

TRc ejfect of certain stimulants and narcotics on re-action

-

time has been made the subject of exact measurement by
Diet!, Vintschgau, Kraepelin and others.

roL, CIV.] 9
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Thus, chaiupagne in small doses has been found to shorten

re-action-tii'iie
; but, when large doses are used, the accele<ation

is folhiweil, after* a certain interval, by an opposite effect.

Alcohol, in doses of seven grains and a half and upwar<t^s, appears
first to shorten and afterwards to lengthen re act ion-time

;
and,

the larger the dose, the more • lapidly the second of these

stages supervenes In the case of response to a sim|1le im-

pression, a dose of fifteen giains was found first to reduce the re-

action-time by tvvetily seven thousandths of a second, and after-

wards to lengthen it •by twenty-five thousandths of a second.

A dose of thirty grriins first caused an acceler.tion of *lhiity-

four thousandtlis of a second, and then a retardatif)!! of thiity-

seven thousandtlis of a second, and one of forty-five grains an
acceleration of thirteen tjiousandrns followed b)' a letMid.ition of

forty-fi ur thousandths of a second, while a dose of sixty grains

caused immediately a lengthening of the reaction-time to the

extent of fifty-four thousandths of a second. Where operations

of the jutlgmefU arc concerned, the effect of these stimulant

narcotics is similar, but more marked.
Morphia, injected hypodermically, speedily lengthens re-

action-time. Inhalation of nitrite of amyl is followed first by
a considerable increase and afterwards by a diminfjtion.

Coffee, prepaied in the Tisiial way, diminishes re-action-time,

the diminution beginning to take effect after twcMity or twenty-

five minutes and continuing for soine hours. Tea produces a

marked diminution, succeeded by an increase of re-act ion- time.

The above facts point with unmislakeable clearness to the

general conclusion that whatever stimulates the neivous system,

tends to shorten and whatever depresses it. to lengtlien, re-

action lime
;

and this conclusion is fully borne out by obser-

vation of the effects of fatigue, of depressing emotion, of

physical pain, of malaise and of moderate bodily exercise.

After .a lengthy series of experiments, remarks* Signor

Buccola, in his work{ La Legge del Tempo nei Fenouieni

del Penstero, \.\\Q effects of wearinC'S aie invariably

encountered, in the excessive nufnerical values obtained
; tlie

reason being that tlte attention, like eveiy other physiological

process of the organism, is unable long to maintain the same
degree of strain.

After a depressing emotion, according to the observations

of Dietl and Vintschgau, not only is the re-action-time .of

the sufferer immediately increased, but tlie increase may con-

tinue for days The effect of chronic melancholy in tlie same
direction is still more marked. Signor Buccola states, as tlie

result of experiment, that subjects suffering from this morbid
affection take double and treble the ordinary ti(n<^ to respond

to a simple impression. As to physical pain, Obersteiner
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mentions the case of a lady whose time of re-action to impres-

sions of sound was increased by a slight headache from a
normal average of a hundred and thirty-four thousandths to an
average^of a# hundred and seventy-five thousandths of a second.

In the case of a subject who had been fiequently experi-

mented on b}^ Signor Buccola; and whose le-actiOn-timc in

the case\)f impressions of sound had been found to vary but

little- in health from an average of a hundred and thirty-three

thousaiidths of a second, a sliglit attack of fiwer, accompanied

by a painful sensation of dulness about the head, raised

this figure to a huiiiired and sixty-five thousandths of* a

second. What is more remarkable is that, under these con-

ditions, the re-action-time of the patient, hitherto very con-

stant, was found to be excessfvely variable, reaching, in one
experiment, the high figure of two hundred and sixty-three

thou^andtlis of a second, whereas in health it had never been
known to exceed a hundred and eighty thousandths of a second.

Even a slight degree of geneial discomfort has a very

marked influence on plf^-siological time. Dr. Beaunis-, in the

Revue Phtlosophique for September. 1885, has lecorded the •

results of an interesting series of experiments on this point.

The state of health,’* he says, ‘Mias a consideiable influence

on re-action-time. I will cite, in illu*stration, a series of ex-
periments performed on myself on the 24th July. Without
being actually indisposed, 1 was nevertheless ill at ease. In a

fiist scries of experiments, made in tlie morning, the time of

expectation being r.82 sec,, the signal movement was tliree

times made in anticipation of the second visual impression.

In the other four experiments, the re-action-time averaged

0*37 sec,, the minimum being 0’34 sec. Never, in any
other experiment, had this minimum of 0*34 see, been
reached In the afternoon of the same day a fresh series of
expeiimeiTts gave me a minimum of 015 and a maxi-
mum of 029 sec,, showing* tliat the* abnormal condition,

thoiugh not entirely removed, was passing away.” Two hours
later, a fresh series of experiments gave Dr. Beaunis a mini-
mum of eleven hundiedths, and a maximum of twenty-one
hundiedths of a second, wiiich, he tells us, conesponded with
his normal re-action-time. •

From these facts and figures the inference is^ irresistible, that
nothing which affects, however sliglitly, the tonicity of the
nervous system, or even one's generaj sense of euphoria^ or
well-being, is without a corresponding*influence on the rate of
brain action.

•

This oiyzc granted, it is no tnere speculation, but an un-
avoidable conclusioiij^ that differences of “ physiological time

”

in the «ame. individual will be correlated with differences of
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place, or, to speak more accurately, with the differences of

environment implied in differences of place. For no doubt
exists as to the influence, upon general health, not < nly of

special meteorological conditions, but of the compJfBx multitude
of conditions, subtle and palpable, which make up* what is

commonly called the climate of a place. <

No one who has suffered from malarial fever in (flther an
acute or a sub-acute foim, or who has witnessed its effects in

others, can be unaware that, although in the pyrexial stage it

is not iinfrequently attended with cerebral exaltation, it is, in.

its. other stages, invariably associated with such a deadening
of nervous tonicity and sensibility as would hecessaiily

exercise a more or less potent retarding influence on the

“ physiological time ” of the\uffeicr. Even in those milder

forms of malarial poisoning in which the disease docs not

assume a paroxysmal form, nervous depression is a constant •

featuie of the sufferer’s condition. Now, whatever doubt there

may still be as to the etiology of malaria, its connection with

locality is altogether beyond dispute.*

But, apart from distinct pathological states, the aggregate in-

fluence of the conditions which constitute the climate of a

place, on our general sense of well-being, is a matter of cv^mmon
experience, while iu mcftiy cases the influence of special con-

ditions is sufficiently distinct to manifest itself separately to

everyone who pays any attention to the matter. What in-

habitant of London, or its suburbs, for instance, is not familiar

in liis own person with the deadening effect on the nervous sys-

tem of that luritl pall of mingled smoke and. cloud, so vehement-
ly anathematised by Mr. Riiskin, which but loo frequently ob-

scures the sun for whole weeks together. The effect is, indeed,

both prompt and maiked, to an extent that can haidly be ex-

plained by the mere diminution of light
;
for total darkness,

unless.prolonged beyond certain limits, does not apfiear to im-

pair the activity of the nervous centres, if, indeed, it does not

exalt that of some of them, notably of the auditory nerve cells.

But, though total darkness does not at once impair the sensi-

bility .of the nervous system, even partial dcpiivation of sun-

light, when continued for many days, has a vciy marked effect

in this respect, inducing the pathological condition known as

etiolation, attended, along with other morbid s\’mptoms, b}^ a

lethargy not very unlike that caused by malarial poisoning.^

That for each individual there is a certain average intensity

of sunlight, determined partly by itatural constitution and
partly by habit, mort favourable to a healthy state of nervous

sensibility than any other, and that, consequently, .a cliange,

whether in the way of diminution or of increase, will be attend

ed by a deterioration of such sensibility, is, therefore., only a
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reasonable conclusion. Everyone must be familiar with the

^act that CJtcessive {jlare not only interferes with clearness, of

vision, but, after a time, piocluces in those exposed to it a

general state of daze which may continue some time after its

cause h^s been removed. Now, average intensity of sun-light

being dependent upon latitude and climate, we have liere

•another |irobable causal link bctw'een locality and '''physiolo*

gical time.'*

Tire result of extreme cold in diminishing the conductivity

of the nerves, when so applied as to lower their temperature,

•has been already noticed. It does not, of course, follow that

ditferenccs of external temperature, when unattended by any
change in the temperature of the nerve substance itself, would
have any influence on physiological time ; but, judging from

what is known of the effect of sucli iliffurei^ces on the state of

the nervous system gcnerall)^, it might be confidently predicted

that such would be the case. Towards the elucidation of this

point but little has yet been effected Certain cx[)eriments

have, indeed, led Dietl and VirUschgau to the conclusion

that rc-action-time is shoi^er in winter than in summer. This

conclusion, however, in the general terms in which it is stated

by them, probably stands in need of some qualification. The
observers in question, it may be added, do not appear to refer

to extreme cold, and presumably ,the temperature at which
tlicir experiments were pci formed was not low enough to give

rise to a sense of physical discomfort. The probability is that,

as far as ordinary temperatiiies are concerned, no law can be

laid down that shall be applicable to all persons, and that for

each individual there is a certain temperature, determined by
constitution and liabit, which is most favourable to healthy

nervous sensibility, and any departure from which in either

direction will impair such sensibility, and consequently lengthen
re-aclion-timc. .

Dietl and Vintschgau argue that the results obtaiwed by
them are conformable to eveiy-day expefience, which shows
that the winter season is favourable to the opt^rations of the

mind, and that those operations are carried on witii more or

less difficulty in very hot weather. The fin mer statement,

however, is true only in respect of the inhabitants of cold

climates
;
while, as to the latter, the expression “ very hot

weather ” must obviously be construed relatively to the indi-

viducil concerned.
A native of India, for instance, is^ reduced to a state of

comparative torpor, physical and menfal, by a degree of cold
which ^ native of England or Germany flTnds pleasant and con-
ducive to# activity of both minef and body

;
while a degree of

heat which would prostrate a native of Northern Europe, not
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inured to it, strikes him as temperate, and is favourable to the
fullest exercise of all his faculties.

Another constituent of climate which exercises a noteworthy
effect on the activity of the nervous system, and may, therefore;

fairly be presumed to influence re-aciion-time, is llj.e proportion
of oxygei\, and yet another that of ozone, in the atmosphere.
Though an exact comparison of re-action-time in individual •

instances can be made only by means of scientific inve?itigation

with the aid of suitable appaiatus, the cumulative effects of

persistent differences in this lespect may very well be palpable
to ordinary observation.

To turn to certain facts, among others of a similar kind,

within my own peisonal experience :

—

It happened to me, some yeais ago, to return to London
in the depth of winter, after a long residence in a sub-tropical

climate
;
and one of the first things that struck me was that

time, as measured by work other than mechanical— not merely
by purely meatal work, but by all woik in which the i)hy-

sical element did not largely preponderate—had undergone
for me a marked diminution in value.* The day, estimated by
the quantity of such vvoik capable of being pei formed in it,

seemed reduced to about half its usual length
;
and I found

this to be the case not only on days wlien I wasdargely
occupied in intellectual svoik of a continuous kind, but when
I was mainly engaged in 'ordinary affairs, demanding for their

performance merely simple opeiations the judgment, com-
bined witl> simple and familiar motor acts.

In comparing the value of the day, as a whole, in the two
places, it was obviously essential to eliminate certain disturbing

elements. In London, for instance, my woiking day, as

measured by the clock, was actually somewhat shorter than it

had been abroad. Then, again, there w'eie a multitude of little

things which I had to do for myself in London, whereas
abroad^ I had been accustomed to have them donfc for me

;

some of these tilings being ©f the nature of adjuncts to

measurable wark, while others were unconnected with any work
capable of being estimated at the end of the day. Some
allowance, too, had to be made for the distiiibing influence

of unfamiliar surroundings, and for a variety of unwonted
interruptions. §till, after making a liberal allowance for all

such disturbing elements, I felt that tliere was a heavy balance

against the efficiency of the day in London, which could, be
accounted for only by physiological conditions.

Most of the disturbing elements referred to could, moreover,

be eliminated, by takong as the basis of comparison, not the

entire day in either place, but some definite portion of it

occupied with continuous work of a
^
similar kind. The
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result of such a comparison was to confirm the conclusion that

a difference of ‘'physiological time*' was by far the most
important factor in the problem, and that, where any of the

higher operations of the mind were largely concerned,

this difference was of considerable -magnitude. Judging merely
from feelings, it appeared to me that the difference was
largely dependent on diminution of temperature and of

avewgc intensity of sunlight far below the* standard to

vvhich I had become habituated during my long residence

abroad. On two occasions, on proceeding for a few days
to the sea-coast, the change was profnptly followed by a

marked exaltation of nervous sensibdity, accompanied by a

corres[)onding increase in the facility and rapidity with which
mental operations of every kind were pei formed. In both

these cases, along, no doubt., with a multitude less obvious

differences of environment, there Vvas a slight increase of

temperature, together with a considerable inciease of sunlight,

and probably o( the propoiticn of botli ox3'gen and ozone
in the atmosplteie.

If there were anything extraordinary about the above ex-

peiiencc, it would be undeserving of record in connexion with

the subject of this paper; for, in that case, a piesumption
w^uld naturally arise lliat the facts observed were dependent
on idiosyucracy. But, instead of being in any way extra-

ordinary, it is merely a typical instance of what is a matter of
every-day observation. Who that is at all accustomed to

mental work has not discovered from experience that he can
perform such work better in one place than in another?

. Wi)o,

again, is unaware that, although the most rapid work is not
always the best work, nevertheless the place itv which he can
woik best is generally that in which he can also work most
rapidly?

The effect of abrupt changes of climate on re-action-time

deponds to a grccA extent, it maybe admitted, on physiological

disturbance caused by the strangeness of the external condi-

tions, and, so far as thfs is the cas"e, acclimatisation will tend

to minimise differences resulting from climatic causes. Never-
theless, it is in a high degree probable that the average re-

action-time of the natives of different parts of the world

would be found to bear a constmt relation to the climatic

conditions of their respective habitats*; or, in o-her vvoids, it

would be f>und that, just as there is ^m individual co-effi-

cient,” so there is a topical “ co-efficient '* which enters into it.

Until they com^ to consider thg matter closely, most persons

will, piobably, be apt to look u^on the fact of re-action time

tiiffciing in different persons, of in the same person under
different conditions, as one which is rather curious than im-
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portaiTt, Of which, at all events, mainly concerns astronomers
and other scientific observers whose pursuits require them to

record, or act upon, certain events with special promptitude.
It is obvious, however, that if, when men make special effort

to observe or act with promptitude, such differences ^occur in

the rapidity with which they suceed in observing or acting,

much greater differences of ihei same kind will occur wlien

they make no such special effoit. If there is a conv.tant

difference in the time in which A and B, respectively, accom-
plish the various processes that come into play in the mahing
and marking of a simple astronomical observation, we may
reasonably conclude that there will be a like difference in the

time they will require to perform every act of their lives

involving similar or more complex processes.

If, again, there is a constant (lifference in the time required

by A or B to make a pimple astronomical observation under
different sets of physical conditions, then wc may rest assured

that there will be a like difference in the time required by
him to perform any other act involving operations of the

nerves and nerve centres of a similar, ,or more complicated,

kind under such different sets of conditions.

It is true, the total time occupied in the propagation of an
excitement in the nerve fibres is so infinitesimal that

differences in its rate may be piactically disregarded, and there-

fore difference of re-action-tiinc will not affect, in an appre-

ciable degree, the rate at which acts that are purely or mainly
mechanical are performed. The quantity of ground a man
can dig, or the distance he can walk, in a given time is mainly
a question of muscular power and physical endurance, and
individual re-action-time has no appreciable effect on the rale

at which such woik is perfoimcd, as long as it is done
mechanically. Yet even in the ca.se of .such work it will often

happen that conscious operations of the judgment intervene

between the sensory and motor processes coi'cerned. In walk-
ing over rough ground, for instance^ or in crossing a crowded
thoroughfare, a more or less con.scioiis mental effort is the

frequent antecedent: of one’s clioicc of direction, and the

rapidity with which the judgment acts will have a very sensible

effect on the rate of one’s progress.

It is but a small fraction of the active lives of most of u«,

however, that is occupied in such simple operations as these.

Not only are some or other of the higher intellectual processes
constantly called into play in most of the bread-winning work
of the world, but there is hardly an act ofiour domestic and
social lives, however apparently simple, into which operations
of the judgment do not enter. „

*

Takei for* instance, so comparatively simple an operation
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as the sorting of a mass of letters. Here is a process which

will be more or less mechanical according to the system of

classification adopted. Should the system be alphabetical, all

that will be necessary to determine. the proper place for each

letter wijl be to glance at the name of the writer ; and when
once we have familiarised ourselves with the positions of the

several batches, the operation will be almost purely mechanical.

Suppose, however, that we elect to sort our letters according

to subject.* To decide upon the destination of each document,

vve shall now have not only to make ourselves acquainted with

the gist of its contents, but to perform a more or less compli-

cated act of the judgment, and our re-action-tiine will become*

a Comparatively important factor in determining the rate at

which the operation is performed. Everyone who has had
frequent occasion to go thfough this somewhat unpleasant

task must have discovered that the rate at which he can work
varies widely with his mental condition fiom one time to

another. On one occasion the acts of judgment necessary in

order to assign each letter to its proper place will be performed
with a lapidity appre^aching that of intuition

;
on another it

will be attended with much conscious effoit and more or less

prolonged hesitation. .

Or take another common operation, of a somewhat different

type, the packing of a portmantcah for a journey. Here the

process is synthetic, instead of analytic, and the problem is

often one of considerable complexity. There are several

independent and perhaps conflicting ends to be harmonised :—

-

space has to be economised as much as possible, while, at

the same time, the contents of the portmanteau have to be
arranged with reference not merely to futuie convenience, but
to theii safe carriage. To perform the opciation with rapidity

and success, a comprehensive view of a number of minute
paiticulars, combine^d with a succession of prompt and accu-
rate jiTdgmcnts regarding their mutual relations, is«nccessary.

In such a case rc-action-time is of iftimcnse importance. If

we are in a blight mood, things will fall int(5 their places, as

by a seiies of happy inspiiations. If wc are in a dull mood,
we shall linger hesitatingly over the dispositjon of each article,

and, should we be pressed for lime, may 'probably miss our
train.

Now, these two trite operations, whic^ I have chosen be-
cause, while they are apt at first sight to appear highly
mechanical, they arc found, on examination, to involve com-
plicated mental processes, may be terken as typical, one or the
other, of more than lialf the acts of our lives.

To tjie unreflecting mind,* differences of time measured in

hundredtlis of a second may seem very trifles, unworthy of
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serious consideration
; but such differences, when accumulated,

may mean hours in the course of a day's work, days in the
course of a month, years in the course of a lifetime. When
Dr. Heaiinis made the ej^peiimenls to which I have rcfeired-

above, he was ** not indisposed
;

'* he was only slighjly ill at

ease;'' yet, in that condition the aveiage time occupied hy
him in' making a simple movement in response to a visual

signal, was increased from about sixbcn hundredths to«aLout

tiiiity-seven hundredths of a second, or, in other woids,.it

was considerably moie than doubled. This means that, in

all probability, it would h<ive taken him, under the same con-
• ditions of discomfort, at least twice as long as usual to per-

form any work involving a succession of such 1 e-actions to

sensory impressions, and moie than twice as long as usual to

perfoim any mental work of 'a more complicated nature.

Passed under such conditions, it is, lheief(*ic, not loo much
to say, a month, a j^ear, or a lifetime, as mcasincd by brain-

work, even of a simple kind, or by any work into winch brain-

work largely enleied, w'ould be robbed of half its potential

value.

Now, between perfect health and a condition which declares

itself in consciousness as one of discomfoit, thcie are endless

degrees of imperfect health which, though not thus ch-arly

manifesting themselves in tonsciousness, affect in a gieater or

less degree, the lone of the nervous system, and it may be

reasonably inferred, reduce by correspond! ig pcicentages the

rate at which the nervous centres perform their functions.

Of such degrees of impel feet health, Iiabiiat is, next to diet,

perhaps, the most frequt'iit coi relate. The implication is ob-

vious. If the rate at which a man’s brain works is but twenty

per cent, less rapid at—say—Upernivik, than in London, or

in London than—say—at Biighton, then it follows that time,

as measured by brain-woik, is shorter forjiim by one-iSfth at

UperniviK than in London, or in London than at Btighton
;

ten hours in the one pl5ce are eqirivalent to only eight hours

in the other
;

fift^ years to only forty.

And is it not when so measured that time, after all, possesses

the most practicaj importance for us? Clock measuiement

is but a device for adjusting our acts to those of our fellow-

men, or to the succession of natural events, a veiy import-

ant object, it may be granted, but yet only subsidiary to our

fiuition of the hours as thej' pa'ss. To know the light moment
and to seize it is often, half the battle

;
but the ability io

seize the light moment aMd utilise it irhplies pieparation for

it ;
and the measure of that pieparation is limited by the

potentialities of the moments thsft have preceded it.

James W. Furrell,
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, The Story of My Life ; by Right Hon’ble SIR RICHARD
Temple, Bart.

O F all Indian civilians of his generation—say between 1830

«ind i860—none landed in India withdess prestige or

left it with more distinction than the sometime Governor of

Bengal whose autobiography has been lately brought out by

Messis. Cassell and Co. Without the burly vigour of Jphii

Lawrence or the suave presence of Bartle Frere, he was equally

wanting in the subtle originality of such men as Sir John Stra-

chey or Sir Alfied Ly#ill. With an appearance that invited

caricature and a delivery that made no impression, he had

passed among his College mates for a comic character, under

the homely alias of “ Bumble **

;
and he had the ill-luck to be

absent fiom Jndia on two momentous occasions when he

seemed to lose alj ordinary oppoitunities of distinction. Yet

^we see this son of a small country sqniie becoming successively

Chief of the Central Provinces, Resident at Haidarabad,

J^inance Minister, Lieutenant of Bengal, and Governor of the

the great Western Piesidency. *Nor was this all
;
not content

with having filled five posts, each of which would have been the

climax of an ordinary Civil officer’s career, he comes home, not

to enjoy his well-earned rest by planting cabbages in his

ancestral kitchen-garden, but to take his place in Pailiament

as an active member, and to preside at the councils of the

London School-Board
;
to become a Pi ivy Councillor

;
and to

have his recollections published by a good firm and welcomed

by the London critics, who so seldom notice an Indian book.

If Melpomc-ne did not smile upon his cradle, he has, neverthe-

less, won the admiration of his fcllow-citizcns as much as if

he had remained in England all hjs life and pro3uced as much
poetry as Sir Lewis Moiris.

^

The book under our notice gives a reply to the question thus

raised
;
and it docs yet more, by supplying a practical plan of

life, or Young Man’s Guide to Sucecs*?, •which deserves a place

in the outfit of every Indian Civil Servant who wishes to see

how piosperity may be won
;
not. by* superfine sentiment or

social charm so much as by an unrelaxing, undeviating pursuit

of the path of duty, and by a genial tolerance of the faults and

follies of those wijth whom that jjath may bring you in contact.

Temple landed in India in 184^, and, after the usual proba-

• lionary period in the Coijege of Fort William, which was then

an*obli£atory matter for young Bengal writers, proceeded
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to to join the North-West Province staff, then ruled by
tlie Hon'ble James Thomason. His first district was Muttra,
of which the Magistrate and Collector was Mr. Edward Thorn-
ton, afterwards known in England as Chairman of the P. and
O. Company. After a short apprenticeship in land revenue*
work, he was one of the young officers selected by Lord Dal-
housie to introduce law and order into the newly annexed pro-
vince of the Punjab

;
and early in 1S51 he became an Assistant

Commissioner in the Jalandar Diiab, which had already been
licked into some sort of shape by John Lawrence. That
masterful man was not yet Chief Commissioner of the Province,
having for superior his brother Henry, and for colleague Mr.
Mansel. These exalted administrators finding occasions of
serious difference, the Governor-General presently called for a

report on the condition of the country
;
and Temple, whose

keen observation and graphic, if somewhat pompous, gift of
language had begun to make him rcmaikcd—was selected by
the Chief to lay his views before the Supreme Government.

But, although the Chief might nominally .address the Gov-
ernment, it was the younger brother who really inspired the
report. The hand might be that of Esau, but the voice was

"

the voice of Jacob. John Lawrence was, by title, Financial
Commissioner ;

but, as Sir T. Munro had long since observed,'

he who rules the Land Revenue rules the Land in India. The
chivalrous chief was for preserving the feudal aristociacy of

the Province ; the Financial Commissioner was hent on recog-

nising and strengthening the villagers who tilled the land.

Into that buried controversy no one need enter now
;
the

Knight’s bones are dust, and the more prosaic scheme has
prevailed and borne good fruit. Temple won his first step in

the Secretariat by aiding it with his pen.

The service was doubtless congenial
;

and in that service

he found the school which made him the d'h'gcnt energetic

administrator that he became. The measures by which the

Punjab vvas converted to peace and order, and prepared to be
the fulcrum of resistance to the perils of 1S57, were fully

detailed in Temple’s report, and will be found excellentl}^

summarised in Trotter’s India under Victoria, Vol. I. It is a

characteristic record, showing Anglv)-Indian officialism in its

most favourable light. -There is little or none of the prag-

matic pedantry of gentleme’n in the Secretariat imposing
European ideas upon a backward population

; but one sees the

work of hearty practical sagacity directing native industry into

beneficial channels.

Naturally, the skilful apologist soon developed into the per-

manent, and, in fact, indispensable. Secretary
;
not a Mayor of

the Palace^ indeed ; Henry Lawrence soon retired from an
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untenable situation, and the harder of the brothers succeeded

to the Chief Commissioncrship
;
but John Lawrence was not

a man to be influenced by any Prime Minister, however useful.

We l^ave it on Temple’s own testimony that he would listen

to all that his Secretary had to say, ^and then -bid that Secretary

to sit down and draft a Minute in a directly contrary sense.

• In 1856, after ten years of well-employed exile, Temple
took leave to England. Dining his absence the Bengal Army
mutinied, and the P.unjab was exposed to a truly fiery assay.

The stiong-wilh d founder was still there but it must have
seemed to the fcimcr Secretary a bitter blow that held him
away from his Chief at such a moment. The absentee Iiasten-

ed back with all convenient speed, and became Commissioner
of tlie Lahoie Division ifi 185S

;
but eie two years had passed,

he was called to Calcutta to supply facts and local colour to

the financial reforms of the Trca‘-ury Official, Jas. Wilson,
who had been sent out from London to restore a shattered

system. It does not appear that Temple had much to do in

this affair, or, iifdccd, that he ever had any special aptitude

for the financial branch of public administration. He was
probably nioic at home in the pigskin than on the stool of

mn office
;
and, indeed, Mr. Wilson’s short Indian career did

not load to the supposition that he wos a man to lean on
local aid. In 1861 Temple succeeded Colonel Elliott as Chief
Coinmissiducr of the ncwly-constitutcd Central Provinces, and
it is hard to believe that he could feel as keenly as the Anglo-
Indian public did how much more congenial was the new
occupation. From that date I\is success knew no check, if

we except a momciitaiy disaster due to a brief return to the
dark and mysterious region of Finance.

The Central Provinces arose out of the re-constrnction that

ensued upon the suppression of the Mutiny. When Lord
Caflning liad been advised to annex the Delhi tewitory to the
Punjab Lieutenancy aixl to movt^the scat of the North-West
Government to . Allahabad, it was found necessary to make
some definite arrangement for what had been known as the

Saugor and Neibudda Territory, formerly administered, in

considerable difficulty, by the Government of Agra. This
territory was now made into what wax in those days known as

a non- regulation province
;

” and tlie pext six years saw the

country take form and organisation under tlie new Chiefs al-

most autocratic sway. In all Temple’s long and splendid career

there lias been no*pcriod so uscfiS to the Empire, and probably
none so happy for himself, as tlii 5?long spell of labour, in which

*he parried into practice tht: lessons he liad learned in the Punjab,

An able and instructive summary of the result will be found in

Capt. Trotter's* already cited work (India under Victoria^
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11. (199). There may be seen how, with restless energy,

the indefatigable Chief rode round his torrid principality on
horseback, braving hot winds and dust storms, fording

unbridged rivers, and bringing the direct influence (*f the

Master's eye to ‘benr upcn tlie woik of all subordinates.

The great' defect of the province was a small population

—

hardly a hundred to the sqnaie mile—and many of thojfe

little better than savages. A deficiency (»f that sort was not

to be made good in six years by any individual, however
energetic. Bur. the foundations of peace, order, and pros-

perity were undoubtedly laid.

In 1867 the versatile administrator became British Minister

at Haidarabad, a post which has been trying, if not fatal, to

many an official* reputation, but in which Temple’s shrewdness

and tenacity enabled him to avoid pitfalls for the short

term of his incumbency Before the end of the year he was
once more called to Head Quaiters,- and made use of in the

Government of the Empire. His new post was that of

Secretary to the Government of India in the Foreign Depart-

ment
;

a branch of administration usually held by the

Viceroy in person, and thus offering less scope for originality

in the subordinate than might* be the c»ise where Sccietary anu
Councillor are more nearly co-ordinate in rank and standing.

But Temple was now to become a Minister himself
;
and

for six not too prosperous years he held tne portfolio of

Finance in the Indian Empire.

Temple’s prentice hand was not fortunate. Having bud-

geted (gr a surplus ” in 1869, he went to Enroj)e on leave.

No sooner was his back turned than Sir John Sirachcy— after-

wards to split his own bark upon the same rock—subjected

the Estimates to a scrutiny, the result of wliich was to show
that a deficit of two millions sterling was .at hand. Sharp
measures being immediately adopted, the ship of Stale resum-

ed her course, and the pilot ' was once more taken on board,

but Lord Mayo was too honest and too earnest a ruler to run

any more risks. Until the tragic and premature end of that

nobleman’s tenure of office. Temple’s position was strictly

subordinate, and the Viceroy per-^onally initiated the famous
reforms of 1870-72. Mayo’s successor, Lord Northbrook,

was equally independent, and perhaps even more qualified,

and the aboli’tion of the unpopular and demoralising income-

tax was generally understood to be the act of the Viceroy

alone.

In 1874 Temple obtained * what may be regarded as the

great opportunity of his life. Hitlierto he had been knc'/wn

as the agent rather than as the originator, and had worked

in long-established grooves. A crisis seemed now at hand
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which would try all by whom it mipht be encountered with
absolutely new conditions. In 1861-2 there had been a
scarcity in Upper India, but it bad been limited as to space,

and, of tshr>rt diiralion. But in the autumn of 1873 it

seemed that the periodical rains hafi failed over the greater
part' of the Lower Provinces, a region equivalent in area to

the fvhole of Fiance.
• Public o*pini()n was just at the moment in want of a sensation

in England
;
and Indian affair^ had already begun to at-

tract more attention than before the bdl of the great Company
which had formcrlj' acted as a scieen between India and the

master-nation. The London Press took up the famine in

Bengal and Behai
,
headed by the limes, which enunciated the

bold doctrine of official res*ponsibility for human life. Tiie

then Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal was Sir George Campbell,
an Anglo-Indian Civilian of high reputation, but naturally

anxious not to incur expense which might afterwards meet
with di approval fiom his superiors

;
Loid Northbrook, having

acce[)ted from LondAn the mandate of unrestiaincd outlay,

prcfeircd to be diiccily, and, so to say, personally represented

on the scene of the disaster
;

and the energetic Finance-
Minister was sent dowm to the afflicted region as a sort of ad^
latiis to the Lieutenant- Governor? Campbell soon after re-

signed and Temple took his place.

Into the once-debated question of the period, this is not tlie

place for entoiing. Temple u'as accused of having over-

estimated the ciisis with which he so successfully coped
;
and

hnmouiists amused themsflves and the public witli stones of

theBibii who said that His Honour Iiad held a famine.'*

But, as Temple himself pointed out, the success of a cure
ought lUit, in common fairness, to be made the only argument
for minimising thj gravity of the disorder. A good deal of
money was certainly expended ; but the will of. Jove was
accomplished. Tii« piogr^imme of tbc Thimdeier was almost
cariiedout; in a population of fifty millmns, it was stated,

not fifty deaths had occurred from starvation
;
and, seeing that

in tile bills of our London mortality atjeast as many such
casualties occur annually without any abnormal conditions,

no official was banged, and Temple becajne a Baronet The
whole net special outlay exceeded six millions sterling, ‘two-

. thirds of which were at once made good out of the levenue of

that year.
^

So far, no just btame can attacli^to Sir Richard*; where the

eijemy found better occasion was Three years later, when lie

was i9 temporary charge of ^ moie serious and wide-spreading
opeiation. The famine of 1877 was to be a cheap famine,"

and Temple undertook to deal with an enormous calamity
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on principles diametrically opposed to those which he had
applied to one of far less intensity. The result was disas-

trous : the famine lasted tw.o years, durinor which the loss of

revenue, and the actual extraordinary expenditure, a^nounted
altogether to more tha\o double the cost of 1873, wliile' the

mortality amounted to millions in excess of the normal
rate. ‘•

Sir Richard next became Governor of Bombay, where his

tenure of office was not marked by any events of moment
;

and he now, in his retirement, looks back with pardonable
•pride on a career distinguished by success justly attributable

to zeal, loyalty, a capacity for using the heads and hands of

other men, a constant readiness to do good, and a singular

absence of ill nature or vindictive {)assion.



Art. I:J.-FEMALE infanticide in the PUNJAB.
^P'HE crime of Female infanticide fsitnon^ the Hindus of

J[
’ certain parts of. India is not of recent 6rigin.* Their

Origin Female ancient sacred books show that it was
infaniicide. practised in times of yore. In tlie

which claims antiquity next •only t<» the Vedas,
, . . and which is supposed to have been

s .vuiquiiy.
compiled long before the days of the*

M ihabharata and Ramayana. punisliment for the murder of
female children is distinctly laid down.
The text says :— *

M^tuion ill the Garar Knnia ghdti bahwet kushti tiryaseh

Purdn. chanddl iinisko.

Meaninor :

—

*' He who kills an unmarried girl, shall become a leper, and
must be treated as a thandiil^ or low caste (such as sweeper,

&c.)

See Chapter 5, Shlok (verse) 3.

2* Manu, the great Hindu law-"iver, who flourished 2,200

T , 1 f ^
years ago, or before the time of Bikra-

In the laws of Manu. •*.. • 1 •

inajit, says in Chapter XI of his

Code :

—

He who kills his daughter shall be sent to the hell of

the lowest region, filled up with blood and pus. He who com-
mits such a sin perpetrates the murder of a Brahman, whigh is

tantamount lo inflicting an injury on God.*

Further on. Manu says in the same Chapter ;

—

Kanici ghdti chhe prap phiu kunibhay barkang piiri chaele.

Namely:— ‘‘ He «vho kills a kania (unmarried girl), shall

have his abode in the hell of the fiercc^st region,
’* *

The particular allusion to*the murder of an unmarried girl (or

kiifiiaj clearly indicates that in the age of Manu and even

bef(»re lliat, girls were mnidered by tlieir paients, either for

fear of incurring marriage expenses, or to avoid the supposed

disgrace of having a son iu-lavv, and thus lowering their

status in society.

j. The Siimat Bhdgwat, believed to have*been compiled three

•
,

or four thousand years ago, in Askand
labrunaiBhAswat.

^ (C^npler) Xj narrates the story of

Kans, Raja of Mathura, who pu^ to death the newly-born

fentale child of Ids own sist^, and was, particularly for this

offimce* punished with death.

* ‘Acctiiuni^ to Hnidu Delfef, a iirahuiaii is liie iiicaiiiatiun ol Uie ueiiy.

VOL, CIV.] 10
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4. In the Garg Sangta, of which the origin is claifneci for a

In Gaig Sanota. anterior to the biith of Krishna
Avatdr, the famous pipe-blower, and

Raja Pr^jscha^, it is hVd down that the murder of*a knnia,
or Unmarried girl, is more heinous by several degrees than
the killing of a cow or a Brahman. »
There are various passages in Praschat Vavek, Ka*.hi Khand,

In other Hindu reli-
• P^'^s^hat Minjri and Praschat EudiV

gious books. banjar, all ancient Hindu religious books,

•
^

providing most sevcie piinislimeut for
the crime of Female inf^anticide. such as living in the jungle for
twelve years, finding means of livelihood by begging alms from
door to door for as many years. aiKl the like punislimcnts.

5. If the crime had not been prevalent in the time of
Presiimotiori that the Manu. his cele brated Code would not

pracuce is very old. have provided severe punishment for
it in such express and emphatic terms as it has done. Indeed,
it was known to have existed before th«i time of Manu and it

seems to have been prevalent, in a greater or less degree, in all

ages since the dawn of history.

5. (a). The ancient Arabs killed their itifant children,

Ancient Ar>\hs prac- niali and female, to avoid tlie tiouble
tised child niuider. ami expense of feeding them, but on the
rise of Islam the practice was totally stopped by the following
veiseof the Koran which, according to Mahomed, was revealed
to him :

—

IVala takHlu auladaktim min Khashxa tin imiaq ; nnkn~o
nar jsoko 1mm wa iya kum inna gutlo hum kdna khatd au
kabira.

Meaning :

—

Do not kill your children for the fear of poverty
;
for we

supply thwn and you with food. Verily, the killing of cnildren
is a most heinous crime.*' *

6. The part most affected by this pestilence was, no doubt.

Parts affected
Ri.j !>iitand, the seat of the great tribe,

the Rajputs, wlto tiace their geiiea-
logy to the sun and the moon. The descendants of the
ancient reigning families of RajputanA, up to the present
time, call themselves Suraj Bansis and Chandra Bansis. The
very idea of giving a daughter in marriage was repugnanj:
to the feelings of the prou/i Rajputs, who preferred destroying
the life of their infant Uaughters to marrying them, when
grown up, to a stranger* and the practice was by dcgr,ees
adopted by other Hindu castes. * At the present moment it

prevail.s all over India among several casjes of tlie Hindus.
A strange incitlent is recorded in hidian history showing a

* Chapter XV, section 3, clause 12 of Alkoran.

'
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strono contrast with the Rajput notions of pride of race and
J;iigh birtli. It is the marriage of the daughters of Rajput
piinccs with the Mahomedau Moghul emperors of India,

Thu‘^tlie ^lajput princes of the house of Amber .and •Jeypir,
gave their daughteis in marriage to Akbar. But the -object

whicl> prompted these chiefs to enter into matrimonial
aUiance with the Moghul sovereigns was to connect themselves

with p'*yahy, and thus to acquire a sharejn the government of

the countiy. It was the aim in life of the politic Akbar
to ameliorate tl^e two great sects of the Indian population, and •

he saw that matiimonial alliances with the powerful Rajputs

would have the beneficial effect of enlisting Hindu sympathy
on the side of his government. It was with these objects that

the connection in question was formed.

7. Tiie Rajputs considered it humiliating and degrading

Stoiy of Rcijci Todar l^^ve a son-in-law as the lord of

iMal. tht^’r oflfspi ing of the female sex. The
other tribes, in latci* times, imitated them. It is said of

R.tja Todar Mai (a Khatri), the great financier of Akbar,
who enjoyed the special privilege of wearing an aigrette

on Iws tin ban when attending the court (a privilege peculiar

to the princes royal), that when jf daughter was first born to

him, he gave up the practice of wearing the decoiation, feeling

that his piicic had been humbled by the birth of a daughter,

and tliat he ought, fiom that in >ment, to bend his head,

instead of lifting it np in asset t’ou of Sflf-importance,

8 . Some have tried to trace the origin of female infanti-

cide among the Hindus to the peiiod

of Mahomedan rule in India, when,
during the early Mahomedan in-

vasions of Sindh, Kasim, the lieuten-

ant cf *the Khalif of Baghdad, carried away by •force the

beautiful daughter of the Raja of Brahiftanabad as a trophy for

his royal master. (711 A D.) Another instTince cited is that

of Komi a Devi^ wife of Raja Karan, of Gujiat, celebrated

for her beauty, and presented to Sultan Al4-ud-din, along with

other booty, by his general Khizr Khan (1297 A. D.). But
the p()sition becomes untenable when wc remember tlie story of

Ram Chandra king of A>'iidhia (^Oudh), ancURawan, the reputed

demon king of Lanka or Ceylon, the story of whose abduction
of Sita, the beautiful wife of Ram, js grajihically described by
Valndkf in the pages of the Ramayafia. The story of Bhismik
the. Raja of Kanshi Nares (Benares), and of his daughter,
Kiikfuini, who was carried away by force by Krishna Maharaj
against the will of ^he girl’s fatlicr, who wished to mairy lier to

Shi.-ihopal, Rdja of Chandcri, is too well known to need des-

cription. A war amotig the Rajas, who each coveted Daropti,

Did ihe piactice oii

gii'aie in the M.ihomedaii
conquest of India?
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the beautiful daughter of Raja Daropat ofDasuha, was averted

by the feats of valour performed by Arjuna, who ultimately

manied her. Tliere have been numerous instances of abduc-
tion and carrying away married women in the annalr of India
relating to the Hindus )eiiod, and what a few early Mahomedan
conquerors did in India was only what has frequently followed

war among all nations and in all ages. An instance is to be
found in the Bible Judges^ Chapter XXI) regarding the Bfen-

jamites. Speaking of the tribes of Israel who destroyed Jabesh
Gilead, the text says :

—

“ 10—And the congregation sent thither twelve thousand

men of the valiantest and commanded them, saying, go and
smite the inhabitants of Jabesh Gilead with the edge of the

sword, with the women ami the childien.

II.—And this is the thing that ye shall do. Ye shall

ulteily destroy every male* and eveiy woman that hath Iain by
man.

“ 12.—And they found amonir the inhabitants of Jabesh Gilead

four bundled young viigins that had known no man by lying

with any male : and they brought them unto the camp to

Shiloh, which is in the lanti of Canaan,” ..

Roman history records the incnlent of Romulus, the mythical

founder < f the city of R«»me, who, having invited the neigh-

bouring States with families to join the games held by him in

hr)tU)iir of the god Conses, with his followers, rushed suddenly

into the midst of the spectators, snatched up unniariied women
in their aims, and carried them <»ff by f<»rce The consequence
of this wl'iolesale abduction of virgins was a seiies of wars, in

which the Roman youth was forced to lake refuge in his city

on the Palantine

9—But when it is clearly shown that female child murder
existed ii' parts of India centuries before the Mahomedan era,

it becomes impossible lo ascribe its origin to the Mahomedan
conquest of thai country. Moreover, the cause (suppf sir.g it

ever existed) having vanished with a century pf Briii.^h rule in

India, it does not stand to reason that the effect still continues.

_ The true and real causes to this day are
the same as they were more tlian 2,000

years ago, or before the age of Manu, namely, a sense of degra-
dation and of shame in having a son-in-law, and the fear of in-

curring heavy fxpenses in^ first, marr) ing^ a daughter and |)ro-

viding her with a suitable'dow'iy, and, again, in mant'iining in-

tercourse with the new comer in the family (her husband rand

lord, on a scale consistent with the honour and pos<^i‘»n of
the girl s parents, which is .simply a question of worldly means.

giving on the profits of usuiy is piohibited by the latvs of
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Manu.* Yet custom has rendered it
The practice grew into So female infanticide, although

a cus om.
strictly prohibited by the Sl^astras, con-

tinued to be practised by certain classes of the Hindus through-

out India* from the confines of Kashin^ to the Bay o^ Bengal
and fiom the Himalayas to the Soutlitrn Mahralta and
putan^ countries.

10 —Tlie«entire absence of any mention of it in the histories

It did not presiimnbly

exist dining the Malio*

niedaii period

of the Mahomedjn period in India

leads to the conclusion that the practice

did not exist in that peiiod. In the ,

Memoirs of Babar, translnted from the

Chowghattai. language into Persian by Abdul Rahim, Khan-
i-Khanan^ and in the Tuzk«of Jahangir, those Emperors
liave given a graphic description of Indian customs and
usages. Jahangir notices the Sikh sect as an upstart of a

new religion, the follovveis of which staled their leader

Giii d ” “As they were inteifering with tlic true faith and
applied to political ascendancy, I had,’* writes Jahangir, “ their

Gii'U seized and ordeied the sect to be punished.'’ If the

piaciice had existed to any extent duiing that period, it is not

iikclj; that the royal hi^toriaii.s, who have given a minute de-
scription of Indian customs in thehr a)>le works, would have
omitted all memion of .so glaring an evil in the countiy, and
the measuies they might have adopted in repiessing it. The
Ain-i-Akbari, or tlie Institutes of Akbar, which c<»ntains Regu-
lations in all tlie bianches of the adiniriisti atfon, is silent on the

subject. Hindu hi.Nlorinns, like Sujun Rai, Kanimgo of Hatala,

who flourished in,the time of Auranz' b, Baliadui Singh, the
author of Yadgar-i-Buhaduri

;
Kislu n Dial, author of Aslnaf-

nl-Tawarikh, Sada Sukh, author of Muniakhib-id-Tavvarikh,

Umrao Smgh, author of Zubdaiul Akhbar, Har Sukh Rai,
author (ff Majiiii-ul-/Ckhl)ar, and others,! say notliing •about it.

If this omis.sion be taken to be due ro tlicii uiiu iilingiiess to

expose an evil of their own sect, surely the Mahom^dan his-

toiians had no such excuse aud they would have been the first

to mention it.

It may also be argued that Mahomedan historians ignored

an evil which concerned neither them nor their sect, and hence
the omission by them of any mention of it iu their woiks. But

** M inu s Smiiti, Ch. XI, veise 61.

f A taste fxr histoiy sce^iis to have grown fp among the Hindus during
the later peiioo of the Moghul Emperors, to yvhich period ihe auihois
abov^ naineo belong

K.ij i T^idar Mai was the first to flitroduce the use of Fersi <n in the
Slate accounts, which were foimerly kept in Hindi by Hindu Mohariiis.
He coinpelied bis cu i^hgiuuisis to learn the Court language of their
rulera*
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there have been independent writers like Abdul Quadar
Hadaoni, the talented historian of Akbar, Hasham Klian, better

known to English readers as Kliafi Khan, the historian

Aurangzeb, and otheis
;
and, as they have written their woiks

in a spiiit of pei feet ^independence, concealing no shortcomings
and lefaning to no paj^ty, the omission by them of any mention
of the evil i'n their respective works points unmistakeably to its

absence dining the period to which the histories relate. All

this fairly leads to the inference that long before the Moghul
period the practice ‘had ceased to be known in India, It was
either repressed by tlic rigour of the earlier Mahomedan lulers,

or tlie piactice had of itself died out with the loss of Hindu
indei)endence.

II.—But the practice was ^lenewed as the Maliomedan
Monarchy showed signs of decay, and it was in full force duiing

the whole period of disorder and anarchy that intervened be-

tween the invasion of Nadir Shah and the establishment of the

Sikh monarchy in the Panjab. It reached its height during the

ascendancy of the Sikh imsls, before the rise of Ranjit Singh of

the Sukcrchakia w/j/, who subsequently
Was in full vigour du- became the ruler in chief of the Panjab.

the Sikh This we find evidenced by the; pages
o[ the NosiJiat iiama (or Book of Ad-

monitions) by Gobind, the maitial Sikh Gutu, called by the Sikhs
their Daswan Badshah (or tenth King;. The Guru says in the

Nasihat nama :

—

Kuri mar ki darshan nahin cliaJue, The face of one who
kills his daughter must never be seen/’

In the Panih Parkash^ the Histoiy of Sikhism, passages

occur describing the evils of Kuri mar or 'Female infanticide.

It describes how Suklia Singh, the Sirdar of the Rdm Garhia
Mhlj was excommunicated, as a punishment for his killing

his infant daughter.

12. r have given ,a brief sketch of the history of female
infanticide from the earliest known times

'anliexauou o'!
P«noci of the S.kli sup.emacy.

Mr. J. M. Dome, in his able paper

on this subject, has traced its hibtory from the time of annex-
ation down to tlie present period. He describes how sternly

the promulgation ' issued by Mr. (subsequently Lord) John
Lawrence, as Cominissioner of the Trans-Sutlej States, denounc-
ing the burning alive of widows, the killing of daughters and
the burning alive of lefiers, was enforced. This was followed

by a great durbar held at Amritsar, the seat of Sikinsm

in tlie Panjab, attended by some* of the feudatory cl^^iefs® and
leading sirdars of the Panjab, at which rules restricting

marriage expenses within ceitain limits were framed, and
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ag^reftments for their observance by the repiesentatives of tribes

concerned entered into.

13. I may add that a big durbar, attended by the leading

Sikli chiefs and sirdars, was held at

Vj
history L^Jiore by Sir^ Robert Montgomery in

sTr Robert LnSmety. 1862, sit which >,e denounced the prac-

tice of Femjile infanticide,* and urged the

introductl'^p of a system of Female education in the province,

as the only means of improving the social Cfindition of the

people and removing the evil customs fl/hich had obtained a

deep root in tlie country.

14. Five years later, or in 1867, Sir Donald McLeod, who
succeeded Sir Robert in the Lieuenant-

Le^d
Me- Governorship of the Panjab, directed his

attention to the subject. In April of

that year, he addressed a letter to the Anjuman-i-Panjab,

Lahore, a society for the diffusion of useful knowledge (which

subseqiuMitly gave birth to the Panjab University), inviting

essays on the subject of Fcmrdc infanticide, and offering, on
behalf of the Panjab* Government, certain money rewards for

the best essays. Sir Donald, wh<i, like his two great pre-

decessors, Sir John Lawrence and Sir Robert Montgomery,
possessed an intimate knowledge 0/ tlic country, in his letter

to the Anjuman, observed : The idea picvalcnl among some
classes, especially of Rajputs thrit it is honouiable and neces-

sary to many a claugher to a male of a superior caste or

tribe, and humiliating or inadmissible to marry her into the

family of an inferior, is, in my opinion, a feitile cause of the

prevalence of this crime, so that it seems very desii^able to

uige on the classes entertaining this idea the expediency of
resorting to equal marriages."

1 5. Several essays were forwarded to the Government
Es^ftys invited hy thiough the Anjuman with various re-

Goveininent on the sub- coinmeiKhitiops, chief amon^ whicli were
jeci of Female infaniicide. ^le following :

1.

—Prohibition of early mariiages.

2.

— Improvement in treatment of brides by their father

and mother-m-law.

3.

—Re-marriage of widows.

4.

—Prohibition of polygamy.

5.

—Education of females.

6.

—Payment by Government of marriage expenses.

7.

—Givin§[ medals to those who preserve their daugh-
ters. •

8.

—Rewarding tHose who aid Government in the
giatter.
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9.—Excluding from Durbars, &c., those who with-
hold aid or countenance infanticide.

10.—Sending Pandits and others about to persuade
the people, or European officers to convey*
compliil^entaiy messages. • •

16. A\ the’ request \of the Lieutenant-Governor, Pandit
* Moti L&l, Mir Munshi to Governjnent,

dit MoirLftl
scholar, wrote a memorandum

on the subject embodying his own
views. These were briefly the following :

—

1.

—As regards suspected villages, that the services of

wives of headmen and patwaris be secured

by half-yeaily presents for watching expectant
mc'theis in suspected families, being present at

confinements, visiting daily for a time where
the child born is a female, and recording the

occurrence in the Patuari’s diaiy, midwives being

at the same time bound, under heavy recog-

nizances, not to serve on any such occasion with-

out summoning one of the above women to

accompany them,

2.

—That, in every suspected town of considerable .size,

a Sub-Assistant Suigeon, a European midwife

and a strong Police guard be stationed, the

native midwives being bound under recognizances,

as above, not to serve in suspected families with-

out the attendance of the European one, by
whom, on the birth of a female child, a report

• shall immediately be sent, through a Police Ser-

geant, to the Sub-Assistant Surgeon, pending whose
attendance and examination of the child the mid-
wives shall, on no account, leave the premises,

—

,
the surveillance of such child being continued

for some days, and a post-mortem examination
being held immediately in the event of its dying
suddenly.

3.

—That a tax be levied on all suspected families to meet
the outlay incurred in carrying out the measures
proposed

;
there being nf) reason, in the Pandit’s

opiniori, to appiehend any difficulty in determin-

ing what families may be justly suspected, as

mutual jealousies will speedily admit of the truth

being eliciled'in this matter, So soon as the lax

is imposed, '

4.

—That a British Officer of experience be specially

deputed to visit all suspected localities, to obtain'

confidential opinions, to collect and collate tin-
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formation on all points relating to this subject,

and furnish reports for the consideration and
orders of Government.

Sir Donald, in his able Minute of 22nd June, 1870, has re-

viewed fhe whole of Pandit Moti Ldrsfcssay. He was so much
pleased with this essay, which was wytten by order, that he

awarded the first prize of* Rs. sdb to tlie author. His

Honour, iQ the course of his review, has noticed one significant

fact. He observes : As the crime of Female infanticide is

confined or nearly confined, to Hindus, if might reasonably have

been expected that more of indignation against its perpetrators

would have been felt by good men of that persuasion than by
Others, and lhat*some these would have been induced from

this feeling, if not from 4 desire to compete for the prizes

offered, to come foiward and lend a helping hand towards

bringing the commission of the crime to an end. Such has

not, iiowevcr, proved to be the case.*’

Sir Donald thought all the proposals made by the Pandit

to be deserving of ,consideration ;
but, his tenure of office as

Lieutenant-Governor* being abr)Ut to expire, he was unable

to take any decisive step in the matter.

V. The Female Infanticide Act of 1870 was passed, and
rules were framed under it by the Local

Act Vlll of 1870 and Government in December, 1884. The
f«ai«ed there-

provide for the maintenance of a
nominal Register in foim A and

special Register in form H for tlie proclaimed villages. In

the A Register are entered recognised heads of families, or

masters of separate households as heads of families, and every

member of the* family habitually resident in the village is

entered by name. All persons under twelve years of age

are entered as children, except married female children living

with Hieir husbaneft, who, for the purposes of the/ules, have
been dealt with as adult females, •

In Register B are rectjrded all births .and marriages of

females, and all deaths of unmarried female children, and of

married females under twelve years of age not living with

their husbands, occurring in the Jat families of the proclaimed

villages. The Register to be kept by ijie officer in charge of

the "^Police station within whose jurisditjlion such village is

situated.

It has been laid down as the duty of the person registered as

the liead of a proclaTmed family teS report immediately to the

chowkidar of the village the occun^nce in his family of every

birth,.marriage and death df a female as aforesaid, and also

the illness of anjr female child. He is also to produce all

children of his family for the inspection of a Police officer,
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not below the rank of a Deputy Inspected, visiting the village,

when required to pioduce them
Every midwife knowing of, or having reason to believe in,

tbe occurrence in a proclaimed family in the village in which
she resides, of a birth, ^r of the illness of a new-born child,

is at once to report the ij^ct to the chowkidar of the village.

It is the duty of the chowkidar to report immediately to

t\\e officer in charge of a Police station the occm^rence of a

birth, whether male or a female, in a pioclaimed family, the

marriage of a female, the death of an unmarried female, or a

jnariicd female under twelve yeais. and not living with her Ims-

band, the illness of a female child and the removal of a pregnant

woman to another village. He is also, on <thc occasions of

his periodical visit to the Police station, to report pregnancies

whicli have been reported to liim, or have come to his

knowledge.
The lambardars of each village ate held responsible for the

due performance by the chowkidars of the duties imposed
upon them, and it has been laid down as their iluty to render

all assistance in their power to the f^olice in drawing up
Register A, and in obtaining information of all births, marriages

and deaths occulting in proclaimed families.

Among the Jats of the* village^ to which the rules apply,

no person giving a female in marriage is to incur any expense,

upon any ceremony or custom connected with her marriage, in

excess of that specified by the rules, .umilarly, no poison

receiving a female into his f.imily in maniage, is to incur, on
account of the maniage or any ceiemony or custom connected

tlierewith, expenses exceeding the total of the list specified

by the rules.

It is the duty of the father or other head of the family

celebrating the marriage to produce immediately before the

Deputy Commissioner, or an officer dc[)Utcu by him, on demand
by the same, an account showing tjie actual expenses incurred,

and to prove the correctness of the said account.

All expenses incurred in carrying the above rules into effect

to be recoverable as an an ear of land revenue from the Jats

of the promulgated village.

l8. It would appear that Pandit Motf Lai was in favour

The rules veiy nuidh

in conforniiiy with Pan-

dit Mou Ldi’s views.

of the employment of the Patwari and
Lambardari agency for watching expect-
ant mothers. He advocated European
supervision, the eifiploymcnt of a Euro-

pean midwife in suspected towns who, he thought, should be

present at the time of each confi%iement, and the attentlahce

of a Sub-Assistant Surgeon (now called Assistant Surgeon).

With regard to Sub-Assistaut Surgeons aiuT English midwives,
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Sir Donald observed : But I very much doubt the practi-

cability of having a Sub-Assistant Surgeon located in each

suspected town, and. still more so as respects locating a

European midwife, as respectable persons of this class must
bft most difficult to procure.’* ^

.

With the exception of medical J^ency and«the employment
of .European mid wives, the rules framed by the Local Govern-
ment ara^ in effect, very much the same as those proposed by
Pandit Moti Lai. The utilisation of tbe Lambardar's services,

the responsibility of native midwives, the supervision of*

Ptjice, and the levy from zamindars of expenses incurred »ii)

carrying the rules into effect, were proposed by him.

19. The Act came into opeiation twenty-six years ago, and the

rules have been in force for twelve years,
The repressive mea- but with what result? As ascertained

avail.
in three dist.icts of tlie Panjab (Jallan-

dhar, Ludhiana and Ferozpur, to which

the luies were made applicable in particular villages) there

has been no improvcmcMit, and, in the vv(^rds of Colonel Massy,

the Commissioner of Jallandhar division, the evil is now
almost as glaring as before the introduction of the Act." For
it^stance, Mr. Douic shows, as the result of his enquiry, that in

six out of the nine villages ift JalLindhar that have been
bi ought under the operation of the Act, the number of female
children under five years of ago among the Sikhs is from

39 to 49 per cent of the male children of the same age. It is

thus clear that the repressive measures taken in the pro-

claimed villages liave been of no avail.

^iJhe
views of Colonel

Colonel Massy suggests, as a general re-
* medy, the discouragement of extravagant
expenditure on marriages by all the persuasive influence which

our administratiye machinery can command.” I think we
muft," continues tlie Commissioner, wait for 'a few years

to gauge the effect of the movemeift for cheaper marriages (to

be siipp»»rted by legal autliority, if later on found necessary)

before applying any penal provisions broadcast to the Sikhs

or Hindus in repression of infanticide.*'
,

20. In the suggested .modification of the rules, the neces-

sity of preparing tlie Register through
modification

Police hasj been avoided, as in
^ *

‘ certain cases the Register may be kept

by the Medical Officer. By existing rules, it is the duty of

the head of the proclaimed famiiy to report immediately to

the chovvkidar the occurrence of every birth, marriage and

dea^li of a female under fwelve. By the proposed rules the

report is to be made to the Lambardar through whom the

revenue is paid. The Local Government shall, by the new rules,
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have power to appoint a Medical Officer not below the rank
of Hospital Assistant for the purpose of carr)ing out and
supervising the provisions of the lules. Zcldars and Inain-

dais have been also bound to render every assistance ‘in

cariying out the piovisiviiis of the Act, and of all the lules

framed thereunder. Another new and impoiiant fenture

of the proposed rules is that, while by the existing rules; no
person to wiiom they apply is to spend money on a-inaniage
ceremony in excess of that specified by the rules, the pioposed
rules empower the Distiict Magistrate, with the sanction

of the Commissioner, to fix such expenses for the particular

tribe of whici) he is a member. Thus, all residents, and not

only proclaimed tribes, have been subjected to resliiciiuns of
mariiage expenses. ^

21. His Honour Sir Dennis Fitzpatrick, Lieutenant-Governor

The views of Sir Den-
nis Fitzpatrick.

of the Paujab, feels very doubilul
on the whole question. He does
not think much could be done

in the way of checking female inlanticide by limiting

tlie marriage expenses. “No doubt," obseives His H»»nour,

•^the restriction of marriage expenses has, lioni the first,

formed part of the scheme fnr suppressing Female infaiuti-

cide, and we have the authoivty of gieat names ft>r including

it in that scheme, but the Ltcutenani-Governor cannot find

that it has ever really been' tiied, and he feels so many doubts
about it that lie would prefer not to set ab<>ui actually and
effectually enforcing it until he learns what our officers generaby,

and in pai ticuiar iliose of Lahoie disiiict who have noi yet

been c»>nsulted, have to say on the matter/* His Honour quotes

Lord Lawrence on the subject of P'emale Infaniicide. His Laid-
ship said :

—

“ To insure this great result, we must effect a radical cliange

in the feelings, the prejudices, and the social cusii^ms or the

people them.ielves,** and observes Sir Dennis,— “it will

be admitted, is nut an easy thing fur a Government like ours

to do."

22. With much deference to the opinion of the proposers

,

’ of the amended lules, 1 do not think tlieof the amended lules, 1 do not think tlie

aJ?c»dme"ni of
“ mod'ified ^ill, wl.cn pul into

force, have the effect of checking the

evil to any appreciable extent. The proposal to have recouise

to medical agency was first suggested by Pandit Muti Lai
in 1870. Mr. Dome, in para S3 1 of his Report, has referred to a
similar suggestion made by Mr. Leslie Saunders in 1871. The
Pandit tliuught that Assistant Suigeons and Knglish mid wives
should be appointed to watch the birth, &c., of female infants.

Sir Donald McLeod, however, considered it to be impiacu-
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cable. Although, no doubt, Hospital Assistants can, as now
suggested, be conveniently posted in certain localities, yet the

question is whether they, as a rule, belong to such a class of

Guvernfnent servants, having regarfl to their antecedents,

education and status in life, as c^uld be trysted for such a

woik? I don't think they do. The ^lonesty of these Hospital

As^slaiU^ is too welt known. When required to give medical

’evidence in court, a present of a few rupees by the accused

is sufficient to induce them to state on oath that the injury

caused is only a hurt, although to naked eye it may be really

a grievous hint. How such a class of men could be trusted for

this work, it is diffic ult to understand.

23. Tiie Chowkidars j^ency in reporting birth, illness,

The Lamhaidar Agency.
marriage and death of h girl of a cer-

tain age has been done away with. But
the substitution of Lambardais for Chovvkidars for the pur-

p<»sc, will, in my opinion, be of as little avail in securing

tlie t!(*sired object as the sy^^tem alieady in vogue. It is a well

knenvn fact, and 1 have ascettained this from the best informed
persons in my recent tour in the district, that the introduction

of the rules to suppiess the murder of female children has
proved a source of gain to the Lambaidars, Why it has been
so, will be explainetl fuilher on. Their respective fees, or black-
mail, for reporting the death of a female child aie a fixed charge
on the head of the family concerned, and no Chovvkidar, or
Lainbardar, would nut his seal on his report (vulgarly called the
Panchayat Naina), without fiist putting the money in his pocket.
Rupees 7 is tlie <ndinriiy he levied, of vvliich, I am told, Rs. 2
goes to the Chowkidar and Rs. 5 to the lamhardar of the Patti

concerned. This is h^r the occurience of ordinary deaths.
For suspected deaths, the chaiges are more, accoiding to the
natuifi of each case and the sui rounding ciieumstances.
Again, it may be properly asketl who are the Lainbardars
whose assistance it is desiied to secure? .The veiy men who
perpetrate the offence themselves

;
the veiy persons who con-

nive at tliese offences
;
persons who belong to the same

village, whose sympathies are all with tlieir own tiibesmen,

kindred and friends, who, as recognised heads of their res-

pective clans and communities, are looked jipon by their inferiors

and ‘'Ubordinates to shelter them, and who, notwithstanding
’the blackmail they impose and the money they extort,

obtain tlie approbation and applause of their ’fellow-villagers

for sheltering them. Can such men be tiusted for such a
woik? The fact is that, fintil their woi king is clo.sely super-
vised, the more strict the rules aie, the more remuneiative they
wilj prove to the Lambardars.

24. The addition of tiie Zeldar and Inamdar’s responsibility
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^ . can mean only one thing. It will give
them aduitional power to squeeze out

money from the zamindars, who will have been already put to

straits by the Lambardais. But the existing rules 'aliea’dy

make the lambardars responsible for rendering every assistance

in working the rules. It is also the bounden duty of all

.Lnmbardars and Zeldais, under the Revenue rules, tto aid the
authorities in carrying out all measuies affecting the safety

of public life and property. To make fresh provision for what
i? already their duly, under the present rules, can scarcely lead

to any practical result.

25. As for the ho^^pital assistants whom, where practicable,

,, , . .
- it is piopo.s*-d to substitute for Deputy

^ Inspectors of rolicc, or c mcers in charge
of Police stations, it is evident how pooily paid these subor-
dinate officials of the Medical Department are. I have
alread}^ described their general tendencies in a preceding
clause. Generally speaking, a present of Rs. 5 would be suffi-

cient to induce such an official to report favourably any suspected
case. Indeed, his fees or present, will he fixed for each case
in which he may have to visit a locality, be the death of ^the

female child fiom natural or unnatural causes. If at a

minimum he visits five places in a month, then, at the rate of

Rs. 5 a case, the lowest rate, his income would be 25 Rs. a

month, *and lie will have earned almost as much more as his

monthly salary, and will he not bless his stais for the pleasant
duty imposed on him? There ma\' be except’ons to this

;
but

we have to judge the whole body from their present stale ^of

education and standard of morality.

26. Now, the remedies suggested being likely to fail, the

. ,
question arises what steps to adopt to

of dcTecuontff
prevent the perpetrafion of the r.ffcnce.

I *do not pro[)()sc repeating what has
been already said^ how ingeniously female children aic mur-
dered, which has rendered detection a most puzzling and diffi-

cult a task. This being so, it can be well imagined liow
difficult it would be to bring the offence home to a suspected
person, even if the integrity of the officers charged with the
control—I mean the village head-men and Hospital Assistants

—

could be trusted, and even if all the paities concerned in the con-
trol acted in good faith, which so far as I can think, is a hope
that should not' for a momeitt be entertained in the present state

of the country. There can be no rule by which a female cliild

could be closely and constantly welched, every moment from
the time of birth to a given age, and, this being so, the child is

entirely at the mercy of its parents or protectors. A mother's
affection for her infant child being natural, it is, I under-
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st'^nd, the motlier-in-lavv who, in most instances, persuades

or compels lier clau^hter-in-law to perpetrate the offence her-

^self, or allow it to be perpetrated in the way noted by the

District (5 lificcrs. Hesides suffocation administration oj opium,

exposme and nej^lect, there is anotl^r way of. disposing of

female infants, not gencMally known, ft is administering to the

in/ant a few drops of asekpias gigantea^ a plant resembling milk,

wliich produces poisonous effects and results in immediate

death without any chance of detection. So far as I have been

able tp asceitain, female infants are, for the most pait, or 95,

out (ff 100 cases, inuidered immediately after birth. It is seldom

that a grown up child is muidered, even when it is nourished

by the motliei’s milk. •

27. The offence of Female infanticide is not confined to the

three districts of Tallandliar, Ludhiana
I he offence not con- „ . i

fined to the three dis and Feiozpur, mct.tionwl in the corre-

mci^ of ih- Puij.i') re- spondencc published by the Panjab
fencciioiii GovcMiinoMt

^
Government. The practice is in full

coi lesiMnaence. fmee in Kangia, Multan, Jliang, and
oth(M' districts of the Panjab. It is not limited to tlie Jats and
R-ijpiits, but extends to the Khatris. It is well known that

the Kloitris of the Mnltan district«kill their fiist offspring if

it proves to be a fem<ilc, because they think its biitli un-

propitious. If -the first of^pring [)u)ves to be a son, they

ieoar<l it as fortunat 'I'ue Pedis, a religious sect, kill their

dauglUeis because they cannot, according to their notions, marry
her to a man of less i.mk and less religious impfntawce than

their own. Tliey^vvould not many her to a poor man, and, to

avoid these tiouldo-, tliey put an end to her life. In Nurpur,

zil ih Kangra, tlie offence is veiy rife. A gentleman of stand-

ing, a native of Kanm a, related to me, the other day, the instance

of a D^*puty Inspector of Police, a Hindu Rajput,^ who was
his friend. On enquiry whcthci he lia*l any childien born to

him, the Deputy Inspector answered :— Y^s. I had the mis-

fortune t(^ have two daughters, but I hrive despatched both

of them. May Ishwar God) now bless me with a son.

Such is the stoiy told of a Police Officer, and 1 am convinced

of its truth. •

28. Col. Massy has dwelt at some length on tlie motives

for killing female infants. He observes
Motives for coinmii- Sikh is a lover of money, and,

ing Me come.
• fQ,

^

daughter will

put him to, he rids himself of her early as possible, being

deterred by no scruple of affection or morality.'* We must
not forget,’* adds the Commi'>sioncr, “ that the Hindu also, as

shown by the statistics, puts his daughter out of the way,
though not on the same startling scale."
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29. Now, the power of men predominating over that of

the tender sex, and nature having gift*
Feelings on the birth male sex with superior physical

o a <iug ter.
mental qualities over females, the

birth of a male child is hailed with special joy in all nations

—

in all countries.* In ^mlia, where the population consists

chiefly of two great sects—Hindus and Mahome/lans,—Ihe

feelings of each differ vastly from those of the other on tlie

biith of a female offspring. A Mahomedan fnther, while he

“ Feeling among Maho-
medans.

would be overjoyed by the birth of a
son, and regard it as a blessing from
Heaven, would not be sorry at the

birth of a daughter, or look on it as a source of calam-
ity, but would not be so glad on thi f)ccasion as he would
be at being g'fted with a son. At all events, glad he will be
and content with what has been given him. never grumbling
or miirmuiing over his fate. Speaking of a poor man, if a
son has born him, a neighbour, or a relation or a friend

would tell him ; Friend (or brother^, Vou are very lucky.

I congratulate you heartily on the gift of a son to you.**

The person addressed would joyfully reply : I return the con-

gratulations to you, brother
;
Athamdo-Lillah (God be praised)

for having gifted a worthless man like me with a son.**

And the fiiend will rejoin ; May the child live long and grow
old under the care of its parents—Amen !

*'

If he becomes the fatlier of a daughter, still he will receive

the congratul dions of his friends
;

but, on such occasions, the

faces of the persons congratula'ing and of those congratuldted

will not be fouml flushing with joy, as they would invariably

be on the birth f)f a male child. The fern ile ai)aitments would
still be found filled with merriment, and pleasurable pursuits

would follo^iv. But the musicians, eunuchs, singers and menials

will not, in this insiance,^ come to the door of tite hoii-^e, or

perforin their mu^ifr ami make a noise to ask for a money present

or a reward in kiml, as they would on the birtli of a son.

Such are the customs observed by the Mahomcdaiis on the

birth of a .son and daughter,

A Hindu would, on the other hand, regard the birth of a

_ , ,
daughter as a calainitv, because she

Hiudus^^
among lie

^vould prove a source of expense to him,
both in the un-mairied and in the mar-

ried condition. So long as khe remains un*married, she is of 110

use so far as earning money) so much essential to Hindu caste,

is concerned, while a boy is taught to learn a petty trade and

® The Pyramids of Egypt aff ird convincmg te..nniony 10 ihe inferior

position given to woman comoared with man fiom the rt^moiesc antiquity.

The subordination is indicated in statuary by her representation beings on
an unduly smaller scale, and by her ordinary position, which is behind
the figure of her ** Lord and Master.”
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Ecnnoinv observed by
the Hindus-

proves a source of income as soon as he grows up sufficiently

is able to understand something about business. When
married, she must be provided with a suitable dowry (not speak-
ing cff ihe heavy expenses to be incurred in her marriage), and
theie are numerous other occasi()ns and/estivilics when presents

must Jbe sei.t to her, and her liusbandfmd children besides, if

she has bect>me the nudher of children. S'*, the birth of a

daughter among the Hintlus, peneially speaking, casts a gloom
over the win.lc family ciicle. No con^iatulations of any kind,

no deinon-'trations of joy or marks of pleasure, follow the event •

A friend would say to the father of a newij'-born girl
— '' So a

daughter is born to you. Don't lose your mind, brother
; Ram

will one day endow you with » son." The disappointed father

would reply, touching his tight hand with his foiehead, ** My
Pralabatl (Fate)

;
what can be done ? May she have been born

at a propitious moment and bring (Wealth) in her train."

30. A lliudu is, from his birth, a lovt r of money. Fiom
*his boyhood, he is taught habits of
frugality and economy. If he is the
son of a shojikeeper, he will be taught

to sell petty articles for cowiies, collect them and make pice of

them, and from pice naake lupees. AVlten a few rupees Were
ct>llected, the father would make a gold ling for him, and the
boy would wear it with piide, or keep it hy him, and having
tiuis ta^-ted tlie fruit of his industry, wouhl then, with re-

doubled zeal, resume his pursuit of hoarding up cowiies or pice

acconling to the nature of his petty tiade. If the parents
are residing in a .village, the boy will be sent to a village

Pandha, vvhere the fir>*t lesson taught him will be to com-
mit to memory the rules of multiplication such as l and l

m.ike 2 twice 2 make 4, 4 times 4 make 16, and so on, up
to hnntlreds and tfioiisands. He wi 1 be heard .repeating
loudly in lanes and streets:

—

Ek diini duniy do duni chdrCy char
aunt dthe, and so on. Thus, the first lesf^ons taught him
are rules of multiplication which .seive as the basis of his life,

giving him a taste for accounts, and making him a ready
reckoner and methodical in after-life. The accounts, which he is

taught in this way, tend greatly to form his chaiacter and make
him a man of business. The rules vvhicl^ he learns at a very
young age, remain fiesh in his memory all his lifetime, and
until he himself becomes a fatiier and a grandfather.
If the parents are* living in a tSvvn or city, he will be
sent to the nearest lane school to learn the same rules by
heart.

,
In this way habits •of thrift are implanted in the

mitids of Ijttle beys, and this serves to make them practical

Qieii of business in afterlife.

31 - A Mahomedau lad, when he reaches the school age
VOL. av.j u
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Extravagance of Ma-
homedans.

is first sent to a mosque to read the

Quran, of which not only he but hia

^
tutor, too, can understand not a word.

It is tapght like a lesson to a parrot. The parents” ho\Vever
poor, think it their drty to feed the boy well and supply
him, if their means aftovv, with any thing he wants, sim^ply to
keep up his spirits and not to discourage him. If they neglect
this, they expose themselves to the taunts and scoffs of their

friends and those among whom they live. Ealing heartily,

,
living well and being well clothed are what he sees invariably
practised all lonnd, and he imitates all these examples as best
as he can. When he grows into irianhood, his aim in life,

generally speaking, becomes to enjoy it to the best of his

ability and means. Many enjoy it, even beyond their means.
32. The social customs among Hindus and Mahomedans

differ greatly from each other. While
Their domestic * eco- former observe economy in all

from each other. dealings in life, the latter caie

little for money and are generally

extravagant in all tlieir worldly transactions and religions

observances. A Hindu Sahukar and a well-to-do man, who
is head of a family, would’- regaid it as a luxury to partake of

meat once a fortnight, or if he were extravagant enough, once
a week, and would have pleasant rccollectio.iS of its taste until

another fortnight or week rolled on, and the fixed day for

indulgence of a same or similar luxury came round. The
female or old members of the household, and children and
other members less important, are treated as inferior beings

to whom the taste of flesh is quite unknown. A Hindu
of ordinary means considers it quite sufficient for the

purpose of living if he can be served with bread of wheat
and fried meal cakes or pickles for his meals. But a Mahom-
medan, even if he is a ^water-carrier, or a syce, must have ja

soup made of meat on his table, even though it be worth only a

pice or two, owing to his scanty means. Whatever he will earn,

he will spend in eating and clothing, and leave nothing behind

to meet emergencies If he is a ricli man, the demands on his

purse are pr(»poi tionjatcly heavy. 'J’here is a well known sa\ ing

that '‘Hindus are to collect money, and Mahomedans to enjoy

it.”

33- It may be asked why this great difference between tlic

.
’ m^Ddes of life of the two great sects of

^ India, living in the same country and
bred and brought up in the same atmosphere? The, answer

Is plain. The habits of extravagance, indolence and
arrogance which they inherited from their immediate /ore-

fathens, who, as a consequence of their having imbibed these

pernicious habits, lost their supremacy as a ruling race, liave
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not yet forsaken them. They have not been taught to value
.tl]^ money they earn, or the wealth they acquire from their

ancestors, nor have they learnt to value the time they
liave ^t tfleir disposal and command. 'The training given

them-. *s to live in ease and not to depress the '.spirifs, but
to kecfi them lively and fresh, and twis can not be done
without sacrifice of money. They have become habitually idle

and lost the habits of perseverance, activity, energy, fortitude and
manly courage which once characterised the members of their

commnqity in a prominent degiee, and were the cause of the

prevalence of their power in the remotest parts of the world.

The- Hindus, on the other hand, have gained the good and
manly qualities which tlieir Mahomedan brethren, through
their own folly, have lost. Humility, forbearance and habits

of industry and fnIgalit)^ aie the valued inheritance left to

them by their forefathers, and, these excellent qualities being

implanted in their nature, they spend with piudent economy
what they earn. This has taught them habits of good
husbandry and they become thiifty tiaders and speculative mer-
chants, if they are leading an independent life, and industrious

and attentive to duty, if they have taken to any profession of art,

or if they are in the service of Goi^ernment or in private

employ.

34. I

A Maliomed Ilf s re-

spect for cliiltl of any sex

born to bim.

have shown that it is the love of money which
has induced Hindus generally to treat

their girls with contempt and neglect,

and even to destroy their life. It is the

disicgartl for money and indifference

to worldly means tliat i.as led Mahomedans to treat whatever
is given them by Providence, son or daughter, with equal

feelings of affection and regard. The proof of this is ^lear,

for, notwithstanding tlie general poverty of the Mahomedans .

throughout India, not a single instagee has been* heard

of their having killed anywhere an infant (Jaughter. Go,
for instance, into a weaver’s house. You will, in many in-

stances, meet a number of little girls clothed in rags and
poorly fed

;
but the Iiead of the family, henvever poor, will

never think of depriving any of them of its life. He would

rather beg ahns to supf^ort them. The same will be found

to be the case will: all Mahomedans of tl»e po?)rcr classes.

35. Love of money seems to have been a chaiacteristic

eff the Hindus spee a time anteiior to

the Mahomedan conquest of India
;
and

this, coiipled with the pride of race

and a sense of disgrace in having a

foreigner as the husband lord of a daughter, seems to be

the reason which led the Hindus in ancient times to commit

The real cause that

undeihes the peinicious

custom. .
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this horrible crime. The same considerations actuate them
to the present oay to peipttraie the offence. Female child-

murder grew into a cuhtom among certain sects of the Hindus
bydegiees, ' •

That pernicious custom, as already observed, was put a stop
to during llie rigid M^homedan rule. owing to the los** of Hindu
independence. It was renewed as the Mahometan monaichy
collapsed. It revived with great force during the long period

of anarch}^ that followed the collapse of Mahomedan rule.

36. The causes of female infanticide being glaring, it

^ ^ ^ now remains to consider what rt me-

Lo?dTaw^*nce"“
^ies Can be advantageously adopted
to suppress the piaclice Belore

answering the question, it may be as well to consider why
the measures already introtiiictd by the Government to

sup]>re^s the crime have failed to realise ihcii object, viz., to

mitigate the offence or to do away with it altogellu r. Tliat

gieat authority, Lord Lawience, quoted by Mr Douie in his

note, writing as Chief Commissioner 'of the Panjab, in 1853,
expressed Ivis opinion on remedial measures as folh»ws :

—

“ The piesent influence of British officers, the knowledge
that they take* an interest in the matter, a desire by the 'people

to stand well in the eyes of theii rulers, and lastly, the fear

of punishment, will doubtless, from yf*ar to year, operate

in diminishing the ciime.

''The Chief Commissioner strongly deprecates any strict

system c»f supei vision by the Police, for it is certain to be

impotent for all good, and liable to be used as an engine of

extortion and oppiession.

A system of espionage is but too likely to enlist the

feelings of the people against our effoits, and thus furnish

a powerful inducement to thwait theoi. If we q.an once

get influential natives to set their faces a»^ainsi Female
infanticide, to consider it a ciime and aiiisgrace, our eventual

success may be^ deemed certain.'*

I may here say, without fear of contradiction, that Great

Britain has sent many of her woithy sons on the soil of India to

govern that country, and they acquiied gieat name and fame

by their Indian career, but not a single one of her statesmen can

claim to have had that intimate knowledge of the country

and its people, and that thoiougli insight into their social

usages and customs rhich the higluminded and noble Sir

John Lawrence possessed. He had the sympathy of the people

at heart, and he h»ved the people as the people loved him.

He knew their wants and shortcomings, and ho\^ best to

remove them. In short, he ihoroughlyMindei stood the native

character, and fully identified himself with their interests.
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37. In my humble opinion the remedies adopted have failed

to secure their object, because the vvhole-
Reasnns why the pre some advice given by Sir John Lawrence

eh pioved a failure.
heeded—not only no care

• • seems to have tieen taken strictly to

follow his advice, but in some instances action has bee*n taken
contrary to his suggestions. For ir/tance, the rules give
the u"i)per Jiand to the Police, although Sir John strongly

deprecated such a course. The result has been that the
power given to it, has been used, to use Sir John's own
words, “as an engine of extortion and oppressir)n/* No
lively Interest, I am afraid, is taken by the District Officers

in devising and adopting measures for the suppression of
the Clime, and tliey have considered other duties of an
executive nature to be of far more importance. One gieat

cause, then, in my humble opinion, of the failure of tite scheme
laid down, is want of proper attention on the part of the
District Officers. The reason is that they are subjected to

constant chauge®, and no Deputy Commissioner is allowed to

remain for a sufficiently long period in a District to enable him
to pay proper attention to the subject, to acquire knowledge
of it,^ to consider it in all its bearings, to mature his plans
for removing the evil, and to watcji the progress of events
with reference to his measures, and to witness their essential

success. To woik out the sclieme with any degree of success,

it is veiy desirable that District Officers should take the matter
to heart. Above all, it is necessary for them to speak in

earnestness to the leading men of the District, ask their advice
an<l suggestions, and expiess their own views on the subject.

Ill tile absence oT such a conise, how can we assure “the
knowledge by these men that the British officers “take an
interest in the mailer,*’ on which Sir John laid so much stress in

his ob^ervation.s. Tilierc is nodonht ihat much depends on the
chief controlling authority of the Di>lry:t in this way of success
and mucii improvement can be effecleti by him. if he only has
time, oppoituniiy, and the will to carry out this much-needed
reform. Many have, of course, th? will to carry out the mea-
sures, but lliey are so peculiarly circumstanced that they cannot
pay adequate attention t<» the subject, and in the midst of their

useful work, their connection with the *Distiict is suddenly
severed.

*

• I repeat that the great Sir John Lawrence had special oppor-
tunities of obtaining an insiglit into l^ie chaiacter and domestic
economy of the people of India, rWid he fully adapted his
great genius and exceptionaW capabilities to meet their real

requirements and wants. No doubt, we are living in an age
progress and of lenligbtenmcnt, of which we see abundant
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proof in every-day life
;
but it would be a mistake to pass over

with indifference advice based on a life of experience, by a

man of such singular genius as Sir John was. What he
expressed as his opinion neaiMy half a century ago, holds good,
to this day. ^

38.
,
If some improvement has been effected id presenting

the practice complained of, that is most
assuredly the result of the universal

liaimony that prevails inr the country,

and the general discipline and excellent

arrangements by which the Biitish laws are administered in

the country, and the fear and awe they inspire, not the result

of the special enactment iclating to Female infanticide and
the rules framed thereunder.

Any success achieved,

not a result of the special

Law introduced.

39. The Indians are as a rac^, by nature loyal to their rulers

The Indians naturally

a loyal race.

and masters
;

for the religion of both
Hindus and Mahomedans teaches tliein

to be true to their salt and faitliful to

their sovereign and lord. The religious susceptibilities of

no nation on earth are so delicate as those erf the Indians.

Religion is to them their sole guide of action in life, and
they have been, and will ever be, ready to sacrifice their life and
wealth to preserve its honour. And since loyalty to tlif sove-

reign is strictly enjoined tby the laws of the Shastras and the

Quran, it is no new thing for Indians to flatter their rulers

and masters and try to please them in every way in their

power. To prove this, one need only refer to the pages of

Indian History, and he will scarcely meet a period of history

in which he will not find remarkable examples of obedience,

fidelity, humility and subordination on the part of inferiors to-

wards their superiors. Some may construe fuimility and subser-

vience into vain sycophancy, but a little reflection would make
the line between the two quite distinguishable There have
been numerous precedents of devotion *to the cause of the

master, and noble examples of sacrifice to ui)hold his cause.

A slight hint by British officers, in kindly words spoken, is

doubtless sufficient to rou^e the energy of the leading men
to carry out their wislies. Influen-

How anxious influen- natives'’ are too anxious to avail

ffiiiTh offices.
themselves of any opportunity that

may be given them to please British

officers and to secure their good-will. But, seeing that little or

no interest is taken by them in a subject, they are not sufficient-

ly enlightened as yet to {take the initia*ti\e in it themselves.

40. Having described the causes of the failure, I will now
„ r .u I

suggest the remedies. I have shown at
Beu.ed.es for the ev,l. thr outset of this article that the
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crime of Female infanticide among the Hindus is not of recent

growth. It was known in remote antiquity, and, whatever the

motives (namely, whether pride of race and supposed disgrace

^f h*aving*a son-in-law, or, considerations of economy), it pre-

vailed, in^a greater or less degree, in all ages since the dawn of

history. How difficult it is to annihilate this practice grpwn into

a custom among certain tribes, is evidenLfrom the fact that, under
the very nose of the vigilant Police, and in spite of the

strict provisions of the Indian Penal Code (I would not men-
tion here the special enactment to suppress Female infanticide,

for nothing is left in the Indian Penal Code for punishment,

if only its provisions, so far as they affect the destruction of,

human life, had been strictly enforced, and it is evident that

the special legislation and the rules under it have been
barren of any result), the ciime complSiined of is as ripe

as ever. The only difference lies in this, that, while formerly,

namely, before the Briti-.!! Rule, or before the introduction of the

Indian Penal Code, the offence was perpetrated either openly,

or without recourse to much skill and ingenuity to conceal

it, it IS now, through .fear of the law and punishment, com-
mitted with the utmost secrecy and vyith such cleverness as to

avoid all possible chance of detection. The matter . involved

beii>g so serious as the loss of human life, and the remedies
applied having proved to be quil?e useless, I would strongly

urge the adoption of coercive measures by the Govern-
ment. 1 know it would be quite impo.ssible for so humane
and just a Government as ours to adopt such measures for

the suppression of the crime as the dictates of reason,

conscience and humanity would disallow. What would not
a barbarous, despotic Government do on such an occa-

sion, finding it a good pietext to fill its Treasury. What
would not many of India's own native rulers have
done on such an occasion, in old days, in the name of humanity,
but rGally to squeeze money out of the people. Wi^at 1 would
suggest will not be a novel or a new thing, con ti ary to the

practice of the Government. Does not tl>e Government post
Punitive Police in certain towns and villages on account of serious

disorderly behaviour, disturbance of the public peace and other

habitual crimes affecting the safety of public life and property

and the good discipline of the Government ? On the same
principle, 1 would urge, not the posting of Punitive Police,

.but the imposition of a penalty of not less that half the amount
of revenue paid by the tribes concerned in case of the pro-
claimed villages till such time as it eould be proved by statistics

that the proportion of living malt and female children under
six or eight years of age wa% almost equal, or the number of
each was within sqch limit as to show no stailUng or extra-
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ordinary difference. I would not urge the posting of Puni-

tive Police because of the hardship that result** from the

practice, and the incalculable annoyance and vexation .the

Policemen give to the villagers. Let the experiment •suggestec^f

be tried and I am spre it will act like magic. It \^ill so^ act,

because ,it will affect the entire village subjected to such
penalty. It will affect lahke tl»e guilty and those bearing the

appearance of innocence; I say, bearing the appearance of

innocence, because vve do not know whether they ^ are really

guilty i>r not.

41. One great cause of entire failure in bringing the offence

• home to the pei petratois. is ih^ lom-

to pr^octle offendefs''®
' tlu viUagtrs
in concealing the ciime. What can

the Police, a Medical Officer, or^a M-i gist rate do^ under such
circumstances? Substitute a Lambardar fora Chowkidar or

a -Zeldar for a Lambardar, or a Hospital Assistant for a Police

sergeant; do anything you bke in this way, it will amount
to the same thing. It will prove a mere verbal alteration and
nothing more. And why? Because the very men, Lambar-
dars and Zeldars, are interested by ties of relationship, affec-

tion, social connections, constant associations and interc -urse

in protecting and screening the offendeis. All their sympathies
are naturally witli them. A" Lambardar wouhl lend a helping

hand to a criminal of this kind, because he expects in return

the same help fiom him when he himself some day or other

commits a similar offence. My own experience of the tracts

affected by this pernicious practice is that a perpetrator of the

offence of FeiiMle infanticide is loi)ked upon by the village com-
munity as a hero of his nation, and evciybc<dy in ihe village

zealously tiies his best to counteiact the effoits of the

antliorities to bring the offender to justice. Even the autho-
rities would never know what had come tp pass, nor would
tliey haverthe means of knowing it when the offence had been
once peipetralcd. Even liic women living in the immediate
iicighbourliood of 'the locality where the offence might have
been committed would not xl.tre disclose the secret, allhough
they, must be, and vvqre, fully co gnisant of it.

42. 1 have said elsewere that the rules framed under the
^ Female Infanticide Act have, under a

seciccy^ system of supervision, proved a
.source of income to the Lambardars, and*

that if the same laxity continues, the more strict tiieir provisions,

the more remunerative th£y will prove to the Lambartlars.
Where matters are arranged with ^piulual understanding and
terms amicably settled, it is of no consequence whether the

demand is extortionate,
. or the ill-gain tlve consequence of
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threats or undue influence exercised. My own idea is that
ho force is exercised in obtaining money, for, if such were
the practice, discontent and consequent disclcsiire would liave
^een the result. So far as my enquiiies go, the reward is fixed,
IS offered and is gladly accepted

; if the villaoe headman
wants more m^^e is given to him ungiudgingly,- \vitl> due re-
gard to the circumstances of tlie persion making* the ofler. At
all events, all is passed on quietly

; nc/iniirnuir of any kind by
one person against another is heard. The utmost secrecy is

observed throughout.

43 Under ilie circumstances above set forth. Government
^ ,

would be perfectly justified in subiect-

jusiifirible.
whole village to penalty in

the way suggested, on the principle
observed in the case of po|>ulatlons who disturb the public
peace by riotous conduct and disoiderly behaviour. In villages
and towns subjected to Punitive Police posts only considera-
tions of Older and goed discipline induce tlie Government to
biing the machinery of supreme power into operation. Here the
question involved is o«e of life and death. It is by far more
serious than any considerations of preservation of the public
peace when that is endangered. It affects one sex of human
beings constituting half the popiilaiion of the country whose
care has, by the mysierious decree of Providence, been entrusted
to tlie British nation, a nation whose great Mission in the
world is to protect God’s people brought under its sway, and to
raise them in the scale or nations

;
and in the fulfilmcnt of that

sacred Mission lies the chief gloiy of that nation. It is the
duty, I cmpliatically urge, of such a humane Government to
devise measures .for the protection of the lives of innocent
infants of one sex, who, it knows, are destroyed by unscrupulous,
seifidi and merciless parents. Happily the British Government
fully recognises this duty, but is at a loss to find a way of
canyingit out compatibly with its just laws. I liave here
suggested a remedy which, I feel sure, would have the result
of extirpating the evil at no distant date.

*

44. 1 am strongly of opinion that nothing short of the.

.
course suggested is likely to have the

«xpens«s-a deep-iooied
effectiMlly suppressing the

custom. Clime. i5ritish omcers think, and right-
ly no doubt, that extravagant marriage

expenses underlie the whole criminal action on the part of
the tribes given to thp practice of female infanticide. As a
remedy, a limit has been put b/. the Government rules to
marriage expenses for each tfibe. But people are given to the
habit of spending money on marriages beyond tlieir means from
ages and ages. The evil has not sprang up in the country
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In British times. It has existed since the Hindu period. It

_ . . - prevails all over India, It is not cori-

Mahomedans.^*^^ Hindus alone, but extends
in equal degree to the MahomedanSy,

Thus, according to strict Mahomedan law only a sm^ll dowry
need be given to a daughter on her marriage. When the pro-

phet Mahomed married his daughter Fatima to All, he gave a

grinding mill, an iron pail for baking bread, an earthen chimney,
and a suit of plain dress to the biide as her dowry? But the

Mahomedans of India, following the custom of their Hindu
brethren, have gone to excess in the matter of dowry for

daughters, and many of them reach the brink of ruin or actual

ruin in marrying them. They have in India followed m my other

customs of their Hindu countrymen which are prohibited by the

laws of Mahomed. For instance, a strict Purda custom of

females (namely keeping them concealed in houses) is not a

M^ahomedan custom, nor is it observed in ATahornedan countries

like Arabia, Egj^pt, &c. What is enjoined by the M^ihomedan
law for v/omen is to conceal the face by a veil. Females of all

classes in Mahomedan countiies walk about the streets and
transact business like men. In India, however, such is not

the case. The Hindus, whom the Mahomedans imitated, have
now become rather lax in the matter of Purda^ but the M«aho-

medans of the higher and fniddle classes observe the custom
strictly. Giving extravagant dowiy to daughters is strictly a

Hindu custom, followed in Iniiia by Mahomedans who, on that

account, are not known to pollute their hands with the blood of

their infant daughters.

45. Very little hopes of success can be entertained from the

introduction of the luk^s as to compul-
Government measures reduction of marriage expenses.

must prove ineffectual.
^-S the rules liave proved fruitless m the
past, so they are pn>st likely to prove

in the future. What do the zamindars care for a fine ofRs. 10,

or IS, or even 100, aVter incurring expenses be>ond the

pi»escribed limit. Mr. Douic sugj^ests tliat impriscniment might

be made compulsory for breaking (lie rule. I do not tliink that

even would do any i;eal good Tlie tiibes would consider under-

going imprisonment a meiitorioiis act, and they would gladly

suffer it, rather than stand in a degiadeil condition before the

brotherhood. Until a radical change is effected in the con-

stitution of Indian society and in the mode of living, and until

the social rules of the Ijidians undergo^a cliange, no effort of

the Government can succeed in suppressing a custom, the

observance of which has prevailed for centuries and cen-

turies, and which their ancebtors have observed as far back

as can be traced. If it can be eradicated at all, it will only

be by their own voluntary and joint effort.
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46. Nor can any external force, however strong, operate to

„ . , , demolish the custom. Pandit Behari
No external force.

Ldl.-late Extra Assistant Commis-
sioner, Amritsar, Mr. C. E. Gladstone, C.S., in the Ambala and
Jallandhar districts, and many public Societies in oth*er

Districts, tried their best at different times to abolish evil and
obnoxious customs, but all their efforts to cfifect anything even
approaching impiovement signally feilcd. The late Dewan Ram
Jas of Kapurthalla succeeded in effecting an improvement in

curtailing marriage and death expenses among the Khatri

Aroias ;but the rules have become lax, and I am afiaid the mov-
ing, spirit being no more, a few years hence the heads of the

tribes who have put their signatures on written agreements,

will relapse to old customs. Similaily the rules framed for

different tribes by Mr. Gla^lstone for curtailment of expenses
on mairiages and dcath.s, to which the different headmen of

tribes, with apparent sincerity and zeal, put their seals and sig-

natures, arc only on paper and known only for the utter

disregaid of them. The fact of the matter is that no indi-

vidual effort can hc^ve the effect of demolishing an established

custom. In Amritsar, for instance, Pandit Behari Ldl took agree-

ments in the name of the local Anjuman, or Snhhaj binding the

Hindu castes to prevent their women from singing obscene songs
in streets. The Lahore als(# followed tlie example of the
sister institution in Amritsar. The practice, though stopped
for fi time, is as vigorously in force in both cities as ever. In

Jliang I and my lamented frieiul Dr. Chetaiishah, Civil Surgeon,
started an Anjiiman in 18S1 with Mr. C. A. Roe, C.S., (now
Chief Judge of the Panjab Chief Court) for its patron. All

the representatives of the different flindu castes solemnly agreed
before us to curtail expenses on marriages and deaths (lists

limiting the expenses of the various ceremonies connected with
the occasions having been prepared b)^ the liibes themselves),

to prevent femalds from bathing naked on the rivej; banks and
ghats, from singing obscene songs in <he streets, from attending
certain public fairs where they were nofr icqnired and where
their presence was considered to be objectionable, as opposed
to decency and rectitude. The reforms intioduced were carided

out with apparent zeal, and we had sanguine hopes of success
;

but as soon as we had left the district^ people tOok to their

and all our efforts to improve their social condi-old practices

tion failed.

47. It is

Urgency of adopting

some effectual steps to

prevent the practice.

possible that success may attend Government
• efforts to rSduce marriage expenses in

some remotft future, provided the people
^heiliselves are in favour of it and recog-
nise the necessity of the step, but how
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many thousand innocent infants would, through the merciles;

hands of unscrupulous parents, .have perished by that time.

It is quite nece^ssaiy, therefore, that some such steps be adopted
by the Government, as may have tlie result of pt-iceptib-

ly diminishing the ciime, if not suppressing it allc^^elher.

48. 1 liave observed before that the offence of Female in-

fanticide baffles all deteclicn, owing to
How coercive measures

the" combinaMon of the village people

prove effcciive. and (heir sympathy with tlie peipetia-

t(»rs of the offence, who must presum-
ably be fully known to tliem. ‘riic suggestion made by me,
namely, of subjecting the proclaimed irilies in ceitain villages

to a penalty, will, of course^, affect both ihe guilty and the inno-

cent. But where tlie guilty person is not known and tlie villagers

shelter him, Government would he justified in subjecting the

whole population of a paiiiculai class in a pioclaimed village

to punishment, on the same principle on which such penalty is

enforced, in the shape of Punitive Police, against other towns
and villages now. The advantage of such a course will be this :

a really innocent man wh », as well .is the guilty, would have
to pay his share of the penalty, but. who knows who the culpiit

is, would say to the latter : Well, why I should be made to

suffer for your guilt
;
either mend your ways or I shall report

you to the autlvwities ** The man in f.iult may be able to satis-

fy one or two individuals by flattery or by offc'S of money, but

lie would not be able to sati fy all the villageis in ihe^c ways.

M u’Uril jealousy would be the result, which would very likely

result in a conviction being seemed. Or the zammihus, to avoid

worry and the heavy bunlen of the penalty, will make such

arrangements among tltemselvcs as will h.ive liie result of sensi-

bly diminishing the ciime, or exlerpating it at no di'^tant date.

In my opinion, the remedy above mentioned is the best

, , that can be adopted; But shoul<J the
not er reme

Government be unwilling to have re-

course to such a measure, I would then, in view of tlie obser-

vations already made, make the ftdlowing suggestions:

—

1. That Officeis of matuie expeiicnce and old stand-

ing be 'appointed Deputy Commissiimers of the

• districts in which the proclaimed villages are

situated, and that these be not subjected to con-

stant clianges and transfers. As a rule, they

ought to remain in the district to which they are*

attached for at* least a perioil of five years.

2 . Jhat their duties in connection with Female infan-

ticide should be specifically laid down
(i4).-«They ought to speak to leadfng men of the district

on the subject, make suggestions to them, ask
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their advice, weigh how far it is worth adoptim,

and agnate the mallei as best as they can.

(B)—They must associate with them, in their work, their
* Revenue Assistant, who is constantly or| tour and

has ample opportunities of making enquiries on
the spot and devising /measiiies to stop the crime

and of detecting it when perpetrated. If not a
Revenue Assistant, some oilier native Extra Assist-

ant Commissioner or Exira-Jiidicird Assistant of

longstanding and expeiience. or of known and excep-

tional rtbility, must be associated. I must frankly

say, however a European Officer may claim to

have a knowledge of the coiintr}^ and however
intimate he may be with the people and liked

and respected by them, he cannot have those

means f)i a^ceitaining the real state of affitiis which

a Native Officer bom and I ronght up in the country

ha-. Such Native Officei (not below the rank of an
Extra AVsi-taiil Commissionei) must be ex officio ‘ a

membei of the Dip'll icl Board.

IC).—That the Native Officei should receive his instruc-

tions from the Deputy Commissioner from time
to time as to how he is to act in the matter.

—TliHt the Native Officci should lay beh re the Deputy
Commissioner at each general meeting of the

Di-tiict Board, a lepoii on the mea uies adi'pted

to suppi css tile Cl imc. The Dejuity Coinmissioner

should then discuss the
[
oinls noted in the Report,

oi any other points that may arise, with the mem-
bers picsent and give them full opportunity to

express their views, or to repiesent personally in

vvliat •way any of them has exerleil himself in

attaiiiii'g the end wished for, and wiili what degiee

of success. •

3. That the Native Officer appointed to the duty should

be selected by ibe Commissioner of tbe Division,

4. That the Native Officei in qiiestioii should, at the close

of each year, submit his leport ii\, Engli-h (if be knows
English, olheiwise liis icporl must be tianslated into that

language) to the Deputy Commissioner, desciibing in full

det ail what action has been taken to suppi ess the crime, and

with what result • ^

5. That it should be laid down as the duty of the Deputy
Commissioner to submit, <)y a certain date of January in each

year, a special report on the subject of Female Infanticide in

hjs District, destnbiug what measures he, in conjunction with

his native assistant, has adopted towards its suppression and with
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what result. He should describe on what dates he and his
native assistant visited the proclaimed villages, to what
leading men of the district he spoke on the subject, wh^t were
their views„what he himself thought of those views, anti whe-
ther, from a practical standpoint, they were of any use and how.
The report to be submittdJ to the Government through the
Commissioner of the Division who should, of course, be ct liberty

to add to it his own observations and remarks The report

by the Native Officer to form an appendix to this report.

Where the results proved favourable, the approbation
of the Government to be communicated to the Officers con-
cerned, and the leading men whose influence, advice or co-

operation may have tended to secure this end to be endowed
with Khilats of honour. A recognition merely on paper
can not have that effect and value in the eyes of the native

of India of the class mentioned above (though no doubt it

has its value in its own way) as a dress of honour, which they
consider a source of real pride and distinction. Where
influential natives were allowed such dresses of honour, it would
he impolitic not to honour Native Officers in the same way
if they had proved themselves worthy of it-

As for headmen of tribes and villages who assist in the

cause, how gratified they would feel if a l747ipi or a shawl
or a cloak of Pushtntna were given to tlioin in a meeting of

the District Board by the Deputy Commissioner, or, in a Local

Durbar held for the purpose, by the Commissioner of the

Division

50. It was the opinion of Sir Robert Montgomery that
one great cause of the prevalence of

Female educaiion and obnoxious and evil customs in India

Sdes
' education. He,

' ‘

' therefore, strongly advocated female

education and laid its foundation in the Panjab by establish-

ing the Isifi Stkeha Sabha (or the Society for Female
Education) at Lahore. In my opinion, two sorts of schools

should be opened in the villages brought under the operation

of the Act ;—of these, one should be for the education of

girls in elementary books, and another (or a branch of the

.same) for instructing them in the arts of sewing and other

handicraft work, such as making caps, hats and fans, manu-
facturing embroidered woik, making gloves, stockings,

baskets, fancy woik on cloaks, jackets, handkerchiefs,

&c
,
and other industries of Wght but remunerative character.

Among other causes that influence parents to kill infant females,
one, doubtless, is that the girls, on grow

kiS«® of earning, wheieasboys begin to earn
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as soon as they reach the age of discretion, and are, indeed,

taught to earn even before that. The articles prepared

\y thes^ girls could be profitably sold, and would prove

a sburce of income to their parents, so long as. they^ remained
unniarrietl, and to themselves in their after-life. There are

mauy professions v^hich could be easily taught to the girls,

and woultkbe sure to prove a good source of income to them.

If each unmarried girl in this way earned, on the average, four

annas a day, hci parents would he materially assisted by her

industry, and, instead of depriving girls of their lives, they

would become anxious for an increased proportion of them
among their ofifspiing. The results of their industries would
sell well in the maikets of • towns and cities by both letail

and wholesale. Above all, there can be no doubt that the in-

dustries would prove a source of blessing to the husbands of

these girls, when they came to be married. Instead of a lazy set

of people knowing only how to eat and sleep, or pass their time
in idk talk, they would become ornaments of their house,

and acquit e habits of diligence and industry. One great

good which would result fiom their proficiency in industrial arts

woujd be that they would be able easily to impart their

knowledge to their girls, who, iu •their turn, would become
useful and prudent members of the household befoie mairiage,
and good partners in life afterwaicks. Should tin's custom
grow up, who would not piefer heartily looking after the safety

and well-being of their female offspring to mercilessly de-
stroying their lives in infancy ?

51. It may be argued, with reference to the above proposal
to teach light industiial arts to girls

Present occup.ition of
villages, that they do not remain idle

^ even now. I hey work at the grinding
mill, and spin, or Mo other household woik, cooljing food,
taking bread for male relations to t\ie field, &c. But these
works either yield no gain at all, or aie nob sufficiently remu-
nerative, foi the inc(;mc fiom them does not assist patents in

their house expenses. What I advocate is the introduction of
industrial arts in technical scliooks to he* opened for girls in

villages. It is the duty of a paternal Qovernment to provide
such means as I have suggested for the benefit of its .subjects,

and what incalculable blessings to the country would not
re.sult, if such schools were opened for boys, too, in villages and
towns. At any late,*! would strongly urge the establishment
of such schools for girls in proclaimed villages,

52. With respect to rules»framed under the Female Infanti-

Rules under the Act.
coercive measures

•
suggested by me are not to be adopt-

ed, I would recommend that the rules already in force may
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be allowed to stand. I don't think that the alterations

made are important, or such as are likely to lead to any prac-
tical good. All that is needed and is desirable is the attention
of tlie peputy Commissioners Much lies in their pow^r in

the way of success if they take the matter into their heart, and
if the obstacles put in th-^ way of their success are removed by
the Government. If the rules are to be enforced i with any
degree of success, tlieir duties in connection with this important
subject must be clearly defined in some such way as 1 have
rsuggested. They must submit 3^eaily leports on it in the.same
way as they submit reports on the wc»rking of the several

Dcpaitinents under them,— the Registration, the Excise, the
Educational, the Municipal, &c,^ The present rules answer
all the purjjoses of the Act veiy well. It only requires to be
seen that they are Wf)rked out well, and that the supervision

Is thorough and effective. If there is any drawback with re-

ference to ihf^m, it is the want of stiict supervision. When
there is laxity ‘»f supervision, the best mips framed must fail to

realise their object and remain a dead letter.

53. Lastly, I would point out that the subject is of vast

^ ,
importance and, as pointed out by Sir

Concluding remarks.
Fitzpat. k, full of difficulties In

my opinion, as I have already statcil at full length, iheie are only

two ways of meeting tb.e difficulty, namely, either by intro-

ducing cr)ercive measures like those recommended, which I

have no doubt would prove most effectual, or, by adopting a mild

p >licy by defining clearly to the chief controlling authoiities of

the District their duties in connection with the subject, associa-

ting Native Officers of ability and experience with them, and
enjoining on them the necessity of creating an interest in the

matter in the minds of infliiential natives of the country and
heads of communities, and rewarding their services by khilats,

or some other like recogi..ition by the Government, which is

the key-note of success.

M. L.



‘aet. 31.—the ballad of kuvalayAswa.
The Quest.

In days of yore when hermits strove

High grace from heaven to gain

On lonely hill, in distant grove,

. By prayer and rite and pain,

Malignant demons foul and bold

Roamed the daik wcjodlands through,

And o'er the sunny realm of Oudh
Reigned Satru-jit the true.

A hermit Galav sought the king

To crave his instant aid,

And by him slopped a shapely steed
;

, Thus to the king he said

—

“ O king ! a demon me assails

In many a beast-like guise,

Devotion, rite and prayer he mars,

Vexing my thoughts and eyes.

^'As late in deep dijitress I sighed.

From heaven down came this steed,

And straight a voice unearthly spake,

(Hearken, O king, and heed !)

—

‘This horse can match the sun's swift flight

And course the world around,

Through air, through water free he moves,

Midst hills and underground.

^ Go, seek thee out king Satru-jit, •

And seek out eke his son,

Give them this horse, and by their aid

Thy safety slTall be won, i

For, mounted on this s^ecd, the prince

The demon vile shall slay,

• And earn renown !
" So spake the voice,

O king, the call obey !

"

VOL, CIV.] 12
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The king obeyed and freely sent

His son to tempt the guest.

So forth they fared, the prince and saint—

^

It was the gods* behest.

They reached the hermit’s calm abode,

A grove with stream and shade,

And day and niglit the prince kept watch,

His arms beside him laid.

The Slaughter of the Demon.
The demon he knew not the prince’s stout arm

Was guarding tlie hermit from danger and harm
;

One even he entered the giove as a boar,

And scatteied the bralimans with fear and uproar.

Upstarted the prince at the cries of affright,

He sprang to his steed and the beast put to flight
;

'

His richly-chased bow with his full strength he drew,

And deep in its flank sped the swift airow tiuc.
m

Sore wounded and bleeding, the boar, in dismay,

To the woodland for shelter fled headlong away
;

And fast spurred the prince—ho ! the task is nigh done !

Like the wind in its gallop his charger raced on.

For mile after mile rushed the chase and the flight,

Till wide yawned^ a chasm, ’t was murky as night

The boar Ui it vanished—he slacked not his speed,

And down in the gulf leapt the rider and steed.

Down, downward he sank, with the dank gloom around

;

But light at last broke, and he reached the firm ground.

He gazed hirn about, and no boar could he see,

But the Nether-world vast to his view opened free.

The Meeting.

Before him stood the demons* town,

With rampait, tower and holdf

;
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And many a palace rose within,

Ail wrought of purest gold.

I^s gate stood wide, he entered in
;

Its streets he wandered through
;

All silent and deserted ’twas,
^

And no one met his view.

At length a lady hurrying came

—

She passed him heedless by
;

He watched her seek a palace near

And througli its pcjrtal hie.

** Now hap what may perchance ! '* quoth he,

I *11 follow close her ways.'*

He entered, too, with fearless heart,

But wide-ej^ed with amaze.

Within he saw a couch of gold
;

There lay a damsel lone,

With gentle face and down-^ast eyes,

All sad and woe-begone
;

Yet wondrous rare her loveliness,

So noble was her mien,

—

Thought he, In this dread Under-world

*Tis sodth the goddess-queen.”

She gazed in wonder, “ Who is this ?

Is he a g(5d above ?

So shapely, gallant and so grand

—

’Tis sure the god of love 1

"

Thrilled with a feeling strong, she rose,

Then, trembling backward, shrank,

And on the ground distraught and wan

In sudden faint she sank. •

The lady has^tened to her sidjs,

(No handmaid marked hei^swoon,)

And, bending o’er w<th loving care,

To life rgstored her soon.
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Tell me, fair dame, what made her swoon ?
"

Right courteously he said
;

With blended grace and modesty

The lady answer made :

“ This maiden \s Mad&lasd
;

Her father reigns on high.

Chief of the heavenly minstrel bands.

True friends are she and I
;

In girlish love and play vve joined
;

But now, a widow lorpe,

I share her grief and prison here,

For friend and friend are one.

As she her garden roamed one day

Far from my watchful care,

A demon from this Nether-world

Saw her unguarded there
;

Smit with her loveliness, he seized

And bore her to this place,

In magic darkness shrouding her

—

The thief and villain base !

But, sooth to say, it was foretold,

Foretold was e’en the day
;

And fet withal this promise went.

Her anguish to allay :

—

* The demon shall not thee possess.

But with an arrow he

Who wounds him in the world of men
Shall soon thy husband be/

I

This day the demon, bent on ill,

A hog-like form assumed
;

But thy keen daipt has struck him down,

£'en as his fate was doomed.
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In eager haste I followed him

;

I have but now come back

;

The doom is done ! 1 saw him fall.

Foiled in his base attack.

'' And why this maiden swooned away,

I may the cause avow ;
•

'Twas love at first sight, love for. thee,

O heart-enchanter thou !

Thine is her heart, and saving thee

No other lord she*ll know.

And she's thy destined prize, for thou

Hast slain the robber foe/*

The Marriage.
But who art thou ? the lady asked,
** How com'st thou here this day ?

Art thou a god, or demi-god.

Or heavenly minstrel ? sfiy !

For here men cannot come, nor can

Thy body human be.

Tell me this trul}^, e'en as I

Have told the truth to thee/*

The prince then told her all the tale

. With ready speech and fair,

What he hjfd done, and who he was,

And how he entered there. •

The maiden heard the marvellous wdrds ;

They made her heart rejoice
;

Yet dull and strange the scene ap{5eared,

And awe still hushed her voice.

O blithely quoth the lady then,

’Tis truly told, sweet maid
;

Thy weary wailing now is <Xer ; ",

And to the prince she said

—
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*' O hero, thou hast spoken true,

So now the maiden wed ;

Wedded to thee her bliss is sure
;

She need no evil dread.'*

^
•

While hope and fear perplexed the maid,

Consenting, le replied.

And straight the simple rites performed

To wed his destined bride.

Fuel he took and kindled fire,

Her to his side he drew
;

Together joined, they lyeathed the prayers

And made the off'rings due.

Farewell, dear maid 1
** the lady said,

Farewell, O hero true !

Now I, with heart and mind at ease,

My vow at once renew
;

For I did swear a life-long vow,

When my dear' lord was slain.

From shrine to shrine to wander pure.

And meet for death remain.”

The Return.

Ah I sjdly they parted, the bride and her friend
;

Yet love was before her, and sorrow must end .

Now mount we my steed,” quoth he
;

home let us ride

No more in this caT’ernous world will we bide.*’

«

A demon espied him and strode in his path,

And quickly his comrades he roused in his wrath

—

Ho 1 friends to the lescue ! she's snatched from our eyes,

This pearl among maidens, our heaven-won piize !

”

Stand !” shouted the chiefs, and to arms they upsprung.

Their arrows they shot and their javelins they flung,

Their swords they unsheathed, and they rushed to the fray

But proud in his valour he laughed as in play.
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He raised his great bow, and his arrows he drove

So fast and so furious, their weapons he clove ;

And thickly the face of the Under-world soon

With broken swords, arrows and javelins was strewn.

His terrible magical weapon he threw ;

Full int4) the midst of his foemen if flew ;

And lo I from it blazed forth the levin around,

And blasted and burnt sank the host to the ground.

O, the demons are slain, and the task has been done I

And the victor as meed the fair damsel has won I

So blithely and fearlessly homeward they rode,

And triumphant he entered his father’s abode.

O, loud was the praise of the steed Kuvalay,

Who bore his brav^ rider to victory high !

And glorious his master, who won a new name,

i^s Kuvalaydswa, O, great is his fame !

• F. E. P.



Art, XI.—GREEK SONNETS.
THE MELIAN APHRODITE.

.
(Venus of Milo.)

For starrier shapes than Earth’s, in Melos’ isle,

Yearn’4 the Greek' youth, whose subtle hand Lnd eye

Deliverance wrought for this Divinity,

Who pined unseen within her Parian pile
;

Him from his quest no joyance might beguile,

Till yon proud Queen, in peerless symmetry,

Flashed radiant to his toueVi, and sea, and sky.

And shore were glad with Aphrodite’s smile.

Shine, Victress, still ! Cold centuries of gloom

Clouded thy long-lost loveliness in vain.

Nor us, who saw not thy auroral bloom,

In this thy deathless after-glow disdain,

But with thine immortality illume

Castalian halls, and statued shades of Seine.

PENTELICUS.
Hence sprang the flower .august, Art’s -’ucent whole,

Foam-white as Aphrodite from the seas,

The Temple, and the Statue, and the Frieze,

Victorious shapes divine, that charm the soul.

When curbed Thodght’s fiery steeds with calm control,

Ictimes, Scopas, bold Piaxiteles,

And sceptred Phidias, loftier yet than these.

Keen charioteers, with Beauty for the goal.

Deem not the Makers who could thus create,

Pale phantoms on drear shores of Acheron,

But Conquerors, who^e proud memories consecrate

•This source of stars t-liat ne’er may be outshone,

Birthplace of many a shrine .stipremely great,

And peerless glory of the Parthenon. •
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THE CYCLADES.
Star-flowers asleep on Argo-furrowed seas,

Whence Art august and lyric Beauty sprang,

Efe fierce the Median onset roared and rang,

And closed the death-grip of Thcmistocles
;

•

What doom hath spared ye for^such days as these ?

Wlfb heard the invasive Bacchic C3Mnbals clang,

And where aflame the ecstatic minstrel sang,

When crowned Apollo swayed the Cyclades.

The Gods have fled the isles—but lingers still

Their spell divine, and those that spell who know,

May roam thro’ this transfigured realm at will,

Whose cliffs are glorious with their after-glow,

And to the Delian's silvery descant thrill,

Where Pallas’ yiielusive amaranths blow.

ITHACA.
Victorious still, wild surge and storm outbrave

Those headlands, by Laertes’ son astray

Yearned fc^r in faery regions far away,

In Circe’s palace, and Calypso’s cave
;

Still Homer’s song has potency to save
;

* And robe, as Pallas erst, in blight array, «

The war-worn Chief, returned to Phorcys’ Bay

From wind-vexed llion, and Scainander’s wave.

Lo, the rude isle ! where sea, cliffs, mountains, gleam,

Irradiate with Poesy divine,

Lulled in tlie Naiads’ Grotto let me^ dream

Of olives gnarled, and fountains crystalline,

Eumacus’ acofned dell, Pol^^c/or’s stream,

And Her, the Queen, whom all true hearts enshrine.
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THE AREOPAGUS.
No dower of Earth, but amaranthine bloom,

Clasps this gray ridge, above the life-tide’s beat,

I see the scarce-foiled Furies’ hard defeat,

And Pullas’ smile Orestes' soul illume :

Ah, when shall She he^ awful sway resume,

Where, o’er the unloved Avengers’ dread retreat,

Frowns yon stern crag, ihe immemorial seat

Of Justice, and inexorable Doom ?

What though, despite rude War's tempestuous shock,

Athenae’s shrines her deathless ‘Past recall ?

Time’s sullen siege they all too vainly mock,

Their long, long Day is darkening toward the fall :

The Parthenon shall pale before the Rock,

Whence flas'ied the lodestar from the lips of Paul.

THE CERAM EICUS.

Time’s jewelled cup they .seized, and quaffed apace.

Mid clash and clang of arms, the golden \.'ine

Of Poesy supreme, and Art divine,

Strong runners in Fame’s great Olympian race.

With Pallas’ crown their victor brows to grace,

Till refluent Life no longer might enshrine •

Them, stricken, nor Alcestis’ arms entwine,

Her loved one, yearning for her loved embrace.
• •

To theiii their hearth’s .familiar citadel

Was as a haven, whence all rudely rent.

They roamed, in far Elysian valleys pent.

Or mid eternal shadows doomed to dwell :

All griefs that vex .the hopeless heart were blent

In those two word?—soul-uttered—“ Friend, farewell !"

C. A. Kelly.
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During the period covered by our present ‘retrospect

India has been called upon to face two of the forms

of calamity against which the Cnurcli teaches Christians

specially to pray. For the first time within living memory,
pestilence, in its most dreaded shape, has invaded her Western

borders, and the whole of Northern India is in the throes of a
.scarcity which, till within the last few days, threatened to

assume the dimensions of a famine of almost unparalleled

severity. •

In spite of the enquiries of a Special Commission appointed

by the Local Government to investigate it, the early history of

the Plague which has broken out in Bombay, is involved in

obscurity. The disease, the outbreak of which was heralded,

as in the case of many previous epidemics of the kind, by a

murrain among rats, seems to have first attracted public atten-

tion early in September
;
but its actual beginnings have appa-

rently not been traced, and it is highly probable that the city

had become infected before the end of August. Whether this

was the case or not, the date of the first appearance of the

disease stands in su.spicioiis conjunction with its recrudescence

in Hong Kong in July and August last, while the fact that it

first showed itself, as far as is known, in the Mandvi section

of the town, in the neighbourhood of the docks, also points to

the probability of its having been imported by .sea.

Owing to douTats, for which it is extremely difficult to account,

as to the true nature of the malady, much valuable time was

lost before any serious attempt was made either to cleanse the

infecJted district, of, what is probably far more important, to iso-

late the sufferers
;
and, though, in the end, the Health AuthtTr-

ities applied themselves to the former task with creditable

energy, the steps taken by them for the latter purpose appear to

have been fiom first to last of a most half-hearted and perfunc-

tory description. It is, perhaps, not to be' wondered at, in the

light of past experience elsewheie, thal^ under these circums-

tances, very little success has attended their efforts to arrest the

. spread of the disease. Though the measures of conseivancy

adopted were at first followed by a diminution in the number
of cases, the subsequent course of ^he epidemic seems to show
that the coincidence was accidentaT. No relationship between

the sanitary condition of streets or dwellings and the liability

of inhabitants orjnmates to attack has so far been established,
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the disease continuing to appear where it has once gained an
entiance, with remarkable persistency, in spite of repeated

cleansings and disinfections, and this, it may be noted, being
entirely in accordance with what has been previously observe^
wherever it has once established itself.

'

On the other hand, the statistics, so far, seem to create a
certain picsurription that the pi ogress of the disease is aftccted

by the temperature and K/grometric condition of the atmos-
phere, and possibly by variations in the amount of solar radi-

ation. During the latter part of September, when the number
of reported cases averaged about twenty dail)^, a feeling was
widespread that a good fall of lain would put an end td the

visitation. But, as time went on, and, in the absence of rain,

the tempciature rose and the moisture in the air diminished,

the number of attacks fell pretty steadily till a minimum
average of eight or ten a day was i cached. Tlien came the

hoped-for rain, with a consequent fall in the temperature and
increase of humidity, and the number of cases at once leapt np
to between forty and fifty daily, aiui this number has since been
exceeded. The immediate prognosis wtuild thus appear to be

distinctly unfavourable, the probability being that the next two
months, especially if they should be rainy, will supply just

the meteorological conditions most favourable to the spread

of the disease, which is essentially one of temperate climates,

and that not until the hot weather of March and April sets in

can any alleviation be looked for.

It is to be presumed that the Health Authorifies.of Bombay
are subjecting the statistics of attacks ar.d mortality to some
sort of intelligent analy.sis

;
but, in the form in which they

are published from day to day in the papers, owing to the

entire absence of any attempt at classification, they throw
absolutely no light on the question oi the comi)arative liability

of different classes or different ages to attack, still less

c:: such questions as that raised by a statement, made on some
sort of authority, that vaccinated persons enjoy a compara-

tive immunity. On another point, of even gi eater practical

importance, the published ie{)oits leave us wholly, or almost

wholly, in the dark. Thougli it is unch istood that titere has

been an extensive exodus of the po[)ulalion fmm Bombay,
and it is practically ceitain that many of the fugitives must
have carried the infection to their new abodes, wc are told

nothing of the state of the public health in the lural districts

In tlie immediate neighbourhood of the city wdicre the bulk of

them have probably gone. All that is known of the course of

the disease outside the Municipal limits of Bombay, is that, in

one or two instances in which it has been carried to other large

towns in the neighbourhood, notably to Ahmedabad, it has

shown no tendency to spread*
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Very little, too, is heard of the mode of treatment adopted ;

but what is known seems to point to the conclusion, which,

mdeed, is quite in accord with what might have been expected
Trotp a survey of the history of medical progress generally, that

the therapeutics of the disease has made practically advance
since it last appeared in VVestern Europe. It is, indeed, claimed

that Dr. Yersin, a French physician resident in Cochin China,

has obtained from the blood serum of horses that have been
subjected to a process immunisation, an anti-toxin which
possejjses both prophylactic and curative properties. It is

understood, however, tliat the icmedy takes six months to*

prepare, and it is iK)t at present .available for general use.

Though no autlienticated case of the disease has occurred

in Calcutta, the oi^inion of file Health Officer to the contrar)

having been pronounced erroneous on grounds wliich seem
conclusive, one consequence of the outbicak in Bombay has

been to arouse the authorities liere to a keen sense of the

necessity of thoiouglil}' ovei hauling the conseivancy of the

town. Owing to the kcpi esentations of Dr. Simpson and others,

the Local Government, eai ly in October, appointed a Medical
Board to rep jrt and advise on the matter, as well as to take

ineiftures for dealing with the disease, should it unfoitu-

nately invade Calcutta
;
and, at ^hc same time, the services

of Dr. Banks, late Civil Surgeon of Puri, were entertained by
the Corpoiation in the capacity of Chief Superintendent of

Conservancy.
Under the instructions of the Medical Board, a personal

inspection of the Municipal aica has been made by Special
Sanitary Commissioners; and they liave submitted a report,

which iias been described by the Lieutenant-Governor as the
most a[)palling document of the kind it has ever been Ids

misroHuiic to perysc. Commenting on the leport and that
of Dr. Pilgiim, who made a similar inspection of ^he added-
area, the Board say that they disclose a state of things
which, in its opinion, constitutes a standing menace to the
health of the city, and may seriously affect the commercial
relations of the port with foreign countries. Tlicy indicate
a complete failuic on the part of the Health Department of the
Coiporatioii to cany out the ordinary oj^eiations of town
conservancy. The Board go on to states tliat they pirposc to
•make a full and searching enquiry into the causes of this

failure, taking, in tl^e first place, tlje evidence of the officers

of the Corporation
;
and ask that fl^rmal orders may be coir-

veyed to them for the purj^sc. This has since been done
;

and the enquiry has alieady been commenced, the first witr’ess
examined being the newly appointed Chief Superintendent of
Cdnservancy.
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At the same time the Board make certain preliminary re-

commendations regarding the steps which should be adopted
to remedy the state of things reported. These include, beside^
such measures of conservancy as the purification of the'pollutea

sub-soil, a more effective .system for the removal of refuse from
the streets, the impiovement of latrines, house connexions and
surface-drains, the closing of polluted wells, the paving of

hackney-carriage stands, and the like, “ large structural

changes which will take time to carry out, and will involve

considerable expenditiue and possibly legislation/'

In a speech made by him at the inauguration of the Drainage
Extension works, the Report was referred to at some length

by the Lieutenant-Governor. The Commissioners were informed

very plainl}' that they stood, or would shortly stand, at the

bar of public opinion in the matter, anti urged to sink all

differences and unite to initiate and cany through a scheme
of reform woithv of the first city in India, and their own res-

ponsibilities, With I eference to the question of Building Re-
gulations in particular, the Lieutenant-Governor expressed a

hope that he might shortly hear that the Commissioners were

prepared to work with him by concurring in the appointment
of a Commission to deal with it, adding that he would not, in

that case, have to consideV the disagreeable alternative of

proceeding without tliem, and in supersession of their authority.

As regards the responsibility for past neglect, the Li utenant-

Governor observed that it would be f<.r the Medical Hoard, in

the first instance, to sa\’ where it lay, and to indicate what form

the remedies, in their opinion, should take. J^ut, though the

Lieutenant-Governor was tiuis careful to avc»id prejudging tlie

Commissioners regarding the past, no less than to as-.ure them
of his confidence in the future, this plain speaking has been

received by a large section of them with a fiirote of indigna-

and steps were at once taken to call a special meet-

ing for the purpose of considering what should be done to

mark their sense of its enormity. Special offence seems to

have been given to certain members of the Corporation by a

comparison drawn by the speaker between its constitution and
methods of wnrking and those of the Town Council of Bir-

mingham, which, the 'Lieutenant-Governor pointed out, con-

tains ''only one lawyer and one newspaper man;" which

works with as little talking as possible
;
which does not waste

time in doing over again the work of its Committees, and
which devotes its endeavout*^ as much as possible to strength-

ening and suppoiting the executive, and by a somewhat
bantering allusion to the desire of certain of the Commissioners

to pose as experts in bacteriology and to CKUcify the Health

Officer. Had Sir Alexander Mackenzie known how hyper-
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sensitive was the audience he was addressing, he might

possibly have avt'ided these burning topics.

The economic outlook, though somewhat brighter than it

^w,as thfee weeks ago, is still such as to justify grave apprehen-

sion. The premature cessation and general iiiadec^uacy of the

rains throughout Upper India has resulted in a*partial failure of

both the kharif and winter rice crop^;, while, owing to the defi-

ciency oT moisture in the soil, the spiing crops in unirrigated

lands remained generally unsown. Though some difference of

opinion seems to have existed as to the extent to winch stocks

had been depleted, prices, in the early part of last -mont'^

were everyvvliere from eighty to a liundrcd per cent, higher

than at the same time last year, and in some places higher

than those of 1873 74, aftd the tenclet^cy was still upward.

The rain that has since fallen, generally anrl abundantly in

Bombay, and somewhat less generally and less abundantly
in the Noith-Wcst Provinces and Bchar, has made late

so'vings of the rabhi cro[)s possible in the more favourably

situated lands, and^lhe hopes thus created have been attended

by a sensible fall of prices. There are two points^ however,
which must not be ignored. One is that it is only in exceptional

CJfscs that these sowings can be expected to yield average
crops

;
and the other is that, unless there sliould be abundant

winter lain, the crops they will yield will be hardly worth
reaping. Thcnigh, therefore, looking at the high general level

of prices, the niimlx r of peisons on the relief-works that liave

been ever) where opened is rcniaikably small, this is due to the
fact that agricnltnial employment is for the moment ample.
Two months li^nce, should the seasr)n turn out a dry (me, prices

may be expected to rise again to at least theii previous level,

and the position will tlien be very different. Fortunately^ the
rainfall has becij not only sufficient in Bombay, but unusually
copious in Southern India, so that the area of sc.'*icity will in

any case be mateiially reduced. T'orlunatcly, too, tlier^ are"

bumper ciops in Bin mail and the P'urlhcr liast
;
and these facts

afford something like a guarantee that the pi ices i cached last

month are unlikely, at the worst, to be exceeded. On the other
hand, even these pi ices, continued for any length of time, would
mean semi-stai vation for millions and a heavy strain on the
resources of the Government. •

The Government, while doing everytiiing in its power to
relieve the pressure, by granting suspensions of Revenue, and
to promote cultivation, by making advances for wells, and wliile

it has piepare i an extensjve programme of relief-works, to be
undertaken in case of necessity, has so far declined to yield to

* the pressure puUupon it to import grain on its own account.
But there are indications that it would not hesitate to adopt a
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different policy siiould the machinery of private trade prove
unequal to the occasion.

It seems doubtful whether, after all, the scheme of the Port
Commissioners of Calcutta for turning the accommodation ©P
the Port to better account by restricting the use of the jetties

by steamers to‘ the purpose of discharging import cargoes,

leaving them the option of pVocceding to the Kidderpore Docks
to ship their export cargoes, or taking them in from boats in the

stream, will be carried out. The scheme was foi warded by the

Local GovernintMit to the Government of India with a strong
''*fecomn1cndation tii.it it should be accepted

;
but the Government

of India, while disposed to lav<)ur its adoption, if the ability of

the Port Trust to meet tlie annual expenditure involved is satis-

factorily (Jemonstiated, and if it can oc shown to have the support
of tlie mercantile community generally, declines to sanction it

in the absence of inure convincing proof than it at present

possesses that the latter is the case. The result is that the

Local Government has called for a more definite expression of

*the views of the Chamber of Commerce in tl/e matter. In the

meantime a special gcneial meeting had been independently

called by the Chamber to consider a Resolution of Mr. W.
McDonald condemning the scheme. This was i ejected at the

meeting, by show of hands, by a majority of twenty-two to

nineteen, in favour of an amendment by Mr. bimson approving
the scheme

;
but a poll which has since been taken has lesulted in

the rejection of the amendment by a majority of twenty seven

to twenty-three. It seems clear that, under these circumstances,

the Government of India is bound by the terms of its recent

letter to the Local Government to withhold its sanction, and
the Port Commissioneis and Chamber will have to reconsider

the whole question.

In the course of his cold-wcather tour, whiclr was brought - to

'^'^se on the 4th instant with a trip to the famous city .of

Ujjain, the Viceroy has visitctl Ulvvar, Ajinir, Oodeypur, Jaipur,

Bikanir, Jo.ihpui, Ahmcdabad, Baiodaand Indore. His •Ex-
cellency reached Jabalpur, on his letui n journey on tlie 5th

instant, and is expected to arrive in Calcutta on the loth.

Sir Francis Maclean took his seat on the Bench of the High
Court, as Chief Justice, on the 19th ultimo, when the first duty
he had to perform was that of replying to an address of the

Advocate General, expressing the regret of tlie Ikar at the loss

of one of its leading rnernters, in the pcison of the late Mr.
Monmohun Ghose.

Among the other 'personal changes of the^quarter are the
appointment of Mr. William M. Young in succession to Sir •

Dennis Fitz Patrick, who retires from the Lieutenant-Governor-

ship of the Punjab, and of Mr. H. J. S. Cotton in the place of
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• Art. L—the TARHCH-I-RASHIDI.*

The Tdrikh uRashidi is a historical work by Mirzi Hai-
dar, the cousin of the Bdbar. It consists of

two parts, the first being a history of the Moguls of Central
Asia from about the middle of the 14th century, and the second
tlie history of the author's own times, that is, from 1500 to

1541. The first pait, as more strictly historical, is called by
iiim 7 drikh-i-Asl, or substantive history, while he only gives
to the second, which partakes of the nature of personal
memoirs, the title of Makhtasar^ or abridgment. This part
is much the longer of the two, and was the first written,

the author not having the courage to attempt regular his-

torical composition until he had tried his 'prentice hand on
biography.

The work has long been known as a valuable source of in-

formation about Central Asian politics in the 15th and i6th
centuries, and was a good deal used by Erskine when writing
his history of Bahar and Humayun. But no translation was
published of it till >895, wlien Messrs. Ney Elias and Denison
Ross produced one with notes and an introduction. This is a
most meritorious performance and a great boon to Orientalists.

All we^vvant now is 4:hat some learned society should publish
an edition of the text It is strange, perhaps, that we hav5,^
not had this already

;
but then neitheriiave wc any edition of"

the Persian translation of Bdbar's Memoirs, or any of the origi-
nal Turkish, except one published at Kasan in Russia, which
appears to be unprocurable in England.

Mirzd Haidar
-f-

completed his book in February, 1547,

* The T4iikh-i-Rashidi of Miiza Muhammad IJaidar Dughidt. An
English version by E Denison Ross, with commentary by N. Elias.
Sampson Low, Marston & Co. London, 1895.
t He began his Memoiisdseveral years befor^, for at p. 177 he speaks of

948—1541-42 as “the present date.” Appareyly he finished them in 950—
.
*543 » 44 )

lor at p. 424, he gives the beginning of that year, w., April, 1543,
as the dale of writing. According td the Prologue, he began the TarilvU-i-
Asi in 951 or 1544, so that he was engaged on it for two or thiee years,

VpL. CIV.] • 14
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about five years after he had become ruler of Kashmfr. Its

composition was probably suggested by a perusal of Bdbar’s

Memoirs, but it must be acknowledged that, if this is so, he has
fallen considerably short of his prototype in interest and vivid-

ness of description. In the first place Haidar Mirzd^’ . far

more rcticefit—may we not say, more modest—than Bdbar,

telling us little or nothing about his own personality, so that we
have a difficulty in knov\l>ing what sort of oian he was. Secondly,
he did not occupy so prominent a position. He spent nearly

all his days in Central Asia, in such barbarous places as Kdsh-
ghar and Tibet, and was very little in India, of which coun-
try he tells us scarcely anything, with the exception of his

account of Kashmfr. Then, too, his book is badly arranged,

being full of repetitions and digressions and other marks of

headlong writing. Evidently he never revised or worked it up
in the way in which Bdbar seems to have done with the first part,

at least, of his Memoirs. But I am not sure if Mirzd Haidar's

work will not be found to be of more sterling value. Certainly

it is a larger storehouse of facts. Bdbar s Memoirs are eminently
picturesque, but their chief merit is thekr revelation of his own
personalit3\ They do not add much to our historical know-
ledge, and there is reason to doubt whether the information they
do contain is perfectly trustworthy. Bdbar, with all his apparent
frankness, was a thorough man of the world, and not above sup-

pressing or distorting circumstances winch might tell against

himself. For instance, he has by no means told us the whole
truth about his evacuation of Samarkand, and the marriage of

his sister to Shaibanf.

Mirzd Haidar's book is a painstaking attempt to rise above
the level of gossiping Memoirs, and to present his readers with a
trustworthy account of the Moguls of Central Asia for two cen-

turies. It has the advantage, too, of being written in Persian,

instead of in Turki, and contains passages ofgenuine eloquence.

And though his career was less brilliant, and was enacted on a

far less splendid theatre, it must be admitted that he underwent
greater fatigues and encountered greater dangers than ever

Bdbar did, while saying less about them. None of Bdbar’s ex-

periences, not even his crossing the Hindu Kush in winter on
his march from Herat to Kabul, can compare with Haidar
Mirzd's experiences among the frozen heights of Tibet It

has been justly remarked by Mr, Erskine that the royal

cousins are worthy of each other and do honour to their age.'’

It would perhaps be invidious, and ceri-ainly it is not easy to

determine which was t|.e nobler character of the two. Hatdar
was, to all appearance, the morejcorrect and moral man of the

two, but then he was not born a king, nor exposed to so

many temptations. We also know much less about him, for he
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is far more reserved and reticent than Bibar. One thing, I

think, we may say with certainty about him. He was a much
straighter Muhammadan than his cousin. He never gave way
tiy^uch bacicsiidings as Bdbar committed by associating, from
p(\fical motives, with Shah Ismail and his heretical.Persians.

Nor does he appear ever to have yielded to drink or to un-
natural lust, from neither of which vicps was Bdbar free. Nor
are we sl!t)cked in his book by the mention of cold-blooded

massacres of prisoners, or of the infliction of cruel punishments,
such as impaling, flaying alive, and trampling a woman Under
the feet of an elephant, which we meet with in Bdbar*s Me^-

moirs. On the whole, I should judge Haidar Mirzd to have
been the higher and better character of the two cousins. He
had none of Bdbar’s dash and Engaging frankness, but he seems
to have had more solid qualities, and, in particular, he was less

vain. Instead of dwelling upon his successes, like Babar, and
comparing his achievements with those of his predecessors to

their disadvantage, he simply says, when speaking of his great

victory over the Kashmirians :
“ The battle was so desperate,

that, should I enter into the particulars, the reader would ima-
gine I was exaggerating/' Perhaps we may sum up the
charai:teristics of the two cousins by saying that Haidar seems
to have been of the Teutonic type, while the brilliant and
volatile Bdbar reminds us of a Celt
The following is a sketch of Mirzd Haidar’ life :—
He was born, in Uratippae* apparently, a country east of

Samarkand, in 1499— 1500, and was thus about sixteen years
younger then Bdbar. His father was Muhammed Husain
Khdn of the Dughldt tribe, and his mother, Khub Nigdr Khdnim,
was a daughter of Sultan Yunas (Jonas) Khan, and a younger
sister of Bdbar's mother. His misfortunes began early, for his

mother died shortly f after his birth, p. 157, and in 1509 his

father was put to death by Shaibani Khdn, the Uzbgg. He
had many wanderings also during his infancy. Some IhrSf
years after his birth, his father was driven from Uratippae by
the invasion of Shaibdnf Khdn, and the infant Haidar and his

retinue were carried ofif by Khusni Shah to Kundiiz, where they
were under restraint for about a year, pp. 166 and 191. Then
he rejoined his father and went with him Ip Shahr-i-Sabz, £, e.,

* Mr. Ney Elias says, Introd. p. 9, that he was b<frn in Tashkand (the
an<;:ient Sh^sh), but 1 gather from p. 154 that the birth took place in Ura-
tippae where his father was Governor. It may, however, be that his mother
did not accompany her hu^and to Uratippa^ At p. 197 we are told that
she died at Tashkand at a time when there w&s peace.

t Haidar, p. 193, describes hinv^elf as the third child of his father, and
mentions two children who were younger than himself ; but at least one of
them was by another njother. In another place, p 1 58, he speaks of his
ntothej’s dying while he was yet an infant at the breast.
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the green city, viz.y Kash, the birthplace of 'famerlane. Thence
he went with hiff father to Herat, and from there the whole
family proceeded to Kdbul, and put themselves under the pro-

tection of Bdbar. The restless and intriguing sp’rit of
father djd not permit him to remain there long. Durfr.g a
temporary absence of Bdbar in Khordsdn, he engaged in an
intrigue against his benef^ictor, and narrowly escaped being put
to death. Bdbar, with tlie amiability which characterised both
himself and his son Hiunayun, pardoned Muhammad Husain,
but insisted on his leaving Kibul. He had conducted him-
self," says Babar/Mn such a criminal and guilty way, and had
been actively engaged in such mutinous and rebellious proceed-

ings, that, had he been cut in pieces, or put to a painful death,

he would only have met with his deserts. As we were in some deg-
ree of relationship to each other, he having sons and daughteis

by my mother’s sister, Khub Nigar Khanim, I took that cir-

cumstance into consideration, and gave him his liberty, allow-

ing him to set out for Khordsan Yet this ungrateful, tliaiiklcss

man, this coward, who had been treated by me with such
lenity, and whose life 1 had spared, entirely forgetful of this

benefit, abused me and scandalised my conduct to Shaibak
Klian. It was but a short time, however, before Shaibdk
Khan put him to death, and thus sufficiently avenged me."
(Erskine’s translation, 218). Haidar must have read this

passage, for he quotes Babar’s Memoirs, pp. 173-174, audit
is remarkable that, in his account of the transaction, he does not

attempt to contradict Babar’s description, though, like a good
son, he does his best to palliate his father's conduct. This

he does by representing his father, p, 198, as an unwilling tool

in the hands of the imperious Shah Begam, who claimed to

be a descendant of Alexander the Great, and to belong to a
family which had ruled Badakhshdn for 3,000 years (p. 203).

Possibly, this excuse was true, and it seems to me somewhat
"tiarsh to speak of Haidar as ‘‘slurring over the episode." On
the contrary, there is something touching in the mixture of

frankness and deprecation with which he describes the affair.

He docs full justice to Babar s magnanimity, saying that, as

soon as his father was brought before him, Babar received

him with his wonted courtesy, openly embraced him, made
many kind inquiries and showed him marked affection. He
then embraced Mirzd Khdn in like manner, and displayed a

hundred proofs of love and good feeling. Then he adds,

with a sigh :
“ But, Iiowe/er much the Emperor miglit try to

wear away the rust of shdme with the polish of mildness and
humanity, he was unable to wipe out the dimness of ignominy
which had covered the mirror of their hopes.** The charge

pf slurring over disagreeable episodes can, I think, be more
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justly brought against Bdbar than against Haidar^ whom
Erskine rightly describes as a man of truth. It is Bdbar who,
in describing his evacuation of Samarkand, speaks of his sister,

I^idnzid|L Begam, as having accidentally fallen into Shaibinf’s

h^ds, whereas the truth is, as Haidar, the author of the

Shaibinf Nama, and, most of all, Gulbadan, JBib&r's own
daughter, have revealed, that Babar sacrificed her by making
her over tOi Shaibdni as the price his own escape. It is

Bdbar, too, who has concealed his subservience to the Persians,

and his adoption of Shia practices
,
who has extenuated his

obligations to Khusru Shah, and who has probably not told

the whole truth about the circumstances under which he
came to invade India.

From Kabul, Muhammad tHusain, accompanied apparently

by. his son, Haidar, went on to Kandahdr, and from there to

Fareh in Seistdn, where he stayed for three months. According
to his son, his idea was to go on pilgrimage to Mecca, but he
was prevented by the insecurity of the roads. While at Fareh,

Shaibdnf sent for him to Herat, and received him there with
great hospitality. AP this time Ubaid Ulla, Shaibdni’s bro-

ther s son, who was married to Haidar Mirzd’s sister, Habfbd
Sunaf Khanim, was going to Bokhara as ruler thereof, it being
his hereditary seat of government,” Me begged Muhammad

Husain to allow him to take the child with him. This was
granted, and for some time after this Haidar lived with his

sister in Bokhdra. Thither, too, his father came for a while,

but was afterwards sent by Shaibanf to Samarkand, From
there he was summoned by Shaibdnf to Khorasdn, but ap-
parently he wenfethere vid Bokhdra, and had a last interview
with his son. Haidar gives, p. 208, a pathetic description of
this meeting, and tells us the parting admonitions of his

father, who, whatever faults he had, was a careful and affec-

tionate, parent. Sneaking of his brother-in-law, Sultan
Mahmud Khan, Haidar’s maternal uncl^, and of his defermroa-
tion to put himself into Shaibanfs power, his feather observed

“ Certainly Shdhi Beg Khan will fill the cup of the Khdn's hopes
with the fatal wine of martyrdom, and whatever dregs remain he will

cause me to drink. I now commit you to the -care of God. Though
your company would be dearer to me than my own life, I fear Shdh!
Beg Khan (Shaib^ni^ would not allow it, and I prefer the idea of
your life being prolonged, even though it involve the bitterness of

separation ;
you must, therefore, bear my absence patiently. Patience

is bitter ; but it has a sweet fiuit. Remember that, when the father dies,

the children are his Jieirs. You also Jiave become an heir. If the
bird of my life escape from the net oL Shdhi Beg Khan’s intentions

against me, we shall have the joy ot meeting again I

entrust you to the care of ^lulavi Muhammad. Be caieful to pay
attention to all he may say to you, for he is my vicar (Khalifa). His
fdther was my instructor and guide.”
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Having thus/’ says the son, ‘‘threaded many pearls of good cotmsdl
upon the stiing of wisdom, and hung them on the attentive ear of
my understanding, my father departed to go and watt on Shahi Beg
Khdn, who was at that time besieging Kaldt. (Kal&t-i-Nadiri in

Khorasfin). To all outward appearance he received my fother wj/^
friendship, and then allowed him to proceed to Herat. Wheujne
reached Herat, a person was sent after him (to put him to death).*'^

This was in 914 A. H., 1508-9. Having killed the father,

Shaibdni sent an emissary to Bokhdra to put Mirzd* Haidar to
death. The order was brought to Ubaid Ulla, Haidar's

brother-in-law, who fain would have saved him, but had no
power to resist his relentless uncle. Mr. Ross’s translation

goes on to say tliat Ubaid Ulla actually handed over the

child to Shaibdnf’s emissary, with instructions to throw him
into the Oxus. I suspect, however, that there is some confu-

sion here, cither in the text or in the translation* I think that

all that the emissary could have told Ubaid Ulla was that

the boy was to be conveyed to Khorasdn, and that Ubaid
Ulla only made him over, for this purpose. I cannot believe

that Ubaid Ulla, of whom Haidar Mirzd speaks in the highest

terms, p. 283, saying that he was a tiue Musalman, &c., ever

ordered his wife's young brother and his own guest to be
murdered. And the context, p. 21 1, shows that all that was
known at Bokhdra was t)iat the boy was to be taken to

Khorasdn. It would seem, too, that the emissary did not at first

disclose the fact that Haidar^s father had been killed. On the

contrary, he seems to have repiesented himself as having been

deputed by Muhammad Husain to bring his son, and actually

staid some days in Bokhdra to collect Muhammad Husain's

property, alleging that the latter had said, “ Bring my property

along with my son,” It was this delay that saved Haidar.

His guardian, Mauldna Muhammad, though faithful to his trust,

yet was disposed, partly from want of spirit, and partly from
belief in destiny, to accept what he regarded as inevitable^

to* take the child, to Khorasdn. But before doing so

he went to see a.Bokhara saint known as Mautana Muhammad
Qdzf. The saint asked t^ie guardian how he had consented

to let Muhammad Hjjsain go to Khorasdn, and how he was per-

mitting the son to be taken there. Verily,” replied the guardian,

with sanctimonious flinching from duty, we are taking him»

fully trusting in God's protection.” The reply of the saint was
admirable good sense,* and shows that Muhammadans can

see through the glamour of fatalism. The Holy prophet,

when his life was tlx*'eatened by the infidels of Mecca,

* Erskine I. p , 290, well says, *‘it was full of true piety and sound sense.”

It may be noted here that £rsktne*s translation, differing from Ross,
makes the guardian's reply refer to his having suffered the father to go
to Khoras&n.
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did not put his trust in standing still and being captured,
but took to flight. Therefore, what you should now do is,

trusting in God, to take the Mirzd and flee
;
and if danger

or^ause fear presents itself, I am your security. You
ou^t certainly to set out without delay.*' In telling the
story afterwards, Maulana Muhammad used to sary that these
words- of the saint had such an effect on him that he at once
resolved to fievote all his energies to carrying off* the child

and escaping with him. The story of how he effected this

is told at p. 215, &c.
The* first part of the plan was to hide the boy in the

house of a friend in Bokhara, and at the same time make
a show of flying from the place by night. Some of his

father's servants went off* oft horseback with great affect-

ation of secrecy, and the emissary's spies, thinking that they
had the boy with them set out in pursuit, and never thought
of searching in the town, where he was lying cocealed.

After various adventures, the boy and his guardian reached
Qila-i-Zafar, then the^ capital of Badakhshan. Here they

were kindly received by Mirza Khan, another cousin of Bdbar.

The date of their arrival is not precisely stated, but from

pp. 226 and 227 it appears to have been in November, 1508.

They stayed at Qila-i- Zafar for a •year, and then went on

to Kdbul in accordance with an invitation from Bdbar, who
wrote that, as Badakhshdn was exposed to the forays of the

Uzbegs, Muhamad Husain's son was not safe there, and
that his own mind could not be at rest so long as the boy
remained there. TheJ^ left accordingly in the middle of

October, 1509; but so poorly were they provided, that they

had only two horses among a party of sixteen, and consequently

had so little baggage that Haidar had nothing to sleep upon
at night. Maulana Muhammad, who was a sort of father to

the parly, had nothing but one meagre shawl
^
such asig^wprp

by the poorest men in Badakhshdn.* What the condition

of the other was, may be surmised." Mirzd Khdn, “ he says,
“ was so badly off that, though he did his best, he was unable

to procure a coloured garment for myself/^ One curious

circumstance mentioned by Haidar as occurring about this

time was his recovering the use of his an’m, which had been

broken and dislocated some months before by a fall from a

donkey in the flight from Bokhara. He fell again at Badakh-
shdn when out riding \yilh Mirzd Khdn, and was thrown to the

ground on the injured arm. “ As I struck the ground, 1 heard
a sound In my bad elbow. The shock was so violent that I

fainted. After a time I came to and found that Mirzd Khdn
was holding my head ypon his knees." Afterwards it was found

that this second fall had sent the bone back to its proper place,
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SO that in a short time he recovered the entire use of it At
Kdbu1| he was received by Bdbar with all the effusiveness of
his affectionate nature. Bdbar sent for his young cousin and
tenderly embraced him.

jf*

When 'he let me go, he would no longer allow me to ol^erve
the foimalities of respect, but made me sit down at his side. While
we were thus seated, he said to me with great benevolence, your
father and brother and all your relations have beeni made to drink
the wine of martyrdom ; but, thank God, you have come back to

me again in safety. Do not grieve too much at their loss. For I will

take their place, and whatever favour of affection you could have
expected from them, that and more will I show you. With such
promises and tenderness did he comfort me, so that the bitterness

of orphanage and the poison of banishment weie diiven from my
mind.”

,

“ Nor did Bibar forget the good Maulana, to whom Haidar
was indebted for his preservation. He sent for him, honoured
him with many kind speeches, and kept asking him the

particulars of their story. Then he praised him highly, and
rejoiced his soul with promises of favour.

Haidar's reflections on his wondeiful escape from the

clutches of Shaibini are an interesting revelation of the pious

feelings of a good man— for why should we use a restricted

expression and say a goo4 Muhammadan ?"

—

** How excellent a thing it is that the Almighty has power to check

the violent and, if He so wills it, to resiraii» the hand of the crue*l ;

so that, without His consent, the tyrant cannot touch a single hair

of any man’s head. In his glory, vanity and magnificence, see

how many royal families Shahl Beg Khan destroyed, and the

number of princely houses he annihilated ! In a short space of

time, he scattered to the wind of annihilation many governors and

officials, so that the dust of their existence foemed towers • on the

plains of non-existence, which reached up to the heavens, and

from the mists of their sighs a frightful whirlwind arose in the

deserts. This king, who could commit such atrocities and practise such

violence, was resolved on my death, at a lime Uhen I had only just passed
- “trt*b*half of my childhood, and did not know my right hand from my left,

nor good from evil ;
nor had I the ability to use my sirengtli—nay, 1

had not enoiigfi intelligence to execute my own wishes. I had become

an orphan without father or mother; my paternal uncles were

scattered and my maternal uncles slain. I had not even an elder

brother who 5:oirid share in my grief ,* no friend or relation to

comfort me. That year, 914 (1508-9), proved one of disaster for

the Sultans of the day in general, and of massacre for the Mogul

Khak&ns in particular. When God willed that all my uncles,

aunts and cousins"should be carried off in diffeient directions, and

murdered, 1 was the weakest and youngest of the family. The
strangest part of it all is that they were, evfiy one, at a great distance,

but being helpless, nay, 43ving no alternative, they came and threw

themselves into calamity and were murdered ; while I escaped, though

* This is a metaphor taken from the sand storms so frequent in Central

Asia. In Atkinson’s “ Upper and Lower Amoor,’',p. 278, there is a striking

picture of towers of sand rising on a plain.
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ill the town of Bokhara, in the middle of the ocean of Shahl
Beg Khan's dominions. Since the dectee of the will of the Almighty
had not been issued for my destiuction, but for my pieservation,

Shahl Beg Khan, with all his boasting and power, was not artle to touch
one Ibair of the head of that helpless little child whom he wished to

kiH. Thanks be to God, the Lord of Heaven and Earth, the Possess*
or of Might, Majesty and Power.” .

*

Babar continued his kindness to l^is cousin during the whole
of his sta7 with him, and Haidar expresses his gratitude in a
very affectionate manner.

“ How,’* he sa>s, “ can I ever show sufficient thankfulness ? I passed
A long time in the service of the Emperor, in perfect happiness and
freedom fiom cate; and he was for ever, either by promises of kind-
ness, or b\ threats of severity, encouraging me to study. If he ever
noticed any little virtue or n|w acquisition, he would praise it in the
highest terms, commend it to everybody, and invite their approbation.
All that time, the Emperor showed me such affeciion and kindness
as a fond father shows his son and heir. It was a hard day for

me when I lost my father, but the bitterness of my desolation became
scaicely peiceptible, owing to the blessed favours of the Empeior.
From this lime to he year 918 (1512) I remained in his service.

Whenever he rode qpt, I had the honour of riding at his side, and
when he received friends, I was sure to be among the invited. In
fact, he never let me be separated from him. 'When I was studying,

for example, directly my lesson was over, he would send some one to

Yetch me. And in this fatheily manner did he continue to treat me
till the end.’* (p. 230).

•

Haidar remained with Babar for about three years, from
Rajab, 915, to Rajab, 918, or November, 1509, to September,

1512. During this time he accompanied Babar on his expedition

to Kanduz against the Uzbegs. Babar had wished to spare the

boy the fatigues of this march, which took place in the winter,

time, (December. 1510), but Haidar begged so hard not to be
left behind that Bdbar yielded and allowed him to come.
Haidar was with Bdbar when he conquered Samarkand for the

third time, m., in October 1511, But he was not present at

the l)attle of Kul Malik in the spring of I5i2,v.in which
Bdbar was defeated by Ubaid Ulla. * Haidar was left behind
then in Samarkand, as he had been attacked with fever, but
when Babar returned discomfited, Haidar accompanied him in

his retreat to Hissar (Hisdr-i-Shddmdn), But this was the

last time that the cousins were together. Bdbar, having been
joined by his Persian auxiliaries under Mir Najim, went off

to the westward to Karshi and Bokhdra, and to the disastrous

•battle of Ghajdfvdn (November, 1512), where he was com-
pletely defeated by IJbaid Ulla and the Uzbegs, and obliged

to return to Hissar, and eventually /o give up all hope of main-
taining himself in Central Asia. Haidar, on the other hand,
went off from Hissar to his uncle, Saiyid Muhammad Mirzd,

and to Sultan Sa’id Khdn, both of whom were at Andfjan in

Fefghdnd. Sultan Sa’id, whom Haidar generally designates as
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the Khdti, had a great afTection for Haidar^ and when he
was sent by Babar to Andijan, he tried to induce Babar to

allow Haidar to accompany him. Haidar, too, was anxious to

go there, but when he asked leave of Bdbar, his blessed hear*-

became heavy, and he put all such ideas on one side." e

Khdn, how'fcver,. renewed his request, and at last Bdbar, displeased

and irritated, gave Haidar leave to go go. In my childish

folly, says Haidar, “ I did not pay attention to the Emperor’s
consent but went.** Probably Haidar was actuated by several

motives. Neither he nor other good Musalmans liked the

way in which Bdbar was consorting with the heretical Persi^ans,

adopting their dress, &c. The hopes of the people of Samar-
kand,** he says, p. 246, was not realised, and the people of

Transoxiana ceased to feel the intense longing for the Em-
peror which they had entertained while he was absent.*’ Then
Haidar’s grand-uncle, Saiyid Muhammad, and also his own sis-

ter, with whom he had lived at Bokhara, were now at Andijan.

She had been Ubaid Ulla’s wife
; but, when her husband fled

from Karshi her uncle took her to Andijdn, and gave her in

marriage to Sultan Sa’i'd Khdn. But, perhaps, the predominant
motive was a hope of becoming married to Sultan Sa’id's

sister, Muhibb Sultan Khdnim. Apparently she had by this

time become a widow for the. second time, p. 280. It was not

without some difficulty that he obtained her hand, and at

p. 278 we are told that one of the marvellous feats of Mau-
Idna Muhammad Qazi was his foretelling that the union

would be brought about in spite of the opposition of the

Amirs. The marriage took place in Rajab, 919, September,

1513 ;
and Haidar was thus raised, like his father, to the rank

of Gurgdn (son-in-law.) ’

This departure from Hissar and separation from Bdbar was

no doubt the turning point in Haidar’s career. It was the

parting of the ways, for the cousins never met again. From
henG^r^otii the streams of their lives flowed in different direc-

tions, Central Asia being their watershed, as it is for the Oxus
and the Indus. Bdbar went south to Kabul and Hindustan,

and Haidar north and east to Ferghana, Kdshghar and
Tibet, only visiting the plains of India in middle age and

after Babar’s death.

The incident of their ‘leave-taking may, therefore, recal to us

Wordsworth's verses on the parting of two brothers in Darley

Dale, and all the more because Eastern cousins often call one

another brothers.
“ Eager to fulfil

Their courses, like two new-born rivers, they

In opposite directions urged their way,
Nev*r again
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Embraced those brothers upon earth’s wide plain,

Nor aught of mutual joy or sorrow knew,
Until their spiiits mingled in the sea

That to itself takes all, Eternity.’'

woifld seem from Haidar's words that he afterwards came
toVegret his decision to go to Ferghana. Had he'remained with

his cousin, he would probably have been a happier, and a more
distinguished man. His virtues woujd have been a support,

and complement to Babar, and he might have saved the latter

from the debaucheries which hastened his end. Yet it cannot
be said that Haidar s subsequent career was unfortunate, and
it is probable .that, if he had not spent most of his days in

Central Asia, we should not have had his history of the

Moguls. He remained in the service of Sultan Sa’id—who
was doubly his brother-in-law—for one and twenty years

fSeptember I5i2-July 1533), that is, until Sa’id Khan’s death.

During all this time he met with much favour at the Khan's
hands :

—

“ Living a life of luxury and splendour, and acquiiing, under his

instruction and gindj*/ice, many accomDlishinents and much learning.

In the aits of calligraohy, reading, making verses, epistolary style,

painting and illuminating, 1 became not only distinguished, but a
passed master. Likewise in such crafts ns seahengraving, jewellei’s

and goldsmith’s work, saddleiy and armour-making
;
also in the con*

struction of at lows, spear heads and knives, gilding and many other
things which it would take too long to enumerate

; in all of these
the masters of each could teach me no more. And this was the out-

come of the care and attention of the Khan. Then, again, in the
affaiis of the State, in important transactions, in planning campaigns
and forays (Kazakl), in archery, in hunting, in the training of falcons,

and in eveiything that is useful in the government of a kingdom, the
Khan was my instiuctor and patron. Indeed, in most of the above-
mentioned pursuits and studies, he was my only instructor.”

Haidar did not remain long in peace in Ferghina for, in Maj',

1514, or about nine months after his marriage, the Khan and
all th» Moguls foiin3 it necessary to evacuate the country from
fear of the Uzbegs. This was the reysult of a general council

of the nobles, at which it was decided that Rs Ferghana was
the ancient home of the Chaghatais, and as they, Babar
and his family, had abandoned the country, it was useless for

the Khan to tiy and preserve it for them. The plan which
they now adopted was to proceed to Kashghar, and take it

from Abu Bakr who had tyrannised over it for many
years. Though Mir Abu Bakr was Kfaidar's grand-uncle,

being brother of Saiyid Muhammad, his conduct had been so
bad that Saiyid Miftiammad had fto scruple in proposing
war against him. In describing tne expedition against him,
Haidar takes the opporttinity of giving a list of the
leaders. Among them he mentions himself, p, 306, but
modestly says : ^^Tbe dawn of childhood had not yet
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changed to the morning of youth, nor was my intelligence yet
fully developed. I was but fifteen years of age. Althougli
the Khdn had honoured me with the title of Gurgan, yet on
account of my youth and immaturity, both physj^cal and
mental, [ was not able to participate fully in that dignity.^, H,
however, carried out as much as was possible. The retainers

and followers of my father, as many as had remained behind,
supported and aided me nobly in every way, so tha^ in spite

of the general scarcity of attendants upon the Moguls, one
hundred and twenty persons were entered in my name.'* On
the same page we have an amusing description of another
chief, Mirzd Ali Taghdi, for whom Haidar seems to have had
a special aversion. He tells us that '' the wiles this man could
devise after a moment's reflectiofi, could not have been in-

vented by a cunning Delilah after years of deep thought.'*

The expedition was successful, and in the end of Rajab. 920,
(October, 1514), the Khdn made a triumphal entry in to the

town of Yarkand.
This success was followed, according to Haidar, by a uni-

versal dissolution of morals among the people. The Khan,"
he says, brought the country into such good order that the

doors of pleasure and the gates of security were opened to high

and low alike. The people gave themselves up to wine and song
and dancing, and the Klidn and his courtiers turned night into

day, and day into night in draining the wine cups. This state

of things went on for about eight years, when the Khdn, beiiig

then 37 years of age, repented and forswore wine-bibbing."

The account of his conversion is given at p. 369, and is an in-

teresting record. Evidently the Khdn got a ** conviction for

sin." He devoted himself much to the study of Sufi books, and
went so far in his zeal as to wish to abdicate the throne and
became a darwesh. He was dissuaded by a grandson of the

famou*! saint, Khwaja Nasiruddin Ubaid"Ulla. This man,
though a darwesh himself, had the good sense to advise the

Klidn against being righteous over much. His words to the

Khdn, when the latter explained his desire of becoming a dar-

wesh, are worth quoting, and may remind us of the practical

exhortations of Augustin to Raphael and Victoria in Kingsley's

Hypatia.

“ Much hsis been said,” he remarked, ** by wise men on this subject

;

such as, 'Remain on the throne of your kingdom, and be like an
austere darwesh in your ways !

* And again ;
‘ Set the crown on your

head, and science on your hack “Use effc t in your work, and wear
what you will :* 'In reality .sovereignty is one of the closest walks with
God, but kings have abused its rights,’ ‘ A king is able, with one word,

to give a higher reward than can a ddVwesh (however intent upon his

purpose) during the whole of a long life.’ In this respect sovereignty

is a real and practical state. But 1 will show you one line that my
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father, Khwaja Muhammad Abdulla, wrote for me. And he gave the

writing to the Khan. It was written ‘ The most important conditions

for a seeker of union with God, are, little food, few words, and few

associates.’ This biief serpion sufhced to compose the Khan, and

V
he resolved to pursue the road of justice and gooa deeds.’’

he Khan continued to rule KdShghar for about ten years

after his conversion, and then, in August, 15*32, set out to

invade Tibet. We are told that his motive was to carry on a

holy war f but it is likely that, as in the case of the crusaders,

love of adventure and the hope of plunder were the pre-

dominant inducements. “ The Holy War,** says Haidar, “ is the

main support and fortifier of Islam, the most efficient ground-
work for the foundations of the Faith.'* He himself took part

in the expedition, but went by a different route from the Khan.
He also diverged into KashnMr, and succeeded in entering the

capital, and in being supreme in the valley for a time. The
Khutba was read, and coins were struck in the name of the Khan;
but Haidar*s followers compelled him to relinquish his conquest
ai’d to return to Kaslighar. They were wild and barbaious
Moguls, and they ^fijiind Kashmir too much of a Trull’s

garden to suit them. They arc represented as saying,

—

“ We are Moguls, and have been continually occupied with the
aiTairs of Mogulistan. The natuial solace and joy of the Mogul
is the desert, on which there is no# cultivation. Tiie screeching of

the owl in the wilderness is sweeter to our ear than the song of the

nightingale in the grove. We have never made cultivated land o»ir

home. Our companions have been the i a venous beasts of the

mountain, and our associates the wild boars of the desert. . . . How
can men of our race associate with this besotted band of inhdds of

Kashmir, which is the garden of Ardm,* nay more, a specimen of

paradise.”

In his bitterness, Haidar compares them to the sweeper who
fainted amidst the fragiance of a perfumer's shop, but was
revived by having excrement put to his nose. This, perhaps,

was another instaficc of Haidar’s taking the wrong path, and
neglecting a great oppoitunity. He J:imself thougiic’'‘i5ij, -and
says that he disregarded the dictates of wisdom, and that his

action caused him much suffering. His proper course, he
thinks, was to have quelled the mutiny by putting to death
the ringleader, Mirza AH Taghdi, whom htf calls an execrable
devil, and a Shaikh of Satans. The mistake is one that

Haidar’s cousin, the Emperor Babar, * was not likely to have
committed, and the very different way in Ivhich he dealt with
the officers who wanted him to abandon his conquest of
Hindustan shows pe?rhaps the mental superiority of Bdbar over
his cousin. Babar has recorded his Contempt for the man who
abandons the path of glory (Erskine’s translation, 201); and it

is the crowning distinction of his life that he did not give—/ —
* The earthly Paradise constructed by Shadadd.
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way, like other conquerors, to hfs followers, but held his ground
and established a dynasty. It is true, it may be urged, that

Haidar was not supreme, like Bdbar, and was only the Khdn’s
general. But, on the other hand, it seems from his owp account
that the Khan was prepared to support him in opposing/Ili

Taghdi, and that he, in a manner, acted against orders in retir-

ing. Perhaps Haidar’s withdrawal did honour to his heart, if not

to his head, and he was restrained by scruples which.other con-

querors would have disregarded. It seems that he could only

have remained by putting Mirza AH Taghai to death, and
that he shrank from bloodshed. As he said to Daim A]i, his

counsellor, to kill Mirza Ali Taghdi would not be acting like a

good Musalman.” The conquest took place in December, 1532,
or January, 1533, and the withdra.val about five months after-

wards. Before leaving, Haidar made peace with the Kashmiris,

for which “ they were very thankful, but they did not credit

our good faith, wondering how people who had once conquered
such a beautiful country could be so senseless as to give it

up.”

Haidar brought, back with him from Kashmir, and presented

to the Khan, some gold and silver coins* which had been struck

in his name. The Khdn received him with great affection

and remarked that, by conquering Kashmir, he had accomplish-

ed a feat that had not been performed by any of the victorious

KhAkans from Chingiz Khdn downwards, and that he had
earned the gratitude of the Mogul race.

The Khan was very desirous of conducting a holy war in

person, but found that he suffered from breathlessness or

asphyxia (damgfrf, dyspnaea) at high altitudes, and that

he must relinquish the hope of penetrating to'Lhassa (Ursang).

He therefore deputed Haidar to march there, and himself set

out on his return from Maryul in Tibet to Yarkand. But he
had not strength to bear the journey, and died of damgiri,

on july, 1533, in one of the Tibetan passes. Haidar gives

him a very high character, ending with these words :

—

“ I was 24 (qy. 21, from 918-39) years in his service. I do not

remember ever having heard him use abusive or obscene langunge to

an inferior. If any of the slaves in his attendance committed an

offence worthy of punishment or reproof, he would frown, but keep
his temper and say very little. If he did spenk and wished to use

abusive language, he never went beyond calling any one ** unclean or
“ carrion,” and if he spoke in Tiirki, he said much the same.”

The Khdn’s death brought Haidar's connection with Kdsh-
ghar to an end. Rashfd‘^Sultan, the Khdn's son, disliked

Haidar, put his grand-uncle, Saiyid Muhammad Mirzd to death,

and banished Haidar’s wife, Rashftfs own aunt, to Badakhshin^

It would be interesting to know if any numismatist has found tht «e.
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p, 467. One reason for this conduct was that some of the

Khin’s officers sent tlashfd a paper which they declared to

be his father’s last will and testament, and in which he stated

that he jjad never wanted to make a holy war in Tibet ;
that it

was Saiyid Muhammad and Mirza Haidar who had forced

him to undertake it, and that he wished his son to'* put them
to death in retaliation for their having brought about his end.

Haidar ss^s, p. 449, that the paper* was a forgery
; but it is

not improbable that the KhAn had dictated something of the

kind in his last moments. It is likely enough that Haidar
and his uncle—who were both somewhat bigoted Muhammad-
ans—had urged on the Khan to the holy war, and that,

when the latter saw the bad effects of it on himself, he felt

bitter against his advisers* and even wished to be avenged
on them. In spite of Haidar's eulogiums on his patron, he
was probably a weak-minded and unstable man, whose strength

and moral fibre had been undermined by long years of

debauchery. The expedition was certainly not a fit under-
taking for a man on the verge of fifty, who had ruined his

constitution by hard drinking
; and he must have felt afterwards

that he had made a mistake in going to Tibet. Haidar was in

Tibet at the time when Rashfd killed his uncle, &c. He
remained there for some time, enduring great hardships, and
failing in his attempt to reach Lhassa. Eventually he crossed

over from Tibet into Badakhshdn. His force was, by this time,

reduced to 27 men, and shortly afterwards it became 22.

They encountered terrible hardships on the way, suflfeiing

from cold and hunger, and losing most of their horses from
lock-jaw. He spent the winter in Badakhshan, where Sulai-

min Shah, the * son of MirzA KhAn, was ruling, and then^

in the summer time, he went to Kabul. Afterwards he went to

India and joined KAmrAn, the son of BAbar, at Lahore. Here
he Weys well treated,* and when KAmrAn went to Kandahar, to

recover it from the Persians, he l(;ft Haidar in change of

Lahore. When he returned, he was so pleased with Haidar's
administration that he raised his salary from fifteen to fifty

lakhs. He does not tell us what these lakhs consisted of
;

but
apparently they were of some copper coin wbrth about two pence,
for he says that a lakh of Hindustan is wjorth 20,000 Sharukhfs
2.^., francs or tenpences. There is *a learned discussion

on this subject in Erskine's History I., Api5 , E., p, $44. Haidar
afterwards joined Humayun, and was with him at the
battle of Kanauj in May, 1540. Th« result of this battle was
that Humayun fled to Agra and Bahore, and eventually left

India, while Haidar, with a umall force, achieved for the second
time, the conquest of Kashmir, This was the great exploit
of Gaidar's life, fo? it was the only one which had prolonged
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consequences. The battle which gave him final possession of

the country occurred on 2nd August, 1541, but his entry into

the valley occurred in November of the previous year,*

Unfortunately, Haidar tells us very little about his ^idminis-

tration of the country. As Mr. Elias observes : It is curiot/s

how little our author relates about his invasion and adminis-

tration of Kashmir, or of the affairs of that country during

the eleven years that his regency lasted.'*t Mr. ^lias has,

therefore, had to supplement his Narrative by the accounts of

Abul Fazl and Ferishta. Abul Fazl's account is to be found

at pp, 196-199 of the first volume of the Akbarnama, Biblio-

theca Indica edition, and is characterised by his usual faults

of pomposity and verbiage. Abul Fazl is a valuable writer,

but he is sadly deficient in the ^rt of picturesque narrative.

Indeed, he seems to have quite a knack of missing out what
one wants to know. His account of Bdbar, for instance, is quite

remarkable for the way in which he can spoil a story. He
had an admirable model before him in Bdbar's Memoirs, and
he has used them freely, but he has done his best to turn

a crisp narrative into pulp. Instead of squeezing out the

whey he has laboriously bottled it, and thrown away the

curd. He has done the same thing with the Tdifkh-i-Rashfdf.

It is not, as Mr. Elias sypposes, p. 23, that he makes no
mention of Haidar’s work. He refers to it, for instance, at

p, 1 15 of the Akbarndma, vol. I, and he often borrows from
it without direct acKnowledgment, but lie makes infelicitous

use of it. Mr. Elias has depended upon Price for his abstract

of Abul Fazl, and consequently has fallen into some errors.

Among them is the statement that Abul Fazl censures

Haidar for devoting too much time to music^ I do not think

that Abul Fazl means to charge this as a fault. It is rather

mentioned as a prominent feature of the civilization which
Haidar introduced into Kashmir. Abul Fazl did not dis-

approve^of music. His father was fond of it, and he devotes

an Ain, Blochma/in 61 1, to praise of the art. Indeed, he
could hardly speak ill of a pursuit in which, according to

his account, Akbar w'as such a proficient. Akbar, he

• The date of the conquest given by Abul Fazl is 22 Rajab, 947, or 22nd
November, 1540.

t It should be borne in mind, however, that his book was finished

when he had ruled only lor five years, and also that he has devoted some
chapters to an account of Kashmir in the narrative of his first conquest
ot that country.

} Mr. Elias, p. 147, calls attei^tion to the apparent contradiction between
Abul Fazl’s account of Haidar's devotion to music, and the ]atter*s own
statement that he was unable, fiom ignorance of the art, to speak of
Rashid Khan’s skill. But Haidar may, like Abul Fazl’s father, have ac-

quired a taste for music late in life. Moreover,.; the passage at p.. 139
shows that he could criticise musical pei loi uiances.

^
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tells us, had more knowledge of music than even trained musi-
cians possessed^ and composed upwards of 200 airs. What he
chiefly blames Haidar for is narrow-minded bigotry, and
Haidar' o^^[n account shows that this was a charge which could
jiistl^be brought against him. See the chapter, p. 434, ^ On
the religious sects of Kashmir*, where he attacks the Sufis, and
thanks God that under his rule no one dares openly profess

their faith, Ignowing that he would put Uhem to death if they
did so. He also, in this chapter, inveighs against the Sham-
masis or sun-worshippers, whom, no doubt, Abul Fazl admired.
In the Ain, Jarrett, II., 352, the latter speaks of the Sunnis
of Kaslimfr, of wliom Haidar was one, as narrow-minded
conservatives of blind tradition." Col. Jarrett has here an interest-

ing note on Haidar. It is true that Abul Fazl goes on to speak
of Haidar's transgressing the laws of justice, and coming
under subjection to his lusts, and giving up prudence and en-

durance. But though, as usual, his meaning is not clear, it

does not appear that he connects these things with Haidar's

study of music, it would not, however, be surprising if Haidar,

at the end of his career and when over fifty years of age, and in

the enjoyment of the purple and of the enchanting valley of

Kashmjr, lost some of his ancient energy. He himself has told

us what cflect the conquest of Kdr.hghar had on his patron,

Sa'id Khan, and on the whole Mogul people. But the last act

of Haidar's life, at least, does not show any signs of waning
activity. To undertake a nocturnal attack, marching five miles

against the enemy's camp, and to be so far in advance of his

followers as to be killed by one of their arrows might be
rash, but certainly does not indicate sloth. The gist of Abul
Fazl’s statements abOut the cause of Haidar s downfall is that the

Kashmirians were, as usual, treacherous and rebellious, and
that Haidar was not sufficiently on the alert against their wiles.

One of tUeir most successful stratagems, he says, was inducing
Haidar to disperse his army, sending -isome troops to 'tibet,

some to Paklf, and some to Rajorf, North, West and South.
Mr. Elias has, in an Appendix, an extract from a valuable

paper by Mr. C. J. Rodgers, but justly observes that some of
the particulars are not quite intelligible. Mr. Rodgers' inform-
ation is derived from Ferishta’s special cha.pter ‘On the Kings
of Kashmir, ' which forms one of the supplements to his

general history, and so has not been translated by General
briggs. But Ferishta here is merely a transcript of the Taba-
qat Akbari of Nizamuddni, and the ujilntelligibility is partly
due to want of clearness and clerical errors in Ferishta and
his souree, and partly, I venture to tliink, to errors in Mr.
Rodgers' translation, ^The proper names In the texts are
uncertaifn, and Nizamuddin's loose and inconsecutive way of

VOL. CIV.] 15
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writing has led to misapprehensions of his meaning. The
essential facts seem to be as follows : Haidar and his Mogul
followers were, from the first, unpopular with the Kashmiri
nobles. A faction among them were glad enorgh to get

Haidar’s help against their rivals, but, as soon as he ha'^ done
their work, they tried to get rid of him. When, then, he pro-

ceeded to establish himself in the valley, the nobles endeavoured
to oust him by getting help from Sher Shah, and afterwards

from bis son Islam Shah. Haidar, however, partly by force,

and partly by exchange of presents, contrived to settle matters

with Sher Shah and his son, and had rest for some time,

during which he endeavoured to improve the country. The
feeling of dislike of the foreigner still prevailed, however, and
fresh intrigues arose which Hafdar did not see through, or did

not encounter with adequate vigour. In fact, he trusted neither

the Kashmiris nor his own Moguls, and, when the latter told

him of Kashmiri plots, he merely said with flippancy that the

Moguls were no whit inferior to the Kashmiris in intrigue and
disaffection. This dislike and contempt for the Mogul, or

Mongolian race, comes out strongly bolh in Babar and Haidar.

Though Mogul blood ran in their veins, they evidently felt

towards them much as Eurasians do towards Bengalis. Both
Bibar and Haidar regarded themselves as Turks, or Chagha-
tais

;
and if, not to speak of their paternal ancestors, they had

been questioned whether their materna’ grandfather, Junas
Khan, was not a Mogul, they would probably have answered
that the taint had been removed by his orthodoxy, and by the

many years which he had spent at Yezd in Peisia under the

tuition of Sharaf-uddin. But to return : Haidar had a second

cousin,* named Qara Bahadur, who was one of his generals, and
who afterwards served under Akbar, and made an unsuccessful

attempt to conquer Kashmir. Haidar s^ent this man on an ex-

pedition to Bhinpul, which is probably, as Mr. EliaS thinks, a

mi^ake for Bhimbar to the south of Kashmir. They had got no
further than Faramulawhen the Kashmirians began to mutiny.
Qara Bahadur reported the circumstance

;
but, as we have seen,

Haidar’s only reply was that the Kashmirians were no worse
than the Moguls. Then Husain Makari, a Kashmirian, sent his

brother to Haidar,-giving the Kashmiri side of the quarrel, and
begging him to repeal the expedition. But Haidar was equally

indifferent to this representation. Then, on 27 Ramzdny 958
(28th September,

1551 J, a great fire Jtook place in Indrakote,

* Blochmann, 460, calls tiini Haidar's cousin, but he really was the son
of Haidar's cousin, Mahmtld Miiza,cwhose singular death from the kick of

bis horse is recorded at p. 462. See his biography in the Maasir-uI-Umara,
111

,
48. It may be noted that this biograpl^y begins with a^notice of

Haidar, and contains a quatrain by him.
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(apparently the fort, or cantonment, of Srinagar), and Qara
Bahadur and the troops sent a request to Haidar to put off the

expedition to Bhimbar for a year, and to allow them to return

and rebuSd their houses. But Haidar would not hear of this,

and^*he troops had to go on. When they got to Bhimbar, the

Kashmirians in the force deserted at night, and, joinmg with
the cuuntry people, fell upon the Moguls and killed eighty of

them, and •captured their leaders, Tlie rest fled by Punch to

Bahrdmgala.* This outbreak roused Haidar to energetic

action. He appointed new generals, melted down his plate

and converted it into coin, turned artizans into soldiers,

and marched out from Indrakote. His force consisted of

I 700 men, of whom 700 were Moguls, and he encamped it

on the plain of Khalidgarh,* or Khalagarh, near Srinagar.

Meanwhile, the insurrection continued to spread, and Fatteh
Chak, a Kashmiri noble who had the dcatli of his father to

avenge, came with 3,000 men and entered Indrakote.f There
he burnt Hriidar’s palace in the Bagh-i-Safa, a proceeding
which seems to have cj^llcd forth from Haidar the philosophical

remark that, as he had not brought the palace from Kashghar,
he could, by God's help, reconstruct it. Or, perhaps, what he
said was tliat, as it had not been built by him, he need not
take the trouble to rebuild it. In retaliation for Fatteh Chak's
act, an ofiicer of Haidar burnt the palace of Zainal Abadfn,
a famous king of Kaslimir, but Haidar did not approve of
this. Probably it was the palace called the Rajddn,
described by Haidar at p. 429, which was wholly made
of wood. Haidar classes it among the wonders of Kashmir,
and no doubt wa^ vcxe<] at its destruction. However, he
retaliated in another wa}", by burning the houses in Srinagar of
Id Rfna and another factious noble. Then he moved his camp
to Khdnpur. Here Ijizamuddin takes occasion to mention that
in this tillage there is a Khabdzi J tree which could shelter 200
men on horseback, and also had thi% peculiarity, that when
a single branch was shaken, the whole tree was* set in motion.
Nizdmuddin says that, when he went to Kashmfr with Akbar,
he tried the experiment and found that the.fact was so

; and
I may be excused for mentioning that the mall of the public
gardens in Bhagalpur showed me the samo phenomenon in the

• Tieffeniluiler says that ihc proper name of this place is Paimgola.
t Indrakul, which is a place m Kashmir, (Jarrett IL, 370), is more likely

here, for Inch.ikote was %iot taken till afj^r Haidar’s death. Perhaps,
however, all that is meant is that Fatiah Ch%k plundered the environs.

X This is an Arabic word and means, according to Lane, a willow, and
also a plant of the leguminous Scind, having broad leaves and a round
fruit The word is connected with A'/^abaz, bread. Can it be a bread-
fruit tree, i.e.y a jack, or Species thereof, or the Baobdb, which is also called
monkey-bread
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case of a large tree there, which was a baobdb or Adansonia

digitata. He struck a branch high up on the tree witli a

bamboo pole, and all the other branches shook. Ferishta

calls the tree a willow (bid), which can hardly he correct,

and suppresses Nizdmuddin’s experience. Perhaps this is

the very tree mentioned by Haidar among the Wonders of

Kashmir, p, 428. “ In Nagam, a notable town of Kashmir
there is a tree which is so high that, if an arrow.4 be shot at

the top, it will probably not reach it. If any one takes

hold of one of the twigs and shakes it, the whole of this

enormous tree is put in motion.” If so, Khanpur is a mistake

or is another name for Nagam which, Mr. Elias states, is a

village one short march south of Srinagar.

The Kashmirians retired from Khanpur—apparently on

Haidar’s advance—and encamped at Arabpiir (?), five miles

off. Haidar determined to make a night attack on them,

but, as if aware of the risk, he first appointed his brother's

son, Abdur Rahman, his heir, and made his followers swear

allegiance to him. The night was dark and cloudy, and,

when they got near the tent of Khwija Haji,* who was
the soul of the insurrection, and had been Haidar's Vakil,

it was impossible to see anything. Shah Nazar Qurchi

(perhaps the man mentioned at p. 247 of the T, R.), drew
a bow at a ventuie, and immediately afterwards he heard

the Mirzd's voice saying you have wounded
I*
(me) with an arrow.

In the morning the Kashmirians discovered that a Mogul was
lying dead in their camp, and Khwaja llaji recognised the

body as Haidar’s. He raised the head, and Haidar
opened his eyes once and then expired. Nizamuddin adds

the interesting detail that his death was much lamented by
the people. The Kashmirians gave the body burial, and
pursued the Moguls to Indrakote, whither they had fled.

They defended themselves there for four days, the cirtilleiist,

Muhammad Rashi4 loading his guns with copper coins.

Then, on the- suggestion of Khaniin, the widow, and of

her sister, the Moguls made terms and surrendered. The
exact date of Haidar's death has not been mentioned,

but was apparently not long after 27 Ramzan, 958, the date

of the fire in Indrakote, and the last date mentioned, and
so probably occurred some time in October, 1551. Nor is the

* Apparently the man who joined Haidar in Tibet, and who was
instrumental in promoting Haidar’s second expedition to Kashmir, pp. 460
and 482.

t The translation is doubtful and the words aie given differently in

Ferishta. The expression in Nizamuddin is Saheb tulidi. Perhaps the

meanit^g is You have wounded your master.

t He was with Haidar at the battle of Kanau), T. R. 475.
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exact place of occurrence known^ but seemingly it was near
Srinagar. According to Abul Fazl it was near Khanpur
which is between Hirapur* and Srinagar. Both Khdnpur
and Hira^iur are mentioned in the itineraries given by
Tieffenthaler, and Khanpur is stated by him to be five miles

from Kashmir, Srinagar. Abul Fazl, while mei>tion1ng the

story that Haidar was accidentally killed by an arrow, seems
to prefer anojher version, according to ^vhich the night attack,

or ambush, was made by the Kashmirians. Haidar had gone
to release his relative and officer, Qara Bahadur, when he was
assassinated near his minister’s lent by one Kdssdb Diibi.

Apparently Haidar left no children. If there had been a

son, he probably would not have made his nephew his heir. We
also find, p. 340, that, Haidar having no son, some years after

his marriage, the Khan made over to Iiim his own son, Iskandar.

Iskandar served with Haidar in Tibet, and accompanied
Haidar's wife to Badakhshan, wl\en she was driven out of

Kdshghar by her nephew. Nizdmuddin and his copyist, Ferish-

ta, m^e Abdur Rahmdn the brother of Haidar, but this

seems to be a clerical drror, Haidar had a younger brother,

called Abdulld Mirzd, but he was killed in Tibet, 455. ^bdur
Rahmaji became an officer under Akbar, and is mentioned in

the Ain, Blochmann, p. 464, as Haidar s brother’s son. The
widow mentioned as proposing peace with the Kashmirians was
probably the Khan’s sister, Muhibb Sultan Khanim.

Haidar’s end reminds us of that of Charles XII, and, perhaps,

his companions uttered some sentiment like the ** Voila la pv&ce

finicy^ mentioned by Voltaire, or they may have said with

Manoa,
" Come, cofne, no time for lamentation now,
Nor much more cause, Haidar hath quit himself
Like Haidar, and heroicly hath finished

• A life heroic.”

It cannot be asserted that he died •immaturely. He had
seen his best days, had written his book, and •ruled Kashmir
for ten years. If in that space he had not accomplished reforms

and made himself acceptable to the people,^ it was time that

he should give place to another.

One great fault charged upon Haidar by, Abul Fazl is that

he ruled Kashmir in the name of Ndzak Shah, and not in

that of Humayun. He concedes, however, that this may have

been induced by polijy and not disloyalty, and in the Ain,

Jarrett II, 390, he appears to praise ^idar for the very same

• • Tieffenthaler I., 89, gives the di#t.iiice between Hfrdpur and Snnagai
as 12 miles, and that between Hkipur and ICaanour as 7. Khanpui Sarai

is a halting place on the^oad to Srinagar from India. See Mr. Qrowse’t
article in this Review, LIV., p. 28, for January 1872.
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conduct for which he blames him in the Akbarndma. But the

translation is, perhaps, hardly in accord with the original (1. 584,
Bib. Ind. edO. What the Persian says apparently is that Haidar
effected a compromise. He gained over the Kashftiirians by
mildness^and-friendship, so that while they read the KJ^tba
in the nam (5 of Ndzak Shah, he read it in the name of

Humayun, and struck coins in his name. Haidar's own account,

p. 434, is “ that he shovved due reverence to the titular king,'*

and he not unjustly takes credit to himself for his considerate

behaviour. " To Sultan Nazak, who is to-day my com-
panion, I have shown far more respect than the former adminis-

trators of the kingdom ever showed.'* At the time Haidar was
writing his Memoirs, he did not even know whether Humayun
was still alive. He had gone td Persia, he says p. 484, and

at the present time it is not known what has become of him."
It seems rather absurd to blame Haidar for not proclaiming

Humayun under such circumstances. When the latter emerged
from obscurity in 1545, Haidar hastened to acknowledge him,

though Humayun was still an exile from India.

I have entered into such detail about the life of Haidar,

becausefhis Memoirs are excessively rambling and confused.

Worse than all his repetitions, is his habit of breaking .off in

his narration every now and then to give the biography of

some saint or sovereign whose name rises up before him.

The Index to the translation is, I regret to sa\% not exhaustive,

for many references are wanting. Mr. Elias has, in his valuable

Introduction, devoted a chapter to '‘The Autlior and his Book,"

in which he has given a succinct and consecutive sketch of

Haidar's life. Mine differs from his chiefly in entering more into

detail, and in giving extracts from the book.

In sketching Haidar’ life, I have necessarily analysed his

Memoirs, which form the largest part of his book. It remains

to say a few words about the first part, or the history proper.

This begins with the 'history of Tughlaq T/mur, who reigned

over Mogulistafi and Transoxiana from 1347-1362. Haidar
gives two reasons for not starting from an earlier period. One
is that Shardf-ud-din has treated of the earlier times, and that,

therefore, to do it again would be like digging a well on the

margin of the Euphrates. Another is that Tughlaq Tfmur was
the first of the Mogul princes who was fully converted to Mu-
hammadanism, and that in his reign the body of the people

became Musalmans. Some of his prejdecessors, he says, had
become Musalmans, but iieither they, nor their people, attained

to a knowledge of the Rashd, or True Road to Salvation/
“ their natures remained base, anS they continued on the Road

*

that leads to Hell.” The reference to Sharpf-ud-din is, of course,

not to the Zafarnama, but to the Prolegomena. Unfortunately
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the latter are only to be found in a few of the manuscripts of the

Zafarndma, and have not yet been printed.

The mention of the Rashd is one clue to the title TdrikhM-
Rashidfj Cithers being that one Maulana Arshad converted

Tug|jlaq to Islam, and that Abdur Rashid was the name of the

son and successor of the Khdn who was so long Haidar’s patron.

The book opens with a striking story, told more in detail at

p. 13, of hov|{ Tughlaq came to accept ihe Muhammadan faith.

Then comes a very picturesque story of how Tughlaq was dis-

covered by Haidar’s ancestor, Amir Buldji, after his mother
had bj2en sent away by the chief wife of his father, who felt

towards her as Sarah did to Hagar, The most interesting

character described in this Part is Yunas Khdn, the maternal

grandfather of Bdbar and Haiciar. Haidar declares that there

never was, either before or after, so wise a Khdn as he. He
had a good education, and must have been of abstemious habits

for he was the only Chaghatai Khdkdn who attained to a good
old age. He died at 74 whereas, says Haidar, most of the Chag-
hatai princes died before they were forty. His wife, Isan Daulat,

the grandmother of Bdbar and Haidar, was worthy of him and
of them. When her husband was captured by Jamal Khdn,
another bridegroom was forced upon her. But she and her

maidens slew him on the wedding^ight, and, when called to

account, she haughtily replied : am the wife of Sultan Yunas
Khdn

;
Shaikh Jamal gave me to some one else. This is not

allowed by the Muhammadan law, so I killed him, and Shaikh
Jamal may now kill me if he likes/' (p. 94). Shaikh Jamal
commended her spirit and restored her to Yunas. A year
afterwards one Abdul Qadas killed Jamal Khdn, and set Yunas
at liberty, after lending him Jamal’s head. This event was
celebrated by the chronogram * Sar-i-khar girifta Abdul Qadas/
t. e., Abdul Qadas took the head of the ass (khar). The point

of this chronogram* which a reviewer in the Royal Asiatic

Society s Journal has found unintelligibly, is that Sar-i-Khar, or

ass's head, may also be translated as the head,,or first letter, of

the word khar, i, the letter hhd, and the numerical value

of this letter (601) plus the values {2^6) of the letters of the

name Abdul Qadas give the date of the fivent, 877, or

1472 -73 -

In conclusion, I have to express my regret that Mr,
Ross’s excellent translation is not complete. He has missed
out some of the rhetorical passages, the lives of saints, &c.,

and consequently the book has a somewhat mutilated appear-
ance. In some instances, Mr, Erskiiffi's manuscript translation in

the British Museum is fuller ihan Mr. Ross’s. I hope that these

defects will be remedied in a second edition, for Haidar is au
author who deserv&s to be translated iu full. In one placei
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p, is8, Mr. Ross has, I think, been unnecessarily squeamish,

with tiie result that he has missed out a very apposite reply of

Mansur Kbdn to those who wished him to change lus Koran-
reader, r

H. BeveridgkV
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Though there has been a great deal spoken and written

lately on the subject of Technical Educitioii in India,

I think it would be far from the truth to assert that the subject

has been thoroughly threshed out ^nd exhausted. It would
be quite impossible to discuss fully the whole question of tech-

nical education within the limits of an article, but without

attempting the impossible, I will try to give an account of

the principal facts and observations which my own experience

and study of the subject have collected. At the outset I must
explain that, though the t5rm “ Technical Education ” in its

widest sense may be taken to include all special, as opposed to

purely literary, education, I intend to devote myself for the most
part to that section of it which refers to the training of hand and
eye, and to special education for artistic and industrial pursuits.

This outcry for Technical Education in India is partly,

Origin of the outcry fi.i’ no doubt, a reflection of a similar

Technical Education in agitation in England, which began about

fifty years ago
;
but it is mainly a con-

sequence of the biiuation which* has arisen in India from the.

competition of nat’vc students for employment in Govern-

ment and piivate situations in which only general or literary

educational acquit cments are demanded, and the excess of the

supply over the demand. The disappointed competitors, find-

ing these doors closed to them, join in a vague and indefinite

demand for tcclinical, and what has been called
“ bread earn-

ing,” education, hoping thereby tliat some new avenues of

employment may be opened. That this evil of excessive com-
petition in various walks of life does exist to an alarming ex-

tent, *lio one will deny. Hut it is by no means a state of affairs

peculiar to India
; and, though wc* may admit the evil, that

is quite a different thing from taking for granted that Techni-

cal Education is the proper and entirely sufficient remedy. I

will not for a moment maintain that the system of European
general education imported into India has proved a complete

success, and fulfils all requirements
; but the very errors and

weaknesses which the working of it has brought out ought to

• warn us not to accept, without question, further additions to,

or amendments of, the system based only on European ex-

perience. «•*

Let us first turn our attention to Europe, and examiue'the

situation which has existed in England and other countries

during the last hajf century, a situation which gave rise to a

similar agitation there. We shallHhus be enabled to see in
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what respect the evils we wish to remedy and the wants we
would supply resemble those existing in European countries.

The middle of the eighteenth century was the dawn of a

Condition of Art and European manufactures,

Industry in Europe pre- art, industries and commerce. The in-

vious to the Technical troduction of steam as a motive power
Education Movement. stimulated mechanical invention, and
within less than a century revolutionised the whole .system of

trade and manufactures which had obtained in Europe from
time immemorial. It is most important to remember that,

previous to this era, the workmen engaged in arts and manu-
factures in Europe and those in Asia were on an almost equal

footing. Indeed, in many respects, the advantages were very
much on the side of the Eastern arfisan, so that the competi-
tion of the Indian workmen was keenly felt in Europe in many
branches of industry, and from time to time many prohibitive

laws were passed to restrict the importation into Europe of
articles of oriental manufacture which, by reason of their cheap-
ness and excellence, affected injuriously the home industries.

Until that time the system of manufacture in the East and in

the West was practically identical : the workmen in every
branch of manufacture relied more on their own skilfulness of

hand and eye and on their .traditional craft-lore, than on the
mechanical perfection of the simple appliances they used in

their trade. The caste system of India, whicli liPs regulated and
kept alive the traditions of native art and industry, had its

counterpart in Europe in the great Trade Guilds of the Middle
Ages, which, by binding artisans together in societies under
strict rules for the conduct of their several handicrafts, kept the

whole course of trade within certain well ‘defined grooves.

The sumptuary laws which were passed to regulate the dress

and manner of life of different classes of society operated in

the same direction.
*

•

Though the ties of the*feudal system which had held society

so closely in the Middle Ages were loosened and broken long
before the eighteenth century, yet their effect on the organisa-

tion of trade and industries was much more lasting. But
mechanical invention and steam power soon changed all that.

After a hopeless struggle against the ever-increasing perfection

of machinery, the intelligent hand-worker was at last completely
driven out of many industries, only retaining a place in some,
as an unthinking drudge, toiling at the bejiest of the mechani-
cal monsters invented by man. With the complete extinction

of the handicraftsman, the old system of apprentices bound
to a master workman for seven years to learn a trade became
obsolete, and the Trade Guilds, losing all their influence and
control over the conduct of trade and handicrafts, arc now
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represented in name only by the City of London Companies.
The old workshops, owned by master workmen, the inheritors

like the caste workmen of India, of all the accumulated craft-

lore of Centuries, were transformed into factories giving em-
ployment to hundreds of thousands of human drudges and
representing millions of sterling in capital. The progress of

chemical science, which not only assisted existing industries,

but itself created many new ones, together with the cheapening
of production brought about by the use of machinery, turned

the balance of trade enormously in favour of Europe. The
hand-weavers of India were as lielpless in the face of the com-
petition of the power-looms of Manchester as their fellow-

workmen in Europe. Not only did the export trade to Europe
cease, but the English manufacturers, turning the tables on
the Indian workmen, became the masters of the Indian market
also. In the same way the Indian export trade in cotton

prints, or chintzes, once a very important one, dwindled
away so much that now an Indian cotton print is only to be
procured in Europe in the curiosity shops.

England, which fcas the pioneer of European countries in

this new movement, became the centre of the world's commerce,
aiuUcntercd upon a period of unexampled prosperity. In this

prosperity India has shared largely
;

for, though her ancient
handicrafts have suffered severely, the loss, commercially
speaking, has been more than recouped in the whole volume
of trade, while the introduction of English capital and English
industries into India has helped India to help licrself.

Now I come to the most important point, that is, the part

Theoiifiinof iheTech- which technical education has had in

nical Education iftovc- England’s commercial progress during
ment in England. the last century and a half. At the
beginning of the era to which I allude, all technical education
was m the hands of the Trade Guilds and tlie master workmen
who, though tlieir knowledge was •chiefly of the kind known
as rule of thumb,’! that is acquired without an understand-
ing of scientific principles and theories, yet were the possessors

of the accumulated wisdom of centuries, handed down by
tradition. It is the fashion of some narrow-minded people to

sneer at this kind of learning, and to tr/iat it as of no account.

Yet this same old-fashioned and out-of-date wisdom is the
. basis of all our present knowledge, and all the scientific dis-

coveries of the prepent age are built upon this foundation. In

many branches of industiial art, in fpite of all the efforts which
have been made to discover the lose secrets of antiquity, in spite

of our boasted scientific dtscoveries and inventions, we have
not been able to go beyond, or even to equal, the achievements

of our unscientific and technically uneducated ancestors. Take
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for instance, one of the oldest branches of human industry,

that of pottery, an expert writer in a recent woik says :— The
triumphs of pottery in China, Persia and Japan are mar-
vellous, not merely as creations of beauty, but as examples of

what may be accomplished by means so primitive and methods
so simple ‘that they would seem to be within the grasp of

every beginner. Yet one is humbled by the reflection that

notwithstanding all the perfection of modern mechanical ap-

pliances, added to the combined experience of a hundred
generations, the achievements of many of these ancient oriental

potters have baffled all the efforts of modern times to equal

or surpass them."
It is, therefore, stupid and short-sighted not to treat with

the highest respect this old-world Jcnowledge, which was the

technical education of our forefathers. However that may be,

this old system of technical education has been almost entirely

extinguished in Europe by the revolution first brought about
by the application of steam-power to all branches of handicraft.

Technical education, as wc now understand it, that is, the

teaching in schools of scientific principles and theories in their

relation to arts and manufactures, had nothing whatever to do
with the origin of England's commercial development. That
was begun long before technical education was spoken of, and
was chiefly brought about by the inventive genius and research

of comparatively a few individuals, long before modern techni-

cal schools and institutes existed. The outcry for technical

education in England did not begin until nearly a century after

the foundations of her great commercial development had
been laid.

Let us now see what was the beginning, avid the reason for

this agitation.

Before wc go further, it will be useful to divide our subject

roughly into two heads, first, the Art side, secondly, the Scien-

tific side. Under the first head I include all of what are

called the “Applied Arts,” that is, those industries in which
Art is more or less an important factor. Under the second
head, I put manufactures and industries into which either no
consideration of Art enters, or it is regarded as of little account.

Now as to the Art industries, I have shown how the substitution

of mechanical power for hand labour had almost extinguished

the old system of technical education, and had brought with
^

it nothing to take its place. The old ^vorkshops were ex-

panded into huge factories, in which ,the workmen, instead of

being intelligent creatures filled with a love and knowledge
of art and a pride for the traditions of their crafts, were merely

human machines, unreasoning slaves of a hard and fast com-
mercial system. The various processes oi manufacture were
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portioned out among different workmen, each skilled in one
particular process only. Each separate part of the so-called

woiks of art they produced was made by mechanical means
from g»/en patterns by the gross, by the square yard, or by
tl^ hundredweight. Now, if cheapness of production were the

omy consideration of impoitancc in Ait manOfacture, such a

system as this would be the best possible. But the whole
essence of Art is contained in maft’s creative faculty, in his

thought and in his biain
;

wheieas the whole tendency of this

nelv system of manufacture was to reduce thought and manual
skill to a minimum by the perfection of mechanical agencies.

A sound and honest system of Art manufacture must seek to

strike a happy medium between the exigencies of Art and those

of commerce. In modern limes the two are indeed hard to re-

concile. Certainly modern English art manufacturers for a long

time failed to reconcile them England had taken the initiative

in applying mechanical science to all branches of Art industry,

and in striving after cheap production only English Art in-

dustries became hopelessly corrupted and degraded This state

of affairs was first revealed by the Great International Exhi-
bition held in London in 1851. It was there made evident

that in the higher branches of Art industry Fiance and other

countries far surpassed England iif the taste and elegance of

their productions. An agitation for the better training of^
English designers and Ait workmen then began, and after much
discussion a system of Ait schools, suppoitcd by the Govern-
ment, was inauguiatcd, Tlie main object c»f these schools was
to give aitisans a training in the principles and practice of

applied Art, to take the place of the old tiaining by workshop
tradition, which liad been swept away as 1 have already ex-

plained.

It would be wandering needlessly from my subject to give

detifiled facts and figures to show tiie practical influence which
the Government system of Ait instruction, aided by the efforts

of the Art manufacturers themselves, has liad on English Art
manufactures. It will be sufficient to state the fact that at

the present time, the best English Art jinanufacturers are, for

the most part, quite able to hold their own against foreign

competitors, without importing foreign* designers or workmen,
and that the balance of trade in the higher branches of Art

• industry has turned very much in favour of England since the

great Exhibition c|f 1851, It is more important to remember
that, as regards the Art industri(j^, it was the degenerating in-

fluence c.f the new conditions of trade and commerce, brought
about since the middle of llhe last century, which created the

necessity for an organised scheme of Industrial Education in

Europe.
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Let us now turn to the other side of the question, and

consider what part Technical Education has taken in Eng-
land’s commercial progress with reference to the scientific

branches of industry and trade, generally designateQ as the

useful arts in contradistinction to the decorative art,s,’'

and the ‘‘fine arts.” Thee lassification is only a rough one,

but it will serve our purpose. In relation to Art industries our

modern Technical Educa'tion has turned back to old estab-

lished principles and endeavoured to raise the standard of

modern work by a study of great woiks of mediaeval and

ancient times, but with regard to the other branches of industry,

it has started out in quite new directions.

The new field which was first opened for inventive ingenuity

and scientific research by the introduction of steam-power as

a motive force, not onl}^ produced an enormous development of

the old industries, but it created many new ones. It also

brought about a condition of things in manufacture and
commprcc which had never been known before. Previous to this

era of scientific discovery, the internal changes which took

place in manufacture and trade were few and gradual. Things

jogged on from one generation to another in much the same
way as they had done for centuries. There were no violent

changes and distiiibances except those brought about by wars

or political revolutions, by the edicts of kings or the decrees

of Parliaments. The new era, on the other !.and, was one of

constant revolution and restless activity. A new invention of

machinery had hardly superseded the old system of manu-
facture when further improvements consigned it to the limbo of

disuse. A manufactory fitted up at great ^expense with the

newest type of machinery found itself obliged, within a few

years, to di^.card or alter the whole of it, because a new inven-

tion had given the advantage to some rwal enterprise. The
discovery of some new process would bring about a revolution

in the treatment pf raw materials, or render available seme new
material for the purpose of manufacture. A very keen com-
petition between manufacturers and merchants thus arose, which

every year becomes closer and keener. England had a good
start in the race, and for a long time did not feel the com-

petition of foreign countries
;
the struggle was mostly internal

between her own manufacturers.

But the Great Exhibition of 1851 in London was an object-

lesson which foreign countries, as well Cs England, were not

slow to profit by. While 1^1 showed England the degradation of

her Art industries, it revealed to foreign countries their weak-

ness in mechanical arts and manufactures.
^
England began to

educate her Art workmen; other countries smarted their technical

schools to give a scientific training to their artisans. Four
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years afterwards, in the International Exhibition of Paris (1855),

the first results of these efforts were evident. England showed
an improved taste in many of her industrial Art exhibits;

France* and Germany a striking improvement in machinery
add industrial products. The third object-lesson was in

Uc)ndon in 1862, There the scientific discoVeiifes and the

mechanical inventions exhibited by foreign nations warned
England# that, if she was to retain her commercial supre-

macy, she must follow the lead of other countries in the

matter of scientific education for her workmen. But their long

commercial pre-eminence had blinded the eyes of English

manufacturers, and it was not until the next International Exhi-

bition, held in Paris in 1867, that they were thoroughly

aroused and alarmed by the^rogress of their foreign competitors.

And not without reason, for while the English artizan still

maintained his reputation for fine, accurate and honest work,

yet in most of those departments where forethought, scientific

knowledge, design and mechanical ingenuity were required,

the foreigner, by reason of his better scientific education, was
the Englishman’s Superior. Then, at last, when England's
commercial supremacy was seriously threatened, the English
manufacturers and the nation joined in an effort to do what
other countries had been doing for fifteen years. It is

impossible to estimate how much England lost and is losing

still by her short'^ightedness and apathy with regard to this

question of education. Even now, in many departments of

technical education, we are behind other countiies. We have
not yet learnt thoroughly the lesson that, under modern condi-

tions, the prizes in the struggle for commercial supremacy go
to the best educated nation.

Now let us start from this summary of the history of

Tbe part which TTch-
nical Education has

taken in Enjjland’s coni-

meicial and industiial

development.

technical education in England, and
sec what deductions we can draw from
it. The fir5?t and most important is

that the beginning bf it all was a great
industiial movement, begun and deve-
loped entiiely l^y pi ivale enterprise,

private research, private capital. It was private enterprise

alone that brought England her commercial prosperity: the

only part which the Legislature has taken in it has been in

the removal of legal impediments and unwise restrictions on

private enterprise.! The next point is that, on the basis of

this industrial movement, a Stayf-aided scheme of technical

instruction lias been built up, and in this educational scheme
there are two distinct cfhd separate features:— ist an Art
scheme, to take*, the place of the old method of technical

Art instruction, and to check the corruption and degradation
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of Art industries by the t ltra-sdentific and commercial tenden-
cies of the present age. 2nd. A scientific scheme to keep
pace with foreign countries in those useful or scientific manu-
factures and industries which have been built up by modern
discoveries, and to apply to all blanches of industry the results

of modern scientific research.

Now, if we examine the state of trade and industry in India,

^ we discover a very different situation

ft-i” I.J to a Amaod for

technical education in Europe, and
any general scheme of technical scliools, similar to those which
exist in England, would not only be a costly and comparatively
useless expel iment, but it would most certainly be the means
of increasing, instead of lessening, the veiy difficulties which
have led to a demand for technical education in India. It

would add to the glut of candidates seeking Government
cmploj^ment

;
for where are the manufactories and woikshops

to provide employment for the hundreds and thousands of

technically educated students such schools would turn out

yearly ? If then technical education, as understood in Europe,
is to take a useful place in the Indian Educational system
it must conform to the conditions of arts and industries whicli

at present obtain in this countiy.

The most aipcificial oh.server must see l^ow widely different

is the situation in India fiom that vvhicli existed in Europe at

the commencement of the Technical Education movement,
Taking first the Art indnr>tries. \vc have airtafiy seen how in

England the substitution of mechanical means for the old

handwork S 3’Stcm had b- ought about a scri^Jiis degradation
of ihc aitistic standard, a degiadaticm wliich, had it not been
arrested, might liave ended in tlie transfer to foicign hands
of all the higher branches of English industrial Art. In
India, on the other liaiid, the methods Oi liandwork in Ait
industiics aic almost pn ciscly the same as those wliich were
emplo3md in Europe bcfoic this peiiod of degradation began.
We must look in quite a different diicction to find out the

causes of the depression which has existed for a long time
in most of the old’Art handicrafts of India. I would say
tliat the state of Art industry in India shows at this time
three distinct phases

—

1st.—A great trade depression affecting chicfl37 the manu-
facture of fabrics and articles of every day
use, owing 1^* the coinpctitioti of cheap machine-
made imporicVi goods.

2nd.—A tiade dcpie^sion and dcgrad.ition of the artistic

standard in the manufacture of articles of luxur}^,

such as embroidered fabiics,' brocades, carpets,
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gold and silver work and decorative work in

general, owing chiefly to the adoption of

^
European fashions, costume and ways of life

• by native gentlemen of wealth and position.

3ttd.—A degradation of the artistic standard’, in Jndian
manufactures of European demand, more es-

pecially in all the mino^ Art industries which
Come under the description of Indian Curios-
ities/

From this diagnosis we may discover in what way any
. scheme of technical education is likely

andSan Art
^nng about an amelioration of the

Situation. Under the first head the
chief native industries affected arc those of cotton weaving
and tlie allied industries of dyeing and cotton printing.

That they have suffcicd enormously, no one will deny. The
export trade, formerly a very important one, has almost ceased
to exist, and three-fourths r.f the workmen formerly employed
have been driven to agriciilturc or other occupations. But the
handworkers in Europe suffered even more severely from the
competition of machinery : they have been driven entirely out
of the market. Except as a home industry, there is practically

nothing of the former trade left. And it is foolish and hope-
less to suppose that handwork can ever compete with machinery
in any manufactuics where cheapness of prodiiation is the
chief consideration. Technical education did not save the
European handworkers from extinction in these branches of
industry, neither will it bring back their former prosperity to

the Indian artisans. Tliough some thing might be done, per-

haps, to help the native weavers to a more effective form of
hand-loom, they and their fellow artisans must rely mainly on
the advantages which handwork always has over machinery

—

advantages which have hitherto saved theif industries from the
annihilation which overtook them in Europe. TJie cheapness
of the cost of living and the fewness of his requirements will

continue to give the Indian handicraftsman a better chance
than his fellow workman in Europe. Agaiil, in India, the

textile industries are not as in Euiopc subject to violent

changes owing to the caprices of Fashion.* But, besides this,

handwork lias in itself many natural advantages. A good
hand-woven native clotJi will outwear three of the cheap
machine-made imitations. The old native vegetable dyes are,

as a rule, far more lasting and much mcA’e beautiful than those
discovered in modern times by chemical research. Then hand-
work can adapt itself* more easily than machinery to special

caste regulations, or individual taste. The native workman, if

he is to survive the struggle with machiue-made manufactures,
VOL. CIV.] iC
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must take his stand on these natural advantages and develope
them to the utmost : it is futile for him to lower his standard
and compete on the same ground as machine- made goods
Technical education will never give to the Indian handicrafts-

man the ability to rival European manufactures in any class of

goods where cheapness, uniformity and exactness are the

first considerations
;

but it might to a limited extent help

him to develope those natural advantages which the hand-
process possesses. For instance, the European hand-loom
works more quickly and is better adapted for weaving some
kinds of cloth than the native loom. In some of the Mis-

sion Industrial schools in the Madras Presidency, and I

believe in other parts of India, these looms have been in-

troduced, and native colored cloths of the commoner kind

are made stronger, of better quality, and almost as cheap
as the machine-made imitations sold in the bazars. This is

real technical education, and if the native artisans at large in-

dustrial centres are given the opportunity of observing im-

proved appliances or tools adapted to their requirements, they

are not so conservative or prejudiced against adopting them as

is generally supposed
;
hardly more so than most European

workmen who have been accustomed for generations to work
in a particular way.

There is often a very sound reason for their apparent obsti-

nacy and prejudice against adopting European improvements.

It often happens that either these so-called improvements arc

not adapted to the special technical requirements of the native

workman, or their expensiveness is a bar to their adoption. In

many cases the standard of work required of him and the

wages he receives are so low that it is impossible for the native

artisan to provide himself with expensive tools and apparatus.

Like every other workman, the native is to a great extent what
his employers make him. The question here is one of demand
and supply, not of technical education.

I will now pass on to discuss the condition of those native

industries which include all the higher decorative arts and the

manufacture of articles of luxury. In nearly all of these indus-

tries there is a commercial depression and very marked falling

off in the artistic standard. The commercial depression is not

directly due to European competition, but rather to a change in

the manner of life, the adoption of Eui Dpean dress, furniture and
habits by many of the,wealthy classes of Indians. They give up
their old simple traditional manner of life. Forsaking the beauti-

ful and original old native styles of architecture, they build their

houses and palaces in imitation of the^* ugly and characterless

travesties of European styles, typical of Anglo-Indian architec-

ture, They fill their houses with European furniture and
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European decoration. They leave off their own becoming and
dignified costume and put on European dress with all its

nineteenthicentiiry ugliness. And they do all this under the
impression that they are advancing with the times, and follow-

ing tfic artistic movement in Europe. A greater mistake was
never made. Art in India is in many ways far more healthy

and living t^an it has been in Europe for over a century. Here
it is still a part of the life of the people

;
it goes into their homes,

into their religion, and into their every-day life. The workmen
are tiffined in the Art traditions of centuries, and the best of

them are artists in every sense of the word. It is true that the

higher brandies of painting and sculpture have never reached
the same point of development in India as in Europe, but the
foundations of Art arc sound and healthy and have not yet
been torn up, as in most European countries, by revolutions in

mechanical science. Art in England is an exotic of forced

growth, a rare and delicate plant, nurtured in scliools and
academies, but never striking its roots deep into the soil. It is

a luxuiy, an anuiscmcnft: for our hours of leisure, not a part of
our national life, as it was in former times. Public taste is not
really .educated in Art : it is largely influenced by what is

called Fashion, originating in a spuricAis taste, which substitutes

for real artistic knowledge and feeling a constant craving for

something new.

Real English Art—the best of it— is never seen in India. We
got here only the dregs of Fashion. This is what the natives

of India imitate when the}^ abandon their traditional life, and
adopt the imported ait of Europe. Tlie effect upon the in-

dustrial arts of Inflia is vciy easy to discover. The falling

off in the demand causes a degradation of the aitistic standard
;

native workmen, following the taste of their customers, imitate
the wretched designs of tlie European mercantile pattern books,
use horrible aniline dyes and inferior imported materials. How,
then, will more education for the native Art*workman bene-
fit him ? Is it not rather the workmen’s employers who require
technical education ? The best Art in Europe is going back
more and more to the conditions of manufacture which were
followed in mediteval times, conditions similar to those of the
traditional industrial arts of India. The direction which the
more advanced of native reformers would have Indian Art to
take is straight towarejs that Slough of Despond into which
Art in England had fallen at the timg,*of the Great Exhibition
of 1851 ;

from which she has been struggling ever since to
extricate herself. •

Real progress in Inl^ian Art must come from within. Native

^ T A .
gentlemen of wealth and position must

must come from within. not look to European Art to raise pub-
lie taste in this country. True Art
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springs from the inner consciousness of a people. It reflects

their thoughts, their deepest feelings, their character and mode
of life. To be genuine, it must be spontaneous. £o all that

is good in Indian Art to-day is what belongs to the inner tradi-

tional life of the people— all that is bad is the reflection of

nineteenth century change and restlessness, and the attempted
imitation of foreign styPfes of Art. It may be objected that

the higher branches of painting and sculpture, or what is un-

derstood by “ Fine Art,” have hardly developed in India
;

that

the Art of native wood and stone carvers, decorative painters,

goldsmiths and metal workers does not satisfy all that an edu-

cated interest in Art demands
;
and therefore educated natives

must look to European developinents of Fine Art to fill up
the deficiencies of Indian Ait. I reply that the histoiy of Art
in every country clearly teaches that a healthy and original

school of Fine Art can proceed only from the higher develop-

ment of the industrial arts— that no good can come to Indian

Art by attempting to graft on to it the Art of countries differing

so widely in thought and social developihent as European and
Asiatic nationalities. Sir James Linton, T, R. I., in an address

at a meeting of the Society for the Encouragement and Preserv-

ation of Indian Art sometime ago, put the whole question very

forcibly. His words were :— No Art could flouiish or ever be
great, no Art could by any possibility benefit humanity, that

was not absolutely and entirely the result of a nation’s indivi-

duality, the highest force and the only force which could origi-

nate and carry through to the end a truly great Ait impulse."

In the nature of things it must be so, because a true artist

How a school of Fine is never a mere copyist; he does not

Art may be developed in repeat, parrot-like, other people’s ideas :

India. he impresses his work with his own in-

dividuality, for he has something to tell the world, and* he tells

it in his own language*. To develope a really great school of

Fine Art in India, it is necessary for natives of wealth and
position to encourage the traditional art of the worker in gold,

silver, and bronze ; they must employ the native stone and wood
carvers and decorative painters to adorn their palaces and
houses as they did* in former times : they must allow them
full scope for illustrating in stone and marble, wood and metal,

clay or fresco, their religious traditions, legends and folk lore,

or motives drawn from their own imagbiatior, from the every

day life of the people, dr from history. Abe ve all their work
must be the outpouring of their workmen’s own ideas, not a
feeble reflection of European sefitiment.

The history of Indian Art agrees with, that of every European

Fine Art has existed in

India in former times.

country in teaching that it is from in-

dustrial artists employed in this way
that a higher development of sculpture
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and painting has sprung. Even so early as the 5th century

the worknaen who executed the wonderful carvings on the

Great Tope of Amravati, in the Madras Presidency, record-

ing so gr^fiphically for future generations the stirring scenes

of the life and times of Buddha, had begun to develope a

schotl of sculpture of the highest rank. The frespo paintings

in the Caves of Ajunta, of about the same period, have extra-

ordinary artistic and technical merit. Jn later times, under the

Moghul Emperors, a school of book-illustrators and illuminators

produced work which exhibit all the qualities that go to form

a great school of painting. Religious and political revolutions

nipped in the bud, these promising developments of Fine Art
in India

;
but history will surely repeat itself if the Princes

and nobility and other native patrons of Art will take to heart

the lessons which history teaches and set themselves to work,

while yet there is time, to develope Indian Art in the right way.
They have opportunities such as are not to be found in any
European country for making an epoch in the history of Art.

In this connection India might with advantage learn some-

* , - , •thing from the experience of that enter-
esson loni Japan.

piising ?nd highly artistic nation, the

Japaiifse. It is well known how readily they have appropriated
to their own use the inventions of^ European science. Un-
fortunately they have for many years past shown the same
alacrity to boirow from European Art, with results as disastrous

to their national Art as a similar policy has been in India.

However, some few* years ago, the Japanese Government
decidcii to send a special commission to Europe to make
enquiries with a view of introducing into Japan a regular
system of Art instruction, founded on the methods practised
ill Europe. This Commission travelled round to all the most
important Art centres of Europe, and consulted the heads of
the chief academics ?ind other authorities. The advice they
got was unanimously in one directiog. They were earnestly
advised to keep the Art of Japan free from modern Euiopean
influence, and to maintain all its old traditions. ‘'You
have nothing to learn, they said, “ from European Art,

‘ On the contrary, if you will establish a*Ccntral School for
" teaching all the old traditional practice of your national Art,
many European artists will go to Japan to learn fiom you.*'

T)ie Japanese as a people have a very highl}' developed artistic

instinct^ and I have n^ doubt that, with their usual acuteness,
they will take to heart this lesson tfind will in future exert
themselves to protect their national Art from the modern
influences which tend to degrade it. It will be a good day
for India when people in this country begin to recognise the
impoitaiicc of moving in the same diicclion.
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The third symptom in our diagnosis of the state of Indian

, . . . Art, namely the degradation of the

minor Art industries in articles generally

described as Indian curiosities," need not be entered into very

fully. This branch of Indian Art is partly an outcome of the

uneducated.’ taste of the purchasers and partly the creaV’on of

that enterprising person, the middleman. His aims are purely

commercial. A section of the public, not very discriminating

in matters of Art, want cheap bric-a-brac which shlill be curi(ms

and Indian. The middleman is quite ready to supply this

demand, and to foster it as far as he is able. He has little or

no artistic training, but it is not <iifficult to design thingfj which
are curious. They have nothing in common with genuine
Indian Art, but they are sometimes made in India, so they

may be “ Indian curiosities.” It matters little to the middle-

man that by his system of trade he is corrupting the hereditary

artistic instinct of the native Art workmen, and degrading the

standard of their handiwork. The demand for his cheap
curiosities increases

;
his business prospers, and he is happy.

Now, there is no doubt that in many circumstances the

middleman is a useful and even necessary member of society,

and many will urge that, as he helps to devclope trade and
brings money into the country, these obvious material benefits

far outweigh any mere sentimental, artistic considerations.

Now I think it is easy to show that this argument is very

shallow and shortsighted, even from the Philistine point of

view. The Art industries of which wo arc speaking hold

a permanent place in the market only by reason of their

artistic qualities. If the middleman, trading with a passing

fashion or inferior taste, lowers the artistic standard, he does a

permanent injury to Indian Art and trade also. That section

of the public whose artistic ideas aie regulated only by fashion

and novelty, though a numerous one, is very capricious. The
middleman’s Indian curiosities may thus obtain a large sale

for a time
;

bu,t twenty years hence, when, perhaps, public taste

will be better educated, a collapse may come, and Indian curio-

sities will be unsaleable. Even now all Indian Art-ware
has a very bad 'name with connoisseurs in Europe. Tlie

middleman appeals to a wider and less discriminating market
;

but, by degrading the artistic standard, he is playing the role

of the traditional old lady who killed the goose which laid

the golden eggs. The art dealer or middleman can, if he w’ill,

lead public taste to a great extent, instead of following it, and
this is what the middleLian in Europe often does. If he has

not had an Art training himself he employs qualified artists

and designers, so that in at least a few *of the best establish-

ments of Art dealers in London, those who cannot depend
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upon their own judgment in Art matters, will not find it

imposed upon by the bad taste or ignorance of the dealers.

The Indian middleman is merely a merchant, and, however
monstrous and outrageous a design may be artistically, he is

willing to Employ native artisans to manufacture it as long as

he cai^ find a sale for it.

I have how discussed the three chief points to be dbserved

Technical education hi the present condition of native Art
and manufacturing induS' industries, and i think I have shown
tries in India. that technical education, based entirely

on European models, would miss the mark, and aggravate

rather than diminish the evijs which exist in India, because

the conditions influencing Indian Art industries are totally

different from those which called into existence the technical

education movement in Euiope. It remains for me to con-

sider the other side of the technical education question in

Indi.i, that is, its relation to manufactures in which scientific

or other than artistic considerations are of the first inportance.

When we look upon the activity of Western nations in such
industries, it. must strike us forcibly how entirely undeveloped
the vast material resources of India are in this respect. Where
are the colossal manufactories of iron and steel, of machinery
and hardware, of glass and pottery, soap and candles, matches,
chemicals, in short, of all those industrial products which go
to make western nations rich and prosperous, and which are

imported into India to the value of millions sterling every
year? Their number is so few in proportion to the vast re-

quirements and capabilities of India that it is hardly to be
taken into account. Only in a few large centres of European
trade, like Bombay^ and Calcutta, is there any approximation
to the industrial activity which prevails in Europe, and only
in such centres would there be anv scope for technical in-

stitutes founded on European models. Technical Institutes

in Euro{)e do not create new industries
;

nor will they do so in

India. Private enterprise and capital nuust develop industry

before there is scope for higher technical education, such as

these Institutes afford. We have had an interesting illustra-

tion of the truth of this axiom in the histoiy of two technical

Institutes which were started about the same time, one in

Bombay, and another in Madras. The Bombay Institute

was organised to teach scientific principles to foremen and
workmen already employed in the manufactories and wotk-
shops of the city, ffhe principle of such an Institute

in a great industrial centre like^t^ombay is thoroughly
.sound, and, with good management and adequate sup-

port, the success whi^h, I belteve, the Institute obtained from
the first, was sure. JThe failure of the other one io Madras
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was equally surCi because it was started on entirely unsound
principles. Madras is not a great centre of European industry

like Bombay
;
but the Committee which was formed to organise

a scheme for the Institute, started with the fallacious idea that

technical Institutes should take the place of private enterprise,

and introdu'ce new industries into Madras. So they i^.ued a

circular with a list of, if I remember correctly, 65 branches

of industry from which the public were invited to choose those

they thought most suifable for demonstration in*thc Institute.

Of course, it was not long before the Committee had to change
their ground, and endeavoui to form a more workable plan

;

but, after a moiibund existence^pf about nine years, the’Madras

Technical Institute, as far as technical education is concerned,

has not yet got beyond the /embryonic stage of proposals on
paper, while it affords an admirable object lesson of what should

not be attempted in technical education.

For the development of her natuial rc.sources Indians most

India’s real want.
crying need is not higher technical edu-

cation, but private enterprise and private

capital. The special application pf technical education

to India's great industry of agriculture is a very intricate

and important subject, though quite beyond my province

to discuss. But I will assert most emphatically that any
number of technical Insfitutes will "never create for India the

manufactures of which she stands in need. Every new indus-

trial undertaking, or new workshop, which private enterprise

opens, brings with it tlie practical technical education which

is most necessary for India. Those who, without adequate

knowledge and without adequate reflection, flourish the flag

of teclMiical education before the eyes of the Indian public,

are doing harm to India’s best interests
;

for they divert atten-

tion from the real is.sues and fiom the real technical education

which is going on in the country. •
,

I will now pass from the discussion of the condition of India

Technical Efilucaiion* with regard to her arts and manufac-
applicable to India. lures and attack the most vital point to

be considered, namely, what kind of technical education is most
wanted in India ? Technical education in relation to industrial

arts and to manufactures may be divided into three classes.

The first is primafy technical instruction, which is, or should

Primaiy Technical In- be, part of every school boy's educa-

struciion. tion. The object of primary techni-

cal instruction is firstjy to dcvelope the faculties of observa-

tion and to train the iVand to woik in sympathy with the

impressions of the eye ;
and jccondly to impart an elemen-

tary knowledge of general principles q.{ science. The next

class of technical instruction is the practical training in arts
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or manufactures which is given in the workshop or factories.

The third class, or higher technical instruction, presupposes the

existence of the second. It is the special application of prin-

ciples p{ art, or principles of science, to particular branches of
art or manufacture. Before the middle of this century nearly

ail technical instruction was, as I have already (Jesc/ibed, of the

second class, that is, of the practical and traditional kind
;

or

rather I should say that the second class comprehended all

three. The present system in Europe is that primary techni-

cal instruction is a part of general school education. There
are various systems of hand and eye training, but they are all

based upon Draviing, and<irawing has been made a compulsory
subject in State-aided schools in every European country

where education has made pauch progress. In India the subject

has not been neglected entirely, though I fear the importance
of this kind of instruction, and sometimes even the object of it,

have not always been rightly understood.

It is commonly thought that, unless a student shows special

The value of Drawing aptitude or inclination for Drawing, it

as technical instruction^ is not worth while to encourage him
to learn it. Learning to draw is supposed to be inseparably

connected with the study of aesthetics, or the appreciation of

be*auty in nature and Art, and is thus considered a special gift,

which only a favoured few are endowed with. This is a great

fallacy. Drawing, as a branch of primary technical education,

has nothing whatever to do with aesthetics. Far be it from me
to say that the aesthetic side of the question should be ignored

or neglected. I would only insist that the essential value of

good instruction in Drawing, from a technical point of view, is

the training of the eye in accurate observation, in plain words,

teaching to see. The habit of accurate observation is of the

greatest I'mportance in almost every walk of life. Yet the cul-

tiv^ition of the faculty of seeing is one which is, as a rule, very
much neglected. It is often considered as a faculty which may
be left to develope itself. But if you show untutored savage
a photograph, or picture, he will not know the top from the

bottom ;
an infant learns to distinguish the form of things and

to estimate distance only by the sense of'touch. If you examine
twenty uneducated people about something which they assert

emphatically they have seen ** with* their own eyes,"' hardly

two descriptions will be similar. Or if you ask twenty intelli-

gent school-boys, jvhose eyesight is physiologically equally good,

but who have not*been taught to draw, to put down on paper

a correct representative of any siiftple object, such as a table or

a box, hardly one of thq^n will be able to reproduce the im-

pression on thcb retina of “their own eyes** with tolerable

accuracy. This * is not because they are devoid of artistic
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talent, but because they have not been taught to see. The
faculty of seeing is not simply a natural instinct, incapable of

further development, and the habit of careful observation, which
good instruction in Drawing gives, is one of the best forms of

training the eye can have.
*

But it is not every kind of Drawing which can be called

technical. ‘To'be of any value as technical training, it must be
properly taught. It is too often the case in schools in England
that Drawing is taught onlj' as an elegant accomplishment

;

the students begin by copying pencil or chalk dra»vings of rustic

bridges, trees and picturesque cottages, and finish with sketch-

ing landscapes in water colors. Now, this kind of thing is

amusing
; but it is certainly not technical education. The

practice of many otherwise good schools in this respect causes

much misunderstanding as to the value of Drawing as a part

of a good general education.

It is not the place here to enlarge upon the right system of

Drawing for primary technical instruction. I will simply say

that Drawing, properly taught, is the foundation of nearly all

technical instruction applied to Art and manufactures, and,

being of the greatest value in developing one of the most
important functions of the brain, it should, as far as possible,

be made compulsory in every school in India, What has bfcen

done already in this direction is veiy far short of what might
be done. It is, I believe, a fact, by which India should take

warning and reflect what England lost by being fifteen years

behind other countries in starting technical schools, that Japan
made Drawing compulsory in all her High schools ten years ago

I fear that many more years will elapse before sucii a step is

practicable in India, unless a more enlightened view of the

scope of technical education is brought home to Municipal

and other local bodies.

Primary technical instruction also inclu(ies instruction in

„ . elementary principles of science, such as
Elementary Science.

.h^mistryf physics, botany and geology,

a knowledge of which is valuable in almost every walk in life,

and an indispensable preliminary to many special occupations.

Considerable advance has been made of late years in intro-

ducing these subjects into Indian High schools. It is a
thoroughly sound policy to make both drawing and elemen-
tary science part of every school-boy’s education. But we
must not expect immediate or very visible results from it. It is

good seed, which carefully sown and well watered, will even-

tually grow and increase a^hundred-fold. Only let us avoid

pulling up the tender plants every few years to see how they

are growing. *
^

So much for primary technical instruction* So far we have
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only been discussing principles which
Secondary ot Practical have generally been accepted in the

Technical Instruction. Indian educational system and recog-

nised officially by the various Govern-
mgnts. But when we come to the next class of technical instruc-

tion—the practical teaching in the workshop and.factory—which
I will, call secondary technical instruction, we ane on more
debateable giound. In England this is not recognised as a

branch c#f technical instruction at all. The English Technical

Instruction Act expressly excludes from its scope teaching

the practice of any trade or industry or employment/' and
many educational authorities would apply the same rigid rule

to India. This,! think, is a gi cat mistake. It is just one
of those points in which English theoiy does not apply to

the conditions which obtahi in India. So far as concerns

those European industiics and manufactures which have been

imported into India, the English theory applies equally well

to India, and I entircl}^ concur that it would be bad policy

to teach the practice of such industries in technical schools.

All that Government need do in tl)is direction is to afford

facilities to apprentites to learn in railway and public work-
shops and factories

;
private undertakings can be left, as

at fncsent, to tiain uj) the practical workmen they require

for themselves. It would be still worse policy, as I have

already urged, to attempt to introduce new European industries

^ j • by means of practical instruction in
It u ustnes

technical Institutes. But as regards

the indigenous, hercditaiy xAit handicrafts of India, in wliich

1 am mure particulaily interested, I believe, or I may say

I am absolulely convinced, that a similar policy of non-
intervention will only end in their cupntual entiie corruption

or extinction, and that at no remote period. Holding these

views, when I w^jis in charge of the Madras School of Arts,

I iiiliocluced the actual practice of native Ait handicrafts there,

and, after more than eight years* experience, I am prepared

to staiid by that policy. 1 do not say tlrat it can be applied

to any and eveiy Ait school in India, but I maintain that it

is the most practical way of influencing the native Art work-

man. Regarded fiorn a European standpoint, tlic principle

may be unsound
;
and educational theorists, who regard tech-

nical education only fioin a European point of view, have

criticised it adversely. In the last Review of the progress of

Education in Indii, an opinion of one authority is quoted to

the effect that there is less iiccesj^fly in India than in England
for Government to undertake the fcaching of industries, because,

while in England the* apprenticeship system has almost

disappeared, in ).ndia it still exists, and hereditary handicrafts
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<^are handed down from father to son/' Now, if the traditions

of native art industries were being handed down in their

integrity from father to son in the present day as they have
been in former generations, this argument would rbe very

convincing
;

but it is an obvious fact that the traditions of

native Art are every year becoming more corrupt and degradfjd.

In England the traditions of her former national handicrafts

have long been lost and Ijroken
;

so there can be no question

of teaching them in Government Schools or in private work-
shops. In India one of the most important duties of Art
schools should be to counteract the influences which are de-

grading native Art, and to prevent the old traditions from
dying out, as they have done in England.

I had been told by one who should have been a good autho-

rity that, as regards Art, Madras was a desert. But in this

desert I was fortunate enough to find a few remarkably fertile

oases. In a small town in the south of the Madura district,

I found the best wood carver in the whole Madras Presidency.

Again, in a small village in the Northern Circars, I discovered

a jeweller who could give lessons in technique to the best

workmen in Madras city. In another small village I came
across a metal-worker of really remarkable skill and tal^cnt.

He was occasionally employed in decorative metal-work for a

temple, and was well versed in all the traditions of the Hindu
Shastras. His repouss^ work is the finest th?»t exists in all

India, and will bear compaiison with the best Byzantine work,

such as is seen on the doors of celebrated churclics and cathe-

drals in Italy. These three men wcie artists in every sense

of the word
;

but in the surroundings in wiiich they were
placed their opportun^ies of exercising thei.' skill were few

and far between. Their race is fast dying out in India, and
with them real Indian Art will become extinct while we are

discussing what is technical education ai/d what is no^. 1

brought these men to thg Madras Scliool of Arts and gave
them opportunities of doing the best they were capable of,

without inteifciing with their own ideas and traditions, I

placed under them, as apprentices, students of the school, sons

of wood carvers, jewellers and metal-workers in Madras city,

who will thus be enabled to learn ical Indian Art from the best

instructors, free from the contaminating influences of the bazar

and the Indian Art curiosity dealer. The students were taught

enough of the elementary principles of design, so that they
could intelligently adapt the .style of art they were learning

to any article of European demand, for while Indian Art should

be kept pure, there is no reason why it should not adapt itself

to the new order of things in India and find- wider scope than

it ordinarily does.
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This system of technical education may be very crude and
unscientific from a theoretical and European point of view

;

but I maintain that it is the best and most practical for arrest-

ing* the extinction of the only real living Art which exists in

Ipflia. I do not say tliat it can or should be adopted in every
school of Art in India. In fact, there is a great cfanger (and
this is a p^int of vital importance) Uiat, unless the schools of
Art arc maintained at a high degree of efficiency as technical

schools, with teachers, not only in sympathy with Indian Art,
but .qualified by training and experience to supervise practical

industrial Art worlc, these superior native handicraftsmen,
transplanted from their ancestral villages into new surroundings,
will degenerate like their fellow workmen, and the schools will

descend almost to the level of the Indian curiosity shops.

In dealing with the indigenous Art industries, I would advo-

Introdiiction of maclii- cate an active policy different from that
iieiy into iMttve Indus- which obtains in Europe, because the
tdes. conditions in India are entirely dfiferent.

But with regard tQ any system of technical instruction for

encouraging the introduction of machinery and improved appli-

ances into native industiy, this is such a difficult and compli-
cated question that 1 think it would be much wiser to leave

it for the most part to the natural course of the development of
trade and industry.

It is, of course, useless and foolish to oppose the advance of...
,

mechanical industry, and there are. no
^ ^ doubt, many natural openings for it in

India by means of which the native handicraftsmen may
regain thc^ gwDund they have lost through European
competition An interesting illustration of this is given by
Mr. Griffiths, late Ihincipal of the Bombay School of Art,
in recent nunibfcr of the Jontnal of Indian Art and In^
dnsUy, A native coppersmith of Pogna, a man of considerable
intelligence, finding that he was unable, to compete with
imported machine-made brass and copper ware, procured from
Europe machines for cutting metal into round discs, machines
for punching the discs to the required sh^pe, and machines for

trimming and turning the edges of the vessels, previous to
finishing. By the saving of time and labour, effected by this

means, he was able to compete in price with imported manu-
factures, and to give employment to a large number of native
workmen. In such directions ih&rq is plenty of scope for the
use of machinery without doing in>fury to native Art.

But in innovations of. this kind, it is quite necessary to re-

The necessity of %aii- member that all progress is not con-
tion.

• tained within the range of mechanical
science, and that the indiscriminate application of machinery
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to all branches of industry has, in Europe, annihilated the tradi-

tional and national Art handicrafts, and would certainly do the
same in India. A wise policy of technical education ^n*ll profit

from the lessons which the history of the movement in Europe
teaches, and .not blindly follow the same mistakes. Moreover,
it is necessary to recognise the fact that, at the root of tliis

question of technical edqcation in India, there is generally

an economic question which must be dealt with first. * A native

woikman in a large town, where the European element is large,

will use improved tools and mechanical appliances because
there is a demand for highly finishe d woik. and he gets better

wagC'^forit. But outside these centres there is no such demand,
or at least it is very limited, and there is no inducement for

the workman to rise above it. The natuial development of
trade and industry in large towns creates foci of practical tech-

nical instruction, where native artisans aic trained in the use

of European methods and appliances in the best possible way.
To attempt to increase the supply of skilled labour beyond
the natural demand by means of Government schools would
be a very expensive and unsound policy.

We now arrive at the thiid and last point of our subject,

Highei Technical Edu- Higher Technical Education, or the

cation, teaching of principles of Science and
Art in their special application to industries and occupations.

It is this branch of technical education which is taken up in

special scliools and institutes in Eiiiopc. The scope of it is

strictly limited to the requirements of existing industries and
occupations. It is possible that the knowdedge acquired in

technical institutes mc\y indirectly lead to lunv developments
in industry, but such a consideration is not the fundamental
principle in technical education in Euiopc, as is often

assumed by people in India. The scope of higher technical

education, then, mu^t be to a very gicat extent limited by the

character and extent of a country’s industrial development,

for the teaching of the principles and theories of industrial

processes alone will never lead to the opening of new work-
shops and manufactories. Piivate enterprise and capital must,

as they have done in Europe, first prepare die way for higher

technical education in India by developing the natural resources

of the C(iuntry. Those who build up hopes that the Govern-
,

ment of India could, by a large and comprehensive scheme oi

technical education, open aut new 'avenues of employment and
bring about a great development of industry, are only imagin-
ing vain things, ,

For Colleges of Engineering and Agriculture, Schools of Art,

Field for Higher Tech- and other existing institutions of a

nical Education in India, special kind, there is an immense field
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open, and it will be a great pity and a bar to real progress if

attention is in any way diverted from them and the extension

of their work by foolish agitation for impossible projects. In

gVeat centres of European industry and in the.mining districts,

Acre is scope for other special schools like those in .Europe, and

such as Bombay already possesses. Furthermore, the Govern-

ment have in their hands a great iistrument for advancing the

cause of^higher technical education in the Public Works Depart-

ment. Encouragement and assistance of original scientific re-

search will indirectly be a powerful means of promoting the

same end. Beyond this, higher technical education must wait

until the way is prepared for it. At present, India has most need

of other things. Those who have India's interests at heart,

the municipalities and other bodies who arc entrusted with the

local administration of education, should first see that what

can be done is done. They should look to it that what remains

of India’s splendid inheritance of industrial Art is not lost for

ever by blind neglect. The Princes and nobility and other

native patrons of ^Wt should remember that Art is something

which springs from the soil, it is the expression of a people’s

individuality and cannot be imported from Europe like piece-

goods and machinery. Let tliem not either imagine that pro-

gress is associated only with scientific advance, or that there is

any necessary antagonism between Art and Science, The one

is a complement of the other, and both are necessary for man’s

higher development. It is a foolish and sordid notion which
regards Science only as the symbol of progress, and Art merely

as a pleasant companion for man’s leisure and amusement. The
true sphere of Art, is tliat which Emerson has most profoundly

and eloquently described. ‘‘Beauty must come back to the
‘‘ useful arts, and the distinction between the fine arts and the
“ iiseful arts be forgotten. If history were truly told, if life were
“ nobly spent, it would be no longir easy or possible to distin-

“ guish the one from the other. In nature,* all is useful, all is

“ beautiful. It is therefore beautiful, because it is alive, moving,
“ reproductive ;

it is therefore beautiful, because it is symmetri-
“ cal and fair. Beauty will not come at the call of a legislature,

‘‘ nor will it repeat in England or Ame^rica its liistory in Greece.
“ It will come, as always, unannounced, and spring up between
“ the feet of brave and earnest men Proceeding from a reli-

‘'gious heart, it ^will raise to a divine use the railroad, the
“ insurance office, the joint-stock company, our law, our primary
“ assemblies, our commerce, the^galvanic battery, the electric

“ jar, the prism and the oliernist’s retort, in which we seek now
“ only an econ<j?mical use Is not the selfish and ever cruel

“ aspect which be*longs to our great mechanical works, to mills,

railways and machinery, the effect of the mercenary impulses
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" which these works obey ? When science is learned in love,

and its powers are wielded by love, they will appear the
" supplements and continuations of the material creation,”

E. B. Havell. ’



. A*rt. III.—the end of a bad custom.

The middle of the now departing century was marked*

111 India, by several serious duels
;
and it may be well

that one of the few remaining survivors of that vanished time

should preserve some record, however faint, of a state of things

so foreign to our Island character.

Mow the system of private encounters arose and took root

on the Continent has often been told. A lively Scots lawyer

—

Mr. George NeiKon—has summarised the mediaeval accounts

in a little bot>k, Trial by CovPbat^ published by Williams and
Norgatc in 1890. The rude Ihirgundians of the sixth century

devised wager of battle as a rough and ready way of settling dis-

putes before the idea of judicial evidence had occurred to their

uncultured minds. As the abuse of which the system admitted

bcgaii^ to declare itself, a more scientific way of getting at the

truth in litigation took the place of club-law; and the duel

became a luxury for men of noble birth accusing one another
of pc^itical offences. This, too, gradually gave way, until the

treason-duel of ch.ivalry followed the wager-of-battle in law;
but the pugnacious instincts of French and German found
another vent, and duelling became a method of voiding piivate

quarrels amongst gcqtlcmen. As Frank manners became
fa.shionablc in England, duelling-— aided by the custom of wear-
ing sw'ords in civil costumes—took root among the In’ghcr

classes. But cre long the prosaic English natuie prevailed
;

the use of the lapicr declined, and single combat, confined for

the most part to the determination of serious quarrels, was
carried out only b^ the pistol

;
the unconcealed object being

the daath of one or both of the combatants. The classical

instance of an Anglo-Indian duel of the eighteenth century
was that between the Governor-General, WarrPn Hastings, and
his bitter rival, Sir Philip PVancis. Hastings was anything but
a bully

;
nevertheless he sought this encounter of set purpose.

The conduct of PTancis in Council having become an intoler-

able obstacle to the administiation, Hastings called him out
with the undi.^guised intention that one of them should fall.

This is shown by his objecting to the shady spot first chosen
by the seconds, on ];hc express ground that there was not
sufficient light, and by his demeanour before the duel, ^Jlough
he showed anxiety for his adversary^jf life after he had “ winged
him. The whole details will»bc found admirably related by
pr, Busleed in \\\s^ Echoes from Old Calcutta (2nd edition),

p. p. I09,
f. f.

Reverting to the British Islands, we find that duels with
VOL. CIV.] 17
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the pistol—usually attended with lethal results—continued to

be fought down to the period of Queen Victoria's accession*

In the first decade of that reign, however, a strong* feeling

began to sho.w itself, in the Press and in society, as to ^he

obsolete and scandalous nature of the practice. There were
experts in duelling, like Fighting Fitzgerald " in Ireland,

who wore a hidden shirt of mail and was finally hanged. Such
men would fasten on a young fellow, cheat and fleece him at

cards, and then insult him in order to get money for letting

him off fighting. These and other considerations led to the

slow decline of the practice. O'Connell was challenged, in

succession, by Peel and by Disraeli, but contiived to avoid

fighting. In 1843, however, Lieut.-Col. Fawcett, of the 55th

F*oot, was killed by his brother-in law. Lieutenant Monro, of

the Blues, on a family dispute. Public opinion was highly

excited, and the Coroner's jury found a verdict of “ Wilful

Murder." Monro's commission was forfeited
;
and, being found

guilty in the criminal trial which followed, he was sentenced

to death. The sentence was afterwards commuted
;
but the

scandal forced the Government to action
;
and Prince Albert, in

spite of his Continental origin, is believed to have done liis best

to stimulate the Horse-Guards to put an end to doubts upon
the subject. The chief offenders were usually officers of the

army, who, rightly or wrongly, were under the impression that,

if they obeyed the law of the land in abstaining from seeking

or giving “satisfaction,” they would render themselves liable

to be brought before a court-martial and deprived of their

commissions. This dilemma was abolished by the issue of

amended articles from the War Office in April 1844. By these

it was at last definitely laid down that it was suitable to the

character of honourable men to apologise and offer redress

for wrong or insult committed, and equally so for the party

aggrieved to accept, frankly and cordially, explanation and
apology for the same.”

Obedience is of the essence of military discipline
; and, if the

officers could be got to obey, the civil gentry would be likely

to follow their lead. Accordingly the practice of duelling

already described, did not long continue general in England,

though some sporadic cases continued for a while to testify

to the difficulty which awaits abrupt and total change. The*

last duel attended with death, in the British Islands, was
fought in May 1845, the combatants being an officer of

the Royal Marines, named Hawkey, and a retired officer

of Hussars. The encounter took place on Gosport Sands
;

when, in spite of the cause being nothing but such a trifling*

quarrel as must constantly arise amongst young men, the

ex-Hussar fell, mortally wounded, at the first fire. The
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surviving principal was tried for his life in the following

July ;
and, being acquitted by an old-fashioned jury, escaped

legal cqnseqflences. But the mind of England was stirred,

all the more by reason of this impunity
;
and it Was made

generally and unmistakeably manifest that authority woilld be
supported by public opinion in the sternest measures that might
be required forihe suppression of the evil?

But in those days Anglo-Indian sentiment was slow to

jeceive impulse from home, especially when it was wise and
of a reforming tendency. Experience has shown that a mili-

tary caste is always tenacious of its usages
;
and there were

peculiar obstacles to the adoptiem of such a change on the

part of the military caste in India. Most of the European
males were in the prime of life, leading idle lives, military

officers who had entered the service when the system of duel-

ling had been an ingrained clement of soldierly feeling. The
Anglo-Indian ladies, too, for various reasons, were not alto-

gether suited ro exercise the salutary effect on society that

may be usually looked Wr at the hands of civilised woman.
Tin's is a somewhat delicate subject

;
it may be enough to

say that what is here implied is based on personal experience

of society at that date. Such as the Anglo-Indian ladies were,

the young olficers were eager competitors for their smiles
;

and, for tins and other reasons, were high-spirited, and, if the

truth must be told, somewhat quarrelsome. In the opinion

of such a community disputes naturally presented more
reasons for figliting than for apologising

;
there were, indeed,

many who would have thought it derogatory to offer an
apology, however wrong they might know themselves to be.

Nor did these young fire-eaters, perhaps, believe in the

sincerity of the newly ^ixpressed disapproval of duelling on
the pait o1 the authorities. And, so far as India was con-
cerned, at least, there may have been some ^ort of justification

for their scepticism
;
the Governor-General, Lord Hardinge,

being a veteran of the old school, distinguished in the Penin-
sular War, and wounded at Ligny. And, in case of reference

to London, the Head of the army there was the Iron Duke
himself, who was known to have been ^^out^' in person, this

very Hardinge having been his second.

Altogether, it is not wonderful if Anglo-Indian feeling should
have been distinctly favourable to duelling at the very time
when the practice was being condemiyci in England. You
heard people discuss the question, it is true

; and the fact of
a custom being held to admit oT discussion may now seem a
sign weakness, thougn, no suspicion of the fact may have
been general at the time. The defenders of the practice had
the advantage, their assailants being in the positioB of faddists,
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not to say milksops. It was granted by the chivalrous

"

party that duelling had been 'pushed too far
;
but that a thing

was open to abuse did not seem necessarily to prove that it

was intrinsically bad. You need not, it was admitted^ be
always on/ the look out for offence

;
but if a gentlem'^n wil-

fully misunderstood you, there would be meanness in explana-
tion. A case in point was that of one who was asked what
he meant (by some expression that had escaped him) ? I

meant/' was the instant reply, exactly what you thought I

meant when you resolved to ask me.*' That conversation
went no further ; the enquirer, apparently, not befng of a

quarrelsome humour. But it was just the sort of thing that

often seemed to justify bloodshed. Then there were more
serious disputes : What were you to do if your sister were insult-

ed ? Or your wife ? In those days sex was not always respected.

One is reminded of the orator in the old Irish Parliament
who, having occasion to question the policy of the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, did it in this figurative fashion :

—

Sir ! the P—s have been always orostitutcs, politically and
physically

;
from the toothless harridan that grins in the

gallery to the white-livered scoundrel that trembles on the

floor.”

An encounter naturally followed, fortunately bloodless

;

after which the eloquent Member, being asked how he knew
that Miss P. was in the gallery, airily replied

; Did I not

walk down to the house with old P., arm-in-arm
;
and did not

he tell me she'd be there ?
"

Those were the days when an inevitable question on the

nomination of a candidate at the Kildare Street Club was:

—

Did he blaze ?
** Before the Liberator could avoid Peers

challenge, he had proved his manhood by shooting Desterre

:

and even then hard things were said as to the police proceed-

ings by which the encounter sought by the Chief-Secretary

had been obviated. The Liberator was pleading, soon after

in the court of Norbury, a Judge who heard cases with a

pair of saw-handled pistols on the table before him. While
the advocate was speaking, the Judge took up a newspaper,

and affected to be absorbed in its contents. O* Connell paused,

but was blandly requested to continue. “ I was afraid," said

the learned gentleman, “ that I was not apprehended by
your Lordship," **0h !

" replied his Lordship, with much suavity

of manner, there's nobody so easify apprehended as Mr.
O'Connell when he wishes it."

In the India of Victoria’s early years, the tone may have
been given by the officers

;
but th^ members of the Civil

Service and the Bar were as ready to adopt it as ever could

have been desired by lawyers and legislators in Ireland.
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There I's a Bengal Civilian still living in vigorous retirement

v^ho had several scalps to his wampum
;
and an officer of

the days here referred to was to be seen limping about
Calcutta mSimed for life by this Civilian, with whom he had
a dispute in a Ball-room, which led to the latter declaring that

he would spoil his dancing for him." The same ‘gerftleman

had a brother in the Bengal Cavalry, a man quite of his own
kidney, of which frolicsome pair a Story used to be current

which may be worth repeating. It was to the effect that

they met, at the dinner table of a certain Native regiment's

Mess, a pair of cadets who were on their way up-country

to join for the first time. These two youngsters amused
or, perhaps, bored, the duelling^brothers by a warm paternal

cordiality and an apparent ignorance of the world, and on
this they resolved to practise. After the rest of the company
had left, the four with whom the story deals were playing out

a rubber, in the course of which Damon and Pythias, being
antagonists, got into a wrangle which the wicked seniors

assured them required instant solution by single com-
bat. It was faintly oBjected that the night was too dark,

but the brothers overruled the objection with the remark
that eath of them would hold up a wall-light. According-
ly the party proceeded to the mess-compound

;
but, on the

way, one of the cadets contrived to nudge the other, and they
exchanged furtive but meaning looks without being observed.

On reaching the field of honour, the intended combatants were
placed opposite to each other, with loaded pistols in their

hands, at twelve paces, wliile their friendly advisers took up
the other corners, ea^h holding up a light. The word being
given, the youngfsters fired

; a sound of broken glass was heard,

and each lamp fell down, extinguished, to the ground, from
the simultaneous and well aimed discharge.

A curious picture of manners and character in times of
which living witnesses are still extanl, is pfesented by a
duel shared in by a gallant Lancer who died a few months
ago. Of this encounter a few details will be seen presently.

But first, perhaps, one may give a few words to the once
famous Banda duel, " which was one of the last between
Indian Officers, certain of its features being* such as to bring

discredit on the system and lead to its final abolition. Allow-
ing for the lapse of time and weakness of memory, it was
something of the follo\^ing nature ^

In a native infantry corps quarterid at the dull and un-
healthy station of Banda, there was a senior subaltern who,
without any extraordi^iary merit of head or heart, had become
aMeader of his comrades. He was not braver or more clever

than most of them ; yet they deferred to an ascendancy
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due chiefly to his thick skin and phlegmatic temperament.

A youngster had lately joined who, having been well-educated

and having entered the service a little later in life than usual,

held aloof from this hero-worship, and was generally considered

to give himself airs. Little by little he found himself in a

minority, of one, till the other young fellows proceefled from

passi^^e neglect to overt hostilit5% not discouraged by tht mighty

L. himself. Another senior, a man who liked to stand well

with each and all,* alone affected sympatjiy with

Johnny Raw,” to borrow a name fiom a comic book of the

period. I fancy he had onre acted as Adjutant of the Regiment,^

and believed himself justified in an amount of intcrfejrcnce not

dreamt of by the ordinary subalterns. At all events, he told the

ill-treated ensign, one day, that his persecutors were encouraged

and egged on by L. Thu young officer, desirous of put-

ting a stop to things that were making his life a burden to him,

took the first opportunity of resenting some offensive speech

of the man whom he (rightly or wrongly) regarded as the

author of his troubles, and an immediate challenge was the

result, The meeting took place next morning
;
when L

,
who

was a practised hand, lodged a ball in the victim s hip-

matter could not be hushed up ;
it was, in fact, reported by the

man who had carried the tale out of which it arose,, and who

seems to have remembered his acting incumbency so far ss to

have conceived himself a sort of amateur Adjutant. His

meddling, however, had one good effect : :n the Court Martial

which ensued, he was able to give evidence which told in favoiii

of him whom I have called the victim.” Sir Charles Napier

was then the Commander-in-Chicf of the Indian Army ;
and,

on the proceedings coming beforeJiim, he ordeied that princi-

pals and seconds alike should lose theu commissions, but re-

instated the victim in a subsequent order.* Die other three

were ruined for life
;
and their sad example must have made

an important factor in the decay and ultimate extinction of the

of the worst

and was an

the German
be submitted

in which any
the duel was

baneful custom.

The Banda duel was, indeed, an instance

and most abusive applications of duelling,

encounter which would not have taken place in

army, where differences between officers have to

to Courts of Honour. There was no dispute

one’s character was seriously involved ;
and

almost as much of a grim pleasantry, or practical joke, as

the lantern-fight of Damon and Py,thias. Hence the punish-

ment of L. and his ai^ociates did not give a final quietus to
C —

• The remarks of Napier are to be found in a collation of his acute

but eccentric Minutes, published,' many y^ars ago, by W. Manson ol

Bombay. *
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Anglo-Indian duelling. I remember at least one case which
occurred quite three years later

; a very short tim^ in fact,

before the Mutiny, in which a very gallant officer was wounded
by the son of a Calcutta Barrister, himself a famous man of
the pistcfi.

At a date, however, but little anterior to these x:ases, duelling
wa% so universally regarded as the appropriate satisfaction of
honour amongst Indian officers that generals themselves went
out with }40ung officers under their own command.* One amu-
sing instance occurred when Sir Samford Whittingliam was
General of the Meerut Division. There was a young Ensign
H. on leave at Mussooree when Sir Samford was making one
of those prolonged inspections of convalescent depots which
officers in similar positions are still in the habit of finding

necessary during the hot season. One afternoon the Ensign
had been to Raj pore, at the foot of the hills, to partake of a
farewell tiffin with a brother-subaltern returning to his station

on the plains. The meal had been rather plentiful than
prudent

;
and, after taking leave of his friend, H. was riding

back in the condition described by N.C. officers, giving evidence,

as “under the infiuenK:e of Refreshment.*' The afternoon being
hot, he had taken off his coat and thrown it over his pony's

shoulders. His way home lay along the Mali ; and, as he
cantered carelessly on that frequented thoroughfare, whom
should he come across but his general, attired in choice mufti,

and escorting a lady ! Thoughtless aud unprepared, H. hap-
pened to jostle the veteran, who, almost instinctively, hit out

with his riding whip and unfortunately caught Mr. H. across

the face. H., riding home in a boiling passion, related the

incident to his chum, and the two hot-headed youths persuaded
themselves tkat the General must be called on to give satis-

faction for the blow. The challenge being duly delivered.

Sir Sampson had po liesitation in accepting, in accordance with
the •views of honour prevalent at the time. This was the

chivalric attitude, learned from the F^rance of Louis XIV. A
blow having been struck, it was incumbentron the parties to

finish the affair by an attempt at mutual slaughter. So the

antagonists met, next morning, behind the Camel*s Back
;
and

there the old man received the subaltern’s fire. Having done
which, he resumed his official position„aad ordered the Ensign
to his bungalow under close arrest, on the ground that lie had
appeared, the previous day, in a place of public resort, half

dressed and more tjian half-drunk. In the end H. was allowed
to go into the Invalids

;
and he Ijlred, for many years after,

on a small pension, at Mussooree.*
—

'
- —• —

* It may be remei^ered that the Duke of York, when Commanding-in-
Cbief at the Horse Guards, fought a duel with Colonel Lennoxi afterwards
Duke of Richmond.
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This was not the only instance of a hostile encounter bet-

ween a General and a subaltern. The case of the Lancer,
already mentioned, was of a more serious origin

;
in relating

which one must suppress names out of respect for the^ feelings

of many survivors, although the actual parties have passed

away : but the facts shall be related without prejudice, as tjfiey

were universally believed to have occurred. The younger
officer had wronged the senior in a way that wounds a man's
pride most deeply, though the actual injury may 'not be so

great—namely by relieving him of a wife who, presumably,
had ceased to care for her husband Being challenged to

fight, he accepted, with the full intention of receiving the

general’s fire without return. The meeting was held on
the old Race-course at Meerut* and the senior fired with

such accuracy as to hit his adversary's cap so that it flew

off* his head and fell to the ground, a little behind where its

wearer was standing with his undischarged pistol in his hand :

cavalry officers wore a convex peak of hard leather in front

of their caps in those days, and the ball had glanced off with-

out penetrating the obstacle. The Lancer’s second was natur-

ally uneasy at this combination of skill and malice on the

General's part
;
and, seeing that his man had not fired, pro-

posed to terminate the matter by taking the combatants olt the

field. In this, however, he was violently opposed by the

Genera), who insisted on going on
;
and tne discussion was

closed by the Lancer, who drew himself up and said, with a

smile on his handsOmc face :— Give the old gentleman his

whim," He then folded his arms and prepared to receive

another shot
;

but the veteran’s nerves were upset, and his

hand shook so much with excitement that the next shot missed

altogether. Both seconds then agreed that the affair could

proceed no further, and the General was forced off the field

tremulous and pale with unsatisfied anger. '
,

After these high tragedy scenes one's own little experiences

are of the feeblest;. Nevertheless I shall set out that little, not

so much for any direct interest that it may po.sscss, but as an

instance of what a power seconds had when duly alive to their

own responsibilities.- It happened that I was living a some-

what retired life, in the house attached to the Cossiporc Found-
ry, as the guest of Captain Broome of the Aitillcry, when a

brother-officer drove rapidly to the door one afternoon and^.

asked to see me. In a state of some excitement he stated his

business : he had been driving all over Calcutta, he said, vain-

ly seeking some one who would carry a challenge in his name
to an officer of Native Infantry stationed at Barrackpore. The
nature of the offence given was neither Hear nor grave

; my
visitor and I were by no means intimate ^ in fact the military
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man was more my friend of the two
;
and altogether the affair

was anything but attractive. I asked, therefore, if Mr. O.

would let me consult my host ;
and, on receiving permission,

went to lifoome who happened to be at home, and on hearing

of the matter unhesitatingly assured me that I had no option

or alternative but to sec a fellow civilian through hi^ trouble.

Consenting, therefore, though with some reluctance, I got into

Mr. O’s buggy and was driven by^ him to Testelin’s Hotel

at IJariackJiorc, where I left my companion to order dinner,

while I proceeded in search of the opposite party. The officers

of the—th bad gone in to dinner, so I proceeded to the

Mess-house and sent in my card for In‘m whom I was to

call to account
;
this gentleman divined my purpose and

sent a brother officer to tee me in the anteroom. This

proved to be a jovial blade, one of those who did not wait

for dinner to inspire himself with adventitious gaiety
;
in fact,

though dinner liad but just begun, he was already pretty

well piimcd. With elaborate politeness Captain D.—assured

me that his friend would have challenged mine if we had not

anticipated him
;
therg was nothing to be done in the way of

apology
;
a meeting was the only satisfaction, etc. I let the

potvaliant gentleman talk himself out, and then took leave of

him with the feeling that nothing could be gained by discus-

sion in present conditions. Returning to the Hotel, I made my
report, which seemed to give my companion much more enjoy-

ment than it did myself. For my part, I passed a very bad
night, not seeing how to prevent a meeting, and foreseeing, in

my anxious mood, nothing less than wounds, death, and dis-

missal fiom tlic service for the whole party. The quarrel was
very paltry, aqd aUhough I had heard only one side, I was by
no means confident in the goodness of our cause

;
in short, I

made up my mind to do all in my power to prevent a meeting.

I had* of course, talJen the precaution to make my piincipal un-
derstand that he must be bound by wl\^tcver I might say or do
on his behalf, a condition to which he, perhaps, subscribed the

more readily that he supposed that it pointed to his being en-

gaged to fight, lie that as it may, the morning saw me back
in cantonments, where the other side, having slept upon it,

weic in a milder frame
;
and we exchanged written explanations

which seemed more satisfactory to the seconds than to the
parties themselves, but which ended the affair. The story may
sound the reverse of heroic, but I look back upon it with com-
plete approval, as a good illustration of a saying of those days,
to the effect that the chief dangei*‘of duelling was from the
seconds. •

^
In France, the naftive land of the duel, these ideas have not

yet taken practical shape
;
perhaps in the country the progress
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of Democracy has tended to enlarge the sphere in which the

custom is almost a religious rite. Every man above the rank

of a peasant knows something of the use of the small sword,

and seconds incur no risk to themselves, but rather credit and

glory. The few duellists who are in deadly eainest may
favour the use of the pistol

;
but even when a man is shot,* the

seconds are ftot punished. Otherwise duels are little moref’than

fencing-bouts without buttons
;
quarrels often slight enough

can thus be settled in the romantic manner so dear to

our lively neighbours, with a minimum of peril to either

principal or second. The first drop of blood ends the

combat, from which all retire to the nearest Restaurant, and

enjoy their breakfast and their pint of claret in good
humour and general amity. Of course, there are occasional

exceptions.

It is not such a purely decorative usage with the more
phlegmatic races of Teutonic blood. The English and their

trans-Atlantic cousins, when they did fight, used to mean
business ;

and the North-Germans, among whom militarism

has maintained the custom, are putting the practice under

restraint, while some of their newspapers are calling for its

entire suppression. There is a story, believed to be authentic,

which serves to show the different views and characters of

Latin and Germanic rs^ces. The Belgians, while using, in

good society, the same language and laws as the French, are

so much less given to single combat that the custom may
be said to be almost unknown among them. But a singular

exception is related : it is said that, when the King's sister

went out to Mexico with her ill-starred husband, she was
accompanied by a body guard of volunteers, consisting of

some of the best born young men of Uie little Kingdom.
When they reached tlieir destination, they naturally came into

close contact with the officers of the French Expedition-

ary force who treated them much as Scottish boys might be
treated in an English- public school, laughed at for their

accent, and for Alleged solecisms of manner and bearing. This
was for some time borne with good-humoured equanimity, until

it began to be clear that it was intentional rudeness, likely

to grow from bad to worse. At lenglh the Belgians, losing

patience, began to call out their ill-bred comrades, and some
of the latter were killed in the combats which ensued. The
Frenchmen professed great annoyance at this, and accused
the others of not playing fair, or following the rules of the

game
;
but it was repned that those who had not originated

the sport could not be blamed for ignorance
;
and that, so

long as the offence was contitfiied, they should take their

own views of the matter. Frenchnien» etlds the storyi took
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the hint
;
and the belligerent neighbours thereupon became

better friends.

In a similar spirit was conceived the well-known tale of

Lord Charles Hamilton’s duel .at Paris
;
when, being debarred

the tise of pistols against a French opponent, he cut the

Mittle man on the shoulder, so that he could not use his sword.
• !t being pointed out to the Scotchman that# rapiers were
used only for thrusting, he coolly answered that he had told

them jt starting that he was not^ acquainted with the use of

the rapier.

The conclusion appears to be that there was in the blood

of the British in India something that indisposed them to

single combat, unless it was to be a matter of grim and
deadly earnest. When public opinion and the authorities

allowed of that kind of duel, our youngsters were as ready
for them as any officers of the German army could be.

Hence the class of ^‘dandies,” whose conduct at Waterloo
was commended by Wellington and of whom a brilliant

pictuic has latcl)^ been dnuvn by Dr. Doyle in his delight-

ful story, Rodney Stone,” Such men, however, would not

lend themsclves#to the theatiicals of the duel a premier sang.

Alike in England or in India, their feelings would be :—if

•you gave a man, begad, the trouble of making his will and
getting up in the middle of the night to take an infernal

cold drive and stand up in a dirty field to be blazed at, why,
you must take the consequences and be d—d to you.” If this

was generally objected to, “it would be better to drop the

thing altogether, don’t you know ? ” A few sentences on
seconds did the rest

;
but it is not understood that, either

in England or in India, any evil result has followed. Men
of the Llomc Services liad the Crimean War to brace their

nerves; and then, in India, came the terrible year of 1857
to draw the ^officers together. Soon after that the Indian

^Vrmy was entirely reorganised
;

officers in Native regiments

became much fewer; and, instead of being what a British

General bluntly called “the refuse," vAfere taken from among
the best : wheic staff officers used to be .sent to regimental

posts as a punishment, to grow rusty and ill-tempered in a

life of idleness and drink, these posts themselves became
staff employ to be gained by competition and earned on in

coilstant labour. The morale of the service rose at once;

and the civilians, barristers, etc,, took their tone from the

military men .who formed the large majority of Anglo-

Indian males. The last Anglp-Indian duel was about 1855.
•

H. G. Keene.



Art. IV.-FROGRESS OF KNOWLEDGE IN CERTAIN
SUBJECTS IN THE LAST HALF-CENTURY.

A Jubilee-Contribution to the '• Calcutta Review.”

I
N March 1846, in my tent in the camp of Lord Harding[e,

the Governor-General, before the walls of Lahore, the

capital of the conquered kingdom of the Panjab, I wrote my
first contribution to the Calcutta Rmew, which was then in

its infancy. My subject was the " Countries between the rivers

Satlaj and Jamna," a region where I had dwelt since June,

1844, and in which I had taken part in the great Satlaj-Cam-

paign. Perhaps, of the men who took part in that struggle,

no one but Field Marshall Haines and myself has survived

to this date. Lord Hardinge, the Governor-General, remarking

to me that, as I was a Civilian, he could not give me any

military honours, mentioned me in his despatches to the India

Office, and gave me charge of the virgin District of Hoshyar-

pur in the Jalandhar Doab, at the age of twenty-five, under

the superintendence of John Lawrence, as Commissioner. Oh 1

the joy of that wondrous period from 1846 to 1849. The first

charge of a district is like a man’a first love, never to be for-

gotten. And such a district, half in the lower ranges of the

Himalfiya, half in the beautiful submontane plains with the

clear streams of the rivers Satlaj and Beas,flowjng on each

flank : studded with mangoe groves and feudal castles : occupi-

ed by a manly race of agriculturists. I moved out alone in

their midst, without guards : the troops were icept within t)ic

cantonments ; here was learnt the great lesson

“ Tu regere imperio populos, Romane, memento,
Parcere subjectis, et debellare superbos.**

The iron hand in the velvet-glove : the soft word, and the

strong order, and the instant obedience : the Court of the

Ruler held in the mangoe groves, where all were welcome

:

the evenings spent with the people, far from the sound oT the

English language, and the din of cities. And, when the second

trouble, the Panjab war broke out in 1849, I,.had my reward

as regards my own district^ for vain were the attempts to

induce a well-satisfied people to join a rebellion which ended

in the entire annexation of the PsHijab. It was then that

I issued the following proclamation which has.,lften since been

quoted—
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LETTER OF THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER AND SUPERINTEN-
dent of the District of Hoshyarfur, in the Panjab, to all
THE PRINCIPAL LANDOWNERS IN THE DISTRICT, SENT BY SPECIAL
MHSSENGBR TO EACH SEPARATELY. «

I expect, and am fully confident, that you are iu your own villages,

pnd have kept clear of any rebellion. If any of your gelations have
joined the rebels, wiite to them to come back before blood is shed :

if they do so, their fault will be foigiven Consider, that I have in

person visited every one of your villages, and I know the position of
every one of you : what is your injury I consider mine : what is gain
to you I consider my jjain. The rule of the British is in favour of
the agiiculturist. If your lands are heavily assessed, tell me so, and

' I will relieve you : if you have any grievance, let me know it, and I

will try to remove it : if you have any plans, let me know them, and
I will give you niy advice : if you will excite rebellion^ as / live I
will severely punish you. i have ruled this district three years by
the sole agency of the pen, and, if necessary, I will rule it by the

sword. God forbid that matters should come to that. This trouble

affects your families and your prosperity. The Rajas of the country
get up the aisturbance, but it is the landholders whose lands are
plundered. Consider what 1 have said, and talk it over with your
relations, and bring all back from rebellion, and when my camp
comes in your neij;hbouihood, attend at once in person, and tell those
who have joinea the lebellion to return to me, as children who have
committed a fault, return to their fathers, and their faults will be

• forgiven them. Let this be known in the valley of Jeswan, and be
of good cheer. In two dws I shall be in the midst of you with a
force which you will be unable to resist.

Camp Hajipur^ Nov. 28, 1848.

Since that I have coiitiibutcd forty-two (42) articles to the

Review on every sort of subject. I attach a list to the last page
of this my Jubilee, and probably my last, contribution, for at

seventy-five years oLage wc are not as we were at twenty-five,
“ Consulc Planeo,” or, as wc interpret it, the time of Dalhousie
and Lawrence. I have tlie highest opinion of the value of this

peiiodical, and, of the ability with which it has, under its

deferent Editors, been conducted for half a century. Many of
those who contributed to its pages, liavc been my dearest
friends, from the days of Sir Henry Ltlwrence, Sir Herbert
Edwards, Sir John Kaye, Sir William Muir, (still living) to

the present period. Young men of this generation have the
priceless advantage of being able to inform themselves of what
their predecessors said, did, or thought, and thus a continuity

of purpose is maintained. Nothing in my old age strikes me
more than the vast strides, which we have made in every
branch of knowledge of all time since the creation, and in every
part of the world. In 1843 I*^vas a companion of Professor

Lepsius of Berlin, when he wasinaking his earliest excavations
at the Pyramids in Egypt, and this was the dawn of Egypto-
logy : I converffd with Major Henry Rawlinson, in 1844, in

Calcutta, on his way to Baghdad, with the key of the great
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Mesopotamian treasure-house in his brain : this was the dark
hour before the dawn of Assyriology, and the study of the cunei-

form form of writing. In the same year
,
at Bandras, I neard

with wonder of the Asoka Tablets, and of the records on rocks
of ancient India there were no Telegraphs, Photographs, Rail-

ways, Electricity, Chloroform, and many other ordinary scienti-

fic contrivances then. Africa ‘ and Oceania were merely Geo-
graphical expressions then : the classification of languages was
unknown : the scientific testing of Historical Documents, now
called the higher criticism, had not been developed : people
were content with the interpretations and opinions of their

grandmothers, and had an unlimited power of feeble ac-

quiescence and wholesale swallowing. A healthy feeling of

mistrust now exists, and a desire to know the how,” and the

^Svhy,” and the wlien/' of each historical document. The
Round World has been thrown open, and we see dimly fifteen

hundred millions of men like ourselves moving on the suiface,

and, by facts, inductions, and reasonable theories, we are led

on to believe that they have been there in their succeeding

generations for ten thousand years or more from the present

date, men of like passions as ourselves and like desires : wag-

ing war and committing acts of cruelty: as convinced as we
are ourselves of the absolute tiuth of their religious concep-

tions and moral laws; erecting magnificent monuments;
leaving behind them imperishable literary memorials of their

pride and their greatness, and of their groping into the impene-
trable darkness of the past and future

;
composing great poems

which can never die and grand philosophic treatises, which

no time can gainsay
;
calling to us across the abyss of thousands

of years.

Years ago I have fallen by chance on treatises, such as

Herbert Spencer’s classification of the sciences, which have

stirred me as I read them in my solitary canvas-tent under

the mangoe-groves in my district, far away from the daily

newspaper and the strife of men. I put these lines together

on the chance of their falling under the eye of some one young
enough to be my grandson, that he may ken what was the orbit

of studies of one of the ancient men who helped to make
India, in his declining years, after he had got back to his home.

I. The Religious Conceptions of Mankind.
II. The form of speech or languages spoken by mankind.

Both these were congenital girts of the Creator to the creatures

whom He made by His own will, and for His own pleasure.

HI. Anthropology in all its branches,

of mankind is man.
The proper study

IV. Higher criticism of all ancient documents with no
possible exceptions.
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V. Archaeological Excavations in India, Persia, Egypt,

^
Asia Minor, Syria, Mesopotamia, Greece, Central

• America.
yi.. Geography in all its branches, all over the round

world. * •

VII. History.

VIII, Tusts applied to the foundartons of History.

I. The Religious Conceptions of Mankind.
The.*^ science, of philosophy, or religion has come into exist-

ence during the last half century : I remember that, in 1844,
a Secretary to the Government objected to the word Religion
being applied to any other Conception or cult, except the
Christian : all others were, in a general way, though the centre
of the hopes in this world and the next, and the guide of life,

of millions, consigned to Satan. When the population of the
round world became dimly known, it was clear that the strong
man was, and had been since the creation of the world, out
of possession of his ovv4i house, if any such views were true, for

during the eight thousand years which preceded the Christian
era, the Hebrews, about five millions, were credited as the sole

representatives of a true religion in the older world, and their
Setiptures as the only Sacred Books which had been written
before Anno Domini.

All this has changed now : the long scries of the Sacred
Books of the East has revealed new worlds, Let me pass the
religious conceptions of the ancient world before the great
epoch of the Incarnation under review : There arc two main
divisions :— • •

I. Animising, or worship of spirits, known as Nature
Worship.^

Ik Ethical conception, or Book-Religions.
We may pass over the first, as a disappearing phenomenon, and
sub-divide the latter :— -

I. Dead Conceptions.

(1) Egyptian.

(2) Babylonian.

(3^ Assyrian. •

(4) Greco-Roman,

(5) Teutonic, Keltic, and Slavonic.

(6) Semitic^.

(7) Etruscan, and several Qthers.

1 1. LiviNii Conceptions.

(1) Brahrrf^nism.

(2) Zoroastrianism-

(3) Judaism.
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(4) Buddhism.

(5) Jainism.

(6) Confucianism.

(7)

, Taoism.

, (8) Shintoism.

(9) Animism, in many moribund forms, in Asia,

Africa^ America, and Oceania.
^

We know all about these wondeiful phenomena now

;

we
knew nothing at the period at which the Calcutta Review com-
menced

;
or, if we knew anything, it was incorrect or incom-

plete, seen darkly through the smoked glass of prejudice and
ignorance : but all now is as clear as day. We have discovered

that the men of ancient days, Rcfinan, Greek, Egyptian, Babylo-
nian, Zoroastrian, Brahman, Buddhist, Confiicianist, who have
left such indelible maiks in the history ofthe world by their

buildings and their writings, which the hand of time has

spared, were not fools, or fanatics, or barbarians, devoid of the

religious sense, but, according to the measure of their gifts

and opportunities, wise, thoughtful, pious, and seeking after

holiness according to the measure of their simple ideas, and
not unconscious of, or regardless of, a future of rewards and
punishments. Such phenomena of the human intellect should

not be treated with contempt. They represent the state in

which it pleased the All-wise Controller to allow the great,

powerful and gifted laces of those countiics to remain for a

time, to tarry His leisure, till, in the fulness of time, He sent

Ilis own Son. Whatever the Pietists of Eun^pc may say in

their ignorance and spiiitual pride, JHe loved all His poor
creatures then, as He does now. Tliese arc** the* lessons, which
some of us have learnt in the last half century :

—

‘•f'ull many a heathen lived out holy dayt*,
“ Died for Ins Altar, for Ins countiy strove !

Spake h>iin.3 heai/en-proiiipied, full of prayer and praise,
“ And words of Wisdom, Piety, and Love.

“ Fell not Thy shadow, Lord, on those behind,
When on the Cross Thou suffered for Mankind ?*'

The world, indeed, would have been poorer, if the words of

Plato, Zoroaster, the Hindu Sages, Kong-F'u-Tsce, and Buddha,
and many a Papyrus, Stela, and Clay-brick from the libraries

of Egypt and Mesopotamia had perished, or remained buiied.

II. The Forms of^. Speech spokEn r.y Mankind.
The second congenital ^ft of God to man, as a means of

communicating with fellow creatures. No tribe has been found
so low in culture as to be unable to conveji ideas by aiticulate.

sound, and the power is exercised unconsciously. I came
across a Grammar of the Hebrew Language published at the
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close of the last century at Edinbro’, the author of which, in his

preface, complacently remarks that there are about (8o) eighty
languages in the world, and that* all were derived from the
Hel^rew, It is well on all matters to speak with reserve, subject
to correction by the men of the next generation’; but, as far

as at) opinion can be formed, based on collected facts, there are
at this moment about two thousand (2,000) forms of speech
mutually unintelligible, call them by^what name you please,

language, dialect, patois, jargon
;
and no one who has studied

the sivtject, can hesitate to consign the idea of a common seed-
plot for all languages to the waste-paper-basket : it might as
well be asserted that all mankind, white, black, brown, yellow
and red, with different physic^ details of structure, came from
one common parent. Not only is there an essential difference

in word-lore, but such a contrariety in structure, and sentence-
lore, as indicates an entirely different logical conception of the
mode of conveying ideas. Certain great linguistic families or
groups have been built up

;
some languages are isolated, the

sole survivors of an extinct family.

Passing on to the grftat human invention of expressing ideas
not only by word, but by symbols pourtrayed on clay, metal,
leaves* and papyrus, we find that the vast numerical majority
of mankind has, even in the 19th century, never attained to

this degree of acquired knowledge, and such nations as have
attained to it, in the early period of the human race, have
exercised the power in a three-fold manner :

—
I. Py ideographic pictures.

II. By syllabic cuneiform symbols.

III. By alphabetic symbols of single sounds.

The second category is totally extinct
;
the first is represent-

ed by the Monosyllabic Ideograms of the Chinese
; the third,

in a multiform variety of the same principle, is spread over the
world, tonquering and to conquer. We can watch the death of

languages, like the fall of the leaves the trpes in Autumn.
Some more powerful and more highly developed form of
speech treads out a poor feeble patois, and at the same time
there is a birth of new languages of a mixed -or Creole charac-

ter, the result of the combination of European and non-
European elements. •

All this has been revealed to us in the last half century,

though there are still problems which require a solution, and
theories which have to* be stiffened by^ the lapse of time and
accumulation of experience.

III. Anthropology.
The new Oxford Dictionarf of the English language thus

defines this pure GreeK.word of the time of Aristotle :

—

(i) The science of man, or of mankind in the widest sense
VOL. CIV.] 18
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(2) The science of the Nature of man^ embracing human
Physiology and Psychology, and their mutual bearing.

(3) The study of man as an animal, investigating the posi-

tion of man zoologically, his
** evolution and history as a

race of aniin'ated beings.

The subject is inexhaustible, and full of intense interest. As
we pass down the galleries of the Biitish Museum, or the Oxford

Museum, we see what rAan was in his savage o. barbarian

state in different parts of the world
;
we read of his religious

conceptions, his ethics, his customs, his habitations, his p'-‘ysical

features, his skull, his hair, the colour of his skin : yet he is still

man, differing by his congenital attributes from the beasts

around him, and the student is Led on to speculate on the anti-

quity of man, and we find evidence of him in pre-historic

Archaeology, in the Cave Pei iod, the Diift Period, and passing

through the different stages of development of civilization.

All this knowledge has been acquired in the last half century.

It raises a smile of pity to think of the chronological theories

of good Archbishop Usher, and his date of 4,000 B.C. for the

creation of man : Geological researches tell another story.

IV. Higher Criticism of all Ancient Documents
WITH NO Exceptions Whatever.

The lower criticism confines itself to the text of ancient

documents : the higher criticism considers the context, and tlie

reasonable difficulties which arise to every intelligent mind in

the study of the contents of tlie document. When the reputed

Author of a book in his last chapter describes his own death

and funeral obsequies, the higher critic demurs, and cannot

pass over in silence the fact of an event being, recorded in a

book of reputed date, which is proved by good evidence to

have taken place centuries later.

Niebuhr, the great German scholar, who died in 1831, led

the way in his handling of the Roman legends
;
he was followed

by Dr. Arnold of Rugby, who died in 1842. It seemed like a

great enfranchisement of the huMnan intellect, and the same
process was applied to other histories, even to those bearing

the honoured names of Herodotus and Thucydides. A further

extension of the principle has destroyed the unique dignity

extended without 'inquiry to Homer. The same principles

have been unsparingly applied to all the Sacred Books of the

ancient nations, and at last the time came when the books of

the Hebrews must be submitted to the same ordeal. Here a

sensitive portion of the modern believer was touched : he could

readily absent to any of above-ijotcd criticisms, however liard

and painful to lieathen believers, if they^were based on accurate

scholarship, and sound logical reasons, and he could not
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pretend that a document of whatever date, or however long a
pedigree, was anything but a representation of human industry ;

but, when it came to offend his prejudices in his own particular

sphere, loud was his outcry
; yet still the work goes on : if it

be true, Truth must conquer. No true religion can afford, in

the nineteenth century, to be supported by a lie, af fabrication,

a fals? legendary report, a manifest interpolation, a *defhince of

all canons of literature.

• Archeological ExcifvATioNS.

Archaeology is no longer a mere fad, or dilettante amuse-
ment, ^t has become essentially practical, and the life occupa-
tion of serious, learned, and highly trained excavators

;
and

the results have been that a wonderful light has been thrown
on the history of ancient pre-hfstoiic nations. To know some-
thing of such results is an indispensable component part of a
liberal education. It is a wonderful thought, how, under the

combined scientific researches of the great European nations,

and the citizens of the United States, Egypt, Mesopotamia,
India, Persia, Asia Minor, Greece, Etruria, and Central
America, have^iven up^treasurcs exceeding the wildest dreams
of the most enterprising worshippers of antiquity. The glory

of Ponjpeii and Herculaneum is indeed dimmed when brought
into juxtaposition with Olympia and Mykenm.
Monumental and epoch making works have been published

detailing the results of the excavations
;
Museums are filled

with specimens of the art and industry of man which had
been buried in the earth for many centuries. The scanty
outlines of History which the Greeks and Romans handed
down to us, have been ^lled in, and we stand face to face with
men and womeq wh^se very names had been forgotten, and
yet who, in their time, had done deeds which ought never to
have died. It seems to have been the cold stern policy of the
Romaij nation to ctush out the civilization of the nations
which preceded it, and blot their very^ existence out of the
memory of man. Such was the fate of the Exruscan, Cartha-
ginian, Greek, Syrian, Egyptian, and Mesopotamian nations

:

tliey were not only conquered, and that was a fair game, which
they had played themselves in their own tfme, but the waters
of Lethe passed over all those features in their individual

existences, which are described in this Sssay—religious con-
ceptions, languages, customs, written documents, or engraved
monuments, geographical features, liistorical incidents, coins,

pottery, architectural femains, and it ^is only during the last

fifty years that tardy justice has bebn done, and the deepest
• sympathy has been raised vvi^i the ever multiplying evidences
of the greatness of t]|}ose ancient nations, their wisdom, their
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capacity^ and innate goodness. A voice seems to cry from the

comb, from the ruined palace^ from the desecrated place of

worship: We were men, men of like passions, like powers,

‘Mike sense of His Morality, like Faith in a Creator, like ex-
pectation of Life beyond the grave as yourselves : we led

the way in the great triumphant path of human development

:

we showefd the way to pile up imperishable buildings like

the pyramids : we invented the methods of conveying sound
by the medium of symbols to material substance;: we invent-

'* ed and practised the art of writing : you have only slavishly

imitated our methods, distorting them to suit your miserable

‘‘requirements : we designed them to suit the genius of our form
“ of speech, and to chronicle our own ideas. Thousands of
“ years have passed away, and yet we have lived through the

great abyss of time : will anything which has come out of

the boasting Europe, the so-called heir of all the ages, survive

“eight or nine thousand years, when the Deluge has closed
“ over you ?

VI. Geography.

When I left Eton College, as Captain of the Oppidans in

1840 ,

1

used an Eton School atlas of the old t>^pe, which has

survived in my book-case to this day : I knew where Athens,

Rome and Carthage were, and the supposed route of Alexander
the Great, and the pass of the Alps which Hannibal made use

of
;
but the line of public school teaching was drawn there.

When I made my first European tour in 1841, I was surprised

to visit Berlin, Vienna, and Munich, and hear of the geography
of Europe : when 1 reached India, and travelled in a palanquin

from Calcutta to Benares, Delhi, and Ambaia, I practically

learnt the geography and topography of India. Geography
was not taught then as a Science : there was no Geographical
Society : the teachers of schools could not teach what they

did not know themselves. As to tho geography of Asia,

Africa and America, it was a sealed book, and Oceania had
not come into existence. The majority of mankind were only

a little in advance of the contemporaries of the Apostles, who
did not hesitate to call Asia Minor, Syria, and the Eastern
parts of the Mediterranean *H oeVov^ucVi;, the inhabited world,

(Acts XI. 28). or the “ regions under Heaven*' (Acts 11 . $)•

A great change has happened since then : the great Round
World has been discovered. Africa is no longer a blank on the

map : the Nile has been traced to its unknown source, and the

Niger and the Kongo : the Mountains of the Moon have been
spotted, and the teacher of geography is on the war path, and
the subject is so fascinating, that hundreds gather together in

.

great halls to hear lectures, sometimes from the very lips of

a great explorer. We can imagine ^^'poor old Herodotus
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asking the priests in Egypt whence the Nile came. Centuries
later, no doubt, the Emperor Hadrian asked the same question,

and got the^ame vague answers. If there is still something
to fincf out in the Arctic and Antarctic Circles, it is well

; for

it is a4est of manhood to leave nothing undiscovered. •

Geographical knowledge naturally divides itself into certain

neads. I Physical, revealing all the wc^iders of the conform-
ation of land and water. II. Political Geography follows ;

the boundaries and populations of kingdoms. III. Then
follow tHe details of the Languages which they speak, and
the religious conceptions which they profess, and the
ancient customs to which they cleave. IV. Then commercial
Geography tells us of the ra\Y and manufactured products
of each region, the gold, silver, opium, saltpetre, and other
contributions which each country makes to the wealth of the

world : a moderate sized volume for each portion of the conti-

nent tells us all this in a general way
;
but volumes are

required to exhaust the subject.

Cartography has taken.iiew developments : maps have risen

above the most sanguine conception, and the raised maps
and even models of the Globe, bring the subject home.

VII. History.

A few words are sufficient
:

perhaps the historian still

develops too much of a bias in one particular direction,

allowing himself to regard facts which happened long ago
from the point of view of the nineteenth century, and
unconsciously colouring the policy of past ages with the
colours of the historian

;
his*proclivities, and weaknesses This

is peculiarly the* casd in the history of new empires such
as modern India : a new process has been proposed by Lord
Acton at Cambridge, ^by which the causes and effects of
certain tendencies in man at different periods should be
traced during the succeeding centuries independently of
national idiosyncracies, boastings, and humiliations, in fact

a real philosophy of the history of mankind. What is

liberty ? Is it an absolute moral right of all. mankind to be
obtained for oneself at any cost, and respected in others at

any sacrifice ? Or is it only a selfish desire;on the part of the

nation which is strong, to secure liberty for itself, and to
do the best to deprive weaker nations of their liberty ? Does
not the history of Grefit Britain require being written in a
philosophic spirit, a nation jealous of it» own Liberty, ready
to avenge any drop of blood of its* own citizens, and yet-

ready to destroy the liberty of# other nations, slay innocent
and^ unoffending barba;iians in Asia, Africa, and Oceania, or
Am*erica for the mere •purpose of self aggrandisement, or
finding anew market for Lancashire manufactures?
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“ It is well to have a Giant’s strength,
“ But not to us^e it as a Giant.

*’

How will posterity judge the conduct of Great Britain ? We
pass hard judgment on the monarchs of Mesopotamia and
Egypt) bn Attila, Genghis Khan, and Tamerlane; They
knew no better : Of what meaning is Christianity, if the tribes

of South Africa, East Africa and West Africa are slaughter-

ed and plundered merely to enhance the dividend of a

Chartered Company ?

In the name of the Prophet, figs," cries the Mtfpometan
fruitseller at Smyrna and Damascus.

** In the name of religion and civilization, murder, and
confiscation of property criei the Christian shareholder, led

on by a so-called Christian land-pirate.

VIII. Tests Applied TO the Foundation of
History.

When the Father of History, Herodotus, went down into

Egypt, ignorant of the language, and with the credulous

spirit of his age, he picked up the legends of the country

from the Priests and intelligent wayfarers whom he met.

Everything went down into his notebook, was swallowed,

digested, and handed down to posterity in the marvellous

beauty of his Ionic Greek. In the same spirit, the travelling

M. P. makes a winter tour in British India, and forms an

opinion on the administration of that country picked up from

the ‘Mntelligent man met on the Railway platform, who
did not wish his name to be mentioned

;
from the young

English-speaking native collegian; who spoke like Macaulay
or Dr. Johnson; from the Indigo plahter, who complained

that he was not allowed to persecute the cultivators
; from

the anti-opium and anti-liquor fanatic and from the rabid

native papers.

Fortunately othei> tests are supplied, I have already

alluded to Geography. Things contrary to Physical Geo-
graphy were impossible then, as they are now. Of History
ancient men \\3id a very strange idea. The author of

Deuteronomy, whatever may be his date, invites the Hebrew
to ask of the days that are past but it is diflficult to say
in what quarter they could have applied, and how they would
have got a reply, as they had no records of their own of an
earlier date than Moses, and even jf they could have read
the great Egyptian inscriptions, they would have learnt very
little of any country tixeept Egypt and the countries with
which Egypt made war, and R^eat deal of the favour ^hown
by Egyptian gods to Egyptian Kings, ^
These inscriptions are now copied and translated, and

similar records of antiquity have been found to Mesopotamia^
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ArabiX Asia Minor, Cyprus, and in fact everywhere except
in Palestine, which has contributed one inscription only of
the date^f King Hezelciah.

.
The importance of inscriptions

in « India is very great, as in the voluminous literature of the

Indians History is not represented.

Numismatics have also come to the assistan*ce of the

Historian, though at a later period, and other works of art

such as aPottery, Carvings, Arclfitectiiral remains, bricks

bearing the stamp of the monarch who ordered tlie erection of

tlie Wiilding. The evidence of Pottery is of the utmost import*

anc6, as in the late excavations in Lachish in Palestine it was
found that a succession of cities had been erected on the

same mound one upon thp otlier, but differentiated by the

fragments of pottery found in each.

These subsidiary survivals of past generations have enabled

trained, cautious, and self-restrained students and excavators

to recreate a past which has been buried for many thousand
years.

“ Artem, qiiae latuit Graecos, la^uitqiie Latinos
** Nostrorum 6 tuinulo suscitat ingenium. ”

Conclusion.

ft is well for each of us, as we turn over in this vast ocean
of acquired knowledge and cautious speculation, that we
cry out :

—

“ Domine illumina nos, ut
“ VidcHinus clar^, et loqunmnr bumiliter,
** Scribamus Sapienter,” et resliicife !

It is of no use to resist the incoming flood of truth, or con-
fine its actions to one branch of human knowledge, and shut
it out from dther#.

Me^nXfi r; ' WijOcia Kal *V7repiffx^ei

Pilate asked what is truth,” and got no answer f/ten : nor can
we* find any certain road nineteen centuries later. We read in

the Gospel of John Sanctify them*throug^f Thy Truth
;
Thy

word is Truth.” But amidst the accretions of superstition, and
the envelopments of gross, interested mediaeval ignorance, how
can we get at the precious ore, except by careful and humble
searcli, unbiased invest igations, and strictly logical conclusions,

strengthened by prayer for spiritual gukiance
;
for the desire for

knowledge, the methods to attain knowledge, the intellect to
appreciate and record knowledge are all

• tkCupa Tov 0iov,

to be used for His glory and the benefit of mankind.
It is obvious that the orbit *of inquiry and study above

sketched is but a small section 'of the great treasure-house of
piled up knowle*ige. I have lived on intimate terms with
men who had other outlets of research, Astronomy, Geology,
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Zoology, Chemistry, Botany. Geometry, and such like, which
were sealed subjects to me ; but I heard from their lips, or read

in their reports, of progress, progress everywhere, 1 jyitnessed

lives devoted to Arts, something to my mind very inferior, Music,

Painting, Sculpture, Military and Naval experiences, and such
like. I witnessed many more throwing away their lives and
other faculties in field sports and fleeting amusements, merely
to kill the passing hour. ^

But for the steady, continuous, and thorough labour of a host

of scholars of all nationalities during the last half century, it

would not have been possible for the illustrious scholar, Hofrath
G. Buhler of Vienna, to undertake with every reasonable
promise of success the gigantic enterprise of compiling an
Encyclopedia of Indo-Aryan Research, the first attempt at a

complete, systematic and concise summary of the vast field of

Indian languages, religions, history, antiquities and art, as a

book of refereivce for students," and a new point of departure

for the further research of the twentieth century.
Those, who live into that epoch, may hope to know something.

We men of the nineteenth century have' been, and are still,

groping in the dark. Upwards of thirty scholars of various na-

tionalities have undertaken to co-operate to build up this gteat

edifice, portions in the German, and portions in the English lan-

guage. Natives of British India have not been found wanting in

this great enterprise. There will be three volumes. I. General
languages. II. Literature and history. III. Religions

;
Secu-

lar Sciences
;
Art, In each of these great sections of the great

subject there are subordinate sub-divisions, exhausting the

whole orbit which I have attempted lo illustrate, as regards

British India. The example will, no doubt, be followed as

regards other regions of the great World now thrown open in

its entirety : it is amusing to find the word “ World," or

Mundus,” or even ‘‘ the earth," applied by some to the narrow
section of the great Globe which has come within tlieir own
limited ken. Circumstances have changed with the last half

century, and there is geographically little or nothing more to

discover.

Laus Deo.

London :

63, Elm Park Gardens, S. W. 1 Robert Needham Cost.
Christmas Day, 1896. | (iEt. 75.)
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Art. V.—the STERNER ASPECTS OF NAlk LIFE.

THERE’ is not in the whole Madras Presidency a dirtrict

more remarkable from an antiquarian point of view than

Malabar. Its long stretch of sea-washed and mountain-locked

landscape affords features, topographical and historical, fascin-

ating alike to the archaeologist and the sightseer. Unparal-

leled in rural grandeur and beauty of scenery as is th?s vast

martial amphitheatre, there is not a spot in it but has its lieroic

associations. The bulk of its inhabitants are the Nairs, who
differ widely in marriage, home-Hfe, and inlieritance from other

communities, and they form in every way, and have remained

to this day, a separate and distinct people. A military class

devoted to arms, the martial spirit for which they were justly

celebrated is a thing of the past
;
thin in numbers and the

lords of the country formerly, they at the present day are

comparatively poor, have much increased in numbeis, and are

quite fallen as a military nobility. I'licy arc, in a word, the

Sudras par excellence of Malabar. A race sni generis and

supreme, they have been described as Rajputs in the rough,"

They possessed a council of repiesentalives and a Constitution
;

and their functions in the body politic--of the eye^ the handy

and the order as tlie Keralalpathi tersely mentions them—were
of an essentially protective character. They were the appoint-

ed guardians of the public weal : they wielded in the common-
wealth the distinctive privileges of tl\e Kshatriva—prevented

their rights from being curtailed, riever^ suffered them to fall

into disuse. These exclusive privileges of'theirs, added to their

clo.se bond of union—the peculiar, in some lespecls almost

unshastiaic, relationship—with the Nambudi i Brahmins of Mala-

bar, it may be noted, point to their unmistakable pre-eminence.

All I propose* in this paper is to bring before the reader a few

of the sterner aspects of tlieir old rougli-and-ready life.

In general everyday life, the Nair greatly lesembled the

Scottish Borderer of the Middle Ages. The former loving

adventure and a free life, soldier by proclivity and always on the

warpath, lived and nfoved and had hij^ being as a fighter; while

the latter— raider and cattle-.stealer that he was—vented his

ill-blood in constant moss-trooping forays against the Southern

English. As in the ^orth Counlrie.'' so in Old Malabar,

blood-feuds and mortal cqmbats were the rule rather than the

exception : in truth, the common saying ran that the slain

rests in the yard of the slayer.*'^ For peaceful in private life

the Nair by no means was. He invariably carried arms, kepi

a sharp look-out for those who had offended him, and thirsted
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for revenge. Assassinations thus were frequent ;
there were

often surprises and scuffles, ancj sometimes contests in the open

field. • In passing through a ciowd, he bore his head high^

struck his sword upon his target, and, in the grand style, called

•ut, not simply to obtain a clear passage quickly, but also to

make known his rank and establish his dignity. When a man
was slain, the duty devolved on j^is kith and kin to be avenged
on the* slayer or a member of his family. Thus the Nair
hostages on board De Gama's ships, on being apprised of the

bIHbdy fate in store for them, as the Zamoiin had treacherously

detained the Portuguese commander on shore, aie recorded

to have said :
—** Yes,* there they were, and if any harm

were done to the ambassador on shore, the Portuguese might
cut off their heads if they pleased, for they were men who had
brothers and relations on shore who would revenge their deaths

even upon the person of the King.”

Duels (ankatr.f^ were not uncommon. They were the result

of insult shown or injury done to a parly by another, such

conduct generally^ rendering a meeting in the village duel-

ground (anka-kaliri) indispensable. The chief of the locality

^,ctcd as umpire. Before him sums of money were set down
as battle-wager. A long training and preparation (sometimes^

it is said, for twelve year.s) preceded the day of battle. Trial

by battle was sometimes had recourse to as a form of ordeal

for settling disputes. Such combats were a rf>yal privilege
;

as

such they had always to be paid for by each combatant, al-

though sometimes, in their stead, hired champions were engaged
to fight. The J men who fought were not necessarily the
principals in the quarrel—they were their champions. It was
essential tliat one should fall, and so both men settled all their

worldy affairs before the day of combat.” Disputes as to the
right of way an^l points of precedence, which gave rise to inter-

minable quarrels, afforded a fiuitful source of duelling in the
early Portuguese epoch. The contest at o^e time ran so high
and assumed such consequence, says Visscher,§ that the rival

chieftains arranged to terminate it by a formal combat, in wliich

the Portuguese champion won. The kx talionis deeply per-

meated all relations of Nair social life; and satisfaction for

every insult and injury, as amongst •the Malays, was held a
point of honour amongst them.
The old Portuguese records

||
furnish an account of a battle

fought at Cochirp in about IS*9«^ The combatants were Nair
chieftains, adherents of the ^amorin and the Cochin Rajah
respectively. Tliese latter, indeed, were bitterly opposed to

. - * • ’ — ’
>

- — — '

I

* See of India, f Logan's Malabar ManuaL
t Logan's District Manual. § Letters from Malabar.

II
See Ketalapalama.
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«ach other, and were at open war at this period. Sequera, with

500 Portuguese, was on the spot to witness the combat. This
here is the only means left us to settle the dispute " j^reeted

the combatants, and they rushed straightway to battle. The
fight had proceeded a little when a Portuguese who had watched
the turn affairs had taken, sought permission to side with one
faction. He had turned the tables

;
but the other side saw

this, and their archers poured forth volleys of dartrf* on the

defenceless Portuguese, who thereupon took to their heels and
and made straight for their boats. Puli-ankantj or fightfng

with tigers, is an institution peculiar to Old Malabar. In thrill-

ing excitement and savage hardihood, no known feat of peril

or bloody exercise was to be compared to this curious pastime.

The fierce gladiatorial fights of ancient Rome furnished the

nearest parallel to it. The combatants were, of course, skilled

athletes, and they were trained up and taught to revel in this

dangerous exercise. Many well-known athletes were reputed

adepts in it
;
men like the celebrated Pyclie Rajah, who is said

to have indulged in it with impunity. A common method of

defence in fencing may here be noted. The fencer first pro-

vided himself with a stick twelve spans in length ( paniiran).

By whirling this about rapidly fore and aft, above and laterally,

be was able to hold an opponent at bay with astonishitig ease,

and parry hits and ward off strokes aimed at him on all sides.

A remarkable duel forms the subject of the well-known

ThachSli This ballad, as its name implies, commemorates
the exploits of the redoubtable hero, the keen athlete and
Incomparable swordsman, Thachdii Othdnan. Despite its

crude language and undefined metre, the ballad, whose author-

ship is unknown, is full of pathos and fire, and possesses, withal,

an elemental freshness and vigour, a homeliness of manner
and charm of effect, peculiar to itself. Noble and spirited

ballads which give faithful presentments of the more striking

episodes in the annal^ of Border life, or those known as the

Robin Hood cycle, which recount the many adventures of the

yeoman-hero and his merry men/' form no mean repertoires

of national tradition and folklore. The chief interest of the

Thachdii ballad, likewise, consists in its expression of the

popular mind, the old-wor^sd flavour of the sentiments, manners,

and feelings therein revealed, and the picturesque glimpses

it affords of national types of character, now obsolete, and of

social customs, laws and observances, now very much for-

gotten. It takes you out 01...yourself and wafts you, as if by
an enchanter’s wand, from this real working-day world of us

ail to its old-world substitute—a romantic yet persuasive world,

a stirring world of high emprize and bloody wajt) and the ironic

course of destiny.
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The ballad, as has been said, gives (and gives with much
quaintness of detail) the description of a duel—the last and
crowning episode, in fact, of Oth^nan’s life The hero, dressed

and equipped, and preceded by Squire Chdppan, armed with
a lance made of the best cocoanut tree, proceeds to the temple
of the L6kaiidr goddess. He goes there to see the kdv&t festival|

accompanied by a large retinue. The temple isYenced with
men on all sides, and gathered in its precincts are the ten

thousand* Nairs and the Primses of the four palaces. Our hero
no sooner takes his seat on a platform under the banyan-tree—
his "ionted seat—than the Mathiliir Kuiikal, with his disciples,

also occupy the Thachdli's platform. The affront stings

Othdnan to the quick. Incensed with wrath, he bespeaks his

squire to fetch his silver-handled gun. He threatens to shoot
the Mathilur peacock and all its chicks. The ballad goes on
to recount how thereon the Kurikal shouts loud and challenges

Thachdli Mdppayil Kunti Othenan to single combat
;
how the

latter is rebuked by his brother K6ma Kurup for his rashness,

as he calls it, in throwing a pot at a mountain,'* the futile re*

monstrance merely eliciting the rejoinder : Am I not a man
like him, too?*'; afld how after devotion to family gods and
blessings sought of his ciders and offerings made to the L6ka«
ndi* goddess, he sets out with his many friends to the field of
combat. Arrived there, he rushes into the arena, like a game-
cock running to fight, worsts his adversary and triumphantly
takes his sword seven times. But he is not left alone to glory

in his victory. P'or, on returning to search for a dagger he has
dropped on the field, he is treacherously shot by his enemy.
In this extremity he never loses presence of mind, and does not
allow his mean foe to escape. He braves death like the hero
that he is, Vemalns cool to the end, and encourages his weep-
ing brother.

Otlidnan has b*en justly calfed the Robin Hood of Malabar,
and* many are the stories extant concerning him. There is

little doubt that he was a man of dauntless courage and
consummate address in arms, endowed with herculean strength,

one who probably knew, certainly made, no difference between
ffieum and tuum, \ may mention one •well-known tradition

which represents him as having once jumped over a well 66 feet

in circumference to escape captuie \9y liis pursuers. Thi^
well—still in capital preservation—is to this day pointed out
with pardonable pride by the people of the Kadattandd locality.

Lovers of legendary lore will recognize in Robin Hood's life,

incidents very like those recorded joncerning his rival compeer.
Indeed, the Thacholi Pdt must prove a happy hunting-ground
to zealous antiquaries vvlfb, Fluellin-like, discover rivers in

Macedon and Moimouth. Thus Othenan, all his life pursued
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and harassed by the followers of the Kadattanid Raja, is

treacherously shot
; while the outlaw, his footsteps dogged by

Sheriff's men, is bled to death betrayed by a Pi ioress. Both
face death like brave men—the former, with touching jieroism

asking his disconsolate brother :
'* Have ye heard folk die of a

bullet in the forehead ? ;
the latter, chivalrous to the last,

refusing Little John permission to burn down the Hall and

all its nuns—
“ I never hurt fair maid in alb'my lime *

Nor at my end shall it be.’*

The descendants of Thachdli Oth^ian to this day con^nue

as the tenants and vassals of the Kadattandd Raja.

U. Balakrishnan Nair,

Triplicane, Madras.



Art. VI.—studies IN THE VEDANTA.
I'he Teaching of Re-birth.

I. ^Tfe Idea of Reincarnation in Western Thought.

A very noteworthy fact, in the yorld of modern thought,

is life quite recent appeafence among us of the idea of

rebirth or reincarnation, as a subject of reasonable speculation,

a very*probable theory, a seemingly simple and natural solu-

tion of many complex and difficult problems of life
;
in a word,

reincarnation as an idea to be seriously considered, and very

probably accepted, as one of the working hypotheses of life.

There is, of course, no absolute nov Ity in the idea of re-

incarnation, of the persistence and gradual development of

the individual through a series of lives. It has no absolute

novelty in Europe, even Europe of the last hundred years, To
touch on only one or two salient points in the past history of

this idea, so far as it^lias influenced western thought

;

Tlie doctrine of transmigration or reincarnation, was, in

Grefce, known as metempsychosis. It was rather the teaching

of the philosophers, and, even more markedly, of the Mysteries,

ai^d many authoVitie.s consider it likely that the Hellenic

thinkeis drew the idea from Egypt or India. It is still a moot
point whether Thales or Plierecydes, the teacher of Pythagoras,

Was the first of the Gieeks to propound this doctrine
;
but it is

certainly to the strong and masterful individuality of Pytha-

goras that its acceptance was due, and it is at least in con-

formity with tratUtion to suppose that Pythagoras obtained

his teaching from Eastern, probably Egyptian, sources. In

view of this probability, we,may glance for a moment at

the^ Egyptian dfletrine. The old Egyptians held that the

human race originated after the pure Gods and spirits

had left the earth, because the dsemons had revolted against

them, and thus incurred sin. In order to give the daemons an

opportunity to expiate their guilt, the Gods formed earthly

bodies which the daemons were condemntd to inhabit, so that,

by expiations in lliese bodies, they might regain their original

purity. The diemons, tlius incarnated in earthly bodies, are

the human race. The souls of men are, therefore, of equal

origin, in time and essence, with the Gods, and our terrestrial

life is not an end fn itself, but ihe^means of purification for the

soul, through which it may ictiriii to the inborn divinity from
which it has fallen. The whole Egyptian sacred polity was
governed by this view oT life, and the central figure in the

Egyptian religioif* was Osiris, in whose palace the soul was
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tried after death, to ascertain whether its purification was
complete. Failing this, the soul was condemned to return to

the eaith, to renew the process of purging and expiation. But
If the judge of the dead finds that no sin remains to'be wiped
out, the soul gradually ascends through the various celestial

regions, tQ the highest abodes of the pure spirits and Godt, its

divinity perfectly regained.

, After Pythagoras, the doctrine of rebirth was treated by Plato;

and Goldstiicker conjectures t^at Plato was indebted to the

philosophers of India for his teaching, as explained in several

of the dialogues, notably in Phaedros, and the story"of Er
in the tenth book of the Republic, where the question of the

memory of past births is dealt with, in much the same spirit

as we shall presently meet with in certain Indian sacred books.

Plato's doctrine was carried on by the Neo-platonists, with a
large reinforcement of Egyptian ideas.

Besides this Hellenic source of the idea of rebirth, as an
Influence ou western thought, it should be noted that this

teaching was not altogether foreign to the other great source

of our moral culture, the religious ideas of the Hebrews. Gold-

stucker, himself a Jew and an adherent of the Hebrew faith,

writes on the point as follows : Amongst the Jews, the doc-

trine of transmigration—the Gilgul Neshamqfh—was tanght in

the mystical system of the Kabbala, which pretends to divulge

the secrets of creation and those of the nature of the divine and
human soul. ^ All the souls,' the SoAar, or the book of
' light,' the spiritual code of the system, says, are subject to

the trials of transmigration
;
and men do not know which are

the ways of the Most High in their legard. They do not know
how they are judged in all times, as well before they come to

this world as after they leave it. They do not know how many
transformations and mysterious trials they must undergo, how
many souls and spirits come to this world without returning to

the palace of the Divine King ? The principle, in short, of the

Kabbala is the same as that of Brahmanism, The souls, like

all other existences of this world, it teaches, must re-enter the

absolute substance whence they have emerged. But, to accom-
plish this end, they must develop all the perfections the germ
of which is planted in them

;
and if they have not fulfilled that

condition during one life, they must commence another, a third,

and so forth, until they have acquired the condition which

fits them for their re-union with God. On the ground of this

doctrine, which was shared in by Rabbis of the highest renown,

It was held, for instance, that the soul of Adam migrated into

David, and will come into the Messiah
;
that the soul of Japhet

Is the same as that of Simeon, and the soul of Terah migrated

Into Job.
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Generally, ft was supposed by writers of this school; the

souls of men are reboiii in men, and those of women in

women
; but also the reverse takes* place, as in the case of
whT) had tlie soul of a man, and in that of Judah whose

soul was in part that of a woman. And because Ruth had the
soul of^Thatnar, she could not bear children until God imparted
tu lier sparks of a female soul. If the soul of a man, however,
is reborn in woman, such migratioi^is held by some to be
a punishment for tl»e committal of* great sins, as when a man
refuses to give alms, or communicate to others his wisdom.
And it islDy wa^^ of punishment, too, that the soul of a Jew is

reborn in a heathen, or in an animal—a clean or unclean
beast, a bird, a fish—or even in an inanimate object. Of
all these transmigrations, biblical instances are adduced,
according to their incjdc of interpretation—in the writings of

Rabbi Alanasse ben Israel, Rabbi Naphtrdi, Rabbi Meyer ben
Gabbai, Rabbi Ruben, in the Jalkut Khadash, and othei*

works of a similar character. Modern Kabbalists—for instance,

Isaac Loria—have imagined that divine grace sometimes
assists a soul in its careciiof expiation by allowing it to occupy
the same body together with another soul, when both are to

supplcnjcnt eacli other, like the blind and the lame. Some-
times onl)" one of these two souls requiies a supplement of’

virtue, which it obtains from the other soul, better provided
than its i)artner. The latter soul then becomes, as it were,

the motiier of the cjthcr soul, and bears it under her heart

like a pregnant woman. Hence the name of gestation or im-

pregnation is given to this strange association of souls." We
may remark, in parenlhesisi, that a very notable instance of

a similar thoughUoccui's in the Espistlc to tiie Galatians, where
Paul writes ;"‘MAIy little chiid/en, of whom I travail in birth

again, until Christ be formed in you*'*

There? are cvidenccs*to show thrit this Kabbalistic teaching;

or something very like it, was sufficiently clearly formed in

the minds of tlie first di>ciph:s of Christianity to 4eave certain

indications of its existence in tiie text of the Gospels. Such
indications are :

“ And if ye will receive it, this is Elias,

wliich was for to come." “ And they said, ^ Some say tliat

thou art John the Baptist : some, Elias ; and others, Jereinias,

or one of the prophets ; " with the parMlel text : others

said, that it is Elias. And others said, that it is a prophet, or

as one of the prophets
;

*'
® and again : And they asked him

and said unto him, why* baptizest thou, then, if thou be not
that Christ, nor Elias, neither that ptfbphet

;

*'*
it is probable

^ JAterory Keniains of 'J’l)eodore Golclktiicker ; V«>1, i, p, 217.

TCKv/n fULoif of; 9 ttoXiv ov jitop^tvOij -^piaTOi 4V vpuv
‘ Malt. XI, 14. Mftt* XVI, 14. • Mark, VI, 15. • John, i, 25,

VOL. CIV.] 19
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that the specific mention of Elias refers to the words of the

last of the prophets: “Behold I will send you Elijah the

prophet ;
" thus closely corresponding with the Kabbalistic

idea of the rebirth of remarkable individuals, flatriarchs or

prophets, -which has already been put forward, and testifying

to the* antiquity of this teaching. In the Gospels, therefore, we
find the idea of icincarnation specifically put forward in the

case of Elijah, Jeremiah, the prophets, the Mesisiah, and John
the Baptist. It should bb noted that, in these instances, we
have rather the Indian doctrine of Avatftra, * or the intentional

incarnation of a highly developed soul, to help and teach

humanity, than the normal reincarnation of ordinary men,
for the purposes of expiation, which, we have seen, played so

prominent a part in the Egyptian and Greek teachings. The
latter doctrine finds an echo in the question : Who did sin,

this man, or his parents, that he was born blind and,

very possibly, in the words :
" Thou vvast altogether born in

sins, and dost tliou teach us?’*^® Further, it is at least a

plausible sup[)Osition that the doctrine of final release from
transmigration, or the necessity of further births, is contained

in the words : Him that ovcrcomcth will I make a pillar in

the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out.^’ “ We
may therefore say that there are indications of at least three

aspects of the whole doctrine of reincarnation in the New Test-

ament
;
namely, the doctrine of the incarnation of high souls,

or Avat&ra
;
the d(,>ctrine of expiation of past sins through

rebirth, and the doctrine of liberation from the necessity of
future births. We may complete this branch of the subject

by a further quotation from Goldsfucker :
** Among the early

Christians, St. Jerome relates, the dortrinq. of transmigration
was taught as a traditional and esoteric one, which was only
communicated to a sclcf:tcd few

; and Oiigenes, like the
Kabbalists, considers it as the only indans of explainjiig some
biblical traditions, as that of the struggle of Jacob and Esau
before their, birth, or the selection of Jeremiah when he was
not yet born, and many more events which would thiow dis-

credit on divine justice, unless lliey weie justified by good
or bad acts done in a foimer life

;
of Christian sects, the Mani-

chaeans especially adhered to this belief.”

In the Gcrmafiic mythology, and also in the teachings of
the Gallic Drnicls, theic are indications of the .same belief;

7 Malachi, IV, 5. ,

•- \Vc may illustrate lliw Avatfira idea by Krishna’s words :
•' In every ac*e.

when there is a withering the I.aw and an uprising of lawlessness, 1 send
myself forth, as a sai\aiioii to the righteous and a terror to those who do evil
1 come to birth to restore the Magavad Gf(a, IV, 7, 8.

^

0. John IX 2. 10. John IX, 34.
u. Rev. Ill, 12 : Ka) fhe ov ftif Irt ' '

** Op. cit
, p. 217.
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tYie latter, without doubt, looking on transmigrations as a
means of purifying the soul, and preparing it for eternal

life. A* form of the same doctrine appears in the sixth book
oft the iEneid, in which, the best critics hold, Virgil embodied
hi a veiled form the teaching of the mystewes^ We may
therefore say that, at a period of some two thousand years ago,
the doctrines of reincarnation and liberation were held all

over the western world, as myctery* doctrines, and, as far as
we can judge, the most important part of the Mysteries. To
their* careful concealment in this way is, doubtless, due the
fact that our indications of the presence of these ideas are not
more abundant and lucid

;
as it is, they are quite sufficient to

prove the universal prevalence of this teaching, in an almost
identical form, from Judea and Egypt to the Druids of Britain,

from Italy and Greece to Scandinavia. We can here only
allude to the very remarkable revival of the same doctrine,
within quite recent years, in the systems of some of the most
distinguished of modern thinkers.

2. The Teaching of Reincarnation in India,

Though very much has been written concerning this doc-
tritifj in the religions and philosophies of India, it seems to
us that certain points of the very highest importance have
cither been ovci looked, or not brought out nearly as strongly
as they deserve, from their inherent value. Thus, for in-

stance, while it has been pointed out more than once that
the teaching of reincarnation is absent ffom the very oldest
Sanskrit works, it lias not been at all adequately recogni^d
that, in the passage where the doctrine appears quite
clearly for the fjst time, a reason, of the highest histori-

cal moment, is given for its previous absence from the
sacred books, a reason which sheds a Hood of light on the
ethi\ical, religious,*and philosophic conditions of Ancient India.

Of this very striking passage, which fi^st opens up the teaching
of reincarnation, there arc two versions, or three, if we count
the Shatapatha Bi^Lhmana and the Brhad&ranvAka LJpanishad
as separate works/® As Professor Dcusseq iu his SystC7n of the

Veddntiiy has translated the possibly Aecondary version from
the ChhAndogya Upanishad, we i^hall follow the other
version, as it is found in the text of the* BrhadAranyaka Upa-
nishad, adding such passages from the ChhAndogya as may
seem worthy of special comment. The passage is as follows :

—

Aruna’s grandson Shvetaketu egme to the gathering of the

Panchalas
;
he came to Pravakkna, son of Jivala iu the

“ midst of his court. The |j;ing looked up at him ;

—

' Youth, ' said he.
/

Shatapatha HrAhmana, XIV, 9, I, 1. Bj-hadiira^yaka Upanishad, VI, 2, i,

Chli£tiidogya Upanishad, V, 3, i.
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"
' Sire, ' he replied.

‘I

‘ Hast thou been instructed by thy father in the tradi-

tional teaching ?’

“
* Yes/ said he,

(1) * Knowest thou how these beings, going forth [from life]

go towkrds different directions ?'

“
‘ No/ said he.

(2)
“ ' Knowest thou how they come to this world again ?'

' No/ said he.

(3)
* Knowest thou how they enter this world again ?’

''
' No/ said he. '

.

^4)
**

* Knowest thou how the other world is not completely
filled by many again and again going forth [from life] ?'

“
* No/ said he.

(5) ‘ Knowest thou at which offering being offered, the waters
** becoming human-voiced, rise up and speak ?’

“
' No/ said he

(6)
“

‘ Knowest thou the going toward the path of the way of
“ the Gods {PevayAna\ or of the way of the fathers {Pittydna)^
*• or according to what works they approjvch the path, the way
** of the Gods, or the way of the fathers ;—for the word of the

seer (Rski) has been heard by us* :

** Two ways have I heard, of the Fathers and of the Gods for

mortals :

** By these two goes all this moving world, whatever is bet-
ween father and mother/^

** * Of these I know not even one T said he.

Then he invited him to remain [as his pupil]; but the
youth, not consenting to remain, ran away. He came to his

“ father, and said to him.
* Thou didst formerly declare us to be instiucted in the

hereditary teaching !’

''
' What, then, wise one ?* he asked.

“ * The friend of the Rftjanyas has asked me five questions ;

I do not know' anyone of them !’

‘ What were they ?* he asked.
** ‘ They were these, said he, and told them to him one by one.

^ Thus thou knowest us,* said he, ' that whatever I know,
** that all I have told to ikee. But come, let us two* go thither
** and dwell as pupils in wisdom.*

** ‘ Let my sire go himself V said he. So the descendant of
Gotamas came to where [was’ the dwelling] of Pravahana, son

'‘ofjivala. And he, inviting him to sit, had water bi ought
** to him, and received him honourably, saying to him :

—

* We give a wish to thee,v worthy descendant of the
** Gotamas.*

That is, “ beti^ecn Heaven and Earth ;”froin Rgveda X, 88, i5 = Vftj. S»mh.,
19- 47.
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* The wish is promised to me 1’ he said.

' Declare to me the word that thou didst speak in the

presence of the youth !’

i Descendant of the Gotamas/ he replied, ‘ this is amongst
** wishes of the gods

;
mention a wish among those of men.*

^‘Tle replied,
*
It is well known—abundance of elephants "

and gold, o( cows and horses, slave-girls, attendants and
robes. B^^t let not my lord be ungenerous in what is great,

unending, illimitable.’*

. Therg is a situation in the Katha Upanishad remarkably like

the story we have just translated. King Yama is visited by
Nachiketas, seeking for wisdom, and promises him three wishes.

The aspirant asks for a knowledge of eternal things—‘'the wish
“ that draws near to what is hidden, Nachiketas chooses no
“ other wish than that.” The king, wlio is afterwards the Initia-

tor, now plays the part of the Tempter, declares this to be a se-

cret for the gods, and offers wealth and length of days, ' much
herds, elephants, gold, horses, , , . these beauties, with their

cars and lutes.' Nachiketas refuses, and the Tempter, become
the Initiator, commends him thus :

“ Thou, Nachiketas, con-

sidering dear and dearly loved desires, hast passed them by
;

nor hast thou taken the path of wealth in which many of the sons

of men sink.” [May we not conjecture that, in both cases, we
are dealing with a tradition of initiation in the mysteries, in

which the Adversary tempts the candidate with * the king-

doms of the world and the glory of them only he who resists

the temptation being deemed fit to receive the wished-for

knowledge, as in the case of Nachiketas and UddAlaka Armii,

in the passages under coiisideration. With this should be com-
pared the testing rjf the soul in the palace of Osiris, in the

Egyptian mysteries, where only the pure rose upward to eternal

life, the impure being driven back.again into the world].

A close parallel to the words of king PravAhana : This is

amongst wishes of the gods
;
mention a wish among those of

men,'^is found in king Yama's words : Even the gods have

doubted aboClt this, nor easily known is this subtle law in

each case followed by the formula of temptation—* gold, ele-

phants, cows, horses, slave-girls, attendants.”

It may be noted that these things are precisely the objects

of prayer and sacrifice in the hymns of the Rgveda. Thus

Wilson writes :
*‘ The blessings prayed for are, for the most

Instead of the usual rea^ling I Hcie conjecture Aasti-

htranyasya- ^pdUam^ go'iihvd.ndm dd^indni paii3hdua\ya.

This is supported' by the very similar passages, (i) ’ hh&nd. 7,24 2: Co-

ashvamiha mahtmd iti dchukshate hasti-hifamanj J^asahhdryam i'ows and hordes,

elephants and goP, slaves aiul U' iiicn^ire held to he here below
; 'and

(2) Kniha-Up. I, 2'^
:
g*" Btihilu pashuu hastt hifany.tft a&hvdn^ivie tdmdhC*

Much herds, elcphanti., gold, horses, . . these lair woiucu.”
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part, of a temporal and personal description,—wealth, food,

life, posterity, cattle, cows, and horses . . . benefits of a worldly

and physical character.” Rigyeda, Vol. i., p. XXIV.
^
There-

fore UddAlaka, the descendant of the Gotamas, is simply

quoting a familiar phrase, introducing it with the words, it is

well known*”
*

The Upanishad narrative continues as follows :

—

' This, O descendant of the, Gotamas, is a holy wish I

'

said he,
“

‘ I come to thee as my teacher, Sire, ' said he, for with this
** speech the men of old used to approach [the teachers].

So he dwelt with him. after this word of approach.
“ Then [Frav^liana] said :

‘ Therefore be free from

blame towards us, thou and thy ancestors, since this wis-

dom hitherto dwelt not in any Br^hmana
;

Uut I shall

declare it to thee. For who may refuse thee, speaking

thus ? ' ” ^

The parallel passage in the Chh^ndogya Upanishad brings

out the force of this even more clearly.
“ * As this wisdom goes not to the Rrahmanas before thee,

“ but among all peoples is the initiation of the Kshattriya

‘^alone.

Let us for a moment recall the five questions which give

the key to this wisdom. They involve the teaching of how
the souls of men go forth from this world

;
how they return

to, and re-enter this world, so that the other world is not

completely filled
;

how some souls take the path to the

Gods, while others follow the path of the fathers, and are

subsequently reborn in this woild
;
in other words, the whole

doctrine of reincarnation and liberation. It in, therefore,

the whole doctrine of reincarnation and liberation—the

doctrine rightly held to be the heart and soul of Indian philo-

sophy, which went not before to the Brahmans, but was
among all peoples the initiation of the Kshattriya alone.”

To thoroughly appreciate the meaning of this most remark-
able statement, we must remember that the whit6 Brahmans
were of quite different race from the red Rajputs, or R^janyas,
or KsViattriyas,—for the three words are synonymous

;
it

follows, therefore, from the plain and perfectly explicit state-

ment of the text,—a statement, the vcibal accuracy of which
is vouched for. by its occurience in each of the two longest
Upanishads, and also in one of the Brahmanas—that the
doctrine of reincarnation - and the doctrine of liberation

belonged originally, not to the Brahmans at all, but to the
rival race, the red R^janyas or Rajputs, with whom it was

Frliaclftranyaka Upanishad, VI, 2, 1-8, > \
OhhStndogya Upanishad, V, 3, 7.
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a secret teaching^ a part of the traditional wisdom of the

Mysteries, just as it was, in later ages, in Egypt, Greece and
other nations of the west. The rod Rajputs, therefore, were
the Master# and Initiators

;
the Brahmans, their humble pupils,

and tfiis not in some obscure science, but in the very doctrine

whiclvis generally spoken of as the heart and soul of Brahma-
nism, of Brahmanical philosophy. In that case, a borrowed
heart; a soul, the free gift of their, rivals the red Rajputs

;

the deed of gift being preserved qifite indubitably in the two
greatest Upanishads. This is certainly a very remarkable,
and hLthTerto quite unsuspected, result

;
yet wc can bring in

support of the justice of it no less a witness than Shahkar-
^ch^rya, the greatest of all Brahmans, in any age-

For, in his commentary on the passage we have quoted,
in the Brhad^ranyaka Upanishad, he paraphrases the words we
have translated, thus :

—

As this wisdom asked for by thee, hitherto, before being
'' bestowed on thee, dwelt not, has not a dwelling, in any
Brahmana at all, so thou also knowest that this wisdom
went by the spiiituaj succession of the Kshattriyas, and
this condition also should be preserved by if possible.”

On. the parallel passage in the Chh^ndogya Upanishad,
he comments thus :

—

“ This wisdom before thee goes not to the Br^ihmanas, that

is, went not. For the Br^hmanas were not initiated into
“ this wisdom. . . . Among all peoples, initiation, the initiating

of pupils, of the Ksiiattriyas, the Kshattriya. race, was into

this wisdom. For so long a time this wisdom came down
‘‘the chain of spiritual^ succession of the Kshattriyas. ”

To make thp master perfectly clear and beyond all doubt,

we may note that, in the same commentary, Sankara describes

this hereditary mystery teaching of the R&janyas or red

Rajpi^s in these wofds :

—

“ The paths of reincarnation {Samsdrd) of all beings from
“ the Evolver down to the inanimate ;* and the narration of

“those who -seek liberation {Mumukshi'inAni) through re-
“ nunciation of passion ivdtfdgya)^'—this is the wisdom, or

science, which never came to the Brahmans before, but was
the mystery doctrine of the R^janya alone.

III. Reincarnation and the Rgveda.

In the light of our knowledge that the white Brahmans
and the red Rajputs, Rajanyas, or Kshattriyas, really belonged

I have in each case translated the Commentary of Sankara from the excel-

lent editions of the Upanishads, ptblished by the Anatidihhrama of Poona :

No. IS, p 767, No. 14, p.^4S-
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to two widely different races, we shall be ablle to see in a
new light, sentences like this of Professor CowelTs :

—

** The great teachers of this highest knowledge are not

“Brahmans, but Kshatlriyas, and Brahmans are » continually

represented as going to the great Kshattiiya Kings to become
‘‘ their pupils, ” or of Piofcssor Dcussen :— ,

“ Numberless indications point us to the truth that the real

guardians of these thoughts were originally not the priestly

^ caste, absorbed i»i the'ir ccicmonial, but rather*' the caste of
** the Kshattriyas. Again and again, in the Upanishads, ue
meet with a situation where the Brahman prays the Kshattriya

“ for instruction,’* or of Professor Max Muller :

—

** The Brahmans seem to have foigotten that, accoiding
“ to their own Upanishads, Prav^hana JAivali, King of the
** Panchalas, silenced Slivetakctu Aiuneya and Ids father, and
“then communicated to them doctrines which Kshattii}'as
“ only, but no Brahmans, had ever known before.**

To understand the true force of this, we must remember
that we are dealing with a difference, not of caste, but of imcc,

and that the doctrines which were the peculiar property of

the red RAjany^ race included those of Reincarnation and
Liberation.

In the Upanishads, it will be remembered, wo were told, tliat

Shvetaketu had been initiated by his father in the wisdom of the

Brahmans; another passage referring to the same persons, tells

us that Shvetaketu’s learning included “ hymns of the Rg -Veda,

the Sama Veda, .and the Yajur-Veda.'* We have, thcieforc, a

statement, capable of being tested, tb.at a Brahman miglit be

learned in these tliiec Vedas, as Shvetakctii and his father

tvere, while yet knowing nothing of the teaching of Reincar-

nation and the teaching of Liberation. VVe sha'll now put this

statement to the test.

As it is well known that the Yajur Veda’ and the Sama^ Veda
are composed almost wholly of materials taken fiom the Rg-
Veda, and rc-ar,ranged lor ceiemonial purposes, wc need not

go beyond the question, whether the doctrine of reincarnation

is contained in the Rg.-Veda hymns.

The first verse- quoted by Brahman scholars to show the

presence of this teaching in the hymns is the thirty-second

in the hundred and' sixty-fourth hymn of the first "circle”

or Manclala. The word Vahuprq/dh , "" occurring in this verse,,

is rendered by the commentator is subject to many births,’*

with the alternative intei pretation “has much offspring,” or

Elphinsfone’s History of fndnt^ efl. apj-emlix VII, j). 282.
s** Das syH m des lednfjta ; Inftixluclion,

Chips front n Ge' man Workshop; H 3 >8.

(^lihiiMfloL'ya Upaiiislu'nl, VI, 7, 2. 8 ; RJiak yajunshi sdmiini-iti'^''

^iyvedrt, 1, 16 n 32.
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'Mias many children;'* now it is quite clear that only the

latter sense is natural and admissible, while the former, OD
which is based the supposed presence of the teaching of re-

birth, i# as clearly an afterthought, artificial, and foicign to the

original intention of the hymn. Another passage pointed to

ai» co4itaining this doctrine, is in the sixteenth bymn of the

last Mandai.i : '‘May the eye go to the sun, the breath

(Jit7nan) to the wind. Go to heavgn and earth, as is the rule.

Or go to*thc waters, if it is pleasant for thee there. Under
the grass linger with thy bones/* Now no one reading this

ve^st^ would for a moment dreamjhat it alluded to the soul's

development through a series of births, any more than do the

words " ashes to ashes, earth to earth.” Yet Sayana, in his Com-
mentary, transforms it as follows: "O dcpailcd one, may the

potency of thy sight go to the sun, thy breath to the wind,

and thoi^ thyself, through thy duty well done, to heaven, to

enjoy the fruit of it. Or to the earth, or the waters—the mid-
world— if the fiuit of thy works {Kat maphahi) is laid up in

the miil-woild
;
remain among the herbs with the parts of thy

body.” Even more striking is the transformation worked by
Sa>’ana’s Commentary on the same verse repeated elsewhere :

departed one, may the potency of thy sight go to the sun,

thy breath to the outer air, and thyself, through thy duty well

done, to the hcavcn-vvorld to enjoy the fiuit of it, and go to

the earth-world or the water, the potency of the eye and
other powers, until the gaining of a body once more

;
the govern-

ing power of each of them will come t?o thee after a body
has been gained by thee iri the celestial and otlier worlds. Id
wliatever world th)' happinc.^s is laid np, having gone thither^

then enterinjT into plants, and by them, as by a door entering

the bodies of father and mother, gaining there fitting bodies,

be raised up by these bodies,’*,'^’ Now, not only can we see that

th^s is an additidTi to the sense of the c^riginal verse involving

the forcible introduction of the tcacliing of re-birth, but,

further, we shall presently be able to point ‘to the source from
which the •thought and even the very words of this addition

were drawn.
These are the clearest passages which have hitherto been

adduced from the Rg-Veda, in support of the idea that the

doctrine of re-birth is to be found the^e
;
but it is quite clear

that they fail to do this. Tliat this failure is generally recog-

nised by scholars, may be seen from the following statements.

Dr A. Weber wTite.s-" :
“ In the ^songs of the Kik (Rg-Veda)

R^ve<la, X. 16, 3
Avan.T, i2^/ cit

^ ^ •
47^/ rriitriifya Aranynka VI. 1. 22

""
/cMtschiilt der de-Aailien iiiori’enlliudisclien gesellscliaft : Vol. IX, 238.
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there is as yet no trace to be found of transmigration (reincar-

nation).”

In the same sense Zimmer says®®: “Of the later Indian
teaching of transmigration (re-incarnation) we have n& indi-

cation in the VeUa.”
But vve may 'make this demonstration even more convincing

by pointing to the fact, that while the teaching of re-birth

cannot be found with any, certainty in the hymns of the

Rg-Veda, they do contain clear,*' even if scant, indications ot
quite a different belief, as to the destinies of the dead ;

belief,

moreover, which stands in sliarp contradiction to the tdarh-

ing of re-birth, and is quite irreconcileable with that teaching.

The belief of the hymns is briefly described in these words :

The oldest view, as it rules in the hymns of the Rg-Veda,
knows as yet no transmigration (re-incarnation). The souls

of the good go, after death, to Yama's heaven of ligh% where
they lead a blissful life in the company of the fathers

;
the

evil remain shut out from it and go (according to a less distinct

and perhaps secondary view) into ^ the nether darkness.* There
is no return of cither to earth life.**

,

The following hymn of the Rg-Veda gives us one of the

clearest pictures of the aspirations of the pious

Where is uncreated light, the world wherein the sun is

set : in it, Soma, place me, in the unchanging world of im-
“ mortality. Distil the draught for Indra !

Where is the Son of the sun, king (Yama), where is the
** firm mansion of heaven, where are those running waters

;

“ there let me be immortal. Distil the draught for Indra !

Where are desire and pleasure, wherp is the red firmament
“ of heaven, where are the food of spirits and .abundance

;

“ there let me be immortal. Distil the draught for Indra !

Where happiness and bliss, .joy and rejoicing, wait
;
where

“ the wish's wishes are fulfilled, there let ihe be immorfal.
“ Distil the draught for inejra !”

In spite of the 'beauty of language which this hymn un-

doubtedly has, we can find nothing really spiritual in the

longings expressed in it
;
none of those sparkles of ever-

lastingness *’ that shine forth from the Upanishads. So much
is this so, that an acute critic has been constrained to

say ” that “ everything in this Brahmanical hymn bears the

character of indolent supersensual sensual enjoyment,*'—of

those very dear and dearly loved desires," the refusal of which
won for Nachiketas the p^'aise of King Yama himself, the

Altindisches Leben, p 408
Deussen, /?as System des Veddntat p. 386, based on Rgv. X, 14, 10 and

Rgv. X. 152, 4
Rgveda, IX, 113, 7-10. • V

Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda^ p. 532.
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Telestial counterpart of those riches of “ elephants and gold,

cows and horses, slave-girls, attendants and lobes*' which
Udd^laka ^Aiuni brushed aside worthless, in the presence

of tliQ better way.
One of the chief sources of the soul's enjoyment in this

sensiibus paradise is the food and drink offered at burial, or
at stated intervals afterwards

;
another is the reward of

works follo^jfing it into the other^woiltl, the fruit of ** offerings

and pious gifts " (ishfd/yArta),^ The Atharva Veda is full of

descriptions of the streams of blessings into whicli gifts given

to the -priests during life are transformed in the other world;
streams with ponds of butter and banks of honey, with spiri-

tuous liquor instead of water
;

full of milk and water and
buttermilk." ^ So much for the Vedic paradise.

As far as we can learn from the Kgveda, this paradise was
the natural destiny of all men who lived good lives according

to the ideals of the Vcdic polity
;
and as these ideals simply

embodied the opinions of the multitude, it is natural to con-
clude that ihc reward of paradise was the normal and general

destiny of all. So much is this so, that only the slightest

indications of a place of punishment for evil doers, in nether
darkness," arc to be found in the Rgveda hymns : '‘Those
who betray brotherlcss maidens, who lead ill lives, as women
who deceive their husbands, who arc evil, false, untrue, have
shaped for themselves that deep dwelling-place/* There is

great obscurity concerning this nether region, and there is even
a group of indications that this ‘nether dhikncss " is the

kingdom of Yama, to which “steep path" leads, that is,

probably, a region beneath or within the earthy the world of

the fathers “ (pitrloka)^ to which leads the “ way of the Fathers

{piirydna\ in contradistinction to “ the world of the Gods "

{devaloka) reached Jt)y the way 'of the Gods {devayand) and
conceived as in heaven, the luminous sun-world above the

earth, whither only the beloved of the Gpds can go. We should
thus have a conception very like the classical cohtrast of Hades
and Ol^^mpuS, or Elysium,^’ the latter '‘clothed with wider
ether and purple light," whither chosen heroes only go.

But the indications in the Rgveda are too scanty to allow us

to reach a certain decision. We must turij to a later epoch of

Indian life before we get vivid descriptions of these worlds
of the dead, and the fate of those who dwell there

;
and we

shall find throughouj two quite incompatible beliefs, one of

which we shall be able to trace to the*tcaching of the Upani-
shads, the hereditary secret doctrihe of the Rajanyas, while

Aiharva Veda, XVII, 4, 32 flf.
* Rgveda, X, 14, 8.

^ Alharva Veda, IV, ^ Rgveda, IV, 5 , 5 .

Odyssey VI, 44. ^neid VI, 638.
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in the other we may see ^either a development of the Brah-

manical belief of the Vedic hymns, or only a fuller statement

of the belief, of which there are traces in the Rgveda, but no
clear and adequate description. In the meantime, one thing

remains quite’ certain. Of the teaching of reincarnation there

Is no certain trace at all in the hymns
; rather there 4s a

consensus of evidence and authority pointing to the fact that

for the hymns, this doctrine did not exist
;
so that it would

be perfectly true to represent the Brahman.s, Udd&laka and
Shvetaketu, as familiar with Rg. and Yajur and Sama, and yet

unable to answer the questions how those who have depart-

ed return to this world and enter this world again/'

We have thus verified one part of the story of Prav4ha^ia,

—

that touching the ignorance of the Brahmans,—and tlii.s strong-

ly reinforces our willingness to believe the other part, -rthat

which asserts the knowdedge of the Ksiliattriyas, the .RS.janyas,

and their hereditary pos.session of a mystery-doctrine, includ-

ing the teachings of rebirth and liberation. We .shall now
turn to an analysis of this teaching, a.s it was explained by

King Prav^Lhana, the son of Jivala, to the Brahman UddAlaka
Aruni, descendant of the Gotamas.

IV, The Paths of Rebirth -and Liberation.

Before coming to tran.slate the mystery-doctrine which King
Pravahana imparted to the Brahman Uddalaka, after testing

him, and proving him to be a fitting pupil, we may picpare

the way by a few general statements. The doctrine taught

by the Rajanya sage is still a mystery teaching, and is, there-

fore, clothed in a certain symbolism,—which i.s in reality quite

simple and lucid, iiiaking the teaching more vivid, and in no

degree obscuring it. For not only do we find a complete un-

weiling of this symbolism, in numerous passages in the Upa-

nishads, but such an unveiling is in many cases not even

needed, as the similes and images used are universal and based

on natural fitness. The leading thought i.s, that the manifest

universe is divided into three worlds, or planes-, or spheres,

which we may call the spiritual, the psychic, and the pliy.sical.

These three woilds are in the ultimate tiuth, only three phases,

or moods of the fourth, which is the divine, the absolute, the

eternal.

Now these three worlds arc spoken of by an imagery of great

natural beauty, as three fires
;

the purpose being to fix our

attention on them as manifestations of energy rather than form,

of force rather than matter. • And this foreshadows in a remark-

able way the last results of our own science and philosophy
;

for while, in philosophy, Schopenhauer sees in the whole world

only an objective manifesting of Will
;

science, wc have
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Faraday very profoundly suggestin^j that the atom is in reality

only a centre of forces
;
the solid nucleus being either a myth

or a superfluity.

\yc shall, therefore, constantly find the Upanishads speaking
of life as the out-breathing of three fires, ''the spiritual fire,''

tllfe psychic fire,'* and the vital fire." There ic nothing
local or strained in this comparison

;
for vve ourselves use

exactly thg same image, when we sp^ak of " the fire of genius,"
“ the flame of passion," '‘the glow of health/’ broadly corres-

ponding to the same three ideas, Now tlie three worlds, spiri-

tual/ psychic, physical, are, by a very natural imagery, ver^
often expressed b}^ the simile of the heavens, the air, and the
earth

;
just as we used the same woid, heaven, in a natural and

spiritual sense, for the sky and for paradise. We have also

a quite common habit of expressing psychic things in terms of

the air and its phenomena, as when we speak of a mind being
clouded; a stoim of passion;*^ an clcctiical nature,—that is,

one charged with lightning
;
or, to quote a more stately image,

from the Preacher : !' the days of thy youth, while the evil

clays come not, nor t^e years draw nigh, when thou shalt say
I have no pleasuie in them, while the sun, or the light, or the
moon, or the stars, be not darkened, nor the clouds return

after the rain."

So universal is this s)uiibolism and comparison between
spiritual life and the serene firmament, between the psychic
life of emotion and passion and the ever-changing atmosphere,
—that we must believe it flows from a relation not less uni-

versal
;

a relation lying ir. nature itself. Thus also wc find

the sun and moon G/uislantly used, in all religion.^ and all

poetry, to symbolige the clear spirit and the changeful mind
;
so

that, for the former, we may quote '‘ the Sun of Rightei usness

and '* the righteous shine forth* as the sun,** from writings

dealing almost wholly with the spiiitual world
;

for the latter

similes, between the changeful mind ajicl the changing moon aie

endless
;
while there is a further propriety in the image because,

as the mooft boirows light fiom the sun, so the psychic nature,

the miud that doubts and intends, draws its light from the

soul.

Yet another image of like universal nature, the contrast

between day and night, light and cfaikncss. The part that

this image has played in the Zoroastrian and Manichean systems
is well known; wc need only give one other instance of its

use. When Paul, *wiiting to the 'Jihessalonians, says: '‘Ye
are all the children of light and tlpe children of thiC day : we
are not of the night norje^f the darkness ** we require no
commentator to Jell ns that he is not speaking of the natural

Malathi, IV, 2. *•' Alaihew, XIII, 43. 1 Thess V, 5.
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day and night, of twenty-four hours, but is using the words
as a vivid simile for spiritual and material things and their

opposition
;
nor must we* forget that words like spirit and

matter '' are themselves similes, perhaps distinguished only

by being less poetic and forcible than those of old.

So that we have such natural images as heaven and^fearth,

sun and moon, light and darkness, night and day
;
and beyond

this transparent veilieg the mystc»y-language of the

Rajanya teacliing hardly goes. What is peculiar to it, is a

certain minuteness of fancy, which carries the same imagery
Into a richness of detail, such as we hardly expect, and such

as we shall not find so universally used as are the first bioad

outlines of imagery. In treating of the question of re-birth

the Rajanya teacher begins, net as we should, perhaps, expect,

with the present life and a soul already embodied
;
but, very

philosophically, with the spiritual condition before 'the descent

into this world, and the spiritual world from which, according

to the doctrine of emanation, not only the natural body, but

the whole natural world, proceeds. This is expressed as

follows by Piavahana.
Descendant of the Gotamas, the other world is a fire

;

the sun is the fuel of it
; the rays are the smoke

;
day is the

bright flame
;
the spaces are the embers

;
the interspaces

^ the spaiks,'*

In it, in this fire, the bright ones ofler Faith
;
from that

offering, the lunar lord is born/'

Here we have the similes for the spiritual world which we
have alieady spoken of ; and again it requires no commentator
to tell us that this fire is celestial fire, that the sun is the “ Sun
of Righteousness,” that the day and the biigb.t spaces of the

sky and the rays are all fitting symbols of that luminous
world, that immortal sea wJiich our souls have sight of/'

to use the splendid imagery of Wordsworth, expressing
precisely the same thought.

A little more-difficulty is contained in the picture of Faith
{shraddhd) sacrificed by the bright ones, but wb have only to

remember that Faith is often used in the Upanishads as a

synonym of the soul (buddhi), and tiuit the bright ones {devdh)
are its powers, in this case the powers that make for rc-birth,

to understand what i^ meant. The soul’s powers that make
for rc-birth, sacrifice the soiiTs dwelling in the spiritual

world, and bring it downwards towards the earth. The world
it enters is, as we shaU immediately see, the psychic world
which lies between, and .joins, the two extremes of spiritual

and material
;
its vesture there is po longer of the sun,” but

of the “ moon,” that is, a psychic vesture, belonging to the
changing emotions and passions of Ihd' mind. Hcncc, after
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the soul’s first descent, we find it described as the “ lunar lord,"^

or, as we might otherwise express it, the psychic body. The
world in which the psychic body is thus born, Fravahana
s^^mbdlises thus :

—

Descendant of the Gotamas, the storm-power is a fire

;

the circle of seasons is its fuel : the clouds anc the smoke ;

lightning is the bright flame ; the thunderbolt, the embers ;

•* the flashes, the sparks.*' •

“ In It, in this fire, the 6right ones offer the lunar lord, and
from that offering the descending waters are born.**

.If is a matter of considerable difficulty to paraphrase the
symbolism of this section ; because, though our language has
a certain abundance of words for the purely spiritual world
which is reached by the highest aspirations of faith and genius,
we are singularly poor, both in understanding and expression,
with regard to the world which lies between the spiritual and the
physical,—the psychic, or astral, world, to use two of the more
usual weirds applied to it. Hence, for the storm-power *' or
the lain-power,’* the psychic world of waters,** or the
astral light," to use.the commoner expressions, we have as slight
resources of language as we have comprehension. Only the
extreme lucidity and propriety in the old symbolism saves us
from entire confusion. From these lucid symbols we can grasp
the conception that, as a cloud condenses into water, so the
lunar lord,’* the psychic body, condenses or changes into a

more material form, as a prcparatoiy to fully entering the
physical world. This very simple allegory is at the root
of much that the Upanishads say of the soul's rebirth
through tlie mediunj of rain" and “food the former being
a synonygi of what, for want of a better word, we may call

condensed astral matter
;

while by the latter is expressed
physical matter, as it is parceived through the senses. So
that the passSgc through “ rain *' and “ food " means the
passage through the lower psychic or astral condition to
the physical or material. There is anothci* sense in which this

simile is true. Just as the evolution of man is completed in the
convergence of two streams—the Spiritual, fiom above,, and
the Physical, fiom below —so that ‘lesser evolution com-
prehended in a single birth is completed by a similar con-
vergence of the spiritual individuaf with the vital, physical
body ; the first basis of which is furnished by the parents,
being derived by them from food, which is derived from plants,
these again beingf nourished by i?ain. In the Upanishads, the
sections treating of the physiftSl origin of the new body are
concluded thus :— ^

In this fire [the union of the sexes] the bright ones offer
“ seed

;
from tlifo offering the man is born.*’

For a clear apprehension of this, see the ooncludin'^ Section of ‘
' Darwinism ”

by A. R. Wallace, F. B. S.
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The waters/* or astral form, having condensed into food/’

or the physical form, thus take final shape as the new-born

child ;
thus it is that the waters rise up with human voice,

*'

in the phrase of the question originally put to Shvetaketu
;
the

human voice bering the voice of the. new-born child. This

metaphor is* of great interest in its way, because it shows its

that, at the time of putting the question, not only the doctrine

of the descent into birth, but even the .symbolic presentation

of this doctrine, as a scries of 'sacrifices, was present in the

Rdjanya teacher’s mind
;
so that, along with the traditional

teaching " handed down among the Kshattriyas, we have the

best grounds for believing in a mystery language *' also,

based on a vivid and natural use of metaphor and simile.

This fact will strongly support our consistently interpreting the

symbols in each pait of the doctrine in conformity with a

comprehension of the whole. i

The life of the new-born man is described with the brevity

of a Parish Register :

“ lie lives while he lives; when he dies
—

”

We need not press the point here, but it would seem to us

that this sentence implies the belief that the scope of the man’s

life is already largely determined when he comes to birth
;
in

other words, implies the doctrine of Karma, which will be

treated explicitly a few sections later on. Tin’s is interesting,

as further strengtliening the idea that the Rajanya seer was

developing no new views, but simply repeating an already

well-known teaching.' Indeed, we can nowhere find any real

trace of the development ” of this, or, indeed, of any spiritual

doctrine
;
the invariable rule is that we find the teaching at

its best in the veiy earliest form in which we know it
;
after

which it will be seen to degenerate, but never to develop. We
suggest that this principle be kept in mind in all researches

into the change or continuity of religious ideas
;
and wc bclieyc

that the contrary opinion, the view that religions improve by

development in time—is due to an improper extension of

Darwinian ideas to a field which docs not rightly 'belong to

them, and in which they are contradicted by facts.

To continue our translation ;

—

He lives while he lives ;
when he dies, they bring him to

‘‘ the pyre. Of it, fire is the fire, fuel is the fuel, smoke is the

smoke, flame is the flame, embers are the embers, sparks are

the sparks.”

This return to direct language further cmiihasiscs the fact

that what went before was metaphor and symbol, The text

continues :

—

In it, in this fire, the bright powers offer the man. From
** this offering the man (or, the spirit) arises, o/che colour of the
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sun ”
: that fs, ag:am in a psychic or astral vesture. Then

we come to the dividing of the ways :

—

They who know this thus (the initiates in esoteric wisdom)
and ^theyVho, in the forest, follow after the soul and the

real come to the flame
;
from the flame, they Come to the

" day ^ from the day to the increasing half (of the month);
” from the increasing half to the six months when the sun
'' goes northward (the summer) ^from these months to the

world of tne bright powers, from the world of the bright

“powers to the sun; from the sun to (the world) surcharged
“ with -lightning

;
them, surcharged with lightning, a spirit,

“ mind-born, going, leads to the worlds of the Eternal. In these

worlds of the Eternal they dwell, jjreat and mighty- For
them there is no return.*'

These last words very strongly recall the verse we quoted
before :— •

Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of

the Eternal, and he shall go no more out and it is almost
impossible to avoid the belief that they indicate an identical

idea. •

We need not insist on what we have already said, as to the

symbolk use of darkness and light, day and night, and the

like, to express polar opposites in spiritual things. It is quite

clear in what we have translated, that we are dealing with
spiritual worlds in ascending order, or, to express the same
idea in other words, with the spiritual sides or poles of a series

of ascending planes, from the psychic up to tfie world of the

Eternal. In his commentary, Shahkara expresses this by say-
ing that not the da}^, the 'bright fortnight, the summer, are

meant, but the • spiiitual reality (jdevatd) underlying them.
The characteristics of those who follow this path of the

Gods" (devayand) to U^e worlds of the Eternal, from which
there is no more rebirth, are that they follow “ faith and truth,"

or “ the soul and the real " {Shraddhdm satyain updsate),—
the path of union with the real Self, which is the message of
the Upanishads. The spirit, born of mind, which leads them
to the worlds of the Eternal, is undoubtedly no other than
that higher Self, regarded as a mind-born son of the Eternal.

Contrasted with those who follow the better way, the spiritual

path taught in the Upanishads, we find the followers of the
traditional system of the Frahmans, the path of priestly ritual

to which UddAlaka him«elf had hitherto belonged, but willing-
ly and unhesitatingly abandoned for* the better way. This
traditional worship of the Brahmans had, for its aim, as we
have pointed out already, suc<?ess in this world and the next

;

material well-being lvj*e
;

sensuous delights there. These

VOL. CIV.]
Revelation, 111, 12.

20
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things were to be gained by pleasing the Gods, who, in return

for 'sacrifices and burnt offerings, allowed themselves to be
milked by their worshippers, as the Rgveda chastely ex-

presses it. To make quite clear that this and nothing else, was
the tenor of the Brahmanical faith, we may quote a few»-lines

from a source above cavil or dispute,—the Bhagavad GftA "

The Lord of beings' (Praj&pati), of old, creating being
“ accompanied by sacrifice, declared :

‘ Be fruitful through
this

; may this be a cow of plenty (K&madhuk) for you/
Nourish the Gods by this, and let the Gods nourish you.

'' Mutually nourishing each other, ye shall obtain supreme
happiness.

For the Gods, nourished by sacrifice, will give you the feasts

“ you desire. He who eats what they give without payment,
he, verily, is a thief.

They who eat the leavings of the sacrifice are set free from
all sins. But they, sinful, eat sin, who cook for themselves
alone.”

This is one of those passages which, as Goldstucker noted

of the Mah^bh^rata in general, mark the hand of the Brah-
manical editor in what is properly a poem of the Kshattriyas.

The fate of those who follow this religion of barter is thus

described by the RAjanya sage :

—

And those who win worlds by sacrifice, gifts, and penancei

they come to the smoke
;
from the smoke, they come to the

‘‘ night ;
from the night to the diminishing half (of the month)

;

from the diminishing half to the six months when the sun
goes southward (the winter) ; from these months to the world

of the fathers
;
from the world of the fathers •^to the moon ;

gaining the moon they become food ;
there the bright ones,

—

as they say to the lunar* lord, increa.^e ! decrease !—feast

on them thus/' «

Here again, ^we need hardly repeat that the smoke, the fort-

night of the waning moon, the half-year of the waning sun,

and the lunar world are used as symbols
;
as th^ darker mate-

rial sides or poles of the worlds whose bright, spiritual poles

the sons of liberation gained. For convenience, we may place

the two series togethter, beginning with the highest

The Path of the Gods. The Path of the Fathers.
1. The World of the Eternal. '

2. The world of lightning. The world of the moon.
3. The World of the G5ds. The world of the Fathers,

4. The six increasing months. The six decreasing months.

5. The waxing moon. The waning moon.
6. The day. The nigbtk,

7. The flame. The smoke.

^ Bhagwad GUd, 111, lolT.
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If we were to search all nature for a series of symbols to

express the dual nature of six ascending planes of being, we
could hardly find any images of equal vividness and propriety.

Those^who hie to be reborn, it will be noticed, pass into the

same \vorlds as the children of liberation, excepting only the

highest. But tiiey tend to the opposite and material poles of
each of these worlds

; to the dark lining of the illumined cloud.

The symbol of their becoming fopd for the Qods **

is not
less transparent. The ** Gods **

*are conceived as reservoirs

of spiritual power, isolated from the Eternal, the supreme
spiritual power, for the space of each world-period

; and to

whose charge the forces of visible nature are committed. The
mercenary worshippers—the essence of whose belief is the
desire for well-being for their separated individual souls—rise

up to these reservoirs of power and become absorbed into,

and identified with them. They thus spare, for a period, the

power of the “ God " in whom they are absorbed, waxing "

into the fulness of that power, according to the strength of

their spiritual longings
;
then waning oUt of it again, as

their unsatisfied earthly^tendencies re-assert themselves. Thus
they increase and decrease, like the moon. Their descent to

earth m thus described :

When their cycle is complete (pari-ava-eti), they descend

into the ether
;
from the ether to the air

;
from the air to

rain
;
from rain to the earth. When they have reached the

earth, they become food, and are offered again in the fire of
“ man, born again in the fire of woman, and come back into

“ these worlds. Thus verily they turn round after [the law]

{jxnu-pari^vart-ante)y •

Here, it seems tew us, the teaching of the R^janya sage pro-

perly ends. It will be noted that he uses yet a third series

of symbols for theJhigher planes* through which the returning

souls ckscenJ
;
so that, taking all three series of similes to-

gether, we may gain a very clear conception of these superior

worlds. At the conclusion, he recurs to th^ imagery with

which the do*ctrine began—the symbol of the fires ; thus the

complete life-cycle is fully and perfectly depicted, and nothing

is needed to supplement, or in any way amplify, the doctrine.

It is quite complete, and covers the whole ground.

V. Other Passages in the Upanishads.

In the text, as we Ijave it, however, there is a codicil or con-

cluding sentence. And th.ey who know not these two paths,
“ they arc worms, moths, like the ser{)ent here.’*

The last lines of the teachi»g are expanded as follows, in the

parallel passage in,Jhe fifth chapter of the Chhftndogya

Upanishad :
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They whose walk in life was fair, for them is the prospect
** that they may enter a fair womb,—a Braiimaija womb, or a

Kshattriya womb, or a VAishya womb. But they whose
walk in life was foul, for them is the prospect that they may

•• enter a foul .womb,—a dog's womb, or a sow’s womb or a
•• Chha^dAla's womb. ^

And they who [go] by neither of those two paths, become
these small beings, perpetually returning, of whom it is said :

''‘be born! die!* This is >the third place. Therefore the

other world is not over-filled. From this, let him seek
'* refuge. Therefore there is this verse : •

, .

“ The thief of gold, the drinker of spirits, the defiler of the

teacher's bed, the slayer of prayer,—these four fall, and fifth

" he who associates with tliem.
'* And he who knows these five fires thus, not even by asso-

" dating with these is he stained by sin
;
but pure and purified

" he gains a holy world, who knows thus, who knows thus.*'

It would be easy to find reasons for regarding this as a later

addition to the doctrine,—a teaching of tradition, rather than

of revelation. To begin with, we should hardly expect a

RAjanya to give the BrAhmana precedence^ in the enumeration
of pure births, at the very moment when, having convicted

the Brahmans, son and father of ignorance, he has received

UddAlaka as his pupil
;
to be initiated for the first time into

true wisdom, in the school of the Kshattri3'^as, Further, it is

not in harmony with the spirit of that teaching to give such
precise details cf the destiny of reborn souls as could only

pander to popular curiosity, but in no way lead to true en-

lightenment. So that in no passage qf the Upanishads do we
find any soothsaying as to the decrees of Karma, as to the fruit

of this or that act,—such as we do find, for example, in Manu’s
Code, which is the embodiment of Brahmanical tradition. If

the path of rebirth is itself a destiny of darlmess, to be shunned
for the path of liberation^ there can be no profit in promising
this or that reward in a future birth, since such promise and
hope can only bind a soul that should be free. Lastly, the

fact that there is nothing to represent this passage in the older

version of the BrhadAranyaka Upanishad, would, in itself,

justify us in regarding it as of later origin.

But these objections do not so fully apply to the codicil, or

concluding line, which we have already translated from that,

Upanishad, though we are strongly inclined to believe it did

not originally stand there. For we can find a certain fitness in

such a third alternative aslj there suggested.

We have the two paths ; the ^path of liberation for those

who, free from selfishness, have recognised within them the >

true Self, the Real
;
and the path of rebirth for those who^
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under the bondage of the personal idea^ selfishly seek for nia«

terial success here, and sensuous delict hereafter. These two
classes practically exhaust mankind. To the former belong the
just souls, made perfect, who are as rare as the sacred flower of
paradke. To the latter belong the vast majority o’f religious

mankind
;
and, as Tolstoi says, all mankind have some religion.

Their fate is a reward in paradise, and,rfhen, to be reborn into
this world

;
aTter death, yet anofher celestial reward, followed

by a new rebirth. And this returning cycle is continued in-

definiteJy* until they become free from the personal’ idea, untie
the knot of the heart, and thus destroy the centre to which clung
the downward forces of desire, whose re-assertion brought
about the descent from paradise, and the new rebirth.

But there is yet another class, besides these two : those whose
thoughts and» imaginations have been so wholly confined to the
material visible world, that they have, literally, no desires and
aspirations beyond it

;
no upward forces whatever to raise them

at death to the superior worlds. Though without desires that

lead upwards, they are aot without tendencies downward. It

will, therefore, follow, that they are immediately born again.

To such “ immediately returning,** might well be applied the

image of worm, or moth, or serpent the worm and moth who
so quickly reproduce themselves in their progeny

;
the serpent

who sloughs one skin, only to appear in another. To suggest
that we are taught literally that those who have no upward de-
sires leading them to the world of the Fatliers are born as

worms, moths, or serpents
;

or, as the other version has it,

dogs or swine, is to be guHty of a capital fault in critical insight,

a failure to see that wc are dealing with symbology all through

;

here, not less than when day and night, sun and moon, are

used as images of coi^trasted spiritual and material powers.

Thei*e is a passage in the fifth question of the Prashna Upa*
nishad which sheds much light on the same question of three

degrees in the destiny of souls. It is touched on, under the

symbol of the sacred syllable, Om, which, in its three-fold divi-

sion {aum), stands for the three fires or tlw three worlds we
have already spoken of : the heaven-world

;
the psychic

world
;
the physical world. The first lettei% or measure, stands

for the physical world of material life
;
the second, for the

psychic world of emotidn and passion ; the third letter or

measure for the celestial, spiritual world of pure will and wis-

dom." Keeping this in mind, we stfall have no difficulty in

understanding what follows :

“ Then Shcliva Satyak^ma aKked him :

* Master, he who here
^‘ amongst men, until.he goes forth, meditates on the sacred
Om, which of the worlds does he gain thereby ?*

"M&fdiikya Upani§had.
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He answered him :
* This sacred Om, SatyakAma, is the

'' higher and lower eternal. Therefore he who knows, follows

after one of these by this oflfering : If he meditates on one
•* measure, informed by this, he immediately returns to the

world. Him the Rg. verses lead to the world of men, and
there, endowed with fervour, service of the eternal, and faith,

he enjoys greatness.
,

“ * And if he meditates in fiis mind by two meashres, he is led
** by the Yajur verses to the middle world, to the lunar world.

After enjoying expanded greatness in the lunar world, he

returns again.
* Again, he who meditates on this by three measures, as Om,

and through this syllable, meditates on the supreme spirit ;

** endowed with brightness, with the sun, as the serpent is freed

from its slough, so he is set free from all that is evil
;
he is

“ led by the SAma verses to the world of the eternal
;
he be-

holds the in-dwelling spirit above the highest assembly of

•Mives.^'*

To express the same idea in other words, he whose mind is

filled with only one aspect of life, the physical and material, is

reborn immediately after death, because there are in him no
upward tendencies to lift him to paradise.

He whose mind is occupied with the psychic world as well as

the physical, having thus the forces and po .vers which, expand-
ed, will build up his paradise, enters that paradise after death,

and dwells therfe until these forces have run their course ;
then

when his radiance has become quiescent, he is born again

through the tendencies lying latent* in his mind, according

to his imaginings.”^
Lastly, he in whom spiritual being has been developed, as

well as psychic and physical*, has thus entered the real world,

and in him the personal self has given place to the real self.

In this way he is cl/)thed with the sun.'* As the real self,

there is no necessity or purpose for any further rebirth in the

unreal worlds; for the real self ‘‘is the homfe of lives, the

immortal, the fearless, the better way, from this they return

no more/'"
In the passage wq have translated, the Rg. verses stand for

physical desires
;
the Yajur verses, for psychic and emotional

longings ;
the SAma verses for pure spiritual will.

It will be seen that we have here precisely the same teaching

as in the history of l>ing PravAhana and his Brahman pupil.

There is the way of liberation, of entry into the world of the

real, the eternal. There is the way of rebirth, after a period of

rest in paradise, the lunar world the duration of this period

depends on the power and quantity, so to speak, of the longings

^ Prashiui Upaai fbad. 111, lo. ^ Praihna Upani^had, I, lo.
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and aspirations that make for paradise^ since these are real

forces, subject to the law of conservation. Their distinc*

tive element is that they are^ longings for paradise for

oneself, fcfr one's own personality, and therefore quite other

than the pure spiritual aspiration towards the eternal, for

the ake of the eternal. They contain within the^m that very

centre of selfishness which makes liberation ir&possible
;

round which cling the latent material longings which will bring

about rebifth, when the radiance* becomes quiescent/' that

is, when the longings for paradise have been satiated by dwell-

ing there. Lastly, there is the way of immediate rebirth,

through these same material longings, failing the existence of

any desire for paradise. This rebirth, we are expressly told,

is in the human world, the world of men
;
and this strongly sup-

ports what we have said as to the metaphorical meaning of

the worrps, moths, serpents " in the former teaching. We
have here no development of doctrine, as some critics are in-

clined to assert ;
but simply a symbolical expression, in the

one case, of what we are told more directly, in the other case.

We repeat again what we said already : Religions do not

develope
;
they degenerate.

We saw that the condemnation to renewed earthly life after

paradise is imposed, not, as we might expect, on immorality

and sin, but rather on formal and selfish religion
;
on longings,

called religions, for one’s own well-being here and in the other

world.

There is a passage in the Mundaka Upanishad which brings

out the same thought in a remarkable way.

Infirm rafts are .these, formed of sacrifice, wherein is

the baser *vork of the eighteen sharers in the sacrifice,

" They who delight in this as better, fools, go again to decay
and death. •

“•Others, turning about in unwisdom, self-wise, thinking

they are learned, fools, go about staggering, like the blind
'* led by the blind.

“ Turning manifold, in unwisdom, these children, thinking :

'' *We have accomplished the work busy with a work that

frees them not from desire, by this injured, they fall when
** their worlds have faded away.

“ Thinking sacrifices and gifts are beft, deluded, they know
not the better way ;

after enjoying their good worlcs at the

back of heaven, they enter this, or some lower world.

But they who worship in the fo4est, with favour and faith,

peaceful, wise, free from worldly wealth
;
by the sun-door

they go forward, free frpm lust, where is immortal spirit,

the eternal self.'^

The very striking phrase, '' the back of the heaven/' vividly
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pictures what we have called the material pole of the celestial

world
; that region where self-centered longings build up a

paradise of delight between death and rebirth. Yet again,

we have the very just idea that the length of tiie sojourn

there depends on the power of accumulated longing that . has

to be sated that is, on a quite intelligible law of mental g and
moral force, quite clearly conceived as such ;

and not on any
capricious favour of the gods. The whole passage is marked
by indignation towards th’e mo3t characteristic eleriTvints of the

Brahmanical religion—those very sacrifices and gifts which
were to win the favour of the gods, and thus secure the

,
well-

•

being of their worshippers. What is here attacked is that very

priestly system represented by Shvetaketu and UddlLlaka,

before the latter was initiated into the wisdom of the Rajan-

yas
;
the teaching which was, in all worlds, the hereditary

teaching of the Ksbattriya alone, and had hitherto Reached no
Brahman.
Only one detail remains to be touched on. In the parallel

passages, in the Chhctndogya and Brhadaranyaka Upanishads,

which contain the story of Pravahana and his pupil, it has

been noted that, in one version, tapas is
** mentioned as distin-

guishing the sons of liberation
;
^ while, in the other, it is con-

nected with the formal and selfish religion of the way of rebirth."

And critics have found a contradiction in this. There is really

no contradiction. In the two passages, the word appears in

two different and contrasted senses, for each of which quite

sufficient evidence can be produced. When connected with

the way of liberation, it means fervour, or fervent aspiration ;

the union of intention and will
;

or, insight into spiritual

things, with power to make this insight effectual. Here, then,

faith is the reaching up to the real, the spiritual
;
while fervour

Is the illumination resulting from this, as well as the will which
makes that illumination effectual in life. This is precisely the

thought contained in the triad, pisfis, gnosis, sopkia ; that is,

aspiration, illumination, accomplishment, sophia always carry-

ing with it the idea of executive knowledge, that ii>, knowledge
translated into act. This is the reconciliation of the old con-

troversy between faith and works, when works ” are taken in

the spiritual sense, as opposed to the ritual works of the

law.'*

When tapas is connected with the ^ path of rebirth, its

meaning is quite different. It now^ means penance
or mortification,'* undertaken with the aim of personal

spiritual gain,—the very "gain which sets up the centre of

selfishness condemning the soul to Renewed earthly life. Both
these meanings are so well known and so w^^ll established that

^ ChhAndogya Upanifbad, V, lo, i. ^ Brhad^ra^yka Upanishad, Vl, a, i6.
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It is unnecessary to cite authorities and examples in support
of them.

This, then, is the teaching of -rebirth and of liberation from
rebirth.* When rightly treated we can see that the deepest and
most important spiritual questions are here raised, with singular
pemetration and lucidity

;
and that solutions are ‘offered, which

are worthy of the best consideration that the best minds can
bring to them. •

In the*centuries or millenniums which have passed, since the
Rftjanya seer initiated his first Brahman pupil, neither the
suhst?ince of these questions, nor our means of solving them,
have changed at all. No advances that we believe ourselves to

have made, whether in science or religion, invalidate in the
least the soundness of the conclusion reached

;
even though

much of our thought may have tended to the third alternative

here suggested, the entire absorption in material aims. In this

materialism, there is as little novelty as there is wisdom ;

though in the Upanishads it is treated as something other
than a philosophic revelation :

“ The great Beyor^d gleams not before the child, maddened
by the lust of possession, deluded. ^ This is the world ;

" there is no other !’—thinking thus, he comes again and again

under Death's dominion."^
Charles Johnston.

* • ^ Katha Upani^had, I, 2 , 6.
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This question, which has been raised by a London daily

and one of its correspondents, is not without a certain

piquancy. It would certainly be what is vulgarly known as

''nuts” to the envious foreigner if that vast and populous

dependency, built up by British* valour and genius—and made
an Empire by Lord Beaconsfield—were to crumble and dissolve

after so brief a term of life. It is not yet forty yeai% since

the provinces acquired by a chartered company were appro-

priated by the Crown ; and the critics now assure us that British

India is bankrupt, and that her inhabitants can be saved alive

only by immediate transfer to native rule, India contains an

area and population about equal to the population and area of

Cis-Vistulan Europe
;
and the whole of this quasi-continent

is said to be dependent on aims for its existence
;
save and

except the few oases which have the happiness to be ruled by
Asiatic despots. The British citizen is invited to rouse him-

self to so alarming a situation, and to insist peremptorily on

a searching public inquest into the condition of his three

hundred millions of. dusky brethren. In the meanwhile the

machine is ready to burst, and the British Government is sitting

on the safety-valve. So say the pessimists, extreme, yet not

perhaps without all show of reason.

To their alarming contentions, however, the official experts

entirely demur. The finances may be in a temporary embar-

rassment, but that is through no fault of theirs. For the rest,

the people of British India arc better off than they ever were

before having a free press, light taxation, and all the rights

of British citizens not domiciled in the British Islands or in

self-governed colonies. ‘ They can enter the administrative

hierarchy through the same door of competitive selection that

is open to native Britons
;

everything is done openly and in

good faith
;
and the Indian Empire is the envy' of admiring

nations and the marvel of the age.

It would be presumptuous to decide such an issue on the

evidence at present available, conflicting and defective as it is,

The good-will and industry of the Anglo-Indian authorities

cannot be denied. Their claim to ex'clusive experience and
their always implied assumption that Indian administration is

a mystery not to be understood by the uninitiated—whether

in India or at Home—may iiot be completely admitted. No
doubt, the state of the finances is partly due to causes beyond
their control

;
imperial taxation is certainly light, especially

so in the "direct” form; trade and the press are free ;
there
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are Universities in India to control public education, and the
young man who goes to London and submits himself to exami-
natiotvhas a fair chance of entering the ‘'Covenanted Civil

Service (or official hierarchy). All which can hardly be
%alled sitting on the safety valve."

On the other hand, a few facts are evident which go a long
way towards justifying those who say that all is not well.

India ifiay not be ruined
;

itvdeecf, to say that this was so would
be a gross and manifest exaggeration in face of the admissions

io the last paragraph. Yet that the system that has prevailed

there for the latter part of the century has caused serious evils

and dangers may, perhaps, not be so difficult to show. Ever
since the great Liberalist movement of Europe, in 1830, doc-
trinairism has been active among civilised nations

;
and it

may v^ell be that the introduction of European novelties into

the life of almost primeval communities has been like pouring
new wine into old bottles.

In examining that view w^e should have to step back at least

as far as the dawn of direct empire under Dalhousie : indeed,

the actual commencement of the occidentalising process

appeared in the days of Bentinck. It was that Governor-

General (1827-35) who made English the classic of education

for India in lieu of the learned languages of the East. But
Bentinck had wise advisers, and his reforms were mostly of

unquestionable benefit. Above all, he is noticeable as having

made no conquests, and but one—a very small and justifiable

—

annexation.* His successors were occupied with war and
external politics, §0 that they had but little leisure for philan-

thropic experiment. It was in the time of the ardent Dalhousie

that the occidentalising process set in fast and furious.

His annexations made little impression at the time, or rather

were almost universally accepted as justifiable and advanta-

geous. They were of two kinds, of which only the second

will affect the present question! The. Punjab and Lower
Burma ^vere gathered in as the fruit of conquest ;

and even

those who deplored additions to the load of the weary Titan
*'

were disposed to regard these as disagreeable duties to which

no alternative appeared. But there were annexations of a

second class of which the need (^as by no means clear, and
which were chiefly^ustified on theoretic grounds. ^
The British Government, delegated to the company, had

gradually taken* the place of iUe old Moghul Empire, which

had occupied a legal, if not latt«*rly a substantial, overlordship

in the country. Amongst other attributes of such a sovereignty

* BeiUinck’s aflfiiinistration l)egan with a deficit, but ended with the

substantial surplus of a kror and a half of rupees. Like other great inea

he died a commoner and undecorated.
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had been the admitted power of confirming titles to the suc-

cession in Hindu and Moslem principalities, especially in cases

where the prince should have died without natural heirs. In

such cases—that is to say, among Hindu States—it was usual

for a substitutive heir to be brought forward, either by adop-

tion of the prince, or—where death had prevented him—of the

widow or widows. The demands of Hindu law and the desire

to preserve the dynasty coftibincd to render such adoptions

obligatory ;
and their recognition by the paramount power was

a graceful and appropriate feudal ceremony which had general-

ly been willingly allowed by the Company. But the new
Governor-General was a Scots noble of earnest mind and deep
convictions ;

and he thought that nothing was so conducive to

the true welfare of the Indian races as to be brought under the

direct influence of British administration. He therefo/'e resol-

ved that the confirmation of such adoptive successions should

no longer be a mere ceremonial, or matter of course—as, with

some specially exceptional cases, it had usually been—and he

laid down the rule that in future no opportunity should be lost

that should present an occasion for conveying the benefit of

British administration to the inhabitants of feudatory states.

This was the so-called doctrine of lapse*' which Dalhousie

applied to several kinds of State during his protracted in-

cumbency.
Differing, somewhat, from both classes was the annexation

of Oude, consequent on the deposition of the titular ‘‘ king"

for incorrigible mismanagemeut of his dominions. This an-

nexation was made under instructions fyom Home
; but by

that time the Company had lost all initiative
;
and the measure

emanated, in all probability, from the Cabinet of Lord Palmers-

ton, Nevertheless, this annexation also flowed logically from

the Dalhousie principle, which may be best expressed in the

Governor-General's own words : I cannot,” he wrote, “ con-

ceive it possible for.any one to dispute the policy of taking ad-

vantage of any just opportunity for taking possession of States

and for extending the uniform application of our system of

Government."
That policy, in its cruder shape, was, indeed, soon swept away

by the logic of events. The year following the annexation of

Oude brought the outbreak of Fifty-sev«,n ; and, when the

wrecks of that AnnA Terrible had been cleared away, one of the

healing measures introduced by the first Viceroy was a per-

mission to adopt without let di» hindrance from the paramount
power. But in other respects the introduction of Western ideas

became more systematic, less controlled, than it^ had ever been

before. New Codes were passed, an income-tax was imposed,

the charges of administration increased rapidly, both in India
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and at Hoihe. Lastly, the Civil Service, the governing class of
the coiyitry was no longer to be recruited by nomination, but
was to be thrown open to youog men from English, Scottish
and Irish Universities, who might score the greatest number of
mArks in an open competitive examination.

flow, it may be quite right that selection by the most readi-
ly applicable form of scrutiny should be applied to certain
careers. It is not, indeed, understqpd that this method of selec-
tion has ffeceived the practical*stamp of approval in the general
business of the nation

;
we do not hear of bankers or mercan-

tile.firms appointing their subordinates by open competition :

even Members of the House of Commons have to submit them-
selves to other tests. But, whether in the abstract right or

wrong, the application of the system to natives of India desir-

ous of taking part in the administration of their own country is

a purely Western idea, quite foreign to oriental habits. Here,

then, we encounter a sort of climax to all the other alien ins-

titutions which have ensued upon the assumption of direct

Imperial rule, which is a virtual denial of the principles avowed
by the great men ^of the Company's time, which cannot be
agreeable to the Natives, and which has not been a complete
success, even though it may not yet have brought about the
“ Ruin of India.’*

The principles above referred to were often expressed by
Sir Thomas Munro, who died in harness as Governor of Madras,
and by the Hon. Mountstuart Elphinstone, who, for a memor-
able peiiod, was Governor of Bombay. 'This may be called

ancient history”
;
but the opinions of those eminent men will

be found to derive special value from this very antiquity. For,

if they pleaded foj a generous confidence in native experience

and ability before the experiment had been partly made and
before the foundation of Univeipsities and the general develop-

meut of education had provided a crowd of competent candi-

dates in India, how much more wpuld they do so now ? As
to their personal claims to consideration, let ’us revive for an

instant thaf byegone time, and think what sort of record those

men made in their own day.
^

,

” By the statesmen of sixy years ago,'* wrote his biographer

in 1888, Munro was regarded, as the aj^lest Indian officialof his

time.” He goes on to cite the testimony of the Duke of Wel-
lington and Mr. Cabling, two men very different inTCharac-

ter, by no means of.one mind in politics, but cordially agreed in

the high estimate which they fo^ed of Munro. . . The
late Lord Ellenborough, a man vefy unlike either the Duke or

Canning, an unsuccessful administrator, but a remarkably

shrewd critic, ranged Munro above all his Indian contempo-

* Life, etc., by Sir A. Arbuthnot, K. C. S. 1.
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raries/** His memory is still cherished, we are told, at Madras
and in Southern India Of Munro’s friend, Mr. Elphinstone, we
have similar, and even greater, things to cite. “ During his first

season in London"—in 1831, after his retirement^^from Bombay—" Anglo-Indians talked about him as . . . head of thA

Board of Cokitrol . . . The Duke of Wellington, who wzCs

now Premier, openly said he ought to return to India, possibly

as Governor-General. Lord Sllei^borough offered him,the post

of Ambassador to Persia. . . In August, 1834, when Lord
William Bentinck^s term of office as Governor-General was
drawing to a close, the Chairman of the Company wrote to

him proposing to submit his name to the Ministry. . • as

Lord William's successor .... Towards the end of the

year .... Lord Ellenborough came back to the Board
of Control . . ; and offered Elphinstone the still vacant

succession ... A few weeks later Elphinstone received yet

another proposal—to proceed to Canada as Commissioner,
to settle the bitter quanel then pending between that colony

and the mother-country. " All these offers were successively

declined.*

Surely, these were not men to urge opinions formed on
insufficient knowledge or imperfect reflection. What tho!>e

opinions of theirs were shall now be shown, as concisely as

possible, but in their own plain and foicible language.

Munro, after serving thirty years in various subordinate posts,

assumed the Governorship of Fort St. George (Madras) in

June 1820, at a time when Canning was still President of the

Board of Control, or, as we should now say, Minister for India,

To him wrote Munro, soon after :

—

Our present system of government, by excluding all natives

from power ... is much more efficacious in depressing

than all our laws and school books can be in elevating . . .

We are working against our own designs
; and we can expett

to make no progress while we work with a feeble instrument

to improve and a powerful one to deteriorate. The
^
improve-

ment of the character of a people and the keeping them, at

the same time, in the lowest state of dependence on foreign

rulers . . . are matters quite incompatible with each other.''

And, further on in the same letter :

—

All I’pal military power must be kef^ iji our own hands
but they might with advantage ... be made eligible to

tvery Civil Office under that of a member of the Government."
Three years later, in an important Minute on the state of the

country, Munro returned to the subject, writing as follows :

—

Our books alone will do little or nothing. To improve the

^ Mounstuart Elphinstone^ by J. S. Cotton, M. A ( ‘ Rulers of India.”)
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character of a nation, one must open the road to wealth and
honour and public employment.

^
Without the prospect of such

reward no attainments in science will ever raise the character of
a people. Let them be excluded from all share in the Govern-
ment, from . . . every office of high trust an^ employment,
and let. them in every situation be considered as ifnworthy of
trust—and all their knowledge and all their literature . . .

would nof save them from beesmin^, in another generation or

two, a low-minded, deceitful, and dishonest race.’’

This is, indeed, strong language from the old soldier-civilian
;

and fortunately the alternative submitted by him did not
fully come to pass. In the two generations that followed on
the passing of this State-paper, a little opening was made to

let natives of India in : small as it was, it was enough to keep
open a lopphole for hope

;
and the educated natives have not

evinced the total degeneracy feared by Munro. What has been
done, however, slight as it has been, may fairly be ascribed to

the original impulse given by this fine old officer.

With greater precision and moderation argued the scholarly

and accomplished man who governed the Sister-Presidency at

thessame period. Elphinstone's views, says Mr. Cotton, were
maintained by him consistently to the day of his death : and,
be it remembered, they were the views not merely of an ex-
perienced administrator, but of a high-born patrician, energetic

and able, but deeply versed in ancient and modern literature.

Passing over writings in which Elphinstone echoes or confirms

the opinions of Munro, we must make room for a few words in

which he takes ground more especially his own :

—

** It has always been a favourite notion of mine that our

object ought to be* to place ourselves in the same relation to

the natives that the Tartars ,are in to the Chinese : retaining

tha Government ^and Military power, but gradually relinquish-

ing all share in the Civil administration, except that degree

of control which is necessary to give the whole an impulse and
direction . • . . The period at which they may be admitted to

Council seems to be distant.”

This was written privately, to an influential friend, in 1826 ;

but the project forms part of a far-seeing scheme which the

writer, both then and afterwards, held before himself as an
ultimate ideal. What was to be the final goal, end,^nd ter-

mination of the paradoxical power of the British in India ?

Not, as he hoped, overthrow by a»mutiny of the Praetorians

—

though that was to be feared and* watched against. This far-

seeing man wrote to Sir J^mes Mackintosh, as far back as 1819,
that the death qf our Indian Empire ” might find a seed in

the Native Army-^*' a delicate and dangerous machine.” Nor
would he anticipate invasion by a foreign power, if we pan *
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manage our native army and keep out the Russians/' Rather
than ignominious fates of this sort, he preferred to look for

the improvement of the natives reaching such a pitch as

would render it impossible for us to retain the government. . •

A time of separation must come ; and it is for our interest

to have a Reparation from a civilised people rather than^a

violent rupture with a barbarous people in which it is probable

that all our .... commerce might perish, etc., etc/’

Nearly thirty years later EljJhinstone wrote to a^ member
of the Indian Government in the same strain:—''We must
not dream of perpetual possession, but must apply ourselves

to bring the natives into a state that will admit of their govern-

ing themselves in a manner that may be beneficial to our in-

terest, as well as their own land and that of the rest of the world
;

and to take the glory of the achievement and the sense of

having done our duty for the chief reward of our exertions/'

In 1858, during the excitement of the Mutiny and the debates

and discussions on the future Government of India, he went
a step further, and remarked that a time must come when
natives would have to be introduced into the new Council of

the Secretary of State.

Such was the policy recommended by the two most distin-

guished of the Company's servants in the first quarter of the

nineteenth century, nor was the recommendation quite un-
heeded. So far back as the time of Bentinck, it was promised
that considerations of creed and colour should no longer affect

appointments to the public service in India
;
and, stating this

principle, the Governor-General added that he was " determined
to throw open the door of distinction to the natives, and to

grant them a full participation in all the honpurs and eniolu-^

ments of the State." This avowal of a local ruler was to a

great extent adopted by the Queen's ProclamE^tion on taking
over the country in 1858. And in 1870 an Act of Parliament
was passed to give effect to .the policy.

Thus, after a lapse of half a century, it seemed likely that

the qualified native was at last to be put into th^ position

postulated for him by Munro and Elphinstone
;
and to be

offered a chance of becoming, in his own country, more than

a head-constable, a tax;gathercr, or even a County Court
Judge. Act 33 Viet. c. 3 provided that the authorities in India
might appoint any native to any office, pface or employment,
subject to rules to be approved by the Hopie Government.
In announcing this Act to theT/' Indian authorities/' the Duke
of Argyll—then Secretary of State—spoke of the "principle

of careful and cautious selection," adding that " a more free

employment of natives in the Uncovenanted and pro-

motion according to tried ability^ would seem to be the method
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• . least open to objection ... a competitive examination of
the best kin^.*' It^was not, howeverj till six years later that
the rules contempla*ted were, framed

; and up to 1882 there had
been tfWenty-nine appointments of statutory civilians made
in conformity with these provisions.

*

For some reason or other, the rules were then re-considered ;

and the Act ]}as been since that tiiiie nfore or less in abeyance.
At present no Hindu, Muslem, or Parsi can hold any of the
posts which the Act was intended to affect unless he is a mem-
ber of the Civil Staff Corps known as the '^Indian Civil Service/'
almost as complete and exclusive an olig^archy as the world
has ever seen, and claiming a lien on all the best posts in the
country. And to get his son into that service, an Indian parent
must make up his mind to maintain him after he is grown up
and to acceptPthe expense and anxiety of sending him across

the sea to a strange country, where he must pass three or four
years away from his friends and kinsfolk, from the society of
his fellows and the altars of his gods.

The opening to natiwss of posts of dignity and emolument
under the direct control of the imperial Governors was thus
once again—if not negatived—reduced to its most embarrass-
ing conditions. But that was not the only way in which
Asiatic ideas were capable of conservation, and the ideas of

Munro and Elphinstone of being forwarded. The first impulse
of the Home Government had been generous enough, and the

proclamation which formed the inaugural charter is always
understood to have been drawn up under the personal revision

of the Queen herself. In the spirit of that weighty declaration

Canning issued •letter^ patent conferring on each feudatory

chief the right of adopting an heir on the failure of male
issue. About a year ^arlier the first*Viceroy had already vested

the Oude Barons with quasi independent rights, which were
destined to be more accurately defined a few years later. A

. new order of Knighthood was introduced, in virtue of which
merit would tfo decorated without distinction of creed or

colour; and the Zemindar, Nawab, or Raja became the ^'com-
panion of the Secretary, the Member of Council, and the

Lieutenant-Governor. Lastly, a substantial reform in the rela-

tions between the Government of India and the feudatory

Provinces was tacitly introduced, by which the last remnaEi(*of

Dalhousie's policy was;, torn away. Instead of seizing every

opportunity of introducing British adijiinistration, every care

was to be henceforth taken to mainfain the old native rule.

If a ruler proved incorrigibly weak or wicked, the remedy was
to replace him by a better man, not to annex the State, con-
fiscate the revenues, or substitute British officials for those
hitherto employed. These unwritten laws have now become

VOL, CIV,] 21
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a part of the Indian constitution, by prescription of time and

by use
;
and the Province of Mysore w^s in actually

handed oyer to be administered by the ancient dynasty, the

European, officials being removed.

But' these things have only been the work—the incbmplete

work—of one school of statesmen, and have been watched

with jealous eyes by tha disciples of Dalheusie. In the

Viceroyship of Sir John Lawrence, a strong endeavour

was made to reduce the power and rights of the'OMde Barons,

or Talukdars : and a still stronger attempt was made to

discredit the administration of the indigenous chiefs by the

same Viceroy. The affair was originated by no less a

person than the present Premier, then—1867—Secretary of

State for India. Lord Cranborne, as he was then called,

had taken part in the debate which, after the fashion of Indian

affairs, preceded by about thirteen years the retrocession of

Mysore ;
and in the course of his speech made some remarks

about the comparison between native and British systems

of administration which did not recommend themselves to

Sir John’s pre-conceivcd opinions. Whereupon there appeared

a sort of confidential circular by the Viceroy, addressed

to a number of selected officers, in which they were requested

to “set out in writing the genuine outcome of their own
experience and researches on the question broached by Lord
Cranborne.'** .

The officers addressed probably did their duty

as honourable men
;
but the public would have believed their

report with more complete confidence had not the Viceroy

given such a distinct lead in hii circular by expressing the

foregone conclusion that the subjects o.^ British administration

were happier than the rest of the Indian peoples, Sm si bo7za

nSrint. '
e

But, indeed, there could be but little doubt in any one’s

mind as to Lawrence’s bias, A very short time after the sup-

pression of the revolt of 1857, he had thus expressed himself
“ Placed as we are, widely separated from tlie constitutional

Governments of England and America, our Government is

established, as all Governments should be, for the good of the

people. But while, in their case, the popular will is generally

t^ken as the criterion of the public good, that is not always

the case in India. . . We are here^’by our moral superiority,

by the force of circumstances, and by the will of Providence.

These alone constituK our Charter of Government, and in

doing the best we can Tor the people, we are bound by our cottr

science, not by theirs,'^

'
'

,

*
• India under Victoria, by L. J. Trotter, Vol. II, p. 231. The letter

of the Government of India (drafted by the late Mr. John Wylie) was

4atcd 1st July 1867.
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This was going back to the days of the Puritans ; but it

contrasted with the views of the oflier School, and with much
of our own recent experience. Civilian management had not
beeA so sympathetic or so fortunate in dealing with the Orissa
famfhe just before the issue of the St bona nSrini c\vtM\d^Yy but
that the Viceroy might have had his doubts. Here was a
case of dearth and scarcity ngt n>any miles from his own
door in Calcutta

;
and a firm in Calcutta urged upon the

Vicerojr the necessity of buying grain to pour into the afflicted

districts. But because the Civilian Lieutenant-Governor and
his Revenue Board objected to interference with “the laws of
political economy,'^ the proposal was rejected. This was in

February 1866; and by the end of the year one million of

deaths had followed. Lord Cranborne’s doubts can hardly
be said t(9 have been without * foundation : the Civilians of

Bengal had no intelligent sympathy with their native sub-

jects,*

This want of perception is, indeed, hardly to be wondered
at. for it would not bc«easy to describe, in terms that would be
generally intelligible, a S(^ciety whose very origin and frame
arc different fiom anything with which we arc familiar in

Europe. VVe can only by a momentary effort realise the

condition of races whose evolution is pre-historic and whose
ideals are contemporaneous with Nebuchadnezzar, But,

broadly transposed into the language of modern life, the social

system is of some such kind as that of natiohs mentioned by
Herodotus seen after more than three generations of Western
influence. Thcie is a Government administered by aliens

excicising dospotic^ sway with democratic maxims, together

with a landed aristocracy clinging to existence in spite of all

that British officials have done to bolster up the peasant-pro-

prietors and village-communes. The members of this aristocra-

cy are debarred from all paths of honourable ambition, and
are naturally idle, extravagant, laden with debt and hastening

to decay, ^here is a middle class—if ‘^class’* be not an
inappropriate word for a number of discoijnected individuals.

The members are cither lawyers, usurers, or minor Government
employes. Lastly comes the proleta^ry population, mostly
engaged in agriculture or in ministering to tlie simple wants
of the agriculturists, e:fcepting a small minority who v^k in

factories, dock-yards, tea-plantations, etc.

The rate of wages is very low—-yerhaps on an average not

more than three pence a day—bu1:*in ordinary times it affords

a bare subsistence. These poor people are all in debt, and

* Iti repotting tlii^ case Lawrence blamed the Lieutenant-Governor for

giving tou mucli confidence to his European Subordinates^ not recognising

that he had done the same himself.
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when famine comes they have no resources : they must either

go to the nearest relief-works or starve on their own dung-hills.

Doubtless, this pauper-population has many *advantages which

were not enjoyed by that of the same regions a centur]^ ago.

In 1783 there was a wide-spread drought, and a famine ensued

which has left a deep impression on the popular mind. The
Calcutta Gazette for M,ay 1784 noted that at ]^ahore wheat

was selling at the rate of a rupee for eight pounds
;
and many

parts of the Upper Provinces were entirely depopulated. In

Central India and the Deccan things were probably better

;

and the rice-crop did not fail in green Bengal
; but supplies

could only have been sent up to the afflicted tracts by country-

cart at the rate of ten miles a day
;
and at the end of one

hundred miles the stocks would have been consumed in feeding

the oxen by which the carts were drawn. All ^this is now
changed: when one part of India is afflicted with protracted

scarcity, the high prices attract food-stuflfs from quarters where
these things are cheaper, and railroads diffuse the means of

subsistence until prices become equalised : if the famine should

unhappily spread over the whole land, grain is brought from

more fortunate countries oversea at rates of freight brought

down by competition of ship-owners. These are undoubted
advantages directly attributable to British rule. Many others

could be enumerated, did space permit. Peace is kept; epidem-

ics are stamped out ;
the public revenue is raised with a mini-

mum of oppressiveness, contracts are enforced, and so on.

But it may still be objected that the inherent “ polarity
”

of human affairs asserts itself, and that all these glories have

their attendant shadows. The easy diffusion of commodities

causes death in the districts which are tapped by the rail
; taxa-

tion, if not oppressive, is inexorable
;
the enforcing of contracts

is sometimes crushing to the poor
; the Cessation of war, the

diminution of pestilence, the spread of cultivation and the

destruction of «snakes and tigers, remove natural checks on the

increase of population where all marry on arrivit,g at puberty.

The enumeration of the people two generations ago was by no
means made with scientific accuracy, but so far as can be

learned—the inhabitants doubled in number between 1831 and

1891.
A^the great majority are still depeadent on the land for their

living, this must be leading to an increased pressure on the^

means of subsistence. ; India is not ruined ; but it cannot be
denied that she is in a pddtion of crisis. Candour compels the

admission that there are serious ^vils
;
and that we are still

confronted with the inherent difficulty of carrying on Western,,

administration under Eastern conditions. '
'

Nowhere does the danger of crudely thrusting Western
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ideas into Eastern administration appear so strongly as in the
treatment of famine relief so often mentioned in these pages.
European political economy teaches non-interference, and the
laws of supply and

^
demand

; making good its doctrines by
induction to a certain extent. But suppose that the induction
fails

V, that the supply is tied up and the demand- excessive;
that ^he stocks have wholly given out, or that the dealers have

^
combined to establish a corner." What is the use of establish-
ing relief-works and paying wages dajly, if there is no grain
to be bought with the money ? Slothing worse could happen
than the Odssa famine in the worst administered native State;
and it. the business of the Government of India to see that
native States are administer.ed well.

Therefore, without endorsing blindly all the criticisms and
suggested reforms of the adversaries of things as they are,
we may, perhaps, be thankful for them

;
and, whenever there is

a question pf transplanting the British oak to the bank of
Ganges, beg for a pause to consider whether the banian tree
may not be a more appropriate vegetation. Really this
appears the only foregone conclusion with which the subject
ought to be approached by any Briton conscious of the small-
est share of responsibility.



Art. VIII.—the customs OF THE ABORIGINAL
TRIBES. OF INDIA.

*

The position of India and its natural advantages of soil

and climate leave little room for doubt that it was one

of the earliest settlements of mankind.

The aboriginal inhabifants« were a race • of savages widely

dispersed over the country. They lived in marshy tracts and

caves, and subsisted on the chase, the first form of subsistence

for man not yet merged from a state of utter savagery^ To
make the supply of food more ccrtafti, they, by and bye, reared

animals and adopted the life of shepherds. They thus became
a class of hunters and herdsmen. The use of metal being un-

known to them, they used stones and flint-weapons for their

warfare. Agate knives and hard unimpressible insfruments of

combat, supposed to have belonged to these early races, arc still

found in the Narbada Valley, These were succeeded by tribes

still ignorant of the use of metal, who, extending ^s far as the

depths of Central India, used polished 'flint axes and handy,

well-shaped stone implements for hunting purposes and for

war. Weapons of similar shape and size have been found in

the North of Europe. Remains identified as of a yet later

date show that after them came a race of people who had

made fair progress in their mode of living and the arts of war

and peace. They, wore copper and gold ornaments, and fought

with iron weapons. They knew how to make circular vessels

of earthen ware. Their rude stone implements, articles of

circular shape, and the upright slabs ahd mounds underneath

which they buried their dead, have been eiicavafed in different

parts of the country, and coins of Imperial Rome have been

dug out from their graves. ‘ Some of the Anamali hills in

Southern Madras, which are now almost uninhabited, abound
in great stone ponuments, which the primitive tribes raised

over their dead. Throughout the length and breadth of India,

cromlechs, cairns and barrows are to be met with wliich are

precisely similar to those of European Gentries. The hill

people to the north of Sylhet still preserve iliis most ancient

style of monumental architecture.

Such were the race of men invaded and conquered by a fairer

race ot the Aryans, who, descending ffbm the north at some '

remote period of history, drove the people of the country inva-

ded to the southern tracts,*." jhe slopes and spurs of the Hima-
layas, the steep and forest-covered ranges and the most barren

and inaccessible parts of the couUtry. They were driven to



forests, hills and remote lands in the same way as had been the

Saxons on the Nortrian conquest of Great Britain, or as the

Goths had withdrawn to the Galician and Asturian Mountains

on the conquest of Spain by the Arabs.

The aboriginal
^

tribes observed no* distinctions of cdste.

Their worship was a mean and despicable idolatry. The
objects of worship were first the heavenly bodies. • The Sun-

god, itylcd Bura Pennii, was the God of Light.* He was

regarded as self-existing, omnipotent, mighty, the creator of

all objects and persons and the soyrce ef good. The olDlations

to this god comprised a fowl with rice and the juice of

cocoanut^ the priest in making the offering said :

—

Yoii, O Bura Pennii, created us mortals, giving us the

attributes of hunger: thence corn-food became necessary for our

subsistence, and thence arose the need of fields that yielded har-

vests. You gave us every seed and gave us sense to sow them.

You gave us bullocks
;
made them obedient to our command ;

taught us tft make ploughs and to plow. Had we not been

versed in this art, we could not have performed your worship.

Grant the prayers we now make. In the morning we rise,

before the ligjjt, to our labour, carrying the seed, and taking our

bullocks to our fields,* Save us from the tiger and the snake,

from stumbling-blocks and from lightning, hail and storm. Let

the seiJ appear like unto the earth to the eating birds and like

stones to the eating animals of the earth,
^

Let the grain

spring up suddenly, like a dry stream swelled in a night. Let

the earth yield to our plough-shares, as wax melts before, hot

*iron, Let the hard clods melt like hail-stones.^ Let our

ploughs spring through the furrows like thfi recoil of a bent

tree. Let there be such a return from our seed, that so much
shall fall and be neglected in the fields, and so much on the

roads in carrying it borne, that when we shall go out next

year to sow, the paths and the fields shall look like a young

corn-field. From t\}^ first times vve have lived by your favor.

Let uS continue to receive it. Remember that the increase

of our produce is the increase of yojir worship, and that its

diminution must be the diminution of your rite^.’'

Next came* to be worshipped the goddess-earth, called the

Tari Pennii, having immediate command pf all that is on

earth. She was tire creation and consort of Bura Pennu,

the God. of Light, Human beings being hpr daily food, nothing

but human blood could console ficr. Hence the offering up

of human sacrifices to {)ropitiate the goddess. The ]\Jariah

and Kondh sacrifice.s were made until the Bjritish period, when

a stop was put to them by the action cf the English authorities.

They were offered not only on behalf of individuals, but of

whole tribes and communities* desirous of averting the Tari’s



wreath. The victim was either bought or brought up from in-

fancy for the purpose. He was looked upon as a sacred object

in lifCi andj when consecrated in childhood, was well nourished

and even married, his children being subject to the same ritual

ou attaining the age of* discretion. The earth, according

to aboriginal belief, was originally soft. S^nce the institution

of human -sacrifices in hotior of the Earth-Goddess, it Jiad

attaine4 its* present firmness, and the people inhabiting iff have

been happy and prosperous. The priests maintain that “ since

the institution of this jritual, the world has be^ happy and

rich, both in the portion which belongs to the Khonds and the

portion which belongs to the Rajas (Hindus), And society,

with its relations of father and mother, and wife and' child,

and the bonds Jietween ruler and subject arose, and there came
into use cows, bullocks and buffaloes, sheep, and poultry.

Then came also into use the trees and the hills, the pasture

land, the grass, and irrigated and dry fields, and the seeds

suitable to the hills and to the valleys, and iron<and plough-

shares, and arrows and axes, and the juice of the palm-tree and
love between the sons and daughters of the people, making
new households. In this manner did the necessity for the

rite of sacrifice arise.” „

*

The mode of executing the unfortunate victim was horrible.

He was tied to a post fixed in the midst of a multitude of

spectators, The priest then came, and, addressing the victim,

said ;

—

The Earth-Goddess demands a sacrifice
; it is necessary

to the world
; the tiger begins to rage, the snake to poison

;

*

fevers and every-paiii afflict the people
;

shall you alone be
exempt from evil ? When you shall have given repose to the
world you will become a God.”
The village chief now comes and says
“ This usage is delivered down to us^ from the first people

of the first time. They practised it. The people of the middle
time omitted it. The earth became soft. An order rewsstab-

lished the rite. Oh, child, we must destroy you. Forgive us.

You will become a God!”
The priest then reminded the assembled people that the

Deity created the world and everything that lived
;
that he

was his minister ahd representative, and that in this capacity

it was a duty imposed on him to make the sacrifice. He
then wounded the vidtim slightly with his axe and the' whole
cro^rd then rushed on the sacrifice and stripped the flesh from
the bones, the snatching away of a strip being considered %
meritorious act and its possession a fortunate circumstance.
The priest then invoked>the Tari Pennil :

—

You have afiAicted us greatly ; have brought death to
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our children and our bullocks, and failure to our corn ;

but we do not complain of this. It is your desire only
to compel us to perform your due rites, and then to raise

us and enrich us. Do you enrich us ! Let our herds be
so numerous Jthat they cannot be housed

; let children so
abound that the care of them shall overcome their parents,

» as shall be seen by their burned hands ; let our heads ever
sfrike against brass pots innumerable hanging from our
roofs

;
let the rats form their nests of shreds of scarlet cloth and

silk
;
let^ll the kites in the country be seen in the trees of our

village, from beasts being killed there every day. We are
ignorant of what is good to ask for. You know what is

good for us. Give it to us.’*

It is clear from the above that, although the horrible prac-
tice of human sacrifice among the Khonds and Mairs was
put a stop to during the British period, it had existed among
the aboriginal tribes from times immemorial, and that their

forefathers in remote antiquity practised it.

, The objects of worship, after the heavenly bodies, were the

elements of nature, which were more dreaded than revered, and
honour \vas shown to them more to avoid dishonour and avert

wrath than to secure bounty and beneficence. Similar con«
sidcrations led to the worship of local deities of a malignant,
oftener than a munificent type. .The ministers and priests of
these aboriginal races were sorcerers and conjurers, and they
were believers in witchraft and necromancy. They were, as a
general rule, polytheists, not idolaters like the later Hindus.
They were devil- worshippers and paid feligious reverence to

the tiger, the leopard, the snake, to some prodigious stone or

tree. Snake-worship indeed seems to have become general

throughout India. The dynasty of the Nagds, or snake-wor-
shippers, of Cashmere was converted to Buddhism only two
centuries before the Christian era. The Nag Panchmi festival

is still obscrvc(4by the Hindus, and the snake devata, or God,

.
worshipped on the appointed day by the votaries of the Brahma.
Up to this day the remnants of* the aboriginal tribes have
divinities of their own different from those of the kindred tribes.

In religious and social matters, the aboriginal tribes stood in

juxtaposition to the ordinary Hindusi General Briggs has
drawn the distinction. Thus, while the ordinary Hindus are

divided into castes, such a distinction •is unknown to the abori-

ginals. Among the Hindus widow-marriage is forbidden. The
aborigines not only \cmarry their widows, but they join her in

marriage generally with the brother of the deceased husband,
thus following the practice of theScythian tribes in this respect.

The Hindus venerate the cow' and abstain from eating beef.
•

* Journ^ of Royal Asiatic Society for 1852, vol. Xlll.



The aborigines • feed alike on all flesh. The Hindus ar6

forbidden by their religion to use fermented liquors. The
aborigines drink to excess. No ceremony, civil or eccle-

siastical is complete without it. Notice the festivals ob-

served by Chamdrs (workers in leather), Kaf{drs (bearers),

Akirs and Gwalas (cow-herds),*^ barbers and other low castes

in north-east and south of India, and Central India where .

the aboriginal element prevails. The Hindus carefully abstain

from eating food not prepared by those of their own caste.

They will not eat with men ^of another caste, or even with a

wife if she belongs to another caste. The aborigines do not

observe these formalities. They will partake of food .pre-

pared by any one, and will dine with a wife of whatever

caste. Among the Hindus the spilling of blood is an

unpardonable ofifcnce. The aborigines conceive no religious

or domestic ceremony complete without sacrificing a live

victim. Among the Hindus the office of priest is hereditary

among the Brahmans. The aborigines recognise mc^it and
supposed real worth for such an office. Any man skilled

in magic anej^ sorcery, in divining future events and in curing

diseases by charm or spell, by the touch of hand, by l^reathing

on the person afflicted, or by casting an eye an him or practis-

ing some mysterious act, is hailed as a priest and respected as

such. He also authorises the slaughter of sacrificial victims.

The Hindus burn their dead. The aborigines bury theirs,

and with them their arms and sometimes also their cattle, as

among the Scythians. On such an occasion a victim used to be

sacrificed to atone for the sins of the dead. The Hindu
civil institutions are* all municipal. Those of the aborigines

are all patriarchal. The Hindu Courts of Justice were com-
posed of equals. Thosp of the aborigines were constituted of

heads of tribes, or of families, and chosen for life.

The aboriginal worship survives to this day, in some form or

other, among the Hindu communTty. The Revd. Dr, Stephen-
son, who has paid much attention to this interesting subject,

attributes this to the inability of the Brahmans to suppress

certain rites performed by the aboriginal races on their

conquest. The Brahmans on that account adopted the

ceremonial or festival into their own religion, representing this

as a special boon to the deity concerned. Thus, in the Deccan,
Vetal, a chief of the Piihaclias, the implacable or malicious

foes of the old conquering tribes, is worshipped in the form
of a stone^^ coloured red beneath and white* above to represent

fire. He is placed within a circle of other« stones, similarly

coloured, with one stone outsftle as if for a sentinel, these other

stones being taken as part of the’ fiend army under his com-
mands He is propitiated by the sacrifice of a cock whose
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blood is offered to the deity in a vessel^ and he smells it and is

satisfied. The cultivators in the Deccan extensively worship
the Mhasohas represented in round stones, stained with red
lead, The Holi festival, which gives license to the Hindus
to commit a vyiety of excesses, is held in honour of a female
Rjkshas, named Dhunda, who,* before her slagghter by the
Mjha Deva, obtained a solemn pledge from him that she
should be wor^'Iiipped every year in a style of unusual joy and
merriment. The Dewali festival was, according to Kartika
Mahahtyma, established as a hmon Conferred ,011 an Asura and
a Daitya slain by tlic Brahmanical gods. Yamana, after sub-
duing*lhe’ Balli Kingdom, failed to suppress the festival, and
it was made a part of the Biahmanical faith.

The struggles for supremacy between the Aryans and
aboriginal tribes have been commemorated in the Rig Veda,
literally ‘fount of knowledge,’ or ' fount of vision,’ the earliest

Hindu records, believed, from the agieement of the solstitial

points wifli those cited in the Vedas, to have been arranged in the

fourteenth century before the Christian era, or 3,300 years ago.

The Vcdic poets of course nariatc their stories ftam tradition

and from* riles already observed
;
so the influx of the Aryan

immigrants must hare preceded tlie compilation of the sacred

hypins, and, as these wcie composed at several periods, the

work of immigration must have conUnued for several ages, the

exact period of which is quite uncertain. The hymns were
committed to memory by the Aryan bards, and in this form

descended from father to son for several generations as a sacred

heiitage, until the invention of willing cyabled the priests to

put them more permanently on record.*

The victors had little sympathy for the vanquished ab-

original tribes and "called them by scornful epithets. They
styled them* the 4Jasyas or ‘ enemies,’ the Ddsas or ' slaves, ’

^Rakshasas," or monsters, titles which were not such as to create

a favorable impi^ssion of the nCw comers in the minds of the

original inhabitants. In the Vedic hymns they are called ^flat-

nosed’ and ^ daik-colourcd.' Indra is described as having

torn off the black skin of Asiiraf, Mhe aggressor,’ He is

again referred to as leaving ^ scattered the black sprung servile

hosts,’ and is styled as ‘ the slayer of Vrilha ' and ‘ the des-

troyer of cities.’ He is invoked to destroy the dark colour of

the Dasas by annihilating them, and to shelter and protect the

colour of his worshippers, for the latter were not always vic-

torious in the struggles for supremacy, and it hapi#ened at

• The Vedic hymns consist of 1,^17 lyrical poems and 10,580

verses. I'hey have been tianslated into English by Pjofessor Horace
Hayman Wilson.
t Asura is one of the nameS by which the aboiiginal tribes ate referred

to in the Vedas« • *
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times that the tables were turned in favor of the * black skin,’

who became victorious. In course of time the word Ddsd was
accepted to denote servitude, and taken as equivalent to a com-
mon menial or slave. Being, themselves of fair complexion
and possessing well-shaped features, the invsders called the

subdued people ‘ black men,* and black they essentially were.

Their physiognomy very much resembles that of the Mongo-
lians, or Negritos, the colour being almost black, the hair

coarse and woolly, the lips ^hick and projecting, and the nose
short and flat. The agreement tS this day between fne habits

of the descendants of these races, still* living a primitive life

and inhabiting different parts of the world widely sepsTrated

from one another, their mode of life and the implements
they use, is most striking. The boomerang used in early

times by the natives of Australasia, which is preserved in the

British museum, corresponds exactly with the missile used for

similar purposes by the wild tribes of Southern ^ndia. A
curious and interesting resemblance exists between the bows,
arrows, javelins and spears used by the wild tribes in in-

acessible regions, and their common agreement, coupled with

their resemblance in a greater or less decree in features and
’ habits, is proof that, however remotely situated from one and
another, they have descended from one common stock, and
that of Turanian or Scythian origin.

Many Hindi words of non-Sanskrit origin bear a close resem-
blance to the Tartar, or, properly speaking, the Turanian
tongue. Philologists have discovered that about one-tenth of
the words used in Hindi are of non-Sanskrit origin. As we go
further to the south, we And that one-flfth of the words in

Mahratti are not Sanskrit. Proceeding still further southward
it will be found that the languages spoken there, namely, the
Telugu, Tamil, Malayan and Canarese languages, are more
free from the mixture of Sanskrit. The words used in these
languages agree in roots and construction, and 'the dialects s^nd

idioms bear a close resemblance to each other
;

and, as they
exhibit more or lers afflnity to the Tartar tongues, it is clear

that the first wave of conquest from the north which ,’’oiled over
India was of Turanian origin. From Beloochistan to Burma,
the affinity of the aboriginal tribes may be read through their

countenances, in their dark colour, high cheek bon^s, flat noses,

thick lips, broad jaws, A^ide chins, deficient beard and round
faces. •

The Aborigines, from their contact with the Aryan and
Western invaders, have, to certain extent, abandoned their

savage habits, and adopted* civilized life. They till the soil,

live in huts or mud houses, wear clothes, and have formed
themselves into village communities." They also exchange the
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products of their lands for articles of daily lifCi such as cloth and
brass utensils

;
but for all that they completely differ from the

civilized peopfe in their habits and customs, mode of livingi

^rcSigious beliefs and language. They shun the’ society of re-

formed men and adhere strongly to their ancient peculiarities^

religious beliefs, rites and superstitions. Others of them who
may be ^called the lowest types •of human beings, still live

a life of savagery, in dense unhealthy forests and jungles, or
inaccessible recesses of mountains and tracts of low hills.

They live almost naked in rude huts, and, like their forefathers

in remote antiquity, whose character was pourtrayed by the
Aryans in the Vedic poems more than 3,000 years ago,
subsist on the chase or such fruits, herbs and roots as are
known to them and are within their reach. The wilder tribes

of Gondii in the Central Provinces still cling to the forest, and
subsist on the chase. Before the rise of the Mahrattas, this

ancient race ruled the Central Table-land. Quite recently they
used flint points for their arrows. The tract ol^country be-

tween the*Vindhia ^nd Jujadri hills, which further on extends,
to the east, emerging into a vast forest tract, forms the chief

range of the Indian aborigines, and is marked in the maps
as Gondwara, or the country of *the Gonds.* They have a
legend that their ancestors were created at the foot of the

.Dewalgiri peak. Until lately they buried their dead with

the feet turned to the north, under the belief that this would
enable the dead to start readily, when •recalled to life, to

the north, his ancient home. This, of course, points to the

fact that, though living in the burning deserts of Central

India, they•preserved a dim memory of the times when their

primogenitors in ages gone bye lived on the mighty hills. The
practice of polyandry, according to which one woman becomes
the common wife of several husbands, is still practised in some
of the Himalayan hill tracts, as well as among the Nairs, an
aboriginal tribe of South-Western India. • The Puliards of

Southern Madias, a ravenous wild-looking people, with long
loose hair, worship demonsand live on jungle products, mice
and such small animals as they are able to catch. The Mun-
diwds have no Axed abode, but wander in the jungle, shelter

themselves under the shade of small trees and graze their cattle

in the innermost hills#

The Andaman Islanders in the Bay of Bengal are the

rudest specimen of the aboriginaii races. When the British

officers visited the Islands in 1853/ to establish a colony, they

were surrounded by f^ocious fierce-looking naked canni-

bals. They us^ a particular noise, like a savage cry, to

denote joy, sorrovif, friendship or enmity, and on festive occa-

sions daubed themselves with red earth. They worshipped
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an evil spirit which caused diseases, and which they ex-
tolled as their sole deity. They attacked the British wJth
showers of arrows, and it was only by slow progress that they

could be induced to build sheds close to the British settlemeftt^

The Ma?ias of the Central Provinces use, as their war wea^n,
bows of great strength which they hold with their feet, drawing
the string with both haivJs vvith much force. T\\e Maris, a

still wilder race, were so shy that they fled from their huts on
the approach of a stranger. The officials of tlic Raja levied

the yearly tribute by beat of drum, when the representatives

of the tiibc placed the tribute in tlie shape of jungle products,

&c., at the appointed place, and then fled to their jungle

retreats, never daring to approach the men who had come to

collect the taxes.

In the tribiitar}^ hill states of Oiissa there is a trebe known
as the Juangs, literally the leaf-wearers, whose females wore no
clothes, and^ the only articles with which they covered their per-

son were a bunch of leaves tied before and behind, and a few

strings of beads round the waist. Those iviJcr BritiAh influence

were induced through the heads of clans to wear strips of cot-

ton, but many of them arc reported to have relapsed to their

foliage attire. They had no knowledge of metal and had no
word for iron in tiieir language, and used flint weapons until

quite recently the foreigners tauglU them the use of metal.

The liead of the family with all the female members lives in

one small hut, w^hile boys and young men occupy separate

quarters of the hamlet. Some of the As.^am hill-men are of

black colour, small size and fierce lot>k.'- They live a primitive

life, have no words to measure lands or^coirqHite distances

while on travel. They measure the length of their journey by
the quantity of betel leaf they chew, or tlie number of quids of

tobacco they consume on the way. The Bhils of Khandes .and

Rajputana were fonneily a predatory clan. They have now
been converted into peaceable cultivators and loyal soldiers.

Tlic Mhairs of Rajputana wcic another maraudkig race of

aborigines, wlio for .centuries were known as exterminators.

Many of the Santals north-west of Calcutta are hunting forest

tribes. They are moi^tly of very low stature, but stout and
well proportioned. They have their Race-gods, Tribe-gods and
Familyifgods, and they revere the spirits of their forefathers, as

well as river- spirits, forest-spirits and ev|l spirits, and offer

oblations to mountain-denfons, well demons and a countless

host of other unseen beings/ The Santals respect their women,
and no one is allowed to take mcv'c than one wife. Young
people make their own choice. The ‘ Great^ Mountain ’ is the

Race-god of the Santals. It is also an object of worship by
the other aboriginal tribes, a circumstauce indicating that in
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remote antiquity those tribes^ like their conqaerors, migrated
• from the norUiern hills.

The Garrows, a tribe inhabiting the north-east, are black.

•Mr. Elliot, in a paper cited by Sir William* Jones speaks of
^heth as possessing noses '' flat Cafri (negro) According
to General liriggs the British officers engaged against the Bhils

in i8i^ came back with % notion that tlicir features partook
.of the African negro.** Such is the trait of the aboriginal

tribes of India which struck early observers. And they have
borne this trait for more than 3,000 years, for they arc called

black in the Vedic hymns, the oldest record of Hindu civiliz-

ation.

The Bedars of the Dcccan are a most warlike aboriginal tribe.

They were subdued only towards the end of the last century

by a dynasty of Mahomedan conquerors, that of Mysore. The
Bedar Raja of Sorapore in the Nizam's dominions surrounded

by his faithful tribe claims a lineage extending over thirty

centuries.

The Kandhs, apothcr large group of the non-Aryan race, in-

habit the steep and foicst-covcred ranges that rise in the deltas

bf Orissa and Madia.^^. They, like the Santals, have a multi-

tude of lace-god.*^-, tiibe-gods and*a host of malignant spirits and
demons. But the chief among tiic objects of woiship was the

Earth-god, to propitiate which human sacrifices were made
twice a year, namely, at the times of sowing and reaping of the

harvest and on occasions of special clistre!;s and calamity. The
victims were kidnapped fiom the plains, and a stock in reserve,

was kept in every thriving Kandh village to meet any emer-

gency tha<: mig^jt arise. Full paiticulars of tliis horrible cere-

mony have already been given. As the time for sacrifice

arrived, the ^ictim \v:\^ brought to the appointed place with

^rcat ceieiriony, was welcomed at every house he passed on his

way, and sacrificed among the shputs of the populace, it being

whispered in his dying car, that he Had been purchased

for prieJb and that he w'ould go stiaight to the heavens. His

blood and slices of his flesh were distributed to tlie village peo-

ple as sacred and piecious objects which would bring blessings

on the family and peace and plenly on their land and cattle.

The human sacrifices were abolished under -Brifish rule, and

the Kandh piicsts tjold that the Earth-god could ^as well be

appeased by a Sjicrificc of goats or buffaloes under that govern-

ment. Among the Kandhs casje distinction is unknown. A
bride is bought by the bride-gt^om’s father for a price. She

must be several years gilder than her husband elect, and must

remain as a servant in her father-in-law’s house until her boy-

husband grows old and is able to live with her, The chief

ceremony at a Kandh v;eddiog consists of the forcible carry-
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ing away of the bride in the middle of the feast by the party

of the bridegroom.

That the predominating and essential elemen! of the Indian

population was aboriginal race is apparent from the circutit-

,

stance of their having given names to many districts and town^.

Thus the Bengis gave their name to Bengal They are found

not only in Bengal, but ac fa^. north-west as Del[ii. The
Tirhus gave the name to Tirhut, and the Koles to Kolwan and
Kolyward. Numbers of these Koles have emigrated as labourers

to Mauritius. A race west of the Iravulli hills and as far

south-west of India as Goa called the Kolis, is supposed to be

another branch of the Kole tribe. They work as fishermen or

ferrymen, and many act as porters. According to General

Briggs, when Europeans had their first dealings with them and
employed them as porters, they were called Kulis (a corruption

of Kolis), and the word is now applied to all porters without

distinction of race or caste. The Bhils gave their name to

Bhilwara or Tshilwan, the Gonds to Gond-wdna, the Mans to

JVIandesa, the Malas to Malda or Malpur, the Domes to Doma-
pur, the Mahars to Maharashtra and the Mirs to Marwara.
The prevalence of the power of the Mirs is attested by sutfh

names, given to large towns,'as A]mir, Jasslewry, Kash;;«>, &c.

The hunters, have left few landmarks behind, but the pastoral

tribes called by the Hindus Gwals and Ahirs have left a monu-
ment behind in the name of such cities as Gwalior, Gyalgarh
(Gwalgarh), Asir, &c!

It has already been noted that the aborigines point to the

hills on the north of India as the hom.e of their ancestors.

Recent writers have divided them into three great stocks. The
first stock is styled the Dravidian, a people supposed to have
entered the Punjab by the North-Western passes. Being driven

away by the Aryan invaders, they found,refuge, after long wan-
derings, in the sea-girt extremity of the Peninsula of India, and
they now inhabit the southernmost part of the country, as far

down as the extremity of Cape Comorin. The Sanskrit authors

style the races of the south by the general name of Dravidas.

The new non-Aryan immigrants held them in such hatred that

intercourse with them was considered profane. There is a pas-

sage in the Code^of Manu laying down that the Aryans who go
to live in Dravida, the Tamil country, are facto cut off from
their brettiren. The language of these non-^ryan tribes was
so uncouth that the refined Avyans called them by the name of

Mlechchas, meaning people of broken speech, or rude, imper-
fect utterance, but they have nevertheless at the present time
given their language to twenty-eight millioqs of people in

Southern India. Their dialect, equally with the languages of

the Aryans who subdued them, seems, however, to have sprung
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from the same fountain, the north-west of the Himalayas*
Remnants of these Dravidians, known as Brahuis, entered the
Punjaib from the Sindh passes long before the Aryan invasion,

and their dialects •resemble the primitive Central Asian lan-

gua^a?. The principal tribes of the Dravidians are 'the Gonds
in the^Cenlral Provinces, the Uraons in Chota Nagp«r, and
the hill-men of Raj Mehal or Maler.
^ The seconcj group is called the^CoIgrian. The non-Aryans
under this group are believed to have made their way into Ben-
gal by the North-Eastern passes. The Santdls arc the most
numerous of the Colarian race. The Kirkus, another Colarian,

but less numerous tribe, inhabiting the west of the table-land,

speak a dialect resembling the Santali. The Savars, an-
other branch, are a wandering race of wood-cutters inhabiting

Northern Madras and Orissa. Their fragments have been traced

in Central Iipdia and Rajputana. The Juangs, a remnant of

the non-Aryans, liavc a common origin with the Colarians

whose words they have unconsciously preserved in their lan-

guage. There are nine principal languages of tfi^Colarian

group, some oY which ag2 separated only by dialectical differ-

ences. Some of the isolated tribes of the Colarians who
entcrefl India by the north-eastern route are still to be seen in

their hill fastnesses and forest retreeits around fiengal, and
the dialects they use are akin to those of the Chinese,

The third group called the Tibeto-Biirman is of a later growth.

It is believed to be an offshoot of the great wave of Mongoloid
immigrants who, leaving their home in CentrrTl Asia in remote
times, found their way into the upper basin of the Brahmaputra
\\dlcy, but a great portion of them made their way towards the

sea in the Burmese pcjiinsiila, or made choice of the table-lands

of Tibet and the higher culturable vales of the Himalayas for

t!ieir home. They cjmc less in contact with the Aryan invaders

ti)ai\ their brethren of the first two groups, and their social or-

ganisation was therefore less influence^ by the changes intro-

duced by the ncw-coincrs.

The aborigifles who kept aloof from the Aryans, or remained
in an isolated state have, more or less, preserved their national

characteristics. But the bulk of their castes and tribes, by com-
ing in contact with the Aryan invaders, h;ive been merged into

Hinduism, and, rising in the scale of civilisation, have lost their

identity in the Hindu coitimunity. The crushed tribes of the

aborigines, whose nationality has been swept away by the waves
of Aryan invasions and Mahomedan* inroads, are the Bhars,

fOiinerly masters of the Central anti Eastern tracts of Oudh,
and the traditional fort-buildefig, to whom are popularly attri-

buted the ancient nujns, and who were crushed by Sultan
Ibrahim Shirk! of Jounpur in the 15th century

; the Gaulis, an

^ V01-, CIV.] 32
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ancient ruling race in Central India, the Ahams of Assam, the
Gonds of Nagpur, the Chandals, the Bundelas of Bundelkand,
and the Bhils of Khandes.

.
Certain low casfes and out-castes

preserve their national characteristics to this*day, though '^they

are surrounded by Hindu and Mahomedan populations. A^piong
these are included the Gipsy clans, such as jugglers, tugiblers

or rope-dancers, scavengers, basket-weavers, greengrocers, cob-
blers, serpent-charmers, monkey and bear-tamers, and certain,

other wandering wild triSes. • **

The humanising and salutary influence of British rule and
the sympathising co-operation and tenderness of ih* pfiicers,

coupled with the vigilance exercised over them, have turned
many of the aboriginal tribes from highway robbers and
marauders into peaceful cultivators and loyal soldiers. They
have changed their bloody weapons and rude warlike imple-

ments for implements of husbandry, or for armg to be used
for the defence of the Empire which has given them peace.

British enterprise has laid open before them new fields of

energy aiiJ activity, and their determined valour and indomi-
table courage as soldiers, and unswerving loyalty and devotion
as servants, have formed the subject of 'warm eulogies in official

reports. According to General Briggs the aborigines pf the

Carnatic W’bre the soldiers under Clive and Coote, and they
fought heroically at the celebrated battle of Plasscy under the

former General. Colonel Dixon, in his leport to the Board
of Directors, dwells at some length on the fidelity, truth and
honesty'* of the Mhair tribes of Rajputana. Sir James Outrain

took the Bhils of Khandes so mucli into his confidence as to

make their chiefs his hunting coinpjjnions.

The little Gurkhas of the Nepal hills, ruddy- faced, short and
stout, fought gallantly side by side wMi the British before

Delhi. „
^

Colonel Todd, in his unrivalled work *on Rajistan, speaks

warmly of the truthful habits of the hill-races, their attachment

to their masters, and* their implicit obedience to recognised

authority. *

The non-Aryans, whom the Vedic tribes encountered on
their march to the valleys of the Indus and the Ganges, are

believed to be a different race from the Dravidians of the South,

who must have immfgrated into India long before the former

tribes. The belief is strengthened fey the fact that, unlike the

non-*Aryan tribes of the regions of the Indus and the Ganges, who
opposed the new come«'s and are by thbm styled in the Vedi*c

hymns as Dasyus or enefKies, and Sudras or Serfs, the non-

Aryans of the South are described as friendly forest people,

whose Monkey armies assisted kamd, the great Aryan hero,

against the demon King of Lanka or Ceyfoo.
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That the non-Aryans of the north-east were Scythianised
by a conquering race long before the Aryan invasion of India
does not, I think^ admit of any doubt. The hill men of Nepaul,
short in stature, but stout and strong

;
the Garos of Bengal,

witfl round face and light or deep brown colour ancj small eyes,
ancfthe Santhals, another small people, have evidently & Scythian
mixture in them. The evidence afforded by fragments of
prehistoric^pecch, and the Pral«*it or ancient spoken dialects,

further shows that the black races received such civilisation

from tjie ’ conquering tribes of the north-east as the latter

possessed, for in the Vedic hymns, composed many genera-
tions ago, the Aryan singers speak of’ those races in terms
showing that they were not mere savages, but were familiar

with the arts of life. Thus, Indra, the early Hindu god, is

described as destroying the cities of Dasyus,” levelling

with the •ground the well-built dwellings of the Asuras,**

and annihilating perennial cities of the Asuras.” He is

eulogised as ‘‘ the destroyer of hostile and un^fcodly cities/'

and “ th.e sjayer of the Dasyus and the destroyer of their iron

cities.'* He is invokcKl “ to repair to the cities inhabited by the
Kakshasas.” He is celebrated as having bowed down the
thunderbolt of the ungodly Asura ".and as having with the
adamantine thunderbolts destroyed the hundred ancient cities

of Samhara."
Further to the south we find the testimony of the Tamil

language, which has not only survived the learned Sanskrit lan-

guage, but contains a literature scarcely inferior to its rival, to

prove that, long before the Aryan advance to that part of the

country, the aboriginal races of the Dravida had attained to a

degree of civilisation not inferior to that of their brethren

in the north-cast. When the Aryans visited the North-Western
frontier, the Gaucla. Dravidians \^ere already found in flourish-

ing •communities. According to Bishop Caldwell, they form-

ed marriage tics, were acquainted with agriculture and the

art of war. They armed themselves with swords " and
“ spears," and made use of ‘‘ bows", and, arrows," They knew
the arts of spinning," weaving" and d^^eing/' and their se-

pulchres show that they were well versed in pottery." They
were ruled over by kings" who dwelt in^^ strong houses." There
is also evidence to show that they had a powerful kingdom"
existing in the south, v^hich long successfully opposed agd with-

stood BrahmanicaUnvasion. It was no doubt the wealth possess-

ed by the aboriginal tribes that stimulated the fiercer race from
the north to deprive the original* inhabitants of the country,

who were leading a peacefal life, of their liberty, reduce them
to bondage and' fender them homeless. “ Festivals” were
not unknown to them, and these were presided over by mins-
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trels'* who recited ^songs/ They worshipped God, whom they
called Ko, or King, and constructed temples*' in his honour
which they styled Ko-il, or the house of Gpd. The Ga^ida
Dravidians tilled the soil and worked the mines. Their
presence at" a very early period can be traced from '^the

north-wes'L across to the north-east, and from both extremities

to the furthest south. Philosophy ” and “ Grammar*' were
^

entirely unknown to them,* and «they had no words to express

the operations of the mind. Numerals were known to them
up to a hundred, and some could count up to a thousand-

Bishop Caldwell fixes the period of the Aryan emigration

to the south at B, C. 350. The Aryans settled in the new
country not as conquerors but as instructors, diffusing, in the

land of their adoption, the Brahmanical civilisation which they

brought with them. The Brahman priests came to be called

sages and hermits. They diffused Sanski it, made Rings their

disciples, and were not only revered, but came to be worshipped
as deities.^ ^Jhe sage Agastya, who introduced philosophy in-

to the court of the first Pandyan king, became a Reified hero.

He composed many treatises, and is believed to be still alive,

though invisible to wordly mortals. Pie shines in the heavens

as the mightiest star on th.e regions of Southern India, fiven

the stupendous Vindhya Mountains prostrate themselves before

him, and the sacred river Tinncvelli springs from the hills, his

supposed home, and is called after his name. The Brahmans
came to be called Jhe fathers " of the Dravidian races less ad-

vanced in the arts of life, and, although they called them Siidras,

they were not as a class treated with contempt or despised and
scorned as their brethren of the north, and the ideas of servitude

did not prey on their mind. That was, how^ever, only the com-
mencement of Hindu civilisation among the Dravidians—

,

for the task of real reform was'not accomplished, until the 8th

century of the Christian era, or the rise of Kumarila, the brah-
man reformer ofJBehar, v/ho gave a fresh impulse to intellectual

activity.

I have already adverted to one of the earliest waves of

Indian conquest being of Sej^thian or Turanian origin. That
more than one wave swept over the country, is rendered pro-

bable by the circumstance of the Scythian words spoken in

the northern families of the Indian tongues differing to some
extent|/^rom those used in the southern families. The Turanians

'

subsequently achieved gre£^t celebrity in tenrple-building in India.

They were not devoted tfl war, or versed in literature and
science, but they were such expert temple-builders as the world

has never seen. Ferguson, the •great authority on Indian

architecture, in his admirable work, has 4»(fwelt at full length

on the Turanian temple-building in India. The pagodas
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built in several parts of Madras were, according to him, erected
by the race of .men which the Brahmans conquered and in

pyt destroyed. All belonged to pre-Aryan stocks, and many
must have beA)me the ancestors of the Sudras in the south
and presumably of tribes inhabiting other parts of India.

Although more than 3,000 years have elapsed# since the
aboriginal tribes were subdued by the fair Aryans, yet the
belief that^they are the real an^ rightful masters and owners of
the soil seems still to pervade them. Go into the deep forests

of Gondwana in Central India for purposes of sport. The
tawny*wild men who act as your guides or hunters, if asked
about deserted cities, ruined hamlets and mutilated stone
\valls of ancient forts, marks of old embankments, tanks and
other excavations which will meet your eye here and there
in your sojourn in the wilderness, will tell you that they were
the workstof their ancestors, the old Gond Rajas. There is a
saying among the Minas of Rajputana that the Raja is the pro-
prietor of iiis share of produce, but the Mina is the proprietor

of the land. In spite of their faithfulness as servants and their

attachment* to their ipasters, the feeling that lies at the bottom
,

of their inveterate habits of spoil and plunder is that of their

bciAg the rightful occupants of the country, the true and real

owners of the soil
;

for what they tak*e they regard as their own.
Even the Hindus seem to admit their primitive title. The
installation of a new Raja of Merwar in Rajputana is not
considered complete until the blood drawn from a Mina’s toe is

applied on the forehead as a Tikah or etnblem of royalty.

The same ceremony is observed on the succession of the Raja
of Udepur, one of the most ancient Hindu principalities in

Rajputana, showing that the primordial title of the aborigines is

still recognised,

M. L,
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Lift of Brian Houghton Hodgson, British Resident at the Court

of Nepal, 'Member of the Institute of France, Fellow of, the

Royal Society ; a Vice-President of the Royal Asiatic Society,

etc. By Sir William ^ilsjdn Hunter, K. C. S. I., M. A./
LL,D., a Vice-President of the Royal Asiatic Society, etc,

John Murray, Albemarle Street. London: 18516.

I
T is now more than fifty years since Brian Houghton
Hodgson terminated his political career, A new genera-

tion of Anglo-Indians has arisen since then to whom his name
is little more than a vague memory, and who are not even

aware of how much India owes to the indomitable energy,

courage and acumen of the brilliant young civilian* who, pass-

ing into the Company’s service at the unusually early age of

eightean, .vvorked his way up to the post of Resident in

Nepal before he had completed his thirty-third year. In

Europe it is on his achievements as a scientist, and an oriental

scholar that his fame chiefly rests
;
and the important services

which he req.dered to his country in her eastern empire*—his

efforts in the cause of vernacular education—his schemes for

the enlistment of Ghurkhas into our army, and for opening

up trade with Nepal—are already but dimly remembered evcti

by those destined to be most benefited by them, a reproach

which Sir W’. W. Hunter’s recent book on the subject will

doubtless do much to remove.

Brian Hodgson was born in 1800, at Prestbury in Cheshire,

where his father occupied the position of ^ country gentleman

following no profession, but employing himself chiefly in

sport, a taste which he trans*.nitted to his |pn, who managedj

in after years, to turn it to good account during his labours

in Zoology and Ornithology. When Brian was still but a

child, his fatheV, thinking to improve the prospects of his

increasing family, went into partnership with a coLsin in a bank

in Macclesfield which, after a btief period of prosperity,

failed, leaving Mr. Hodgson a practically ruined man. Fortu-

nately, however, his vyjfe who appears to have been a woman
of singular beauty and great strength of character, had in-

fluential friends
;
and one of them, '.he Earl of Clarendon,,

procured for her husband the post of guardian of the Martello^

Towers, while a few yearf later Mr. James Fattison, another

old friend and a Director df the East India Company, secured

a nomination for Brian to the Company’s Civil Service, and

after passing a successful examiuation, he entered Haileybury <

and came out to India in 1818.
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From that •time forward till he was past middle life, it may
almost be said tliat he was the mainstay of his chronically
impecunious family—making an a.lIowance to his parents

;

stai ting his brothers in life, and paying their debts after their

deatl!^; providing the means to*meet the expenses of his

sist^rs^ marriages, and, in short, doing all that in -hiip lay to

lighten the pecuniary burdens which pressed on the old folk at

iome, and which kept him, almost to the end of his career,

a comparatively poor man. So* heavy was the drain on his

purse that, Qven with a salary of Rs. 4,000 per mensem, he was
unable. t(? free himself sufficiently from debt to allow of his

taking a much needed holiday to England, and in 1836 we
find him, in a Utter to his father in which he sets forth some of

the heavy demands he has had to meet on account of his

brothers, writing as follows

May • hope, then, to be excused making you a remittance this

year ? My pension period is appioaching, and I shall have to pay half

Its value, or Rs. 50,000, e«e I can get it. Hut whence obtain the money,
if 1 never begin to save ? And what will country .ind kyj; me, if

I stay above iwesity-thiee years atone sttetch in this land ? I have,

1 hope, stfil a warm Jieart and a true, but Nature will assert her
author II y ;

and as you so beautifully say in* reference to poor Ned as
cojnpared with me, the golden links which bind us are not proof
against the vile solvent power of Time, <yid absolute community
of ideas and pursuits.

** Try it how we will, we cannot keep up a community of that sort

for years unnumbered ; and gradually all infages of affection become
shadows of shades. If then wc aie to know each other again in this

wot Id, 1 must hasten to you in 1840. Nor will l^fail, should impecu-
niosity not inteipose. Meanwhile do, if you can, keep the idea of me
distinct

;
for it was not with a dry eye that I read your unintentional

declaiation to the contrary. I remember you and my mother aa freshly

as though wf had parted yesterday. Yet it is tiue that the aetails of

the image was fainiijr and fainter. God’s will be done.^*

• Tl)c India to which young Hotjgson came was very different

from ^hat with whffli we are acquainted, and it is difficult for

eveh the most imaginative among us to realise how great that

difference was.
*

“ India,**#says Sir W. \V. Hunter, “ was a place of exile to a degree
which we of the present day can scarcely understand, and the exiles

found far fewer interests outside the routine of their ordinary work.
The alleviations of Indian existence which we regard as matters of

course—a cheap and abundant supply of icc^ the European telegrams

eveiy morning at breakfast in varied and well-written newspapers, the

weekly mail from Englafid with its budget of letters and new books,

the summer trip to the hills, and the inexpensive frequent||holiday

home—weie all unkifown to our forerunij^ers in Bengal at the beginning
of the century.

On the other hand they had the liookah, the heavy midday meal,

and the still heavier afternoin sleep. English ladies, although more
numerous than fcfmerly, had not yet acquired an absolute predomi-
nance in Calcutta, ox^completely imposed their social standards* Some
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of the great Calcutta houses have wings or anneres which are still

pointed out as the native female apartments of those days. Calcutta

society, which now strikes a new comer as bright and friendly, only

left an impression of weariness in the memoirs of a century ago.

Macaulay’s recollections of the Calcutta dinnen^parties as contbining

the duln^ss of a State banquet and the confusion of a shilling ordinary

refer to ^ period not long after Hodgson's arrival. ^
,

Brian Hodgson entered the College of Fort WillianS, for a

year, to perfect himself in the native languages and to stud^^

Indian law, his compaliionS being all very yoeng men who,
with a superabundance of animal spirits and plenty of leisure,

made the most of both by indulging in extravagances and
follies which, though regarded with good-natured leniency by
society in those days, would be voted bad form by Calcutta

society of to-day. Hodgson, however, does not appear to have
fallen in readily with the dissipations in which these young
gentlemen engaged. His active mind was already probably
too much occupied with serious subjects to leave him cither the

time or the inclination for senseless frolics of the kind per*

petrat^eUfey his fellow students. He had, moreover, been
brought up with a wholesome disgust for drunkenness, a vice

only too common in the early days of*‘ the century, and one
of his first experiences after landing in the country c^id not

tend to les*en his repugnance to it. He was invited by one of

his fellow passengers on the voyage out, the Colonel of a

crack regiment, to dine at mess, and as soon as the cloth was
removed, several large cases of wine, which his host had brought
out with him, were brought into the room. The door was then

locked, and the Colonel, turning to his guests and pointing to

the wine, said, Gentleman, there is your night’s work, ” a

work which they did so effectually that by the end of the

evening almost all the entertainers and »the entertained were
under the table. It is, however, recorded in the ColoneVs
favour, that he allowed HoSgson to pass* the bottle on the

score of his youth, and that he did not insist on his sittfng out

the revel.

His handsome face, his charming manners and his amiable
disposition soon gained for him a position in the best Calcutta

society, and he \^as introduced into the inner circle of Govern-
ment House by Lady D’Oyly, the wife of Sir Charles D’Oyly,

then Honorary Aide-de-Camp to the Marquess of Hastings.

Lady D’Oyly was a noble-minded ^and beautiful woman of

twenfy-nine, and the two struck up a friendship which lasted

till her death in 1875, a|»id which exerdsed a most beneficial

influence on Hodgson’s lifjp. He had not, however, completed
his first year in India before it became painfully appasent that

the climate of Calcutta was not Aiited to his constitution, and

as he was not disposed to spare himself* Either in the matter
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of Study! or in that of social amenitieS; his health began to

break down. He had a severe attack of fever which, in spite

of the most •careful nursing, he could not throw off
;
and finally

^his medical jdviser offered him the choice of three alterna-

tives— six feet undergrounc>—resign the service, or get a hill

appointment.” The second of these alternatives was rejected

as being worse than death, as he was unable to b!*ook the idea
of returning an invalid and a burden on his fathers hands ;

hill stations were not, in th<Sse d?iys, to be had for the asking

—

indeed a hill appointment was '' almost an impossibility for

a 5*oung civilian, and it seemed for the moment that death
would end his Indian career, when he suddenly found himself,

to his sgrprise, appointed, through the influence of Lady
D’Oyly, to the Assistant Coiiimissionership of Kumaon, to

which place he proceeded without delay.

Here he learned his first lessons in frontier administration,

and he could hardly have had a better opportunity for the

purpose, or a more interesting task than he found cut out
for him there. India, in her outlying Pr^vM»«s, was, in

those fiays,* an excellent school for a man of character-
one in which he* learnt self-reliance and .^clf-controI, and
/icquired that intimate knowledge of the country which can
be gained only by daily intercourse with tfce people, and to

the lack of which are probably ‘due so many of our ad-
ministrative blunders in recent years. Kumaon in 1819 was,
perhaps, the mo.st favourable school for the future Resident of

Nepal that could possibly have been fecund. During seventy

years it liad been suffering the miseries of invasion and con-

quest, first at the hands of the Rohillas and then at those of the

Ghurkhas, who oppressed them with a tyranny that has passed

into a proverb^ and on Mr, Traill, the then Commissioner,

and his new Assistant, devolved the stupendous task of

converting Ais shattered principality into a British Province.
* They marched, says Sir W. Ilunlcr, from hamlet to hamlet, and,

after long and apparently incosiciusive ;alks with the elders,

fixed some soit of rough assessment on each cultivated valley or

hill-iUde. Their only loads were narrow footpaths and zigaags up
the precipices, sometimes meie ledges cat out of the rock with a

thousand feet of sheer descent below.* Their shelter was a little

hill tent, a dismantled tower, or a draughty temple, often open on

three sides to the storms. lUit they were botft young men, indeed

astonishingly young, considering the duties assigned to them.

Hodgson was niieteen, Tiaill under thirty, and they went joyously to

work “ to settle ” the province. #

The young Assistant, while i?ravelling through the hills, was

brought necessarily into close contact with the people, and

the hardships and daggers which he and his followers shared

together established a bond of fellowship between them, and
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afforded him unusual opportunities for studying their iharacter,

and he found in them qualities which commanded his respect

and won his affection— powers of endurance, steadiness

of nerve, resource in unexpected difficulties,'" aftd a cheerful-^

ness and sense of humour whicli caused them to make lighf;

of difficulties^wlrich would have appeared insuperable to people
of the plains. ‘^Of their honesty,'" Mr. Traill in his Report
says :

—

“ too much praise cannot be given. Property of nil kinds is left ex*

posed in every way, without fear and without loss. In those .districts

whence periodical migration to the Tarai takes place, the villages are

left with almost a single occupant during half the year, and though a
great part of the property of the villagers remains in their houses,

no precaution is deemed necessary, except securing the doors against

the ingress of animals, which is done by a bar of wood, the use of

locks being as yet confined to the higher classes. In their pecuniary
transactions with each other, the agncultutal classes have rarely

recourse to written engagements
;
bargains concluded by th'e paities

joining hands {Juith marnit) in token of assent prove equally effectual

and bindiiig as if secured by parchment and seals.’*

But Brian iTodgson was not destined to remain long in

Kumaon. In 1820 Mr. Stuart, the Assistant to the Resident
in Nepal, died, and probably, it is thought, on the recommend-
ation of Traill, fo whom Gardner appears to have applied

for advice as to a competent‘man to fill his place, Hodgson
was appointed to the post, which he held for two years. Pie

was fortunate in finding in his chief at Kathmandu a man
who was in every way worthy of admiration and imitation,

‘‘Found at Kathmandu," he writes, ‘ in the head of the Embassy,
another man to form myself upon, a man with all the simpli-

city and more than the courtesy of Traill,—a man who was
the perfection of good sense and good temppr

;
who, li icing

the Nepalese and understanding them, was doing wonders
in reconciling a Court of Chinese proclivities^

.
.^o the offen-

sive novelty of responsible international dealings through a
permanent diplomatic esta\ilishment in their midst—a Court
whose pride and ' poveity made it, moreover, jealously

fretful at the novel sight of the costly^ and pompous style

then inseparable from ,our Indian embassies." It would be
beyond the scope of a review article to give a detailed

account of the history Qf the State of Nepal ;
suffice to say

that when young Hodgson joined his appointment, the stirring

events which had characterised the previous fifty years or

so had be^n followed by a re-action of “ suIIqii acquiescence
'*

and the Nepalese, after havVng harassed ns continually with
their aggressions and insolenct, had finally been obliged to

submit to our arms. t

^ Traill's Report, p. 64. Reprint of 1851.
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Wheif Mr. Gardner assumed the Residentship he found Bhim Sen
in complete control of the factions which made up the Gurkha nation.

Soon after Gardner’s arrival at Kathmandu, the nominal Raja died,

leaving an infant two years old as* his successor. Bhim Sen remained'
in power as #rime Minister, wit|ji the Queen-Mother as nominal Regent
during the long minority. He conciliated the Gutkha chiefs by keep-
ing up a large standing ai my, and by a display of almost insolent
indifference to the British Resident. At the same time ffe avoided any
cause of acMial rupture with the English power. Gardner perfectly
understood the position. Hi^ busj^iess was to do nothing, so he and
the Prime Minister, while privately good fiiends, maintained in public
an attitude of haughty aloofness, like two estimable augurs without
t^wiiik or a betraying smile.

Hodgson was of too active a temperament to brook the
prospect oi" sitting still and doing nothing, and he kicked
against the monotony and inactivity of a life spent in the
narrow round of Residency routine, where the restrictions

put upoy his liberty were such that he could not go out further

than a morning's ride from the Residency walls, and, seeing

no prospect of the Residentship falling vacant, he managed,
through tlie influence of friends at headquarters;"^ get an
appointment* as Deputy Secretary in the Persian Department
in tlie Foreign Oflfice in Calcutta.* It was a^much-coveteef
p^ize of the Junior Service, leading sometimes to the very
higlioftt positions and affording* peculiar opportunities for

pci.sonal distinction, and its attainment by so young a man
was rcgaided as a singular piece of good fortune. But, alas

for Hodgson's hope of a career in the great arenas of Indian
diplomacy and administration, " he was .again stricken down
by his old complaint and once more he had to choose between
a grave in Calcutta, and li'O in the hills. The Assistant Resi-

dentship at Nepal having been fllled up, he had to be content
with a subordinate jiosition in Kathmandu, where he assumed
charge of the Post Office. But it was only for a time. The
Assistant RefPiflentship again Tfalling vacant in 1825, Hodgson

• w*as re-appointed to it ; and eight y ears afterwards, when Mr.
Ms^dclock, who hud succeeded Gardfter as Resident, took fur-

lough, Lc^rd William Bcntinck appointed Hodgson to the post.

The political outlook in Nepal liad not improved during the

time that he had been absent fiorn Kitthmandu. The Queen
Regent had died, leaving the Piime Minister, Bhim Sen, com-
pletely master of the situation ;

each •party in tlic State began
to intrigue one agyinst another and for support from without,

and the difficulties and anxieties that beset the path of the

new Resident An be realised gnly tby those who nave them-
selves some personal knowletlgc^ of native courts. More than
once, in reading Sir W. W. Hunter’s interesting Biography, one
is made to feel that it wA only his exquisite tact, his courage

and his thorough knowledge of the people with whom he had
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to deal, that saved Hodgson and his staff from a fafte similar to

that which so recently overtook the Resident at ^anipur and his

officers. In a private letter he relates on <one occasion :— ^

*' I was called to the DarbY ostensibly for a nitere formal visit. 1

went as usual with the gentlemen of the Residency at 7 p.m./ At
10 o'clock l.rose to go, but the Raja begged me to stay awKile, an^
again al 11 o’clock, and again I think at midnight. Still sometning
was always urged by the Court to keep us, and though no adequate
cause was assigned, I assented in ^rder if possible to discover the real <

cause of our detention. 1 felt there Tf^as some cause, and possibly a

serious one, as I whispered to Or. Campbell,® and I wanted to fathom
the mystery. •

** Soon after midnight, at a sign from one of the Raja’s attendants,

his Highness asked me to go to the C2ueen’s apartments. I went. Her
Highness received me with scant civility, and presently grew angry
and offensive with leference to business. I replied at first seriously,”

and then passed to compliments ending in a jest. ‘‘ This made her

laugh, and under cover of the momentary good-humour, the Raja
carried me off, appaiently only too h.appy to have thus e^asily got me
through an interview demanded by his virago of a wife, who was the

prime-mover in all the mischief then brewing. It was daylight when I

and ttrw*gen4lemen left the palace, and shortly after came rumours of

an uproar in the Nepal cantonments. It was reported to that the

troops at <the capital wpre in a mutinous suite, and were threatening

mischief to the Residency, they having been told that the Resident had
been all night insisting on a reduction of the Guikha army by instruc-

tions from liii Government.*
Ere long the report of the mutiny was confirmed by the appearance

of a large body of soldiers in arms moving on the Residency. Arrived

at an open space two bundled yards fiom tli** imbassy-hoiise, the

troops called a halt and held a palaver. The men objected to perpe-

trate so cowardly an act as the destruction of the Resilient, ‘ he being

a good gentleman long known to them, and always kind and couiteous

to them and their families.’ The palaver ended in a deputation of a

select body of them to the Darbar to say theft, if they were to do such

a deed, they must have a Lal-mohar (sl formal order under the royal

seal) to that effect.”
*

He managed to convey to the. Raja that he hajj seen through
the object of this strange attempt to detain^iim and his staff

during the night, and that measures were already taken to

secure vengeance, •if needful, for their deaths/'

“ By the beginning of 1835,” says Sir \V. Hunter, “ rffcvcn factions

had developed at tjie Court of Nepal, all requiring to be carefully

watched by the Resident, each from time to time coquetting for his

support, and from time to time making appeals to the popular warlike
sentiment in Nepal agaif.st the presence of a foreign representative at

their capital. Hodgson had the delicate task of maintaining an attitude

of dignified non-interference towards them af^, which should not im-
properly pledge his Government on the one hand^ nor give offence on
the other. The principal dmmaiisperson<B in the series of tragedies

that followed may be briefly enumerated.
First, the faineant King ambitious of becoming actual ruler, at first

with the help of Ranbir Singh, the krother and rival of the Prime
-<-

The Residency Surgeon and Honorary Assistant^'Resident.
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Minister, subsequently with the aid of the Pandi faction hostile to the
Prime Ministor's whole clan. After sufTeriiig many degradations, the
poor King was finally deposed in 1847, and died a State prisoner.

Second, the»King’s chief wife, known as the Senior Queen, who tried
^to assert her authority by the*help of the Pandisi After furious
outbursts in which she more than once quitted the palace in a rage,
^he died on her way into exile, as rumoured at the time Vrom poison,
but appniently from jungle-fever caught on her flight towards the
Indian plains in 1841.

^
Thircf, the King’s second wife, known as the Junior Queen, who

hoped to rise to power hy supporting the Thappas (the clan of the
Pri^ne Minister Bhim Sen), and by opposing the Pandis. After a long
Struggle, she obtained her full political rights as Queen in January
1843, restoied tho Thnppas with the gallant IMataba'i as Prime Minis-
ter, lost hor power on his assassination in 1S45, and was afterwards
exiled to the Indi.in plains.

Fourth, the Chnuntiias, or collateial branches of the royal race with
hereditary claims to high office. Kept down dining the long supre-
macy ci lilnm Sen, they reasserted their lights as his power waned,
and secured the Primc-Ministeiship for their clan more than once
after his fill, but lost their leadeis by exile and assassination, and
finally went down in the gieat massacre of 1846. •

Fifth, the 'fhappa family, headed by the Prime Minister Bhini Sen
who after a six yeai’j stiuggle to maintai^i his power since the death
of the old Queen-Regent was degraded 111 1837, and cut his throat

#in piison to avoid torture in 1839. His rival brotlier Ranbir became
a fakii, or wandering mendicant, to sa\»e his life. Hi? gallant nephew
Malabar, after long exile, obtained the Prime-Ministership through
the irdluence of the Junioi Queen in December 1843, and was mur-
deied in 184s.

Sixth, the rival family of the Pandis, who had been crushed for

tbiity yeais by Ilhim .Sen. Headed by Ranjangf the son of the Prime
Minister iniiitieicd at the beginning of the cernuiy, they began to re-

claim their lights in 1334. I'.y the palace inrngiies of tlie Senior
Queen, Ranjang ob(a*inea more than once the Piime-Ministership,

and afier jnany minders perished himself in the gcncial slaughter
and exile of the '^‘andis in 1S43. His piincipnl kinsmen were be-

headed, The aged Ranjang was brought to the place of execution,

but being in Joying slate, he \^as meiely shown to the people and
•then removed to his own house, where he died naturally a few hours
afterwards.”

Seventh, the Biahman paity, in tuin allied and* opposed to all the

foregoin<j factions of the military castes. Unjustly kept out of their

hciediiary apuoinlments, the Rrahmans emeiged with Raghunath
Pandit as their leader 011 the downfall of'Bhim Sen. During the

confusion which followed, the hostile factions allowed Raghunath
pandit to obtain the Prune Ministership tiH each could gather its own
forces The Brahman, however, discovered the times to be too

perilous for a man of peace, and finding himself unsupported even by
the poor King, soon resigned the preiiiieiship. He reappeared from
time to time, e^ccially as chief of a coalition ministry ^in 1840 ;

always keeping ont of harm’s way, .frid content to retire to the safe

seclusion of a religious life whenevewdanger threatened.
“ All these factions came in their turn to the front amid palace

intrigues and massacres'* during Hodgson’s Residentship from

1833 to 1843. ?E^ch did its best to establish Its power by destroying

Its rivals, and, with the exception of the Brahman party, each, when its

time arrived, shaied the common fate of slaughter and ruin. The
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ablest and most confident of the rival ministers Matabar Singh, when
finally e^stablished his supremacy, told the Resident that since the

foundation of the Nepalese dynasty, every Prime Minister had met with

a violent death, but that, for his own pait/* ha hoped he wot^id

escape.*’ Ope daik night, less th*an three months later, his mangled
corpse was ,let down by a rope into the street from a window of ^thc

palace.** f

The year 1837 was one of revolution and counter-revolution

in Nepal
;
Bhiin Sen had b^^n thrown out of the Ministry, and

Ramjang Pandi appointed Prime Minister, and it was a period

of excessive labour and anxiety to the Resident, '

^

“ In January 1838 three messengets, disguised as religious mendi-
cant'^, brought a rumour to Nepal of a luptuio beiwcen the British and
the Coirt of Avn. Foilhwiih Nepal despatched an emissary to Hiinna,'

taking Sikkim and Assam by the wav. A-. the vear advanced, negotia-

tions wiiicli the Nepalese behoved to be profound secrets, but each
move in which Hodgson lecoided with an imperturbable tace, wete
carried on with the gieat N'lt’ve Stales <>f India, Uila'Diir, j )dh-

pur, Gwalior, Sindhi.i, Haid.uab.ni, the M uatlnis and (hi Sikhs;
whil e^r^ommtiiiicatioiis were opened witii China, Afgh inisian, and
Persia. Th^ee thousand addiiional rounds of powder .ana cannon-
shot were 5-eived out f’om the cential arsenals to the ganiaons along

the Bruish*fronticr of Nepal. ••

At length Bhim Sen puvatclv sent secret information to the Resi-

dent that thf Daibar weie preoared for hostilities in October, should

the accounts received from Ava, Pekin, and Lahore be favourable by
that time As rumours thickened ol our being m trouble with Bur-

ma, Afghanistan, and Persia, the Darbar became impatient, “ and
the Riija was formally petitioned bv a body of Chiefs m Council to

expel tlie Resident at once—a pioposition to whiuh he tacitly listened.
’ J

The expulsion w«mld probably bo acc imp.inied with massacre, and
fears were felt in Calcutta lest the funous Queen’s favoiinp', now be-

come Prime Minister, inigiu rnuider HotL^son and his staff to win
popularity with the anny, and to commit tiie King irrevocably to war

Hodgson maintained an altitude of calm wlych alnrfost seemed in-

diffcicnce, and kept up his polite intercourse with the Court as if nothing
were happening which could not be adjusted in the ordinary course of

diplomacy. On his remonstrance the King issued rofitf mandates in Sep-
tember iccalling seveial of the seciet emissaries to the Native States.

At the same tiyiie he siiU moie secietly sent forth new one-;. His
Highness even went so far as to address a complimentary letter to

Lord Auckland professing the mo-^t amiable views cowards the

British Goveinment *’ Amid these courtly hvpociisies the unhealthy
months slipped by 'during which Nepal might have stiuck her blow

;

and with the commencement of the cold weather came the news that a
British force was ordered to assemble on the Nepal frontier.

The Government of India at that time had its hands too

full with^ preparations for the Afghan Wa*r to be at all prepared
for hostilities in Nepal, and jt was hoped thal, until the storm in

Afghanistan had blown over, the Resident would be able to

keep things quiet there, whicfi he did with great success for

* OlcWeld*'^ pp. 343-346, Vo l./i. Ed. 1880. This
was in 1845, after Hodgson left Kathmandu.

*

t Excerpts from the Letters of the Resident^ ut supra^ p, 8i.

t Idem,
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four year* ; although in spite of the assumed friendliness of the
Durbar towj^rds the British Government, the task was one of
extreme delicacy and difficulty.

“ We b^^e narrowly escaped a war with Nepal,’* he wrote to his
father, Febiuary i&t, 1839, “ now I see many hvniptoms that the
escape was but lempoiary, and that unless out GoveVnoj* General makes
up his mind to more resolute remonstrance than heretoToie, Guikha
presiimpti' ii and duplicity will speedily enfoice our taking up arms
agaiyst Nepal.” • •

In July the aged Minister, Bhim Sen, worn out by the perse-
cutions* of his enemies, committed suicide, and the war party
wks left supreme, but still Lord Auckland's hands were tied, and
he could only protest feebly against the Government of Nepal.

“ I am cliiectf^d to state,” wiote his Secretary,* “ that the ineasuies of
indignity, insult, at cl cruelty which the ritn-ernnient of Nepal has
adopted towards the late and able Minister of that State, have been
vievicd by the ('rovernor-Geneial with feelings of extreme disgust and
abhoiierice. "I’hey pom ti ay a spii it of vindictive hatred towards the
late Genet al Blum Sen, venting itself on its unfortunate victim by
oiitrar^^s so atrocious and unmanly as to lead fco the^TTelief that the
moral feelfng of the Court h is been much vitiated since the deposition
of bfiim Sen, a^id that, under the jjitsenl system and the present
Government, the manners of the people will lapidly sink into a state of

barbarity from which they were being giadually weaned by a long
course of pacific rule, under aiiiuble and comparatively enlightened
administration.”

And so things went on, Hodgson in the meantime doing his

utmost by diplomacy to effext a change of ministry, and his

effoits being successful saved the necessity for a war which the
Britisli Government would have found extremely inconvenient^

if not actually impossible . In January 1841 our army in

Afghanistan suffered one of the most appalling disasters record-

ed ill hisLu y—*4,500 men with 12,000 Camp followers were
annihilated in the snows of the Afghan passes, only one solitary

individual oW»»of 16,500 souls escai)ing to tell the tragic tale to

dur garrison at Jcllalabad. A month later Lord Auckland
was succeeded by Loul Elleubcftoiigh piobably the most in-

competent, as lie was the most self-sufficient, Viceroy India has

yet known. One of Lord Auckland's last acts was to place on
record his appreciation of Hodgson's services in a formal Des-
patch stating :

—

"The issue of \ our lal** proceedings has been so successful as to

prove that vou have act^'d thioiighoiit these transactions with a thorough
knowledge of the lAtivc character, and with a degiee of -kill, prudence,

and fo'heaianctf that is highly cretlitahle to you His Lordship begs to

cofgratiilnte you on the favourablc^issue of your last struggle.”t

* Letter from T. H. M.uldock, Secictaiv to the Government of India W'ith

the Governot-General, to tlie^Resideiit in Nepal, dated Simla, August I5ih

1839.— MSS.
t Secretary to (ioveinment of India to Resident in Nepal, February,

i8tb, 1842.—Hodgson Private Papers.
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He also wrote to him from the Sandheads, a private letter

1} which he says

—

“ 1 write these few hasty lines to you, to take leaye of you, and tcj,

wish you such good health as may e.iable you to complete your labours
in Nepal, and afterwards to enjoy m.iny years of comfort in England^
It is most satisfactory to me on the eve of my departure from Indi^,
and when there is so much of gloom and danger in one quarter of our
political horizon, that the prospects in regard to Nepal are better and
more promising than they have *long»!)een. Once more I thank you
for all you have done, and I wish you well.*”

Of Lord Ellenborough Sir W. W. Hunter says :

—

Of the lemaikable man who succeeded Loid Auckland on February
28th, 1842, it is even now difticull to speak. Endowed w'iih his father’s
gifts of forensic .skill and eloquence, Loid Elleiil>oiougii’s oratory
won for him a reputation in Pailiainent which was never altogether
lost by his mingled vacillation and rashness in action. History writes
of his biief Indian career in the language of indignation. Its verdict
may in sevei.il respects require to be leconsideied and in certain
details to be modified. My purview is heie resti'ictcd to his coiinec'
tion witli-Nepal There as everywhere he determined from the outset
to make his personality felt. In order, however, to understand his

,
action in Nepal, it is necessaiy to have some idea of ike general
lenour of his administration “and of the chaiacter of the man. For
the present I prefer to quote the summing up of the most smooth-
voiced of Indian>iistoriaus rather than to myself pronounce on the
idiosyncrasies which led to Lord Ellcnborough’s recall at the end of
two years.

“He went to India the avowed champion of peace, and he was
incessantly engaged in war. For the Afghan war he was not, indeed,
accountable—he found it 011 bis hands : and in the mode in which he
proposed to conclude it, and in which he would have concluded it but
for the remonstrances of his miliiaiy adviseis, he certainly displayed
no departure fiom the ultia-pacific policy which he had professed
in England. The tiiumph'> with winch ilje perseverance of the
generals commanding m Afghanistan giaced his administration seem
completely to have altered his views ; and the desiie of military glory
thencefoiwaid supplanted every othe< feeling in his breast. He would
have shunned war m Afghanistan by a couise whnfR' tlie majoiity of
his countrymen would pronounce dishoiiMurable. He might without
dishonour have avoided war hi Smd, and possibly have aveited hosti-
lities at Gwalior

;
but he did not. For the internal improvement of

India he did nothing. He had, indeed, little time to do anything.
“ War and preparation for war, absoibed most of his hours, and

in a theatrical display of childish pomp many moic weic consumed.
With an extravagant confidence in his own judgment, even on points
which he had never studied, he united no portion of steadiness or
constancy. His puiposcs weie foimed and ah mdoned with a levity

which accorded little with the Offensive tone v>»liicli he manifested in

their def.-nce, so long as they were eiileilainecl. His administration
was not an illustiatioii of any marked and consistent course of policy

;

it was an aggregation of isolated^facts. It resembled an ill construct-
ed drama, in which no one incident i.s the result of that by which it was
proceeded, i>or a just and natural prepacaiion for that which is to

* Letter maiked ‘‘ private” from Lord Auckland to B. . Hodgson, dated
March 7ih, 1842, from the Sandheads.—Hodgson Private Papers.
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follow. £verythiH]|r in it stands alone and unconnected- His influence
shat across the Asiatic world like a meteor, and, but for the indelible
brand of shame indented in Sind, lik^ a meteor, its memory would pass
froiii the mind with its disappearance.*’* *

TRc oevents which led up to the great crisis iii Hodgson's
political career wei c as follows

• Two months after the news of she annihilation of our Kabul force,
the war excitement in Nepal exploded in an outrage on the Residency.
The Raja,, finding himself poweiless to control his son, announced his
inientichi of abdicating in the prince’s favour. The peace Ministry of
the royal collaterals found themselves equally powerless to control
the war party, and could only give a trembling support to the Resident
by secret warnings. A lawsuit with a British Indian subject trading
with Nepal was made the pietext for an outbreak. This man, KasU
nalh by name, the representative of a mercantile house at Benares,
had during two yearsf been living within the Residency bounds under
medical treatment for a painful disease, while prosecuting his claims
anil defending counter-claims in the dilatory couits of Kathmandu, %
Suddenly on the morning of Aptil 231 d, 1842, writes Hodgson^ one
of his pnvate notes, “ my people hurried into my room Vith the in-

telligence il*at the Raja attended by a large train was approaching the
Embassy, and that in ^ar of him but in sight was a regiment of
soldieib with loaded arms.
“•The news came from the friendly Ministers, who, 4aken by sur-

prise, could only send me a woid of cautiefn and hurry after the Raja
to the Ke-idency. Accompanied by Ur. Christie, who happened to be
wMih me at the moment, I hastened to the entrance gate, at the same
time sending word to the commanding officer of my escort to bring
his men quickly for the osteii'^ible purpose of making the usual salute
to the sovereign. I tliought that, in case of coiAemplated violence,
tlie presence of the escoit for the purpose of salute might prove a
deierreiu. ihougli of cours^ no effectual protection if the worst came
toihe woist. When I got to the gate the Raja had already arrived
with his son nrfcl a huge posse of letainers and chiefs, among the latter

the friendly Ministeis.

‘*Wuh little preface the Raja s.^id to me he had come to demand
and to insist on ifcfsurrender of the merchant. I explained that he
cjDufd not be given up, because the case was not one of disputed
Juiisdiction, but of strong-handed interferei^ce with all legal proceed-
ings.”§ Kasinath then, at Mr. Hodgson’s request,'^ says the official

nairative,” [I#** made his obeisance to the Raja and declared he had no

* The History of the British Empire in India, Uy Edward Thornton,
Vol. VI., pp. 548,-549. Ed. 1841-45.

t Siatemeut by Lieutenant F. Smith, in conynand of the Resident’s
Escoit (Appendix VII., Secret Consultations of the Government of India,
August 310, 1S42, No. 66).—India Office MSS.

The case is stated at great length in the Petition of Kasinath Mull
oj Benaies to the Resid«it ai Kathmandu, dated Februar)r 27thf 1842.
—Secret Consultations of August 3rd, 1842, No. 51.

§ Hodgson’s habitual moderation whei^ speaking of an opponent
appears here. The scene is described by the Escort Officer in his official
narr ative as follows ;

‘‘ 1 found ftie Raja in a great passion and insisting
^hat Kasinath should Be^given up to him. The Resident remonstrated,
saying he was a British subject and could not. The Raja then became very
violent.”—Lieutenant F. Smith's Statement, ut supra [India Offic€ MSSf)^

4! Lieutenant F. Smith’s Statement, ui supra,

VOL. CIV.] 23
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wish or intention of opposing hinit and that all he wanted was justice.
The Raja then ordered him to be seized.'* •

" Notwkhstanding the Raja's vehemence of demand/* to resum^ from
Hodgson's own note, I steadfastly but courteously continued to refjse

compliance. His Highness at length rushed at the poor merchafAt and
attempted to bear him off. I threw my arm round the merchant and
said sternly to the Raja,^* Yoij take both of us or neither.* This war»

more than the Raja could sciew up his resolution to do/‘ although his

hot-headed son urged him to do it with abuse and even blows. Seiz-

ing the moment, I made an appeal to the Raja’s better feeling (I had
known him from his boyhood), and thus at length I cdst the
balance against the mischief-makers. But it was not until a full hour
of imminent risk had elapsed, during which the friendly chiefs, as
they passed and repassed me in the surging crowd, dropped in niy ear
the words :

* Be patient and fiim ; all depends on you. VVe cannot
act now, but we can and will exact an apology when the Raja’s fit

of violence has abated, and we have got him away.
’ ”

*

Later in the day, the Raja and his heir-apparent made a second
attempt in person to seize the man—an attempt again frustrated by
HWgson’r calm determination that they must take himself as prisoner

as well as the met chant or neither. EventuallJ thev calmed down,
and sent the friencjly Ministers to negotiate witli the Resident.

Hodgson declared “ that he could only be guided by the lules of his

office
;
but if they would piepare a statement of the case and their

decision, he would submit it to the Governor-General in Council for

his orders.** In the end the merchant of his own accord went
with the friendly Ministers and made his obeisance to the Raja, the

Prime Minister and chief spiritual head of the ?»nte, “ being security

for his safety and return to the Residency,*’

Hodgson reported the occurience to his Government, and received

in answer a letter, dated May 8th, 1842, which disclosed the change
of altitude lowaids him that had accompanied the change of Governor-
Generals. Lord Ellenborough “hrd been led to indulge the hope
that the communications between the two States ,would hencefoith

have been of the most amicable and courtl:ous character.”t It is

scarcely needful to repeat that neither his predecessor, Lord Auckland,,

nor his Council in Calcutta ’from whom thejj/w Governor-General
was then separated by six hundred miles, nor Hodgson himself, had
ever indulged in any such hope of permanent cordiality.

Lord Ellenborough, therefore, heard of the recent affair “ with much
disappointment and regiet.’’ He was good enough, however, to say

that “ his Lordship cannot believe that you would act ih a manner so

entirely contrary, co the known views and wishes of your Government
as to attempt to extend the piivileges of British subjects or your own
authority beyond the just limits which the laws of nations and a solemn
Treaty assign to th^m ; still less that you would evince a want of

personal consideration for a friendly and independent sovereign. Nor
could his Lordship believe, on the other Mind, that that sovereign could
sof^ar forget his personal dignity and the obligations of the public law
and Treaty as to offer <an intentional insult to the Representative af

his Court of a sincerely friendly Power and to place under prosecution

a British subject.” *

* Lieutenant F. Smith's Statement of what loccurred on Saturday,
April 23rd, 1842 **— Office MSS, *

t Secret Consultations of the Government of India of August 3rd, 1842,

No. 67, Letter from the Secretary to the Government of India with tl)^

Governor-General to the Resident in Nepal, dated Allahabad, May 8tb,

1842, para. 3 .—India Office HISS,
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Meanwhile^is Lordship thinks .that the State presents on their
|way from Nep^^in honour of his accession to the Governor General-
ship, ** at a moment when the clotui of misunderstanding has passed
Over the sun of friendship,” should await the period ‘when that sun
flhall burst forth in all its former effulgence to give light and
splendour and prosperity to two great and friendly States.”*
Hodgson did not know exactly what to make of this letter in Lord

Ellenbowugh’s finest vein. He foit that somehow he was placed on his
defence by a Governor-General absolutely ignorant of the situation,
The leWer was to be communicated to the Raja—a letter not only
full hf pompous inanities, but one which would, in Hodgson’s judg-
ment, undo the good results of Lord Auckland’s policy in Nepal and
endanger the lives of the friendly Ministers. He therefore determined
to take upon himself the responsibility of not delivering it. He com-
muniC'ited, however, a modification of its views to the Raja in less

injudicious terms, repoited his action to the Governor-General, and
hoped fbr his Lordship’s approval when the facts were fully laid before
him. Tlie Govern )r-General replied, after some intermediate rebuke,
that “ the step you have taken is not only in direct disobedience of

the instructions you received, but it may tend to produce serious em-
barrassment (o the Government, by compelling it to sfdopt an extreme
course w>th respect to the Raja of Nepal at a lime when it is certainly

not desirable to create a division of the British forces aTnd to impose •

new burdens on the finances.” His Lordship directed, therefore, that

you will be relieved in your situation of ResidenLat the Court of

Nepal at the earliest period at which thfe season and Uie exigencies of

the public service may permit such relief to take place.’’"''

Regarding the propriety of Hodgson’s action in this matter

there will, doubtless, always be some conflict of opinion ;
but

there can hardly be any as to the high-handed and impetuous

conduct of Lord Ellenborough at the time, and the obstinacy

and disingenuousness •of his subsequent behaviour, Brian

Hodgson was placed in a peculiarly difficult position—sudden-

ly called upon by*

a

man new to the country and totally un-

acquainted witji the people with whom he had to deal, to do

whajt to his experienced mind appeared to be fraight with

the gravest peril to British interests. He had to use his own

judgment, and there can be no dofibt that? in doing what he

did on his own responsibility, until he should have had time

to explain matters to the Viceroy, he acted, if indeed, to his

own undoing—for the good of his country, and saved her

• from embarrassments she was in no way prepared ^ meet.

Speaking of the circumstance forty years afterwards, Hodgson

himself says :— •

“ The new Goveirnor-General, although away from his Council and

in opposition to his Foreign Secreta^, who was the only responsible

officer with him, summarily condoned ‘ the tried apd successful

policy of his predecessor, ' and ordered a dangerous communication

to be made to the Raja of Nepal. ‘ It seemed to me iinpossible to

follow such a coSrse, and. as his Lordship declared that his object was

* Letter from the Secretary with Governor-General to the Resident of

Nepal, dated Allahabad, June 2 i 5t. 1842 —Hodgson Papers.
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peace, I ventured to disobey orders which I thought would certainly
imperil it.*”* t f

Public sympathy was entirely on Hodgson's side in, the

matter, apd ‘great indignation was felt and expressed ajf tfie

spectacle of a valued and experienced Representative at a

Native Court being summarily dismissed by an inexperienced,

but self-opinionated Governor-General who had tfeen at his

post only a few months, and who acted entirely on his own
responsibility

;
and although Hodgson resigned the sert^ice on

being offered the insultingly petty post of Assistant Com-
missioner at Simla, he was received with acclamation by the

Court of Directors in England, and found himself the hero
of the hour.

One of the first problems that had presented thpmselves to

Hodgson when Assistant Resident at Kathmandu was that of

finding some safe outlet for the activities of the military castes,

and he*concerved the plan of negociating with Nepal for the

service of apportion of her organised troops as niercenaries."

The Nepalese are an eslscntially militaiy* people, and all able-

bodied men of the higher classes are enrolled into the army
by rotation, thus causing, from time to time, a large overflow

of fighting material, with warlike instincts, but with no oppor-

tunity for their display, and the idea occurred to Hodgson
that it would be greatly to our advantage to utilise their

services by enrolling them into our army. He was quick to

see that these hardy mountaineers prossessed qualities which
gave them a great advantage over tha Company’s “ Sepoy,

"

and which rendered them invaluable in certain lynds of war-

fare, and that from many other points Cf view they would
form a most important additiop to our forces in this country/

“These Highland Soldiers, ’* he says, “who despatch their pineal

in half an hour, and satisfy the ceremonial law by merely washing
their hands and face af»d taking off their turbans befoie cooking,

laugh at the phaiisaical ligour of our sepoys who must bathe from
head to foot and make Puja ere they begin to diess their dinner, must
eat nearly naked in, the coldest weather, and cannot be in marching
trim again in less than three hours—the best part of the day. In
war the former the Gurkhas] carry several days’ provisions on,,

their backs ; the latter [the Company’s old sepoys] would deem such
an act intolerably degrading. The former see in foreign service

nothing but the prospect of gain and glcsy ; the latter can discover .

in it^othing but pollution and peril from unclean men, and terrible

wizards and goblins and evd spirits.”
' *

This scheme was not carried into effect for some time, al-

though Lord Dalhousie was quife alive to its merits and
reorganised the local Gurkha battalions into mgiments in 1850.

When the Mutiny broke out in 1867, howevfer, “ the authorities,"

* Autobiographical Memoranda written by Mr. Hodgson in 1881.-%

Hodgson MSS.



says Sir W. Hunter, fell back when too late on Hodgson's
scheme which would, humanly speaking, have rendered such
a catastrophe impossible ” That it would have done much
to crush out tJie rebellion and to prevent its reaching the
terrible dimensions it assumed, is certain, but whether,' as Sir
Wt Hunter thirties, it would have rendered the outbreak im-
possible, is open to doubt. After the Mutiny,* Hodgson had
the#satisfaction of seeing his plan successfully carried out, our
Ghurkha force being reorganised on a permanent basis, and

» numbering at the present time fifteen regiments, nearly 14,000
strong. Another means by which he proposed to utilise the

increasing pressure of the military castes in Nepal was by pro-

viding’some “ peaceful outlet” for her commercial capabilities

by encouraging her to trade with Great Britain, and converting

her into a cermmon mart, where an interchange of the com-
modities of India with those of inner Asia might be efifected.

He drew up a very exhaustive Report on the subject, in which
he entered into the minutest detail, and which forms a hand-

book to the articles of Himalayan trade—** qualities most pro-

fitable and the colours most in demand in the jSrst third of

the nineteenth f:entury.” So minute were his suggesticTns that

he even wt*tit so far^as to lay down rules for thp packing of
^

Merchandise from Calcutta.
* “ The Merchants,” he says ** wares should be ma^e up at Calcutta

into secure packages, adapted for carrfage on a man’s back, of the full

weight of two Calcutta bazar maunds each,'=^ Because, if the wares

be so made up, a single mountaineer will carry that surprising

weight over the huge mountains of Nepal 5 whereas two men, not

being able to unite their strength with effect in the conveyance of

goods, packages heavier than two maunds afe of necessity taken to

pieces on the load at great hazatd and inconvenience- . «
* Let

every merchant, tliere/oie,’ he quaintly concludes his dissertation on

packing, ‘ make up his goods into parcels of two full bazar maunds
each, and* let hi;n have with him apparatus for fixing two of such

parcels across a bullock’s saddle.”'

His energy i?» this direction \net, happily, with immediate

rewtird. The Government of India approved his scheme,

and he had the gratification, while Resident at Nepal, of

seeing an immense development of our trade with that coun-

try, and ifl 1891 the Nepalese exports and imports had

grown from Rs. 3,000,000 in 1831 to & trade with British

^
India alone of over Rs. 33,000,000. It was some years

*
later, when he had returned to the Himalayas in a private

capacity, as a scholar, that, in .his pleasant retreat at Darji-

• ling, he conceived flie idea of a European colonisation

• of the Himalayan* borders. He yrged the rearing • of the

more costly of the sub-tropical plants under European

About i6p pounds avoirdupois.



supervision^ and singled out tea-planting as the most suitable

of these ; and although the enterprise was very tardily taken
up, it is to his valuable suggestions, backed up by practical

experiments on his own account, that we ow^ the fact that

in the year 1896, four hundred tea plantations were in exist-

ence in the Darjiling district wjth five millions sterling inveiced

in them. His plans for agricultural settlements in the hills

by Europeans, by means of which he foretold that India wf)ufd

defy,the world, have, however, owing doubtless to the cheapness
of native labour, which reqder^it impossible for Europeans to #

compete with it, not yet been realised. But it is not beyond
the bounds of probability that in some not very distant

future there will be found, in some such scheme, the* partial

solution of the great Eurasian question which is such a per-

plexing one at the present day.

But it is as the champion of Vernacular education that

Brian Hodgson was most conspicuous to the Indian world

during the first twenty years of his service, when a fierce

controversy raged on the subject, those in favour of English

being ^leaded by Lord Macaulay and Sir Charles Trevelyan,

and the othter side by John Russell Colvin,, Henry Thoby
Prinsep and Horace Hayman Wilson. Into this vrontroversy

Hodgson threw himseff heart and soul on the side of the

orientalists, aqd declared that if the education of the Indian

peoples were to become a ‘reality, it must be conducted neither

in English nor in the classical languages of India, but in the

living vernaculars of each province.”

Macaulay's famous minute for a time decided the question,

although Hodgson, nothing daunted, replied to it in two
letters to the Friend of India^ in which he traversed the major
premiss of Macaulay’s argument, which, assumed that, to quote

his words, we have to educate a people who cannot at present

be educated by means of their mother tongUe/’ an assumption

which Hodgson declared to bQ unfounded, an^ he reiterated ‘

his conviction that, “ if any scheme of public instruction jvere

really to reach the Indian peoples, it must lake as its basis

their mother tongues.*' The controversy ended, in Sir W. W.
Hunter's opinion, in a complete triumph for the orientalists.

Of the four million pupils,'’ he says, “in Indian schools and colleges

recognised by the State in the last year of Hodgson s life, three and a
half millions were receiving education entiiely in the vernacular, and-
the remainder partly" in the vernacular and partly in the English
language. This was the result for which Hodgson began to labour as

a young man of thirty- five, and which heiiaw accomplished at the age
of nrnety-four.*'

It now remains to touch* briefly on the attainments of this

remarkable man as a scholilr. As a student of Buddhism his

* PatUiimenury Statistical Abstract relating te British India, for

4893-4.



researches were more exhaustive than those of, perhaps, any
other labourer in the same field, and won for him from Mr.
Austine Waddell, the title of the father of modern critical

study of Buddhisi doctrine/* while his great but generous rival,

Csoma de Koros wrote of him : Mr. Hodgson's illustrations

of the literature ^nd origin of tl\e Buddhists form a wonder-
ful oombination of knowledge on a new subject with the deep-
est philosophical speculations, and will astonish* tbfi people
of Europe.**

* He wa| the largest and most smuniheent collector of manuscripts’
ancient texts, and vQfrnacular tracts that ever went to India. He
was also, an erudite student of the new mateiials which he thus
cqllocted, nor did the originality ol his conclusions less impress
his contemporaries than the stores of buried learning which;,he brought
to light. Having gathered together his data and used them so far

as his hard^eaincd leisure allowed, he handed them over to the learned
Societies of India and Europe in trust for scholais who could bring
to their investigation the linal piocesses of modern research. His
magnificent liberality enriched not only the British Museum, the India
Office library, and the Asiatic Societies in Great Britain and in
India, but also the Institute of France and the Society Asiatique de
Pans with treasures which have not even yet been completely ex-
plored.

^

"

As a naturalist his contributions to the Asiatic Sfjciety were
both numerous and va*luable, and in his special line, ornitho-

logy*, he attained to the highest rank. How n^uch more he
might have done for science and philosophy had he remained
to carry on his researches in India, can only be guessed by
those who are capable of appreciating the energy of the
man

;
but unfortunately his wife's health proved unequal to

the Indian climate, and he left this country in 1858 and re-

turned to England for good. There he entirely regained his

health, and for thirty-six years enjoyed, with one sad break, the
pleasures affojded by home tics and congenial society, for which,
as is shown in some* of his letters, he had so often yearned

•in the days of Ijis solitude in Nepal
;
and it was not until he

had attained the great age of ninety-four that death terminated
his interesting and useful career. The perseverance and industry

,with which during his whole life he pursued the most recondite

studies ;
the#varied nature of his atttainmetits ; the thoroughness

he imported into everything to which
,
he put his hand

;

the integrity and amiability of his character, all tend to make
•him, whether regarded as diplomatist,^ administrator, scholar,

or simply as a man, one of the most striking and beautiful

. figures in Anglo-Indiai* History.

• * Catalogue oj the ffuddhisi Sanskrit in the Uniiiersitj/^ Library^
Cambridge 1883), Pref ace, p. vii, by Mr, Cecil Beiidai, M.A., whom
I have to thank for much kind aid.

*



Art. X.—serpent WORSHIP IN INDIA.

Relics of ancient serpent-worship are to'be found through-

out peninsular India
;
but this peculiar cult is &sen-

tially aboriginal, and is foreign alike to the Aryans and
Dravidians.' There is no evidence to show that the^^eirlj

Dravidians ever were serpent-worshippers. While the Dravi-

dians were occupying the countries between the sea coast and
the Vindhya mountains) this Northern parts of India were

still inhabited by certain aboriginal triSes, among whom the

prevailing form of worship was that of the ‘It.was at

this time that the first imigration of the Aryans into India

took place. The solar race of the Aryans, mentioned in the

Ramayana, entered India by the upper valley of the Indus.

They were a pure and unmixed race, and it was repugnant to

their feelings to mingle with the serpent worshipping abori-

gines, whom they looked down upon as Dasyas, and with whom
they refused to have anything to do. Hence neither the Vedas
nor £fty of tlie earlier Sanskrit writings contain any informa-

tion about serpents or serpent-worship. Even m the Rama-
yana, where some slight references to thb Nagas occur, they are

given no prominence whatever. Subsequently, howevor, we
find another'migration of the Aryans into India, that of the

heroes of the Mahabharata, otherwise known as the lunar race.

They were a much less pure race than the solar, and they did

not scruple so much to mix with the serpent-worshippers.

In the Mahabharata, we find the following highly interesting

account of the Nagas. The Rishi Kasyapa, much pleased at

the disinterested devotion of his two .wives, Kadrti and Vina~

tka^ asked them to demand of him any gift they would most

like to have. Thereupon Kadru expressed a strange desire

to become the mother of a thousand Nags^s, while Vt'riat/M-

desired to be blessed with 'only two childiljn equalling the

thousand children of Kadru in name and fame. The longings

of the fair onestbeing gvanted, Ka^apa went his way to tlip

mountains to do penance. In due course, the two wives became

pregnant, and, to the surprise of all, brought forth as many

eggs respectively 4s they were promised children. These eggs

were carefully preserved by the mothers. After the lapse of

a long period, Kadru^s eggs gave birth to a thousand serpents,

which afterwards attained a singular distinction in Hindu tradi-,

tion. But the two eggs belonging to Vinatlia still remained as

they 'were,without showing any signs of breaking. She had*

already waited for five hundred years. It was a period long

enough to exasperate anyone.
^
She, therefore, seized one of



the eggs, and gently broke it open, when out flew, in all his

glory, tilie great bird Aruna. He seemed annoyed beyond

measure* at being brought to the light of the world before his

appointed tipfie. Knowing that his own mother was the cause

of this misfortune, he pronounced upon her a bitter -curse thjat

'^she should •be enslaved by Kadru. But when he saw how
•miserably she would, in consequence thereof, have to rue her

^ate, he consoled her with the hope that, if she abstained from

repeating the same experiment on the other egg also, she

would be freed from the bondage by his brother who was yet

to be* born. Thereupon lie Revv up to heaven, where he
afterwards distinguished himself as the charioteer of Surya, the

sufl. Some years later, a dispute arose between Kadru and
Vinatha as to the colour of Indra*s horse, Uchaisrava. The
former maintained that it had a spot on the tail

; but the latter

denied the statement and they agreed that the vanquished

party should become the other’s slave. It then transpired that

Vinatijia was in the right. Knowing this, Kadru was seized

with despair, and requested her children that some one of them
should go and form into a black spot on the tail of Uchaisrava.

The Nagaf at first declined to do so dishonest a dted, where-

upon Kadru, becoming enraged, pronounced a curse upon her

children that thej^ would be consuftied by fire,
* At the critical

• juncture Karkotakay observing the great mental pain of his

mother, readily came to her rescue, and, Soing her will, not
only saved her from calumny, but also made poor Vinatha her

slave.

In the meantime Vinathds egg broke open, giving birth to

the great king of birds, Ganida. As he grew up, he came to

know of the deceit practised on his mother by Kadru and her

son
;
and that moment tlie hatred for the serpents which has

subsequently rendered itself so proverbial became implanted
in his he^rt, ’In every possible way he tried to induce the

serpents free his mother from bondage, but in vain. At
,
length he plainly asked them what he could do in order to

please them. And, being told to get them the elixir of im-
mortality from the devasy he weht up t® heaven, and, after a

hard ajid severe light with the latter, succeeded at last in secur-

ing the elixir. Coming back to the earth and placing it before

the serpents, he obtained the freedom of his mother. The
serpents, who had gone for their bath before partaking of the

were however deprived of* it by Vishnu, who quietly

went away with before they returned. What happened after

this bitter disappointment to the snakes, is a lon|[ story. We
are told that the Nagas all migrate into the diethS regions, or

pathalamy to a separate world»known as the Nagalocam-Sesha^

or Sri Ananta^ Ther|^ the most pious and famous among them



is chosen to be the bed on which Vishnu reposes. He is

represented with a thousand heads with which he<is said to

form a canopy over Vishnu’s head. It is interesting that, while
one of the most renowned of the serpent rar.e serves for

Vishnu's -bed, the king of birds, whose hatred for serpents is

proverbial, is employed by the great god to ride lipon. ^

Later on in the Mahabharata ''we find the Pmdavas, and
especially Afjo<fna. continually coming in contact with the

Nagas. The first of these occasions seems to be the burning of

Kandhava, in which the serpent Thakshaka plays an impor-
tant part. During the banishment of the Pandavas, 'Arjoona
marries the daughters of two Naga chieftains. And the whole
narrative of the Nagas is continued with great interest till

Janatnejaya, in order to avenge the foul murder of his father by
ThaksMka, undertook the great sacrifice for the extirpation of

the serpents. The work of destruction went on unchecked,
but was at iength stopped through the intervention of Astika,

a nephew of Vasuki. After this event it is not until 6cm B.C.,

that we hear of a Naga Dynasty on the throne of Magadha.
Under the reign of the sixth of the race, Buddlia was born,

and in connection with Buddhism some further light is

thrown upon serpent-worship. '

The Buddhists may be silid to be essentially a serpent-wor-

shipping race. With regard to this point, Mr. Fergusson says J

“ No race ever permanently adopted Buddhism who had not

previously been serpent-worshippers.” Although this state-

ment is not to be taken without qualification, yet it is true to a

very great extent. When the Buddhists were hard pressed in

argument by a certain- ruler of the Punjab, Nagaruja hastened

to the rescue, proclaiming to the world that the words uttered

by Sdkyaniuni were heard and noted do-vn carefully by the

Nagas, from whom he said he had again received them. After

the decline of Buddhism rose those two grfiat c lasses into

which the whole Hindu race, broadly speaking, nay now be

divided. These are the Saivites and the Vaishnavites The
Vaisknava faith descended from a group of faiths in which the

serpent always played an important part. The eldest branch

of the family was the Naga worship pure and simple. Vishnu,

as we have already noticed, reposes on Sesha. And, again,

according to the Bhagavatam, it was with the assistance of the

serpent Vasuki that the ocean was churned and Amriia ob-

tained. There does not seem to be any trace of serpent wor-

ship mixed up with the first form of faith above mentioned,

namely Saivaism. True, Siva is represented as holding a

cobra, and the serpent is often ^twisted round his neck and with

his hair. But there it is an implement of terror, not an object

of worship. As the destroyer, Siva is, represented with every-



thing that can add to the terrible. In his hands the serpent is

only a^sw9rd« or the tridenti and the chaplet of skulls contri>
butes only* to overawe and impress the beholder. It is only
the common esirthly serpent, taught to do the will of its mas*
ter. Occasionally, however, the. serpent does appear in- a more,
religious aspect in connection with this form of faith. For
it\stance, in many a Saiva te/hple the hood of, the serpent is

represented as forming a canopy over the lingam. But in such
cases the Naga always appears in a markedly Subordinate
character, so that we are quite justified in believing that the
object of the Saivites was t<? repVesent the Nagas as doing
homage, to Siva.

Af the present day serpent worship exists more conspicuous-
ly in Southern India than anywhere else. In Ceylon, perhaps,
there is a. great admixture of this form of worship. The three
or seven-headed Naga is there found adorning almost every
sacred spot. Snake stones found in Southern India are gene-
rally in ;ets of three. The first of these is a male, the second a
female, and the third consists of two intertwined, representing
the children of the first two. They most abound within and
around Jaina temples. In Mysore amongst the Jaink remains
is the figure of a naked woman with a serpent twining round
her right thigh. South Canara corrtains one of'the most note'-
worthy serpent temples. The temple itself Is without any
architectural pretentions, being built entirely* of laterite. The
image is shapeless ; the locality extremely wild and feverish.

But in spite of this, during the December festival, a great many
persons resort thither. In the Madura temple, between the
images of Hanuman and Garuda, stands one of the seven-
headed Nagas richly jewelled and under a splendid canopy.
The two gold statue;^ of the seven-headed Naga at Srirangam
are even larger than those at Madura. In the Southern district

of Travancere isf a finely sculptured serpent temple, and in the
bed of a ri^r opposite there rises a tall rock known as pampu-
pfira, with a shining band suggestive of a serpent’s body. We
understand that snakes are kept in Guzerat, both as objects
of worship and to destroy rats. No Hindu^ever kills a serpent
willingl);. Should one be killed in his vicinity by a Mahome-
dan, or any other alien religionist, they remove its body, put a
piece of copper money in its mouth, and with deep veneration
burn it in order to avert the apprehended evil.

A snake festival has none of the Elements of Brahmanism in

it. No Brahman aqjts as priest in any serpent temple. The
worshippers bathe, mark their forehead with red colour, and
go to the place where cobras are» known to liye. The sacred
stones there are anointed, and offerings also are made to them.
Small new earthen, saucers, filled with milk, are left by the



stones, or near snake holes, if any, and if the snakes lippear

and drink, it is esteemed a most fortunate circumstanc^ The
worshippers also take a little earth from near the sinake holes.

It is supposed to act a$ a marvellous remedy fqr such diseases

as leprosy, &c,, and to remove the barrenness of Woman.
Persons who have made vows sometimes perfornt the ceremo/iy

known as Angapradikshanam, ot toWmg xo\3i\\A ihe ..It

is perform^ With great rapidity, fury and vociferation. Jn
Madura there is a certain sect of people who undertake to per-

form as proxies on payment pf ascertain fixed sum.
^

Naga stones, properly erected, ought to be built on a stone

platform facing the rising sun. They are placed under the

shade of two pepul trees, araydl, wedded together by a cere-

mony as in the case of human beings. A neem and a wood-
apple form living witnesses of the wedding. The expenses

required for this ceremony are too great for men of ordinary

wealth, so that very often the ceremony is dispensed with and
only one pepul tree is used. No Hindu points to s*. serpent

stone, lest the finger so pointed should wither from off the

hand.
P. Shankunnv, B.A.



’ Art. XL—HOOGHLY PAST AND PRESENT.
^{Coniinued from the Calcutta Review for famOry 1894).

The Hooghly Municipality.
% o

H ooghly, as we have seen, was almost in a state of
iiature before it was settled by the Portuguese, the site

if the town that afterwards arose, being for the most part

covered with jungles and marshes. It was by reclaiming the

jungles add filling up the marshes, that these foreigners laid

the foundations of their settlement. The merchants who first

came to the place to dispose of their cargoes, built mere
sheds 0# bamboos for their temporary residence. With the

increase of their trade, the bamboo sheds were replaced by
brick-built houses. Of these buildings, the greater jjart were

used for the storage of merchandise, and a fetv only for pur-

poses of habitatiop. Sdtgdon was then the main centre of

trade, but it was rapidly declining. The Saraswati having

l)egun to be silted up, communications by .large boats and
larger vessels were becoming increasingly difficult, owing to

which the once-flourishing trade* of the place was consider-

ably affected. The Portuguese, taking advantage of this state

of thing!?, tried to divert the trade to their own settlement,

and in this they were eminently successful. This diversion

of trade from the imperial port was one of the grounds after-

wards urged by tht Moghul Viceroy of Bengal for attacking

Hooghly lAid turning the Portuguese out of the Province.

Hooghll continued to prosper under the parental care

of the nev^ settlers, and Us fame soon spread far and

wide. The settlement, as we have already shown, f was

made somewhere in the last quarter of the sixteenth century,

when the first and foremost of the tour “Great Moghuls,” Akbar,

was on -the throne. The necessary permission having been

given by the provincial Chief, the Portuguese lost no time in

availing themselves of it by creating a permanent settlement.

The town which they built probajjly extended from the nor-

thern limit of the present circuit-house J to the southern

border of the present Joraghat (double ghat). It is certain

that they had no land higher up the river, and it is almost

equally certain that they had •none lower down, except, per-

haps. the quarter known as Hdlddrtuli. As this part of Bengal

• See Kabikai^caii’s ChanSi.

t Vide Chapter k ^

i This building stands on the boundary-line which separates Bandel

from Keota.
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was then anything but safe, the Portuguese thought it prudent
to take steps for the protection of their settlement, and, afs-

cordingly, with the permission of the Moghul Viceroy, th()y

built a for^ and dug a moat round three sides of the to^n,*

the fourth being protected by the river, so that, when the moat
was filled, as it was daily by the tidal waters, the settlement

assumed the aspect of a small island. The fort had Been built

previous to 1585, the year in which the place was visited by
the English traveller, Ralph Fitch. •

,

As the fame of Hooghly began to eclipse that of Sdtgdon,
the Moghul Governor who had his headquarters^ at the lat-

ter place, built a castle in the new town and garrisoned

it with Moghul soldiers. In 1603, it would seem, this

castle was captured by the Portuguese and its garrispn killed

to a man. It is probable that the Moghul soldiers, or the

Governor of Sdtgdon, were much to blame, otherwise the

Great Moghul,' Akbar, whose reign was one continued series

of successes, would not have allowed the Portuguese to go
unpunished. As a matter of fact, they v^^ere not disturbed

cither in the reign of that Emperor or in that of his son,

Jehangir. Hooghly rose to be the principal seat of commerce
in this part of Bengal, and attracted people from all quarters.

The Portuguese came in large numbers, some from Goa and
some from the mother-country. Thus, in course of time, the

number of Europeans alone came greatly to exceed ten

thousand. Though the trade was principally carried on by
water, still the town possessed almost ajl the advantages of

lands within municipal bounds. There were good roads for

the convenience of passengers and equally good drains for the

discharge of surplus water. Indeed, sanitation apy^ars to have
made a fair progress, and the general health of the towns-people

was far from bad. As a matter of fact, we hear of no epidemic

having broken out during the whole period the Portuguese
held it. And not only sanitation, but what is called supreme
law,* to wit, the safety of the inhabitants, was dfuly pro-

vided for. There wefe night-guards who were not allowed

to sleep over their duty as some of them nov/ do. Though the

surrounding villages now and then suffered from the ravages

of robbers, Hooghly itself was seldom the^ scene of such dis-

turbances. The only oppression which 'the natives suffered

was from the .Portuguese themselves, and this was sometimes
very unjust and arbitrary. Evf^n the serious matter of religion

was interfered with, and not unfrequently people were forci-

bly converted to Christianity, against the spirit qf its teachings.

The Portuguese at Hooghly reached the acme of their power
and affluence in the beginning of the seventeenth century.

- *— — - - ' --

* SafuspopuH supttma Ux.
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But 'their fall was as sudden in its occurrence as it was terrible

in its conseqilences. This eYent took place, as we have al-

ready stated,* in 1632. The town was destroyed and with it

the Portuguese trade in Bengal became a membry.of the past.

The offices were removed from Sdtgdon to Hooghly which
became^ the chief port, if not^the ^nly port, of the western arm
of the Ganges. Thus, as a matter of fact, the prosperity of
the town was not much affected by its change of masters. A

^Pouzdar^ was appointed to keep the country under check and
control, and he fixed his head-quarters at Hooghly, This officer

was liberally paid, and possessed considerable powers. In
fact, he was only second to the Chief Governor of Sircar Sdt-

gdon. The Portuguese fort having been demolished, another
fort w<is built by the Moghuls for the protection of the town.
Close to the fort weie the private palace and gardens of the

Fouzdar. These works occupied the ground extending from
the deep ciitch to the west of the Post offite buil3ings right

up to the place on which the present jail stands*

Shortly after ?he expulsion of *the Portuguese, the English
^ame to Hooghly for purposes of trade, bjit they were not
allowed to build a factory until tile year 1644. The Dutch also

arrived about the same time, but they soon removed to the
neighbouring village of Chinsura-^ and established there their

settlement, which they afterwards strongly fortified. The north

gate of their fort stood somewhere on the land which adjoins

the Joraghat. The Dutch drove as brisk a trade at Chin-
sura as the EngHsinTd at Hooghly, and as both these

nations \vii(fe remarkable for commercial enterprisef they re-

ceived greAt cntouragement at the hands of the Mogul Gover-
nors. But\hough the town ^id not suffer in point of trade by
i:he expulsion of Portuguese, there was some falling off in a

sanitary point of view. The roads were no longer kept as neat

.and clean as tliey had been during the time of the Portuguese,

nor we/e the drains properly looked after. Nevertheless, it

would seem th it sanitation was not altogether neglected, and
this is best proved by the fact that during the Mogul sway, the

townsfolk did aot suffer from epidemics, nor was there much
sickness in the land. True to their*instinct, the Mogul officers

never attempted ifuropean cleanliness in their persons, or

European neatness in the places they lived in or governed.

But there was* one important *improvement«whicli the town
owed the Moguls. This was Us division into eighteen mohiil-

• Vide Chaptfr I.
* •

t The philosophic historian of the European Settlements in the East
and West Indies^ the Abbe Raynal, describes Chinsura as a suburb of
Hooghly.

t Commerce raised Holland from her morasses, and Venice from her
canals. Chinsura was the chief trade-mart of the Dutch in Bengal.
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laSy^ or wards, some of which are traceable even ih the present

day. ‘ Of
With the loss of Moslem supremacy in Bengal, Hooghly^

was cast quite in.lhe shade. In January 1757 it was captured'

and sacked the English. This terrible mishap gave thd

death-blow to its pride and prosperity. Calcutta was establish-

ed as the seat of Government, itnd lII the public officec were

removed there. Hooghly thus fell into sad insignificance.

True, it continued to be the residence of the Fouzdar, but it

lost its former importance. Even that office was at last wibolish-

ed in I793t, and in 1795 fhc Hooghly district was^ formed.

With its formation into a district, Hooghly regained ‘some of

its former importance, though it was a mere trifle in com-
parison with what it had been before. An officer was appoint-

ed, who exercised the functions of both Judge and Magistrate,

the revenue jurisdiction remaining, as before, with the Collector

of Burdvvaci. T,hough the town became the head-quarters

of the district, it but ill deserved that hofiour, to' suc|j a low

state it had fallen. Indeed, it was anything but a respectable-

looking town. The Judge-Magistrate described it in 1814 as “ a

,

small straggling toti^n,” and, wjiat was more to be regretted, it

was anything but secure. The authorities soon adopted
suitable measures for improving this deplorable state of things.

The Government passed Regulation XIII in 1813, and thus

sowed the first seeds of Municipal Government in Bengal Under
its provisions the inhabitants of towns were empowered to

make better provision for watch and ward, and for the pro-

tection of their property. As Hooghly needed such a law, it

was introduced into it early in June the following yefi. Sixty
Chowkidars were appointed to the two main sections..CBali and
Gholeghat, into which the town was divided, and as ^they were
only too earnest and careful in the discharge of their duties,*

the sleepless gentlen^en of tfi^ night found their palmy days
numbered- The Magistrate reported that since the establish-

ment of the Chowkidars, there had been no robbdries or

even thefts.

The Regulation of 1813 was certainly a wholesome law,

but the procedure prescribed in it was not equally happy.
At any rate, serious defects were found in its working,
and it was deemed absolutely necessary ^co remedy them.
Accordingly, Regulation XII J was passed ih 1816 which

* The town has now been extended'to the northern limit of the village

of Mir-Kala, and the number of Mohullas inci eased, to thiity seven.

t Mr. Morley, however, says that the Fouzda^s were abolfihed in 1781.
The AdminisiraiioTk of Justice^ 1858, p 51. ^

t This Regulation was a little modified by Regulations VII of 1817 and
111 of 1821.
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besides remedying those defects^ laid down, for the first

time, rules for cpnservancy, lighting and other municipal pur-
poses. About this time, Mr, C. D. Smyth, whose name has
justly become a household word«in this part of Bengal, joined
tlie District as its judicial and executive Heaj], and it is to
^iiirunthat Hooghly owes many of the improvements which still

' live to tell theii own tale. But as Mr. Smyth was engaged
I in other matters in the first fewiyeai^ of his rule, none of these
improvements date from a period anterior to the year 1823, in

which ^a x:alamitous flood ravaged this part of the Province.
iJ^fact, it w/is this disastrous visitation which gave a strong
impetus to his mind, and mainly led to his initiating the
reforms which he had so much at heart. He looked about
for funds, and finding to his satisfaction that the town duties
levied under Regulation X of 1810 showed a surplus, he took
some two thousand rupees out of them, and spent the amount
oil the improvement of the town. But he did not stop here.

In fact, this was only the beginning, and, as the measure elicited

praise from the higher authorities, it was followed up, until

in 1829 tRe town assumed a very rcspjectable appearance. In
that year nearly five thousand rupees were spent, and as Mr.
Smyth was also a thorough man of business, the money was laid

out to the best advantage. The public road near the Collector-

ate was widened ;
the Civil Court tank, the Pipalpati tank and

some other tanks were excavated, trees were planted by the

sides of the roads, and some of the roads themselves were
metalled with brick. The handsome masoniy-ghat which
bears the familiar, but not the*icss honoured, name of Smyth
’was built in the same *year. The old circuit-house also dates

from about thl^ same time.

While thesu improvements were being made in the town,
’ down came liko a bolt from the^blue the order of the Govern-
ment of India discontinuing “ the further appropriation of the

surplus town duties to purposes of pi\J>lic improvement ;** dis-

solving the local committees and placing their duties in the

hands of tl>e Magistrate. Tlius the noble work which Mr.
Smyth had taken in hand and in which he.had made consider-

able progress, had suddenly to be stopped, and it is, therefore,

*no wonder that we hear no more of njiunicipal matters until

1837, when a change for the better came over the aspect of

affairs. >

• By Regulation XY of that year, the maximum ChcNwkidari

assessment under Regulation XII ot* 1816 was raiSbd to Rs. 2,

and the principle of applying tline surplus collections to im-

provements in the town was re-affirmed. Two fire engines
were purchased f?om Calcutta in this year. The work which
had to be stopped towards the close of the year 1829, was

, VOL. CIV.] 24
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resumed with re-doubled vigour, and the fesult was that

Hooghly as well as Chinsura soon presented an appearance
of neatness and regularity not often observable in the towns of

the Lower Provinces.** But work of imprdvement was fiot

yet complete, notwithstanding the progress which had been
already made. Some parts of the town were still overgKrown,

with jungle and contained many stagnant pools which required

to be filled up at once. Tjhe v^ver, moreover, was^ subject to

contamination from corpses and carcases and the dirty con-

tents of conservancy carts which used to be constantly thrown
and emptied into it. „

*
•

The offices of Judge and Magistrate having been separa-

ted* by this time, Mr. E. A. Samuells was placed in charge

of the executive department. Thi.s officer was a worthy suc-

cessor of Mr. Smyth in the Magistracy, and gave his heart

and soul to the work he was entrusted with. Owing to the

increase of Chowkidari tax by Regulation XV of 1837, collec-

tions pould not be made with ease and punctuality. The
Chowkidars 'grumbled for the arrears into which their pay
had fallen, and the safety of the town wasjeopardisey. At this

juncture some leading men of the place came forward and
offered to take.,the collections into their own hands, guaranree-

ing the full amount of the 'existing assessment. The Magis-
trate, Mr. Samuells, approving of thi.s system of local self-gov-

ernment, reported their offer to Government for sanction, and,
on this being granted, called a public meetij)g of the inhabitants

on the 5th June, '1840. The meeting was a gieat success,

and a committee consisting of nine members was appointed
to take into consideration measures for vhe Municipal manage-
ment of the towns of Hooghly, Chinsura and G^?andernagore.

Baboo Roma Prosad Roy, who afterwards so /highly distin-

guished himself in the Sadar.Uewani Adalat, sfnd Syed Kera-
*

mat Ali, the recognised head of the Mahomedan community,
took part in the proceedings. The Meeting, indeed, may be
said to maik an epoch in the annals of the Municipal Govern-

. _ „ , ..

* This was certainly a move in the I'uiu ui.t-ciioii. Dr. Adam Smiih
very properly observes : “When the Judicial is united to the Executive
power, it is scarcely possible that justice should not frequently be sacrificed

to what is vulgarly callect policies. The persons entrusted with the*
great interests of the State may even without any corrupt views sometimes
imagine it necess.iry to sacrifice to those interests the rii.'hts of a private

man. But upon the impartial administtaiion of* justice depends the liberty

of every individual, the sen‘=e w|ucli he has of his own security In ordeV
to make every ihdivmual fed himself peifeclly scniie in the possession of

every right which belongs to him, It is not only necessary that the judicial

should be separated fiom the executive power, but that it should be
rendered as much as possible independent of that ^3ower.” Wealth of
Nations^ Hook, V, Chap. I, Part JI. See also .Sir Richard Garth's

A fewplain Truths about India.
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ment of Hooghly. The Committee, appointed at it, elected
Syed ^erannat Ali as President, and Baboo Eshan Chundra
Banerjee of* the^ducation Department as Honorary Secretary.
Thfs being done, they requested the Magistrate to make over
tg them the full control of the conservancy, C(illecting and
Cho^kidari establishments, and to appoint a writtir to do
the drudgery/* But as the Magistrate was not legally com-

• petent to grant such request, tfee Committee was placed in an
entirely false position. In the meantime, the President and the

,
members 'quarrelled over the appointment of a Bukshee, and

» result was that the former threw up his appointment, when
Moulvie Akbar Shah, one of the members, was appointed Pre-
sident in his*place. To add to the confusion, the people, mis-
taking the real object of the meeting of the 5ih of June, took it

to be a preliminary to fresh taxation, and threw every possi-

ble obstacle in the way of the Committee. Thus, as a
matter of fact, nothing of real importance had been done,
when, in September 1S41, the term of one year (pr which the
Committee had been appointed expired.

Considering the untoward circumstances with* which the
Committee had all along struggled, there seemed to be little

probain’lity of its being elected a second time, b»t, as good for*

tune would have it, it was re-elected in February 1842, Its

first act, after its re-election, was the very proper and sensible

one of asking the Magistrate to move the Government to

define more clearly its duties, powers and responsibilities, and
llie outcome of this request was the passing of Act X of 1842,*

—the first purely Municipal law in Bengrd, to make better

provision for purpose? connected with the public health and
convenience.^ By. this Act the inhabitants of the town into

^
which it was I'^itroduccd were empoweicd to appoint a Com-
mittee, and thfe Committee, so •appointed, was empowered to

impose a tax on houses not exceeding 5 per cent, on their

annual value. The details of the worljing of the Act were pro-

vided for by rules, and the Government reserved to itself the

light of dissolving the Committee at any time. Under this Act

Chandeinagorc was added to the Muiiicipakty, which formerly

included only Hooghly and Chinsura. The Committee began

*their work in right earnest, but an unfor£seen occurrence soon

presented itself which upset all their plans. In August 1844

the country was suddenly overtaken by a formidable flood,

which in violence* and the amount of injury done b\y it was

second only to the memorable flood of 1823. M^ny breaches

were made in the Damudar embankments, and the conse-

quence was that'^he v>llag^s all round were inundated. The

* This Acf was itpealcd by .Act XXVI of 1850
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waters reached Chinsura and Hooghly, and filled aU thfe ditches

and drains. This flood was followed by dfought, and the
drought again was followed by another flood in 1845.

^

For some time before thaf year Mr. G. F. Leycestei’ was
Magistrate, but he soon left the District, making over charg.^ to

Mr. S. W^LUcnope. The latter^ too^ remained only for a ^(lort

timei and we find him succeeded in the next year by Mr. A.
Reid. Mr. Wauchope hac^ alr^dy distinguished himself as an,
executive officer ;

but much greater reputation was in store for

him when, in his capacity of Dacoity Commissioner, he suc-

ceeded in putting down dacoity which had become do vffy ^

dangerous to the peace of the country. The magisterial author-

ities being busy with more important matters, the Municipal
administration of the town showed little sign of improvement.
In fact, this state of things continued till 1856, when the Gov-
ernment passed Act XX, thereby repealing Act X/J of 1816,
which had all along been in operation.

By .the new Act power was given to the Magistrate to

determine the number of Chowkidars, with, the limitation

that in no case should it exceed one to every *twenty-five

houses. In the matter of assessment, option was given to

levy tlie taxr>either according to the circumstances of 'the

people, or according to the value of their holdings. But before

the authorities had had time to put this Act into working
order, the Sepoy Mutiny broke out and spread from one
end of Hindustan to the other. At this time Mr. F. R. Coc-
kerell was the Magistrate of Hooghly. Fully alive, as lie was,

to the danger which was hanging over the British Empire, he
did not forget the ordinary duties of his office. Nay, he even
found time to look after the improvement of the town. As
Hooghly stood in need of a Strand Road, he mame up his mind
to construct one, and.2it once ^commenced worl/ which had ad- *

vanced far towards completion when the exigencies of Gov.erii-

4iient service compelled Mr. Cockerell to leave the district,

making over charge to Lord Ulick Browne. Only the finishing

touch, as it were, had to be put to the work by the |,atter officer,

and yet, taking the whole credit to himself, he put up a comme-
moration stone bearing his own name and that oi the Jailor.

The Strand Road is. certainly a valuable acquisition to the«>

town, for, besides affording considerable facilities for locomo-
tion and transit, it has added muph to its beauty and

,

symmetry. But, unfortunately, since the construction of thp

splendid Jubilee bridge 6ver the river at Gholaghat, it has
'

been wearing away, and it *is apprehended that, unless preven-
tive measures are taken, it will be s^ept away altogether in the

course of a, few years. In this state of things it behoves both
the Magistrate and the Municipal Chairmai^f to make every pos**

sible effort to check the further encroachment of the river.
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• Hitherto,^ no attempt had been made to reduce municipal
admin^traUon lo a system. But, as years rolled on, such a
system became ^lecessary, and, accordingly, in 1864, the Bengal
Council passed Act III, whicli»was the first attempt in that
dirfection. This Act was introduced in Hooghly In the follow-

r>ing^car, when luckily the Magistracy was in the ha*nds of Mr.
R. V. Cockerell, a worthy brother of Mr. F. R. Cockerell, The

• Cockerellf^ have done yeomais's service to the district, and
it is only just and proper that their names should be held in
gratefgl rfemembrance. As under the Act the Magistrate was

be the Chairman, Mr. Cockerell formed a Council of his
own, and, with the assistance of his co-adjutors, proceeded to
supply the ‘wants of the town. But nothing could be done
without monej^ Accordingly, assessment operations were set
in motion. Baboo Romcsh Chundra Mookerjee, who had dis-

tinguished himself as Darogali, was the officer selected for this

purpose
; but unfortunately his proceedings caused great dis-

satisfaction. That the hardship was keenly felt is evidenced
by the heavy arrears which were found to be due*at the end of
the year- * The demand for the year \iras Rs. 28,000 and odd,
but the amount actually realised did not come up to Rs. 22,000.
While assessment was busily going on, the JVIagistrate put

his hand to a work of public utility. *This was the making of

a road from the Hooghly Railway Station to the side of

the river at Baboogunge. Some portions of the private lands

which fell in the road were purchased, and some portions given

free of charge by their owners. The work >^a5 commenced in

1865, but although it was continued without intermission, it was
not completed before 1*868. The Chairman’s report of the 2nd
June 1866 sJ\ows ^that in tife year under review more than

twelve thousaTid rupees had been spent on the road. Indeed, it

cost in round Viumbersjeighteen. thousand rupees. But, heavy
as 6he cost was, the road is certainly a very valuable acquisition

to the town. Indeed, as far as road-making goes, the Cockerell

brothers might well vie with Mr, i), C. Sirfyth who was the

first to make some good roads in the station which still testify

to the deep interest he took in its amelioration and advance-

ment. Mr. R. V. Cockerell carried out some other works of
* civic improvement, but that for which ,he is best known, and
which very properly bears his name, is the splendid road we
have spoken of above. •

• Mr. Cockerell left the district for good in 1870, when l(^r. F. H.
Pellew took his place in the Magistracy and the*Municipality,

In that year was passed Act VIII, which provided for the

appointment, di^issal.and«maintenance of village Chowkldars.

This Act undenvent some modifications in subsequent years,*

By Acts 1 of 1871 and 1886
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but the main provisions have remained unaltered up to the
present time. In 1871 fever raged very violently in the dis-

trict, and as subsoil, humidity'and obstructed drainage were con-
sidered to be its proximate caiyses, the Hooghl^ and Burd\fan
Drainage Act-* was passed. But, beyond passing the Act,* np
noteworthy attempt would seem to have been made to intro-,

duce abetter system of drainage. In fact, as far as the town
is concerned, its drainage js still anything but good^ But itis

gratifying to observe that tlie Municipality lias at last warmed
up to its duty, and has made a survey and measurement of the
town in view of a better drainage scheme

;
and it is peedless

say, the sooner the scheme is put into operation the better.

In 1872, when Sir George Campbell was in charge of the

Government of Bengal, a census was taken ofcthe whole pro-

vince, and it was found that the population of the Hoogldy
Municipality amounted to 67,538, showing a decrease of more
than 2,500 souls from that of 1837. This fact is alone suffi-

cient 19 show that the health of the town, so far from iinprov-

ing, had deteViorated, and this conclusion is conhrmed by the

successive reports of the Civil Surgeon.
^

•

Act 111 of 1864 had worked pretty well, but change of cir-

cumstances neg:?ssitatcd an alteration in some of its provisidhs,

and accordingly, in 1876, tlie Bengal Council repealed it, along
with its subsidiary Acts, by Act V, which was properly styled

the Mofussil Municipalities Act. As a supplement to the latter

Act was passed in 1878 Act VI, which provided for the cons-

truction and cleaifsing of latrines in first class Municipalities.

These two Acts remained in force till 1884 when they were re-

pealed by Act III, which is the governing law on the subject.

This Act which came into forc(fon the ist Augrt,st had for its

object the amendment and consolidation of the la/v relating to

Municipalities. The principle c^if this Act is veryAliffercnl from
that of the English Municipal Corporatio*ns Act, 1882, for while,

under the latter Act, Municipality means the whole body of the

Inhabitants of a borough, under tlie former, the body corporate

is constituted by the incorporation of the CommissiQners only
;

but since the introduction of the elective system, the difference

has to a considerable extent disappeared. Although, as a

matter of fact, the Commissioners form the body corporate,

two-thirds of theii* number being elected by the rate-pa3/ers, the

inhabitants of the Municipality as a ^ody have evidently a

voice in the Council.

In order tounderstand thb general scope of the Bengal Act,

It is necessary to consider whfct the purposes arc to which the

Municipal fund may be applied, dndjiow. they jhc^ve been pro-

vided for. Those purposes, as stated in section 69, are as
* - • —

* Act V of 1871.
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^
follows*:—ii. Construction and improvements of roads, bridges,

and the like, 2. The supply of water, and the lighting- and
watering of ro^ds. 3, The erection and maintenance o-f offices

a»d other buiiilings. 4. Other works of public utility for the

promotion of the health, comfefit or convenience of the inhabi-

•tajjts. 5. The construction and repair of scliool-houscs and
the like. 6. The establishment and maintenance bf hospitals

^and dispensaries. 7. The promotion of vaccination. 8. The
mainteiicfhce of a fire-engine.

* •

The Municipal fund is mainly derived from a house-tax* and
a con?;ervancy tax. The holdings are assessed according to their

annual vafue, which is determined l>y the gross annual rent for

which any Jiolding may be reasonably expected to let.i* The
only exemption is in favour of hohlings of which the annual
-value is /^ss than six rupees.^ Tlic picvailing rate of taxation is

• The principle under which house-tax is assessed in England is thus
laid down by J. S. Mill ;

—‘‘ When the occupier is not the owner, and does
not hold on a repairing lease, the rent he pays is the measure of what
the house c jsts him ; but when he is the owner, some (4her me.'fsure must
be sought • A v'aluation should be in ide of the house, not at what it would
sell for, but at what wnuld be the cost of icpuilding ii, aftd this valuation,
njight be periodically corrected by an allowance for what it had lost in
value by time, or gained by repairs and impiovements^^ Political Econo^
niy^ Book V, Chap. III. •

t This is the right principle
;
but houses not inhabited should not be

taxed at all. On the subject of house-tax, Adam Smith’s Wealth of Na-
tions may be advantageously consulted. In that learned work, the father

of political economists observes:—‘‘Houses not inhabited ought to piy
no tax. A tax upon them would fall altogether itpon the propiietor, who
would thus be taxed for a subject .winch atfoidcd him neither conveniency
nor revenue. Houses inhabited by the proprietor ought to be rated, not
according to the expense which they might have cost in building, but
according to the rent which an equitable arbitration might judge them
likely to bring, if let to a tenant *’ Kook Y, Chap IJ, p. 355. Edinburgh,
1829. A little further on, the author sa^s:—“ Uutenaiitcd houses,

though by law subject to the ta.\, ai*e, in most districts, exempted from it

by the favour of the assessors.” This is as it shrmid be. It is also worthy
of remaik that, as when a house is rebuih, improved 01 eulaiged, there is

n new valu^ilion for purposes of taxation, so oy paiify of reasoning in the

event of a^liouse having suffered much fiom wear and tear of ^time, there

should be a new valuation with a view to the reduclion of its tax. But
unfortunately this equitable principle is seldom, if ever, acted upon in

this Municipality.

J Mill very properly observes •
—“As inclines below a certain amount

ought to be exempt from income-tax, so ought houses below a certain

value from house-tax, on the univeisal piinciple of sparing fjoin all t.ixa

tion the absolute nccessSries of healthful existence. ’ Political Juonomy,
Book V, Chap. IM. Houses being accessaries, they should* not be so

heavily taxed as ///a-wm'j. Hence, house tax must f:om*iis veiy nature be
moderate; but, uufoiiuuately, for the* public, tins sound piinciple is not

always acted uoon. In civilised Gieece, even war tax, which is so very

necessary for ih^defencc of •the countiy, was very moderate. The Abbe
Raynal says

“

Tke impost laid by Aiislkies on ^1 Greece for the
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not the maximum rate of 7% per cent, allowed by tlie Act, but

.

6^ per cent. only. The conservancy tax is a Httle more than
half of the house-tax. In 1889-90 the* total income w&s Rs
56.861, but in the next year it fell to Rs. 49,531/and in 1892-33
it was still less, being Rs. 474*38 only. Thus the average in-

come may be stated in round numbers at Rs. 50,000 ; and tific*

average expenditure also being about the same amount^ equi-
librium is nearly maintained.*^ This being the state of the,

finances of the Municipality,* let us see how it has served the
purposes for which it has been establisfied and maintained.
At the outset of British rule in Bengal, the district hVid^qp

road worthy of the name.“|" As for the roads spoken of by the
great geographer, they were, as a rule, strips of land set apart
at the various settlements for the purpose of, public trade.

Metalling and raising were quite unknown, and bridges there*

were only few.^ This state of things continued till IVfr. C. D.
Smyth was appointed to the district.§ Now, what was true

of the district in general, was not untrue of the head station.

This to\^n, too/ stood in sad want of roads. But,,, with the ad-
vent of Mr. Smyth, this want was removed to a considerable

extent. He constructed 'some good roadi;, most of which, if

suoDort of the war iT^aiiist Persia was so moderate, that those who were

to contribute of ihcinselves called u /Ae hippy fortune of Greece ! What
times were these, and what a country in which taxes made the haopiness

of the people !” History of Settlements in the East and West Indies^

Book XIX.
In Chapter V. of the aforesaid Book V, speaking of local taxes as

distinguished from a/ taxes, the author says:— It is an important

principle, however, chat taxes imposed* by a local authority, being less

amenable to publicity and discussion than the acts of tlie government,

siiould always be especial—laid on for some definite service, anti not exceed-

ing the expense actually incurred in rendering the * service.” He then

goes on to say that when, for instance, the Colls on roads or bridges have
repaid with interest the whole of th« expenditure, the road or bridge

should be chiown open to the general public free of ML In this connec-

tion we deem it proper to notice that in this Municipality no Missive
levied on roads or bridges. <

‘ * It is observable that while the population increased from 31,177 ifi

1890-91 to 36,060 in 1892-93, the number of rate-payers decrdised from
8,40610x890-9110 7,715 in 1892-93; and, accordingly, there has been

some diminution in the income.

f In RennelPs Map of the Hooghly district, however, it is shown as

traversed by roads in every direction, but they were rather tracks set

apart as roads than roads themselves.

J Toybnee, p. 105 f

I Even in 1837, the Magistrate remarked that ” there was not a single

road in thd district which a Eutopean vehicle could traverse, while the

number passable for hackeries in tlje rains are lamentably few.’* In con-
nection with road making, we deem it proper to mention the name of

Baboo Chaku Ram Singh, Zemindar of Bhastara.'Who at.Ois own expense
constructed and also kept in repair an excellent road frf>m Tribeni to his

own village. He'also gave Rs. 50a for the repairs bf the Hooghly toira

foads.
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not all, art still in existence in some form or other. • The
exaiiy>le set Mr. Smyth was not lost upon his successors,
so that HC>oghIy does not now* stand much in need of roads.
In fact, it is ^almost covered* with a net-work of roads and

planes
;
and if one or two deficiencies were supplied, it would

b* well-provided so far as road-making goes. •

Besides
,
the Grand Trunk Road, there are the Strand road,

•the Pipa^pati road, the PdnkhituU road, and the Chuck Bazar
road, all running southwards towards Chinsura. The Bol4-
gore road, which after meeting the Grand Trunk Road, passes
trough ]^ali and the places to its south, supplies the wants of
the.people residing in the western quarter of the town. Cor-
responding*to these roads which run north and south, there are
the Jubilee road and the Cockerell road running east and west.
The Jubilee road has been recently made, and, as it was con-
structed sduring the time when Mr. B. D4 was the Chairman
of the Municipality, bears his name. But, as a matter
of fact, the road was not the work of the Municjpality.* It wa#
constructed by the Railway Company for the easy transit of
their buifding materials, and has sjnce been purchased from *

them by^ the Municipality, which has metalled it. This road
commences from tl)e Imambara ferry-ghat aiKl runs up direct

towards the west, until it meets the Pdnkhdtuli road, whence,
taking a little turn, it moves on like a huge unwieldy cobra
before it crosses the Cockerell road, whence it runs direct to-

wards Chinsura. The Cockerell road is the best in the whole
station. It lies like a long wide riband,* having its one end
at the Bdboogunge ghat and^ its other at the Hooghly Rail-

way station.* It is so straight that even a blind man might
travel by it without the aid of a guide. At the boundary be-

tween Hooghly and Chinsura, there is a lane which runs west-

wards from Joraghat. If this, lane were widened into a road

and made to join the Chdrghdti road, it would not only be a
‘source of great convenience to people living in that quarter,

but would add to the beauty and symmetry of the town. The
Bolagore ifoad extension, which passes through Bali and its

neighbourhood, also needs to be widened in some places.

Some of the bye-ways, it is true, are not as good as might be

wished, but it is impossible to give ge.neral satisfaction in this

respect. Thus, on the whole, Hooghly cannot be said to stand

much in need of the means of easy and convenient locomotion

.and transit.
. ,

• .

But the mere making of roads is not all that is required of

a Municipality
;

it is equally becessary to maintain them
ill proper ordeiv It is often found that to get a thing is not

.so difficult as t^retain it. In the matter of roads,, other people

might learn from tfie French. Europe of all parts of the world
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Is famous for its roads, and France of all European ccJuntries
,

stands conspicuous in this respect French roads are the best
*

in the whole world.^ Their road-men pay particular attention
to the roads, and are always vigi^Iant over them* If anything
goes wrong, they readily set it right, always acting upon tfae

maxim of a stitcli in time saving nine/' To construct' a‘

road is not so difficult as to keep it in order. Good roads
'

become bad roads through^ neglect, while bad roads become^
good roads, if well cared for. French ro^ds are well kept
in both wet and dry weather. If there is mud in the roads,
the road-men soon scrape it off, and if there is dust they ?>weep
it off. This should be done in every respectable Municipality,
but, as a matter of fact, it is seldom done. VVeJiope. how-
ever, that in the matter of the maintenance of the roads, the
Municipal authorities of this town will try to follow the French,
and if they need ocular demonstration of the doings of that
civilized nation, they might satisfy theipselves by a glance at

«
ieir onjy remaining settlement in Bengal. Bridges there are

5W in this towli, and they are not badly kept. ^Bnt some hol-

low places require to be spanned by culverts, for in *thc lainy
season locomotion becomes difficult in consequence of tlic

overflow of watejr, in them Tins want is keenly felt in ceitain

parts of Gholcghat and Bali, and I need not say lliat it should
be supplied without any further delay.

Nothing is rriore conducive to health than pure, wholesome
water, and it is no exaggeration to say, with the Sanskrit poets,

that it is life itself. That this is so, we need not go far for

proof, as it is best evidenced in Cf^lcutta which, since the intro-

duction of water-works, has, from an unhealthy place, been
turned into almost a sanitarium. But all places de not require
such works, nor can all places afford to pay for them. Hooghly
is too poor to bear such an additional charge, and, unfortu-
nately for us, we have no Nabob Gunny Meaii or Nabj)b
Ahsanollah amongst us. It is true, Mahdiiija Durga Charan
Laha is a native of ChinsuVa. But, though the Mahdrdjd has
certainly the means, I doubt very mucii if he hgis also the
wish to emulate thes^ benefactors. We arc told, however, that
at a meeting which was held for the purpose he offered to pay
ten thousand rupees for the proposed works, on condition that ,

water should be suppliedf* to the inhabitants free of charge
;
but

where is the remainder of the amount to pome from ? It is open
to question whether such works are absolutely necessary in

thfe part of th^ country. Plerc the water of the river is not
brackish as in Calcutta, an«I, except in the rainy, months, it

* See also Adam Smith’s Wealth 0/ Natwns^ Bjuk V^'^Ch >p. I, pp, 305-
306.
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remafns sufficiently pure, requiring no filtering before.it can
be drunk. this opinion we do not stand unique, djs we are
boiire out by the Administration Report of the Municipality
4br the year P890-91. In thaj; Report it is stated, evidently on
*e authority of the local Civil Surgeon, that the river water
ill this part of the country is no/ and that the
water of^thc tanks resorted to by the people is also good/
This being the real state of tfeingg, and as increase of taxation
will maKe the burden intolerable, we may well defer the intro-

duction of water-works to some future time. For the present,
jas a* provision against the impurity of the river water dining
the rains, some additional tanks should be excavated, whicii
should be-reserved for drinking purposes only. To force water-
works upon the people when they do not urgently requiie
them, would be neither just nor proper. We need not remind
our Chairman, in passing, that, while there was only one meet-
ing in favour of the scheme, there have been several to protest
against it. ^

Russell in,his Diary in the East, observes tliat wind in Cairo
means dlist, and dust means utter discomfort. JMow, what ig

true of that Grand City is also true of many other places in

fhe Easf. Hooghly is not an exception. In the hot season
dust rises on the least provocation. In such a place, road-
watering is absolutely necessary, and the Municipal authorities

too are not remiss in this matter. But unfortunately for the
general public the watering is not done in the way in which it

should be done. The fact is that while sdtne favoured spots are

watered to the consistency uf clay, not a few are left wholly to

themselve% In this connection, we ought to notice the benefit

which ha«P been conferred on the Municipality by the present

Chairman by siTiking a large well at Bhulkhdnd, mainly for

the purpose of watering the .Pdnkhituli and Tipulpati roads.

Xhis well, though it cost a pretty large sum, has done much
good in the way of supplying water toi watering the roads as

yvell as for domestic put poses. An establishment of fifteen

gariwan^ and ten sweepers has also been kept up for the pur-

pose of sweeping the loads and removing the street sweepings.

The lighting of the town again has not been forgotten, the

present Chairman especially deserving credit for having in-

creased the number of lights from 300 to 462. In Calcutta,

the. lights are so rrjany and are so beautifully arranged that it

seems as if the festival of the Dewali were celebrated there

* In the Serampoie Mumcipalii> j|fso, iheie arc no water-works, and yet

the people do not seem to sutler at all. “ The iivei water is used by al-

most all the pf^plc residin® close to the river. The people who live in

the inteiior obtaiff water from tanks for drinking and other domestic pur-

poses.’* Adminisiretiion Kepori of the Scrampore Municipality for 1892-93.
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every night Although this is not the case m Hooghly, still

the lights that exist are teasonably sufficient for the pui^)0ses

for which they have been set up.
,

Next in importance to the supply ofpure water is the draiif-

age of impure-

v

92LttT. Water has been called life, but whftt #

is life und^r one state of circumstances may prove death\xi

another. Water which in its running state conduces ito health

and happiness becomes a firuitftil source of injury and misery*
when it is allowed to stagnate. This is the main, if not
the only reason why low marshes and silted up streams
breed malaria and give rise to fever and other* diseases^

The* Districts of Twenty-four Parganas, Nadia, Murshidabud,
Burdwan and Hooghly, were at one time very heallthy

;
but

they have become for some years very unhealthy, simply be-

cause the rivers and streams, which were the natural channels,

have silted up and ceased to perform their functions, •thereby
producing obstructions and causing ague and fever. The
silting up of thg Saraswati has contributed, not a little to the
production and spread of malarial fever in Tribeni and its neigh-
.bouring villages, all of which were in days not long gone by re-

markably healthy spots. The drainage of the Dankun.ia hheel§

in this district <ias considerably improved tlie health and
fertility of the surrounding villages. Not many years ago,
Calcutta was little better than the notoriously unhealthy places
lower down the river, but since the introduction of water-
works and the improved system of drainage, a great change
for the better has come over it, insomuch that it would be
no exaggeration to say that it fias become almost a sana-
tarium.* Except in the comparatively dirfy quarters of Bali,

the general health of the town is not bad ; bqt, baii though it

is not, it can not be said to be positively good, and this

is mainly owing to its defective 'drainage. True it is, there
are no marshes or swamps in it, or tlie place would become
a regular Golgotha^; but thq existing drains are so ill kept that
they have almost ceased to perform their functions. As they
stand at present, the waters, not finding proper outlet, stagnate,
and by coming into close contact with rank vegetation, breed
malaria. Now that the Municipality has gained importance

® The island of Bombay was for a long time an object of general
horror. No man chose to settle a territory so unhealthy as to give rise to
the proverb, That at Bombay a mads life did nit exceed two monsoons.
The country places were then filled^with bamboos and cocoa trees ; it was *

with stinking fish fhat the trees were dunged, and the coasts were corrupted
with infectious fens. Afterwards, with the advent of the English, the
insalubrity of the air was conecied by laying the country, open *and*pro-
curing a drain for the wateis The Abbd Raynal^s Hisifry of European
Settlements in the East and West^ Book III., J. O. lu^tamond’s translation.
1873-
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as a piibli^ institution existing for the promotion of (he health

and comforts of its inhabitants, it is its boun^len duty, to shoiY

that it has not been remiss in duly executing the grave charge
which it hasUaken upon its.flf to perform; and, as we have
stated before, ^he proposed drainage scheme, in view of which

* si^rvey has been made and levels taken, should be put into

actual operation without delay.

,, Besides'adopting means to.,proqnote the health of its inhabi-

tants, however, a Municipality should proceed further and also

provide, means for the recruiting of health when it has been put
^ut 6f order The human body, as the Bengali adage goes, is

a ^ore-liouse of distempers, and however carefully we may try

to keep it«from going wrong, it will now and then lose its even

. tenour and have to seek the aid of the healing art for the restor-

ation of its normal condition. Our Municipality does not fulfil

its duty^in this respect, for the Commissioners have no dispen-

sary of their own.* The only public dispensary which exists

in the Municipality is the Imambara Hospital, the whole ex-
penditure of, which is borne by what is cAlIed the Mohsin
funds* This Hospital has been in existence since 1836,f and
has, we must admit, done some good to the general public. A
Cholera Hospital has since been establishecF ivi Chinsura, main-
ly through the exertions of the present Chairman, The at-

tempt is undoubtedly a v6ry noble one, and we hope and
believe that it will prove a successful institution in the cause of
humanity.

If, again, it is necessary to provide means for the health of the

body, it is equally necessary to provide means for the health of
the mind, knorance. being no belter than savagery. This want
can only b^supplied by proper education, and education, as a
rule, cannot 6e imparted without tlie agency of schools.

Of all the duties entrusted to Municipal bodies, the en-

epuragement of education, more especially primary education,

is one of the most important, and it is needless to say that

.this duty should be performed to it^s fullest extent, of course as

far as thp funds in liand will admit. In the Administration

Report for 1865-66, we find no expenditure entered under
the head of public instruction

;
in fact, there is no such item

mentioned even by name. But sinfe then matters have im-
proved, and we find that in 1889-90 Rs. 800 was spent on that

account, which was yicrcased to Rs. 980 in tlie next following

year. In 1892-93 the expenditure under this head pame up to

* Tue Serampore Municipaliiy hasjLwo Dispensaries of its own, which
are maintained at a cost of about Rs. 4,300.

f The SeranNore Naxive Hospital was also established in this year,

chiefly thiough tne exertions of the Rev. Dr. Marshmap and Dr. Voigt^

the Surgeon. F. G. ElberUng s Report, 1845.
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Rs. 1,859. In this connection we would suggest tlftit, If the

Municipality can jnanag&to establish and maintaip a free school
in the tovirn, it will do an immense deal of good to poor people
who cannot afford to pay for tfee education of fneir children?

In hot countries like Bengal, small -pox* is ve^y common, e^^

pecially in the months of April and May. Inoculation was all

along the settled practice in Bengal, and it still .lingers in

some out-of-the-way villages, *butt the practice now ir^general

use, as being favoured by Government, is vaccination.*!" One
of the prescribed duties of Bengal Municipalities is the promo-
tion of vaccination. For this purpose a staff of vacgnators-i%

maintained at the expense of this Miwiicipality, who go about
vaccinating the people. Vaccination at a certain defined age
has been made compulsory, and any departure from this regu-

lation is met with due punishment.

In connection with the subject of health, the matter of burn-

ing ghats and burial grounds should not be left unnoticed.

Neither tbe one nor the other should, if possible, exist in the

heart of the town. They should be relegated to*the extreme
limits, and altliough that rn*ght entail some ^inconvenience on
people engaged in the performance of the most painful of all

duties, this does nof count for much, when compared with the

danger arising from the effects’of cremation and interment in the

midst of a crowded locality. The Kalitohi burning ghat is not

so objectionable as the Ghutia Bazar ghat, and if it be possible,

the latter should be closed up and a new one built in its stead

in a less crowded quarter. The burial grounds which are in the

midst of the town are seldom resortt:d to, most of the corpses of

Mahomedans being interred in the maiclrni at Kaibehl, near

the Hooghly Railway Station. The Bandcl burial-*ground for

Roman Catholics cannot be removed, but its situation is not

objec! ionable. The Gorasthan burial-ground for Protestants

and the Mogultuli burial-ground for Armenians have becom<2

almost useless in con.scquencc of the paucity of these sections of

the population in the town.

15

* This dreadful scourge was unknown in antiquity, 11 h.ivin^ arisen in

modern times. Indeed, DaVid Hume very properly observes :
-** Diseases

aie mentioned in antiquity, which are almost unknown to modern medicine
;

and new diseases have arisen and propagated themselves, of which there
are no traces in ancient history. In this particular we may observe,^ upon
comparison^ that the disadvantage is much on ^the side of the moderns.
Not to mention some otheis of less moment, the small-p >x commits such
ravages as wmld admost alone acco^^nt for the ereat supeiioriiy ascribed to

ancient times.” Essay on Populousness of Ancient Nations. See also

Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, Vol.**!.

f The law relating to vaccination is embodied in Bengal/ Council Act V
of 1880. Opinions differ as to the superior feffiiMcy of vixcination ; and,
some doctors even go so far as to condemn u. It, seems to us that in

Bengal it would be well if the old pravtice of inocuiatioii were restored.
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A vvArd'or two about the offices and other public buildingis, and
I shadl have dojie with this part of the subject. On this bead we
are sorry to observe, the Ilooghty Muiiicipality has rt’ot much’
tf> boast of. ?t has no . schooj, no dispensary, no hospital of

own. But, tliough poor in these matters,;it is rich in the
* possession of a building for its office. This is the Jubilee Hall,

which is situated in the very heart of the town, and owes its

.existence to Mr. G, Toynbee,tof ^hoin we have already spoken
in connection with his: useful publication. This gentleman
called a-meeting of the pi incipal inhabitants of Hooghly and
^bin*sura on the 2ist Miirch 1887, and thus laid the foundation
of a work wliich has since become an institution of the town.
Before this building was erected, the Municipal Office had only

, a name,*’ but, since its erection, it has also found a local

habitation.” Thoiigh.not a splendid thing, it very .well answers
the purposes for which it was built. It is a one-storeyed
house, comprising four rooms, two open verandahs, and a cen-
tral hall, which gives it its name. This is the main office, in

which all pryicipal affairs arc transacted. The* building is also

utilized fbr the purgo,sc of holding public meetiwgs. Thus, it,

is not only a business resort, but subserves other important
ffbrposes^’as well. •

A short description of the Municipality may fitly close this

paper. It consists of Hooghly Proper and the townships of

Chinsura and Chandci nagore, and covers an area of six square
miles. It extends along the west bank of the Hooghly river,

from the noithern extremity of Mircala to* the southern extre-

mity of British Chandcriiag**^ic, with an average width of a

little abovft a inilcf It is divided into six Wards, of which
tiiree are /n Hooghly Proper, two in Chinsura, and one in

Chandernagore. * The administration of the Municipality is

conducted by eighteen Comniissioners including the Chairman
aud the Vice-Cliairman. Of these Commissioners, twelve are

’elected by the rate-payers and the remaining six are appointed

by Government. The nuinber of* rate-payers is 7,715. The
Plindus lyuster strong in all the three towns of which the Muni-
cipality consists. The number of Mahomedans does not ex-

ceed six thousand souls. At one time there were many Euro-
peans living in Hooghly and Chinsur^j, but a change has since

come •over the place, and the Euiopean population .has been
reduced to less thaii^i dozen.

SiiiiMniioo Chuijder-Dey,
Hooghly,
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DELPHI.

No mild majestic Christ compassionate.

But Lord of song, and lofty ^^.a star,

Flashed from that mystic cave oracular.

Dread presage of inexorable Fate :

What time Dehajice rang from State to State,

And, as an orient storm>wave, surged afar,

Thro* thunder-gloom of peoples massed for war.

The Delphian’s rhythmic rede predestinate.

Now o’er yon peaks no chants divine are blown.

Where that' illusive Fane, the Doubter’s goal ^

The Muses’ a€ry fountain sobs alone.

Thro’ thy diip grot no maddening vapours roll,

And no prophetic utterance rends thy soul,

O weird, wan priestess ! for the God has flown.’

CHAERONEA.
Of that dread hour I see the shadow loom,

When Philip’s host, in bodeful panoply,

Swept toward the shock, and outraged liberty

Could yield her sons no refuge save the tomb

:

Not their’s to cleave that adamantine gloom.

To strike the blow that glorifies the free.

Not their’s to emulate Thermopylae,

And wrest Redemption from the grasp of Doom.
t-

What Shape, august in anguish, mourns them still ?

That head up-thrown, those grim teeth sternly set.

He who hath gazed on ortce may ne'er forget

:

By tragic pangs, by patriot passion's thrill ?

And thy supreme invulnerable wifi,
''

O tameless lion, thou art conqueror yet ! <•
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PLAT^A.
KS perishes State has left sex pure a name.
Lonely thei>dolorous walls—but deem thou not

• This, save by scholars, scarce remembered spot,

» Less worthy of a Pericles" acclaim,

Than Ms own Athens’ more resplendent fame :

Hence sprang the hearts whose blood pulsed fiery-hot

Ii\ that red death-grip, ne’er to be forgot,

When Hellas* heroes set the world aflame.

Be sure, where fell the foremost, there were they,

Wher^o’er yon plain, to freedom consecrate,

From stern Cithacron surged the war-array:

The Spartan’s ruthless steel, the Theban’s hace,

This their sole guerdon ! When shall dawn the day

^
Of higji 'deliverance from the chains of Fate ?

SPARTA.

An ageless oak she seemed, foredoomed to grow

For ever scathless-^-hath she fallen thus ?

Where now Terpander’s lyre tempestuous ?

Where old Tyrtaeus’ lilt ? who long ago

Sang spring-tide songs, that set her soul aglow,

Of glory's awful laurel amorous,

But rugged as her own Taygetus,

And shefting as her own Eurotas" flow.

Let other States Circean spoils amass

Of wealth, art, culture—^she the men of steel,

And calculative, craft, who scorned to feel,

Nurse of Lysander and Leonidas :

She whose tVee hundred made three millions reel,

When Freedofti's Star flamed quenchless in the pass.

VOL. CIV.] 35
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MYCENAE.
Was't here Cassandra’s soul-flash clove the glooip ? i

Around these haunted walU—this palace—clings

The hour when Fate’s intolerable wings,

O'er-shadowed Him* the conqueror, lured to dooin :

Lo I mystic gleams death’s s^wful house illume^
’

Can this be he to Ilion led the kings ?

What woes, what wars, what fiery passion-springs*

Slept in that splendour of Atrides' tomb !

Greek of the Greeks in truth, and born too late

In alien clime, though not too late for Fame,

Schliemann ! could magic spell reanimate '

Thy potent touch, Mycenae were the name
To waft thee, with rekindled hopes aflame ..

For victor quest, beyond the lions* gate.

DELOS.

Sea-Queen, who sprang to greet thy Sun-Lord*s kiss.

Priestess of sacred splendour, rhythmic state,

Did no swift prescience of some shrouded Fale

Flash thro’ thee, darkening toward such doom as this?

Here, on the wreck of thy Acropolis,

Let fond impassioned fancy recreate

The loved lost Gods’who left thee desolate,

Isle of Apollo and of Artemis I

Time was when o'er those many-memoried seas.

Leapt, from Ionian lips, the lyric strain.

Ere soared the Pilot-Star of Pericles,

And Atliiens swayed l^^r democratic main ;

Now lone and low the pelian's shattered Fane,

And tuneless mourn the choral Cyclades.

C. A. Kelly.



’ A^T. XIII.-^DEAtH AND LIFE.
XTonfitebris ViyENS,

» Ecelus, XVIf, 28.

The clqudo are parted, and the air grows cold ;

The darkened summits of \he hill

Lay a sharp shore against the twilight sky

,
-Tl^at 4eepens like a lake of molten gold,

Wnd the bare boughs arc still.

Here, in forgotten graves,

How many of our foregoers have found
Return to that maternal breast

Which nursed their infancy 1 No sound
Moves them to labour

; but the long grass waves
• The flag of their emancipated rest ;

And we who mourn believe ourselves the slaves

Of time, envy their slumber under ground.

And say that their enfranchisement is blest.

But if it be, then npthingness is best.

And all r3(iir love of earth, our joy

In living, whatsoever loads we bear,

With means that wc employ
To brighten our dark nights and days of care,

Is frustrate
;
idle all our generous' strife

;

Heroes- have lived and poets sung in vain
;

The dead arc happy, being free from pain,

And life is a delusion and a snare. ^

If that be true,.as those who teach us say,

And man continues when his soul has fled

So that thct^hosts of them we call The Dead
Made pure freedom from the cage of clay
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With yearning presence watch us night and day^

It is great marvel that they are not led •

To stanch some of the tears that mourners shed

Or quench the doubts that blight us with their Nay.
•

But one is there, the Fa/herrand the Friend,

The spirit of which our own is but a breath,

Teaching our manhood as he tamed our youth :
<

He guides the soul that loves him, till the end

Restores it to the giver and blesses death

For those who, seeing not, believe the truth.

And look ! The light is passed night’s ebony maw
Has swall6wed all the liquid sky

; ,

The outline of the h}lls, the traceried trees

Are blotted^ ;
our intensest gazing sees '

•

No sign of what, an hour ago, we saw :

And yet, we know, where darkest shadows lie.

The far-off stars are shining on the head

Of many a roocting bird and sheltering sheep,

f

Not death but life is round us spread,

Light, and not darkness.

«

Let us leave the dead

—

While yet our warmfy stirring pulses leap

—

Neither pursue them to their doubtful bed '

Nor envy what we call their happy sleep.
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Toward^ the close of December .last, the London Times,
* elated with the triumphs* of ‘science over disease, con--

fadently predated, with reference to the Plague, that the
death-list in Bombay would not exceed one thousand for the
whole outbreak in a city with over three-quarters of a million
inhabitants.’* Three weeks later it had to acknowledge that

. the^plag^ie had caused the dejith yf some 2,500 human beings in
the city in question, and that its grip was not to be shaken off
by hygienic measures. The daily telegraphic reports up to
oth Marcji, although not complete, gave 5,357 new cases and
Syi 4.6 deaths, shewing that not only had the efforts of the doc-
tors lailedUo stamp out the disease, but that its effects were
nearly always fatal. Europeans have enjoyed a considera-
ble degree of immunity, and when attacked seem to recover
more fgequently, owing presumably to their better style of
living. The latest statistics (9th March) show 7,146 deaths in
Bombay City, and 4,897 in other parts of that Presid^icy.

Dr. Haiikin in December gave it as his viei^, that rats and
insects diat fed on^dead rats, were sources of infection, and
that the disease was not due either to air or food

; but that it*

was communicated by indentation through the skin we
presume by the action of flics, mosquitoes, bugs or ants. We
take it that the plague is regarded by Dr. Hankin as a con-
tagious and not an infectious disease. Mis idea, moreover, was
that tlie damp portions of houses stood most in need of dis-
infection, and advised the use of chloride of lime in the form
of powder, as less likely hurt caste feelings than disinfec-
tants in a liquid form. The use of anti-toxic scrum has been
under tri/l. Surgeon-General Cleghorn commenced his in-
spection in the lirst half of January. He recommended com-
pul-sory segregation, and the free admission of sun-light and
fresh air into houses, Hi.s plan was the isolation of patients
and the removal of inmates of buildings, where the plague had
.appeared. Professor Haffkinc reCoinmended a military cor-
don roiiijd Bombay, which, of course, would have par alysed trade.
The Plague Committee decided to give effect to Dr. Cleghorn’s
schemes, and to get the heads of families to consent to the
evacuation of houses in which plague cases may have occurred
the j^tients to be put under treatment, and the uninfected to
bob accommodated i^i healthy localities. The Government of
Bombay has since transferred the powers of the Municipal
Corporation an3 Commission to®a special Plague Committee
for the purpose of dealing witl>the plague.

The acti^ taken b;^ the Government of India under the
Pilgrims Actrwhich has left Calcutta and Madras as the only
places open for fhe departure of pilgrims to ‘Mecca, caused
some excitement at Madras, both the local Government and
the Municipality being averse to the measure. A public meet-
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ing was called to protest against Madras being ajllbwed to

remain a pilgrim port
;

the Supreme Government for a

time refused to interfere, but .ultimately issued* a nc^tificltion

forbidding the embarkation for the purposes oft a pilgrimage

of persons from Bombay and Sinti to any Indian ports.
^

Among the places other than Bombay where the plague has

broken out' are Poona, where up to date 407 cases had
occurred and 408 deaths, and Karachi, where up to date 2,262

cases had occurred, and i,995*deatlis. •

Special measures have been adopted by the Continental

Governments in view of the possibility of the plague readu'nj^

Europe from India. The French Government has pYohibit^.c*

the landing, at French ports, of any goods frogi plague-

infected places in India. Passengers are now subjected to

special quarantine measures, and are to enter France only by

Pauillac, St, Nazaire, Havre and Dunkirk. The British

Government has been in communication with the *Fiench

Government with a view to mitigate the rigours of quarantine.

A plague cor^ference has bet^n held at Venice. Owing

to the plague being reported at Kandahar, 'Russia has

formed a military cordon on the Bokharan frontier. The
anti-toxin, so long in preparation by Professor Hafflcine;

had at length reached a stage at which it might be largely

used in cases not moribund. The preventive lymph for ino-

culation was found so successful that the Municipal Com-
missioners, on the recommendation of Dr. Weir, have sanc-

tioned the erection -of a large building in the native town

for the gratuitous inoculation of, all coiners. Men, women
and children of all races have already been inoculated, and

the number was increasing daily by the last rejAfjrt. Two
more medical men who had gained experience at Hongong,

have arrived at Bombay and been placed on duty in the

Secretariat. Dr. Yersin, the plague specialist, has also arrived.

Donations of breadstuffs in Russia, for the sufferers by the

Indian famine, are to be copveyed carriage free to Odessa, and

thence by free transport to India, by the ships of the Volun-

teer fleet. Accordingly large consignments of corn destined

for India have been coming in to Odessa since 30th December.

By the end of November the exports of wheat from India

had practically ceased, and that of rice declined largely. ,Lord

G. Hamilton’s excuse for delayihg sanction to the opening of

a famine fund in England, vtz,, that an af/peal to the public

before the area and inten.sity of the evil were known, would mar

Its effect, reads well in theoiy ; Uut, considering that the distress

was foreseen so early at least as the autumn, ^It does not

justify the delay on the part of the GovernmPiit, or relieve

them of responsibility for the loss in the meantime of many
lives through staivation and its effects. At last, at the Council

of Thursday, the 7th Januaiy, Lord Elgin announced that
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private i^arity might usefully supplement official eftort. He
himself had accepted an offer, to preside at a Famm^ relief

mceling ui Catcutta, as thousanrls, perhaps millions, .of people

over a large «area would be in distress for months. A national

fjidian P'amine Relief Fund \v^»s at once Opened at the Mansion

House, Her Majesty opening with 500 pounds. ’

•Lord G. Hamilton’s forecast of the extent oT the famine

cortemplate-i it as affecting 37 millions of population in

Dritish territory to the end oi Mtrch, perhaps to the end of

June besides 6 millions in Native States. It is expected to

cqst»’the Indian Treasury in relief and loss of revenue from

•fiir millions to six millions sterling.

jThe great meeting, presided over by the Viceroy in Calcutta,

cameoff atthc Dalhousie Institute onthc 14th January, and shew-

ed that the authorities had become alive to the situation. The

Government of India has declared itself responsible for supply-

ing foofl to maintain life
;
but is the timeliness of the supply of

• such food no element in the responsibility ? What if the food

comes to centres to which the surrounding .populafion have

become, too* feeble to travel, or at a time when the debilitated

condition of the •miserable victim* of weeks fir months of

«taivati«n prevents their assimilating it ? Is^ it enough to tell

us in the middle of January t^at the number of persons on

relief works had risen to 1,332,000 when we arc assured that

thousands are reduced by starvation to a state in which they are

incapable of work ?
,

To illustrate what we saj^ look at .the condition of the

Central Piovinces in the jniddlc of D -cember I.-i-st, A late

member of the Bengal Civil Service and one who was on famine

duty in Mlidras in the Oieat Famine of 1877, when five millions

perished, ‘writesto the following eff-xt: “Prices have risen till

they have doubled, and for some time past, reached starvation

point for the poor. Everywhere there are traces of the great-

fest suffciing. People emaciated to a terrible degree are now
aimlessly wandering about and trying daily on the roads. At
•present thcie are more than 1,700 persons in the Jubbulpore

poor h«use, in the last stage of exhaustion and collapse and

the medical officer in charge tells me, that but few of them

have any chance of recovering.” Comparing his present

surroundings with his experience inJVIadras in 1877, he says :

“ 1 teen held charge of the most afflicted District (Cuddapah)
;

bflt I never at any time saw anything there worse than the

spectacle the jubbulpore poo%-house now presents.” That

this was so, was shewn by cojiies of three photographs which

were made, on the 15th December, fiom groups of the inmates,

and circulate^ with th» Statesman, very shortly after. Mr.

Goodridge writjs that so far back as in September, the death-

rate had risen in the District of Jubbulpore to 97 38 ; in Saugor

to 98-68 ; in Damoh to 13807 : in Seoni to 70-72 ; in Mandla
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to io8'28, while in some of the towns the figures were more
appalling, though not produced by epidemic disease. The
death-rate, per mil le was— .

Jubbulpore city ... ... 11T02 ,

Marwara town ... 18266
Shora town... ... ... 225-59

One point*made clear by the results in the Central Provinces
is that a famine of labour can only be met successfully

being taken ia time. If the^pedple are not kept in fair con-

dition, but allowed to fall below a certain point and become
enfeebled, future efforts can do little to restore them to health.

And notwithstanding private efforts in every part of the Div.-'*

sion for feeding the ffimine-stricken in relief houses agd giving

them blankets, the death-rate has been fearful, and the misery
widespread.
At the Calcutta Meeting the scheme of relief proposed was

disclosed to the public, who were invited to co-operate in

lelief operations. A Central Committee was also organized, •

and a subscription list opened, Lord Elgin heading it with

Rs. 10,000 and Ralli Brothers following with l<.s. ,.20,000.

One lakh and' thirty thousand Rupees were subscribed on
the spot. A Central Committee was organized, with the Queen*
Empress Patron ; the Viceroy and Governor-General as Pre-

sidenty and the heads of the local governments and adminis-

trations, including the Commander-in-Chief, as Vice-Presidents

^

and the Chief Justice of Bengal as The Members
of this General Comq;iittec formed so long and unwieldy a

list that the first thing it did on coming together the following

day (Sir Francis MacLean being convener and Chairman),
was to appoint an Executive Committee for ’ Calcutta;, and Pro-

vincial Committees for other parts of the country/.

The telegram sent to the Secretary of State by the Viceroy
has also been communicated to the public. It shews the relief

operations which
pi esidency or

are given below in a tabulated form
Relief works. Workers Children and other Gratiiitons

Trovince. ' Dependants. relief to

Punjnb ... 28 30.4S9 10,278 353
Test works 36 4 391

N.-W. P. and Oudh 64. 279,428 77.64s 39.544
Bengal... 87 68,476 1 8,000 13,593
Test woiks 5 422

Biirmah 4 24,727 5 )
40 ;’

Madras 21 19,543
Bombay

Test works
80 {

28 (
2,32,443

**

6,917

Cential Piovinces ...

Test woiks
99 (

« )

149,062

Besides ^ , above, there were poor houses as given below-
Prar bouses. TfJniates.

N.-W. P. and Oudh ... 1 12 44048
Bereal
C. 1 rovinces
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In th^C- Provinces there were on the same date 29,027 on*
railway wbrks.
Tl^se statistics, it will be observed, take no note of the ab-

normal mbrtahty caused by theYamine, The reason’ given in

Pailiament for not shewing mcsrtality tables simultaneously with
tifbuUted relief operations, is that they take so much more time
tc^collect. Let us, however, look at the following stable which
con^ares the mortality in the Central Provinces, one of the two
•worst stitcken Divisions (the Athei being the Punjab), from 1st

January to 30th September 1896 with the mean of ten previous
year^ 1S86 to 1895.

Diftricts.
Population (Cen.

sus

Oe.ith!. at nor-
mal rate, 3*6

per mille.
Actual Death'i

Excess over
normal-

Narsinjjpore ... 367,026 8,586 12,646 4,060
HosungaW^d ... ... 525,376 12,285 16.371 4,086
J^imar ... 172,120 4 i023 6,839 2,816
Hurhampore ... Si.366 1,899 2,206 . 307
Betul ...^ 322ti96 7,560 • 8,874 1,314
Chindwara* ... 339443 7,938 10,807 2,869
Balaghat • .. 383.33' • 8,964 12:458 3 494
I^ndara * *... 742,850 15.448 15,709 261
rfagpore .. 757.862 17,730 • 20,137 2,407
Wardha 400,854 !

’ 9.378 12,872 3,494
Chanda . .

.

561,099 I 3, '22 14,104 982
Raipore '.755,698 29,376 28,943

, ""HIlUlcispore 827.433 19,359 21,725 2,366
Surnhfilpore ... 388,205 90SI 8.979 —102
Jubbulpore 574.838 i 3 .44t 21,874 8,428
Saiigor '^',743 13,842 27,004 ' 13, '62
Damoh V 325,613 7.614 17.929 >0,315
Mirw.ata It. 173.308 4.050 7 ,89 »< 3,848
Mandla •... ^ 339.373 7,938 15,088 7. 'SO
Siioni 370,767 8,667 1 3*903 5,336

C. P- Totals
• 9, 50M0 i 220,306 296,366 76,060

. These figures are contributed from the official Gazette by an

intelligenj: correspondent of the Pio7teer^ and their value con-

sists in the fact that the deaths from <;ho1era have been eli-

minated, the number (296,366) at foot r)f the column of actual

.^deaths in the first nine months of 1896 being the result after de-

duction of the fatal cholera cases. rsTotwithstanding such de-

duction, the excess ovy the normal rate of death reached the

frightful figure 0^76,060 over the entire area of the Central

Provinces to tite end of September last. • *

On the . 13th February therty was a public MeeFng at the

Town Hall, JS^bbulpoj;e, with a view to elect a Divisnujal Com-
mittee and a District dominittee, whose duty it would be to

receive and expend the funds allotted to the Jithbuipore dis-

trict, and also to collect funds locally. The Commissioner was
present, and invited discussion as to the best mode of applying
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the money in the relief operations. Among the mea^hre^ pro-
posed Mr. Goodridge^ whose experience and interest in famine

*

matters was invaluable, suggested the purchase of cattle from
cultivators, offering to sell them below value, to be restored
to them when the tiitie came for cultivating the soil to receive

the next kkarif crops
;
(e) the purchase of seed-grain to be

supplied to cultivators when sowings begin; (3) supply of

additional rations and clothes to poor houses and relief workers.
These suggestions were cordially approved by the 'Commis-
sioner, who gave particulars of what was being done in the
Division. We have not space to go into details ; suffi^:e to
say that at the end of January 183,000 persons were rec«-’iv-

ing relief from Government in this Division, but dater there
had been a substantial fall in numbers, owing to harvesting
operations. But though the crops in some parts were promis-
ing, and prices might rise slightly when the new grain came
in, material alleviation of the situation could not be looked for,

until the early monsoon crops had been gathered. A receiu
tour of Mr. Goodridge in the Jubbulpore Division has dis-

closed other aspects of the misery of the people.” At the relief
• works the people were it/ rags. The plotfgh-cattle are being
extensively sold and slaughtered for the benefit of butche.s
and hide merchants, and it ^is feared that sowing operations
among the Ghonds will be materially retarded.
Next to the Central Provinces, the Punjab has suffered

most. The Branch there of the Famine Fund reported in the
middle of February «that their local funds were exhausted, the
losses of cattle had been enormous, and the proprietary body
had come to the end of its resources. Eleven lakhs of rupees
were asked for to aid the aged and infirm and children, to
maintain orphans, and to relieve poor but reirpectaole persons
who would sooner die than beg ; and also to provide seed-grain
and cattle for cultivators.

Lord Elgin, shortly after his return to Calcutta, presided
at the Meeting of the 14th January, Better late than never ;

but no efforts now put forth can overtake the continuing
effects of the disastrous delay on the part of Government
in uniting with private benevolence to save life.

The Royal Commission for inquiring into Indian expen-^
diturCy Civil and Military, commenced its sittings under the
presidency of Lord Welby, at the India Office, on th,e 8th
February Tlic first witness examined was Sir Henry Bracken-
bury, late Military Membefr of the Viceroy’s Council. Then'
cam€ Lord Roberts and others. We trust that the expendi-
ture on account of the annual picnics to th^ hills will be
thoroughly investigated and declared. '

»

In our^ lasb summary tlie scheme of the Port Commissioners,
for restricting the use of the jetties to import cargoes, had
not been sanctioned by the Government of India, pending a •
more definite expression of the views of ihe Chamber of
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Cotnmjene. The Chamber were engaged in placing the ques-«

tion beforfe the whole body of members (165) ;
but before its

promised replf^ could be received, the- Lieutenant-Governor, in

the Marfne pepartment, addi'essed the Financial -Secretary^

giving the pros and cons of Jhe proposed arrangements. Sir

Alexander Mackenzie’s opinion was that the 9bjections to the
scheme, which come mainly from the P. & O. Company, had
bean entirely met by the Port Commissioners

; and that the
only o»e of any weight w#uld, cease to have force if the
Government of India would sanction the purchase, by the
Commissioners, of a powerful tug steamer to assist vessels

•*^ving -from the jetties to the docks. Colonel McArthur's
letters to^he Financial Department have been published ;

and
they shew that no improved arrangement would enable the
jetties to meet both import and export transactions, while the
cost of such improvement would render it impracticable. On
the other hand, any inconvenience and expense caused to

* shippers dissatisfied with the Port Commissioner’s arrangements
at the Docks, would be trivial in comparison witlv the loss

and harjisstifent caused to importers and ship-5gents by a block
at the jetties. regards the particular point at which the
•Government of India hesitated, viz^ the possibility of thfc

scheme being objected to by the commercial interests con-
cerned, His Honour thinks thdse interests are powerfully re-

presented in the Port Commission, who have in view the good
of the trade of the Port as a whole. Since the publication

of this correspondence a special general meeting of the Chamber
of Commerce, convened b]jj leading objectors to the scheme,

threw out by a majority of 34 against 18, a Resolution protest-

ing against the decision of the Government of India regarding

the use of the^Kidderpore docks for exports.

Though not so distinguished a phrase-maker as Lord
Beaconsfield, Mr. Gladstone has dropped epithets which

stick.” Such is the title which he bestowed on the Sultan

of Turkey, on the occasion of the unveiling of a stained glass-

window presented to the parish'church at Hawarden, to com-
memo/ate the slaughter of the Armenians in Tuikey ; when
he called him the greatest assassin in the world.” The
present position, however, seems to be this. Our prime Mini-
ster^ has succeeded in bringing about a concert of the Powers,
which will consider measures of coercion rather.than suffer

a fiesh rebuff at t>ie hands of the Sultan. Notwithstanding'

the determination of England rjot to act against Turkey, except
in concert with Europe, Lord Salisbury in tfie detate on the

address’ frpm the throne, used language, the significance of

which can hardly he overestimated. When reviewing our
past policy, tjiat of Lord Palmerston and Lord Clarendon,

he said that we had " put our money on tfie wrong horse,”

when we backed the Sultan against the Czar Nicholas. With
the Armenian problem still unsolved, the interest of the quarter
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.lias, however, centred upon another phase of the^ Eastern
question—we mean the relation of Crete to Tuikey.* This
brings the Greek to the front, and intense c^xcitemcnji ha*:

been manifested in Greece in tire affairs of Crete. Th« seneme
of the Powers for the reorganization of a Cretaft gendarmerie
has proved the jsignal^ for re-ligfiting the torch of civil vvjw

in Crete. Mahomedans swarmed into the Hera Kliojki,

where the Christians had entrenched themselves in strategic

positions, and collisions becaiqe ii^vitable. The panic ^and the
fighting broke out again at Canca, notwithstanding the picsei\ce

' of Major Bor of the British army in provisional command of the
Cretan gendarmerie

;
and Canea was only restored ,to ordw

by patrols of blue jackets and marines from the Briii^i,

French and Italian mcn-of-vvar in the Bay. The rAl coiifli t

is, however, between Turkey and G'*eece, and Greek a .J

Turkish forces were collecting near the frontiers of Albania. The
former has appealed to the Powers, and the latter is not to be
bullied by diplomacy into forsaking the Christians in Crete

,

whither ghe has despatched a squadron. In February, popu-
lar meetings wertMield all over Greece, demanding Ihc annexa-
tion of the i^and

;
while the Powers have advised Grrcece to

recall her warships from Crete. The foreign Admirals 'h|ive pre-

pared a plan for tlv^ coercion of Greece, including the blockade’

of the Piraensand the Cretan cOast, and the seizure of Greek war-
ships disobeying orders. The autonomy of Crete with a Christian

governor under the suzeranity of the Sultan is what the Powers
have agreed to. But fighting continues in Crete between
Greeks and Mahomedans, The bombardment of Canea by the
Powers, when confirmed in Parliamdnt, evoked strong feeling

—

the opposition howling and hooting, and Sir W. Harpourt pro-

testing against British shells being used against Cretap Greeks.

On the 6th March upwards of ten thousand people asseinbled in

Hyde Park to protest against coercion being applied to Greece.

One bundled members of the House of Commons, including Sir*

Charles Dilke and Mr. Herbert Gladstone, lauding His Majesty's

services in the causef of civiliftaiion. Parties of volunteers were
leaving England to join the Greek army. These practical

demonstrations indicate the trend of public P'eling at home
beyond dispute or doubt. While we are going to Press,

the reply of Greece to ll}e collective note of the Powers has

been received. It urges the restoration of Crete to (jrdecce

and says 'that Greece cannot withdraw l^er troops as that

would leave the Cretans to the jaercy of the Mabomedans.
The Angro-Arrferican treaty of general arbitration was signed

at Washington on the nth Jarniary by the British Ambassa-
dor, Sir J. Pauncefote, and by the Secretary of State; Mr. Olney.
It needs, however, the confirmation of the Senate of the

United States to whom it has been sent. The committee of

that body have made such recommendations as deprive it of

all that was valuable. If accepted with the modifications
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suggested, it would be a shame, and would amount to an agroc-
mient.ttvit both parties will arbitrate ‘Svhen they feel like it,

€11^1 not otherwise.*' It is said to have been shjsjved by the
Sewate^for the i^resent. .

^

The Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria, as the siJcticth year
*of Her Majesty 'i reign has Been called,* is attracting attention
jgis regard? the best mode of celebrating it. Di^erent schemes
have been propi)sed, all more or less partaking of the practical
character of the English,^ for associating it with some philan-
thropic or charitable purpose, such as a gigantic scheme for
the collection of money for the benefit of the London Hospitals.
,As regards the ceremonial to be observed, the Prince of Wales
and the Duke of Connaught have been discussing it with the
gieat cfficcrs of State at Marlborough House. The prime
-linistcrs of all the self-governing colonics have been invited
to co.nc to England to take part in the celebration

;
and it

has been proposed that detachments representing thc^ir military
forces as well as those of the dependencies of the Crown shall

be brought over.
^

The mCj-vbiication of th« Merchandise Marks Bill, if not its

repeal, is being contemplated, as the scare impjied in the words
maclct in Germany” is dying away. It is being felt tliat

wc n^ed not go on advertising our compclitois in neutral

markets, and, as the 7 /V//d'i‘ says, apart from adveitiscment of
our rivals, is it not plain that wc^ arc frequently striking at

some home industry ? There are, no doubt, some articles

which are produced both in this country and abroad, the
English article being higher in pricer but better in qu ility.

People do not want to •be protected from German articles

that are good and cheap. They buy them even with ^ made
in Germany * staring them in the face, and they will leave

them yrlone •’ivhen English ones, equally good, arc offered at

the same or a somewhat lower price.”

The year opened with one of those massacres which demons-
trate the need of coeicion for savage kings. A peaceful

mission, headed by Acting CotisubGeifhral Philips, consisting

of seven European officers, Civil and Military and 250 natives^

was proceeding from the Wcst-Coa§t of Africa to the City

of Bcnir, c .1 the fnmtiers of which they were fired upon,

surrounded and captured. There seems hardly a hope that

any have escaped or been spared. The .‘ravage brutality and
“eckless cruelty (jf the King of Benin seems to make the*

ovcrthr<fw of^ his rule one o^ the duties we owe to humanity.

A punitive expedition to Benin city bcgaif to acfvance on the

3rd February, consisting o? a Naval Contingent and other

troops. S/cvcral posts had been occupied, and the first village

on the road to Benin t*aken and stockaded.

Among the personal changes recorded in olir last summary
was the appointment of Mr, W. William Mackworth'Young,
C. S. I., to succeed Sir Dennis FitzPatrick as Lieutenant-
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GcTt^ernor of the Punjab. Sir Dennis made over the . reins

of Government to Mr. Young on the 5th March. •

The Obituary of the .Quarter includes the names of

the' Right Reverend George Wyndham Hamilton Knignt
Bruce, first Bishop of Mashonaland

;
Lieutenant-^olohel

David Mackinlay fotter ; Hon. George Von Bunsen
;
Lieute-

nant-Colonel John Thomas Carruthers, 1. S. C. (retired);^

Major-General Henry Thomas Richmond ;
Major-General^

George ,
Borlase Tremenheere^ General Henry St? Clahr

Wilkins; Admiral Sir Alexander Milne, G. C. "B.
; Sir*John

Brown ;
Mr. Bertram Wodehouse Currie ;

Lady Forvvood J

General Sir George Colt Langley, G, C. B.
;
Lieutenant-Coloifel

Francis Grant Maltby, I, S. C.
;
Major-General J. D. *Mein J

Royal Artillery ; Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Francis Cobham
Nicholson, M. D., I, AI. S. (retired)

;
General Meredith Read

;

Mr. Alfred Turner
;
Herr J. W. Von Wasielewski ; Rev. James

Ind Welldon, D. C. L., Honorary Canon of Canterbury
;

Rev. Herbert Evans, D. D. ; Colonel C. H. Ewart, I. ST. C. ;

M. Vivien, de St Martin
;

Mr. Richard Vigors Doyne,
Barrister

;
Mr. A.*C. Duff, I. C. S.*; Major-General John Innis

Gibbs, B. C. S, (retired)
;
Sui^geon-General Manifold

;
Surgeon-

Afajor Robert Manser ; Lady Elizabeth Vilfiers ;
Mr, James

Talboys Wheeler
j
Major-General George Augustus WilKams

;

Sir Travers Twiss
;
Rev Thon/as Hooper, Mr. Frederick John

Mouatt, M. D., F. R. C S„ L.L. D. ; Mr. Robert Keith Pringle
;

Lieutenant-Colonel Montague Brook Wilbraham Taylor
;

Sir Isaac Pitman; Mr S. E. J. Clarke, Secretary to. the

Calcutta Chamber of Commerce ; Karl Herman Satherberg

;

Mme, Edith Wynne (Mrs. Agabeg;
;
General Sir Robert Phayre,

G. C. B.
;

Sir Thomas Spencer Wells
;

Gene;:al Alfred Butler

Little
;
and Mr. Montague Vizetelly.

Of these Mr. Doyne, an advocate of the High Court,"will be
recalled to mind as having takers a leading part in the agi-

tation which was set on foot against the License Tax, when
he delivered one of the most powerful and exhaustive speeches

which have ever been heard^in the Town Hall of Calcutta.

Dr. Mouatt was a familiar figure to a past generation. He
was a man of great versatility of talent, and rendered services

in Calcutta in his youth, as a Lecturer, and in maturer years

in the educational department as well as in his own profession,

as a promoter of sanitary reforms. Mr. Talboys Wheelertwas
a literary celebrity in his way, and excitq^ the jealousy gf

his covenanted superiors by his jDrilliant talents. Mr. S. E. J.

Clarke’s merits are being recognized everywnere, and are

too fresh in our memories to need to be repeated.

March I2ihy i8gy. L.












